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I-Training

Within Industry Bulletins

Training Within Industry was organized in August 1940. Its
immediate purpose, as far as could be seen then, was to provide a
clearing-house service in industrial training techniques, and to make
training consultation available to contractors which requested this
service. This objective, of course, expanded as conditions of war
production changed.
During the first year of existence a number of bulletins on the
need for training in expanding plants and on generally accepted
training techniques were written for defense contractors. Later a
few bulletins were added to the series-in order to provide materials
needed in the T. W. I. programs.
This section includes, in their latest editions, all of the Training
Within Industry bulletins. Many of them, since they were prepared
for use on problems of conversion and expansion, were allowed to go
out of print when war production struck its full stride and so have
not been distributed during the past two to three years. They are
included in this complete set in order to give a picture of industrial
conditions and problems at the time they were written.

TRAININGWITHININDUSTRY
BULLETINSERIES
Bureau of Training
War Manpower Coamisaion

Originally'

issued October 1940
Revised June 1943

ibis bulletin
embodies the principal
features of apprenticeship
taken
from the but practices
found in leading industries
and will sene u a basis
for apprentice
training in practically
all situations.
It was prepared with
the assistance
of the staff ot the Apprentice-Training
SerTice, War Manpower
CClllllliasion. The field and headquarters staff of Training Within Industry
·
assists
the Apprentice-Training
Service by promoting the use of apprenticeship
and advancing worker programs.
On the other hand, many Apprentice-Training
representatiTits
are serving as Training Within Industr,- panel members.
The training
of production workers in operations requiring
a single
tor apprenticeship.
Both programs have a distinct
skill is not a substitute
place in emergency war production and should be carried on simultaneously.
Trade apprenticeship
should be regarded not only as a long-term program fran
which industr,- must procure most of its future skilled craftsmen but also as a
,source from which set-up men, lead men, 88 well aa some future supervisory and
technical
personnel may be drawn.

their

Apprentices trained under the standards of the Federal Committee earn
wages from the beginning,
and they carry their weight in output.
C.R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry

APPRENTICF.SHIP
POLICIES FORWARTIME
Apprenticeship
is a war activity
and must continue to e~and to meet
war needs. Planning for a long war is necessar,- for rlctor,-,
and apprenticeship is a long-range program.
Its features are really expanded by the war program, for a certain mmber or all-round slcilled workers will always be needed
-to supervise the large number of workers knowing only one skill or a small group
of skills,
and to perform that small proportion of highly skilled work which
mass production cannot eliminate.
Skilled men are needed to produce delicate and complicated mechanisms
guns, airplanes,
am other vital war weapons. Since a large
.for anti-aircraft
number of present slc1lled lfOrkers fall into the older age groups, apprentices
JlllUStbe trained both to replace these older workers and to meet the war demand
~or additional
highly trained journeymen. Even while in training,
apprentices
.frequently are assigned to the important function of breaking in new lfOrkers
on single machines.
The Federal Committee on Apprenticeship
reccmmends that apprenticeship
]Programs be continued and maintained with new vigor, and that solutions be
.f omxl for war time apprentice training problems which will serve the pressing

of war production for all-round skilled workers and also serve the best
interests of the nation's y-ollllgpeople. For the war•s duration the Federal
Committee has aade the following recomendation concerning the training and
utilisation
or apprentices:
needs

l.

Establish apprenticeship programs on the basis of regular peacetime atamards, but inclMing such wartime standards u are
necessary to develop trained workers essential to the conduct
or the war.

2.

Amendexisting apprenticeship programs to provide tor the training of apprentices as rapidly- as they- can acquire reasonable
proficiency in each trade process.

3.

Dnprove job supervision and related classroom instruction of
apprentices so that the period of learning time may-be shortened •
.Advancementsshould be measured by' objective tests established
or gi'Y8Jl by- joint apprenticeship committees.

4.

Where it is imperative in the interests ot war production to
secure all-round skilled workers in the minimum of tille, apprentices should be selected trcm groups least vulnerable to llilltaryserTice. Preferred groups in this category include married men
trom 20 to 30 years of age with one or more children; men classified as ineligible for military- service f'or physical reasons;
military personnel released from actiTe aerrtce; and, for some
trades, women.

5. Where the need is for all-round skilled

men in the future, the
Committee recommendsthat apprentices be selected from the 16 and
17 year age group but without the expectation that they will be
deferred if the time canes when the;y are needed in the mllitaryservice.

6. Because in some war production plants and industries, there are
acute shortages of skilled workers to serve as supervisors, toremen, lead men, and job instructors,
the Committee recommends that
advanced apprentices be moved into any job classification
which
or their highest skills; and that theywill pennit utilization
should be paid the wage rate applicable to the job to which theyare promoted.
7.

Where advanced apprentices exist in any plant in excess of the
number of jobs available for the utilization
of their highest
skills, the Coad t tee recommends that employers and employees
of such
volwitarily set up machinery for the reclassification
advanced apprentices and for their transfer to other plants where
there is a critical need for such skilled workers.

The need~ of each industry and of ~ach plant should be ca.reful.17
analy-zed and the apprentice training program should be 1:orked out in the manner
best suited to fjll those needs.
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APPRENTICESHIP
PROGRAM
The objective of apprenticeship
is the develoJ1119ntof all-round skilled
cra!'ts!DSn. This is accomplished by a program of production work assignments
in which each apprentice follows a pre-determined work training schedule which
is accompanied by supple11entary instruction.
The major part of apprentice
• training is done on the job, at productive work.

A well-balanced program provides not only tor efficient
training
trade slcills, but allows time enough tor the apprentice to mature as a
responsible worker.

in

On the other hand, the program should enable each apprentice to progress according to his individual learning ability.
Some apprentices are thus
able to successtully complete their training 1n a somewhat shorter time than
the established period.

Definition
brief

of "Apprentice" and Minimum Standards

of Apprenticeship

The Federal Coanittee on .Apprenticeship has iasued the following
descriptions:

1.

Definition

of "Apprentice":

The term "apprentice" shall mean a person at least 16 years of age
who is covered by a.written agreement registered with a State
Apprenticeship Council or the Federal Comnittee on Apprenticeship,
providing for not less than 4,000 hours of reasonably continuous
employment tor such person, and for his participation
in an approved
schedule of work experience through employment, which is supplemented by 144 hours per year of related classroan instruction.
2.

Basic Standards:
a.

An

apprenticeable occupation is considered one which
4,000 or more hours to leam.

requires

b.

A schedule of the work processes

to be learned on the

job.
c.

A progressively increasing scale of wages for the
apprentice should average approximately- 50 per cent of
the journeyman's rate over the period of apprenticeship.

d.

Provision for related classroom instruction
(144 hours
per rear of such instruction is normally considered
necessary).

e.

The terms and conditions of the employment and training
of each apprentice to be stated in written agreement
and registered
with the State .Apprenticeship Council.
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r. Review of local apprenticeship
Apprenticeship

programs by a State

Co\ll'lcil.

g.

Apprenticeship should be Jointly
employer and the employees.

established

by the

h.

Adequate supervision and the keeping of records should
be required for all Apprenticeship programs.

THEAPPRENTICE-TRAINING
SERVI
CE
The flll'lctions

of the staff

Service are:

of the Apprentice-Training

1.

to pr001ote sound labor standards of apprenticeship
by joint cooperation between management and labor

in industry

2.

to provide technical assistance
ment of apprenticeship
systems

J.

to assist in the development of programs for trainees
than the apprenticeship
level

4.

to provide advice and assistance
training

in the establishment

or improveat less

on labor problems affecting

The actual

training of apprentices is provided by industry under
g>lanned programs meeting the standards recommended by the Federal Committee.
'1l'he Apprentice-Training
Service, with the cooperation of State Apprenticeship
(Councils, promotes and assists industry in developing such training programs.
Setting

up an .Apprenticeship Program in an Industrial

Plant

The responsibility
for the apprentice program should be assigned to
cone person qualified to handle it.
Most companies find that the plan is procductive of best results when responsibility
for it is placed upon a single
~upervisor fitted for this work by both personal qualities
and experience.
'lThis is a full-ti.me job in large plants and a part-time
job, but a major
:rresponsibili ty, in smaller plants.
Experience with well established apprenticeship plans indicates that,
up a program, action should be taken on the items indicated in the
~actions which .follow. Experience in plants having bargaining agreements with
corganized labor shows that joint colllllittees of management and labor can most
£effectively establish policies and procedures for the training of apprentices
ccovering all following points:
iin setting

1.

Determine the skilled
be trained.

2.

Determine the n\Dllber of apprentices

occupations

_

4

_

in which apprentices

are to

to be trained.

UTAHSTATEAG ICULTUAL ·
--~-···-·y

3.

Establish

4.

Provide

the term or apprenticeship.

selection

for instruction and .coaching on the job, including the
and schiduling · of work experience.

5.

Arrange

tor classroca

6.

Establish a wage scale tor apprentices in relation to the going
rates tor skilled workers in the trades in which apprentices
are to be trained.
The scale should be so established
as to
provide periodic increases as apprentices
progress.
Apiianticea
roduce while learning, and their wages should correspo
to the

1evel
7.

!Selecting

Provide

of

inatruction

in related

trade subjects.

their skills.

for periodic

tests

of the progress

of apprentices.

Candidates for Apprenticeshie_

The ultimate success of an apprenticeship plan depends more upon the
and character
of the young men selected than upon any other single
:factor 1n the program. The following are fmdamental considerations
in select:ing those to be trained:

iability

1.

Give special attention to the characte r (including indications ot
perse11erance), mechanical aptitude, and intelligence
or candidates.
Consider not onl,1' subjects ( such as arithmetic and blueprint reading) which haw been covered in school, but also whether s choo1
progress was at a normal rate or better.

2.

Take !ull adftntage
of all information available in plant personnel
record.a for those already emplo7ed who desire to be all-round

skilled

workers.

).

for additional evidence of
Consult with school authorities
aptitude and suitability
of apprentice candidates.

4.

Establish a definite probationary period to seTVe as a double
check on the suitabilit7
of those selected.

5.

Usually there are candidates who have acne trade experience who
can be given credit on the term of apprenticeship
and who will
complete the program in less than the full period.
This is particularly helpful in launching a new program and will make
available some trained m.~nat an earlier date.

~

on the Program

Elq>erience with well established programs indicates
attention
is needed on the two basic features of apprentice
•hop experience and related instruction.

- s-

, that continuous
training, i.e.,

1.

~ ~rienoe:

It is essential

that

iructon be given to each apprentice
on each new job.
In some larger plants
apprentices

justifies,

and used especially

a section

care.tull7 organised
when he starts
to work

where the number or

of the regular

shop is equipped

for apprentices.

The Apprentice Shop is not a practice
department.
All work ii
producti Te and standards are unitora with other sections of the
plant.
The arrangement is desirable
simply because a great deal
ot individual instruction and attention can be given when the
apprentices
are grouped.
This contributes
to thorough master,
ot the trade and to shortened learning time. It also enablea
the apprentice
to do a good job alongside the journeymen when he
goes into the regular department.
The Apprentice

Shop is often

U8ed during second and third •hifts
production specialists
on

as a convenient unit for training
particular
machines.

In smaller plants the apprentice's
shop experience is gained
entirel.J' on regular jobs in the shop.
In either case care should
be used in choosing the kind of production
work, bearing in mind
its teaching and experience value.
The thoroughness
and speed
with which the apprentice learns his trade will largely depend
upon the instruction ability and continuous coaching ot the toremen and journeymen ianediately
over hill.

In cooperation

with

foremen the apprentice

supervisor,

or the

person in the small plant who is responsible
for apprenticeship
as part or his duties,
should haTe authorit7 to move apprentices
!rOJ1 job to job in accordance with the planned training schedule.
Apprentices should be given appropriate
increases in their pay
when justified
b7 increased skill and knowledge, but according

to the pre-determined
2.

!Comuni

schedule.

Related Instruction:

Public vocational schools usually provide
related instruction
on technical
subjects,
although some companies
establish
their own plans.
Thia suppleaental
instruction
should
coincide with current production experience.
Ordinarily, up to
ten per cent of the working hours should be devoted to such
related instruction.

ty Apprenticeship

Program

Occasionally smaller plants or activities
which cannot provide the
lbreadth of on-the-job experience required tor apprentice training 1fill combine
with other plant., and activities
in the communit7. By routing apprentices
:from jobs providing training
in one set or skills 1n one company, to those
which fum.ish experience in another set of skills
in another company, the tull
:range of training

can be covered cooperatively.
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SAMPLE
PROORAK
FORTOOL
ANDDIE-MAKINO
APPRENTICES
Sequence of WorkAasignmentaand Proportion ot Time Spent in
Production Shop Work and Related Instruction

~Competion Start•

'*Junior

* Beginners

are selected by
interview and test both from
present employees and f:ran
recent school graduates who
apply.

Mechanics available

tor regular . work aasignmenta.

Increase in hourly
rate of pay.

I

I

PUNCH

I

I

LA';J!E

ANDDIENEW

Related
Technical
Instruction
4 hours in
each 40

-

I

I

I

JIG AND

FIXjuRE

Elemen
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THE ADVilCIIO 'IORKERPROORAK

In order to aeet needs tor highly aldlled. mn where then 1.8 not
e,nougb time to develop all-round craftsmen, the Apprentice-Training
Service
masset. up its AdYBDCing'forker program. This provides tor training through
ai progressin
aeries of jobs with suppleaantary- instruction
where needed.
wrell-rounded skill 1.8 attained in specific work ot a type which is ordinarily
p,art o! a craft or trade.

COOPERATION
IN APPRENTICESHIP
PROO!Wl
The Apprentice-Training
Service operates throughout the United States
through its regional offices.
In addition, other public agencies and
gtroups cooperate in the training of apprentices . State and .federal employment
selection measures which are necesb>ureaus assist in setting up the definite
s1&.r7, and vocational education .t'unds and facilities
supply much or the related

llargely

ii.nstruction.
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EXP.ANDING
THE MANAGERIAL
ORGANIZATION
Expanding the organization
in the initial
stages is a simple problem.
However, when expansion is required to the point, where as one company
it, "the supervisory
organization
is stretched
beyond
executive expresses
limit",
the problem becomes crucial.
Further expansion and
the elastic
men may mean failure
of certain
operation , or departuse of inexperienced
ments.
It may mean the tie-up of the whole plant, h igh scrap los ses and
serious difficult
ies in meet ing production and quality standards.
The followi ng pl ans have been found successful
in many companies, and
such that they may be adapted to most any organization.
There are many
companies to whi ch th ese will not be new.
are

C.R . Dooley, Dir ec tor
Training within Industry
PLANNING FOR EXPANSION

The following four steps are ones normally encountered when expanding
an organization.
The plans thereunder
are basic enough to be adapted to
various situations.
1.

Give each present

supervisor

When production
volume
obviou s method of handling
visor more r esponsibility,
more floor space, and often
sections or departments
are
supervisor where previously

more responsibility.
increases,
of course, the first
it is to give each present superi.e.,
more men, more equipment,
more authority.
Occasionally
combined and placed under one
there were two or more super-

visors.

2.

Select men from present supervisory
of new or greater responsibilities.

force

to fill

positions

Usually, there is a limited number of qualified
supercompetent to take full
visors from which men may be selected,
charge of new departments,
new plants · or to ass'Ul...J newly
created functions.
Immediate attention
to repla cement and the preparation
is essential.
In fact, many executives
find
of tmderstudies
it practical
to draw an organization
chart, and to place
under each strategic
position
the names of several men who
could fill
such position,
in the order of their availability
On one or two successive
charts,
plans are
and competence.
dravm showine how the organization
would be expanded and men
shifted under anticipated
contingenc i es.
Thus the department
head, General Superintendent
or Works Manager, may specifically

-2 plan his understudies
and moves, and avoid "getting
in a
pinch" when faced with a large order or an important expansion.
Where there is a Personnel or Industrial
Relahelptions Department, this department can be particularly
ful by developing
such confidential
charts and plans and
submitting
them to line executives
for suggestions
and
approval.
This procedure also makes it possible
to give the naximum amount of organized training
to understudies
and men who
are to be shifted
or promoted.
The personnel officer,
in
collaboration
with operating
executives
can then prepare job
rotation,
progression
and observation
training,
and :institute
organized instruction
in the fundamentals
of supervision
and
technical
informs. tion.
3.

Select

and train

beginning

supervisors.

new supervisors
must be selected
When it becomes necessary,
and appointed.
Each company management shows the best source
in each instance,
whether from the ranks of workers,
engineers,
technicians,
or others.
Experience proves conclusively
that intelligence,
personality,
vitality
and other leadership
abilities
should
outweigh technical
or trade ability
when such selections
are ma.de. Of course, there are some functions
where technical knowled .ge is essential,
and in such cases it must be
recognized~
The following approach
tures of a successful
plan
properly
chosen appointees
ent supervisors
in 8 or 10
(a)

represents
the principal
feanow being widely used, by which
are developed into quite competweeks.

Assign the new appointee
- 2 to 3 weeks.

to elementary

supervisory

work

rt has been foimd that special training
for a
new supervisor
in the principles
of supervision,
labor policies
and similar
fields,
is more effective AFTER he has had a taste of supervisory
two or three weeks,
responsibility.
For the first
therefore,
he should be given supervision
of a
group of workmen where there
normal experienced
are no exceptional
problems of production,
discipline or worker training.
During this first
assignment, he should be made responsible
for routine
material
duties,
such as - shop orders,
time tickets,
ordering,
work assignment,
routine production,
quality and schedule control.
He should be closely guided
and coached in these matters by an exp~ri enced supervisor.
He should NOT be thrown int o probl ems or controvers i es on wage payment, grievances,
disci pline , empl oye e
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selection,
transfer
or dismissal,
analys es and like questions.
(b) Give the new supervisor
2 weeks.

intensive

maintenance,

cost

instruction

- 1 to

Take the beginning supervisor
(in groups of
3 or 4, up to 12) off the job 4 hours a day for
15 to 18 consecutive
days or full time for 6 to
10 days.
Give him concentrated
instruction
in the
principal
features
of his new supervisory
job.
This
will pr epare him to deal more confidently
with difficult situations
as they arise.
Otherwise it may be
months before he encounters
them and learns how to
deal with them through costly trial
and error.
Discussion of typical
operating
cases, problems and
questions
should be lifted
directly
out of job
situations.
An experienced
training
specialist,
using suitable
training
quarters,
can thus help
beginning
sup ervisors
to acquire much of the knowledge and judgment which would otherwise require
months or years to gain.
about

This intensive
as follows:

instruction

Supervisory
job planning
Theory and practice
of instructing
workers
Personnel responsibilities
Labor policies
and procedures

should

be scheduled

- 6 hours
- 48 hours
- 6 hours
- 6 hours

This plan particularly
requires
the careful
attention
of management, training
specialist
and
While it is difficult
to take the
foreman alike.
new man off the job, companies find that the long
term advantage outweighs the short term inconvenience.
After such instruction,
men are able to
accept full responsibility
sooner and lIWikefewer
mi stakes in the meantime.
to more difficult
(c) Assign the new supervisor
sponsible work - 4 to 6 weeks.

and re-

The new supervisor
now has begun to have a basis
for judgment and should be placed in a position
where he is responsible
for a normal working group
including
some inexperienced
workers.
He should
have contact with the full range of supervisory
problems, and under experienced
coaching,
should
be given responsibility
for them just as rapidly
as he is able to handle them properly.

-4In some situations,
it may be folmd at this
if the new
stage that it will expedite production
supervisor
is given the special assignment of instructing
new workers.
It is sometimes advantageous to use him on such work for several weeks or
several months.

(d) Put the new supervisor

"on his

own".

At this stage, the new supervisor
may be given
normal line responsibility
tmder normal super v isory
guidance and share in whatever staff meetings,
supervisory conference , or other organized a ids ar e
available.
4.

Devel op a reserve

or pool of potential

Future nee ds f or supervisors
pool of qualified
men developed.

sup er vi sor s.

should be antic ipat ed and a

Many men are broadening their outlook and scope of knowledge through out-of-hour
study in university
extension,
and through individcorrespondence
schools,
company classes,
ual study of company products and producing mettod s . Often
among such men there are excellent
candidates
for beginning
supervisory
jobs.
It has been found advan ta geous to make arrang ements t o
u se an outside service - state university
or state v ocationa l
educat i on department - for a course i n "Foremansh ip" a dapte d
t o their particular
needs.
fu der such outside au sp ices , en rollees
do not expect immediate recognition
by the company
and yet the company has a pool of interested
and partially
trained potential
supervisors
from which to draw.
iVhen pre-supervisory
training
is set up and offered by a
company and open to voluntary enrollment,
men who take the
training
will expect recognition.
This is true in spite of
the fact that no job offers are made or implied, yet their
is a serious morale factor when they are not
disappointment
selected for supervisory
positions.

Washington, D.
November 1940

c.
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December 1944
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HOWTO GETA PLANTTRAININGPLANINTOACTICII
More training plans fail because they are poorly presented and inadequately
sold to management than for any other reason. Each instance of this kind ia unfortunate.
Even more unfortunate are the good plans that operate halt-heartedly',
all for the lack of proper management support.
This bulletin deals specifically"
with the problem of getting a training plan into action so it produces results.
When the training man does something FORtile line organization,
the problem
of selling is usually not too difficult.
Insuch cases management often needs
An example is approving a program of class instruction
in
1only to give approval.
,any technical subject, like arithmetic or blueprint reading or electricity,
or
iapproving the use of engineering school extension facilities.
Those activities
that a training man does THIDUGH
the line organization
1not only must be approved by management but must be done !?zmanagement because
·they are a part of the management process.
C. R. Dooley, Director
Trainil).g 111thin Industl'7 Service
STEPS Ill GETTlNG
A PLAN nrro ACTION

The steps required to launch a training plan will vary according to the
The following outline covers the four basic steps which the tra1n1n.g mn
ccommonly follows in order to get a plan into action:
JPl.a.n.

1.

2.

J.

4.

Get top management support
Sell and inform middle management
Select and train the instructors
or conference leaders
Schedule sessions

This material will be useful to training men in large or small companies ,whether they have full or p&I.'t-time responsibility
- whether or not they are called
1training men - in fact to anyone responsible for training in a staff capacity,
,who wants to get results through the line organization.

GETTING
TOP MANAGEMENT
SUPPORI'
Top management is the operating official
~ay •yes" or "no" on any question that requires
Vlbat preparation

who has the final authority
management approval.

to

should be made prior to the interview?

This is often the key to the success of the whole program. Be clear in
)Your 01m mind just what is to be accomplished.
In practically
every case there
to secure acceptance of the training plan, and to
aare just two end objectives:
SJecure agreement to sponsor it.

Before arranging to present a plan to management, the training
plan how he will carry out the following steps:
1.

outline a plan and the mechanics of the necessary
keeping the plan in action.

2.

Establish the duties of all persons with staff
keeping the plan in continuing operation.-

procedures

responsibility

J. Establish

the duties of those with li.~e or operating
for keeping the plan in continuing operation.

4.

Outline a plan to evaluate
production increases
reduction in "break-in"
savings in scrap
savings in manpower

the results
time

man must
for
for

responsibility

in terms of measurable data:

savings in ma.chine use
fewer accidents
less fatigue
reduction of grievances

5.

Get management agreement to review these results
as a basis of giving encouragement and backing.

6.

Establish procedure for getting reports
benefits routed to the top executive.

of results

at regular

periods

and production

Supporting material and exhibits must be ready. The value of such
materials varies according to the man using them and also accordi.~g to the execwtive to be sold.
Some supporting materials which might be used are:
results reports from other industries
charts of production problems and their solution through trainingg
samples of the materials to be used in the training plan

Howshould the interview be conducted?
Each interview differs according to the personal relationships
The following points cover many of the important details:
1.

State pugose of the meeting: Some executives want to get the
recommen tion or proposition stated in a point-blank manner at
. the beginning.
Others want background before hearing your plan
or conclusions.
es to him and to the organiz~tion:
Sell him on
a
a ou
e
B
you have to
Avoid arguments - use the "yes - but"

2.

J.

Get a decision:
a.

Tell him how it works - outline the mechanics you recommend,
i.e., your recommendation for leaders, sessions, and the lik e .

b.

Secure his definite acceptance - ask him to approve or designate
the individuals who will assist in the plan.
- 2 -
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c.

Establish his responsibility
for getting the plan off to a
good start.
Get him to agree to: personally sponsor the plan,
approve the details,
and call and chairman the meeting at
which it will be launched (set definite date if possible).

d.

Esta bl is h his responsibility

for getting

CONTINUING
results.

Beware of too ready acceptance - of too ready a "yes." Many a training man
has, been swept off hi s feet by a top executive who agreed to everything promptly,
or said or implied, "You just go right ahead and do it. 11 Then back in his own
of.ffice the training man realized that, instead of getting the boss to take the
leaid, he was to take the lead.
Perhaps the executive will not give final agreement until the matter is
If this is the case, arrange for such a
d.is1cussed with the executive ~taff.
meeiting immediately.
Cover the complete story with ·the executive group.
SELLING AND INFORMINGMIDDLEMANAGEMENT

A meeting with executives is conducted to get grou p approval of the training , plan, to convince them of its value, and to secure the maxi.mumpossible understamding and cooperation of all management. It is necessary for a specific date
and ti.me to be set and a satisfactory
meeting room arranged.
The meeting must be
caLled by the TOP EXECUTIVE
over HIS SIGNATURE.

Wha,t should be covered in such a meeting?

The plan is
The introduction
should be made by the sponsoring executive.
relations
director,
the works manpre:sented by the training man, the industrial
age1r, or by the person who carries the most weight and who can be persuaded to do
the job. This presentation
should cover (1) what the training will do in terms
(2) what it is, and (3) what must be done by management
of 1production benefits,
to zma.kethe plan function as a continuing production toolo
SEIECTING ANDTRAINING LEADERS

Who should select

the prospective

instructors

or leaders?

The use of special leaders or instructors
is not a required part of every
The initial
list should be put togeth~r by the training man.
pro{gram, of course.
De~nding on the size of the plant, he should get the counsel of others regarding
the ability of each proposed leader.
The final act of selecting and notification
shoulld be done by each prospective leader's own boss.
Who make the best leaders?
Personal

characteristics

are among the most important

considerations:

1.

Operating men often make excellent leaders.
However, some operating
people are too busy and are victims of too many pressures.

2.

"Acceptability"

J.

The all-rowid ability of a prospect is the most important consideraThe
tion.
The job must be done by those who "can 1 t be spared."
program fails if done by those "whohaven't much to do anyhow."

of the leaders

can be a controlling

factor.
I
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4.
Do leaders

Competent staff people often can give time more readily
the best leadership job.
need any special

and can do

preparation?

Even if the meetings are not more than staff meetings with their own peopl~e
·1eaders need same help.
If they are to hold special meetings or if they are to
become trainers for any of the T.W.I. programs, they need even more attention.
The training man must arrange for the special coaching to be given to the leaders o.
This coaching may vary from a short one-hour explanation of the company's plan foDr
handling returning veterans, to a five or six-day Institute
on how to successfull;iy
conduct one of the 10-hour T.W.I. programs.
Prior to the beginning of their preparation to handle a new program, the
prospective leaders should be called together and all points connected with "who
does what, and when" cleared up. At this meeting, the training man can "size up" 1
the group and perhaps pick out those who won't make the grade. It will save time }
and embarrassment to him and the prospective leaders if this can be tactfully
handled ahead of time.
GETTING SESSIONS PROPERLYSCHEDULED

When should sessions

be scheduled?

BEFOREthe prospective leader or trainer attends the special leaders• con- ference, all arrangements for sessions he will put on WST be completed. The
leader loses his enthusiasm if he has to wait a week or two before he puts on hiss
first session.
As a result, he has forgotten many of the fine points; his mind
becomes occupied with other things, and he does a mediocre job.
What must be considered

in scheduling

l.

Number of supervisors

2.

Timetable for coverage,

sessions?

or others to be trained.
starting

dates,

and starting

groups.

J. Determination as to whether training

is to be during working hours
or out of hours - management should be urged to compensate supervisors for any out-of-hours time spent on basic training.

4.

Selection

of meeting rooms and checking of equipment.

5. Notification
fication

of persons who are to meet in each group (such notishould come from each person's~).

SUMMARY
Any training program that involves supervisory practice throughout the
;lant ii) a big job. One of the difficulties
with the training function in most
view.
companies is that training men and management alike take a superficial
Influencing the way men conduct their daily jobs is, in actual fact, one of the
management. Any
most difficult
undertakings in the whole field of industrial
training man who wants to measure up to the size of the job that he holds should .
start by recognizing with great confidence yet humility that the job is big and
is difficult,
and that he can only hope to get it done through the line organiza-tion.
An "expert on training" cannot do it all himself.
- 4 -
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HOWTO GETCONTINUING
RESULTSFROMPLANTTRAININGPROGRAMS
Plans for using the knowledge and skill acquired through training must be
appproved at the same time as plans for training are adopted.
There are four
f uundamental things that the LINE organization
must do to assure that results are
obbtained:
1.
2.

J.
4.

Assign responsibility.
Get adequate coverage.
Provide for coaching.
Report results and give credit.

"Continuing results"
are obtained in various ways. A company may take
vaarious means to see that the supervisors
and the workers who have been
innstructed
- either in group sessions or through personal instruction
- use
whhat they have learned.
Naturally the only persons who can insist ~ use and
buuild real values are those in the LINE organization.
However, a STAFFperson usually has an important place in helping the
pllant to get results.
Such a staff person gets his management to remind the
liine organization
from time to time that continuing results are expected.
The
sttaff person should never do this reminding.
He also provides technical
asssistance
to the line organization
on exactly HOWto use the tra 'ining that has
beeen received.
The way of providing this continuing attention
and assistance
varies from
going
pllant to plant.
One manager, for example, may keep company activities
maainly by means of reports and will want to emphasize reports on results on
trraining.
Another manager does this by means of periodic meetings - each accordinng to his habit in handling other production matters.

c. R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry

Service

FUNDAMENTALS
FOR GETTINGCONTINUING
RESULTS

" .
There are four fundamental
points
geet continuing results from any training:
· l..

Assign Responsibility

for Getting

that must be carried

Continuing

out in order to

Results.

The sponsoring executive must make it clear to the members of the execufor results.
Many top
tiive and supervisory staff that they are responsible
exxecutives call a meeting of all those in the middle management group for this
puurpose.

To get the top executive to take appropriate
action on this fundamental,
the training director can get a decision by discussing the present procedure forr
informing the executive and supervisory organization
of~
new responsibility
or a new policy.
2.

Get Adequate Coverage.

In any training
program, adequate coverage means training for every persoon
who needs the specific lmowledge or skill and for their superiors to the extent
needed by them in order that they support the program. In addition to getting ·
adequate coverage in the training sessions,
refresher
or 11brush up" sessions aree
often used to advantage.

Getting adequate coverage is often necessary before it becomes possible
It should be ma.de clear
to do much in the way of assuring continuing results.
that the more every supervisor and every executive · lmows about the particular
training program, the better he can supervise its application
for continuing
results.
Many programs fail to get results because the coverage was not adequate,
and there was not sufficient
participation
far enough up the line.
Top executiv.ves
take interest
in scrap, accident rates, etc. - should they have less informationn
about the steps taken to overcome these problems?

J.

Provide for Coaching.

Supervisors generally provide assistance
to their subordinates
on all
day-to-day operating matters.
Similar assistance
should be provided on those
phases of the operating job that have been emphasized and "sharpened up" througP,h
specific training.
Coaching, therefore,
should be given to supervisors and
workers by their own bosses.
This is the procedure to be recommended and "sold' \"
whenever possible because it gets the best results.
Coaching includes not only ,
the refinement of the content material,
but the development of desire and inter- ·est in the value of the training to the individual.
Every supervisor ( the same as every worker) reflects
the thinking of his ,
boss.
If his boss shows interest,
he shows interest.
If his boss considers a
Coaching 13y'the boss demon-1matter important, he likely considers i t important.
strates that the company really "means business."
The training director usually assists
the line organization
by providing ~
a simple, specific coaching procedure - one that will clarify any misunderstand- lings and re-emphasize all basic points - but line executives themselves should
do the coaching.
Details on coaching are given in the next section of this
bulletino

4.

Report Results

to Management and Give Credit.

Appropriate executives should be informed as to results of any training
in order to give suitable support.
Busy executives need to lmow what is going con
so they can appraise results.
Experience has shown that wherever continuing
results are obtained there is a flow of definite
information to executives abouut
these resultso
- 2 -

How this information is to be conveyed, how often, and in what form is
agai.n a matter for each company's decision.
Naturally,
the purpose of any report
or p->eriodic review is to show the relative
improvement accomplished by the use of
training program.
the particular
Whendiscussing with a plant executive results to be expected, it must be
remeJmbered that many influences in a plant may contribute to certain results.
Traiming programs help get better result s, of course, but should never be present ,ed as the only means for complete solution of all production problems.
Prompt and proper recognition
by the appropriate
executive
to o,btain continuing interest
and, hence, continuing results.

is necessary

Again, how often and by what means credit is to be given are decisions
each company must make. The giving of credit is perhaps the most powerful force
that . can operate to stimulate interest,
enthusiasm, and continued action.

PROVISIONFOR COACHING
Coaching is the third of the fundamentals for getting continuing results
ment jioned on the previous page. There are two objectives
in any coaching
pro c,edure :
To give
improve
program,
training

the supervisor a renewed understanding
of how to
his use of what he has learned in the training
and to stimulate interest
and desire to use the
based on the results to him personally.

Whether this understanding is gotten over to each person individually
or i ~s given to several in a small group is a matter to be decided in each
instcance.
The one essential
is to get a thorough understanding
of the program
and :its value.
How to Coach
Getting a negligent worker or supervisor to promise to 11do better" or
"shcmring him how" is not coaching.
The objective of any coaching is to have
each 1 person understand and use what he has learned.
As an example, it has been found that, in increasing the skills of
inst1ruction , of improving methods, and of leading, the following five coaching
st ep~s are adequate and effective.
It is not expected that all five items will
be utsed in the order listed
or that all five will be covered at any one contact.
Natwrally,
the coach must be thoroughly grounded in the particular
program before
he c,an use the coaching technique.
l.

£Give reasons

spec;ific
reascons

and advantages

why the program should be used.

Good tangible reasons for . using the program under discussion,
based on
departmental experience if possible,
should be presented - typical
such as:
- J -

Less tool breakage
Fewer accidents
Less scrap
Shortened break-in tim e
2.

Get understanding

Better use of manpower
Savings in materials
Better use of space
Mor e production per machine-hour

Fewer misfits
Fewer gripes
Fewer grievanc :es
Less turnover

of the principles.

It is essential to review the basic principles
or chief points of the
pr ogram. Every point shou,ld be clarified.
A good way to determine whether t:.he
program i s understood is to ask questions about various points.
The applicat ;ion
of the var i ous points to some current problem or situation makes them practic:al
Always use pl enty of "reas ons why."
and vital.

3.

Select a problem and work on it together.

This i s the most helpful coaching device that can be provided.
The pe>rson may need help in identifying a problem. Whatever the problem that is idemtifi ed, nothin g shows so clearly the usefulness of the training program as work~ing
i t out tog et her . Working it out together should mean that the coach offers
gui dance and assistance but does NOTdo much of the work him.self. The coach sees
th at th e METHODis used; the supervisor makes the applicationo
4.

Ask him t o work out another problem al one •

.Another problem should be ident ifi ed and the person being coached is
asked to go ahead and work it out alone. This will increase his confidence i1n
hi s own ability.
It also provides a logical reason for agreeing to check ll'iti.h
each other at a later date.

5.

Give him credit

for good results

and good effort.

Appropriate credit should be gi ven according to plant custom. Often &
determined effort to apply a program in the face of many difficulties
is as
worthy of credit as actual results.
The giving of credit should not, of colllt'se,
be overdone. The thought should be left that these occasional checks are newer
to be concluded. The supervisor being coached should understand that he is
expected to use what he has learned in the program, that he will be checked ais
to his use of it, and that he can receive some tips on HOW
to use it, month
after month, presumably as long as the supervisory relationship
is maintainedi.
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HOWTO IMPROVEJOB METHODS

You know materials
are growing scarcer.
~chines
are difficult
r ceplace.
And manpower is getting to be a critical
issue.

to get or

A big part of the answer is to develop better ways of doing the 110rk you
stupervise w1 th the manpower. na.chines., and materials NOWAV.AILAB1£.
Perhaps you worked out a better way to do one of the jobs you supervise
tcoday. If so, you made an important contributio~
to victory.
But are you
wcorking out better methods every day?
Here is a Plan that will help you develop those BETTERJOB METHODS
NOW.
of quality products., in less
Itt will help you to produce greater quantities.,
tilme.
The principles
are not new. The Plan was worked out in its present
pn-aotical and usable form by industrial
men who are facing the same problems
ass yourself.
Use this plan every day. Use it on EVERYjob you supervise.
The more
yo>u use it., the more opporttmities
you will find to put it to work.
Today., the need is to improve JOB METHODS
to help do the biggest produiction job in histofy!
The need is for you to make MOREimprovements and
to > make them NOW!
O. Jl. Doole7, Director
!raining Wlthin Induet?7 Serrice
Job Improvement has always
beten a part of your job.
You are looking for improvements every day. This is, and always has been,
a 1part of your job.
Continued improvement of basic ideas has mde our country
whaat it is.
Think of the automobiles of 15 years ago. Compare them with the
ca.rs of today.
Remember the radio of a ff!lf( years ago? And the airplanes?
And
- and guns - in fact., thousands of modern pieces of fighting equipthte rifles
me,nt that were unknown a f6W years ago? All this progress is the result of
impprovemsnt.
Some of it is improvement in design to be sure.
But much of it
is 1 improvement in the METHODS
of production.
You may not be able to do much
ab~out basi ~ de sign., but you~
do something about the production methods.
Go after

the "small

things."

Look for the hundreds .of small things you can improve.
Don't try to plan
a nrhole new department layout - or go after a big new installation
of new equipmernt.
There isn't time for these major items.
Look for improvements on existing
jo tbs ., wit h your present equ i pment.
6- 2 G8 6 Pl
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The "WAY"you make improvements
is of first
importance.
Go back in your memory as .n workman.
Remember the time you "put up" with a job because it was awkward and
caused you needles~ trouble and worry? Remember the "better way" you finally ,
worked out which would have made it safer and easier to do? Remember how you
wanted to te ll your boss about your idea but he wasn't the kin~ of a £ellow
who was easy to talk to, and you never mentioned it to him:
Or perhaps, you remember the time when the boss "sprungi• his
it.
you and you h·ad a pretty tough time "swallowing"

nEtw method con

You will NEVERforget the time when the boss "had an idea" and asked you
for YOURopinion about it, and how you made several good improvements in his
plan and how pleased you were.
Then go back over your experience

t

as a supervisor.

It was rather pooorly
Remember the time you put a new iaea "up to the boss?"
worked out and he found a "bug" in your plan right off? And you didn't propoase
any more.
P.eme!Ilber the time you redly
had a good plan, but you neglected tog et soome
of your fellow supervisors
and engineers "in on it" and the plan fell flat1
Then, of course, you will NEVERforget the "better way" you worked out, i that
effect and that did work. You still
can feel the satisfaction
tthat
you.
ttgave
was put into

How to Improve Job Methods.
BETTERJOB METHODS
are needed NOW- desperately
so - but there is a RIGH1T
WAYto make them. Here is the plan.
It has wor~ed in thousands of oases, anod
in practically
evecy kind of industry.
There are FOURSTEPS to follow.
No onne
step can be omitted.
No one step is more important than the other.
STEP I.

BREAK~

the job.

1.

List

2.

Be sure details

all

deta il s of the job exactly
include

as done by the Present

Method.

all:

Material Handling
Machine Work
Hand Work
- take any job - take the first

one you see in your department.

- just "start right in" - jot dolVtl on a sheet of paper every
detail as it happens.
Do this right at the job.
Don't try
to do it baok at your desk.
You'll overlook something if you
do.
- don't be secretive
or m;ysterious about it.
Tell your workers
what you are doing.
Be frank and open about the listing . of
details.

- 3 ---

STEP II .
1.

QUES'.rIONevery detail.
Use these

types of questions:

WHYis it necessary?
WHATis its purpose?
WHEREshould it be done?
W!IBNshould it be done?
to do it?
WHOis best qualified
HOWis "the best way" to do it?
2.

Als o question

the:

Mater i als, Machirfes, Equipment, Tools, Produot Design,
Layout, Work Place , Safe~ r, Housekeeping.
- j ust start down your she~t of details.
que stioning each one.
- you won' t get far, usually,
wil l occur to you.

Start

unti .l some improvements

- perhap s a "BETTERWAT' wi ll "fla sh" i nto your mind,
Hold this "new idea" te mpora ril y and question EVERY
DETAIL on your l i st bef ore you s t a r t to "dope out"
the b etter way. If you stop to work your "flash,"
you may help only a part of the job, and overlook
a broader or more useful improvement.
STEP I II . DEVELOP the new method.
1.

ELIMINATEunnecessaix

2.

COMBINEdetails

3.

REARRA!'JGE
details

4.

SI11PLIFY all
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

details.

when pract i cal.
for ~etter

necessa~

details

sequence.
..

Make the work easier and safer.
Pre-position
materials,
tools and
equipment at the best places in
the proper work area.
Use gravity-feed
hoppers and
drop-delivery
chutes when practical.
Let both hands do useful work.
Use jigs and fixtures
instead of
hands, for holding •ork.

5.

WORKOUT your idea WITH others.

6.

Write

up your proposed

new method.

6 - 2 b 9 6 P3
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- eliminating
unnecessary
and tm.npower.

details

- combining and rearranging
handling.
- simplifying

prevents

waste of ne.terials

overcome "back tracking"

makes the job easier

and safer

and double

to do.

- be sure to get all those concerned "in on" your idea from the
start.
Don't work out the new method and "spring it " on your
to your boss, your associates,
and
people.
This applies
particularly
to your workers.
The be st way of all is to work
out your idea with them. Me.ke them_:: pa.rt ,-;.,. it ,
STEP IV.

APPLYthe new

~ thod.

1.

Sell your proposal

to the boss.

2.

Sell

3.

Get final approval of all concerned
on Safety, Quality, ~antity
and Cost.

4.

Put the new method to work.
Use it
until a better way is developed.

5.

Give credit

the new method to the operators.

where credit

is due.

- the boss must be "sold"

to get his approval

- the operator may need to know more about
method a fair test.
the new method can yield
working.
it's actually

increased

it

production

for a trial

run.

to give the new
only after

- remember, today's best way, is only for today.
Tomorrow there
will be a better way - and you will work it out!
- stealing
an idea is really a form of sabotage.
Be open-minded
A really
to suggestions,
even if many of them are "wild ideas."
good one will come along that can contribute
to victory.
Often a new method will "pop" into your mind without working through these
However, these "flashes"
FOUR STEPS. This is tc be expected at the start.
will soon be exhausted.
Don't expect them to continue.
For consistent
improve- ·
through ALL of the FOURSTEPS. You will
ment, you must think your way carefully
have to dig beneath the surface for most of your improvements.

Make the job easier

and safer.

Remember, your purpose is to make jobs easier and safer - NOT to make peoplte
work harder or faster.
This is NOT a sp eed -up plan.
It IS to show people how tco
Se clearl y in mind and you can't
work more effe cti vely.
Keep this'"'b"asic pt:.,'".)()
fail.
Furthennore,
you will find "improvi ng jo b methods" is an interesting
to
undertaking.
Most important of all is the f r et that you will contribute
VICTORY!
6-2686
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HOl/'fTO DlPROVEJOB RELATIONS
In these times, for maximum production, ma.chines and :materials are not
emough. We need the individual
skills and the maximum cooperation of every man
amd woman who is at work turning out what our armed forces and civilian workers
heave to have.
You know how important
miisunderstandings
on the job,
tlhey have in the war effort,
tlhinga that happened ott the

it is not to have any lost production because ot
or because people do not realize the vital part
or because some one is slowed down on his job by
job.

Experienced supervisors who have demonstrated their ability t~ "work well
wtt.th people" have developed a special skill.
You can acquire this skill.
By
maaking use or it, you can be more sure ot meeting your production requirements.
This is the time;

and the place is right

where you arer

c. R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry

SerTioe

EVERYDAY
PROBLEMS
Does anyone in your departraent ever ,retuse to do acne particular
job?
O>r, maybe, eTen quit his job? Do you have any people who are discouraged or
wrho make other people dissatisfied?
Are there any changes being made in your plant
yyou do - in the people you work with?
Does everyone come to work regularly,
And do you ever find you are by-passed
yyour own boss?
1i1m?

- in how you work, what

or are you ever held up by absenteeby people who go over your head to

problems don't come up at once, but they do occur,
All job relations
responsible
tor handling such proDI'ems.
nmanagement ~ hold supervisors

and

The supervisor today needs a high degree ot skill to handle his own probllems. But, u part of the skill,
first of all, he needs a strong foundation tor
~good relatio'iishipsw1th""tne
people whose work he directs.
OF GOODDLATIOlfS
THE FOUNDATION
You do not produoe a ton of steel, build a single jeep - it is the people
The supervisor needs to remember constant.YOUsupervise who turn out production.
ly that results~
through people.

c.

There are certain basio principles
whicll are toundations in establishiing
between you and those whose work you direot.
and maintaining good relations
Alway, remember to1
Let eaoh worker know how he is getting along.
GiTe ored.it when &le.
Tell people in adT&Doeabout ohangH that will
)lake
beat u•• ot each pereon • 1 ability.

etteot

them.

Th•••

prinoipl••
apply to all worker,, and they do not represent actioons
Constantly tollowin& tthem
which are to be taken only onoe or at rare intern.la.
in day--to-day operation will pay diTidende.
~~

worker ~ ~ !!_!!!_ getting

along.

It ia important to keep people posted on how they are :measuring up ag~ains
what is expeoted ot them. The •eyerything
is all right unless I tell you ao~"
The man who is doing all rHght
philosophy doe1 not tit into modern supervision.
should be told 10.
J.nd it is otten more important to oheok the peraon who iea
It you haTe to'""aay "you•Te been slipping tor quite ta
just beginning to skid.
while,• you know what the worker will teel - "why didn't you tell me sooner?""
Gin

credit

when due.

The worker and The department deaei,-e to know when their efforts have » oon
tribvted to an ac oomplialment.
Recognition ot good work or taithtul
pertol"'JIU.noe
You like to get proper credit TOUuraalcea it easier to get extra ettort again.
••lt.
Tell people 1n adTance about change• that

will

atfect

them.

It i s not al ways possible tor you to let a worker "in" on all deoiaionns
which at'tect him, but he can and should always be given the chance to "have
his say."
If you give the reason tor changes before they are ma.de, you will
aToid :many m1sunderstancl1nga.
Make best

use ot each person's

ability.

Everyone likes to teel. particularly
in war time, that he is working; , at
hia highest level of skill and ability.
Take advantage of special interest
i in
kinds of work, and give each person as much and as responsible work as he cann
handle.

TREATING
PEOPLEJ.S INDIVIDUALS
While these foundations apply to all people, you cannot let it go at
them all alike."
llo one wants to be known simply ae a time-card
or aa "the new man" - neither you nor those you supervise.
We are alll

"treating
n\ab•r

ditterent.
lOlat happens to one operator ott the job makes him di.f'terent trOfOIA
his partner cm the same job. Bach ot u• wants to be known tor his own perso10nal
!here are things that~
teel are important to~&•
am
oharaoter11tice.
11141-n.cbaal. You auat relllllllber other incffi!duals teel the aame way.
- 2 -
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'l'HE SKILLOF UNDERSTANDING
PEOPLE

Applying these toundatione ot good worker-supervisor
relation•
will not
puarantee
eooth operation tor you, but will preTent aany ai1\1.Jlder•tanding1.
HOW9Ter, there

&re other thing•
employee and what
yrour people tor everyday operation of
neeed this intonnation when you haTe a
l atione problem.
kmow each individual

which

zrtmaat oon1ider.
You need to
iila. You
to mow

1• iapo

~'

need

y'bur department, and you particularly
dittioult
situation
to handle aa a job re-

H~ TO lWIDLB A PROBLEII

Because changes do ooour, and problema do arise, you need to h&Te elcill
which are within your responsibility.
Otten you are
irn handling the situations
o~n the spot and you teel you must do something inaediately.
Baity aotion may
meean that you have a ,aore difficult
situation
to handle later.
You alwaya aiat
a1top to ooneider just wha~ you are trying to aoocmplisb.
These 1tep1 should
tt.hen be oonsidered aa the outline tor action•
l.
2.
3.
4.
1 ••

Get the taota ·- be sure you han the whole story.
Weigh and deoide - don•t jump a~ oonoluaiona.
Take action - don't pa11 the buck.
Check results - did your action help produotiont

Get the tacts.

Problems :may come up because or something that happen• at the JIOll8nt, but
yC'ou need to get the 111bolebackground.
Some ot it will be made up ot facts about
tlihe employee - his age, length ot service, and experience on this job.
und just

You will need, ot course, to take into
"the way things are done here."

consideration

both

the plant

rules

R8111ft1berin getting the taots you may think you know the person quite
w•ell, but if you ola1eity him aa a "good fellow" or a "chronic kicker," you are
You 11W1tregard h1a u a person who
nQot really looking at an indi Ti dual person.
its ditterent
trom hie work partner and from eTery other person in the department,
i1n eTery single aspect whether by a very, •light or a very great degree.
you must know what that aan thinks and teels about
As a supervisor,
acelt and the people &round him. Find out what the am wants - is he able
wtilling
to expreu 1t - and what does he think should be done? and 11byf
e,xperienoed supervisor knows that he must also oonsider suoh other t'ictor•
haealth and working conditions which -.y be affecting
the an.

hiaor
Th•
aa

It JDOrethan one per•on is inTolTed, you DUst go through the aUle taottrinding atepe tor each person.
Before ;you oan plan llhat to do, you :must be aure
y~ou really have the whole story.
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2.

Weigh and decide.

All these tacts must be assembled 'l.Ild
suggest various "possible actions" which you
and the effect on the individual,
the group,
tactors are brought together,
fitted in, and
relation•
to each other, many times the right
wise thing to do becomes clearer.

considered together.
They will
must check against your objectivee,
and production.
When all the
considered in the light ,-.f their ·
answer almost "jumps out."
The 1

Certainly you, the man on the spot, are in the best place to know the
right thing to do, for you have the most complete picture of the assembled fa,cts.
It you jump to oonolusions,
you make poor use of your strategic
position.
Wh~en
you are likely to have more diifyou act, without evaluating the whole situation
ficult problems to handle later.
S.

Take action.

While jumping to o(llolusions is a poor way to handle supervisory probllems,
ott action rray -be equally UD.t'ortunata. A supervisor cannot "pass thes
buok" or he, himaelt, will be by-paned.

putUng

However, it is not "passing the buck" to recognize after full considerrawhich you cannot handle
tion ot the problem that there are some situations
yourself.
You also make a decision and take action when you size up a situa-~ion ae one on which you need help, or recognize one which is not11lthin your
own job to handle and see that it is passed on to the person who does have thhe
responeibility
and authority.
In any action, timing aust 'be considered
the wrag thing to de.
4.

- the wrong "time" can make Ht

Check results.

You auet determine whether your action worked.
It it di _d not, you muut
and attempt to find what ot importance you ovnrre-exUli.ne the whole situation
becauuse
laoked.
Checking the results of action ii neoeHa.ry in eTery situation
conditions change, and what worked with oe indh1.dual will not neceasarily
work w1 th another.

"GOOD"
SUPERVISION
One ot the hardest parts ot your job will be that ot giving consideraatio
to the importance ot people in a problem situation
and Jcnowing 'What 1e imporrtan
to each indi vi.dual person.
This 1a not simply a matter ot determining 'What is
right or wrong, or deciding what 1a just or unjust, but ii a practical
approoach
It -.y be thought to take too much time but day-bbyto etteoti ve supervision.
day use ot thia ekill in dealing with people will eaw you time in the long : run.
It you know your peopltt well enough -te build thea into a amooth opertati
group 1911will be playing an important part in war production.
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HOWTO INSTRUCTA MANON THE JOB
Your supervisors
have much instructing
of workers to do. Thi s instruct t ion is import ant to the worker, the supervisor,
you, your plant, and to
nna tional war production.
Perhaps these workers to be instructed
have been with you for years oJr perhaps some have been transferred
to your company - or many may be green
s , t a rting their first
jobs.
Here are some ideas that will help your supervisors
instruct
their
waorkers.
They have been worked out by other supervisors
who had the same job
t,o do, just as the supervisors
in your plant.
They are easy to follow.
But - the supervisors,
foremen, leadmen and gang bosses in your compaa ny will use this plan only as much as you demand that they use it.
You
ccannot deleg a t e orders for its use to others;
you, the operating heads, are
t1he ones who will make the use of this method accomplish real gains in the war
pvroduction
of your plant.
It is YOURresponsibility
to see they use it!
C.R. Dooley, Director,
Training Within Industry.
WHATYOUWANTTO DO
Go back in your own memory. Remember how you felt the first
day on a
neew job? - the time you were "stumped" by a new "wrinkle" on the job? - the
tiime when you caused some scrap or re-work? - the time you got hurt? - the
tiimes when the boss corrected
you and your work? Perhaps you liked the way
hee did it - or perhaps you didn't?
Any worker assigned
too make a good showing.

to your supervisors
You realize
this.

feels the same way. He wants
You are interested
in four things:

1.

Having the new worker come up to the quality and quantity
requirements
of production
as quickly as possible.

2.

Avoiding

accidents

3.

Avoiding

damage to machines

4.

Spoiling

as little

Thherefore,

increasing

which will

injure

the worker.

or equipment.

work as possible.

the skill

of supervision

is a management responsibility.

HOWYOUCANDO IT
Most of us just "jump right in" and start instructing
or correcting
a
woorkman without much thought or planning.
Perhaps your foremen do the same
beecause:
16- 38 130- 1

- They know the job so well they've
forgotten
the things that
"stump" the learner.
They know it so well that they don't plan how to put it over,
They know it so well that they don't pick out the key points the knacks - the things that cause accidents,
scrap, re-work,
delays,
and damage to tools and equipment.
To instruct
a man right takes just a little
extra time at the moment,
but it saves hours and days of time later
on, and prevents
a large part of
the scrap, spoiled work and accidents.
The following
plan is simple and
easy to follow.
Furthermore,
it works.
Before instructing,
there are FOUR GET READYPOINTS to watch.
They can be done in a few minutes.
When instructing,
there are FOUR BASIC STEPS to follow.
They
really
are no different
than what your foremen may now be doing.
But these steps help them do it well and thoroughly.
At least
they have helped thousands of others.
HOWTO GET READYTO INSTRUCT
before

Here are the four
instructing:

GET READYpoints

which should

be taken

care

of

1. Have a time table.
- how much skill
- by what date

you expect

him to have.

When the pressure
is heavy for production
and men must be
trained,
common replies
are, "IT TAKES TIME," or "A LOT OF
MISTAKESALWAYSHAPPEN," or "LET 'EM LEARN."
You can help production
by making a Time Table for your
workers.
To make a TRAINING TIME TABLE, list
the jobs
under your supervision
across the top of a sheet of paper
list your workers'
names down the left-hand
side - check
the jobs each worker can do, opposite his name.
Determine your IMMEDIATETRAINING NEEDS in the light of
turnover,
performance,
present
work load, and future
work load.
Set yourself
the dates when you will have
trained
your workers to fill
these needs.
Time is short!
Make and use a Time Table

for yourself

and your workers.

2. Break down the job.
List the important
steps - pick out the key points.
(Safety
is always a key point.)
You know that there are a few "key
points"
in every operation
that cause accidents,
scrap, delays,
-
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and damage to tools and equipment.
If these
are done right,
the whole operation
is right.
of them is missed the operation
is wrong.

key things
I·f any one

If you put the job over to the worker with these key
points made clear,
he will really
"get it."
He will do the operation
right the first
time.
He won't be "fighting"
the work - making mistakes
getting
hurt.
There is a quick, easy way to get the job clearly
outlined
in
your mind.
Fill out a "Breakdown Sheet" (sample enclosed)
for any operations
before you start
to instruct
the worker to
do it.
Do this on the job so that no key points will be
overlooked.
It only takes three to five minutes.
This breakdown is for your own use.
It is not to be given to the worker.
3, Have everything
- the right

ready.

equipment,

materials,

When you so much as touch a
correct
example.
Don't use
make excuses.
Don't miss a
right,
he is more likely
to
4. Have the work place
- just

job in front of a worker, set the
the wrong tool.
Don't fumble.
Don't
trick.
When you have everything
do the same.

properly

as the worker will

and supplies.

arranged.

be expected

to keep it.

The same thing applies
here as above.
You must set the correct example.
Put his bench, desk, stock pile,
or wherever
he is to work in proper order before you start
to put over the
job to him. He won't do it if you don't do it.
HOWTO INSTRUCT
]his

Here is what you should
work:

: STEP I.

do every

PREPARETHE WORKERto receive

time you instruct

a man or correct

instruction.

Put him at ease.
Remember he can't
you make him embarrassed
or scared.

think

straight

if

State the job and find out what he already knows about it.
Don't tell him things he already knows.
Start in where
his knowledge ends.
Get him interested
in learning
the job.
Relate his job
or operation
to the final production,
so he knows his
work is important.
- 3 J&-38130-1

Place in correct position.
Don't
backwards or from any other angle
he will work.
STEP II.

have him see the job
than that from which

PRESENTTHE OPERATION.
Tell him, show him, illustrate,
one IMPORTANT
STEP a t a time.
Be patient
- and go slowly.
Get accuracy now, speed later.
Stress the key points.
Make them clear.
These will make
or break the operation - maybe make or break him.
Instruct
clearly,
completely,
and patiently
- but no more
than he can master.
Put the instruction
over in small doses.
He (the same as all of us) can't catch but six or eight new
ideas at one time and really understand
them.

STEP III.

TRY OUT PERFORMANCE.
Have him do the job - correct
errors.
Don't bawl him out
or indicate
that he is "thick" or "dumb".
Have him explain each KEY POINT to you as he does the job
again.
A lot of us find it easy to observe motions and
not really understand what we are doing.
YOUwant him
to UNDERSTAND.
Make sure he understands.
Continue until YOUknow HE knows. He may have to do the
job half a dozen times.

STEP IV.

FOLLOW-UP.
Put him on his own. Designate to whom he goes for help.
Make this definite
- yourself
or someone you choose.
The
wrong person might give him a "bum steer."
He has to get the feel of the job by doing it himself.
Check frequently.
Perhaps every few minutes at the start,
to every few hours or few days later on. Be on the
lookout for any incorrect
or unnecessary moves. Be careful about your taking over the job too soon, or too often.
Don't take it over at all if you can point out the helps
he needs.
Taper off extra coaching and close follow-up until he is
able to work under normal supervision.

Use this plan.
You will find it amazing
results
can come from such a simple plan.
Use it every time you need to put
work, or change a work rocedure.

that

such greatly

over a new operation,

improved

check a man's

!
IF THE WORKER
HASN'T LEARNED,THE INSTRUCT9RHASN'T TAUGHT

ENCLOSURE:
Blank Breakdown Sheet.
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HOWTO MEET SPECIFI C NEEDS

You are faoed wi th meeting a de fin i te resp ons i b ility
your management
has assigned.
Training
is an every-day pa.rt of getting
out the work.
A train: 1ng program is simply management's
organized att ention to the problems related
instruction,
and coaching the individual
workers and supervisors.
to introduction,
Every supervisor
has a part if the training
program is well set up and
Your job is to help ea.ch supervisor
to meet his responsibility
•
ccoordinated.
help him by doing some things for him, but the biggest help is to e:~
. You~
with knowledge, tools,
and skills
which will enable him to _.!
• ea.ch supervisor
-~~effective
~ of the manpower rmder ~ supervision.
Even though the finished
prodThe business
of your plant is different.
there are many internal
factors
that
' uct is the seme as in some otherplant,
point of view.
These must be dealt
ccontrol the effectiveness
from a. production
,with in your specific
plans.
Here are some ideas and methods of attack that
l ha.Te proven useful in many companies.
They oan be adapted to your program if
• you cle.a.rly understand
the specific
needs of your own plant 'Which oe.n be met
through training.

c. R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry

Service

WHATTRAIElfG IS NEEDEDIN YOURPLAm'?

Ia your plant the same as it was in 1940? Or did you have a plant in
1940? If you are in an organization
which has been in existence
for some years,
tand y ou still
work in the same building
that you did before the war, are you
1mald.ng the same product?
And do you ha~e the same operators,
craftsmen,
and
1 supervisors
as you had two yea.rs ago? Or, were you a training
director
in the
cold days?
No war contractor
have new jobs,

We all

.: Identifying

Training

in the country
new equipment,

oan say ''yes" to all these
new people.
!!_~.!training

questions.
job •

Needs

pr oblems of its own. The product it manutacE~ch p lant has training
ttur es , the mat erials
and machine ry use d , th e men and women who turn out the
work - all these combin e t o make the s it uation in your plant different.
The
t training
dire cto r of the pla.Jit is the one managemen-t'"liolds responsible
tor
] loo king closely
at jus t wha.t h i s~
pl ant needs.

,! Planning

a Program

In or der t o meet the needs of
c oific nee ds - the ones which need
cdeciding on the content, who will
'Jwhen, how, ·and where it should be

your plant,
you must first
spot the .!E,!your attention
nmr. Trainlng
is planned by
be trained,
who will do th e training
and
carried
out.
Jut there is no training
done

lm.less the training plan is sold to management and gets support not only from the
And, of course, all training must ;
top but down through the line organization.
be checked for results.
You cannot start to train superviNo single training plan stands alone.
sors one day, .and . set up to produce skilled mechanics on the next, and arrange )
for a local vocational school to give related instruction
without consi dering
their effect on eaoh other.
And you cannot ignor e the drain you put on super- ·
in too many parts of a program at oncice.
vision if you involve certain supervisors
Your program must be coordinated to use the talent in the plant
whi ch will help the line organization
to get out production.

in ways

WHATARE "TRAINING NEEDS"?

The training
director has to plan his own program - but he oan check the
He then has a start on plannmg the way he J
commonneeds found in most plants.
will meet his own plant's needs. You get your best tips in terms of things thha.t
are interfering
with production - turnover, accidents , rejected work, tool breeakage, scrap, errors in following instructions , poor interdepartmental
relations s.
These must be improved through organized training.
In duction

of New Workers

Getting on to "the vray of doing thin.gs" is one of the most important
factors in getting the new worker off to a good start.
Whether you plan it or r
not, every person whom the new employee meets when he first comes to your plannt
gives him some information or impression of the place where he is starting to
work.
Are there things fou want him to know? Are there rules y:oh will expect
him to live up to? 0 course, there are. And do you suppose • wants to alsoo
know such things as just how he is supposed to conduct himselff
Or when and
where and how he gets his pay? What he should wear on the job? Whether theree
are any privileges
or penalties
about his new job? .
Would you like him to get this information that he wants or.needs from
someone who will give it to him straight
- or do you want to leave it for cha.nnoe
remarks, perhaps from some worker (who, though older in service, may not be tooo
sure a.bout the answers?)
An induction plan is just the simple giving of attention
to the necessity
coordinated way for the new man or woman to learn
of providing a definitely
what he needs to know, when he needs to know it .

Training

of Non-Supervisory

·

Employees

Information about the plant is not all that the new worker needs. Re
must learn to do a job which will contribute to the whole war production of thhe
plant.
Perhaps your plant used to have men who carried on a series of operattions.
When the new women come in, you may need to train each of them to do a single > job .
You have to know what specific jobs are being filled by new people - and
y:ou liave to know what it takes to do that job. Then too, these days, -..:ay or •
your- experienced people are being transferred
to jobs new to them. These are ,
training nee ds easy to identify and to plan to meet.
- 2 -

Is every person

in y-our pl&ht working

full time at his highest skill?
time on jobs which could just as well be performed by a less-skilled
person?
Both good business and good relations
require
that we use people at their highest skills.
Or does someone spend n.luable

But wsing highest skill•
is not enough.
Sometimes we have to "produce
skills."
Ami.sing production
records can be achiend
by engineering
jobs so that
relatinlynew people can be instructed
quickly to perform individual
operations.
But the plant still
needs skilled
craftsmen.
It would be shortsighted
it we
fa.iled to build our supply of ail-round
sHlled
workers through well planned
upgrading and apprentice
programa.

Kuch plant time can be saved if the public training courses tor preproduction and supplementary
instruction
are utilised.
For axample. on some
jobs ability
to read blueprints
is necessary
- and how to read a blueprint
can
be learned in a school before coming to work.
llaJlY'public training agencies are really doing production training where
with machines
they set up shops which give the person new to industry l'amliiarity
and operations.
In order for a worker to be upgraded to a more difficult
job he
Do zou know the facilities
may need so• trainiJJg which he can get off the job.
which are available
in your cOllllll
unity?
Do the training
agencies knowwhat you
need? And are y-our workers fully intormed of how they can take advantage o-Y-lliiie opportunities?
Improving a Supertlsor's

Knowledge of Work and of Responsibilities

SuperTisors
ue not usually thought of as skilled
workers. but to do
their jobB they certainly
need skills.
Skills are not enough.
Some things
they just have to know. They must know their own work - what goea on in their
departmen·t;s - wha.t-re-ta1cea to turn out production
- just what men and women in
their departments mus'\ be able to do. And they must know just what is expected
of them as management •a representatives.
They have to know what they are responsible for• and onl;r their own plant operating
executives
can tell them.
field here is often ignored by assuming that "the superA· big training
visors know. or else they wouldn't be supervisors."
It is zour
as training director•
to provide a !!l for them to acquire what they nee
o know.

io:,

Training

Supervisors

to Conduot Jleetill§a

Do your supervisors
ever have to get a:ny information
across to a group
of people?
Or do thgy ever try to get a department to accept some change?
do ;you use superTi.sors
to help on parts of various kinds of programs?

Or

are rare.
They graw through experience.
Skilled "conf'erenoe leaders"
But sGlll9 simple techniques
are easy to acquire.
and they are of value in e:rr:,
plant.
SuperTisors
gain confidence through using them.
If the people to whom
you assign training
responsibility
cannot "put it across."
your training
program may tail.
!!Proving

Instruction

on the

Job

Training Within Industry's
ma:rq war production

simple but effective

program. tor Job Instruction
is used in
plants.
But is your plant getting full value out of this
way to break in a new man on a new job?
- 3 -

Increuing

the Supervisor's

Skill

of' Improving

Method s

Would it help to see that
Jo·o Methods Training may- be new in your plant.
.And that they~
it?
It will bolp 9
the right people get Job Methods Training?
them o avoid waste of' machine time, materials
and workers• efforts.
Coaohillg in

ETeryda.y
Relations

on ~he Job

Job Relations

with
will

Training will help your supervisors
to acquire
individuals
and groups.
Constant use of' basio fundamentals
a.lao prevent maey problems.

Selecting

skill in workiing
of good relatiions

lew Ss>enisors

Do you eve?' have t<> appoint
it seena. Yesterday they were
hen i!" the plant has provided
skilll
and knowledges that they
are tra.ining the right people?

new supervisors
in your plant?
Almost every daay,
operators
- today they are in charge of units.
a. way to train those beginning supervisors
in thhe
need - is that enou§h? Are you ~ that you

There is 1. simple means that the training
rank-a.ad-file workers those who are the best
visory- responsibility.
Sponsoring and using
oo:mprellensiTe training
program.

director
can use to spot among thhe
bets for the fulfilling
of supersuch a plan is a definite
pa.rt of a

ORGANIZINGTHE PLANT PROGRAM
When you have identified
the training
needed in your plant, and planned wayys
to meet those needs - you still
must organize your plan into an
overall progrm.
There ma:y be a. ma.n who is the very best in the plant to get aa
new person off to the right start,
who is splendid in ,rorking with the public
instruction,
'Who really knows just whs.t is expeotedd
schools 1D planning related
or a Hpervisor in this particular plant. Are you goin!? +..... ·- .. ~ him for all
tho•• jobs? You probably cannot.

or trainil'lg

You may have L.\Uldreds of new employees coming into your plant every week.
There Ls much about your own establishment
to learn.
Are you going to give it ,
You may need production
operators,
and jobb
all to them at once? Probably not.
instru , tors, end set-up men, and supervisors.
Where do you get started?

OJ:l~anhing a plant training
program is simply planning WHOdoes WHAT, and
WHENand llHERE. What happens next depends on the understanding
and backing the..e
progru gets from the entire executive and supervisory
staff'.

RESPOJSIBILITYFORRESULTSTHROUGH
TRAINING
Tha LINE organiz ation has the responsibility
aoquired through training
knowledge and skills
job.

for making continuing
un o:f' tthe
as a regular
pa.rt of the opere.tting

A STAFF group - (or of'ten one staff' person) - provides
plans and teohnica.l
"lc:Low llcnr"J does some things FORbut usually works THROUGH
the line orge.niza.tici.on.

Origim.l.ly iaaued
April, 1943
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HOWTO PREPARE
INSTRUCTORS
TO GIVE INTENSIVEJOB INSTRUCTION
Many companies have found it possible to organize effectively
the
training
of new employees and experienced
production workers in new skills
so that the learning time is spent on the job on production work under actual shop conditions.
On-the-job instruction
is given by foremen, lead men,
or, where large numbers of men need to be trained at one time, by special
instr .1ctors.
·
Some companies have set up training
sections
separate from the regular production shop, using the output of such sections
in the regular manufacturing
process.
Whether the instruction
is given in production shops or
training
sections,
it is necessary to equip those selected
to do
in separate
t he instructing
with an organized knowledge of production operations
and the
,ability
to impart it to oth ers.
In this bulletin
are recommended the essentials
for the preparation
of instructors.
It recognizes
that modifications
must be ma.de to meet varying needs in different
situ a tions.
C.R. Dooley, Director
Training within Industry
1

~KING INSTRJCTORS
"Instructor"
is used here to mean foreman, lead man or workman who
has a major or full-time
responsibility
for breaking in production workers
to new jobs.

Individual
plant requirements
in respect to the number of instructors,
time available
for training
and degree of teaching skill necessary on specific
vary.
Job training
covers a wide range, from an hour or
jobs, will naturally
· two required to "break in" an employee on a simple, repetitive
job to months
. for more difficult
and complic a ted skills.
There are four ph~ses or steps
1usually followed in developing instructors:
1.

Selection

of those

2.

Arrangements

J.

Content

4.

Supervision

to be trained.

for their

of the training

training.
program.

and follow-through.
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1.

SELECTION
OF EXPLOYEF.S
FORTRAINING
AS INSTRUCTORS

This is the most important step in the process since the ultimate
success in training production workers depends upon the ability and skill
of the job instructors.
The following are important considerations
in the
selection of employees for training as instructors:
Personal aptitude should be given equal weight with
job skill.
It is commonknowledge that good mechanics
do not necessarily
make good teachers.
A genuine liking for working with people and an ability
to express
patience and ability
to get along
themselves clearly,
kinds of people are important.
with different

Recognized. skill in the job to be taught.
The degree
of instructing
skill required on any given job is
governed to a large extent by the simplicity
or complexity of the job.
A willingness

to accept

this

kind of responsibility.

Some companies have used general intelligence,
teaching
aptitude and personality
tests as aids in the selection
of candidates for training.

2.

ARRANGEXENTS
FORTRAINING
INSTRUCTORS
There are two sources

through which trained

instructors

may be

developed.
Under company auspices.
If there is not already a supervisor
should
of training within the company, one or more supervisors
be selected and trained to take up •this responsibility.
An
outstanding foreman, engineer or junior executive might prove
to be a good man for this work after he has had some practice.
is being carried on
Visits to plants where such instruction
from another company would
and help by a training specialist
be useful in launching a program. Some State Universities
and State Vocational :Education Departments are manned to give
assistance in training a supervisor to carry on this kind of
work.
Usually
lected
though
addition
number
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it is desirable
to· release from other duties those seto devote full time to the training of instructors,
alin some companies the responsibility
is taken over in
to other duties.
Elements of time, convenience, and
of instructors
to be trained will be controlling
factors.

- .3 By outs .\de agencies.
Some State Departments of Vocational
Training offer courses 1n how to instruct on the job and are
prepared to conduct classes for job inatructore within a
specific plant, or to hold classes for men from several
plants at specially agreed upon central locations.

It has been found that the training of job instructors
can beat be
dione in groups of 8 to 10. Suitable quarters, any from the job should be
airranged.
Kost companies have found it desirable to release men from all
jjob responsibilities
during the training,
permitting them to give tul1. tille
ilntensive attention to learning how to instruct.
33.

CONTENTOF TRAININGPROGRAM

The scope of the training
WJill vaey.

given and length of the training

pel'.iod

For example, the machine operator who will break in new workers on
hlis kind of machine may require only 12 to 16 hours of training on how to
11.nstruct. The training in this instance would embrace the fundamentals of
a1nalyzing the one job he is to teach and supervised practice in how to
q1uickly cover the key points of each operation with a new worker.
On the other hand, the full time instructor,
who is responsible for the
i lnstruction of a number of new workers on several jobs requires a greater Jeg{ree of teaching skill which may take .30 to 48 clock hours for hi.JI to acquire.
A typical program of instructor
training,
containing
wrinciples,is
outlined below. It will not always be possible
8.3.ble to apply this entire pattern to all situations.
A.

JOB ANALYSIS FOR INSTRUCTION PURPOSES

The purpose here is to develop:
Ability on the part of the prospective instructor
to
make an analysis of the job to be taught.
The experienced man often overlooks details of the job,
which, because of his intimate knowledge, have be- ·
come "second nature• to him. He must look carefully
at every detail of a Job from the beginner's viewpoint before attempting to teach it.
Ability to recognize and pull ou~ uie key operating
points or "tricks or the trade" which are most vital
to the successful performance or each operation.

the major
or even desir-
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Judgment as ·to the degree of detail to which it is
necessary to go in breaking do,m a job, depending
on the complexity of the operation to be taught and
wledge the learner brings to the job.
the
These objectives
can best be reached by requiring each member
of the training group to analyze one job he will teach, under the
guidance of the leader.
This is done both in the conference group
and individually
with each trainee who makes an analysis of a.
job with which he is familiar out in the shop. A general discussion and comparison of analyses is then held with the group to
bring about a commonundersumding
of the technique.

Most of such analyses

include

all or part of the following:

Notes of the steps or operations necessary to do the job;
Special words used in talking about the work, the product, the tools, or doing the job;
Special precautions to insure required quality:
{"getting
it done right the first time")
Notes on waste prevention,
either of tools or materials;
Safety and health precautions necessary for the learner
to know in doing the job;
Notes on the troublesome points where the learner must
exercise his own judgment;
Supplementary information such as how the product is
used, and how his part ties into other operations.

B. PLANNING
THEINSTRUCTION
F.ach proepeJtive instructor
is required to make notes of a
simple plan for putting over instruction
which he is going to
give.
One or more of these units is tried out in a practice
teaching situation
(see below) and each demonstration is followed by review and discussion.
Using the job analysis as a base,
decision J1USt be reached regarding:

What fundamentals must be driven home.
In what order the operations

can best be taught.

What must be done to build up satisfactory
after operations have been learned.
What facts must be given to the learner
job and when.

output
a bout the
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C. TEACHING
THEJOB
The new instructor
ing process.

must be helped to understand

the teach-

The conference leader puts on sample demonstrations,
involving real teaching situations
to make clear each of the three
following major requirements.
The group analyzes and discusses
what the leader has done.

(1) The steps through which the instructor

leads a learner.

In the process of teaching any part of a job, the new
worker is only conscious of acquiring new knowledge
and skill and is not aware of the four steps through
which the instructor
carries him:First,

the learner's

Second, the learner
job;

attention

is shown how to do that

Third, the instructor
recting mistakes
work habits;

and interest

before

is secured;
part of the

lets the learner try to do it, corthey become fixed in ineffective

Fourth, the learner is put on his responsibilities
but
until he has gained
is closely watched by the instructor
skill and speed and confidence.
(2)

How the instructor
puts across to the learner
he must know to perform each operation.

(3)

How the instructor
stands clearly.

checks to see that

the ideas

the learner under-

D. THEBEGINNER'S
LEARNING
DIFFICULTIES
It is necessary for the instructor
to
ing difficulties
inherent in jobs, how they
their effect on the new worker in making it
become proficient.
There are at least six
difficulties:

identify some of the learnmay be classified,
and
hard or easy for him to
kinds of these learning
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Confusion over coaplex details.
Understanding
"Unlearning"

the main idea.
old habits.

Catching the "knack".
Getting the "feel".
Developing speed, ease and confidence.
Prospective instructors
are placed in the position of "green"
lea.mere. The conference leader gives several teaching demonstraof real interest and new
tions, using simple units of instruction
to the learner.
Qroup discussion follows each demonstration to
help the new instructor
to get the "green" employee's point of view.

E.

PRACTICE
TEACHING

F.ach new instructor
must be given the opportunity to gain confid ence that he can apply out in the shop what he is learning.
Nothing is more helpful than practice under constructive coaching.
Let him demonstrate how well he can apply the principles of job instruction in a practical teaching situation.
Throughout the entire period of training and as often as posis required to teach a worker
sible, each prospectiv~ instructor
new to the company and to the job, one or more complete operations
under the observation of the group and the leader.
The operations
to be taught are selected by the prospective instructor and are
actual jobs which are a part of his O'wn shop work. They are of such
a nature that the complete operation can be covered with the learner
how to read a
in 20 to 25 111.nutes. How to use a file correctly,
micrometer, how to perform a simple assembly operation, are examples
of the type of instruction
units used. The learners are usually
sufficiently
"green" to make it possible for ~neir interest in
leaming something new to be genuine.
After each demonstration,
of each prospective instructor
evaluated.

through group discussion, the work
is constructively
criticized
and
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4.

SUPERVISION
ANDFOLLOW
THROUGH
ONTHEJOB

It is not sufficient
to turn out a corps of trained instructors.
The training of individual workers begins only at this point and there
are several steps that may be taken to insure the instructor's
effectiveness in getting workers into production quickly.
(a)

Provision should be made for a proper wage differential
between the rate for instructors
and the top rate of
the work classification
for which they are training
workers.
This policy provides an incentive to experienced
new workers.
men to attain competence in instructing

(b)

Special instructors,
skilled men trained as instructors
or trained lead men can safely handle five to ten men on
production work. A check sheet or record of the workers
performance, the speed with which the worker builds up
skill,
his method of doing the operations,
rejects and
spoilage and injuries are points to be closely checked on
the job by the supervisor of training as well as by production supervisors.
In most companies, special instructors
report
administratively
to the foreman responsible
for
production and are a part of the regular production force, but are under the technical direcsupervisor.
tion of the staff training

{c)

Frequent visits
to the shop where the new instructor
working should be made by the training supervisor.

(d)

After instructors
have been on the job for a month or two,
they should be brought back for a half day conference in
which instruction
techniques are reviewed in the light of
actual teaching experience.
Periodic conferences of this
type will help the instructor
to improve his effectiveness.

(e)

Periodic reports regarding the success of new workers thus
trained should be ma.de to upper management. Having authorized the program, executives naturally
are interested
in
its progress and success.

is

****·**
Unless the program results in a saving of at least one half the
or just
time usually taken by the old haphazard watching, telling,
"showing 'em bow" methods of breaking in new workers the instructor
training program has not been well planned or carried out.

Washington, D. C•
. December 1, 1940
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HOWTO SELECTNEWSUPERVISORS
- A 6-STEP PROORAM
Every plant is always on the lookout for more supervisors.
And, in
constantly becomes more
r•apidl y expanding plants, the need for supervisors
aLcute. Good supervisors ~ hard to find.
YOUHAVETO TRAINTHEM.
Management is dep endent on supervisors in order to reach the big group
o>f wor ker s in the pl ant, but not every worker wants to be a supervisor.
Some
aLctu ally refuse to ta ke the r es ponsi bi l ity.
They do not want to give orders
t.o th eir fri ends . Many are i ncapable of becoming good supervisors even though
t;hey would ju.mp at the chance. They c annot plan, or follow thr ough, or adjust
t;heir thinking to supervisory pr oblems . Some people just can •t qui t 11doing 11
amd begin to direct oth ers "to do." Poor judgment, slownes s , in decisi venes s,
iinflexibility,
or annoying mannerisms prevent them from ever becoming ef f ect~ive supervisors.
Where, t hen, do we find men and women to train as supervisors ? They
mltllst oe di s covered among the ambitious workers who are willing to pay the
You spot
p>ri ce of1.eader shl p , and who can work well with their associates.
t; hem in the rank-mi.d-file
of your ~ plant.
Mazzy-plants give careful attention
to the selection of top supervision,
supervisors,
the ones who
b?ut "ju st appoint" quite casually the first-line
r ·eally are in closest touch with the workers who get out production.
Firstl:.ine supervisors are particularly
important because they make up the group fr om
wrhich higher supervisors
are most often sele cted . The greater a supervi s or• s
r~esponsibility,
the more costly are the mistak es if the man i s not really
f:itted for supervisory work.

Management dele gat es much of its r esp onsib ility to superviso rs ; henc e,
ilnitial
sele ction is of prime importance.
Sel ecti on of men and women for supervrl.so ry pos ition s is a de f i ni te resp onsib il ity of management, but assistance
can
b~e gai ned and t he selec t ion p ro cedure improved i f the recommendations of present
siupervisors and, sometime s , of both the union and individual workers are en1:.isted.
To find one leade r you must get the facts about a nUJnber of possible
Personal
ciandidates.
You must choose carefully,
because a mistake is costly.
p)rejudic~s
and favoritism must be avoided.
You must find a potential
supervri.sor and train him. And don I t fail to give him a feeling of PERSONAL
SATISFlACTIONin his new job.

e-,,/=i'

c.

R. Dooley, Directo
Training Within Indus ry.

PICKING THE WORKER
TO BE TRAINEDAS A SUPERVISOR

In slow moving times, supervisors often were created overnight by
someone who said, "Tomorrow you take over the department.
Now you are a forelDan.11 Many of them turned out to be excellent.
In easy-going times, the boss
does know his men. But when five, twenty, or a hundred new supe1·visors are
short period in a rapidly expanding organization,
neeaed over a relatively
there is little
time to get well enough acquainted with workers to pass judgment on their qualifications
for supervisory jobs.
Under present conditions
superintendents,
and other company executives,
don't knovr individual workmen
well enough to take such "sh ots in the dark."
A more systematic method is needed. Selection is improved when the
method includes participation
by the present supervisors
in the nomination of
and group judgcandidates;
use of a uniform, objective ~easure of ability;
ment of candidates.
The selection program described in this bulletin
has been outlined
from industrial
experience.
It will help to spot the men and women who ·will
be likely candidates for supervisory responsibili ty.
The procedure is simple.
And, it works.
EXPLAININGTHE SELECTIONPROGRAM
TO MANAGEMENT
This selection program must be completely understood by top management
and it must have management approval.
Management must see that the approach
is outlined to the operating heads.
Responsibility
for this selection program
must be assigned to one operating or personnel man who will see that it is
carried through all stages of operation.
Basically,
1.

there

are six steps.

Present supervisors
are asked to nominate candidates for
additional
supervisory jobs.
It may also be feasible to ask
for nominations from the workers and from union representatives

2.

Each supervisor's

3.

A committee made up of an operating man, a personnel man, and
another representative
designated by management considers the
records in order to prepare a list of candidates.
Each candidate on this list is interviewed if he is not known to the
members of the committee.

4.

A standard

information

nominations

oujective measure,
about the ability

are discussed

with him.

such as a test, is used to get
of each candidate.

5.

The selection
committee reviews all
the candidates.

6.

Those judged to be qualified
for supervisory training are
selected.
This will provide, in addition to immediate
needs, a reserve to meet future demands.

the qualifications

of

At the time that management decides to undertake this selection program and assigns the responsibility
for operating it, a follow-up procedure

••

to make sure it is carried out must be agreed upon.
must be assigned to a specific person.

1.

Follow-up responsibility

STARTING
THESELECTION
PROGRAM

The need must be explained to the present supervisors.
They must be
assured that their own jobs will not be unfavorably affected, and their cooperation must be won. To accomplish this it is necessary that an operating
official who carries weight with the men call the supervisors together and
inform them about the new method. He will need to:
a.

Explain the need of having new supervisors

b.

Raise question, "Do we have any workmen in the ranks who
might become good supervisors,
if properly trained? 11

c.

Emphasize that there is no thO'ught of displacing present
supervisors.
It is part of their jobs to be on lookout
We can•taf1o'ra"°to
overlook good material.
for new talent.
"All of us need understudies.
You cannot move up until
there is someone to take your place."

d.

Make assignment:
"Consider all the men in your departments.
Don't talk to them about this topic, but thiiilcabout them.
Jot down names of all the men who you feel might have
supervisory abilities.
Do not suggest men frum other departments - we want information about the men you really know
something about from intimate working relationships.~
know which men take the lead, and whether the others in the
group accept this or resent it.
You know, too, which ones
learn new jobs most quickly."

e.

Discuss personal qualities which are required of supervisors.
Think in terms of the whole plant and what is expected of
a supervisor.

f.

Remind them that, while the supervisor has to knmr the work,
the best operator is not necessarily the best supervisor, but
he must have enough operating ability to merit respect from
the workers he supervises.

g.

Set a specific

time to have list

coming along.

of names handed in.

Sometimes supervisors

consciously or unconsciously stand in a man's
the supervisor does not want to lose him. Reto name ntwo or three" will shake good men loose.

way - if he is a good operator

quiring
vidual

each supervisor

If management wishes to get nominations from the union and from indiworlanen, the same steps of e:xplanation should be followed.
2.

GETTINGINFORMATION
ABOUTSUPERVISORY
CANDIDATES

Not all the men and womenwho are suggested will be good possibilities.
It is necessary to get more facts about those nominated. The supervisors who
suggest names will be abl~ to furnish much unrecorded detail.

The person assigned to head the selection
conm:ittee will need to disAsk him
cuss with each supervisor the persons whose names he has suggested.
This
to tell you why he nominated the person, but don 1 t put him on the spot.
is a confidential
fact-finding
process, not a debate.
Consider the following:
a.

What is the man's work record,
absenteeism as well as quality
out? Does he know the work?

b.

How does he get along with other workmen on the job?

Co

Has he domonstrated such supervisory traits
as ability to
break in new men or to get men to coopera te with him on jobs?
Do men go to him for help?

do

How does he conduct himself

e.

Does he take the lead outside the plant - does he organize
community events or sports?
Does he have ideas?
Make constructive
suggestions for
improvements?

fo

including accident record and
and quantity of production turned

on the job?

g.

persons

Has he been included in any training programs? How did
he get along?
Some names may be withdrawn by the supervisors
at this stage, and these
need not know that they have been considered and judged unsuitable.

3.

ROUGH
SCREENING

Get personnel records (including health and safety records) for all men
still
on list,
in order to have them considered by the selection comm:i.ttee.
This committee should be made up of an operatjng executive, a personnel man,
and another representative
designated by management. One of these will be the
(This selection committee
man responsible
for running the selection program.
will be most effective
if it has occasional "new blood.")
a.

Search the records.
Look for controlling
factors,
but do
not give weight to 11stale boners" that should have been
forgotten long ago.

b.

Retain the names of all those who look promising.

c.

Consider the supervisor who made the nomination - can
you go along with his opinion?

When these records are scrutinized,
some additional
workers will be
considered unsuitable
f,'or supervisory development.
These need not lmovr that
they have been rejected unless such information is considered advisable for
personal development.
The surviving candidates who are not known to the members of the selec- ·
tiom committee will be interviewed brief].y to find out if possible about recent ,.
instances in which they have taken the lead.

4.

GETTINGINFORMATION
FROM
SUPERVISORY
CANDIDATES

..

Judgment so far has been largely based on opinion, and there may be
litttle
uniformity in the records that are available for consideration.
Selectioon is improved if the method includes the use of a standard, objective
mea.a.s
ure such as a test.
Some plants will already have records r esul ting from a recent test
has been used for all employees.
In other plants production reports by
worrkers may give a measure of ability to handle fi gures and follow written instrructions.
In others it may be suitable to call the selected group of candi dia tes together and give them a simple test in order to have a st andard
meaasure for all.
There are many simple tests available commercial ly. Some
commpanies prefer to draw up their own tests , using real problems from the plant.
Tw"eenty questions of the following type rill make up a useful test:
whiich

If a rigger's
hourly rate is 90 cents,
if it is increased 10 per cent?

what will

it be

What is the cost of a square foot of copper if a piece
li feet by l½ feet costs 45 cents?
A bin holds

long and
Divide

200 cubic feet

5 feet. wide,

144hours

of lime.

If the bin is 10 feet

how deep is it?

equally

among three

shifts.

If time and a half is paid for all time over 8 hours,
how much will a Dlail get for working 11 hours i.f his hourly
rate is 60 cents?
measureA warehouse is four stories high, and the interior
ments are 50 by 200 feet.
Howmany square feet of floor
space?
How much more interest

do you get in a year on $200 at

4%than on $200 at 3½%?
Divide:

45.3)921.L.02

If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece
is 2/3 as long as the other piece, how many inches long
will the shorter piece be?
much cheaper per pound is sugar at 12 pounds for a
dollar than at 9 cents a pound?

How

When a plant draws up its Olfil test forms, it usually is desirable to
chaange the figures in the test rith successive groups of candidates.
Most
forms for repeated use.
commmercial tests have alternate
is

Whatever test form is used, it is important to remember that the score
only one of the pieces of recorded information on which a decision is based.
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Do not set a minimum or "passing" score - tests are used only to indiicate those in the group who have the most ability
to do simple figuring
and
to understand written directions.
No time limit should be set - each person
should be allowed to complete the form.
All candidates
who are to be tested should be called together to heanabout the selection
program direct from management, rather than through rumon-s.
An operating

executive,

who has prestige

with workers,

explains

the

purpose:
a.

Co:mpa..rJiY
is looking

to the future.

b.

More supervisors

c.

Somebody has thought that each man in the room
·might make a good supervisor.

are needed.

d.

Supervisors

e.

Not every man in the room will

r.

We need more facts.
supplement the other
those who ma;y become
be the only point on

g.

have

headaches

11

but there

11

are also

rewards.

be a supervisor.

A practical
test will be used to
records.
It will help to indicate
supervisors,
but it is not going to
which the decision is

ma.ae.

Even if you aren•t selected,
this isn•t going to hurt
you. Every man doesn't win every race he enters.

at this time that they are not
There may be some who will indicate
in being considered for supervisory positions.
If they wish, theyy
interested
should be allowed to leave before the test is given.
A.f"ter the tests
are scored they should be added to the records concerning the persons.
Tests should not be returned.
A score may be given to
individual
if requested,
but not unID af"ter the decision as to supervisory
appointment has been made.

5.

an

I QU.'\LIFICATIONS
REVIEW OF ALL CANDIDATES

The selection

committee

a.

personal

b.

teat

c.

other

history

record
records

will

separatelyr:

data

or other
that

now review each man 1 s record

uniform
indicate

measure
the cali .bre of the man

When the committee considers
this final assembly of records,
it will .
Has the man hai.ad
be important to consider particularly
the man I s work history.
the kind of experience needed on the new assignment,
or can he get it quicklyy?
Remember that a man may make a good supervisor
on one kind of work but not
another.
Consider present and prospective
supervisory
openings.

7-2881-P6-bu
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The selection committee should look for these qualities
and abiliti~s
in your organization.
In general, the
anc::I.the knowledge considered essential
beffit prospects are the men who:
a.

have appropriate

b.

are level-headed,
to learn

intelligent,

c.

have the personal
in your plant

characteristics

d.

have demonstrated

the~.r ability

e.

are acceptable

f.

are willing

g.

handle t heir personal

h.

can adapt themselves

Men who fail
prrospects.

to their

you want of supervisors
to get teamwork

associates

and present

to take the responsibility
affairs

and willing

trainable,

supervisors

of supervising

intelligently

to change

in one or more of those qualifications

6.
The selection

experience

are doubtful

SELECTINGTHE PEOPLEFOR TRAINING

committee now has the facts

on which to ba~e its

de~isions.
a.

Accept or reject
visory training~

each m~, on list as a prospect
Decision should, if possibls,

for superbe unanimous.

b.

If a sufficient
at this stage,
consideration.

c.

If there is disagreement,
so that no one gets unanimous
endorsement, then further consideration
should be given
to nominees where there is majority approval of their
qualifications.

d.

If possible,
observe the man breaking-in
the job, before final choice.

e.

Let each candidate

number of likely prospects are "voted in"
the doubtful cases can be _held for future

a nmv worker on

know where he st ands.

This method of picking men indicates who will profit most from sound
supoervisory training.
The next steps are to place him proper]..T and see that
he 1gets good training.
Don•t just allow him to pick up information as to the
supoervisor 1 s job in a haphazard manner. Remember that you do not have a readymadle supervisor.
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Some of the men may be appointed supervisors
at once and get their
training
on the job.
Others may be put in pre-supervisory
training
courses.
Still
others will be held as a reserve or pool . And there will be some who
you know never will be appointed at all.
All these can di dates must be told
just wheretli'""ey stand.
pool" must not be built up bey ond t he number needed
The "supervisory
within a reasonable time, such as three to six months . If there is not any
turnover in the pool , the whole selec ti on plan may be unpopular.
In order

to f ollow the sup er visory

pool p rinciple,

it

is neces s a ry t hatt:

a.

management have some idea or estima t e of the number of
supervisors
ne ed ed over some such pe r i od as three months

b.

all

promot i ons to supe rvi so ry positions

come from t he pool

WILL THIS WORKIN YOURPLANT?
If your plan t , has an ext ens i ve employment proced ure, you may alrea dy
have recent test records that give you an objective,
uniform measure - you mey-·
already have the information
needed for Step 4.
If you do not have many sup ervisory positions
to fi ll, it probably wil:l
be best not to set up a "pool" for if there are no appointments made from it
in a reasonable
length of time, the men will be more dissatisfied
than if they
had been told that someone else got the job and no more are open.

But, in any plant, it will pay to anticipate
needs and go about super-.
visory selection-rri
an organized manner rathe::- than to look at it as "getting
a man for the new shift tonigh t ." And for any opening, it ld.11 pay to look at ,
the qualifications
of more than one man.
-

GAINSTHROUGH
GOOD
SELECTION
Planning and foresight
will pay dividends.
The whole p urpo s e
method of picking men to be trained
as supervisors
is to i d entify the
that will inventory the abilities
of workers, so that "hidden talent"
overlo oked. A man 1 s appearance and manner may not be impr essiv e , y et
have exc ell ent supe rvisory abilit~ .

of this
steps
is not
he may

No one person in the p lant can p os sib ly have al l of the essential
factts
necessary to make "spot" de cisions regardi ng the potential
abilities
of a man.
Two or t hree men, familiar
with the problem and acq uai nt ed with the men avail- abl e for promotion,
can do a bet t er job of s electing
t han one can alone.
The
judgment of one supplements the othe rs .
A review
hasty decisions~
workers.
That is
visors a.re there.
on the group and

of the record and a discussion
of the needs and facts prevent !;
Men with supervisory
ability
can be found among rank-and-filrfe
the major sour c e of supply.
ffi men who will make good supearThis method gives you a simple way to turn the searchlight
to find them.
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"HOWTRAINING CANBE DONE- METHODS,AIDS"
CHOOSETHE BEST METHOD

Don't Use It

Use It

When note-taking

DEZMONSTRATION
To show a manipulative
operation.

is required.

In place of practice.
To clarify
theory.

principles

or

To show use of equipment.
Pm.ACTICE

To develop performance
To help in retaining
tion.

DIISCUSSION

On a theoretical
problem but
only on a real one.

informa-

To fill

To make people think.
To emphasize factual

CC)NFEm;NCE
MEETINGS

skill.

material..

in time.

Without good.leader.

To warm up or review.

To present

To give reasons.

In place

To get benefit
experience .
To get opinions

of previous
and help.

To modify opinions.

new material..
of practice.

Unless people are already
informed about subject,
As initial

training.

In place

of practice.

To develop understanding.
To get acceptance.
LFECTURE
1vffiEE
TINGS

When presenting
informational.
material or explanatory
material.
Supplemented by visual

For material

with many details

For training

in a skill.

.

aids.
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HOWTO CONDUCT
A PLANTMEETING
it•s a
meeting
planned
for the

Meetings are connnon in any plant - when two or more people get togetther,
meeting.
One person - the person who wants to get somethmg out of tthe
- needs to have a definite
purpose for the meeting, needs to have
what will be discussed,
and needs to have ready any material requireed
discussion.

Cons equently , t he meet ~Two few meetmgs are planned on that basis.
ings are meaningless,
get no results,
become unpopular, and may be attended .
only occasionally.
ing,

Meetings can serve a useful purpose - they can be the method of inf (ormtrainin g , or getting acceptance.
or consultin~or
There a.re four steps
1.

in runnmg a meeting:

Get Ready
Define objective clearly.
List points to cover.
Plan exhibits or aids.
Find suitable place.
Be sure everything is ready.

2.

Open the Meet mg
Start on time.
State what you are trying to accomplish.
Find out what is already known about the subject.

J.

Guide the Discussion
Question group and individuals.
Get across ideas with reports,
Discuss possible solutions.

4.

samples;

Close the Meeting
Make sure of connnon understanding
Finish on time.

atically
1.

etc.

All meetings, small or large,
planned in this way.

will

about "next steps."

be improved if they are system-

Get Ready

Define clearly
just what you ~ trying to accomplish.
If there
no objective,
do not hold the meeting.
Decide what materials - samples,
charts, and reports - s·hould be taken along, and get them ready.
Find a
able place for the meeting - a room that is large enough, where lighting
or disturbed
ventilation
are adequate, where you will not be interrupted
noises.
- 2 -

is3
mood.els
su.ii tannd
byy

Set a time for the meeting - do not make it any longer than necessary.
(Consider the reason you are having the meeting.
Is it worth the collective
time that will be spent on it?
Notify people who are to attend - give them
time to arrange to come, but do not make the interval
so long the meeting is
iforgotten.
A very important meeting may make a personal,
last-minute
check of
ee:xpected attendance worthwhile.
Before the time set for the meeting, check to see whether equipment is
<On hand. Plan timing of an intermission
if the meeting is to last more than
·two hours.
;2.

Open the Meeting

Jpenalize

Start the meeting on time.
those who are prompt.

If you habitually

wait for stragglers,

you

State clearly just what you are trying to accomplish.
This is fundag attentiononsome
specific
item which you want underrmental toconcentratin
tstood, accepted, or opened up. Put your objective on the blackboard - refer
Find out what members of the group· already know about the
·to i~, hold to it.
:subject - fill in gaps.

:J.

Guide the Discussion

Direct questions to individuals,
not to
Use a question~ng technique.
·the group. Do not "call on" a member, or introduce the question by his name.
]Keep all the members following you by using a name at the end of the question.
JAvoid questions which can be answered by "yes" or "no. 11 If some members are
reluctant
to participate,
direct leading or obvious questions to them.
Don't let a~y one person monopolize the discussion.
Be ready to break
:in with a thank you - and have a question for another member ready.
If one
rmember stands out alone, get other members of the group to answer his questions.
Find out whether anything interferes
with accomplishing the objective ,and what~iS:Guide the discussion toward concrete evidence and specific
Discuss possible solutions.
List these
:factors you can do something about.
:interferences
and solutions
on the board.
Talk while you do board work - and
cdo not block the view of the whole board while you write.
Summarize frequently.
Use models, samples,

L4.

and other materials

to illustrate

ideas.

Close the Meeting

~schedule

Keep the discussion on tne subject
so you can close on time.

of the discussion,

and watch your

Make sure that there is a common understanding
about "Who is going to
this on-the
board - then put it on your list of work
cdo what,ancf when."Put
~to do if the importance or complexity makes it advisable to give every member
cof the group a written report on action decided or policy accepted.
- J 7-o7Z8
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SELECT THE MOOTEFFECTIVE AID
MOTIONPICTURES - Use when overall

(silcmt or
sound)

view or impression is needed, when noise
of actual operation would prevent explanation,
when actual
use or operation of product is at a distance, when operaticon
has to be slmved dovm or stopped for explanation,
when view;ing operation would hamper production,
when it is safer to
get preliminary view from film.

FILM STRIPS OR - Same as for films except motion is not required or desirabjle,
or expense or lack of equipment prevents use of motion
SLIDES

(~iler.t or
sound)
PROJECTIONS

pictures.
- Where all of group needs to look at same drawing, chart
photograph si.nmltaneously and leader wants to focus all
attention
on one specific point at a time.

when trends
ILLUSTRATIONS, - When process flow is important,
emphasized, for comparative statistics,
CHARTS,

or ·

need to be

DIAGRAMS

SAMPLES

- To show real

object.

CUTAWAYS

- To show structure

MOCK-UPS

- When finished assembly covers parts, when finished
is not available,
when safety is involved.

MODELSLARGE SCALE

- Large enough to permit

MODELSSMALLSCAIB

- Permit operation without using lar ge quantities
make a whole oper ation visible.

of materia il,

EXHIBITS

- Show finished products,
kinds of scrap,
effect of breaking safety regulations.

of poor wo)rk,

BLACKBOARD

- For sketches, diagrarr~,
SU11111laries,
assignments.

of opaque object,

handling,

outlines,

relative

identify

CARTOONS,

- To arouse interest,

attract

- 4 -

attention.

product ~

small parts.

results

definitions,

BOOKS, MANUALS,- For standard information
and guides,
tion, reference,
background.
PAMPHLETS,
INSTRUCTION
SHEETS

POSTERS

position.

directions,

manufacturer's

,

informna-

TRAINI?«l WITHIN INDTJSTRY
BULLETINSERIES

lfashington, n.
December, 1944

Burmau of Training
War Manpower Commission

c.

l}dPROVINGSUPERVISORS' KNOWLEOOE
OF THE WORK
There is no substitute
for a thorough knowledge of the~
work that the
s1upervisor
directs.
The technical
nature of the work is constantly
chDnging,
aJ.S products
and processes
change.
Naturally,
work that goes by the sawe name
dliffers
from company to company.
It differs
between departments.
Everyone admits that a supervisor
in a rolling
mill must know the steel
but that is not enough - he has to know it as it applies to his own
bnisiness,
p>lant,
in his own department.
A supervisor
in a coal mine must know coil problems and methods of coal mining.
milnlng, andhe has to know h i s own plant's
A supervise~
in an accounting
department must know his organization's
accountLng practice,
not just standard accounting
practice
found in text books . It
i ~s squarely up to each plant management to 9ee that its own supervisors
have
t ;his specif i c knowledge of their work. Naturally
the same holds true for
ewery busi ness am eve r y department,
cover i ng every feature
of technical
or
01perating
work throughout the Nation.
Many companies have had thoroughly
capable supervisors
tail because they
l ..acked the proper knowledge of their wor k . 'Ibis need not be.
All that ia
ntecessary
in a given plant is for someone to have a plan and see that it is
t collowad.

'l!"&at "someone• in each COIIJ)8D.1 1a tbe manager, or BCllllt oUaar person t.o
wthom management delegates
this responsibility.
Following are a tew nggestiona
atS to "plan."
Naturally,
each company should develop it.a own plan according to
its
own probleu
and the needs of its own supervisors.

c.

R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry

Serrlce

WHEREPLANNI?«l IS NEEDED

vjisors
1 ..

Here are a few of the more camnon circumstances
who need to know more about their work:

to super-

New Supervisors

Meany new superviso r s are being appointed
wino ar e transfer r ed or retired.
Perhaps
owera t ions and have t he r equire d technical
is familiar
Scom.etimes the new s upervisor
wrorked . Likely he has onl y pass in g f amil
owerations
for whi ch he is n ow r e sponsible.
2 ••

which point

Expe r i e nced Sup erv isors

to replace men who go in the army or
t he new supervisors
lmow all the
background -- and perhapa they don•t.
only with those operations
on which he
i arity with the lllllch larger
group ot

on New Job s

Ma'l?ly times 11old hands" are p l ac ed on new job s i n new or convert ed plants or
im diffe ren t depar tmen t s. Ofte n it is assumed t hat year s o! se rvice alone
m83an adequate technical
knowl edge eve n th ough the exf>erie nce i s lill.ited to
ome or two oper ations.

3.

Changed Jobs

countless
thousan ds of jobs have changed because of the necessity
of making
new products
out o! new materials
on new equipment.
Usually the newer the
product or materials or equipment, the less certain
and less standard the
operations.
Often these are the very jobs that change again and again, as
perhaps metallurgical
changes in the materia ls are developed and as new
procedures
are found necessary.
operating

SCJIEWAISOF GIVINGSUPERVISORS
KNOWLEOOE
OF THEWORK
1.

Instruction

from Superior

If, fo "A
" example,
foreman can, over
Thia is the ideal
for guidance and

a foreman is newly promoted to his job, sometimes the gener ,•al
a period of time, give him a thorough knowledge of the wor.•k.
arrangement,
for everyone does and should look to his boss J
direction
in just about everyth1ng connected with his job.

Otten., honwr, instruction
from a superior
takes the form of guidance on
dq-to-da7
procedures only.
The superior may not have the til'lle - or may
think he hasn•t - to instruct
the new supervisor
in many details.
Hence,
lea-dng the training
job solely up to every superior
isn't
an assurance that ~
it 111.11 be done.
How much the "boss" can do -- (or will do l) -- should be
careful.ly
considered.
However, it 1s sometimes surpr!sI'ng
how much "the bos1s"
can help when he is required to do so by the "big boss."
2.

Instruction

by Outside

Specialists

outside special.i.s'ts
can help to a marked degree.
A conmon example
the help provided by most machinery and equipment companies.
Most
companies will arrange for one of their representatives
to come to
when the equipment is new and stay for a period ranging from a few
several weeks. Full advantage should be taken of all such offers.

of such i ls
of these
the plant.
days to

In other cases a specialist
from the ordnance department or from the originail
contracto?
canpany w11l spend time with a supervisor
on the job.
Specialistt.s
from laboratories
or observers from the field of battle
provide two more
kinds of help.
Every cooipany can readily
assemble the list of such outside
specialists
who might be used.
itself
should be done right on the job.
There is no better
The training
method than having a specialist
spend a great deal of time right in the shop ~
discussing
with the supervisor
the detailed
problems of the job.

J. Planned WorkExperience
- new or experienced
-- may need to be instructed
in
Often a supervisor
perforaing several manual jobs in order that he can direct th~m well.
This
instruction
is to give him familiarity
with the operations
themselves .. Of
course, there is much more to know about a job than the details
of mebhanicaal
operation.
But where these skills
should be learned,
th~:-e is no substi tutee
for •learning
them by doing them."
llany a supervisor
feels he is "stepping down" when he runs a machine for a
few days or a few weeks.
He feels he has lost his status in the eyes of hiss
•>rkers because the workers can perform the operations
better
than the boss ••
- 2 7-87411
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JAny supervisor

who
lne runs no risk at
'tboss who is willing
nng about."
Doing

JI+. Experience

wants to succeed, however, must accept this risk.
Actually
all if he is the "right kind of a
Workers admire the
to "get his hands dirty" in order to "know what he is talkthis very thing has "made" many a successful
supervisor.

guy."

in Another Plant

Sometimes a supervisor
can be sent to another plant for a short time to pick
UlP some technical
knowledge or operating procedures.
'lbousands ot plants
tnave cooper~ted with each other on this basis already.
Even peace-time
competitors
in Jll8l1YcaseB have helped "make a man" tor each other in war-time.

55. Job Breakdowns
A\ sure-fire
way of getting thorougnly informed as to operations
or procedures
11.s to have supervisors
DBke an accurate,
written outline of each operation
o:>r process.
N'o particular
form of breakdown is necessary.
However, any
mupervisor who has used either the Job Instruction
or Job Methods form of breakdiown would certainly
understand thoroughly those operations
he "broke down."

)Uuch time and money has been wasted by supervisors
who just observed and talked
Companies
about a manuf'acturing process and "thought they knew" all about it.
to observe the same process tour or five
hlave been known to sand supervisors
tt.imes before they caught all the operating details.
I! these same supervisors
h1&d been required to make a complete breakdown ot the process,
they would have
c:aught all the details
and tricks
or the trade the first
time.
Waking breakdowns at first
may appear to be smething
of a task.
However,
ti.bey beccae eas.1.er to IIBk8 wi.t.h pnctiee.
'ftlair use saws oo aucll -tiaa, e.ttort.,
amd costly mistakes that the malc1ng ot them is justified
a hundred tiaee over.

fflle use of manual.a 1a c0111Ron,and they have many T&lues. Jlanuala are availin the plant.
However, not
aLble fro• & variety ot sources, or •Y ba written
e1Ten the most complete manual should eTitr be regarded as the sole answer to a
smpervisor•s
need tor technical
and operating
information.

7 •

Help from E!,gineers

H{elp from one or more of the comp~•s
engineering
groups is otten the .most
vraluable that a supervisor
can receiw.
Some gngineers
take a "high-brow"
toward the •poor shop man.•
On the other hand, some shop supervisors
a\ttitude
ceons;ider themselves the only "practical•
men. '!'hey look down on the engineers.
met ting the two groups close together will produce cutstanding
results.
Emgineers can help in several ways. The best way o.L· all is for·an engineer
t ~o spend time in the shop with the operating supervisor
right on the job.
An
emgineer can also hold a series of meetings 1fith plant supervisors
where he
p>resents technical
knowledge or arunre:rs questions.
~tting
appropriate
understanding
that the engineers are expected to heip
is essential.
Top management must see to this.
Engineers
p;l ant supervisors
wrl.11 find that this is not a "one-way" process.
They, too, get extremely
vraluable help from shop supervisors.

-37-117411 P:, bu

8.

Plant

Conferences

In some companies there are regular staff meetings to pass along information
level.
In other companies these are occaat each exe~utive and supervisory
sional.
Dr still
others there are special meetings about company products
and manufacturing
methods • The question of "how many meetings" is a vital
onte •
The only answer is to hold as many meetings as are necessary to be sure that
~ supervisor
knows evez single thing that is necessary for him to know in
oroerthat he do a top-gra e job.

9.

Supplementary
Distruction

Extremely valuable

supplementary
instruction
may be received from the engineelring colleges
and universities
as well as the vocational
schools.
If the plamt
is not near one of these institutions,
very often an extension program can be ·
especially
arranged.
If a company desires
certain
special courses to be deve ~loped, and the number of psrsans justifies
such a course, these schools will
often develop such special programs.
This supplementary
instruction
is of
value to the plant only if the program meets the supervisors'
specific
needs.

~PO:t6IBILITY FORDEVELOPING
SUPERVISORS
Acquiring knowledge About supervisory
work should not be left to the
superri.sor•s
initiative.
There are those who argue that leaving it "up to
each pe:r-son" is one of the tests of initiative,
one of the ways of showing
who is worthy o! promotion.
Unfortunately
things do not 8..1.wayswork out this way. Often the
thoroughly able supervisor
will not take the initiative;
he may think of it,
he may not know what he needs, he may not know what is available.
Sometimes
he teela that such action might be improper or that ne would be regarded by
his !ellon
as selfish ani "forward."
Conversely,
a supervisor
with limited
abilities
but 111.th devastating
ambition may voluntarily
seek more information
if he does not get
about the technical
side of his work, be disappointed
recognition - and resent it.

Dlproving supervisors• technical
knowledge should be planned just as
carefully as any other company program.
The management should let it be knowrn
that every supervisor is expected to keep abreast of the technical
demands of '
is to be followed in accomplishing
this end. Someone
his job and that a
shou
e designated
to counsel with each executive
and superin the COJIIP&IlY
visor concerning the needs of each of his subordinates.
He should also help
each executive and supervisor
plan for the development of each subordinate.
In

~b

larger

companies

this

companies it is often
this work.

person is usually the training
director.
In smaller
a production
executive who gives part of his time to

The procedure bet'Ween the training
director
and a line executive
is simp Jle.
Together they set down what a subordinate
now lmows about the job.
Then they ·
set down what he needs to lmow. Next theyaecide
which of the above suggestiona - or others - should be used.
The line executive is then ready to calll
in the subordinate,
go over the plan with him, and see that the subordinate
geta the required

lmowledge.
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WARPRODUCTION
BOARD

Labor Division
Training within Industry

Bulletin#?

INCREASING
WARPRODUCTION
THROUGH
EMPLOYMENT
OF 1.'fOMEN
Employing women in
able, but should not be
a woman for any job that
man either for work not

war industries
in increasing numbers is inescaplooked at as d substitute
procedure.
Employing
she can do, or can learn to do, will release a
suitable for women or for active amed service.

The employer who has never had any women employees on his force may
need to be reminded, in some cases, that a new woman worker is just a
new worker.
Careful selection should furnish women who are good prospects - the same as men. New women need training - so do new men. They
are entering a new environment, but so are farm hands who take factory
jobs.
The place of women in industry has been well established
since the
last war. One-fourth of manufacturing workers are women, and a number
are in technical or managerial fields.
Employers who think that the
employment of women introduces some mysterious element into the factory
situation
need to be reminded that they have known women all their
lives - secretaries,
nurses, waitresses,
saleswomen - and that women
from .all these groups will inevitably become a part of the war production effort.
This bulletin draws on the e:icperience of a number of industries
where women workers have had an important part for many years, and on
the experience of British war production.
C.R. Dooley, Director
Training within Industry

WOMEN
IN THELABOR
SUPPLYPICTURE
In many industrial
centers there already are labor shortages.
In
general, women ,vill not add to the supply of skilled labor, but they do
present a large and promising source of workers for a wide variety of
operations.
In England it has been necessary to require young women to
take part in the war effort,
either through auxiliary service or actual
productive work in factories.
There are many women who now need to earn
wages. Curtailment of civilian production releases numbers of women
with varying degrees of skill.
These women are available for retraining for war production work.

SPECIALFACTORS
TO CONSIDER
IN EMPLOYING
WOMEN
Introduction
of women workers in industries
or plants where they
have not previously been employed will often mean that women will actually be put on "menI s work. 11 It will not always be a simple placement
and training
process - but, when the snags are anticipated,
British experience shows that remarkable results are achieved.
Management needs

to give acivance1 and immediate consideration to some general facts some limitations,
some advantages, and some changes in facilities
and
equipment.
State Laws Regarding WomenWorkers
Many states have "protective" legislation
which sets standards for
working conditions for women, limits hours (both as to length and time
of day), and restricts
occupations.
In some states provisions have been
ruade to permit modification of standards where necessary for war production.
Sta~e laws covering a particular plant should be checked as
The Industrial Commission or the State Se0retary of
the first swp.
Labor can supply specific information.
Physical

Limitations

of WomenWorkers

There are some physical limitations
for women. As a means of overcoming them, mechanical aids may be used - for example, in load-lifting,
roller conveyors and pedestal lifts are helpful.
Tools may need to be
scaled to women and benches made lower for assembly workers .
Safety and the WomanWorker
The safety records of women are better than those of men, but there
are special hazards to be recognized.
It may be necessary to require
The safety engineer who selects
the wearing of protective clothing.
caps and jumpers will do well to consult with the wome~who will wear
the clothing - his interest may be in finding a cap which will insure
that hair will not catch in a machine, while the employee may also be
concerned about a cap which will protect hair from dust and not ruin a
, new hair-do.
It is poor practice to select clothing which requires disciplinary action to enforce wearing or which causes resentment.
Absence Records
Women's records for days-off are worse than men's. They are not
altogether due to illness but frequently to unavoidable home responsibili ties.
A "flying squadron" of utility
operators who can fill in on
numerous jobs is a canmon s.olution.
Labor Turnover
Womendo not change jobs as eften as men. Good supervision, satisfactory working conditions, adequate wages, and fair treatment will hold
women to their jobs and thus, by decreased turnover, reduce overall
trafning time.
Supervision
Many persons will advocate the employment of a womanpersonnel
officer to work on problems connected with working women. This is
based on the assumption that there is an · innate and intangible difference between men and women as employees that will be beyond a man's
experience.
This is not the best basis for the introduction of women
- 2 -

to the production shop. Womenare entering war production on the same
terms as men, even if it is necessary to make physical segregation in a
few respects and to separate groups in individual situations.
Their
relation to the personnel department is the same as new men. Women
as conhave a useful place in personnel offices, but not necessarily
cerned with women employees.
The womanwho is new as a factory employee is making a change.
Skilled personnel people should handle caaes relating to people new to
industrial
situations.
Womenas first-line
supervisors
can sometimes handle routine departmental problems concerning womenmore easily than men, and wanen
can train women. The opening of even minor supervisory positions to
women will PiOvide a promotion incentive.
However, if women supervisors
do not correspond in authority with men in similar positions,
the employees may be inclined to by-paas the woman supervisor and take their
problems to the man whom they feel is "the boss. 11
SELECTIONANDPLACEMENT
OF WCMEN
WORKERS

All womenwill not, of course, make productive factory employees.
The selection procedure should include particular
attention to the
background brought to the job - education, training,
and aptitudes.
'!he
housewife who is untrained and perhaps free for only part-time work may
move into civilian production and service operations,
releasing for
full-time war production employment, women who have had regular work
experience.
Even in the comparatively short time of current war production,
there are a number of instances of the valu& of certain backgrounds of
work requiring deft ha.nfu3- girls who were needle-workers or hairdressers have proved spec i ally adaptable for precision metal work.
With good training,
they wor~ to tolerances measured in ten-thousandths
0£ an inch.
Jobs requiring "feel, 11 such as minute assembly and adjustment, are examples of jobs where placement of women has produced particularly
good results,
in many instances better than men.
A commonopinion

''Womenhave no mechanical ability. 11 It is
more accurate to say that they have little
"mechanical familiarity."
Womenare not accustomed to working with wrenches and drills,
but the
lowered level at which training begins also means an opportunity to
begin training with correct procedures - they do not bring "picked-up"
bad habits to the job.
1.s,

TRAINING FOR WOMENTHE SAMEAS FOR MEN

Well-planned training for women who have been selected and placed
according to good standards will provide a large, productive new force
and give perfectly satisfactory
results in every respect.
Get ready for the job. What is the work?
into several jobs, to be taught separately?

- J -

Should it be broken up

Consider the work place,

the tools.

Are changes needed?

Find out what the new workers already know. Is some preliminary
instruction
needed in shop arithmetic or blueprint reading?
Would advance familiarity
with small tools help? Will 11shop terms and procedures" need special explanation?
What pre-employment training is
available?
Train on the job. Does instruction
given on the job include
supervised tryout and follow-up?
Does the new emplovee know where to
go for help?
Provide supplementary instruction.
ing to round-out background and increase
tional courses available?
~p~rade to h~gher skills.
cult Jo s as they show ability,
best skills?

Does the plant provide trainskills?
Are there public vocaf

Are women being moved on to more diffiin order to make maximumuse of their

JOBSFORWOMEN
IN WARINDUSTRY
fully

To turn again to British
on these jobs:
assembly
band-sawing
boring
crane operation
drilling
grinding
inspecting
To summarize the overall
1.
2.

experience,

lathe work (including the use
of calipers and micrometers)
optical grinding and polishing
press operating
riveting
turning
welding
problem,

c.
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the contractor

must:

Consider the employment of women with an open mind.
Recognize that there is, as always, a training job to do.

Washington, D.
March, 1942

7-6927

women are working success-

TRAININGWITHIN INDUSTRY
BULLETINSERIES
Bureau of Tra i ning
war Manpower Cornmis sion

June,

1943

INTRODUCING
THE NEWEMPLOYEE
TO THEJOB
The Importance

of a Good Introduction

A new place to work means adjustment
for any individual . It is easy
for the new man to jump to wrong conclusions . The supervisor
has an exto establish
a good re cellent chance, during this :i,mpressionable period,
information
about
lat ion ship with the employee and see that he gets accurate
the pl ace where he is working.
He can get the new man off to the right start .

This process of making the new employee feel at home, often called inductio n, goes on at the same time as job instruction,
and both have the same
aim - making the new man a productive
part of the business.
It should not be
The success of instruction
may
ass umed that instruction
will do both jobs.
depend on the quality
of the introduction
process.

c. R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry
PROCESSOF INTRODUCING
EMPLOYEES
Some of the questions
that arise in introducing
employees are:
Can all
What attention
should be given to a transferred
employee s be inducted alike?
plan deor rehir ed employee compared to the new employee?
Is a systematized
can be answered only in terms of conditi ons
sir able ? Many of these questions
however, the process of introduction
can be
in the organization
. In general,
consi dered under these headings,
1.
2.
3.

4.

handling the
proYiding the
providing the
assisting
the

initial
interview ·
employee with information
about the company
employee with information
about his work
employee to adjust to his fellow-workers

Th~se phases of the introduction
process are interrelated
and,
As a reminder
for e, sho uld be regarded just as a sequence of steps.
in formatio n to be given and to enable the supervisor
to know what he
to contact the employee at intervals,
a
covered w~ en it is necessary
lis t may be provided (see Sxhibit A).

thereof the
has
check -

1. Handling the In i tial
Interview
- - The supervisor's
first
ap pr oach
to t he emplo yee will ha7e considera b le in f luence on his future attitu de to and the company. The supervisor
should draw upon his
vn~d the supervisor
experience in dealing with men and be careful to see that he does not make
st atement s and actions which can be misinterpreted.
The supervisor
should
use this opportunity
to begin to establish
a friendly
attitude
which, of
course, should carry over beyond the induction
period .
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Many supervisors

follow

these

interviewing

steps:

a.

Beforehand,
the supervisor
considers
the new employeP, and tries to picture
were in his shoes.
His objective
is
that in him he has a supervisor
who
but sympathetically
whatever problem

what he already knows about
how he would feel if he
to make the employee feel
will consider impartially
he may care to talk over.

b.

If conditions
make it possible,
the new employee is brought to
the supervisor's
desk where he is greeted and asked to sit down.
In any event, the best conditions
for an uninterrupted
interview
are sought.

c.

To arrive at common ground and establish
mutual interests,
the
employee is asked a question or two on matters of general interest.
This usually gets the employee to talking
and enables the supervisor
to learn more about him without appearing
inquisitive.
He may have
to try several different
tacks to establish
a mutual understanding
and avoid putting
the employee on the defensive.

d.

The supervisor
decides the proper time to start giving
information
about the company and the employee's
job.
himself may lead into this through questions.

e.

In closing the interview
the supervisor
should
feeling
that•he
can come back at any time.

leave

the employee
The employee
the employee

2. Providing
the Employee with Information
about the Company in Which
He Works -- The employee must be provided with accurate
information
about the
company and its policies,
as early as practicable
after he reports
to work, . in
small enough segments to be retained.
It is desirable
to see him several timers
at intervals
during the first
two or three days.
One of the main consideratio1ns
is to cause the employee to feel proud of the company and to give him an appreciation
of its policies
and what they mean to him. The new employee should
be urged, when he wants to know more, to come to the same source for information - the first-line
supervisor.
When possible,
some information
should be given to the employee by his
department
chief,
in order to widen the employee's
knowledge of the organizachief an additional
way of knowing his peop le.
tion and to give the department
It also provides the chief with an opportunity
for checking the introduction
of the employee.
There should, however, be an understanding
among those concerned as to precisely
what information
the department
chief will give the
employee.
It is desirable
for the department
chief to provide that information on which it is desired to place special
emphasis.
The supervisor
is the best judge of the extent to which he should make
a detailed
explanation
of any one item.
Ordinarily
the broad objectives
of
the company programs, what they mean to the employee, and how he can take
advantage of them, will suffice.
Care should be exercised
to see that the
employee does not feel subjected
to pressure
to participate
in company
social or service activities.
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EXHIBIT A
INDUCTIONGUIDE
FOR--(Employee•s Name) ••••••••••••••
EMPLOYED
•••••••• (Date) ••••••••••••••

Information

Has he read the employee's

2.

Does he know safety rules,
pracand the reporting
of accitices,
dents?
Where to get first-aid
treatment?
Has he read the safety
handbook?

3.

Have factory
fire drills,
explained'?

4.

Does he know location
and washrooms?

of lockers

s.

Does he know location
Lunch and rest-period

of cafeteria.?
times?

6.

Was he informed

clock-card

Date

handbook?

1.

and

given by

regulations
- smoking,
absences,
etc. - been

a.bout time-clock
rules?

7.

Does he know about passes - tem.porary, permanent, package, etc.?

a.

Does he know organization
of deand
shop?
pa.rtment, division,
Na.mes of supervisors?

9.

Does he know what the department
manufacturers?

10.

Has he been introduced
to fellowworkers, and told about company
activities?

11.

Have company personnel
been explained?

12 ..

Does he know how his pay is figincentives,
ured - piece-rate,
overtime, payroll
learning
period,
etc.?
deductions,

13 ..

Does he understand
insurance
plan?

14.

Does he know where to get inforHelp?
mation?

policies

the benefit

~r
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3. Providing the Employee with Information
about His Work -- A
distinction
should be made between this phase of the induction
process and
job instruction.
The objective
here is to assist
the employee to adjust
to his new situation
through providing him with background ini'on:iation.
of course. such as location
of the lockers,
will
Much of this information,
have to be given shortly
af'ter he reports
for work.
Information
about work
is of immediate concern, and should be given clearly.
If he is new to the
with terminology.
He should be encouraged to ask
job he may be unfamiliar
questions.
Most new employees want to make a good impression and are afraid
of not "catching
on" rapidly.
4. Assisting
the Employee to Adjust Himself to His Fellow-Workers
-Most indivi~uals
who are new to an organization
are concerned over hOVf
they
will be accepted by their fellow-workers.
Getting off to the right start
with tallow-workers
depends greatly upon the employee himself,
but the super- ·
visor can see that the new employee is introduced
to those in the vicinity
or his work and, in some instances,
it may be desirable
to tell the employee
a ftJW interesting
things about his fellow-workers.
When it is possible
to
for the new employee, the supervisor
make a choioe of several wor k locations
can give considerations
to the interests,
sex, age, and other characteristics
i
of those near whom he might be placed.
It mi ght, in a few instances,
even be ,
desirable
to change a seating arrangement so that the new employee will be
located in a group where he will get along satisfactorily.
through knowing their people, develop a "feel" for
Most s.ipervisors.
such conditions.
Helping the employee adjust to his working group will not
ordinarily
be done by one single action, but will involve many follow-ups
ove>r
a considerable
period of time.
It has been said, probably rightly,
that the
supervisor' & work in helping employees adjust to each other is never finished •

SYSTEMATIZING
THE INTRODUCTION
PROCESS
When new employees are being taken into an organization,
some systematized procedure should be adopted.
This may involve doing certain things ;
days, or it may be nothing more than delegating
responsibility
on certain
tor inducting
the new employee.

For any induction procedure,
a plan is wise - and it must be a plan mad~e
from the viewpoint of the man with his needs in mind. These points should be ,
oonsidereds
Purpose
1. What should the new employee get from the
2. What should the oompany get?

introduction

Content
1. What routines
and regulations
must be explained
What, later?
2. 'What company information
must be given?
Method
1. Is process on individual
or group basis?
2. Will a plant or department trip be included?
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process?

at onoe?

Responsibility
1. What is supervisor's
part?
2. What is employment office's
part?
3. Who will co-ordinate
and check complete

coverage?

Timing

1. What is the order in which information
2.

How much shall

is to be given?

be given at one time?

By using the guide which appears as Exhibit A as a oheok-list
for the
to be given the employee, a plan suitable
to the organik~nd of information
Such a plan can probably be best
ztation can be worked out in a short time.
pl?"epared through the collaborative
efforts
of the supervisors
in the departmrent where it is to bo used.
A detailed
time schedule, such as Exhibit B,
m.iay be desirable.
After a guide has been drawn up, it is good practice
to set down the
eil ementary informatio n needed.
For example, not until the new man knows the
lc:ocation of the time-clock,
how it is operated,
where to put his card, the
oroca sions on which he is required to register,
the rules about registering
can the subject of
omly his own card, and what to do if' he makes a mistake,
tftme-clooks be considered adequately covered.
It has been estimated that from six to twelve hours is needed to provide
tme employee with basic information
about the company and his job.
It is
olbvious that, if many new employees are coming to the plant, supervisors
may not
hsve this much time to give to many employees individually.
Although personal
co,ntact with the new employee is highly desirable,
it may be necessary during such
p83riods to use group methods to convey some of the infonnation
about the company
amd the employee's work to new employees.
Regardless of the number of new
ennployees, however, the supervisor
should not fail to make some personal contact
doing what he can to assist them in
wfth each of them as early as possible,
fe3eling at home.
INDUCTINGTHE TRA.L'lSFERRED
OR RmIRED EMPLOYEE
It is obvious that neither as much information
nor attention
will
or ·dinarily
have to be given ·to the rehired or transferred
employee as to the
Sometimes there is a failure
to explain clearly to an
ne,wly hired employee.
an item of great concern to him. Alem1ployee the reasons for his transfer,
and the employment office are responsible,
his
thtough his former supervisors
ne,w supervisor
can well afford to make sure that he understands,
and that any
do,ubts he may have are expressed and talked OTer as early as possible.
It
sh tould be remembered that this employee will have to pass through an adjusting
or · orienting
period similar to the new employee.
Supervisors
should not take
it ; for granted that these employees are familiar
with the oompany or their
ignorant of the organization
may provoke
wo>rk, yet to assume they are totally
In addition to these general kinds of information,
the rehired
re,sentment.
or · transferred
employee usually wants to know, promptly, ,mat grade of work
he , is assigned to. what his rate and probable earnings will be. ,mat shift he
is 1 to be working, and similar information
that shows him at once "where he
st ,ands."
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EXHIBITB
SAMPLEINDUCTION
OUTLINE
WHENANDWHERE?
First

WHATANDHOW?

BY WHOM?

Day

1.

On arrival
in plant

1.

Introduction
supervisor

2.

On arrival
in department 15
minutes

2.

3.

Following
preliminary
interview
one half
hour

4.

5.

to working

1.

By person who
did hiring

Information
needed in daily
routine
a. Any information
he may need
on getting to and from work,
parking regulations,
etc.
b. Starting
time, lunch period, quitting
time, hours
per week
c. Review of compensation
items (when he will be
paid, where, how, how much)
c. Opportunity
for questions

2.

By supervisor

3.

Heeting other workers, getting
to know layout of building
a. Trip through department
with general explanation
of
product
b. Show him where he is to
work and meet neighboring
workers.
c. Show him his locker and location of wash rooms.
d. Show him the time-clock,
his card, and explain regulations.
e. Tell him about any special
rules on smoking, leaving
department,
etc.

3.

By supervisor
or group leader

Following 3
till
noon

4.

Job Instruction

4.

By person who
is to handle
training

Noon

5.

Show location
of cafeteria
and
eat lunch with new man.
a. Show him noon recreation
facilities.
b. Introduce
him to others •

5.

Neighboring
worker

Job Instruction

6.

Trainer

.

6.

7-1681P6bu

After lunch 6.
till
half
hour before
time
quitting
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WHEN AND WHERE?

7.

Half hour
before
closing

WHATA1"\J'D
. HOW?

BY WHOM?

7.

Give pass, expla i n use, and
regulation
in case of absence.
Give booklet of rules,
re gulation s , and policies
to be read
at home.

7.

Supervisor

At a con venient
time, on e
half hour

1.

Review booklet of rules
re gulations , poli ci es.
a.
to see that he under
subjects
covered in
b . to give opportunity
questions

l.,

Supervisor

At a convenient ti me
15 minutes

2.

Check throu gh job with safety
en gineer a nd review policies
and procedures
on safety.

2.

Saf ety Engineer

1.

Meet with other new men from
other departments
a . Tour plant.
b. Have organization
s et - up
described.
c. Have mutual benefit
and
other organization
plan s
described.

1.

Personnel
Depar t ment

1.

Interview
with supervisor
1.
off job
a.
Find out what he is
thinking.
b. Clear up any misunders t andin g .
c. Give opportunity
for ques tions •

Seco nd Day
1.

2.

Wit h i n First

Fif th Day

Week

and
stand s
booklet
to ask

Super visor

•

-
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SUMMARY

Introducing
an employee means that the supervisor
obtains background
and assistan~e.
information
about the man as well as giving him information
The supervisor
needs to know his men, and the man needs to k:nvw the department so that he will feel at home. It is during this period of adjustment
The
that the employee's future worth to the company is largely determined.
employee's immediate supervisor
should see that this is done regardless
of
whether complete authority
has been delegated to him or a systematized
plan,
involving the employment office,
has been adopted.
The supervisor's
suc~ess
in introducing
employees will depend largely on the care and insight with
which he approaches this work. His experience
in dealing with people sh .ould
be constantly
drawn upon for help.

Bulletin

#=8
•
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TRAININGWITHIN INOOSTRY BULLETINSERIES

c.

Washington, D.
December, 1944

sureau of Training
far Manpower Conmissi on

KtEPING SUPERVISORS INFORMEDABOOTTHEIR RESPONSIBILITIES

This bulletin

outlines a simple plan for giving training to supervlsors in
responsibilities.
It is prepared especially for those
managers who have the point of view of "anticipation
and prevention" rather than
ftdiscowry and correction."
It is for those who loo k beneath the surface for the
solu tion of their supervisory problems.
the knowledge of their

It is important that every supervisor know not only the technical phases
o! his job but also just what his responsibilities
are. Since these responsibiliti es change, it is necessary that the plan for keeping supervisors informed
or the ir responsi bilities shall operate continuously.
No plant management can hold a superviso r responsible for things about
This plan is only an outline tor a method of
approach within which any company can develop its own program in detail according
to its own proble ms and needs.

which he has not been informed.

c.

R. Dooley, Director
Train ing Within Industry

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVELOPINGSUPERVISORS

'!'he one dominan.t influence in each supervisor -' s life, just as in the cas e
of each employee, is his boss. Therefore, the best supervisory training in the
world is having a "good boss."
The most successful supervisory development pro gra is one sponsor ed and directed by top management•

.

This plan enables each officer and supervisor to keep his subordinate
auperrlaors informed in an organized manner. Without some organized plan this
!Jb ia eas ily crowded out of the picture by the rush and pressure of procluction
uties, and the supervis or acquires information about his responsibili ties in a
bapha1ard manner through -costly experience.
It is essential that the program start
t the genera l manager of a given plant.

at the top - the president

or at

ic ha tur es of the Plan
Acceptance by top management of the responsibility
uperv1sors of their responsibilities.

IUlar conferences at each organizational
organization supervisors.

level,

for adequately

informing

sponsored and directed

by

discussion, free consultation,
and appropriate action concerning compolicies and individual responsibilities,
at each level.
~intment
of staf~ training men to direct the routine of these
.... , see that arrangements are made, notices sent out 1 agenda prepared,
• •Porta is sued.

·•

SETTIHG
UP THEPROORAM
'!he initial
meeting should be called by the chief officer of the eompiany
. or plant and at tended by his immediate staff and other key people who are regularly associated lfith them.
Th• object of this meeting is to discuss the need for keeping supervi.sors
intormed about their responsibilities
and the details
of a proposed program for
accompllihing this objective.
The head of the company or plant should be thle
active chairman of the meeting. A training man should assist the head of tme
company-or plan~ in laying out the agenda for the meeting and should attend the
~eating to lend assistance in planning the later program.
Naturally there are certain problems outside the ability of the supervisor
to do anything about, but practically
every company problem - plant extension,
equipment, finance, quality control, shipping schedules, coats, labor relat~ons,
etc. - should be touched upon to determine at the very outset the scope of the
responaibilities
to be carried at each successive layer of supervision.
Succeed ing conferences on lower levels should each determine definitely
just what Jresponare to be carried by each supervisor on each level of supervision.
sibilities
The extent to -which it appears that information about responsibilities
is
lacking on the various levels of supervision will determine the character o~ the
program both as to agenda and aa to schedule of meetings.
l.

Periodic

conferences

tor supervisors

on all

levelsa

Each chief supervisor should meet regularly with those supervisors who report to him. Experience will determine the length and frequency of the:se
meetings but usually one and one-half hours every two to four weeks will be
found satisfactory.
The best meetings are thos~ for which the agenda i rs brie
and the conference itself
kept informal.
Thehmake-up of the conference~ must
structure.
'l.'hte
be determined according to each company's organizational
criterion is to have in each meeting only those supervisors who have connparable responsibilities.
As soon after the close of the first meeting as convenient, each member of
that conference should call a conference of those supervisors reporting to
him and carry on the discussion.
This process should continue on down the
organization until the first-line
supervisors have been reached.
This pattern is of vital impvrtance.
topics to be discussed, promptness of
following up unfinished bu~iness, and
the effectiveness
of the program as a

It includes regularity of meeting ;s ,
sending out reports, promptness of
many other items vital to steerirug
whole.

The head of each group should always be present unless unavoidably deta 1ined,
and should never !all into the habit of leavilli the conduct of the meeting
to a substitute
because o! casua1 reasons.
A conference which is not llfOirthy
of the attention of the supervisory chief is not worth holding at all .•
2.

Conference lea.dersh}p
'!be executive or supervisor in charge of each group at each level must be
If he is a trained conference leader hle
chai.rS&n of his own conference.
may lead the meeting himself.
If not, he may turn the leadership of thle
- 2 -

discussion over to a conference leader or he may open and close the meeting
and tactfully
participate
in the discussion but depend upon the conference
leader to keep the discussion on the topics and on schedule,
Some supervisors inexperienced in leading conferences will quickly become
.f'amiliar with the procedure a.rid gradually take more detailed responsibility.
Others will never attain competence in using the conference method, and still
ot hers may leave the conduct of the meeting to a conference leader just so
th ey can participate
in the discussions and otherwise aid the program as a
member of the group. Whatever pr ocedure is used, there must never be any
doubt that the supervis or in charge is responsible for the conference and is
personally going to see that it is a success - that everyone who attends feels
it was worth his time.

J.

Agenda of current

supervisory

problems

The responsib1lity
for determining the agenda rests with the conference conducted by the top executive.
The company training director,
meeting with
groups at all levels, maintains the thread of continuity and sees that action
is not delayed and that proper reports are rendered.
In some plants, particularly in large companies, there may be a full-time
·•conference secretary."
The rirst step in planning a series of agenda is to find out what policies
have already been ~et down in writing.
This applies particularly
to employment, training,
hours, wages, transfers,
promotions, seniority,
layoff,
discharges.
Plans include insurance, hospitalization,
sick benefits,
vacations, savings, stock purchase, incentives;
procedures include methods of
wage payment, routine for reporting accidents, method of arranging transfer~·
rules,covering
a wide field, are often not too sharply defined.
Quite often there is nothing in writing on a supervisor 1 s responsibility
as
to scheduling,
cost, maintenance, quality> waste, interdepartmental
relationships • Each supervisor should ala o have knowledge of legal restrictions
and regulations
which effect plant operations.
There will be written material
on uni-0n contracts and often on a grievance procedure.
Each conference,

from the top down, places

on its

agenda two kinds of topics:

group only.
Those which concern its own particular
of other groups.
Those which should be brought to the attention
Many conclusions arrived at must be passed on to groups of lower levels for
execution but many of the conclusions and some of the opinions should be
passed up to groups on higher levels for their informati~n.
One of the
major results of this program of conferences is to help break down the
natural insulation between an executive and the entire structure below hill.
Many suggestions

the higher

4.

and opinions, if tactfully
presented, will be welcODlBdby
officers and supervisors
ot a plant or company.

Subject-matt-ar

for supervisory

conferences

The top conference group usually develops enough topics for discussion by
The problem
groups at lower levels to keep the schedule overcrowded.
generally is how to eliminata topics for discussion rather than how to suggest
them. Additional topics also flow upward.
- J -

However, for those who may not lmow how to get started,
suggestions may be helpful:
Open the meeting by presenting
handed down by the next higher

one or two topics
group.

the following

which have been

relations
policy, each group
If the company has no written industrial
may develop i nitial drafts of such policies and present them to the
higher groups.
If the company has well defined written industrial
re~ations polic i es,
review them in the light of current reeach group may periodically
quirements and recommend changes to the higher groups.
Recent government rulings,
affecting responsibil i ties

labor agreements, and training programs,
of supervisors may be discussed.

Questions of customer service, qual i ty, maintenance, inspection,
store-keepin g, shipping, often involve misunderstanding
as to just
which supervi s or is responsible
for what.
The most effective method yet discovered by which areas of res .Ponsibility and authority can be clearly detendned, overlapping of functions eliminated , internal
jealousies
di11ipated, and procedure ~
clarified
and simpl i fied is through group analysis of the resp onsisupervisors,
and
bilities
of the i ndi vidual departments, divisions,
Frequently such agreements
getting grou p agreement to conclusions.
clear up di ffi cultie s between departme nts of different
levels.
There
changed and improved
is scarcely an activi t y th at is not materially
when subjected to the group analys is of the various executives and
supervisors affected.
All supervisors need up-to-date
its products, and its technica l
by inviting company speci al ists
discussions in their respective

5.

Importance of first-line

in fo rmati on concerning the company,
pro ces ses.
rhi s is easily accomplished !
to at tend gr oup meetings and lead
fields of activity.

supervisors

Having general matters start with the chief executive group and now down
through the various conferences sometimes req uires special help when such
matters reach first-line
supervisors.
If there are two or three work shiCus,
it may be impossible for the foreman to meet w1th all his supervisors.
Pe?r ~haps it is not possible to remove all supervisors from the floor at one ti:mee .
In such cases the foreman or general foreman can delegate to a conference
leader the responsibility
of conducting some of the conferences for him.
It is important to remember that information tends t.o lose its clarity
and
A report from the
significance
as it passes from one level to another.
first-line
supervisors
telling
their underatanding of the information showlcd
be asked for l'hen there is any possibility
or misunderstanding.
- 4 -

MANAGEMENT
AND
SKILLEDSUPERVISION

The
TRAINING
WITHININDUSTRY

PROGRAM
BUREAU
OF
TRAINING
WAR
MANPOWER
COMMISSION

June 1944

T. W. I. PROGRAM AND POLICY
The Training Within Industry Progrnm was established in August 1940 by the
ational Defense Advisory Commission and was continued under the Office of Production
Management and then the War Production Board. By Presidential order on April 18,
1942, Training Within Industry functions were made part of the War Manpower Com mission . T. W. I. operates as part of the Bureau of Training.
Management i.sinterPsted primarily in getting ont inrreased and improved production.
Supervision and training are sometimes regarded as separate functions, but they ar e
actua 11y concurrent with management. T. W . I. attempts to get this viewpoint accepted,
and T. W. I. work deals exclusively with what management itself can do to train its
supervisors.

T. W. I. Ad vocat es

It is recommended that all war production plants give balanced and appropriate
attention to the following phases of in-plant training:
1. UPGRADING
of all classes of personnel as their experience and abilities warrant,
through planned job progression , job rotation , and intensive supplementary instruction both on and off the job. Each plant should take stock of the talent and
experience of its own personnel before employing new men and women .
2. Development of PRODUCTIO r SPECIALISTS through intensive instruction on
the job in basic operations.
3. Development of all-round SKILLED MECHANICS through trade apprenticeship, in accordance with Federal standards, separate from production worker
training, for the purpose of developing a predetermined , limited number of allround journeyman mechanics.
4. Development of SUPERVISORS through careful selection, assignment of supervisory duties of increasing responsibility, and provision for related organized
help through discussions and conferences, under both plant and outside auspices, dealing with m ethods of instrnction, methods of developing better ways
of doing a job , methods of improving working relationships, and know ledge of
responsibilities.
T. W. I. Conducts
The Training Within Industry Service conducts intensive programs for newly appointed and experienced supervisors and thoRe responsib le for in-plant training. Th ere is
no authority to enter a plant on any basis other than with management's cooperati on .
T he programs for supervisors require 10 hours of basic training, and for training direct ors
40 hours.
Job I nstruction gives the supervisor practice in how to "break in" men on new jobs.
J ob Methods helps th e supervisor to simplify and improve methods of doing a job .
Jo b Relations gives th e supervisor practice in how to promote teamwork.
Program Development shows training men how they can develop their own in- pl an t
programs by giving them intensified coaching in a method of plann ing, operat in g,
and improving plant-wide training programs.

Organi z ation
T he Training Within Industry Service has a field force with offices in 24 distr icts
t hroughout the nited Sta tes and in Hawaii. They are staffed by training and personne l
specia lists, many of whom are loaned by their companies for part-time or full-time work.
H eadquarters and field offices have advisers from both management and labor.

MANAGEMENT AND SKILLED SUPERVISION
Skill in Instructing

Skill in Improving

M ethods

The Supervisor, s Five Needs
In ord r t do h job manag m nt xp t the
uprrvi r need knowl dg of hi work and of hi
rr ponsibili _ie , and ~u t C<?ntantly u th
kill
of instru t1on, f 1mprovrng met hods, an d of
workingwi h p ple.

Knowled ge of His Work
In ord r to pr p rly dir ct th p ople under his
upervi i n, th
up rvi or him lf mu t know
what doing th p articular kind of work involves,
what mat rial and quipm nt ar n d d how
the job i done what tandard mu t b m t.
ince job diff r from plant to plant (and v n from
departm nt to d partment) , only th manag m nt
know ju wha t work knowl dge is need d by its
variou up rvi or .

Skill in Working with People
Full productiv
effort om s only when the
up ervi orb om s th e 1 ad er of hi p opl e, wh n
h e organiz th em into a am and th y work w 11
tog th r. In th past, sup rvisor hav _ d v lop d
a skill in leader hip through exp eri ence.
In wartim th situ ations whi h cause mi understanding
and gri evan es have multipli ed,
and the res ults of these delay s a.re more serious
t h an ev r b fore. Supervisors must quickly learn
t o lead th eir p ople. T. W. I. helps managem nt
to provid e its upervisors with this kill t,hrough
th Job R lation program. Managem nt support is sen tial to in me th e acquiring of this skill .

Knowledge of Responsibilities
. To _th p pl who work und r him th u:per'"1or i manag m n. Unl
h cl arly kn w JU t
what managem nt xp t him to pa on to th
worker what plant policies control hi actions,
bnd where he fits into the organization, h cannot
e an ~ff. tive up ervis or.
Tr_ammg supervisors in company policies and
relation ~ ps is an important ph ase of improving
the quality of sup ervisi on-an d it is a job which
. ac~ _comp any must carry on for itse lf, b cause
mdrv1dual plant s are as different as individua l
Persons.
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How the T. W. I. Programs Operate

on by union train r und r union p
a m mb r of plant gr up mad
up r i ors and t ward .

Training Within Indu try experi n e ha proven
that r sults com only when daily use i mad of
what has been a qui.red through basic training.
A cordingly, T. W. I. programs are tarted in
plant only wh n top manag ment, as a r sult of
spending th tim n
ary to under tand the
to
program , pon or th program , pr par
operat th m through th production organization,
and d mand re ult .
An important
t p in op rating th T. W. I.
program is informing middl managem n t--t he
persons who link top ex cutiv s with op erat ing
supervi ion. Th y also must understand and
accept the program in ord er that th upervi ors
will appr ciat th importanc of using them.
In any plant, r gardl
of size, any job require
that som on p r on b made r pon ibl for
g tting it don . G tting basic training in th
T . W. I. programs accomplish d and
ing that
up rvisor u e what th y have 1 arn d in ord r
that ontinuing result will be obtained i a r al
job, and T. W. I. insists that the responsibility
for this job be definitely a sign d.
Wh n th s
onditions have been met, the
Training Within Industry S rvic makes its
techniqu s availabl to any eligible stablishm nt
(th order of a si ance b ing d rmin d by the
priority of importanc to the war effort). T. W. I.
trains a plant repr s ntative t o put on the Job
Instru tion, Job M thods, and Job Relations
program . Thi preparation of trainers requi.r
one w k. T. W. I. provid s the training outlin
and impl instruction ma rial .
The trainer conducts a program by pu ting on
five 2-hour essions for a group of 10 supervi ors.
Theses s ions are to be put on daily or on alternate
days. Sin e these programs are d p nded upon
by plants to do a production job for them, T.
W. I. urg s manag m ents to schedule these sesions during working hours at plant expense.
In all three of th programs , the first session is
devot d to the expo ition of a 4-step method for
upervi ors to use. Th e other four se sions (8
hours out of the 10) are sp nt by the supervisors
in practicing on their own problems.
If a plant is too small to be able to have a
trainer from its own staff (in general, this means
plants with less than 50 supervisors to be trained) ,
T. W. I. will arrange for an outside trainer who
can be compensated for his time through state
vocational funds.
After the basic training phase of any one of these
programs is started T. W. I. representatives help
the plant to set up procedures to give sustained
support to the programs in order that they will be
used and results obtained continuously.
Union stewards ar eligible for participation in
the Job Relations program, either in sessions put

The Job Instruction Program
Wh n a up r i or ha to br akin a man o
n ~ job , h i int r "d in ha ing him come
to quality and quantity r qui.r m nt of prod
tion a qui kly a po ibl in avoiding accide
whi h will injur h work r in a oiding dam
to ma hin
and quipm nt, and in poiling
lit 1 work as pos ibl .
In ord r to a omplish this, the supe •
need to g r ady to in truct. He must:

Ha v a tim tablehow mu h kill you expect him to ha
by what dat .
Br ak down the jobIi important t p .
pick out th key point .
Have rything r adythe right quipm nt, mat rial , and s
plie .
Hav th workplace prop rly arrangedju t a th work r will b xpected
k pit.
Th
"g t-ready" point provid the basis
which th 4- tep m thod of in truction is sta

STEP I- PREPARE THE WORKER.
Put him at a e.
Stat th job and find out what he alr
know about it.
Get him int re d in 1 arning job.
Place in corr ct po ition.
STEP 2-- PRESENT THE OPERATION.
Tell, how and illu trat one IMPORTA
STEP at a tim .
Stre
ach KEY POINT.
Instruct
l arly compl t ly and patien
but no more han h can mast r.
STEP 3- TRY OUT PERFORMANCE.
Have him do the job - corr ct rrors.
Have him xplain each KEY POINT to
as he doe the job again.
Mak e ure he under tand .
Continue until YOU know HE knows.
STEP 4- FOLLOW UP.
Put him on hi own.
goes for help.
Ch eck frequently ·. Encourag questions.
Taper off extra coaching and close follow-
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STEP 3- DEVELOP THE NEW METHOD.

Throughout the 10 hours, the trainers stress:
If the worker hasn't learned, the ins tructor hasn' t
taught.
When supervisors use the Job Instruction steps,
break-in time is reduced, accidents decrease, and
scrap loss falls.

1.
2.
3.
4.

ELIMINATE unnecessary detai ls.
COMBINE details when practical.
REARRANGE for better sequence.
SIMPLIFY all necessary details:
To make th e work eHsiN and safer.
Pre-position materials, tools and
equ ipment at the best places in
the proper work area.
.
Us e gravity -feed hopp ers and dropdelivery chutes .
Let both hands do useful work.
Use jigs and fixtmes instead of
hands, for holding work.
5. Work out your idea with others .
6. Writ e up your propos ed new method.

Typical Result s of Use of Job Instruction.
Steel company .-" In the past it has taken 6
weeks t o break in a man or woman in hand ling
a traveling overhead crane. After J. I. training
of instru ctors in how to break in people on a crane
operation by following a breakdown sheet of the
job , it now takes 6H days. This includes the
proper operator maintenance of the crane."
Electric manufacturing company.-"One
mon ,th
after the J. I. program was started, rej ect tickets
were r duced about 50% in two departments with
2,500 workers."
Sh ip yard.-"A crew, originally of 85 m en , now
of 70 (49 of them wom en), is turning out 10%
more work than the original and larg er crew did .
B etter m ethod of training through J . I., effecte d
this re ult. "
Bra s company.-"On one operation where 9,600
pieces were run p er 8 hours , there was an average
of 1,770 pi eces of scrap. A J. I. key point r educed
the scrap to 25 pi eces, and furth er application of
J. I. reduc ed this to 5 pi eces in 20,000."

STEP 4- APPLY THE NEW METHOD.
1. Sell your proposal to your "bo ss."
2. Sell the new method to the operators.
3. Get final approval of all concerned on
safety, quality , quantity, co t.
4. Put the new method to work. Use it
until a bette r way is developed.
5. Give credit wher e credit is du e.

American indu stry today is the result of improvem ents. Many of these improv ements have
been mad e by sp ecialists, or else by someone who
had one "flash" idea that worked . This Job
M et hod s technique st imulat es every supervisor to
look critically at all the job s he dire cts- not just
onc e, but r epeat edly , as a part of his supervisory
job .

Th e Job Method s Program
Mat eria ls are growing scarcer, machinery is
difficul t to repla ce, and manpow er is critical.
BeLter ways to use available mat erials , machines,
and manpower are developed when supervisors
use the Job Methods technique:

STEP 1- BREAK DOWN THE JOB.
1. List all details of the job exactly as done
by the present method.
2. B e sure detai ls include allMateria l handling .
Machine work .
Hand work.

Typi cal R esults of Use of Job M ethods.
Aircraft plant. - "An averag e of 12 hours per
plane was being lost in the installation and ad justment of th e door-locking mechanism. Workers
designed a new lock, accept ed by engineering and
management, with the result that perfect insta llation and adjustment can be made in about
20 minutes ."
Cem ent Gompany.-"An
improved method for
feeding cement sacks into a cleaner saved 35 miles
of walking per day, 70 girl employees affected."
Warehouse.-"In
the operation of wrapping
100-pound to 600-pound rolls of duck, a J. M . im provement resulted in a saving of 48% in man hours, a reduction in the department affected from
1,008 holll's to 528 hours per 48-hour week, and
eliminated one fork lift and truck. This improvement also eliminated skin infections from hand ling,
and results in savings at the annual rate of
$300,000 in labor and mat erial."

STEP 2-QUE STION EVERY DETAIL.
1. Use these types of questions :
WHY is it necessary?
WHAT is its pur pose?
WHERE shou ld it be done?
WHEN should it be done?
WH O is best qualified to do it?
H OW is the "best way" to do it?
2 . Al o question the:
Materia ls, machines, equipment, tools,
product design, lay-out, work -place,
safety, housekeeping.
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STEP 3-TAKE ACTION.
Are you going to handle this yourself?
Do you need help in handling?
Shou ld you refer this to your supervis or?
Watch the timing of your action.
Don 't pass the buck.

Can Company. -"( l) By a new method for
testing cans, the girl now doing the job can handle
3 more machines and stil l hav e 2 hours left out of
8. (2) In making solder, durin g busy times one
man had to lift twice (once up 4 feet on to a truck
and again off the truck into a smelter ) a total of
8,000 pounds, or 4 tons, of mat erial per day. By
a new method , all this lifting is eliminat ed. (3) A
new method of handling and cutting dunnagc
lumb er results in a 25% saving in cost and eliminates 6 tri ps of 900 feet each way per carload of
cans ."

STEP 4-C HECK RESULTS.
How soon will you follow up?
How often will you need to check?
Watch for chang es in output, attit ude s, ,and
relationships.
Did your action help production?

The Job Relations Program

Typical Results of Use of Job Relations.
Coal min e.- "As a dir ect resu lt of Job R ela tiw ns,
the output of coal has increased 120 cars per \Week
(480 tons of coal) ."
.
Ste el company. - "Comp laint cases to marnagemcnt hav e dropp ed 54% since J. R. was started.
Grievance committee m eets now on an avera~e of
three times a month; formerly it was at least tlhr ee
times per week. "
Rad i o plant .-"S inc e the Job R elat ion s pro filfam
ha.s been in effect, abo ut 6 weeks, employee momplaints or gri evances hav e b een reduced 97o/6,or
from 30 per month to 1 per month."
Food plant .-" Most of the prob lems that msed
Lo come to management are now handled hr the
foremen themselves. Foremen have increase d ,confidence . The foremen are noticeab ly carefwl in
making a decision to be sure they are within t the
practices and policies of the company so th at tthey
will be support ed by their superiors."

Th e supervisor can avoid many problems in his
department if he builds a found ation of good relations. T. W. I. st r esses these fundam entals:
L et each worker know how he is getting along.
Figure out what you expect of him.
Point out ways to impro ve .
Give credit when due.
Look for extra or unu sual performa nce .
Tell him while "it's hot. "
Tell people in advance abou,t changes that will
ajf ect them.
Tell th em WHY if possible .
Get them to accept the change.
Mak e best use of each person's aliih'ty.
Look for ability not now being uscd.
Never stand in a man 's way.
P eople Must B e Treat ed A s I nd?°vich
wls.

Meeting the Plant's Overall Trainiing
Needs

App lying these foundations is not, however,
enough. Because probl ems do aris e, the supervisor must be able to handle th em before thcv
serious ly affect production or grow to larger proportions. The problem-solving t echnique is:

The majority of T. W . I. time is spent in1 the
field of sup ervision but , as stated, T. W. I. programs are not started in a plant until managerment
has indicated its definite intent to stress thein use
by giving the responsibi lity for tra ining dire tion
or coordination to a specific person.
T. W. I. provides to management assistanc ee for
this training man through 4-day Program D evcelopmen t institutes in whi ch the man learns and mses a
4-step method of m eeting production prob lems
th.rough train ing .

DETERMINE OBJECTIVE
STEP 1- GET THE FACTS.
R eview the record.
Find out what ru les and plan t cust oms apply.
Talk with individuals concer ed.
Get opinions and feelings .
B e sure you have the whole story.

STEP 2-WEIGH

STEP 1- SPOT A PRODUCTION PROBL:EM.
Get supervisors and workers to t ell a bout
their cmrent problems.
Uncover problems by reviewing records - performance, cost, turnover, rejects, accid l.ents.
Anticipate problems resulting from chang ~esorganization, production, or policies.
Analyze this evi dence.
Id entify training needed.
Tackl e One Sp ecific Need at a Time ..

AND DECIDE.

Fit the facts together .
Consid er their bearing on each other .
What possible actions ar e there?
Check practices and poli cies.
Consid er objective and effect on individual,
group, and production.
D on't jump at conclusi ons.
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STEP 2- DEVELOP A SPECIFIC PLAN.
Wh o will be tra ined?
Wlrn.L conLent? Who can h elp determ ine?
H ow can it be done best?
Who should do the training?
When should it b e done- how long will it
take?
Where should it be done?
vFatch for relation of this plan to other C1Jrrent training p lans and programs.
STEP 3- GET PLAN INTO ACTION.
Stres to management evidence of need - use
facts and figures.
Present the expected results .
Discuss plan - content and methods.
Subm it timetab le for plan.
Tra in those who do the training.
Secure understanding
and acceptance by
those affected.
Fix responsibility for continuing use.
B e sur e ma11.ag
em ent part icipates.

Step 4-- Check Results.
How can rrs ult s be checked? Against wh at
evidence?
What resu lts will be looked for'.'
Is management being informed - -how?
IR th e p lan being followed?
How is it being kept in use?
Are any changes necessary?
Is the Plan Helping Production?
The Institute is scheduled as two consecutive
clays during which the membe rs practice the
method, using materia l drawn from many industries. Then they return, after one week, for work
on their own plans which they have meanw hile
developed. Tlu·oughout, T. W . I. stresses that:
The Line organization has the responsibility for
making continuing use of the know ledge and skills
acq uirecl tlu-ough training as a regular part of th e
operating job.
The Staff provides plans and technical "know
how," and docs some things FOR but usually
works THROUGH the line organization.
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interfere
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result
in at least
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loss
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It is Jmp ortant
that
the new employee
receive
an early
introduction
to
th e company 's program
and policies
in relation
to safety.
The right
way to
way, and training
in the right
way to do a job will
be
do a job is the safe
tra ining
in the safe
way to work.
Safety
must be an integral
part
of the
intr oducing
and instructing
process.

If safety
is handled
as an °after-thought,"
either
in induction
or instruc tion , the employee
may consider
it as apart
from his
regular
duties,
Saf ety is not something
just
for a meeting,
not just
a humane attitude
- it
is fundamental
in getting
out maximum war production.
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Hand I Ing the

The program
and polimust be put over in
of the particular
job

In it i a I Interview

The supervis
or should
always
take
into
account
the man's
previous
exce.
If this
is bis
first
job - what,
if
anything,
does he probably
know about
industrial
safety
in general?
If he received
training
at a
if any,
was paid
to safe
work
trade
or v c ational
school
- what attention,
Practi ces?
If he has been employed
in another
company,
what safety
pro gram does that
company
have?
What was the employee's
injury
record?
If
If the se fac ts are not known beforehand,
the supervisor
should
attempt
to
draw them out during
the interview,
perien

2.

Providin g the E~ployee
Program

Informati
on concerning
•hou ld he given
at the same

with

Information

.

about

the company' s safety
time as information

the Company's

Safety

progr am and policies
concerning
general
policies,

Stress
the measures
well as management's

3.

Providing

the

to guard
interest

machines
in the

Employee with

and minimize
physical
workers'
well-being.

information

about

Safety

hazards,

as

at Hjs Nork

.
When the employee
is being
given
information
about
his work,
point
out
the hazards
to which he will
be exposed;
(a) in the type of work to which
he will
be assigned;
(b) as a result
of work being
performed
in his immedi .
ate vicLnity;
and (c) as a result
of operations
or processes
carried
on im
the department.
Th~ supervisor
should
stress
the precautions
which
the em1
pl oy ee must take
to avoid
injury,
and emphasize
individual
respons
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for safety
and t h e advantage
to the employee.
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should
also
pla y " and the unauthorized
use
ment,
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be

point
out the dangers
or the misuse
of air
explained
clearly,

atte
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and other
equip-
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The employee
should
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information
about
any plant
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and the standing
of his department
in them,
Generm]
~ont e sts
s afety
measures,
such as type
of clothing,
rules
for keeping
aisleways
clear,
enclosures
around
belts,
storage
and piling
of materials
and equipment,
should
be pointed
out during
the tour
of the department,
If the
safeguard
or rule
was adopted
following
a serious
accident,
or if an acci dent
has resulted
from disregard
of safety,
mention
the inc i dent
wh en the
guard
or rule
is pointed
out.
The employee
should
be show n the first
aid
room,
and have explained
to him rules
concerning
the reporting
of even
"trivial''
injuries,
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If accident
p r obability
is high,
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n s may b e nece s sary.
workexample,
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may be permitted
to move about
only in their
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may be designed
because
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hazards.
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conditions
should
frankly
be described
t o the employee
as "hazardous,"
vlake the distinction
between
"dar.gerous"
a nd "hazardous,"
Where explosions
can be caused
by carelessness,
only
the
thorough
following
of a rigid
safety
program
can keep a hazardous
plant
from

being

a dangerous

one.

For
ing

If accident
probability
is high,
more restrictions
may be necfssary,
example,
employees
may be permitted
to move about
only in the.r
workarea,
and clothing
may be designed
because
of special
hazards
.

5.

Responsibility

for

Introductory

Material

on Safety

The safety
performance
of the new employee,
like
h i s work per:ormance,
superTised
by
is the responsibility
of his
supervisor.
A safety
program,
a safety
engineer,
does not excuse
the supervisory
any more than ~n organized
plan
of induction
justifies
failure
to follow
through
on th~ general
induction
process,
As in the whole
induction
process,
the superv i sor's
care
and insight
in approaching
the job,
and his experience
in de~ling
with people,
will determine
t ·he success
or failure
of the introdu;tion
to
safety.

SAFETY AHO THE TRANSFERRED OR REHi RED EMPLOYEE
and

When an
training

employee
enters
to almost
the

a new department,
he needs
safety
information
degree
of the new man,
He may know the company's

g e neral
policy,
but he needs
information
ab~ut
his new assignment.
The new
department
probably
will
have its
own rules
and hazards.
If a bad accident
previous
discharge,
or transfer,
record
figured
in reasons
for a lay-off,
stress
safety
rules
and regulations
particularly.
SAFETY

IN

INSTRUCTION

A good job breakdown must be made before
good job instruction
can begin.
A job breakdown shows how to do the job efficiently,
safely,
economically.
The safe
practices
in a job are true
key points
. There
are short
cuts
on
most jobs,
but speed
on one piece
of work is not as important
on war prod uction
as is continuous
output.
Safety
and ~fficiency
arA simultaneous
well planned
processes,
and carefully
pr oducts
of good machine
design,
t hought -o ut work practices.
Good job breakdowns
and thorough
training
are
f ound ations
for safe , efficient
work.

THE

PLANT

SAFETY

PROGRAM

In many localities,
safety
has suffered
from a sentimental
approach.
Management
may feel
that
its
job is handled
by the statement
that "unsafe
Some companies
look on safety
as a public
practi c e s wil l not he tolerated."
rel a ti ons pol i c y (a few believe
that
a plant
safety
program
ranks
along
with
factory
picnics
- de v ices
to build
good will)•

Safety

and

Product

ion

Safety
is a production
problem . Every accident,
whether
or not it inis an interruption
to the orderly
flow of production.
volves
human injury,
Manpower loss
is a block
to production
which is almost
impossible
}o make
up.
Planning
instruction
on the basis
of the safe
way and emphasizing
hazards
along
with key points
in breaking
in a man on a new job are realistic
foundations
for a plant
safety
program
which is undertaken
on the basis
of
" g ood business
in wa r time,"
not just
because
.., it's
the right
thinq
to do."
to follow
u p constantly
to
Safety
is a continuous
job - it is necessary
make sure
that
the man whose speed
is increasing
is not making time through
dangerous
short-cuts.
Such short-cuts,
though
spectacular
at the moment,
will not speed production.
Short-cuts
may point
out the need for a better
way to do a j ob - but a shorter
way cannot
be tolerated
unless
it is safe .
Planning
for safety
may be a staff
job,
and the design
and installation
of safety
equipment
is definitely
work for a safety
engineer,
but making
safety
effective
in the plant
is an integral
part
of the job of line
superviso r s.
(Safety
engineers
and foremen
can get
training
in safety
methods
through
courses
in Safety
Engineering
Qefense
Training,
offered
by engineering colleges
and sponsored
by the National
Committee
for the Conservation
of
Manpower in War Industries
and the U.S.
Office
of Education.
Tuition
is
paid by the Office
of Education.)

Safe

Practices

Do not depend
on the making out of
Sometimes
regulations
are an invitation
- the right
way to do the job,
illustrated

an elaborate
to breaking
on the

- 3 -

set of safety
rules.
"Safe
practices"
them.
job - will
overcome
this

difficulty
in man y cases . Safe prac ti ces have to he worked out f or specific
jobs.
Some belong
to the fac t o r y, or perhaps
to the in dust ry a s a wh ole,
hut most are at th e j ob l evel.
Sa fe pra ctices
a re th e natur al outgr owt h of
good job i nstruc t ion .

Group Approac h
Pos ter s and mee t ings whe r e generalities
are the topic
do not put saf ety
if~
ground-work
has been laid,
hut they
a cr oss.
Reminders
c a n he useful
cannot
do the whole job . Poorly
plqnned
contests
may only res ult
in
ri~alry
which promotes
records,
hut does not improve
condit io ns and may
even lead to failure
to report
accidents.
To obtain
results
a safety
program
must have whole-hearted
management
hacking;
and, to hold interest
,
it must provide
for active
employee
participation.
Group instruction
in
safety
is effective
when it is keyed to specific
practices
and hazards
which are within
the job experience.
The foreman
who studies
his department's
sa f ety records
and knows the causes
of accidents
can promote
safet y
effectively.
Specific
hazards
should
be emphasized
continuously
- the
hazards
exist s even in aa accident-free
period.

Guards
Mechan ical
guards
are safety
dev i c e s only ·when th e y ar e u s ed.
lation
of guards,
and then depending
on them to d o the whole job,
dangerous.
Half-hearted
enforc ement o f s uch r e g ulatio
ns a s thos e
wearing
goggle s can lead t o contempt
for a whole safety
program .
ment should
h e specifie
d wi thout
good reasons,
and the reasons
sho
explained
to all
emplo yees involved
. Once made and expl«ined,
the
tion must b e e n forced.

Safety

I nstalis acutely
about
.
No equipu ld be
regula-

and Health

Many j obs dema 1d attention,
good vision,
strength,
physical
requirem e ts.
Regular
physical
examinations
are checks
on the condition
of mechanical
equipment.

Safety

or other
definite
are as important

as

Clothing

Safety
clothing
is d e signed
for several
purposes:
(a) to mak~ the new
conspicuous
(some c~mpanies
re q uire
new employees
to wear red caps
worker
so that
t h os e • i t h more experience
will
wa t c h o u t to as si st the new people):
(b) to prot e ct th e employee
by guarding
again st th e poss ib i li y of ha v ing
hair
or loose
cl ot hing caught
i n moving machin e ry,
o r hav ing feet
hu r t by
falling•objects
(safety
shoes are invaluable
in acc i dent p r evention);
(c)
to protect
other
employees
(in this
group are the g a r ments which are free
from me tal
or other
material
which mi ght cause
accident).
SUH IU RY

To put

l•
2·
3.

4.

over

sa fe ty

for

th e new man a s we ll

tee

e rienced

Be cl e ar - and give the r eas ons.
Be business-like
- not s e ntim e ntal.
Be reasonable
in making rules
- but firm in enforcing.
Insist
that
supervisors
set th e example
in safe practices.
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e mplo yee:

general
policy,
but he needs
information
about
his new assignment.
The new
department
probably
will
have its
own rules
and hazards,
If a bad accident
record
figured
in reasons
for a lay-off,
previous
discharge,
or transfer,
stress
safety
rules
and regulations
particularly.
SAFETY

IN

INSTRUCTION

must be made before
good job instruction
can begin.
A good job breakdown
A job breakdown
shows how to do the job efficiently,
safely,
economically.
The safe
practices
in a job are true
key points.
There
are short
cuts
on
most jobs,
but speed
on one piece
of work is not as important
on war production
as is continuous
output.
Safety
and efficiency
arA simultaneous
well planned
processes,
and carefully
prod ·ucts
of good machine
design,
thought-out
work practices.
Good job breakdowns
and thorough
training
are
foundations
for safe,
efficient
work.
THE

PLANT SAFETY

PROGRAM

In many localities,
safety
has suffered
from a sentimental
approach.
Management
may feel
that
its
job is handled
by the statement
that "unsafe
will
not be tolerated."
Some companies
look on safety
as a public
practices
relations
policy
(a few believe
that
a plant
safety
program
ranks
along
with
factory
picnics
- devices
to build
good will)·

Safety

and Production

Safety
is a production
problem.
Every
accident,
whether
or not it involves
human injury,
is an interruption
to the orderly
flow of production.
Manpower
loss
is a block
to production
which is almost
impos;ible
}o make
up.
Planning
instruction
on the basis
of the safe
way and emphasizing
hazards
along with key points
in breaking
in a man on a new job are realistic
foundations
for a plant
safety
program
which is undertaken
on the basis
of
•good business
in war time,"
not just
because
", it's
the right
thinq
to do.''
Safety
make sure
dangerous
will
not
way to do

to follow
up constantly
to
is a continuous
job - it is necessary
that
the man whose speed
is increasing
is not making time through
short-cuts.
Such short-cuts,
though
spectacular
at the moment,
speed
production.
Short-cuts
may point
out the need for a better
a job - but a shorter
way cannot
be tolerated
unless
it is safe.

Planning
for safety
may be a staff
job,
and the design
and installation
work for a safety
engineer,
but making
of safety
equipment
is definitely
safety
effective
in the plant
is an integral
part
of the job of line
supervisors.
(Safety
engineers
and foremen
can get
training
in safety
methods
through
courses
in Safety
Engineering
Defense
Training,
offered
by engineering colleges
and sponsored
by the National
Committee
for the Conservation
of
Manpower
in War Industries
and the U.S.
Office
of Education.
Tuition
is
paid by the Office
of Education.)

Safe

Practices

Do not depend
on the making out of
Sometimes
regulations
are an invitation
- the right
way to do the job,
illustrated
- 3

an elaborate
to breaking
on the
-

set of safety
rules.
•safe
practices"
them.
job - will
overcome
this

difficulty
in many cases.
Safe practices
have to be worked out for specific
jobs.
Some belong
to the factory,
or perhaps
to the industry
cs a whole,
but most are at the job level.
Safe practices
are the natural
outgrowth
of
good job instruction.

Group Approach
Posters
and meetings
where general
i ties
are the topic
do net put safety
_g_g_gbe useful
if a ground-work
has been laic,
but they
across.
Reminders
cannot
do the whole job.
Poorly
plqnned
contests
may only restlt
in
rivalry
which promotes
records,
but does not improve
condition~
and may
even lead to failure
to report
accidents.
To obtain
results
a safety
program
must have whole-hearted
management
backing;
and, to hod interest
.
it must provide
for active
employee
participation.
Group instruction
in
safety
is effective
when it is keyed to specific
practices
and hazards
which are within
the job experience.
The foreman
who studies
lis department's
sa f ety records
and knows the causes
of accidents
can prcmote safety
effectively.
Specific
hazards
should
be emphasized
continuous
y - the
period.
hazards
exists
even in aa accident-free

Guards
Mechanical
guards
are safety
devices
only when they are ustd.
Installation
of guar ds, and then depending
on them to do the whole j<h, iii acutely
dangerous.
Half-hearted
enforcement
of such regulations
as th~se about
wearing
goggles
can lead to contempt
for a whole safety
progran.
No equipment should
he specified
without
good reasons,
and the reasons
should
he
explained
to all
employees
involved.
Once made and explained,
the regulation
must b e e nforced.

Safety

and Health

Many jobs dema , d attention,
good vision,
strength,
physical
requireme
1ts.
Regular
physical
examinations
are checks
on the condition
of mechanical
equipment.

Safety

or othe1 definite
are as inportant

as

Clothing

Safety
clothing
is designed
for several
purposes:
(a) to nake the new
worker conspicuous
(some companies
require
new employees
to weer red caps
so that
those
with more experience
will
watch out to assist
the new people)
(b) to protect
the employee
by guarding
against
the possihilit}
of having
ffet hurt by
hair
or loose
clothing
caught
in moving machinery,
or having
falling•objects
(safety
shoes are invaluable
in accident
prevertion):
(c)
to protect
other
employees
(in this
group are the garments
which are free
from metal
or other
material
which might cause
accident).
SUMMARY

To put
l•
2·
3.
4.

over

safety

for

the

new man as

as

t he ex erienced

Be clear
- and give the reasons.
Be business-like
- not sentimental.
Be reasonable
in making rules
- but firm
in enforcing.
Insist
that
supervisors
set the example
in safe practices.
- 4 -
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OFFICEOF PRODUCTION
MANAOFJIENT
Labor Division
"Tr aining within Industry"

Bulletin#,

STRKNGTHKNIBG
THBMANAGERIAL
ORGANIZATION
Helping managerial personnel to Jl'l6et 5ts operatine
reaponaibiliti••
i•
the key to the auocess of an organization . It is also the key to the training of new workers and to the upgrading of present wo1·k.ers. AlwaJ'• it i•
the key to the maintenance of high morale throuthout
the work force,. which
represents
the very foundation
of the industrial
defense program.
outlined herein,
The recOJIITlendedpractices
in nany compan ies throughout the country.

represent

succeas.tul

prvt,rw

C.R. Dooley, Director
Training within Industry

UNDERLYING
POLICY
Plt.imed development is the key point inc onsidering the building ot a
strong ex e cutive and supervisory
foroe.
In such planninG many companiea
stres s one or two f eatures and feel that these will build a strong tmln&gerial
group.
Some maintain a fav or able salary scale;
others have a liberal
retirement planJ
some stress periodic
rating;
others pursue excellent
training
progra ms; still
others empha size the close personal relationship
~tween upper
an d lo wer l eve ls of sup e rvi s io n.
Individually
th ese f ea tures a re sound, of cour se, but no one or two ot
t hem a re suf f icie nt.
The full rang e of faotors a ff ecting supervisors
and
executives
must be given at t enti on and action i f a company i s to be as sure d
of a strong, energetio,
and cooperat i ve mangerial force .
aspects

Typical of the many example s showi ng the necessity
of this problem are the followin g ,

of atten t io n to all

Foremen are not likely to do tneir best work in meeting schedules
for delays and
and reducing costs if they are held responsible
costs over which they have no control.
A foreman finds it difficult
to be genuinely
who has a wage question if he has a question
compensation.

Any executive

helpful to a worker
regardine his own

or supervisor
is not likely to keep close touch with
his group if he is able to see his own superior but once or twice
a month.

-2Many an executive
or supervisor
stays with his company because the
salary is satisfactory,
but uses but a portion of his ronl capacity
because his area of responsibility
is not clear,
his relationship
with his boss not cordial,
or he is a victim of internal
politics.
Examples such as the foregoing,
illustrate
why sound and farsighted management policy is so important,
and vmy such policy., .
even when it has been formulated,
does not serve its intended
purpose unless all members of the mnnagerial group understand
it and lmow their specific
r e sponsibility
in carrying
it out.
SOUNDPRACTICES
fundamentals
- already well known - represent
The following
force.
the principal
practices
which build a stron g managerial

some of

Selection
1.

on a basis of lendership
Select executives
and ~upervisors
and not alone on job knowledge and job skills.

qualities,

An important

written
r e sults

aid at th e t ime of selec tio n i s the preparation
of a
posi ti on descri ptio n, se ttin~ for t h cl earl y the dut i es and
ex pected of t h e inc umbent.

Tra ini ng
2.

Prepare a chart of t he whole or ganizat i on. Di scuss it with all
executives
and supervisors.
See that eac h man understands
the
functions
and relationships
of the various units and particularly
h is own place and function
in the organizat i on.

3.

See that

all members of the execut i ve and supervisory
group underste.nd the company's policies,
particularly.
industrial
relations policies ..

A growing number of companies are reducing to writing
po l icies,
both to clarify
just what the polioies
are,
them.
t hat everyone in the company understands

their basic
and to assure

4.

Se e t hat each axecutive
and supervisor
is given sufficient
t o ca rry out the responsibility
assigned to him.

authority

5.

Give such organized aid and training
to the executive
and supervisory
f or ce as is appropriate
and will be helpful
on current problems.
a program in itself . Bulletin
This is an important point representing
4- B is devoted specifically
to how suoh aid and training
may be given.
I t is important to note t hat a well rounded plan for Strengthening
the
Managerial
Organization
requires
attention
to the twelve points memtioned herein,
plus the amplification
of this section in Bulletin
4-B.

-36.

Plan transfers
and rotations
as well as promotions.
Some companies
make transfers
and :rotations
for the express purpose of developing
and rounding-out
individual
executives
and supervisors
and not
solely to fill
positions
after a need has arisen.
They find that
competent men in widely differing
f'ields can "trade jobs", not
only with out impairment to operations,
but with distinct
profit
Fresh and unprejudiced
points of
to the men and to the jobs.
view toward the new jobs usually
result
in outstanding
improvements.
It is not uncommon for executives
with 25 years service to have
had ten to fifteen
different
positions.
The resultant
competence,
breadth of knowledge end jud(?llent is a major factor in the success
of companies pursuing this plan.

7.

Encourage professional
d~velopment.
Merbership in engineering,
sales and other professional
societies,
and
management, accounting,
appropriate
participation
therein
is encouraged by DBnY companies.
Foremanship too, is a field of growing proressional
interest.

Status

and Pey

8.

Give supervisors
all the privileges
of salaried
employees, plus whatever additional
privileges
are appro priate in each local situation,
i.e.,
parking space, desk equipment,
lockers and other symbols of status.

9.

See that supervisors,
particularly
foremen, are "in the know," i.e.,
trust them, give them actue.l departmental
profit
end loss figures,
not
Have them review (solicit
their suggestions
just DB.Il-hour reports.
when appropriate)
end see that they understand
any plan that involves
t hem such as :
Job Classification.

Change in cost

reports.

Wage payment plans.

New inspection

plan.

Contemplated purchase
equipment.
Rating

Plans

plan
selves

of new

concerning themor their workers.

for upgrading workers
and supervisors.

New layout

of department

Union agreement,
grievance
procedm-e, grievance
settlement.
New production

or quality

standards.

see that foremen are inrormed as to any new general
And above all,
company policy or provision
BEFOREsuch inrormation
is released
to
workers.
Examples:
new plant rules;
sick pay plan; provisions
relating
to military
training
and service;; new union contract,
agreement or procedurei
new derense contract
received;
wage and
hour law rulings.
10.

Pay supervisors
not only the going salary
priately
above those supervised.

rate,

but a rate

appro-

- 4 -

11.

Pay all supervisors
on a salary basis,
tin,
to directing
the work of others.
those whose supervisory
function deals
helping maintain production
schedules,

i.e.,
all who give their full
(Lead men, workin~ foremen or
only with assigning work and
nay be exceptions.

During periods or temporarily
slack operation,
do not reduce supervisors to an hourly rate unless such a period i s prolonged and it
Until thi ·s
becomes necessary to demote them to hru rly rated jobs.
action is taken as a ls.st resort,
have them work pa rt-time an d pay
them proportionately,
but maintain them on the salary roll.

12.

Give appropriate
salary increases
b~sed upon performance.
being influenced
by the many personal relationships
that
every organization.

Avoid
obtain in

In many companies it is the accepted policy that the development of a
foreman, superintendent
or works manager is ju:it as important as the development of a product, plant or policy.
Just as much attention
is given to
planning the one as to the other.
In planning the development of IIWlnagerial
personnel,
a great n.ny factors
are considered.
They embrace all the day-today praotioes
and influences
in the company which make for sound growth,
development and prudent management.

Washington,

D. C.

)Jovember 19t0
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Washington, D.
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But',,..,,power Commission

,er~

c.

SUPPLEMENrARYINSTRUCTION
FOR UPGRADING

.America at war demands th .at every man and woman work at his or her
top skill.
Maximumproduction depends on maximum use of skill.
The upgrad ing of workers to more skilled jobs requires
the full cooperation or
both employees and management. Management must be constantly
on the job
of discovering
skills and placing and training
its employees until everyone is doing the best job of which he is potentially
capable.
Similarly,
the employee- must avail himself of every opportunity
to learn, on or off
the job, both the technical
skills and the supplementary knowledge necessaxy for advancement to the higher and more responsible
jobs in his plant.
Training in the essential
skills
of a job is best done on the job,
but the supplementary information which is a tool for a more demanding
JOO is most often acquired
off the job.
Supplementary instruction
is applicab le at all levels of the organization
and a necessary requirement
Time is wasted and lost, and so
for moving from one stage to that above.
are skills,
unless management encourages employees to help themselves
throug h off-the-job
instruction
and integrates
it with progression
on the
job.
of the worker, the best production by industry,
The best interest
the best service .to our country depend largely on the BEST USE OF THE
SKILLS of all our people.
•
c. R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry
RESPONSIBILITYFOR SUPPLEMElITARYINSTRUCTION
Every earnest worker expects to be promoted to a better job with
better ,mges, as soon as he demonstrates that he oan do that JJ10re responsible job and thero is opporttmity.
The individual
worker generally
direction
they
knows what his actual skills are and in what potential
lead.
Therefore, much of the responsibility
for supplementary instruction to develop his potential
skill rests upon the employee himself.
While some employers provide both facilities
and time for rel&ted
instru ction concerned with the job on which the employee is now working,
the in creasing necessity
for maximum production means that this type of
instruc tion will more and more be done after hours.
And instruction
which applies to the more advanced job will tend to be left even more to
of the employee.
th e ambition and initiative
However , management can and should stimulate
supplementary in str uction outside the plant by:

the employee to seek
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1.

Establishing
and announcing the requirements
jobs toward which the worker may strive

for advanced

., • publicizing
the use management makes of information
out-of-hours
instruoti on
3.

providing information
plementary instruction

••

giving financial
outside study

about local

assistance

and management oa.n perform a useful
struction
by:

opport'lm.ities

for or other
function

for sup-

recognition

in coordinating

1.

guide.nee of outside study to tie in supplementary
tion with training reoeivad on the job

2.

making inforn.tion

about

of
such ininstruo-

about the employee's off-the-job
ina pa.rt of the plant personnel records used
struction
when candidates for better jobs are considered.

The Requirements

for Advanced Jobs

Each war industry

has a vital

and definite

training
job. Maximum
Upgrading is constantly
An invaluable
aid in securing the cooperation of employees in upgrading is the use of specifications giving essential
requirements for jobs.
Job specifioations,
listing the most :important types of things each skilled
worker does, should
therefore be widely circulated
among all employees.
The worker then will
know what in.formation, skills,
and aptitudes are required of him in ' order
to secure an advanced job and will see what he has to do in order to fill
that job.

results must be accomplished in record time.
necessary if war industry is to get results.

•

Job specifications
are also necessary for schools that offer supplementary instruction
to workers.
Properly prepared specifications
furnish
an accurate picture of specific
skills required and may be used to outline a school program of progressing steps to develop the required skills
and information quickly in wisely selected workers.
for the variDuring the last war the Army wrote such specifications
ous jobs in military
units.
Schools used them, and extraordinary
results
were obtained.
Skilled workers were trained in much less time than had
ever been done before and more effectively
than had ever been considered
possible - 1n nia.ey instanoes the instruction
period in schools was cut in
half.
Industry now recognizes its own need for job specifications
but
does not always make them available to employees or to schools.
We need to use speoifioations
now as a medium of stimulation,
inspiration,
and incentive for the employee - in other words, we need them
now, as a neoessary tool in securing the worker's cooperation in his own
He needs to know just what the r equirem ents are for suocessupgrading.
ful performance right on the job.
- 2 -

In order to use supplementary instruction
in the upgrading procedure,
it is essential
to study the progression that can be made if' "something
director should be responsible
not
else" is added. The company training
information about available
supplementary instruction
only for collecting
but he should present it to employees in a way which shows its relation
to the factory jobs•
·
"Going to night school" is a. good .Amerioa.n custom - it will help
America now if the young factory operator,
for example, studies shop
arithmetic
or blueprint reading, and the ambitious supervisor adds to his
knowledge of technical and personnel subjects.
Information

about Outside

Instruction

In helping employees (men and women) to plan their own off-the-job
instruction
intelligently,
management through its training director or
similar official
will need an evaluation of instruction
offered by outcourses, governside agencies - public school evening courses,defense
ment-sponsored adult education programs, programs of such groups a.s the
Y.M.C.A., college extension programs, and so on. The district
offices
of the Training within Industry Service furnish information on the amoUJit,
caliber,
and cost of supplementary instruction.
COORDINATIONOF SUPPLEMENTARYINSTRUCTION

Once the employee undertakes supplementary instruction
in order to
qualify for more skilled tasks, management must help to coordinate the
employee's out-of-hours
study in such manner that the supplementary work
assists
in the upgrading of the employee in minimum.time.
Training is a management responsibility.
When part of the employee's
instruction
comes from an outside source it :is good business for the management to help in shaping the direction
of off-the-job
instruction.
Wellwritten job specifications
will help m&.nagementto know what specific
jo b
require in special or technical
knowledge. From this knowledge JIINl8.gem6nt
job to plan his supple:qientary in•
can help the aspirant for any particular
struction
intelligently.
RECOGNIZINGSUPPLEMENTARYINSTRUCTION IN PLANT RECORDS

The fact that a yo\lllg operator,
since his employment, has successfully
studied blueprint reading and drafting is as necessary a part of the plant
personnel records as the fact that before he was employed he was gradua.ted
from a high school.
This off-the-job
instruction
has added to his ability
and it has also given an indication
of personal characteristics.
Such instruction
is therefore a very important part of the employee's personnel
record.
It is innnediately useful to management for upgrading the employee.
It is a powerful factor in morale-building
because the employee knows that
:management recognizes that he is trying to improve himself not only on his
present job but for the advanced job which he hopes to get.
man cannot pick up this information completely by
The plant-training
method. There must be a regular process or channel through
This is
which this information becomes part of the personnel records.
any casual
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valuable information for the company, and it is a builder of good will.
Even if there has been no insurance,
through a regular process of re~ording information on off-the~job
instruction,
that the company knows that
a :me.nhas acquired a better ba.ckgro,md and that he has marked interest
in
his job, the man who is not considered for a job for which he knows he is
qualified will feel resentment.
The company can guide its employees toward useful off-the-job
study
a regular process to get information about the inand it needs to s~up
struction
which its employees are getting on their own. It must be made
clear however that this kind of related
instruction
is no guarantee for
selection
for the next vacancy; too many other factors are involved.
Assistance

with the Expense of Off-the-Job

Instruction

When a public agency supplies instruction
which is useful
tion, part of the load on plant management has been relieved.
of companies feel it good investment to pay all or part of the
the employee must pay for supplementary instruction
when such
follows an approved plan and is ~uccessfully
completed.

to producA number

fees which
instruction

PLANNING INTEGRATIONOF SUPPLEMENTARYINSTRUCTION

With the increasing training
load, it is necessary to assume that in
each plant there is one person who has the responsibility
for training
(of course, in small plants, this may not be a full-time
job).
But one
person cannot do the whole job of integrating
supplementary instruction
with production.
Supervisors are in the best position to be helpful to
those whose work they know.
or assist with them, and they
Supervisors write job specifications
If there is a joint training
COIIJ!litwill help most on job perform.a.nee.
tee, it should be used to get employees' ideas on what they believe they
need.
SUPPLEMEN.rARYINSTRUCTION'S IMPORTANCETO A PLANT PROGRAM

Off-the-job
instruction
will do part of the training,
and plant management needs to know what is available
so that employees can be helped.
does not insure that it gets across.
But making information available
Supplementary instruction
must be promoted.
When supplementary instruction
is planned, when it is integrated
with the plant program, when it is used, it becomes an important part
the industrial
training
program.
-

of

Training on the job and supplementary instruction,
when pl8nned and
tied in and used with the individual
worker's best talents
in view, res.ult in real education for the individual
- he is then at his best; he
grows strong, works hard, and likes it.
Originally
May, 1942
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THE"TRAINING
WITHININDUSTRY"
PROORAM
The Office of Production Management has established this service
for defense contractors and sub-contractors
to assist them in meeting
the increasing needs for skilled workers and supervisors.
The underlying

PURPOSEof this

activity

is1

To assist defense industries
to meet their manpower
needs by training within industry each worker to make
the fullest use of his best skill up to the maximum
of his individual ability,
thereby enabling production
to keep pace with defense demands.
Based upon types of requests for assistance which have been received from industry, the PROBLEM
of providing the kinds or skill needed
di vi des into three parts:
1.

Inventorz of present skills.
This should include those
employed below their greatest usefulness as well as the
unemployed. Various national and local governmental
agencie3, and other cooperating groups, are at work gathering this information, but each plant should also take
stock of the talent and experience o! its own employees
and make internal
adjustments before employing new men.

2.

Training outside of industry.
This includes pre-employment instruction
and related supplementary instruction.
This part o! the program is being provided for by public
and private vocational and trade schools and by engineering colleges,
but it is of such vi ta1 interest to industry that the closest kind of cooperation must be continuously maintained with them.
Work Projects AdministraNational Youth Administration,
tion, and Civilian Conservati-on Corps also ofter opportunities tor pre-employment work experience making tor better
preparation for work in defense industries.
It 1B ot utaost importance that the industries served participate actiwly with the schools in setting up entrance
standards, so that all who complete the ~chool training
w1ll be acceptable tor employment. It is also important
that the numbers of persons trained be not greatly in excess ot the needs ot the industries
served.
Industry can
well afford to auppl7 soma ot its tirst-clus
employees to
schools aa teachers. · Some or their retired employees mq
be excellent instructora.
Industrial aanapment can also
7 - 6938
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-2usiat
these other agenc-iee in making their
increasingl7 metul. to industry by constant
tion regarding job requirements.

J.

services
consulta-

TRADI:r«lWITHININDlETRY. Thie particularq
deals with
induatr;y•s own training responsibilities,
and is the
area 1D which the efforts of this activity are concentrated.
It is accaaplished through upgrading of &ll
classes of personnel as their experience and abilities
warrant., through planned job progression, job rotation,
and intensiw
supplementary iMtruction
both on and off
the job.

The conclusions of various recent conferences confirm experience that tbia tra:ln:lng includes three phases,

(a)

Development of production

sive inatruction

~ecialiata
on the joaccording

through intento basic opera-

tions.
(b)

Development of all-round skilled mechanics through
in accordance with federal
trades apprenticeship,
atandarda., separate from production worker training,
for the purpose of deftloping a pre-determined,
l1m:ited number of all-round journeymen mechanics.

(c)

Dewlopaent of euperri.sors through careful selection,
assignment of auperrleory duties of increasing responand provision for related organised help
sibility,
through discussions and conferences under both plant
and outside auspicos.
Tec-hnical and other unagement
assiatante aust be developed alao.

ASSISTANCE
to defense
This organisation renders specific ADVISOR!
industries in inaugurating programs which they carry on within their
own plants at their own upense.
The availability
of this aerrlce is
wideq known, but ie not ccmapulsory. There is no authority to go into
a plant on arrr basia other than at aanagement•a request.
Pour general types of assiatance
adapted to tit the -n.rious conditions

1-eo:,a Pa

in most cues and are being
1D each specific plant.

app~

of the training

1.

Help in the ~ia

2.

ild in setting

J.

£xi,erience ot other employers who haw wt similar problems
1a made aftilable
through headquarten and field clearance.

4.

Avallabili ty of the services of tax-supported goft?'Dlllent
agencies, such u the state and federal employment service,
TOoational and trade schools, engineering collages, N.I.A.,
c.c.c., w.P..l. aade known to plant managements so that the
fullest use may be made of them. ~ through interpreting

llu

up a program within

needs.
the plant

to meet ita

needs.

-3the needs of industry

to these agencies, and their closest
coordinatio n, can the7 turniah the most effective preemployment education and pre--empl()JJl8Dte~rience
aa wll
as related instruction tor apl~
worlmrs.

A COUNTRY-WIDE
OROAHIZATIOH
to assist indiddual
defense manufacin the solution ot their tra1ning problems operates through 22
field offices of the Training within Industry branch ot the o.P.K. Labor
Division.
These district offices are listed on the reverse ot this page.
turers

In charge of each 1a a District Bspresentative who 1a
the direct agent of headquarters at Waahington. Bonuwed fftllll
industry, be waa selected tor his background 1n production and
industrial relations.
In !IOllt districts
be is supported by an
Assistant Representative.
Associated with the District Representatives
in each diatrict are tour Advisers, two who represent llanagemant and two
representing Labor. With a broad background in their respecti '99 fields, the Advisers pl'alOte helpful relationships and
stumlate wider interest 1n the advantages ot training in the
plant.
The personal service that Training within Industry renders to the individual
manufacturer i8 performed most often
by one or several

Consultants.
They are part or the district
organization and are niembers of the industrial commmity they
serve.
Consultants bring to their tasks extensi'V8 e~rience
in the fields of management, production, and personnel, and
have an understanding of local !actors.
flleir services are
available on request to the District Representative.

Activities or the field
headquarters at Washington.

organization

are direoted

1'rom

THEHEADQUARTERS'
STAFFconsists of the Director, Associate Director, .usiatant Directors, and speciJµists with broad experience in the
training problems ot industry.
flJ8 statt is assisted by" an Advisory
Coaait"Gee composed or six representatiws
ot Labor and six of Management.
Technical Consultants, responsible tor the successful. adndn1stration ot
training in industry, complete the start.
Both the headquarters and district
of'tices are described, along
with listings or personnel, in Organisation and Personnel Bulletin 11-A.
"nle territory
served by each otf'ice is shown by a map included in the
bulletin.
Washington, D. C.

August 15, 1941

c. R. Dooley, Director
Training 111
thin Industry
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*
DISTRICT
OFFICES
T R A I N I N G WI T H I N I N D U S T R Y
Branch of the Labor Division
Office or Production Management
For information or advisory assistance concerning the
training of workers while on the job, apply to the
Training Within Industry dis t rict office listed below
that is nearest to you.
Your r~quest should be addressed to the District Representative who is :in charge.
Atlanta,

Ga., Georgia School of Technology,
225 North Ave. N. w.
Baltimore, Md., Room3106, Baltimore Trust- Bldg.
Boston, Mass., Room1039, Park Square Bldg.
Canton, N. c., 27½ Church St.
Chicago, Ill., Room2105, Merchandise Mart,
222 North Bank Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio, Room802,
Fifth-Third Union Trust Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio, Room797, Union CommerceBldg.,
925 Euclid Avs.
Denver, Colo., Room 518, u. s. National Bank Bldg.,
81? Seventeenth St.
Detroit, Mich., 702 American Radiator Bldg.,
1346 Broadway
Houston, Texas, Room3201, Gulf Bldg.
Indianapolis,
Ind., Room915, Circle Tower Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif., Room452, Roosevelt Bldg.,
727 West Seventh St.
Minneapolis, Minn., Room1800, Rand Tower Bldg.
Newark, N. J., Room601, 605 Broad St.
New Haven, Conn., Room513, 152 Temple St.
NewYork, N. Y., Room2026, 11 West /.,2nd St.
Philadelphia,
Pa., Room2301, 12 South 12th St.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Room360, Administration Bldg.,
Carnegie Institute
of Technology
St. Louis, Mo., 603 Shell Bldg.
San Francisco, Calif., Room?02,
260 California St.
Seattle, Wash., Room957, Stuart Bldg.,
4th and University Sts. (affiliated
office located at Portland, Ore.,
Room1100, Public Service Bldg.)
Upstate NewYork (location pending)

*
7 - 6938
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TRAININGAIDS

While the bulk of the defense training
must be done on the job by using
there are aids to this training which can be used
actual machines and material,
to help a workman make rapid progress in acquiring
skill and knowledge.
Some related
scientific
information,
technical
knowledge or a specific
of principles
which a fully competent worker must possess, canunderstanding
not be demonstrated very well while doing the actual work. A:a.y suitable method
which provides an understanding
of such knowledge to those being trained will
workers in a shorter time.
pay dividends in getting effective
They are usually
ship of an instructor,

used in a suitable class or school-room
or at home by the learner himself.

under the leader-

C.R. Dooley, Director
Training within Industry
There are several co:o:unonlyaccepted aids which have a recognised value in
all-round
skilled workers and superhelping to train production specialists,
visors.
A typica l group of these which have demonstrated their effectiveness
are:-

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Standard Texts - Illustrations
- Charts.
Libraries
of reference books.
Prepared outlines
and guides for conferences
Motion pictures
and slide films.

and meetings.

While not all of them may be found necessary in each training
situation,
it is frequently
found that one or the other can contribute
to a more complete
toward which the training
is aimed.
understanding
of the objective
ST'ANVARDTEXTS

The use of su~h aids as handbooks, mathematical texts,
treatments
of
chemical and metallurgical
processes,
etc., are
metals or other mat erials,
recognized as an aid in training
and specific
applications
for them can
readily be found in many training
programs.
These standard texts are used
actually
given in manipulative
skill.
to suppl ement the training
In some instances
illustrations
on a large scale speoifically
worked
of certain operations,
the structure
and internal
out to show the effects
arrangement of machinery, as well as the places on machinery where lubria)l lend themselves to a use in
cation or special care is neoessary,
supplementary training.
In like manner, wall charts , or smaller sized
referring
to sizes of drills,
taps and other tools,
charts, particularly
production flow and a variety of other display matter
shop organization,
ma.y be effectively
used.
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LIBRARIES
i.ey industrial
training
programs have as part of their setup
shop libraries
in which selected books covering some of the related
subjects are available
for any employees use during out-of-work hours.
In addition to these shop libraries,
there is usually available
in
every locality
public libraries
which have books available
on indusLists of
trial
subjects which coTer a wide range of subject matter.
these books are of'ten prepared on a catalogue basis which makes the
of a particular
Tol'LU118
easy to make.
selection

In addition to the recognized standard text books, such libraries
include pamphlets, periodicals,
trade catalogues,
shop manuals, and
than the
cuts and diagrams which are more current in their application
more comprehensive standard texts.
Thus through books, charts and pictures,
oftentimes
the best
informat i on from schools, colleges and libraries
possible technical
for ~en a.nd women who are fitting
them.selves to
is made available
work in defense industries.

COIJBRERCE
OUTLIHES
In order to save time in settin~
up a complete training
program,
firms which do not have a very extensive background in training may
obtain outlines
which are available
and which cover most of the usual
activities.
In connection
with supervisory
training,
a good
training
and is available
in outline
deal of experience has been chrystallized
form. Lists of suggestive
subject matter for discussion,
arrangement•
of the order in which discusaicns
may be best handled, together with
guides for a conference leader,
can also be secured.
In like manner,
outlines
of training
courses which have been develqped and used by
industrial
firms have been prepared and can often be had by a tinn in
a similar line of production
on direct application
to these firms.
is also available
from the state vocational
departments
Such material
of some universities.
and extension departments

Such outlines
should be viewed as guides for they rarely can be
followed exactly as presented.
They do, however, offer ground work
aid in the setting up and conducting of a program to meet apecifio
training
needs.

H>TIONPICTURES
For~
subjects.
particularly
relating
to scientific
and technimedium for precal info rmation, the mori ng picture offers an excellent
a.enting accurat e infor mat i on. Some work processes are also available,
machine tool operations,
punch
particularly
metal work such as riveting,
press and assembly work.
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There are a number of commercial producers of motion pictures who
have lists
of such subjects which can be considered
if motion pictures
seem to be suitable
for best presenting
a particular
part of the in.formation.
The motion pictures
may be accompanied by sound and often are
ma.de in natural colors.
In addition to motion pictures,
slide films,
which, of course, show a series of still
pictures
usually accompanied
by a lecture
(recorded on discs),
are also available
covering a wide
range of subjects.
both silent and with sound effects,
Slide fill!lS and motion pictures,
are available
for presenting
fundamentals
of supervisory
work on which
much informe.tion is available
through ooIIm1ercial producers.
The degree to which either or all of these aids can be used to advantage in
firm considering
it.
In no case can
training
has to be decided by the particular
such aids to training
be considered as a substitute
which will completely eliminate
the need for specific
instruction
in the act ual handling of tools and materials
by
an experienced
operator or instructor.

Washington,

D. C.

August 1, 1941

OFFICEOF PRODUCTION
11.AHAGDlENT
Labor Di vision
Training within Indus try

Bulletin
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TRAINING
PRODUCTION
WORKERS
Manydefense contractors

are facing these commonquestions:

Where can I get skilled operators?
Is it too late to start training now?
Where can I train them?
How long does it take to get results?
Where can I ge·t help on training plans?
How about the cost?
How should I start?

There are no stock answers to such questions which fit all localities
or
industries,
but one defense contractor who had to answer them and triple his
work force reports:
•As learners were 'broken in' on the day shifts,
to the second and third
they were transferred
shifts and placed on their own. Th.is kept up
until all machines on all 8hifts were filled,
re sulting in a 24-hour day, 7-day week for the
machines. Since the operators work a 5-day week,
additional trained workers were made ready to
take the places of the men who are ott, to keep
all machines running continuously.
"We found this system of training short and good; we
know it will work in any industry and on any kind of
work."
The following procedures represent successful practice in many leading
companies. They are recommended to any company that wishes to get new workers
into production in a minimum o! training time and to develop experienced workers to their greatest usefulness.

c.

R. Dooley, Director
Training within Industry

EXPEDITING
PRODUCTION
THROUGH
TRAINING
Three steps normally are taken in training
1.
2.

J.

production

workers:

Engineer the jobs.
Instruct new workers on beginning jobs.
Instruct experienced workers in nn skil.18.

These steps are such that any or all
problem.

1 s production
aey campany-

of them can be used and adapted to
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INODIBIR
THEJOBS
Some companies find it possible
ducing facilities
that each operation
part of the worker to perform it.

and advantageous to so engineer their prorequires but one principal skill on the

Although the engineering of production processes may not seem to be a ·part
of a training program, it does represent the first and basic step in meeting
and simplifying the training problem because it sets up the steps to be followed
in doing the work.
INSTRUCTOW WORKERS
ON BIDINNINGJOBS

In most cases the surest, quickest and most thorough way to train a new
man is on-the-job, where he does, or helps to do, productive work. This is true
whether the new man has had no prior training; has perhaps learned beginning
skills in a vocational school; has had prior experience in the field but in another industry; or possesses a skill that bas not been used for some years, and
must be brought up to date.
Through this plan, the principal features of which are given below, many
companies have doubled their personnel and production in six months timeo
Experienced operators from the various types of operatioru,
or machines, are selected to "break in" new men. Good
"mechanics" do not necessarily make good teachers, so the
selections are made with extreme care.
Those selected. to instruct new men are made familiar with
the basic principles of job analysis and job instruction
as outlined in Bulletin #2-C-"Helping the Experienced
Worker to 'Break In' a Man on a New Job."
New operators are carefully selected.
Te~ts, administered
provide valuable
by someone familar with their limitations,
aids to judgment.
if the process permits) is placed with
each experienced. worker who has been selectoo to give the
instruction.
The more apt of the new men are placed on the
~ore difficult
operations.

A new man (several

job
The experienced operator gives the new man his initial
instruction
and teaches him the entire operation as rapidly
On many operations the help of the new
as he can master it.
man is such that production is increased, in which case the
experienced operator may receive the benefit of such additional
production in his pay . On others, there may be a temporary
drop in production, in which case the experienced operator
should receive extra compensation, i.e. beyond his reduced
earnings, while engaged in instruction work.

- .3 Thie plan operates particularly
well on jobs where there are
several things to do, so that the experienced operator can
keep the learner busy most of the time. Examplee: machine
tool operation, pipe litting,
boiler rnajcjng. Where the job
is a continuous series of repetitive
operations, appropriate
adaptation must be made. Examples: punching, drilling,
stamping. Sometimes the new man can be put on the machine
next to the experienced operator's machine.
Often it is necessary for the experienced ope1·ator to spend
some time - from an hour to a day - with the new man getting
him properly started.
Best results from this plan are obtained, of course, when
the supervisory force understands the procedure and lends
help and encouragement to both the experienced operators am
the new men. The shop superintendent and all the supervisors should be familiar with the fundamentals of job
analysis and also job instruction.
The latter is outlined
in Bulletin #2-C-"Helping the Exp~rienced Worker to 'Break
In' a Man on a New Job. 11

DISTRUCT
UPERIENCED
WORKERS
Ill JJEWSKILLS
'!'his important phase of instruction
on the job is
Many companies lose the full benefit
often overlooked.
many employees lose the opportunity to render their best
one takes the trouble to develop them to the maximum of
abilities.
The following are some of the
to experienced workers.
a.

Through instruction

many

one which is all too
of capable men, and
service because no
their individual

ways in which instruction

may be given

or "coaching" by the foreman.

Here are just a few of the ways a foreman can help "bring a man
along". Any foreman can use them if he is wide awake to his
opportunities.
-Point out the important "tricks" or ''knacks" of the job.
-Ask questions (tactfully,
of course) regarding parts of
the operation - where a certain part fits in to the final
product - why a tolerance is important to successful uAA what 190uld happen if certain mistakes are made.
-Explain technical and safety points through sketches that
can be quickly drawn at the employees work place.
-Call operators from several inter-relate d operations together to inspect and review some scrapped material or faulty
operation.
-Take or send operators to the final assembly line; to the
department where their work is used; to the experimental
or test .department; or to wherever is necessary to gain a
full understanding of the complete job.

b.

Through special

tnstr-~ctors.

Some companies have set up training sections separate from
the regular production shop, using the output of such sections in the regular manufacturing process.
Whether the
is given in production shops or in separate
instruction
training sections, it is necessary to equip those selected
with an organized knowledge of proto do the instructing
duction operations and the ability to impart it to others.
In some cases the number of men to be trained justifies
making the experienced operator a full time instructor.
(See Bulletin #2-B-"How to Prepare Instructors
to Give
Intensive Job Instruction.")
c.

Through special
on new 1'0 rk" •

arrangements so an employee can "get his hand 1n

Sometimes it is possible for some of the machinery or equipment to be used after the clos~ of the regular work shift by
employees who wish to qualify :or new jobs.
Where this :i.s not possible, some companies put machinery axxi
equipment in a ~pecial location expressly for the use of employees who wish to qualify for better jobs.
In each cs.se, of course, a. foreman ~r instructor
is present.)
not only to instruct the employees thus engaged, but to assure
that the equipment is prop2rly used and left in proper condition for the next regular work shift or "practice group".
d.

Through use of local

schools.

Often vocational schools, high schools and engineering colleges
can provide valuable help to experienced employees where there
is machinery and equipment on which employees may practice
higher skilled operations.
These are effective to the extent
that school and industry plan together and agree upon the
instruction
to be given.
It is equally important that a similar
regarding related technical instruction
schools.

Washington, D. C.

August l;,

1941

agreement be reached
to be given by the

OFFICE OF PRODUCTION
JWIAGEMENT

Labor Division
"!raining within Industry"

Policy Bulletin

TRAININGWORK'!:RS
TO MEETDEFENSENEED3
The rapidly increasing need for more training on the job in Defense
plant s calls !or a col'!l!ll
oii unde r standing of training objectives.
During this emergency we must keep our eyes on the one common objective
- much more product i on in the shortest possible time. With the unanimous
approval of the Labor Division' s Advisory Committee on Training, the following statement of policy is issued for the information of workers and manage!!lent.
This bulletin is supplemented by two others.
One of these is Bulletin 1
The Training within Industry Program - which outlines measures for giving
effect t o the policies described.
The other is Bulletin 1-A - Organization
and Pers onnel - whi ch lists th ose who are charged with putting the policies
and program to work throughout industry.
Other bulletins
issued by this
branch take up var ious phases of train in g most essential
to Defense.
C.R. Dooley, Chief
Training within Industry
LEARNBY DOING- PRODUCE
WHILE LEAR.t'1ING

In this emergency, as well as in more nonnal times, it is good American
practice and efficient
business to have each worker make the fullest
use of
his best skill up to the maximumof his individual ability.
Only through
such use cf the intelligence
and skill of the nation's man-power will production keep pace with defense needs.

1.

Additional workers will not be trained unless the available
unemployed of equal skill have been absorbed or none are
available locally.

2.

There are nonnal losses from among skilled workers due to
advancement into supervisory positions,
changes to other
occupations, sickness, death and retirement.
These losses
go on continuously,
and it is necessary to bring along
there
well tra ined workers to replace them. In addition,
is need to make up for the lack of apprentice training during the past ten years.
TI1ese are the reasons why organprograms are so important now.
ized apprenticeship
There are two important

phases of apprentice

training:

Definitely planned program of experience,
scheduled
and assigned step by step to enable the apprentice
time to acquire skill on inover a pre-detennined
creasingly difficult
kinds of work in a trade.

7-6939
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-2For every skilled job there is rel ate d technical matter, much of which can best be taught off the job. To
be effeci;ive, this related instruct ion must be very
cl osely tied into the current job experience.
Practice, related theory and technical knowledge must go
hand in hand. Workers, employers and technical educators should collaborate in determing what shall be
included in this instruction
and how it can best be
related to the work experience.
The proportion of apprentices to be trained can best
mined in local areas in numbers and programs agreed
joint conferences between management and interested
employees or by agreements arrived at by collective
units.

J.

be deterupon in
groups of
bargaining

In a less fonnal way, many workers acquire a breadth or experience by learning one job at a time and becoming skilled in
that, and advancing to a higher grade of work when opportunity
perudts.
In an upgrading program the time cannot be definite
depending upon
and is controlled by available opportunities,
production progra..-ns and specific vacancies as they occur.
Th.is differs from an apprenticeship program where the opport ~ity is controlled by advance agreement. 'lbererore, wh11e
cr aftsman experience may be gained by an apprentice in from
t hree to four years, it may take the production specialist
two or three times as long, or longer, to acqui.re corresponding skill and versatility
through an upgrading program.
In times of rapid expansion when there is a shortage or skilled workers, there is no choice but that of using inexperienced
workers from other kinds of work or young people without arrr
work experience but with good orientation backgrm.md gained in
public vocational
schools during pre-employment training.
Through intensive
instruction
they then must be brought to
their highest skill on a limited operation in the shortest possible time.
Advancement into more skilled work should always
be made from among employees of longer experience on jobs which
are good foundations for the higher skills.
Attempts should
not be made to replace skilled workers by narrowly skilled specialists.
This puts upon Management a two-fold

responsibility:

Foremen, instructors
and experienced workers must
assist less experienced workers in acquiring new
skills , and ••••
They should see that employees who have the desire
and capacity for advancement be not kept indefinitely on jobs requiring skill in single operations.
4.
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Apprenticeship,
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b"

upgrading and supervisory training programs
are greatly 5.mplemented by making a ·railable

- 3 oppor t uniti es for individuals to get instruction
and related
knowledge which enable them to fit themselves for advancement.
Whether these facilities
are made available by public education al instit utions, employers or organized labor groups, it
is essential that there be continuous consultation between
students, management and educators.
Only through such cooperation can the instruction
be of immediate practical value.
Such philosophy, such practices
well-balanced training programs, and
approach to creating and maintaining
to meet the rapidly increasing needs

and such consultation should result in
bring about an orderly and an effective
a supply of competent workers available
of defense industry.

APPROVED
BYTHEADVISORY
COMMITTEE
ONTRAINING
OF THELABOR
DIVISION,O. P. M.

United Aircraft

Corporat ion

Lockheed Aircraft

Corporation

~~e_
' .

United

States

Rubber Company

The Falk Corporation

International
Association
of Machinists

Steel

Workers Organizing

Westinghouse El<otrio
and Manufacturing Compaey

Committee

~~iffi!~.
of .America
E. J.

Industrial
Union of marine and
Shipbuilding Workers of America

1n.i:'¥~
Internationnl
Brotherhood
of Electrical
Workers

RO B E S O N

Nev;port News Shipbuilding
Dry Dook Company

and

perati~e Plasterers•
and Cement
Finishers•
International
Assn.

orrtc~
TRAL

or
BING

PRODUCTION

WITHIN

DI S T R I CT

MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY

OF F I C~ S

For information or advisory assistance
concerning the
ing of workere while on the Job, apply to the Training
Industry district
office nearest you.

trainwithin

Atlanta,
Ga•• Georgia School of Technolon
225 North Ave., N.W. (Hemlock 6890)
Baltimore, Md., Room 3106, Baltimore Trust Bldg.
(Plaza 1654)
Boston, Mas~ .• Room 1033, Park Sous.re Bldg. (Hubbard 0380)
Buffalo, N.Y. (location pending)
ChiC&l;O, Ill •• Room 1441, 20 North Wacker Drtve (Andover 1744)
Cincinnati,
Ohio, Room 802, Fifth-Third
Union Trust Bldg.
(Cherry 3740)
Cl eveland, Ohio, Room 797, Union Commerce Bldg.
925 llluclid Ave. (Cherry 2984)
Denver , Colo., Room 518, U.S. National Bank Bldg.,
(Keystone 4151 - 596)
Detroit, Mich., 702 Boulevard Bldg., 7310 Woodward Ave.
(Trinity 1-5520)
Houston, Texas, Room 3201, Gulf Bldg. (Fairfax 9842)
Indianapolis,
Ind., Room 1428, Circle Tower Bldg.
(Market 9411)
Loe Angeles, Calif.,
Room 452, Roosevelt Bldg.,
727 West Seventh St. (Trinity 2104, 2105)
Minneapolis, Minn., Room 1800, Rand Tower Bldg.
(Bridgeport 7591)
Newark, N.J., Room 601, 605 Broad St. (Mitchell 2-1114)
New Haven, Conn., Room 513, 152 Temple St. (6-5186)
New York, N.Y., Room 2026, 11 West 42nd St.
(Pennsylvania 6-0486)
Pa., Room 2301, 12 South 12th St. (Walnut 6820)
Philadelphia,
Pittaburgh,
Pa., Room 360, Administration
Bldg.,
Carnegie Institute
of Technology (Mayflower 2600)
Raleigh, N.C., Raleigh Bl~ •• Fayetteville
and Hargett Ste.
(2-3306)
St. Louie, Mo., 603 Shell Bldg., (Central 4206)
San Francisco,
Calif.,
Room 702, Newhall Bldg.,
260 California
St. (~xbrook 0369)
Wash., Room 957, Stuart Bldg.,
Seattle,
4th and University
Sts. (Eliot 6404); affiliated
office
located at Portland,
Ore •• Room 1006
Bedell Bl~. (~roadway 0380)
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TYING-IN PRE-EMPLOYMENT
TRAININGWITH ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

Training prior to employment helps shorten the time needed for dethe new employee
veloping skill on the job. With pre-employment instruction,
learns the new job more quickly.
He adjusts himself more readily to factory
surroundings.
He grasps sooner the language of the factory.
And more important, he acquires beginning skill.
Thus, a shorter break-in period is required
before the new'M>rker reaches good production standards.
is most valuable when it is closely related to
Pre-employment training
When pointed toward a specithe job that the prospective worker will fill.
fic job, it has greater appeal and the student is more eager to learn.
The
result is better training.
'l'hia bulletin
is ba.sed upon progr6!.s in successful
operation.
Experience sh01n that success depends upon a sound relationship
between instruction 11Dderpublic ·auspices and training
in the factory.

c. R. Dooley, Director
Training Within Industry
PURPOSE
OF PRE-EMPLOYMENT
TRAINING
The chiet purpose ot instruction
in advance of employment in war production is to enable the worker to perform his tasks more effectively
and
reach production efficiency
more rapidly when he goes on the job. The
beginner becomes acquainted with the tools, machines and materials
employed
in the industry where he will work and acquires operational
skills
based
upon routines and safeguards in commonuse.

NA!llra OF PRE-EMPLOYMENT
TRADlnG

Thia form of training
calls for (1) instruction
in the ways of factory
lite (2) introauction
to machines, tools and material s , and the acquiring 'Of
beginner• a skill ,ri th a particular
machine.

llSTRUCTIONIN FACTCRY
WAYS

.Amongothers,
1.

the following

routines

and practices

should be stresse ds

Safety
Safety should be emphasized from the very beginning for firs t
impress i ons ar e lasting.
file beginner should be taught the

use of goggles, shields, and guards.
His use of them where
He should be made acquainted
necessary should be stressed.
force as fomid in
with the destructive
effect or centrifugal
He should
grinding wheels, fly wheels and work in machines.
learn how to lift man loads safely and he should be schooled
in the precautions
to be taken against industrial
hazards.
Industrial
hazards peculiar to the job and safeguards against
them must be made clear.
He should be informed about sa.f'ety
shoes and suitable work clothes.
2.

Shop Instructions
The prospective employee should understand the purpose of
shop rules, booklets of information for employees, operation
sheets, inspection forms and other printed material designed
for control and report purposes and for informing the worker.
He should learn how to punch a time clock, something about
how the pay check is computed, and the prevailing
methods of
payment whether by check or in cash.

3.

Blue Prints

and :Measurements

If the factory job requires that a person work from blue prints,
the course should include such instruction.
Elementary shop
ma.thematics may also be needed.
The instruction
should be practical;
illustrations
and problems should be dra1'l'.l.from the local
industry for which the employee is being prepared.
4.

Manufacturing

Process

An explanation

qf the flow of production through the shop is
valuable.
The de~cription
should refer to the indistinctly
if that is possdustry in which the student is being trained,
ible.
Production flow diagrams, assembly charts and similar
exhibits that indicate graphically
the steps · in the production
Information about the ultimate use of
process are very helpful.
the product is of value in creating and maintaining interest.
In order to gear the pre-employment and supplementary training
in to the manufacturing process, JD8llY'of the school shops are
lai d out as nearly as possible to duplicate the production lines
is given around the
of war production plants and the training
production of selected parts that may go into the final production assembly.

TRAINING IN USE OF MA.CHINES
AND TOOLS

Training of this character should be speoifio--on
the machine or with
the tools that the student will subsequently use. A smattering of skill
It is better that the beginner be able to perform one
should be avoided.
acquainted with sevor two simple operations than that he be superficially
eral.

Whenever possible,
the shop facilities
tor instruction
should approximate those in the factory where the prospective
employee later will work.
l'hie refers especially to tools> ma.chines, work benches and similar equipment. When thi~ ideal cannot be realized,
the next best equipment available
•hould be provided.
The suggestions below regarding instruction
may be
helpi'uls

1.

Ka.chines
lib.en training prospective workers for the ma.chine shop or a
metal working dstablishment,
the simple cutting operation on
an engine lathe is of great value in acquainting the student
with the workings of p01r8r driven tools.
On this machine the
student learns something about the process of cutting metal
and about feeds and speeds.
In addition, he becomes acquainted
with cutting tools and how to grind them and the use of cutting
solutions.
He further grows familiar with the parts of the
lathe and how to look aft~r the machine.
This experience is a
good base for later training
in various cutting operations.
Engine lathes are availa.ble almost everywhere.

2.

Tools
Correct practice in the use and care of these instruments of
production should receive major attention.
It is commonknowledge that some losses in the plant are due to new workers who
have not yet mastered the beat methods of using simple tools
- and measuring instruments although they consider them.selves
competent.
It is important that beginners receive early training in the correct use and care of small tools and instruments.
Since they are available generally,
a good deal of demonstration
and practice may be afforded.

While in the school shop it is possible to develop a fair degree
ot dexterity in the use of calipers,
snap and plug gauges and
:micrometers.
This speeds the development of beginner's
skill
and discloses
those who have mechanical aptitude.
3.

Material•
The beginner should learn something about the materials used in
the industry for which he is being prepared.
With samples at
hand, their characteristics
and applications
can be demonstrated.
Reference should be made also to solutions,
lubricants,
cleaners,
tiniahers,
abrasives,
adhesives and so on.

AVAILABILITY
OF m:E-EMPLOYMENT
TRAINING
Pre-employment instruction
in varying degree is available in almost
Public vocational and trade schools, public high schools,
every looa.l.ity.
and uey of the engineering colleges are ready and willing to offer their
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services.
In addition. government agencies especially the NY.Aconsider the
needa and recommendations of industry in shaping the content of their preemployment work projects.

SEIECTION FORPLACEMENT
While the primary object of pre-employment instruction
ia adjustlnent
to the factory environment and the imparting of initial
skill• thia tra1n1ng
should also reveal the individual employee's fitness for a job in induatry.
Observation, instructor's
re.tings and performance records• together with
a suitable testing method are helpful in grading the student with regard to
general ability.
speed of learning and capacity to handle jobs at -n.rioua
levels of · skill.
Information of this character is highly -n.luable to placement ofticers--in
the schools. state employment office and looal factories.

CONDITIONS
FORBESTRESULTS
The closeF the cooperation between the plant and the
the likelihood of satisfactory
placements and of success
trained for a specif'ic job and then being placed on that
plant build confidence on the part of the new worker and
ment to the working conditions•

Washington, D. C.
Originally issued 1940

school, the greater
on the job. Being
kind of work in a
aid in prompt adjust-
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c.

UPGRADING
This bulletin
outlines a practice which is probably more widely used throughtraining,
and imioh is most
ut .&JDerioanindustry than any other torm ot industrial
mportant tram the standpoint or both production and employees.
Many companies have
ong pursued excellent programs ot "upgrading~ without ever haTing given th e pracioe a name. Wowis the time tor every company to review its upgrading practice .
Jobs are not static - they are lines ot flow through the shop. One job leads
o a better one, and, step by step, the employee receives his training and advances
The job is a rung on the ladder or progress - this is the ettioient
way
n skill.
s well as the .American way. Upgrading is a method that leads workers upward in
Rapid and efficient
training
can be made to meet
he pyramid ot organi1ation.
usual needs through such a definite
step-by-step
program.

c. R. Dooley, Dir ector
Training Within Industry
WIIA.TUPGRADINGIS

Upgrading reters to the natural and logical movement of employees within an
rgani1ation
tor the purpose of developing and using each to the maximum ot hi s
bilities.
Specifically,
upgrading means:

1.

Definite lines ot progression planned promotion from within, both in departme nts and betwe en
departments
transfer
to work tor which a work er is beat titted,
or t o other
lines ot work where greater opportunity l i es
having qualified employees "trade jobs" to develo p experience and
v•rsatility
- "job rotation"

2.

Job instruction

•

instructing
employees rather
or transferred
S.

•·

than "letting

Rate adjustment3 prompt adjustments in individual
the job and movement to other
assure equity

them learn"

when promoted

rates, aooording to performance
jobs - perbii o rate review to

Suppl-9ntary
instruction
encouraging employees to pursue related
increase usetalness

outside

instruction

on

to

ffllY UPGRADINGIS SO IMPORTANT

From the company•s standpoint the development of each employee to his highest
vel ot usefulness is requisite
to canpany success~
Building competent manpower
considered one cf management•s primary functions in man

From the employee•s standpoint.
growth and ad-.anoement through his work should
represent the central core ot his lite.
Bothing is so destructive
to employee ettioienoy.
loyalty. and morale as to
have a man hired from the outside and given a higher rated job tor which ,omeone
already employed teels he coula quality.
Telling the llOrker that the pressure ot
war production is so great that there is no tilae to giTe him the opportunity to
learn angther job is not a eatisfactory
anawer . This is especially true in the
case ot a man who has his eye on a better job.
Purthermore. when an employee understands that upgrading 1e an established
policy, he will do a better job ot "breaking in" a new worker assigned to him.
1'hen pressure tor production eases and retrenohment becomes imminent, worker
efficiency
and loyalty will perhaps be even more necessary.
It is essential.
there
tore, that the foundations tor good tuture industrial
relations
be laid now.
HCJfUPGRADINGIS DONE
~

well-rounded

program of upgrading

inolu&es the tollowing

practice11

Determine Policy
Top JBaDf.gementissues a written policy or letter clearly stating that T&canci
or rotating present worker
are to be tilled by upgrading, promoting. transferring,
betore new ,rorkers are hired.
.Ul i,.ew workers are thus hired tor certain det1ni te
beginners• jobs in the low paid brackets.
Plan the Program
One individual who is i"amiliar with jobs and workers in the plant ie assigned
the task of' cellaborating
with 1uperintendent1
and foremen in preparing a plan by
which the upgrading is to be done. In a amall plant the program may be both plann
and carried out by the superintendent
- but the important teature is that one pers
must draw up a schedule ot orderly movement from job to job. There are certain
steps which fit the operation, whether the scale is large or smalls
Determine lines ot progression
(trom what job to what job).--usually
it is
found tha~ there are many groups of operations for which there already are
natural lines of' promotion • . '!'here are others. however, that do not tit
in to the normal promotional se quence and which should be titte d into the
sequenc e to provide normal pr omotional opport unit y and to pr even t th em
trom bscoming "blind alley" job1.

1.

All production jobs in the shop are listed in the order which indi cates
t he lines ot promotion trom th e lowes t rate d to t he highe st ra ted o This is
done by depa rtme nts, oooupations, or any logical grou ping of' j obs. In many
oases thi s means movement from one departmen t to another , t or example. machine operator to appr enti ce to ol maker, toolmaker t o t ool desi gn enginee r.

or course " line of progressi on" doe~ not mean that awem.ent from eaoh job
to the next is an 1.mntediate promotion . Obviously• before a promotion to
many jo bs is poss i ble. woTkers may be transterred
to two or more jobs on
the present level to prepare them for promotion.
Perhaps two, three, or aor
work er s are asked to trsde jobs to give them necessary background and work
. experience . (Occasionally this.means that a worke...-must temporaril7 move
to a lower rated job in order to get into a ditterent
line ot work where
eventually he can move up the line and into higher earnings.)
7-3981
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The line ot promotion indicates the order in which jobs must be learned,
so that. it this learning order is followed over a period ot time, eaoh
worker will be using his best skill to the maximum ot'' his individual
ability.

2.

Indicate experience necessary to ualify the employee for each ob.--For
each job, t e operat ons hat a qua i ie operator must e ab e o pertora
should be indicated.
Such descriptions
provide a ready ~ference
tor busy
superintendents
and foremen when promotions are oonsidered, and are particularly helptul ,men transfers
or rotations
are planned tor workers who need
additional
experience and "rounding out" before qualifying tor promotion.
This work can be completed in a short time and requires only brief attention trom time to time to keep up to date as jobs change. Descriptions
should be oharted and distributed
to all shop supervisors
as changes are made.

S.

Determine where job rotation is applioable.--In
those departments where all
the employees perform work substantially
of like dittioulty,
and where there
are no "lines of promotion," about the only upgrading that can be done is
job rotation.
The benefits ot this practice to employees and to the company
'Will vary according to the kind ot operation.
Job rotation is particularly
useful in companies having frequent rush
orders. emergencies, rapid expansions or seasonal fluctuations,
engineering_
and model changes.
To meet these problems promptly and ettioiently.
a flexible and versatile
work force is highly desirable.
The aore jebs •~ch
employee oan perform, the more usetul he is under a wide variety ot oondi tions.
SODleworkers do not want to move. do not want to be "upgraded1" others are
anxious to master new skills.
A program of job rotation
is a good way to
discover those employees who can learn several jobs. do so quickly and who
have enterprise
and initiative.

Assign Responsibility
!.ine superintendents
out the program.

and foremen, of course,

are held responsible

tor carrying

The responsibility
for helping them carry out the upgrading program. is dele~
This is a
gated to the individual who has done most or the work in planning it.
tull-time
job in large plants and part-time in small ones . He is given authority
to suggest, to foremen and others, ad~a.n.tageous moves of workers, and he must be
consulted and be in agreement with any promotions or transfers
to be made. A:4y
disagreement between the upgrading planning man and the superintendents
or foremen
moves up the line for review and final decision by a top executive.
See That the Plan Is Carried

out

A top executive keeps .E_ersonal touch with a control of the upgrading program
during the early weeks. He approves employment ot new workers only after shop
superintendents
and others have shown him in detail that every present worker who
is qualified
for a better job has been premoted and that all other logical and
reasonable transfers
to round out experience have been made.

Thia personal control ii maintained only tor suoh time as is necessary to
assure that the policy is definitely
understood and consiatent.a.y carried out
throughout the organization.
7-3981
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Select

Qualitied

Employees for Upgradi3

When better jobs are open, they should be filled by the best qualified emAn inventory ot the working torce will classify
the employee's potential
ployees.
ability,
previous experience, education, his job preference,
and length of service.
matter what torm this inventory takes - whether through interviews or personnel
records or any other means - such inf'onnation is essen-cial to upgrading.

•o

controlled plan makes available,
for quick r efere nce, informaSuch a centrally
tion about qualifications
of individual workers, job requirements,
and paths ot upgrading in order that the better jobs may be given to the best qualifie d employees.
Management :must specity that those who operate this central service be consulted on
and that tinal action be approved by them. .NlY disaall upgrading opportunities
and the central service moves up the line
creement between the line organization
for renew and final decision by top management. Such a plan
be set up quickly
by auigning the responsibility
to a man who has wide knowledge of jobs and workers
in the plant.
Increased experience with upgrading constantly raises the level of
reaulta.

can

See That Employees Are Instructed

on the Job

lxperienced employees, as well as "green" workers, should be given careful
instructien
when moved to new jobs.
Correct work procedures should be taught
troa the start.
Typical instruction
procedures are outlined in other Training Within
Industry bulletins.
llaJce Practical

Use ot Supplementary

Instruction

Appropriate encouragement should be given to employees to pursue outside studies
in preparation tor greater usefulness.
Local schools and college ~ offe~ a wide
Special courses can readily be organi r.•~ !a the plant, to be
Tariety ot courses.
or others.
Some unions also conduct such
taught by foremen, engineers, inspectors,
courses.
Completion ot supplementary oourses should be shown on personnel records.
"Supplementary Training tor Upgrading.")
( See Training lfi thin Industry Bulletin,
Uake Prompt Adjustments

in Pay

Pay adjustments should be mado simultaneously with promotion to the jobs or
higher rating.
Prompt reoogni tion in C011lpensation and status are the means tor
etimulating and maintaining interest
in the learning process.
Korale will be high
under this policy ot adTancement, based on the fair and unprejudiced consideration
ot aerit.
llhere merit and other factors a.re equal, preference should be given to
length of service.
Periodic review of rates by the appropriate
supervisor is
essential
to see that deserving employees eren•t "forgotten"
and that equity and
fairness are maintained.
Such a policy ot upgrading. coordinated by a central placement service, results
in rapid and ettioient
training ot a working force.with
greater flexibility
and
efteotiveneaa.
This ia an important practice.
Originally issued
Auguat 16, 1941

II- Joh Instruction
The Train ing Within Industry program of Job Instruc t ion was deve loped in order to provide management with a
tool whereby supervisors could acqu ire skill in instructing.
The mater ial in the "Jo b Instruction Sessions Outlines" covers the content as handled in five 2-hour meeting s
for a group of ten superv isors.

JOB INSTRUCTION
SESSIONS

OUTLINE

and

REFERENCE MATERIAL

..

Copy

No. ___

For the Personal

_

Use of

As a War Production

Training

Within
Bureau

Industry

Trainer

Service

of Training

WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION
Washington,
D. C., 1944

A shortp intensive t~ainlng program fo(super ..
visors and job Instructors presented by Training Within Industry Service in ·cooperation
with Federal and State representatives for
Vocational E~ucatlon.

TRAINING
WITHININDUSTRY
SERVICE
BUREAU
OF TRAINING

WAR
MANPOWER
COMMISSION
Washington, D.

c. : 1944

WAR MANPOWER

COMMISSION

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

May 1944.
To the War Production

Trainer:

You have an opportunity
reaching

significance

You also
this

plan .

through

To a large

number of industrial

its

role

they know, first

and far-

Plan .

when you assume leadership
men, YOURpresentation

hand , of the whole war training

in

of it may
effort

and

in war production.

You should strive

with all

each group in Job Instruction
job with
To assur~

outline

memory, regardless

you possess

on a Nation-wide

ALWAYS. Don't deviate

you will

it

an interesting
leadership

to do a still

basis,

from it .

instructions

you should

Don't trust

of the number of times you may present

and if you follow

to lead

group.

high standard

not difficult

Once again,

the energy and diligence

in the very best way possible-and

each succeeding
a uniform

work from this

find

of constructive

Job Instruction

a major responsibility

all

better

this

a service

accept

represent
vital

to render

to your

the plan.

It is

you can't

fail-furthermore

,

presents

an opportunity

and

job.

in Job Instruction

an obligation.
Sincerely,

C.R.
Training

Dooley,
Within

Director,

Industry

Service.

Preview of the Standard 10-hou r Job Instruction Plan fo r
War Product ion
FIRST SESSION-2

hours.

Introduction.
Importance of training
to production.
Instructing
ability
as a personal asset.
Demonstration
of faulty instruction.
Demonstration
of correct instruction.
The FOURBASIC STEPS.
Distribution
of "How to Instruct"
cards.
(Selection
of 2 volunteers
for the next session.)
SECONDSESSION-2 hours.
Two volunteer "instructing"
demonstrations,
to bring out the NEEDfor
the four things an instructor
must do to "get ready."
Practice
in making job breakdowns of:
(a) The fire underwriters'
knot.
(b) The two jobs presented during the first hour.
Summary: The four things an instructor
does to "get ready."
THIRD SESSION-2 hours.
Drill on training
time tables.
Three practice
instruction
demonstrations
downs.

with coaching on Job Break-

FOURTHSESSION-2 hours.
Four practice
downs.

instruction

demonstrations

with coaching

on Job Break-

FIFTH SESSION-2 hours.
Three practice
instruction
demonstrations.
Conclusion and Summary.
(a) Questions.
(b) Importance of good Job Instruction
to production.
(c) Necessity of using the Job Instruction
Plan.

ADHERESTRICTLYTO THIS PLAN-DO NOT DEPARTFROMIT OR CHANGEIT
(2)

Sessions Outline
Session I
BEFORE the Sessi on starts:
Be there

15 minutes ahead of time.

cards _ for names, several

pieces

of electric

problem sheets , and sufficient
chairs

around

U shape.
room."

is one.

Don't let your members' first
Remember,

in s t arting

this

tools,

"to have the work place
I.

light

"How to Instruct"

the tabl ~ if there

"to have the right

(Allow
25 min.)

Be sure you have sufficient

cards.

If not,

impression

job it

arrange

Arrange the
them in a

and materials"

arranged."
References

informal

atmosphere

and put group

Pages
45-46

2. NAMES.-Identify
yourself
and get members'
names and company or companies.
Explain
your own industrial
con nections . Use folded
cards for displaying
names where appropriate .
3. DISCUSS THE SUPERVISOR'S FIVE NEEDS
In these meetings we are going to use the
term "supervisor"
a great deal.
Some of
you are supervisors,
some of you perhaps
are instructors.
When you instr uct , you
are performing a supervi sory function.
"For the purpose of our discussions
when
we refer to the supervisor
we mean anybody in charge of people, or who directs
the work of others."

(over)

of

be one of a "class-

OPENINGthe Session.
1. Establish
AT EASE.

a supply

is your responsibility:

equipment,
properly

wire,

5" x gn

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
(3)

4

Job Instruction Plan for War Production
Good supervisors
have always
that they have five needs.
Let '.s take a look at these
are:
"l .
"2 .
"3 .
"4.
"5.

realized

needs.

They

knowledge of the work
knowledge of responsibilities
ski..ll in improving methods
skill
in leading
skill
in instructing"

NOTE: Count the five needs on your
fi ngers as you enum erate.
"l . Knowledge of the wor~ refers to the
kind of information
which makes your
business
different
from all other
businesses:
material
machines

tools
processes

operations
technical

skill

Some people have spent their lifetimes in their
work and are still
acquiring
knowledge of their work .
If they move to another industry,
a
new knowledge of work has to be
learned.
We are not going to attempt
this need in these sessions.

to meet

"2 . Knowledge of responsibilities
refers
to the particular
company situation
regarding:
policies
agreements
regulations

safety
interdepartrules
mental reschedules
lationships

These are different
in every company
or plant.
Hence this knowledge of
responsibilities
must be supplied
locally.

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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Every supervisor
to do his job must
References
have a clear
understanding
of his
authority
and responsibilities
as a
part of management.
These local responsibilities
are the
'ground
rules'
under which every
supervisor
has to work-but
we are
not going to at tempt to meet this
need in these sessions.
"3. Skill in improving met hods deals with
utilizing
materials,
machines,
and
manpower more effectively
by having
supervisors
study each operation
in
order to combine , rearrange.
and simplify details
of the job .
This skill
sessions.

is practiced

"4 . Skill in leading
to improve his
with people .

in Job Methods

helps the supervisor
ability
in working

There are basic principles
that , when
applied day in and day out, will tend
to keep relations
smooth and prevent
problems from arising.
in · instructing
is
"5. Skill
with helping supervisors
well trained work force:

concerned
develop a

have less scrap,
rework, and rejects
have fewer accidents
have less tool and equipment damage
This skill
is practiced
struction
sessions."

(over)

in Job In-

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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STRESSTHE FACTTHATSKILLS AREACQUIRED
BY PRACTICEReferences
The supervisor
is not born with these
skills but he must acquire them by actual
practice
individually.
In these five 2-hour sessions,
we will
discuss
the skill
in instructing
which
we shall call Job Instruction.
Those who successfully
complete this program will receive a certificate
of recognition from the War Manpower Commission .
4. WHATTHIS IS ALL about:
"I am not here to tell you how to run your
jobs; I don't necessarily
know anything
about your technical
jobs . "
"I am here
to all-JOB

to discuss one problem common
INSTRUCTION."

"I was on your side of the table a few
weeks ago-was
sold a?d am now enthusiastic-have
applied plan t o my job-consider it REAL PRIVILEGE to have part in
passing the plan on to oth e rs . "

This is a WARof PRODUCTION. The armed
forces must have fighting
equipment-in
overwhelming quantities
to achieve victory
in the air , on the land and on the sea .
5.

There are three major groups to be trained:
Millions
of PRESENT EMPLOYEESmust learn
new or higher skills
EVERYDAY, as a result
of:
Engineering

changes.

New machines .
New types

of jobs.

New and higher

inspection

standards.

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO 'MEMORY
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Promotions.

References

Transfers.
All kinds of new production

requirements.

SEVERAL MILLION present
employees were
taken on during the past year.
Are they
all working !!I2 to standard?
Hundreds of thousands
be trained.

of NEWEMPLOYEES
must

An unknown number of DISPLACED EMPLOYEES
industries
must be transin non-esse~tial
ferred to active war production;
25 min.
to here
{Allow
20 min.)

must be trained
totally
different

to do, in many cases,
kinds of work.

6. WHYTRAINING IS VITAL to every
every experienced
employee.
Do you have people
your department?
- "Are they causing

from these

supervisor,
groups

Pages
47-48
in

you any problems?"

Distribute
PROBLEMSHEETS; explain these
are problems volunteered
by men like themselves in several hundred war industries.
- Review sheets

with

two main questions:

(1) Does this group have similar
( 2) "Could
helped
if
trained?"

problems?

these problems be solved or
the work force were better

- Bring out CLEARLYthat about 80 percent
of problems of this kind can be §olved or
helped if he has a better
trained
work
force.
More and more of the "experienced
employee's"
job is training.

{over)

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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Competence as a GOODTRAININGMANis one
References
of the MOST IMPORTANTqualities
of a
supervisor.
Everyone can PERSONALLY
gain
much from this program.
7. WHATIS THIS PROGRAM?
- TRAINING is
many phases.

a broad

field,

composed of

- ONEPHASEonly is to be discussed
sessions , namely:
Job Instruction
or
How to get A man to do
correctly
quickly
conscientiously

A job
Plac e on
blackboard

Get ting EACHman to do EACHjob correctly ,
multiplied
by all the men in the department, represents
much of the ANSWERto
WARPRODUCTION.

45 min.
to here
(Allow
10 min.)

at these

II.

DEMONSTRATE
FAULTYINSTRUCTION
.

NOTE: Use THREE different members; 1 for telling,
1 for showing, 1 for correct instruction.
1.

Intr oduction

to "faulty

instruction."

Ask: .
- "How do we get A man-NEW or
RIENCEDto do A job?"

EXPE-

Make statements:
- "TELLING a man how to do a job may
be an excellent
means of instruction
when used PROPERLY. But it has limitations-and
much scrap and grief can
result
from this
method when used
alone."
- "To point out the limitations
of TELLING, a simple illustrative
job will
be used.
This job is from the electrical trade-the
FIRE UNDERWRITERS'
KNOT. II
WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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- "This
job is only an EXAMPLE. You
.
t erms of YOUR References
. t in
s h ou ld o b serve
1
JOBS in YOUR departments
."
- Explain you are "taking apart"
of instruction
and examining
separately.

the process
each part

Do not
Address

- Select
a member near you:
him to stand.
Turn to him.
personally.

ask
him

- Ask:
"Do you know how to tie the knot?"
he knows, turn to another.)
- "Let me TELL you how to tie a fire
writers'
knot . Listen
closely."

( If
under-

Note to Trainer: Put your HANDS IN YOUR
POCKETS: Have wire in table drawer or your
pocket. Don't have wire in sight.
2 . TELL the
writers'
DETAIL.

member how to tie the fire
knot,
slowly,
accurately,

-Then hand
him to tie

the

member

the

cord

underand IN
and

ask

it.

-After
he tries
to tie
it,
twist
loose
ends back together
and LAY WIRE ON THE
TABLE. Don't hold it or fuss with it!
3 . Point

Out:

-Failure
-TELLING,

was NOT the

member's

alone , is NOT GOODINSTRUCTION.

-Most people
"telling."

just

-Many operations
scribe
in words.

don't

"get

are

difficult

-Few of us can use the exact
sary,
anyhow.
(over)

fault.

WORKFROM THIS OUTLINE-DON'T
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-Things seem "complicated"
ing to words .
-It's
hard .to "tell"
and know whet her it

when listen-

Refe r ences

the right amount
is "going ove r . "

-And many other reasons known by most
of us when we stop to th i nk of it.
- MUCHOF THE I NSTRUCTIONIN THE SHOPIS
TELLING-THOUSANDS
OF WORKERS
ARE BEING
TOLDAT THIS YERYMOMENT.HOWMANYOF
THEMREALLYUNDERSTAND?
-"This kind of instruction
is the real
cause of some of the problems on the
problem sheet."
55 min .
to here
(Allow
10 min.)

-Emphasize
that IF THE WORKERHASN'T
LEARNED,THE INSTRUCTOR
HASN'T TAUGHT
.
4. SHOWING
is another
tion in the shop.

common means of instruc-

-It also is an excellent
properly.
But it also
and serious ones.

method when used
has limitations-

- Explain again that you are "taking apart
the process of instruction
and examining
each part separately."
-Turn to another member near you. Do not
ask him to stand.
Address him personally.
- "Do you know how to tie the knot?"
he knows, turn to another.)
- "Agel.in this

( If

sample job is only an EXAMPLE
_.

- "Think of it in terms of YOOROWNJOB in
YOUROWNDEPARTMENT
."
5. SHOWmember how to tie the knot, by doing it
once in front of him.

NOTE: BE S URE he sees it BACKvV ARDS.
DON'T EXPLAIN - REMAIN ABSOLUTELY SILENT.
-Then hand the cord to the
him to tie it.

member and ask

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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NOTE: If he ties it, but backwards, this is just References
as us eful as though he fail ed to tie it. If by chance
he ties it correctly, compliment him, and turn to
another m ember.
After member completes
trial,
untie knot,
twist
loose
ends back t0gether
and LAY
WIRE ON THE TABLE. Don't hold it or fuss
with it.
6. Point

Out:

- Failure

was not the member' s fault.

- SHOWING,alone,

is NOT GOODINSTRUCTION.

- He saw the knot tied

backwards.

- Even when seeing a job from the
angle, most people don ' t "get it."

prop~r

Most of us just
"copy motions";
doesn't mean we understand.

this

- Many motions
"Tricky
We don't

are hard to copy.

points"

are missed.

know what to look for.

We can't
translate
what we should do.

what

we

see

into

COUNTLESS THOUSANDSOF EMPLOYEESARE
BEING SHOWNHOW TO DO THEIR JOBS AT
THIS VERY MOMENT. HOW MANY OF THEM
UNDERSTAND?
- "This kind of instruction
is the real cause
of some of the problems we saw on the
problem sheet . "
Emphasize
that
IF THE WORKER HASN'T
LEARNED,THE INSTRUCTORHASN'T TAUGHT.
(over}

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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7.

Point

out:

Men can
"telling

References
learn
their
jobs
and showing , " but:

with

enough

These are not SURE and DEPENDABLEmethods .
There is a SURE and DEPENDABLEmethod that
works EVERY TIME, if it is but applied.
This method represents
the outgrowth
of
25 years of test in the shops of the country .
It was formulated
men.

1 hr.
5 min.
to here
(Allow
15 min.)

It is being
industries.
III.

by practical

made available

industrial

to

all

war

DEMONSTRATECORRECTINSTRUCTION.

Pages

52-55

Announce:
1.

2.

"We are
correct

now going
'sure-fire'

Explain

setting

to

'take a look
method."

at'

the

:

"I will
be a 'lead
man' in an electrical
shop.
This man has been in the labor gang
for several
months . He has been transferred
to my group.
I'm going to make an assembler
of electrical
equipment
out of him.
I'm
allowing
myself 5 days in which to do it.
He
is going to learn the first
part of his new
work-the
, fire underwriters'
knot-now."

3 . Select
another
member,
in front
of the group.

and have him come up

Ask group again to note the method of instruction,
NOT the job of knot tying.
4.

GIVE CORRECT INSTRUCTION.

NOTE: All your following work depends upon
how well you do this job. Do it PERFECTLY.
WORKFROM THIS OUTLINE-DON'T

TRUST TO MEMORY
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-Follow

the FOURBASIC STEPS.

References

-Do a complete, correct instructing
job in
this demonstration.
Make EACHof the FOUR
STEPS stand out clearly
and distinctly.
Make the key points stand out.

"'

1 hr.

20 min.
to here
(Allow

13

5 . STRESS that

the successful
instruction
lowed a definite
but simple plan.

35 min.)
6.

Establish
-Draw out
instructor

fol-

the FOURBASIC STEPS.
by brief
discussion
did in each step.

what

the

NOTE: To the extent you can, cite examples from
your own experience to illustrate some of the points
as you put them on the board.
-List subheads for Step I first,
then the
Step.
Do the same for the ·other 3 steps.
Follow the "How to Instruct"
card.
Get
every point on the board.
-Discuss briefly
WHYeach subpoint cannot
be left out, and WHYit is a part of a
particular
step and not of another.
-Stress:
IF THE WORKERHASN'T LEARNED,
THE INSTRUCTORHASN'T TAUGHT.

NOTE: Following are the FOUR STEPS
placed on the board.
STEP I.

(ove r)

to be

PREPAREthe worker.
Put him at ease.
State the job and find out what he
already knows about it.
Get him interested
in learning
job.
Place in correct position.

WORKFROMTHIS OU1LINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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STEP II.

PRESENTthe operation.
References
Tell , show , and illustrate
one
IMPORTANT
STEP at a time.
Stress each KEY POINT.
Instruct
clearly,
completely , and
patiently,
but no more than he
can master.

STEP III.

TRY OUT performance.
Have him do the job-correct
errors .
Have him explain each KEY POINT
to you as he does the job again.
Make sure he understands.
Continue until YOUknow HE knows.

STEP IV .

FOLLOWUP.
Put him on his own. Designate to
whom he goes for help .
Check frequently.
Encourage questions.
Taper off extra coaching and close
follow-up.

1 hr.
55 min.
to here
(Allow
5 min . )

IV. CONCLUDING
THE SESSION.
1. Distribute

"How to Instruct"

cards ..

2. Explain that the following sessions will be
devoted to "learning by doing" in which each
member will be given opportunity for practice
in actual instruction.
3. Call for two volunteers
(three if there is
likelihood
of absence) to put on instructing
demonstrations
at the next session.
Ask these volunteers
to remain after the
session for further directions.
4. If time permits , ask the remaining members
to state the jobs they will "bring in" at the
later sessions.
(Often this whole question
can be settled at the end of Session I so that
only a review of jobs chosen is needed at the
close of Session II.)
2 hrs.
to here

5. Close the session
with appropriate

promptly at scheduled
remarks .

time

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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6.

Discuss
unteers
a.

the following points with the volafter the session is closed:

References

Tell them to instruct
just as they normally would on the job , using the 4 steps
as best they can , but without any special
preparation.
Explain - their demonstrations
are ONLY
to HELP YOUbring out convincingly
the
normal mistakes most EVERYONE
makes , so
you can "put over" the "get ready" points.
Tell them to expect many technical cri tic isms. These are just "part of the progra m" - not personal in any way.

b.

Choose an actual job that can be brought
into the meeting - no tric ks or puzzles.

c.

Choose a SMALLUNIT that can be done in
10 to 15 minutes.
However, if the volunteers are inclined
to choose too lon g
jobs, let them do so. This will provide
a good point for you to comment upon at
the next session.
(Of course, be prepared to STOP each of the demonstrations
at the end of 15 minutes to avoid tak ing
up too much time in the ne xt session.)

d.

Have them bring in all necessary
equipment, and supplies.

e.

Explain again that they are "part of the
standard
program" to bring out some
points.
Thank them for helping you - and
the program.

tools,

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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Session II

BEFOREthe Session
Be there
heads)

15 minutes
on the

a table.
shape.

starts:

If

blackbo a rd.
no table

is

Be sure
available

Write the FOURSTEPS (with
that

chairs

a re arranged

have chairs

Have a supply of job breakdown sheets,

downs and time table,

Time
Table
(Allow
5 min.)

ahead of time.

some blank sheets,

arranged

subar ound

in

a ur

sample completed br eak-

and s everal

pieces

of wire .

References
I. OPENINGthe Session .
1. Greet group , expressing
gratification
at
their int e rest in improving WARPRODUCTION
through better
JOB INSTRUCTION
, as evidenced by their presence.
2. By appropriate
remarks creat e I NFORMAL
ATMOSPHERE
and put GROUPAT EASE.
3. Review first

s es s ion brie f ly .

4. Emphasize keynot e:
IF THE WORKER
HASN'T LEARNED
, THE INSTRUC
TOR HASN'T TAUGHT.
II.

VOLUNTEER
INSTRUCTIONDEMONSTRATIONS
.
1 . Announce that, for the EIB§rhour , th e FOUR
STEPS of instructing
will be demonstrated
by two group members, who will
instruct
other members how to do new jobs.

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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- Explain
that
these volunteer
demonstraReferences
tions
are NOT expected
to be perfect,
that
they are put on to bring
out some
fundamental
points to be discussed
at this
session.
5 min.
to here
(Allow
15 min.)

j

- Ask members to take their "How to Instruct"
cards and note how nearly
the sample jobinstructions
follow the correct procedure.
2. Ask for a volunteer
the first
job.

to be the

- Be sure the "learner"
know the job .

does

"learner"

for

NOT already

NOTE: KEEP CLEARLY IN MIND
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR:

WHAT

- You are seeking to have members PROVE TO
THEMSELVES that instruction on the job can
only be done properly when instructors GET
READY to instruct. The sole purpose of
these two demonstrations is to SELL THE
NEE D AND NECESSITY
that Supervisors
do definite planning BEFORE instructing.
Jot down on a breakdown sheet, steps and key
points as nearly as you can catch them as the
demonstration is put on.
LOOK FOR these po'ints, in particular, during the
demonstration:
- IN STEP I:
- Was the instructor's attitude toward the man
constructive?
(Don't look for anything more in Step I at this
stage of the program. It isn't the point you
are trying to emphasize.)
(over)

WORKFROM THIS OUTLINE-DON'T
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- I N S TEP II :
LOOK
NESS,

FOR COMPLE T ENESS,
CLEARand ORDERLY
PRESENTA TION .

- List steps and key points in STEP I I so that
key points checked in S T EP I II v.rill appear
directly opposite them on the page. Use form
shown on page 66.
- Leave blank spaces where the instruction is
"hazy," or something appears to be omitted.
- Note places where the instructor "back tracked,"
or brought in new ideas at the "wrong place,"
or ''jumped about'' from one point to another .
(STEP II is THE most important step to
look at to bring out the need for breakdowns.)
- IN STEP

III:

LOOK FOR COM~PLETENESS OF CHECK,
POINTS
and
HOW
NEARLY
THE
POINTS
CHECKED.
FOLLOWED
THE
PRESENTED .
- List key points in Step I I I opposite those
brought out in Step II, to the extent they can
be "matched up" at all .
- Look for new ideas presented in Step III that
were omitt ed in Step I I.
·- Look particularly for the key points that were
missed, or not stressed, or not checked clearly.
- Try to find several key points on which the
worker was not instructed, so you can stress:
IF THE WORKER HASN' T LEARNED,
T HE INSTRUCTOR
HASN' T TAUGHT .

WORK
FROMTHIS OUTLIN
E- DON'T TRUSTTO MEM
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IV:

References

Did the instructor designate someo1le to whom
the worker should go for help?
20 min.
to here
(Allow
5 min.)

Don't look for more in this step. You are only
trying to establish the need for job breakdowns.
(End of note to Train er.)
3. COMMENT
on the Demonstration:
a . Ask the volunteer:
Do you think your
instruction
would have been better if you
had had more time to plan?
b. Ask the group to comment on the demonstrations.

NOTE: Don't expect the comments to be particularly helpful for your purpos e.
c. Bring out the discrepancies,
errors,
and
omissions you have observed which they
missed.

NOTE:

SMILE

as you criticize-always.

Point out that the job was "too big"
for one unit, if such was the case.
Bring out any trade or technical
terms
that were used, but not explained.
Point out lack of orderly

presentation.

- ASK THE "LEARNER"QUESTIONSON POINTS
THAT WERENOT MADECLEARBY THE INSTRUCTOR.

,I.

25 min.
to here
(over)

d. Explain again that the volunteer was good
enough to "give us a picture
of how we
really instruct
on the job."
Explai n that
he knew your purpose in advance, and that
your comments were SOLELYto bring out
the PROBLEMSand FAULTSin instruction.
They were NOT directed
at the volunteer
personally.
THANKhim for his help.
WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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(Allow

4. Call on the SECONDvolunteer and handle this Refere1ces
demonstration
in the same way as the former
one.

20 min.)
45 min.

to here
5. CONCLUDE
that jobs must be "thought
more carefully,
before instructing.

(Allow
5 min . )

We "think"
don't.

through"

we know a job when we really

- We KNOWIT SO WELLthat we overlook
points that "stump" the learner.

the

We often KNOWIT SO WELLthat we don't
PLANhow to put it over to another .
- These weaknesses,
most universal.

unfortunately

, are al-

- They are typical
of most of the instruction in the shop at this very minute .
These demonstrations
than the instruction
out industry.
Thank volunteers
bring out these

50 min.
to here

(Allow
15 min.)

were probably BETTER
being given through-

again
points.

for having helped

- Conclude with , "We need more than just the
four steps to get jobs 'over' to workers."
III.

WHATan instructor
instruct.

should

do to GET READYto

1. Ask members to turn to the "How to Get Ready"

side

of the card.

2. Read the first
Table . "

Get Ready point

"Have a Time

NOTE: Don't elaborate. Explain that this point
will be discussed fully during the next session.

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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3. Read the next Get Ready point,
the job."

"Break down Rfe erences

Announce that for the next hour the group
will work on job breakdowns.
This "get
ready" point requires
special attention .
The two volunteer
demonstrations
would
have been better had breakdowns been made.
4. Stress
ing:

as they apply any or all of the follow-

- The instructors
wouldn't
over too much.
The information
more clearly.

have tried

to put

would have been presented

- The instructor
wouldn't
have
about" from one point to another.

"jumped

- The "critical"
or "important"
or
points would have been made clear.
- (or whatever

points

should

"key"

be stressed)

- Conclude with, "Lack of clearly organizing
the job in one's mind is the reason for
poor instruction,
scrap, accidents,
de. lays, mistakes,
discouraged
workers,
in
fact all of the problems on the sheet we
looked at at the last session."
5. Break down the fire
a. Here's
a quick
breakdown.

underwriters'
simple

knot.

way to

make a

b. Explain that here is what you did to get
the fire underwriters'
knot clear in your
mind before instructing.

NOTE: Pass out blank Breakdown Sheets and
explain headings, important steps, and key
points.

(over)

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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c. Take wire and go to the board.
Write down headings
Fill in.

Refere;ices

PARTand OPERATION.

- Do the first important
it on the board.

step,

Do the second important step,
down, and so on through .

then write

write

it

Then tie the knot again, step by step ,
bringing out each key point.
Ask yourself aloud the three questions for each
step and answer them yourself .
d. Establish
the breakdown on the board in
numbered steps as follows:

Part:

Twisted
Cord

Lamp

Operation:
Tie Fire
Underwriters'
Knot

--

Important

Steps

Key Points
inches.

( 1) Untwist and
straighten

6

( 2) Make r.

in front
strand.

h.

loop
(3)

Make 1. h.
loop

of main

pull toward you.
under stub.
behind main strand.

( 4) Put end through

loop
(5)

Pull

taut

ends even, knot
snug.

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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e. Discuss
Purpose

the breakdown.

References

is NOT to:

cover every conceivable
motion or precaution.
or write
tion.

a description

or provide
employees.
Purpose

step,

point,

of the opera-

instruction

sheets

for

IS to:

help organize the operation
instructor's
mind.
be sure
operator
It is just
ourselves."

in the

of the one best way the
should do the job.
"a note

6. What is an "Important

from ourselves

to

Step."

a. An important step is a logical
the operation when scmething
ADVANCE
the work.
For example, in putting
saw:

segment of
happens to

a blade in a hack-

"Take hold of the wing nut" is NOT a
ste~ worth noting as a reminder.
"Screw down wing nut"
not an important step.
"Adjust
STEP.

the tension"

is a step,

but

is the IMPORTANT

"Adjusting
the tension"
is the real
thing that happens.
It is unnecessary
to go into greater det ail.

(over)
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These breakdo wns are not hair-splitting
Referen ces
micro-motion studies . They are just SIMPLE, COMMON
SENSE reminders of what is
really important to "put over" in a job .
b. Read to the group part of this possible
detailed
description
of numbered steps
of the knot operation as a means of showing later how simple breakdown reminde r s
can be . Stress
that these are all the
steps , not just the important steps .
pteps

in Tying Fire

Underwriters'

Kno.:!,_

(1) Pick up wire.
(2) Hold with left hand , between thumb
and first
finger , 6 inches from the
end .
(3) Untwist

loose

ends , forming a V.

( 4) St ra i ghten loose ends between thumb
and first finger of the right hand .
( 5) Hold wire at the beginning

of th e V.

(6) Take the right-hand
loose end with
right hand, making clock-wise loop,
bringing loose end across in front
of the main strand.

NOTE:
read.

Usua lly this is f ar enough to

(7) See that loop is about 1 inch i~
diameter and stub protrudes to left
of main strand about 2 inches . Hold
the wire at the junction of the loop
and the main strand .
(8) Take other _loose end with right hand.
(9) Make counter-clockwise
loop .
To
make this loop, pull wire forward,
pass it underneath stub, behind main
strand.
(10) Pass the loose end through righthand loop, from back to front.
WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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(11) Hold ends evenly between thumb and
References
first
finger of right hand.
(12) Pull
(13)

knot taut.

Shape knot between thumb and first
finger of left hand as it is pulled
taut.

Point out that there were 13 steps and
163 words in this detailed
description
,
and ol}ly 5 important steps and 36 words
in the brief,
correct breakdown.
The
instructor
might use the full 163 words
in explaining
the knot-or
200 or 300.
But to GET STRAIGHT IN HIS OWNMIND
just wha t the operation is, the 36 words
are all he needs .
7. What is a "Key Point"?-Review

Lar ge portion
learn .

of every

job

quickly .
is

easy

to

- It is the 5 or 10 percent that represents
the "hard" or "tricky"
parts . These require the time to learn-represent
the
real skill necessary.
"Key point" was the term chosen to represent whatever is the "key" to doing a
step properly.
Key points
portance:

mean, in their

(a) Those things
job.
( b) Hazards
first) .

( in

that

order

of im-

"make or break"

many jobs . these

the
rank

( c) Things that make the work easier to do"knack,"
"trick,"
"feel , " "savvy , 11
"special
timing, 11 "bit of special information."
{over)
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Key points do not mean every conceivable
References
thing that is to be watched,
or which
might go wrong.
There is no need to go
that far into detail.
Knowing what key points are and how to pick
them out quickly and easily is perhaps the
MOST IMPORTANT single thing in Job Instruction.

Examples of key points

(cite

as appropriate):

"Feel."
When putting
a micrometer
piece of stock,
the key point is
tight"a matter of "feel."

on a
"how

"Knack."
When riveting , an important
point is to know when to remove the pneumatic riveter.
The "key" to this point is
to listen to the rive ting.
The sound will
change when the
pieces
are
solidly
to gether .
"Timing and placing 2.f. heat."
When welding there are, among others,
two main key
points:
(1) apply the flame ahead of the
weld and (2) get th .e metal the right heat,
a matter of observing the color and behavior of the metal.
"Hazard."
When using a knife , a key point
is to "cut away from you." When lifting
a
load with an overhead crane, a key point
is to pull the chains or cables up taut,
then hesitate
for a moment to check the
hitches,
before lifting
the load.
"Special motion."
When catching hot rods
shooting
out of rolling
mills,
the key
point is to swing quickly the flowing rod
in an arc away from you before inserting
the end in the next set of rolls.
"Special information."
On some kinds of
electrical
wiring the key point is to
attach the identified
negative wire to the
tinned screw, and the positive wire to the
brass screw.
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"Knack in judging sound."
In mines, the
References
stren gth and safety of the roof is determined by tapping the roof rock with a steel
bar.
The "sound" as the bar strikes
the
roof tells
the story.
Judging the sound
is the key point.
8. Break down on the board one of the volunteer

demonstration

jobs-the

Use the following

simpler

one first.

procedure :

Help him identify
the part and operation
and have him write it on his breakdown
sheet.
(You write it on blackboard.)
Have him start

doing the job.

When the job has been advanced (the
first
important step) have him tell
you what was done.
Have him write
the first important step on his breakdown sheet.
(You write it on board.)
Continue
complete.

same procedure

Have him do the first
again, and ask himself
point questions.

until

unit

important
the three

is
step
key-

Have him write the key points on his
breakdown. (You write them on board.)
If he seems to be missing details that
are key points, "smoke out" with such
questions
as:
Does

it

- - - -

make any

difference

if

?

What would happen if '- - - - ?
Why did you - - - Continue until
are finished.

all

the

?

important

steps

NOTE: Have members copy the breakdown
on the sheets provided them as it is developed.
(over)
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9. Break down the other
10.

volunteer

job .

References

Summa
"rize:
Make clear the difference
and a KEY POINT.
Make clear

between a STEP

that FEWWORDS
are required

.

Make clear that breakdowns can be done
EASILY and QUICKLY after
a 1i ttle
practice.
11 . Stress

value of "breaking
on which they instruct.

Distribute
table .
Discuss

down" operations

sample job breakdowns

and time

56-57

Samples 3 and 3A.

Stress:
Everyone should make his own breakdowns .
Actually
List

do the job.

the important

steps .

Find the key points .
What makes or breaks
Injures

the job?

the worker?

Knacks that
to do?

make the work easier

Breakdown sheets are NOT to be given to
workers.
They are for the instructor's
own use in CLARIFYINGand ORGANIZING
his
own thinking about the job.
(1 hr. 40
min.
to here)

Pages

- Finished breakdown sheets
for ready reference.

might be kept
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Time
Table
(Allow
5 min.)

IV. Have Every_thing Ready and the Work Place

Ar- References

ranged.
1. Refer group to "How to get ready"
the card.

side

of

2. Read the last two "get ready" points , "Have
everything
ready" and "Have the work place
properly arranged."

Point

out:

That the foreman, leadman, experienced
worker should SET THE RIGHT EXAMPLEfor
every worker.
Makeshift

tools

should

not be used.

Apologies for using wrong equipment hurt
a worker's
respect for his leader .
Lack of materials
or "forget ting"
thing makes for poor work standards

some.

Poorly arranged bench, or cluttered
up
tool chest, or desk piled with papers, or
any single .ihing that is wrong sets a poor
example to employees.
3. Discuss

the above points

briefly,

pointing

out that:
These are well-known

failures.

Nothing new in them.
OFTEN OVERLOOKED,
however, because
appear small and unimportant.

(1 hr.
45 min.

to here)

they

We should never be so busy that we can't
SET THE RIGHT EXAMPLEfor employees.
That's
what foremen,
structors
are on their

leadmen, and
jobs to do .

in-

(Allow
15 min.)

V. SUMMARY
and discussion

of NEXTSESSION.

(over)
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minutes.
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2. Refer to "How to Instruct"
cards, pointing
out that the two sides outline
the WHOLEReferences
Job Instruction
plan.
3. Each member, including
the two volunteers
at this session , should select a SIMPLE JOB
from those he actually supervises and be prepared to "put it over" at the next session.
a. Announce that as many members will demonstrate
instruction
at the next session
as time will permit, and the rest at the
following sessions.
b. Have each member state
to use as his practice

the job he inten ds
demonstratio n.

- If job selected
is too big a job for
simple demonstration,
help member to
select a simpler job.
Each member should plan to use a job
that will consume no more than a 15minute period.
- Each should bring all necessary tools
and supplies to provide for ample "practice" in Step III.
c. Be sure each member understands
that the
complete, correct instruction
procedure
is now expected,
i. e.:
The four "get-ready"
points,
particularly the job breakdown.
Make clear:
Each member should bring his COMPLETED
breakdown sheet.
- The "four steps"
tion itself.

used in the instruc-
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4. Close meeting with BRIEF ---"SALES" ~---~---.c.
STATEMENT
References
on personal
advantages
of becoming good
instructors.
a. The following
practice
and drill
sessions will enable them to "get the feel
of the instructing
tools."
b. Practice
will develop in them the correct instructing
habits so that effective
instructing
methods will "come natural"
to them.
(2 hrs.
to here)

5. Adjourn meeting promptly

at scheduled

time .

WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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Session Ill
BEFOREthe Session

starts:

Be there ahead of time.
and all

members.
I.

Have a supply of breakdown sheets

Have chairs

arranged

for yourself

properly.

OPENINGthe Session.

References

1. Review briefly:
nepessary
FOUR things
instruct,
particularly

(Allow
30min.)

to GET READY to
the Job Breakdown .

- FOURBASIC STEPS of instruction.
II . Present
1.

Time Table.

Now the group will work with the first "get
ready" item on the card-"Have a Time Table."
- Refer to previous
Session II .

2 . Discuss

mention of Time Table in

quickly:

- How much skill

should

the workers

have?

By what date?
So that the training
of workers can be
done by PLANand not by ACCIDENT
.
WHOshould

be trained?

for WHICHjob?
- by WHATdate?
3. Here is a QUICK, EASYway to make a training
time table for your force.
Distribute

blank sheets

of paper .

Go to the board.
Build up the
not ask group to discuss--present

form-do
it.

Draw chart lines quickly on the board.
Ask members to draw lines on blank sheets.

NOTE:

Use dates from current calendar.
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"Here are a few operations
for which one References
sup erviso r is
responsible.
Let's
use
them to illustrate
how to make a TIME
TABLE."
"Your job s will be different,
of course.
The idea works out the same everywhere,
however."
4. Fill
in at
purpose .

the

top

of sheet

and explain

The super visor's

name-Bill

Smith.

The supervisor's

department-Machining.

The date - - - - 2/1/44.
5. "Next, Bill Smith filled
in the jobs in his
dep artment
across
the top.
They were
DRILL, BORE, REAM, FACE, TAPER-TURN, BURR
and BURNISH." (Place in time table.)

"In this case Bill's
workers did a VARIETY
of things.
He listed the jobs his workers
did.
"I f his workers had all done the SAMEthing,
hi s headings would have been listed by:
'classifications'

or

'levels

or

'types

of skill'
of machines'.

"For instance,
if the workers were coremakers in a foundry, the job headings may
be listed
as 'small coremaker,'
'medium
coremaker, ' 'large coremaker, 1 and 'helpers'.
"Or if the department did only tapping, the
listing
may be by machines.
For example,
etc."
'Boyce,' 'Bakewell No. 1,' 'Haskins,'
6. Then put

the workers'
names down the left
"Jones,
side-"White
, 11 "Nolan , " "Black,"
"Green ," "Brown," and "Riley."

7. "Then, Bill Smith checked
worker could do."

off the j ob3 each

Establish
the checks as follows
enter the dates as yet):
(over)

11

(do not
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///l/4¼f ilf/if/ I

Machining
Dept.
Bill Smith

~

&'

<:J

~

White

.,,

.,.,.

Nolan

,..

....

2/1/44

(J"

tJ:-

q_,q
~

~~

"'-= ,..~J..:.~ ~

-- -- - ,..

2/45

--- -- - ,,
¼o

Mar. T

.,,.

---

Black

Jones
Green
Brown
Riley
8.

_,
Referen~es

.,,

Induction

.,,

"Next, Bill reviewed the time table to see if
there were any urgent training
needs in his
department.
- "First
he reviewed the list
possible
changes by:
separations,
promotions,
transfers,

of workers

for

etc.

"In this case he knew Black was scheduled
for induction
March 1 and made a note of
it on the side."
(Fill
in "March l, Induction,"
see Time Table.)
"Then he reviewed
from the angle
indicated
by:
excess

the list of workers again
of POOR PERFORMANCEas

rej eats,

injuries,
damage to equipment,
"Bill
felt
satisfactory.
"Finally
he
considering:

his

etc.

workers'

reviewed

performance
the

job

- How he was meeting present
QUOTAS in all jobs.
WORKFROM THIS OUTLINE-DON'T
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Whether there were any contemplated
INCREASESin production.
"Bill knew that a change was coming through
in three weeks that would require one more
man on the drilling
operations.
"He had 'spotted'
two urgent
training
Now he had to make plans to meet
needs.
them.
9. "In considering
WHOshould be trained
on
WHICHjob, and by WHATdate, Bill decided
that:
"Riley was the logical man for the drilling
job and he would have him trained by February 20 . This would have Riley trained
before the change took place."
(Fill in
date 2/20 in Time Table.)
"Black 's induction would leave him short a
man on Taper-turning.
He selected
Nolan
as the logical person and set February 25
as the dead line for training
him." (Fill
in date 2/25.)
10. Review quickly
Time Table.
Identify
partment,
List

the procedure

sheet-supervisor's
and date.

name,

de-

job headings:
A variety

of things--list

All the same thing-list
cations"
or "levels
chines,"
etc.
List

for making a

workers'

"jobs."
by "classifiof skill,"
"ma-

names.

Check off jobs.
Spot training

needs.

Review list

of:

Workers:
Turnover
Poor Perform ance
(over)
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Job Headings

References

Meeting present production
quotas
Contemplated
increases
in production
Plan to meet needs.
WHOshould be trained
on WHICHjob
by WHATdate
11. Summarize :
Let's PLAN our training-don't
them l earn.

just

let

When the "pressure
is on" for production
and men must learn new skills
you often
hear supervisors
say:
"It

takes

time

. . ."

"A lot of mistakes
"Let 'em learn,
you can do ...

always happen
that's
"

II

the only thing

BUT
The way to get results
is to determine
"HOWMUCHTIME"-then SHORTENthat time,
if possible,
through INTENSIVE INSTRUCTION. Don't be content with-"IT
TAKES
TIME."
Time tables are easy to make. One can be
put together
in 10 to 15 minutes.
They can be revised
in five minutes.

and brought

up to date

Time tables should be reviewed whenever any
changes are coming in personnel,
design,
output, quantity,
or anything that might
indicate
training
is needed to keep production rolling.
Conclude by driving home the thought that
.men's lives and the war production program
depend on good PLANNING,and training
is
no exception . Workers must KNOWtheir
jobs before they can PRODUCE. In training
workers the important thing is "How short
a time" not "it takes time."

WORK
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12. Have each supervisor
table now.
Coach individually
the table.

start

his

own time Re f erences

as you circulate

around

Stop at end of time limit.
Ask each to bring his own completed
table to the next session.

30 min.
to here
III.
(Allow

5 min.)

Explain

Practice

time
Pages
58-66

Instruction.

1. Announce:
Everyone should put on his "thick skin"
because everyone is going to "do his stuff"
before the group and invite criticisms
and
suggestions.
2. It is a real advantage
to each member to
get the benefit
of others'
comments, in a
thoroughly FRIENDLYand HELPFULatmosphere.
3. Explain how demonstrations
be made.
Refer

to "How to Instruct"

and comments will
cards.

Explain that members are now expected to
follow the WHOLEPLAN-the FOURGET-READY
points, as well as the FOURBASIC instruction steps.
Explain that you would like to look over
each member's job breakdown sheet while
he is instructing,
just to see if _he has
"caught the knack" of breaking
down a
job-that
you will return the sheets after
each demons tr ation.
Ask each member to get his tools, supplies,
and work place arranged just as he wants,
and that after the instruction
starts,
any
errors
or "fumbles"
will be commented
upon.
Each member should describe
the SHOP
set ting of his job before he starts,
i.

e. -

- Whether he is foreman, leadman, or what.
(over)
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Whether man is experienced,
transferred,
or green.

being

Reference s

Pass out blank breakdown sheets. Ask members to jot down what they can "catch" of
STEPS and KEY POINTS.

(35 min.
to here)

IV. PRACTICEINSTRUCTION(3)
(Allow
15 min .
for each
demonstration and
about 10
min. for
comments)

1. Call up one member to put on his instructing
demonstration.
2. Call for volunteer

to serve

as "learner."

NOTE: See that each member serves as the
"l earner" in one demonstration. See that the
"learn er" does NOT know the job, wherever
possible.
3.

Ask the "instructor"
sheet.

for his job breakdown

4.

Have him carry

5.

Comment on the demonstration.

through his demonstration.

- Use the standard procedure for constructively commenting on practice
demonstrations.

NOTE. If "specia l instruction problems" are
involved, discuss .
6. Call up SECONDmember.
- Continue as before,
except
more exacting in a friendly
Stress
STEP III
that the learner
the key points.

gradually
way.

be

more and more. INSIST
do the job and EXPLAIN

- Suggest
that member use the following
"lead-in"
or one accomplishing
the same
purpose , when he asks the learner
to do
and explain:
"Some of us find it easy to copy motions.
This doesn't
always mean we understand.
Would you do the job again, and explain to
me WHATyou are doing and WHY?"

WORK
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Time
Table

7. Call on the THIRDmember for a demonstration.

- Become MOREANDMOREEXACTINGin a FRIENDLY
way.

j

- Have members stre ss STEP III.
The r e is
only ONE ANSWER to how much str ess an
instructor
should give STEP III; namely,
"CONTINUEUNTIL YOUKNO
W HE KNO
WS."

(1 hr .
55 min.
to here)

V. SUMMING
UP
(Allow
5 min . )

1.

Have gr oup tell

you:

- The FOUR GET-READY poi nts.
- The FOURBASIC STEPS.
2. Suggest

to the members who have not yet put
on their
p r act i ce instructing
demonstra tions th a t they r eview how they plan to GET
READY in the light
of the demonstrat i ons
they have witnessed.

- The more carefu l ly the instructor
READY the be t ter the instructing
will do.

GETS
job he

3 . Make so me compl imentary
and ENCOURAGI NG
STATEMENTS abo ut the demonstrations
that
have been give n in t he s ession.
4 . Point out the PERSONAL
value in get ti ng one 's
thinkin g about the job PLANNEDan d ORGANIZ
ED.
(2 hours
to here)

References

5. Adjourn
time.

the session

promptly

at scheduled

WORK
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Session IV
BEFOREthe Session
Be there
the

ahead of time.

chairs

phere

are

15 min . )

arranged

Have a supply
properly.

of breakdown sheets.

NEVER let

Be sure

a . "classroom"

atmos-

develop.
I.

(Allow

starts:

OPENINGthe Session.

References

1. Express gratification
at members' interest
in WAR PRODUCTIONas evidenced
by their
presence .
2. Have group TELL you:

The FOURGET-READYpoints .
The FOURSTEPS of instruction.
3. Review again

the TIME TABLE.

Have a member place
and explain.
15 min .
to here
(Allow
15 min. for
each demonstration,

a time t able on bo a rd

Go over as many time tables
permit.
4. Continue

as time will

PRACTICE INSTRUCTION(4).

Have m·embers watch their "tio~-.to-Instruct"
cards as the demonstrations
are put on.

10

min. for
com.ments. )

Have them write down the important steps
and key points of each demonstration
on
breakdown sheets.
5. Use STANDARDPROCEDUREfor comments. Be
more and more exacting in a friendly way.
WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY
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NOTE: The followi,ng special problems may be References
brought out at any appropriate place in Sessions
III, IV, or V.
6. Discuss three SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONPROBLEMS
encountered in many shops:

Pages
67-70

a. The LONGOPERATION.
How to use the FOUR-STEP method on an
operation
that takes 3 hours or perhaps
3 days.
b . The NOISY SHOP.
How to use the FOUR-STEP method in a
shop where it is too noisy to hear.
c. Putting

1 hr.

55

min. to
here
(Allow
5 min.)

over "FEEL."

How to instruct
a man in that important
thing-"feel."
Demonstr a te this point
with a vise , nut and bolt, microm e ter or
some similar example.
II . SUMMING
UP.
1. Resell the
instructor.

ADVANTAGES
of becoming

a good

2. Stress importance of production
and accuracy. Point out that the lives of the soldiers,
sailors,
aviators-people
just like
ourselves--depend
upon perfectly
operating
parts of airplanes,
tanks, ships, guns.
3. Stress that
does with a
it sticks.
mind is the
2 hrs.
to here
( over}

what the Instructor
says to or
workman doesn't
count-unless
What sticks
in the Worker's
NET RESULTthat counts.

4. IF THEWORKER
HASN'T LEARNED
, THE INSTRUCTOR
HASN'T TAUGHT.
WORKFROMTHIS OUTLINE-DON'T TRUSTTO MEMORY
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Session V
I.

1.
(Allow
5 min.)
(Allow

II .

References

OPENING the Session.
Make appropriate
remarks at the beginning
of this, the last session.

PRACTICEDEMONSTRATIONS
(3)

1 hr.
25 min.)

1.

l

1 hr.

30 min.
to here
(Allow

III .

Following same procedure as at previous
demonstration
periods, complete the practice demonstrations
of remaining members.
Be more and more exacting,
in a friendly
war.
LET NO SIGNIFICANT ERROR GO UNMENTIONED
IN THESE LAST DEMONS
TRATION
S.

SUMMING
UP.

25 min . )

1.

Express
interest

APPRECIATIONfor COOPERATION
and
of group.

2.

Call

3.

Restate URGENTneed for WAR PRODUCTION
and
need for helping millions of employees improve their performance on their jobs.

4.

Show savings in break-in time, scrap, manpower, tool breakage,
etc.
(Use latest
figures available
locally . )

5.

Recall the problems discussed by the group
in the first session that were grouped into
problems of:

for remaining

QUESTIONS.

Production.

Safety.

Quality.

Personnel.

- WORK
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a. Emphasize again t ha t the only sure way
References
that an instructor
can gradually
work
himself out of them is through training.
Otherwise he is nothing but a "trouble
shooter , " dealing
with one emergency
after
another , and never ge ttin g th em
solved-never
working TOWA
RD their permanent solution.
b. Point out that many supe r visors
think
they don 't "hav e th e tim e " to tr a in.
c. Emphas i z e th a t by " tak in g the time to
t rain, " t he in s t r ucto r won' t ha ve s o
many t i me-c onsuming "emergenc i es"; tha t
training
is the one "handle,"
as it
were, that a supervisor
can "take hold
of" and do something about .
6. Ur ge consist ent use of the FOUR-STEPmet hod.
7 .. Clear up the fo llowing questions
tha t may
be in several
members ' minds, "J UST WHAT
AMI TO DO ABOUTTHIS?"
a . If the group is composed of l ead men,
gang bosses,
experienced
ope r a tors who
personally
instruct
workers :
Use this FOUR-STEP method constantl y
on th e jo b- ever y t ime you "pa ss on
th e kn ow-how" t o a worke r-ev e r y time
he as ks you a question or you ch eck his
work .
b. If they are for emen, inspectors , or higher-ranking supervisor s who don't instruct
workers personall y :
Use this method with your own assistants ev e ry time you put over a new
idea, issue an order, or check a man's
work.
Arrange for all your subordinate
supervisors and all who instruct
workers in
any way to take part in this 10-hour
program , just as qui ckly as possible.
(over)
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Encourage your men to use this FOUR- Referenc es
=
STEP method.
All that can be done in ~-=-=--=-=-==c
10 hours is to put "tools" in your men's
hands . You superintendents,
foremen,
and others must see that the tools are
used.
For example you can:
Have each group leader break down three
operations
a week for a time, and
review the bre akdowns with his foreman.
At regular meetings, i. e., staff meetings, production meetings, etc., discuss the use being made of the FOUR
STEPS.
As you see subforemen, group leaders,
and others in t he shop , ask them whether
they are using the plan.

1 hr.
55 min.
to here

8. Explain

that if there are ANYQUESTIONSor
PROBLEMS
, members are to get in touch with
their supervisors .

(Allow
5 min.)

9.

Get expression
of group as to whether the
members a r e prepared to apply these instruction principles
conscientiously
as their
part in the NATIONALWARPRODUCTIONprogram . ·To the extent t ha t is app ropria t ~,
develop this into a littl e ce r emony and
PLEDGEon the part of ea ch membe r that he
will put the FOURSTEPS to work.

10. Wish group success

and adjourn

meeting.

2 hrs .

to her e

11 . Parting shot: IF THE WORKER
HASN'T LEARNE
D,
THE INSTRUCTOR
HASN'T TAUGHT.

WORKFROM THIS OUTL
I NE- DON'T TRUST TO MEM
ORY

Reference Material
The use of this material
in the
Training Sessions is indicated
by
the marginal reference
numbers.
The following materi a l is prepared as a supplement to the information
and additional
provided
in the Sessions
Outl i ne. Thes~ illustrations
points are desir able to use to AMPLIFYand CLARIFY items in the Sessions
Out lin e . Illustrations
and stories
of your own dealing
with PRACTICAL
APPLICATION of items presented
are very desirable.
NO item in the outlin e is to be omitted or chan ge d , howev e r. Amplification
and illu st ration
o f such it ems QNLY a r e i n ord e r .
Putt ing t he Group at Ease and Establi shing Informal Relat ions hip with Member s

Establishing
an informal atmosphere and putting
ease cannot be accomplished by simply making a statement

a group of people at
that they be at ease.

The members of your group are apt t o be uneasy mentally and somewhat
concerned as to why t hey are present.
In many cases they pr obab l y were
assigned to attend the meeting.
They did not voluntee r .
The personal impression that you make during the fir s t 5 or 10 minut es
i s a big factor because if it is favorable it makes the work easier to carry
on. If it is unfavorab l e, you must make considerable
effo r t later to overcome this impressi on .
Let the manner of your del i ver y , your t one of vo i ce sh ow cl ear l y tha t
you are in ea r nest, that you feel s trongly about the importance o f t he work ,
an d th at you f ully r esp ect the pr es ent knowle dge and expe rie nce of t he group.
Here a r e some id ea s f r om which you can work out t he openi ng talk .
l.

Establish
your -own industr ia l background by bri e fly r e lating
your own industrial
conne ction-if
this is done while writing or
printing
your own name on the bl a ckboard , you can set a pattern
which each will naturally
follow.
Have each man . then relate
his own connection
briefly , not so
much to get the information , but to set him at ease since it is
something that he can do correctly
and easily.
Have each man print his name and department ( or company, if several
companies are represented)
on a card which is placed before him
at his position.
You can claim that your own inability
to remember names makes
this effort on their part a favor to you in conducting your work.
(45)
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2. If plant regulations
permit smoking, trainers
may light a pipe or
a cigarette,
thus setting
an example of informality.
Remember,
however, that a pipe or a cigarette
can become a nuisance to you
while trying to talk or write.
When you have set the example of informality,
get rid of the pipe
or cigarette
until later in the sessions when it will not interfere
with conducting the meeting.
3. Be sure to point out that with the present background of experience
which the group possesses,
anyone would be bluffing
who presumed
to be able to improve their practices
or their working skill.
Your only purpose is to help them to make better use of what they
now know. They were selected
because of their own skill
and
experience;
they probably know more about that than any other
living person.
They certainly

do know more about it than you do.

4. Avoid classroom
atmosphere
as members are mature and resent
any suggestion
of "school teacher and school boy" relationships.
Avoid using such terms as "class,"
"student,"
"classroom,"
"teacher."
Say rather
"group ," "worker or learner,"
"get-together,"
"meeting,"
"instructor,"
etc.
TRAININGis a normal part
of day-to-day
supervision
- not something "special"
or "apart."
Think and speak of a training
meeting as any other meeting concerning PRODUCTION.
5. Tell them you are going to discuss
of shop men-nothing
highbrow.

shop problems-just

as a group

There will be a chance actually
to try out the ideas and practices
discussed,
and a certificate
will be issued to those who by full
attendance
and reasonably
good performance
have qualified
as
instructors
.
6. Explain that not so long ago you were "on their side of the table,"
when you took this training yourself.
You know it is not too difficult to "get on to" and have tried it out in practice;
it does work.
Your being in a position
"to pass it along" is gratifying.
It is a
real privilege
to be tied up with this activity.
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This Is a War of Production

The United States is supplying an army of over 11,000,000 and providing
war goods also to our allies.
It is not just a question of suppiies for a
new soldier-there
must be a constant stream of war goods, of food, of clothing
to replace what is lost or used up.

troops

German equipment is well-made.
who encounter German troops .
More and more equipment
As production

It takes

is needed

much good equipment

for our

in th e Pacific.

needs mount, pr oduction

prob l ems become more difficult.

Experienced men are being drained out of war plants . The production
experience and the ability
of new people who come into plants now are constantly
lower.
And this will get worse.
Training must therefore
be better-it
must fit these people into production quickly so that the stream of quality war goods does not slow down.
Why Training Is Vital to Every Supervisor and Experienced Worker

of its

Distribute
purpose,

a problem sheet to each member, and give a short explanation
i. e. :

A quick means to visualize
edy common shop problems.

just

where training

can help

rem-

Not trying to explore every possible
situation
where training
can be helpful.
We will look at a small sample of current problems.
Maybe no one has all of those shown on the list.
Maybe he
has others not listed here.
For now, let us think a little
about
those listed.
Some of the items are beyond the control of the individual
members; others are directly
in their control.
Whois responsible
is
not the question.
Where training can help is the ONLYpurpose now.
Read each problem under
mark against any they have.

"Production"

and ask members to put a check

Then ask the group how many items have been checked.
replies
from, perhaps, 4 or 5 members.

Get actual

Job Instruction Plan for War Production
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Explain carefully:
"This is not an attempt to 'dig into' or 'expose'
your problems.
It is SOLELYto determine the usefulness
of TRAINING as a part of EVERY supervisor's
job."
Then read
as above.
Do the

about

each

same for

problem

under

Safety

Quality

and Personnel.

and follow

the

same procedure

The whole purpose of the sheet is to stimulate
more specific
training
on the actual jobs on which members are engaged.

Taking a little
time now will
subsequent
work of the instructing

give the members a better
procedures.

Don't argue or carry on any lengthy discussions
.
the use of the sheet is to focus attention
on specific
training
can profitably
be used.

thinking

slant

The sole
applicat

on the

purpose of
ions where

Keep in mind that these men live close to their own jobs.
In the pressure
of other things all of us lose sight of the fact that lack of proper training
causes all the problems listed
on the problem sheets and in fact many more.
Also remind the members that these drags on production
with workers who have been on the job long enough to be classed
They are not limited
to new or green men.
After chec king and discussing
members how many of these particular
workers.
Close

the discussion

with

are often found
as experienced.

the items listed
on the sheet,
ask
items can be helped by better
trained

the definite

conclusion:

That about 80 percent of these particular
shop problems
solved or at least helped if the supervisor
had a better
work force.

could be
trained

That if a supervisor
really wants to train his people, no one can
stop him.
If he doesn't
want to train them, no one can make him
give more than "lip service"
to training.
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HERE ARE SOME PROBLEMS THAT
JOB INSTRUCTION TRAINING HAS HELPED SOLVE
IN WAR PRODUCTION PLANTS

Do you have any similar problems

on your job?

•

Production Problems
Deliveries delayed because of errors and mistakes by men making the parts.
Men don't know their jobs.
Mix-ups in trucking service.
Parts returned by other departments because they were not made right.
Operators have special problems because of engineering changes.
Poor planning.
Men have difficulty in getting up to production on new type equipment.
Aisles too congested.
Excessive wear and tear on equipment.

Safety Probl ems
Safety equipment not properly used.
Material not piled properly.
Poor shop housekeeping.
Don't know safety rules.
Men don't know hazards of their jobs.
Men get careless.
Minor infuries not reported.

Quality Problems
Meeting inspection standards.
Too much scrap or re-work.
Jigs and gauges not properly used.
Not following specifications.
Too much left to operator's judgment.

Personn el Problems
Men leave to other plants-couldn't
"get the hang" of the job.
New men and women lack experience in mechanical things.
Lack interest in the work.
Men want transfers-think
they can "make out" better on other jobs.
Claim to have good experience but don't "come through."
Too much time to get up to production.
Instructed wrong way .
Can't get experienced men any more.
Get discouraged learning the job.
Most supervisors say that somewhere around 80 percent of these problems could be
solved-or at least helped-if they had a better trained work force.
How about yours?
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Pointers on Making Faulty Demonstrations

The purpose of presenting
a faulty
convince the members of the group that
learner
is seldom good instruction.
These S'Uggestions for
a fire underwriters'
knot"
Outlin~.
First,
you must
describe
it clearly.
See

instructing
demonstration
is to
merely "telling"
or "showing" a

presenting
a faulty demonstration
of "Howto tie
are to supplement the material
in the Sessions
know how to tie the knot yourself and be able to
diagram.

Before starting
the faulty demonstrations,
be sure to use the "lead-in"
idea as covered in the Sessions Outline, and emphasize that this knot demonstration
is only illustrative--a
simple job- and should be applied to each
member's own job.
•
You must carry out these demonstrations
with a realization
that from
your first opening statement every move you make has a distinct
and important
purpose.
The whole aim is to get the correct instructing
procedure understood by the members.
You should be aware of the progressive
build-up
which is to get in the mind of each member:
First

-a realization

Second-the

of the acute

importance

in this

need for training

of good instruction
we fall

Fourth-the
instructing
process
than the others.

which is sure-fire

ho'!{ to tie

on "telling"

Speak slowly and distinctly

into

on the job;

in breaking-in
and easier

twisted

of your telling

1.

Take a piece

2.

Hold it vertically
finger,
6 inches

3.

Untwist

4.

Straighten
the loose ends between the thumb and first
right hand.

5.

Hold the wire at the beginning

6.

Take the right-hand
wise loop, bringing

the loose

workers
to use

the knot.

so no criticism

of ordinary

session,

to a supervisor;

Third -some of the weaknesses
(tell-show
alone);

Suggestions

first

with your left
from the end.

can be made.

lamp cord.
hand, between the thumb and first

ends , forming a V.
finger

of the

of the V.

loose end with the right hand, making a clockthe loose end across in front of the main strand.
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7.

See that this loop is about 1 inch in diameter and the stub protrudes
to the left of the main strand about 2 inches.
Hold the wire at
the junction
of the loop and the main strand.

8.

Tak e the

9.

Make a co unter -cloc kwise loop.
To make this loop , pull the loose
end toward you, pass it underneath
the stub, behind the main strand.
Pass the loose

11.

Hold the ends
right
hand.

evenly

12 .

Pull

taut.

13.

Shape the knot between
taut.
as i.t is pulled

the

knot

on "sho wing"

end with

end through

your

right

the right-hand

between

the

the

loop,

from back to front.

thumb and first

the thumb and first

how to tie

hand.

finger

finger

of the left

of Telling

of the

hand

knot.

The Sessions
Outline gives enough det a il on "showing" to enable
it on without
further
suggestions-if
you can tie the knot.

Examples
from

loose

10.

Suggestions
carry

other

you to

and Showing:

Here are some common examples
telling
when a new man doesn't

proving
"get"

that unfortunate
the ideas:

results

come

1.

Erecting
a derrick
on a construction
job-The
boss told a helper to
slack off on a guy wire. What really was in his mind was to equalize
the strain
on all guys.
The man loosened
the shackle bolts completely
and the whole strain
of the mast was on the ONE guy. The
derrick
fell.
Fortunately,
no person was hurt, but hours of labor
had to be used by an entire
gang to get back to where they were before they we re "told. "

2.

Remember the one about the boss in a repair shop "telling"
the new
worker to "go get the old man."
Of course,
an "old man" used by
maintenance
men is a tool-a
portable
rigging
with an adjustable
clamping device-which
acts as a hand power drill
press.
Instead
of a special
rigging
for drilling
a hole in metal, he brought the
superintendent!
Considerable
explaining
was needed before
the
superintendent
found out what had happened!

From your

own experience,

you can pick

out illustrations

of a similar

kind.
-Do not overdo it, 'however.
tion in the members' minds
way to instruct.

Your purpose is only to get a realizathat mere "telling"
is not a reliable
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Similarly,

"showing"

can be brought

out by concrete

examples:

-Showing a man how to put plaster
on a wall-it
looks easy , but
he puts the plaster
everywhere except where it should be.
It
won't stick for him .
-Showing a man how to tie a package and break the twine-it
looks
easy , but he can be most awkward in handling the package and even
cut his hand trying to break the twine.
-Showing a helper how to solder on sheet metal-it
looks easy,
but when the helper tries,
everything
goes wrong-sheets
warpsolder won't stick , etc.
Selection
of proper methods for an instruction
selection
of proper tools for a mechanical job.

job is as important

as

Completing a definite
series of steps and operations
in an instruction
job is as important as following the steps outlined in an operation sheet for
a shop job.
Pointers on Making a Correct Demonstration of Good Instruction
Fire Underwriters' Knot"

should

So much depends on your putting
be letter
perfect
in carrying

on an ideal
it out .

in "How to Tie a

demonstration

that

you

Remember that every point you will stress later in both the breakdown
and the use of the four basic steps must be covered by this one demonstration.
When well done, it is a background
remainder of the sessions.
You will

have to work out exactly

to which ~rou can refer
how to emphasize

during

the

each step.

BE SURE to "put over" your Steps and Key Points exactly as in the brief
breakdown you will use in Sessio~ II.
Naturally
you will not cover every
detail
as you did in your "telling"
demonstration.
When instructing
your "worker" you may use the terms "clockwise"
and
"counter clockwise" or "right-hand"
and "left-hand"
loop, as you wish. The
terms "clockwise"
and "counter clockwise" are recommended: however, just
because their use serves excellently
to show that "peculiar,"
"local,"
or
"tricky"
terms and part names must be handled with extreme care.
There are
thousands of such terms throughout
the shops of the country . Later in
Sessions III, IV , and V you can explain to the group that you used these terms
deliberately
to illustrate
this point.
In the breakdown in Session II,
r. h. and 1. h. are used because these abbreviations
are simpler to write.
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Step 1. Demonstrating

"Preparing"

the worker:

a. Greet member naturally.
Tell him he is going to assemble
lighting
fixtures
for Army camps. The first part of that
job he has to learn is the fire underwriters'
knot.
b. Ask him if he knows what the fire underwriters'
used for.
If he doesn't,
show him a completed

knot is
knot .

c. Illustrate
how it functions
to relieve strain on the wire
connections
in electrical
fixtures.
Stress
that if HE
does not tie the knot properly an Army barracks may burn.
d. If convenient have the man on the instructor's
right, so he
can now be moved to the left - just to emphasize "correct
position"
for this job.
Step 2. Demonstrating

"Presenting"

a . Untwist and straighten
left
hand
point-about

according
6 inches

b. Make a loop with wire

the new instruction

to the Worker :

the two wires-hold
vertically
to instructions.
Stress
the
for this job.
11

B11 (see Fig.

loose end must lie across

2).

and in front

in
key

Stress that the
main strand.

Qf the

c. Make loop with wire "A" (see Fig. 3) , and repeat slowly.
Stress the three key points-pull
toward you; pass wire
under stub; and behind the main strand.
d.

Put end of wire through

e. Demonstrate
points-ends

first

loop.

how to tighten the knot.
Stress
even; knot snug (See Fig. 4.):

the two key

(1) You may have to repeat the demonstration,
fingers of left hand are used.
(2)

Call attention

to final

(3) Show how to adjust
Step 3. Performance

appearance

knot to proper

showing how

of knot.
position

on wire.

tryout:

a. Provide worker with a new length
b. Ask him to tie
try it.

the knot-do

not ask him if he would like

c. Stop him immediately if an incorrect
and correct

of wire.

procedure

to

is discovered

it .

Make sure he follows exactly what you presented.
If he
becomes confused, then show and explain correct procedure
until the faulty movements are overcome.
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Question him to assure yourself
that he does understand
what you presented-if
he missed it, go back far enough
to make it clear.
d. Ask worker to tie the knot again, and explain to you WHAT
he is doing and WHY. If he does not explain the key points,
ask questions
beginning
with "why," "what,"
"where,"
"when," that will require a correct explanation.
e . Continue having him tell you WHAThe is doing and WHYuntil
you know he knows the job.
It may be necessary for him to
tie the knot 5 or 6 times.
Step 4. Follow-up:
a. Ask him to go ahead with the job on his own.
b. Explain that if he gets stuck, he should see you-no
else.
You will be available
to help him.
c. Set up the situation
as requiring
500 cords-a
shop project.
d. Tell him you will
getting
along.

return

the tying

in a few minutes

one

of the knot in

to see how he is

Here is a pictorial
description
of the knot for
. your own use in ~ecoming completely familiar
with
it.
It is not for presentation
in the sessions
themselves.
How to tie a fire underwriters'
knot, using stanch rd
2-strand
twisted lamp cord.
Steps

in the Operation

1. Untwist and
straighten
ends.
Hold in left hand at
point "C" (Fig. 1).

Fig.

1

"Key Points"
About 6 inches
for
this
job.
(Slii;ht
differences
in len 5th
will not make or br3ak
the job.)

Reference Material
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in the
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"Key Points"

Operation

2. Make R. H. loop
in
right
hand wire (Wire
"B") .

Cross in front of main
strand(Fig.
2).

Hold wire at j unction of .:toop and main
strand.

3.

Make L. H. loop of the
remaining
wire (Wire
"A") .

Pull

toward

you.

Pass under stub prot r udin g t o l e f t .
Behind
Fig.

ma in s t r a nd.

2

4.

Fig.

B

A

3

Put end of wire
"A"
through
first
loop.
(Fig. 3)

5 . Pull taut.
Take wire ends ("A"
and "B") in finger
and thumb of right
hand
and
hold
stranded
wire
at
"C. II

Use thumb and first
finger
of le ft hand
to make loops
lie
neatly
and snugly
across
the
main
strand,
and to adjust the knot to ap6 inches
proximately
from the ends of the
wires .
Fig.

4

Ends even

Knot snug.

(Fig.

4).

TRAINING

WITHIN INDUSTRY SERVICE
BUREAU OF TRAINING

WAR MANPOWER

COMMISSION

JOB INSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL
SAMPLE JOB BREAKDOWNS

Here are some examples of Job Breakdowns and a Time Table which have
developed and used by War Production plants:
Keep this
Start

sheet

for reference.

breaking

Use these

down your own operations.

actual

samples

as a guide

Example 1

SHEET FORTRAINING
MAN ONNEW
JOBBREAK-DOWN

TRAINING
TlMET
ABLE

PART: Shaft

(This ls how one supervisor
made up a TIMETABLEfor training
his
men. A.ill jobs or uni ts of a, job can be worked out t he same way.)

I

/?/_!/,/gJ,t~N! Ii IiI
CD

Q

~

~

~

White

JI

JI

v'

Nolan

y

y

v' 11-10

Smith

11-1 11-20

-

Jones

-

-

JI

JI

0.

<11
E-,

JI

-

I.,::,
I.,~

::,

~

for your own breakdowns.

OPERATION:

IMPORTANTSTEPS IN THE OPERATION
segment of the
Step: ·A logical
operation
when something happens to ADVANCEthe work

•

0
...,

kJ

kJ

kJ

v

1. Place piece
regulating

-

on 'plate
wheel

KEY POINTS
Anything la a
Key point:
that mightMake or br e ak the Job
Injure
the worker.
Make the wo rk easier
i. e. , "k n ack, " "t
special
-t iming.
bl
special
l n formatioa

against

JI 12-1
2. Lower lever-feed

y 11-15 12-1 12-8

Etc.
3. Raise

/

r

means the .worker oan already

- means he doesn't

do the Job.

need to know the job.

lever-release

4. Gauge pieces

-- --

periodically

5. Readjust
regulating
required

11-1, 11-15, eto •• indicates
the dates the super visor has set for himself when he plans to have - ,___
his men TRAINED to do the jobs required.

6. Repeat

above until

wheel

More often
as

Watch-no

as

ba ck

approaob

lash

finished

7. Check

A leadman in a machine shop did this break-down :i n 5 m1D11
This leadman uses this break-down "as ls" for men wbo
previous
experience
on centerless
grinders.
For green men he breaks up the operation
into se -veral "i
uni ts."
He strikes
off a detailed
break-down for e a ch unit.
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Example 3a

Example 3

JOBBREAK-DOWN
SHEETFORTRAININGMANON NF.WJOB

9R£AK-DOWN
SHEETFORTRAINING
MANON NEWJOB
Bench lathe job-drill,
OPER
ATION: re am and face

roor Brak e Disc

bore,

PART: Governor Brake Disc

GQfe--=
== =======:;================
V-KEY POINTS

KEY POINTS
Key ooint: Anything in a step
mightthat
IMPORTANT
STEPS IN THE OPERATION
Make or break the job.
Step: A logical segment of the
Injure the worker.
operation when something hapMake
the work easier to do,
pens to ADVANCE
the work
i.
e ..
"knack,"
"trick,"
special timing, bit of special information.

Key point: Anythin g in a step
that might,.t'I' STEPS IN THE OPERATION
Make or break the job.
-IIfijll'io gical segment of the
Injure the worker.
Ati0 n when something hapMake the work easier to do,
~· -r'to ADVANC
E the work
i.
e..
"knack,"
"trick , "
~ ~
~~:rit~f~~:~ifon~it
of s pe-

~

Chuck squarely-no

,~ok

chips, no nicks

1

,,dicate__ _______
.-;:::.--, ter drill

_ _f- _L_o_w_sp'--e_e_d
_________

~

~ill ----

i

-----

:;--,ersepiece

l;-~-----

--t-

---

--~1--

p gg gauge

P-

~------

----

~t oros~ slide

~ --- --

Fee d even and slow

3. Set piece

------------

- -

Keep "drag"

for

--+---='---------------j_ K_e_e_p_"
_d_r_a_g_"_f_o_r _fi_n_i_s_h____

fa09,_ __________
.. r,aug
e hol e-p

---

for reaming
If bell shape d ,

-------

No back lash
Feed evenly.
good finish

-----'---

into

sockets

Use brush-not
Get all out

hands

4. Adjust jaws to piece

Even pressure
tight

all round-not

5. Try for balance

Must center

6. Final

Must hold against
ting tools

in jaws
too

_

Never remove piece-"feel"

lug gauge

Wrench full

Open jaws

2. Clea n out chips

--t--------

i,!!--

1.

_ _

Angle-give drill double be a r ing
Li ps even. Feed even. High for
_c_h_i_p_c_l_e_a_r_a_n_c_e_.
__ C_l_e_an
_ d_r_i_l_l_

Enough stock
Fe~ge~~ei~~i

OPERATI
ON: Chucking for La the Job

tighten-jaws

pull of cut-

Che
ck

1..-R,aove and

1

pl ace in tray

Don't drop

&Jobsett er in a machine shop did this break-down in 9 minutes.
Heuses this break-down "as is" for workers who have had other

,.

~

i:11lathe experience.
Forgreen men he uses one or two of the above steps as a separate
Jructing unit, and makes a separate detail break-down for each of
.. smaller units.
£sample3a shows his detailed preak-down for "chucking."

~

,-

Example 4a

Example 4

JOB BREAK-DOWN
SHEETFOR TRAININGMANON NEWJOB

JOBBREAK-DOWN
SHEETFORTRAININGMANON NEWJOB

I r:Slide

Base 235310

PART: Slide Base 235310

OPERATION:Mill Dovetail

'I

IMPORTANT
STEPS IN THE OPERATION
Step: A logical segment of the
operation when something happens to ADVANCE
the work

1

________
, __Se_l_e_ot_o_~1_t_t_e_r
Select holder paral lel s

Narrow-yet

Place piece i n vise
.-

Roughout

Check with tissue
Start by hand-1 "-Check for
ish stock and location

II

-.!:._inish
cut

i-

Key point: Anything in a step
that mightMake or break the job.
Injure the worker.
Make the work . easier to do,
i.
e.,
"knack,"
"trick,"
~r:rir~f~;:;ifon~it
of spe-

.

1. Run up table

to give good hold
fin-

Slow when nearing

by hand

Check-make correction
Finish

without

3. Stop machine
table

stopping

4. Check cut

"' ~ Ue burr s

....-----

----------

----- -----------1---...,-----

------------l----

'----------------1---

-1---

-----------

--

----------

-- ---~---------

5. Set feed

--

-

6. Start

---------

111:teitper ienced workman in a machine shop made this break-down in
es.
~ ~~s ins truct or uses this break-down "as is" for workers who have
F er milli ng machine experience.
0
llit~ ~,.giretenmen each of these steps might constitute
an "instructing
J
self and require a separate detail break-down.
:le
4a shows the detailed
reak-down
for Step 4, above, Rough

111

cutters

2 . Feed 1 inch by hand
and run

back

Never run table back
cutters
are in use

~ea ove from vise

Check

Dovetail

+- _s_m_a_1_1_-_m
_in_im_i_z_e_c_h_a_t_t_e_r
____
_

•

._!rial fini sh out

OPERATION:Rough out for Milling
KEY POINTS

KEY POINTS
Key point: Anything in a step
~ANT STEPS IN THE OPERATION that mightMake or break the job.
~: A lo gica l segment of the
Injure the worker.
operation when something hapMake
the work easier to do,
pens to ADVANCE
the work
i.
e.,
"knack,"
"trick,"
special timing, bit of special information.
~

7. Finish

8. Check
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machine

out

Looation

and finish

while
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How to Comment Constructively on Practice Instruction Demonstrations

1. BEFOREthe demonstration
a. Distribute

starts:

breakdown sheets.

b. Ask members to jot down what they can "catch"
KEY POINTS of the operation.

of the STEPS and

Review as is necessary what a "key point" is; i. e., something
that is the "key" to the right doing of a step.
Remember,
however, that every little
point or precaution
is not a key
point.
c. Ask them to follow

errors
2. Call

their

"How to Instruct"

cards

and note any

and omissions.

on a member to put on his demonstration.

a. Ca ll

for volunteer

to serve

as "worker."

Note: See that each member serves as the "worker" in one demonstration.
See that the "worker" does NO T know the job wherever possib le.
b.

Caution

"instructor"

c. Ask him to state

to have everything

read y and in order.

the JOB SETTING for his demonstration.

d. Ask him for his job breakdown.
Explain that you just want to see if he had caught the "knack"
of breaking down the job-that
you will return the sheet to him.
e. Have a supply

of breakdown sheets

for your own us e .

Jot down as the instruction
proceeds both important STEPS and ·
KEYPOINTSas you can catch them from the demonstration.
DON'T
COPYthe member's breakdown.
Make your own. This will provide an interesting
comparison and basis for your comments.
Make notes on the same breakdown sheets as to errors, omissions,
and mistakes you have observed in the GET READYpoints and
keep STEPS II and III notes in parallel
columns, so you can
compare points · CHECKED
against points PRESENTED. (See page
66.)

3. AFTERthe demonstration,

comment as follows

(allow 10 minutes).

Reference Material
Thank the "worker" for his
place.
Ask the "instructor"
and remain at the front.
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cooperation
and let him return to his
to leave his demonstration
job set-up

a. STEP 1-PREPARE THE WORKER
Let's review this demonstration
with our 4-step
method.
Let's look at Step 1 on our cards.
Select

for comment from the following

as appropriate:

What is the first
item?
(Put him at ease.)
Was this
(Group's
To 2: Member

natural,
answer.)

or overdone,

or poorly

done?

What is the second item?
(State the job , etc.)
What was the job the worker had to learn?
(Member ' s answer.)
How much did the worker know about it?
(Member's answer.)
The third i tern on the card is-"Get
in l earning job."

him interested

To.§: Member

How did the instructor
in this case?
(Member's answer.)

To Worker

What is the last item under Step l?
(Place in correct position.)
Were you in the best
(Worker's answer.)

get the worker interested

position

to see the job?

b. STEP ~-PRESENT THE OPERATION
- Let's
Select

see how the job was presented.

for comment from the following

as appropriate:

What is the first
item under Step 2?
(Tell, show, and illustrate
one IMPORTANT
STEPat
a time . )

Job Instruction Plan for War Production
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How many important steps did you catch?
(Answers from several members. If a difference
exists , it serves your purpose excellently.
In
any case, say: Suppose we hold the discussion
on
how each important step was presented until later. )
What is the second item?
(Stress each KEY POINT. )
How many key points did you catch?
(Answers from several members. If a difference
exists , it serves your purpose excellently.
In
any event, say: Let's discuss the key points later
when we look at the Important Steps.)
To Worker

What is the last item under Step 2?
( Instruct
clearly,
completely and patiently,

etc. )

Were the instructions
clear , understandable , complete or is there more information you would like
to have?
(Worker's answer . )
c. STEP~

TRY OUT PERFORMANCE
The first
item on the card under Step 3 "Try out
Performance"
is-"Have
him do the job-correct
errors."

Select

for comment from the following

To .9::Member

Were any errors corrected
performed the job?
(Member's answer . )

as appropriate
the first

:
time the worker

If appropriate,
ask:
What were they?
(Member's answer.)
What is the next item under Step 3?
(Have him explain each KEY POINT, etc.)
Was each KEYPOINT explained by the worker or did
he miss some?
(Answers from several members. If a difference
exists,
it serves your purpose excellently.
In
any event say: Let's save the discussion
on checking these Key Points until later.)
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To Worker

What's the next item under "Try out Performance"?
(Make sure he understands.)
Do you understand
all the key points
or are you hazy about some?
(Worker's answer . )

of this

job

How many times did the instructor
have the worker
do the job and explain the key points?
(Group's answer.)
To Instructor

- What is the last item in this step?
(Continue until YOUknow HE knows.)
Why were you satisfied
the worker knew the job in
this case?
(Worker did the job and explained
it again and
again until he knew it perfectly.)

d. STEP 1-FOLLOW UP
Let 's look at Step 4 of our method.
( Follow up. )
Select

for comment from the following

as appropriate:

What's the first
item?
(Put him on his own. Designate
help.)

to whomhe goes for

To whom does the wqrker go in this
(Member's answer.)
To Instructor

What is it?

case?

- The next items on 'the card are:
Check frequently.
Encourage questions.
How soon will
(Instructor's

you have to check?
answer.)

The last i tern in Step 4 is "Taper off extra
and close follow-up . "
How would you taper off your follow-up
next several hours-several
days?
(Instructor's
answer.)

coaching
during

the
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e. REVIEWTHE USE OF J OB BREAK
DOWNI N STEPS 2 and 3
Let's review
this case.

how the J ob Breakdown was us ed in

- Our card tells us under Step 2 "Present
tion to STRESS each KEY POINT."

the opera -

- And under Step 3 i;Try out Performance
EXPLAINeach KEY POINT."

to have him

In order to find out if each key point was properly
handled, let's
slow down the job, and look at each
important step one at a time.
To~

Member

As I caught
Step was-

the instruction

the first

What key points did the instructor
important step?
(Member 's answer.)

stress

What key points did the worker
perfor med that important step?
(Member's answer.)

explain

Important
in that

when he

Nate to Trainer: Continue the above questioning on each
important step using different members. "Smoke out" key
points you feel should have been brought out using the "What
would happen if - , Why did you-, etc." technique with
the instructor and worker. Where key points were brought
out in Step 3, for the first time, or not checked in Step 3,
or missed in both Steps 2 and 3, always make a convincing
statement about the importance of properly handling key
points.
The last item on the card reminds us "If worker
hasn't learned,
the instructor
hasn't taught."
Let's

turn

our cards

over to the other

side .

f. THE GET READYPOINTS

Select

as appropriate

To Instructor

from the fo l lowing:

- What is the first
Get Ready Point?
(Have a Time Table.)
How does this
(Instructor's

job fit
answer.)

into

your training

plans?

Reference Material
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What are you going to give him next?
(Instructor's
answer.)

To Gro!!I?.

To

Instructor

Why are you going to give
operation?
(Instructor's
answer.)

him that

When are you going to train
(Instructor's
answer.)

him by it?

particular

The next Get Ready point on the card is "Break down
the job . "
We have just reviewed the breakdown for this job.
- Were there any points brought out in our di _scussion
of the breakdown that would make the job easier
for you to put over if you had to instruct
the
worker again?
(Instructor's
answer.)
What, for instance?
(Instructor's
answer.)

To Worker

Did our discussion
help clear up any points
(Worker's answer.)

for you?

Will you illustrate?
(Worker's answer.)
To~

Member

What is the third Get Ready point?
(Have everything
ready.)
Were there any fumbles-did
anything?
(Member's answer.)

To~ Member

the instructor

forget

What's the last Get Ready point?
(Have the work place properly arranged.)
Did the instructor
have to change the work place
during the instruction
or apologize?
(Member's answer.)
What effect will this kind of instruction
have on
production,
quality,
safety,
and on personnel
problems?
(Answers and reasons from several members.)

To

Instructor

- Will this 4-step
work force?

method help you in training

your
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Thank instructor
for bringing
in the job
remind him that the comments and suggestions
not intended to be personal . They were dire
at the job for the purpose of bringing
out
"fine points" and "knacks" in job instruction.

and
were
cted
the

Suggestions Regarding The Standard Procedure

The first
demonstrations
in Session III will have many flaws . The
trainer will have to pick out a few of the more basic ones and drive home his
constructive
suggestions
concerning
them. If he tries
to correct
every
little
detail in these early demonstrations,
the time table for the session
will be affected adversely but , what's more important , neither the instructor
nor the group wi+l be able to retain all the ideas discussed.
Don't try to
make the first
demonstrations
letter
perfect . Select a few of the basic
faults
in each of the early demonstrations
and really correct
them. It
may even mean that the trainer will have to leave out discussing
some of the
items in the standard proced~re in order to drive home the points selected.
The trainer
should be more and more exacting in a friendly way as the demonstrations
progress , correcting
the minor details as the members show that
they have mastered the basic i deas.
It is not until the demons trations
in
Session V that he does not let any fault go by unnoticed.
If the trainer
has done a good job of driving home his suggestions
a few at a time in the
early demonstrations,
there wi l l be few points
needing correction
in
Session V.
The following are some devices that trainers
have found helpful
in
making the discussions
interesting
as well as being effective
in driving
home points .
1. Ask the worker about points that were not made clear by the instructor.
This provides a nice lead in to "If the worker hasn't learned ,
the instructor
hasn't taught."
2. If the group has difficulty
Points as a demonstration
is
presented
one Important Step
stressed
it permits everyone

noting the Important
put on , remind them
at a time with the key
to catch these details

Steps and Key
when a job is
points really
.

3. Frequently
when discussing
the handling of a key point that the
worker forgot , the instructor
will say that he "told" the worker
about it.
This provides
a good opportunity
for the trainer
to
drive home the need for stressing
key points and not merely menticning them.
4. Where the instructor
has not been too exacting in getting back an
explanation
of the key points in a job , the trainer
might refer to
the card and ask the instructor
how he can be sure that the worker

Reference Material
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understands.
This will give the trainer
a chance to sell the idea
that workers should be able not only to do the job but understand
"what they are doing and why. "
As you gain experience
in using the standard procedure you may wish
to vary the actual words used from those given.
This makes for interesting
sessions
and less stereotyped
procedure.
You may also find it desirable
to vary the actual pattern
used from demonstration
to demonstration . For
inst ance, where the standard procedure calls for asking a member what the
next item on the card is, you might read the item and then ask the member
the appropriate
question about it.
In any event, do not change the intent
or strategy
of the standard procedure.
To be on the safe side, if there is
any doubt in your mind about a variation
in the standard procedure,
follow
-the exact pattern
given .
In using the standard procedure,
where the member's or group's answer
does not agree with what you have recorded on your "trainer's
notes," guide
a brief discussion
to the correct conclusion.
Always be constructive
in
your comments.
We are not testing
the instructor
to see if he did or did
not follow the 4-Step Method. We are trying to help him and the rest of the
group to use the Method properly.
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Three Special Instruction Problems

1. THE LONGOPERATION
How to use the 4-step method on a working operation
perhaps 3 hours or 3 days.
This is where correct
instruction
is a situation
where the learner
most "confused" and "lost."

is MOSTimportant.
and the instructor

The answer is to "break up" the long operation
then put over one dose at a time.
a. Examples in the meeting

that

takes
This
become

into small "doses,"

room.

Frequently jobs selected
are : How to read the Micrometer; or
Slide rule;
or Vernier.
When selected
they should be so
handled by the Trainer to illustrate
the need for small unit
breakdowns.
These jobs should be put over by small units.
Example-Micrometer
one unit-with
Steps
instrument.

I, II,

and III;

one unit-with
Steps II and III;
tion to each other.
one unit-with

Steps II and III;

parts

the scales

and care of the
and their

rela-

making simple measurements.

one unit-with
Steps II, III,
and IV; difficult
measurements, i. e., those requiring reading in fractions
of thousandths.
b. Examples

on the job.

(1) Installing

bulkhead

in ship.

This job requires
about 2 hours, and must be completed
without
interruption
because of the gantry cranes that
are tied up. There is no opportunity
to stop and instruct
a man in each unit separately.
Yet there are about six
highly important and reasonably technical
units in the job
that must be mastered with great accuracy.
The answer is for the gang boss not to try to explain
whole installation
.

the
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For example:
One unit-while
one bulkhead is being installed
instruct
only on how to compensate for the declivity.
Declivity
happens to be the term used to describe the slope of the
ship on the ways from which perpendiculars
are established.
He can put the worker through the 4 steps on this
unit in a few minutes, without holding up the ins tall at ion.
One unit-while
the next bulkhead is being installed
put
the worker through the 4 steps on mould line and loft line.
Further units-as
each additional
bulkhead is installed
put the man through the 4 steps on one segment of the
installation.
After six bulkheads
are installed
the
worker will know the job thoroughly
much better than if he had been forced to try to master
the whole job as best he could.
He might have to struggle
through the installation
of some 30 bulkheads before he
would finally
catch all the points.
(2) Long assembly

operation:

Sub and final airplane assembly jobs require several hours.
Sufficient
time is available
on such jobs for the instructor
(leadman, experienced
worker, or whoever he may be) to put
the learner
through the 4 steps on EACHof the individual
operations
as the work proceeds.
The whole point is to
instruct
men in SMALLUNITS of the work.
(3) Long machining

operation:

The machining of large castings
for tank, diesel engines,
and ship use often takes several hours up to a few days.
To
instruct
correctly,
there should be perhaps 5 uni ts of
instructiontwo units-in

getting

one unit

-on

centering

one unit

-on

setting

one unit

-starting

Time does not permit
be used.

the work into

the machine

the work
the cutters

the machine
this

procedure,

so another

plan

must

Reference Material
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In this case the instructor
has no choice but to take his man
through all the steps necessary
to get the job started ,
explaining
each move, of course . Such a Step II is much
too long for normal good instruction
. There may be 40 or
50 important points in the operation . But in this case,
there is no choice.
After the job is going, however, there are several hours of
time available , which the instructor
can use for Step III.
Of course , he can't take the work out of the machine and have
the worker DO the job , as should be done in the normal performanc e tryout,
but he can ch e ck him thoroughly on each
operation step and key point verbally.
The instructor
can
have the man explain to him the operation and the key points
aga in and again with the result that the worker has every
minute detail
of the operation
clear in his mind .
When the next job is to be machined there won't be many points
the worker doesn't know. All he will need is some practice
in physical handling.
Naturally

Step IV will

be used in the normal way .

2 . THE NOISY SHOP
How to use the 4 steps
one can't hear.

in a shop where the noise

a. This is a common problem in boiler
departments
where there is noisy
natural
things to do:
(l} SHOWwith exceeding

is so great

that

shops, chipping rooms, and
machinery.
There are two

care.

This is the only method that can be used, so it must be
done SO WELLthat it carries
the whole instructing
job.
Again small units must be presented.
(2) Go to a quiet

place.

Before and after
less noisy place
knowledge .

showing, the worker can be taken to a
to discuss the operation
and check his

3. PUTTINGOVER"FEEL"
How to instruct
called "feel."

a man in that

important

(often

mysterious)

thing
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Dispel at once the i dea that "feel" is mysterious
or difficult
put over to another.
It is SIMPLE and can be done EASILY.
ever, it requires
practice
to become reliable
in use.
Example: Micrometer

to
How-

reading.

The instructor
places the instrument
on the shaft and tightens
it until the "feel" is right.
He then passes the "mike" to the
worker and has him put the "mike" on the shaft and note the "feel"
of the tightness.
He then has the worker "back off" the "mike" and tighten
it to
the same "feel" set by the instructor.
By passing the instrument back and forth in this manner a few times, the worker quickly
learns the "feel."
This same point may readily be demonstrated
in the meeting room
with a vise, nut and bolt, small ball bearing race, and a number
ofsimilarpiecesofequipme
nt.
As a last resort, the "feel" of
correct
tightness
of a fountain pen cap can be used .
Usefulness of the Four "Tools" of Instruction

Sometimes in one of the sessions there may be a little
If so, here are some good points to add .

time available.

1. TELLING
tool when the
Telling alone is not ygr_y_useful as an instructional
objective
of the instruction
is to develop new manual skills.
It
may be used to advantage when the objective
is to impart information,
if the information
can be interpreted
easily by the worker in terms
of his past knowledge and experience.
When the "telling"
tool is
used in instruction,
it is particularly
important that the instructor
follow the "telling"
by checking the learner's
understanding
of
what was told.
"Telling"
has some value when it is used sparingly
in combination
with other instructional
tools such as "showing" and "asking" or
when a limited amount of new information
must be passed on to the
worker.
2. SHOWING
"Showing" alone is better than "telling"
alone as an instructional
tool when new skills are to be developed, but it is of greatest value
when it is used in combination with the "telling"
or "asking" tools.
a. "Showing" is particularly
useful in the presentation
step of a
job when the worker is being taught to do something which he
could not do before.
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3.

"Showing" where the actual
tools and equipment
will use "on the job" is most desirable.

which the worker

ILLUSTRATING
This is really another method of showing.
For purposes of instruction, "illustrating"
means charts,
diagrams,
blueprints,
sketches.
Many a worker has had a point made clear to him by a sketch scratched
on a cement floor,
piece of boiler
plate,
or side of a casting.
"Illustrating"
is a most valuable
tool that
is used countless
thousands
of times every minute throughout
the shops of the Nation.
If a sketch
it.
Do not

leave

or blueprint

is used,

too much to the

Make sure the worker is able
condi t ions.
the actual
4.

be sure

worker's

the worker

understands

imagination.

to translate

your illustration

into

QUESTIONING or ASKING
"Asking" is an instructing
instructional
process
if
It

can be used

tool which is useful
it is used properly

in preparing

It can be used in checking

the

worker

the worker's

the entire

throughout
.

for
grasp

instruction.
of the instruction.

It can be used in helping
the worker to think through the logical
1hing in good
steps of his new job, which is the most important
instruction.

It can be used in combination
with
such as "telling"
and "showing."

the other

instructional

tools

It is PARTICULARLYIMPORTANTthat the questions
which are asked
are framed so that a "yes" or "no" answer cannot be given.
Questions
which begin with such words as "What,"
"Who," "When,"
"Where," "How," and "Why," cannot be answered in this fashion.
Well-selected
concentrated
Heightens

questions
keep
on what is being
worker's

the worker's
taught.

mind

active

and

interest.

Stimulates
his confidence
to show his own knowledge.

by affording

him an

opportunity

Gets active
response
from him and helps to make the
"stick."
This is very important
to the instructor.

points
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Typical Problems _That May Arise
Concerning Job Instruction Training

BE SURE YOUUNDERSTAND
the problems noted below and their possible
solutions.
If you have ANY DOUBTor any further
questions
get in touch
with the District
Training Within Industry office.
A thorough understanding
of these problems and their solutions
will enable you to meet practically
any problems raised in your meeting .
1. How does this basic training
idea differ
from the training
every shop supervisor
has done for years?

that

Most shop training
has been by "accident"
and by "good luck."
Men have been placed on jobs and ALLOWED
( often DARED!) TO LEARN.
Gradually the men have learned,
of course.
But it is usually
an expensive
process.
There is much scrap, many accidents,
many delays.
This plan

is founded on fundamentals:

(1) Men are INSTRUCTEDin their

work .

(2) They are given the job in SMALLDOSES, each learned PERFECTLY. This plan permits of no errors from the start.
"DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME" is the basic idea .
2.

We foremen don't do any instructing
in our shop . We turn the inexperienced
fellow over to an "old hand."
How could we use this
plan?
Give the
assurance

"old hands"
have we that

this 1O-hour program.
Otherwise
these workers know how to instruct?

what

or
Perhaps full-time
job instructors
should
carry the load for a limited period.

be appointed

to help

or
Perhaps the supervisors
Perhaps the supervisors

are taking the line of least resista i1ce.
SHOULDdo more of the breaking in .

Reference Material
3. If we train experienced
workers
extra dime or quarter
an hour.
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how to instruct
they will want an
What are we to do with that?

The specific
answer to this question is beyond the province of
this program.
It deals with a local company practice
and should
be faced as it exists and solved as best fits the local situation.
extra pay when "breaking
in"
Perhaps the -men should receive
other men, perhaps not.
4.

What's a supervisor
going to do when 10 to 20 new men show up for
work at the same time?
The question of rate of induction
program . It deals with a local
Here are three
( 1)

possible

attacks,

is beyond the province
company practice .

of this

however:

Train a corps of assistants-perhaps
workmen-who can help
handle such a group during the first
few days.
Such men
might really
be "temporary"
job instructors.
Incidentally,
this is a good way to line up some new "l ead
men."

(2) Talk to the boss and the employment manager.
will agree that there is no production
gained
too many men at a time .

Maybe they
by sending

/3) Just "stagger
through"
as best you can.
Put the men
temporarily
doing simple jobs where no damage will result,
until
you can instruct
them one by one.
For example:
Sweeping up , carrying
stock,
cleaning
parts,
counting
pieces,
sorting
papers , learning
part names, checking
supplies,
etc.,
etc.
Avoid having them stand around and
"look on" if possible .
5. Howcan a long operation on a machine be broken up into small instruction uni ts when the whole job must be run through without stopping?
Have the man do one part of the job; the instructor
does the rest .
Soon the man can be given the second part of the job, with the
instructor
doing the balance of it.
In this way the worker can
be taught the whole job in SMALLDOSES and still
do each part
PERFECTLYthe first
time and every time thereafter.
- See pages 67 to 69 also

for pointers

on this

problem.
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6. Is it necessary
is instructed?

to go through .a complete Step I every time a worker

Where there are several "instruction
units" in ONE operation,
naturally
only one complete Step I is required.
Such situations
occur frequently.
The instructor
might spend a half hour or
more with a worker , yet put over several instruction
uni ts.
It
would be most unnatural
to start each new unit with a complete
Step I.
Example: Part - simple

steel

Operation - turning
rough dimensions).

collar
out the collar

{originally

cut to

The practical
way to "put over" this job using the four
steps is as follows:
I , II and III.
Steps
Put in machine and true up.
Steps II and III.
Drill and ream.
Steps II and III.
Face one side and chamfer.
Set up for outside turning.
Steps II and III.
Steps II and III.
Turn outside - rough and finish.
Steps II and III.
Face and chamfer other side.
Step IV. (Covering entire operation . )
7. Our shop is manned by all-round mechanics
a 4-year apprenticeship
plan , so naturally
doesn't apply in this case.

only . We train through
this job training
idea

On the contrary the job training plan advocated in this 10-hour
program applies EXACTLYthe same way in developing all-round
mechanics as when developing production operators.
An apprentice can learn a lot EASIER and faster and make fewer mistakes
and_ delays if he too is instructed
in SMALLDOSES and trained
to do each perfectly~
This means , of course , that first-line
supervisors
and many of the mecha~ics themselves must be given
this 10 hours of training
so they will know how to instruct
apprentices
in this thorough-going
manner.
8. Is this

a speed-up

system?

Job Instruction
undoubtedly
increases
production
and often
enables employees to reach their maximum output at an early
date.
Such results,
however, are simply the by-products
of
intelligent
and sympathetic handling on the job.
If employees
do turn out more production as a result of this program they do
so "under their own steam" and because they learn easily and
quickly.
This plan simply gives each employee an opportunity
to release his best efforts
to the job.

Reference Material
9. Our plant is beating its production
had to go through all this trouble
speak for themselves?
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schedule
to train

now.
men.

We have never
Don't results

Yes, of course.
Fortunately,
workmen can learn by themselves .
In fact, this is the way that most industries
have developed
their work forces.
This job training plan implies no critic ism
of the production job n·ow being done.
It simply proposes that
any plant can do a BETTER JOB when workmen are "instructed"
rather than just "allowed to learn."
10 . How about some "orientation
training"
in Step I, i.e.,
telling
a
man something about the Company, his pay, hours of work, etc., etc.
Proper orientation
of employees is just as important as proper
job instruction;
however, this program deals solely with Job
Instruction
. At the time an employee is concentrating
his
attention
on how to learn his new work, no extraneous thoughts
or information
should be given him . This applies in all Four
Steps .
For example , if an employee should ask how many pieces he is to
make , or what his rate is to be, or where he can park his car, or
any other subject not related to learning the job, the supervisor
should take care of these points at a more suitable
time.
His
typical
and tactful
reply to a worker might be "we will talk
about that matter just a little
later - right now let's get the
job under our belt . "
.11. Doesn't this plan take too much time?
that extra time is not available.

Everyone is already

so busy

All training
takes some time.
Every minute should be effective.
The Four Step method, plus the making of job breakdowns, does
seem to take a little
extra time.
Actually it saves time.
It
probably doesn't
consume more than perhaps three to eight or
ten minutes each time instruction
is given.
Supervisors
must
remember that the giving of this three to ten minutes can save
days and weeks of time later on, and large amounts of scrap and
a large number of accidents.
In literally
thousands of cases
the time required for employees to get up to production has been
reduced as much as one-half,
and scrap losses have been reduced
up to sixty or seventy percent by giving those few minutes of
additional
time to initial
instruction!

Job Instruction Plan for War Production
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111-J ob Methods
The Training Within Industry program of Job l\liethods
was developed in order to provide management with a tool
whereby supervisors could acquire skill in improving
methods.
The outlines for the five 2-hour sessions for a group of ten
supervisors, a guide for the trainer, and the various forms
used in the group are bound in the following section.

JOB METHODS
SESSIONS

OUTLINE

and

REFERENCE MATERIAL

Copy No. ___

_

For the Personal

Use of

As a War Production

Trainer

TRAINING WITHIN INDUSTRY SERVICE
Bureau

of Training

WAR MANPOWER COMM ISSION

1943

Job Methods
A TRAINING WITHIN INDUSTRY PROGRAM

A plan to help the supervisor produce
greater quantities of quality products in
less time by making the best use of the
manpower,
machines,
and materials
that are now available

TRAINING WITHIN INDUSTRY SERVICE
Bureau

of Training

WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION

1943

WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C.

SEPTEMBER
To

THE

WAR

PRonucTION

1943.

TRAINER:

As you help war production supervisors use this JOB METHODS program, you have a
rare opportunity to serve the Nation in this emergency.
You also have a major obligation to the Nation, as well as to each supervisor.
The situation is a very practical one. Most of the men with whom you will work have
had years of experience. They have latent ideas which, if properly developed, will increase
production, reduce lost time, prevent waste of material, and increase the use of machinery
and equipment. These men command your respect because of their knowledge.
Your function is to show them how to fully develop their ideas for practical use and present
them successfully to their Managements.
You have two jobs to do: One is to help the supervisor to acquire skill in the use of this "precis ion tool" for improving job methods; the other
is to improve your own ability in training supervisors how to use it effectively.
You should strive with all the energy and diligence you possess to lead each group in the
very best possible way-and to do a still better job with each succeeding group.
To assure a uniformly high standard, you should ALWAYS work from this outline. Never
deviate from it. Don't trust to your memory, regardless of how many times you may present
the plan . It is not difficult and if you follow instructions you can't fail. Furthermore, you
will find it a fascinating job.
Once again, leadership in this Jobs Methods Program presents a personal opportunity
and an obligation.
Sincerely,

"c::t~o~?:
Dirtcwr
fl'aininq Within Induatr11.

SKILL IN IMPROVING JOB METHODS MEETS ONE OF THE
SUPERVISOR'S FIVE NEEDS
1. Knowledge of the Work.-Materials,

machines, tools, processes, operations, products, and

how 'they are made and used.
2. Knowledge of Responsibilities.-Policies,
departmental relationships.

agreements, rules, regulations, schedules, inter-

These two knowledge needs must be met currently and locally by each plant or
company.
Such knowledge must be provided if each supervisor is to know his job and is to
have a clear understanding of his authority and responsibilities as a part of
management.
training time by breaking down each job into units easily
3. Skill in Instructing.-Shortening
learned, making the learner receptive, presenting the instruction, trying out his performance, following up for results.
4. Skill in Improving Methods.-Utilizing

materials, machines, and manpower more effectively
by having supervisors study each operation in order to eliminate, combine, rearrange,
and simplify details of the job .
5. Skill in Leading.-Incr easing production by helping supervisors to improve their understanding of individuals, their ability to size up situations, and their ways of working
with people.
These three skills must be acquired individually. Practice and experience in
using them enable both new and experienced supervisors to recognize and
solve daily problems promptly .
Training Within Industry Service assists companies in giving their supervisors
a start in acquiring these skills through three 10-hour programs: Job Instruction, Job Methods, Job Relations.
These skills, acquired through this training, must become a part of day-to-day OPERATIONS. In no other way can production be so quickly influenced and manpower conserved.
Confidence and resourcefulness in how to proceed, not standardized solutions and rules,
These enable supervisors to get good teamwork, to give better service, and
to get out more production.

are developed.

MORE PRODUCTION THROUGH SKILLED SUPERVISION!

2

SESSIONS OUTLINE
FOR THE
FIVE TWO-HOUR SESSIONS

P aragraphs in quotation marks are to be presented either by using the exact words of the text or
expressing the exact me~ning in the Trainer 's own
words. In case of the latter, special care should be
taken to convey the exact meaning every time.
Wherever the expression "(some discussion)"
appears, there should be brief discussion to make
the point clear or to reach agreement with the group.
' '

.

Words in bold face are key words which provide
the Trainer with a quick clue to the statement made
in the sentence.

3

TRAINING

4

BEFORE

WITHIN

YOU

INDUSTRY

BEGIN

PLAN

SESSION

I

BE SURE YOU HAVE THESE MATERIALS

1
1
14
14

Attendance Record
Suggested Introduction
Present Method Layouts
Proposed Method Layouts

14
14
14
28

JM Instruction Cards
Present Method Break-Do wns
Proposed Method Break-Downs
Blank Br eak-down Sheets

Demonstration Kit consisting of:
1 Fixture
2 Jigs
2 Staplers

1 Stamp Pad
250 Bra ss Cards
250 Copper Cards
1 "TOP" Stamp

BE AT THE PLANT 30 MINUTES BEFORE SESSION IS DUE TO OPEN

See the Plant Executive. Make certain he is prepared to open the meetin g
with a suitable introduction. Give him a copy of the SUGGESTED INTRODUCTION if he has not already received one.
BE AT THE MEETING ROOM 15 MINUTES AHEAD OF TIME

Arrange CHAIRS around the conference TABLE . If there is no table, place
chairs in the shape of a "U ."
Put a FINISHED SHIELD on the table, also ONE COPPER SHEET and
ONE BRASS SHEET.
·
Place TWO CHAIRS, to be used as SUPPLY BOXES, SIX FEET BACK of
the table .
Put a supply of COPPER SHEETS on one chair, and of BRASS SHEETS on
the other.
·
Place TWO waste-paper BASKETS to the RIGHT of the table (to serve as
SCRAP BINS).
Put one STAPLER, the STAMP PAD, and STAMP on the table.
Place a waste-paper BASKET to the LEFT of the table (to serve ·as a TOTE
BOX).
Put the extra STAPLER , the JIGS and FIXTURE, out of sight of the Group .
Place SAMPLE HAND-OUT SHEETS and INSTRUCTION
the table.

CARDS on

WORK FROM THE OUTLINE-DON'T TRUST TO MEMORY

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
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OUTLINE FOR SESSION I
TIME
TABLE

I. INTRODUCTION BY THE PLANT EXECUTIVE

Allow
omin .

Suggested introduction
- Program name and purpose.
- Need for Job Methods in this company.
- Pledge of cooperation and support.

y

6 min.
to here

Allow
10 min.

- Schedule of Sessions II, III, IV and V.
- Introduction of the trainer.
2. INTRODUCTION BY THE TRAINER
Establish an informal atmosphere

Seep. 70

- Write your name on the blackboard and state your
industrial connection.
- Use name cards if practicable. Have members
put names of their departments on cards.
- Have each member say a word about his job.
- "This is an informal conference, similar to Job
Instruction Training Sessions. Ask questions
at any time. No notes are necessary."
- Cover the "five needs" of every supervisor. (Not
over 3 minutes.)
"What is our purpose?"
- "I'm not here to tell you how to run your jobs or
to discuss the technical part of your work.
We will discuss one problem common to all of
us: How to improve Job Methods."

Sup. 11

6·

TIME
TABLE

TRAINING WITHIN INDUSTRY PLAN

- "This Job Methods program will help you produce
greater quantities of quality products in less time
by making the best use of the manpower, machines, and materials now available.''
- ''This program will not make people work harder,
or in ·a hurry, as you will see as the program
unfolds."
- "We all realize that the responsibility for production is assigned to us as supervisors.''
- "We must increase production in spite of acute
shortages of manpower, machines, and materials."
"Why do we need increased production?"

- ''This is the critical year of the war.''
- "Today, thousands are risking their lives- tomorrow, thousands more will face the same risk."
- "Best quality fighting equipment and in huge
quantities will help win this war."
16 min.

to here

- _"Your complete cooperation and support of this
program will help to meet the crisis."

3. JOB METHODS IMPROVEMENT IS NOT
A NEW PROBLEM
Allow
ISmin.

"Where:is the best source of ideas for giving us this
necessary increased production now?''

"It is the supervisor, the person who knows more
about the jobs under him than anyone else."
(Some discussion.)
- ~"Everyone in this group no doubt has some ideas
on how to improve methods."

- "Perhaps we have never fully developed them
all."

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE

7

"Job methods improvement has always been a regular
part of every supervisor's job"

- "Most of the progress we enjoy today is the result
of improvements in production methods."
- Cite examples of improvements on: Automobiles,
Radios, Planes. Get members to compare old
and new models.

- "These results have been accomplished by improvements developed and applied by practical
supervisors like ourselves."
- "Ordinarily these improvements are made slowly."

- "But .,our fighting forces can't wait.
them today! Time is short!"

They need

"The purpose of this plan is to make it easier for us
to improve our job methods"

- "It ~will provide a practical plan to help us."
- "This plan has been tried and proved in hundreds
of war production plants."
- "It was developed by practical industrial men."
- "We'll discuss the plan and see how it can be used
on our jobs right now."
- "During the next four sessions each of us will have
a chance to use the plan on jobs in our d~partments."
- "A certificate from the War Manpower Commission will be given to each member who presents
an improvement-attends all five sessions and
pledges to use the plan.''

...
20 min .

to here

- "I have used this plan on my own jobs and know
how well it works."

8

TIME
TABLE

Allow
5 min.

TRAINING WITHIN INDUSTRY PLAN

4. DESCRIBE THE USE OF THE DEMONSTRATION JOB
"This plan can be best demonstrated by showing how it
was applied to an actual job"

seep . 11

- "The job is from a war plant-not this plant."
- "Observe this job in terms of any job in your own
department."

- "The same kinds of improvements made on this
job can be made on any job which includes one
or more of three basic types of work."
- Ask members of the group to nai:ne the dift'erent
types of work done in their Departments.
Blackboard

1. Material Handling

2. Machine Work
3. Hand Work

- "The demonstration job includes material handling, machine work, and hand work. These
are the features to be compared to your jobsnot this product, nor this operation."
- "Let's be sure none of us thinks this plan doesn't
apply to our work, just because we don't make
this particular product."
- Note: Discuss and stress until thoroughly understood.
Describe the job
- Product: Radio Shields.

(Show sample.)

Seep.

n

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE
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- Materials: Copper and Brass Sheets, 5'' x 8'' x ¾.''.
(Explain use of cardboard. Show sample)
- Operations: Inspect, Assemble, Rivet, Stamp, and
Pack. (Explain use of stapler in place of Riveting Machine. Show stapler, stamp and pad)

'Y

- Operators: 4 men at 4 benches.

25 min.

to here

- Work place: Supply, Scrap, and Tote Boxes.

Allow
10 mi n.

5. DEMONSTRATE THE 'PRESENT METHOD
Follow present method layout and present method
break-down exactly
- Do the j ob at a good pace.
Tell them what you are doing.
- Get, inspect and lay out 12 copper sheets.
- Get, inspect and lay out 12 brass sheets.
- Stack sets of sheets to the right of Riveter .
. - Rivet each Set.

(Do at least 3)

- Stamp each Shield. Pile Shields on Table.
- Place 12 Shields in tote box.
- Carry 75-lb tote box 50 feet to the scale.
- Weigh and make out ticket.
- Handler takes tote box 100 feet to Packing Dept.
- Packer unloads box, puts 200 Shields in case.
- Packer closes, stencils, and ·weighs case.
- Empty tote boxes returned by Handler.

See PP·
72 to 74

10
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HAND OUT PRESENT METHOD LAYOUT

TABLE

- Point out flow of material and bench arrangement.
Discuss the 3 types of work on the demonstration job
- Material handling - "Carrying Boxes."
cussion)
- Machine work-"Riveting."
35 min.
to here
Allow
10 min.

- Hand work-"Laying
(some discussion)

(some dis-

(some discussion)

out, Lining up, Stamping."

6. DEMONSTRATE THE PROPOSED METHOD
A better way of doing this job

- "Let's look at a better method of doing this job.
It was worked out by the foreman with the
help of an operator-after they applied the Job
Methods plan.''
- ''Consider this improvement in terms of any job
in your department."

- "First we will see what they did, and then develop
how they did it."
Set up the proposed method and explain the changes

- "The sheets were delivered onto the bench."
- Explain and show Riveting fixture and guides.
- Describe and show jigs for sheets.
- "Less experienced operators were used with the
new method. More experienced, stronger men
were upgraded."
- Explain slots for scrap.
- "Cases were placed at the bench by the handler."

S ee pp .
74 to 75

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE

Perform the proposed method

See pp.
75 to 76

- Follow proposed method layout and proposed
method job break-down exactly.
- Place sheets in jigs.
- Pick up sheets and inspect.
- Assemble and place in fixture.
- Rivet bottom-then

rivet top.

(Do at least 3)

- Place Shields in front of fixture.
- Place 20 Shields in case.

(Explain count)

- Handler takes Cases to the Packing Department.
- Packer closes, weighs, and stencils the Cases.
HAND OUT PROPOSED METHOD LAYOUT

- Point out flow of material and Bench Arrangement.
T

46 min .

- Compare with present method layout.

to here
Allow
6 min.

11

7. RESULTS OF THIS JOB METHODS
IMPROVEMENT
Question the Members for Their Estimate of the
Improvement in the use of Manpower, Machines,
and Material.
- As to Production?-''Each
Operator Produced
Three Times as Many Shields Per Day."
(some discussion)
- As to Machine Use?- "Each Machine Riveted
50 percent More Shields Per .Day." (some
discussion)
- As to Scrap?- ''Scrap Material was Reduced
from 15 percent to less than 2 percent, due to
less handling of sheets." (some discussion)

12
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TIME
TABLE

- ''Improvements were made by making better use
of manpower, machines, and materials.''
''The operator did not have to work harder or in a
hurry on this proposed method"

- "Doing jobs in a hurry results in bad work." (some
discussion)
- Act out a "speed-up" of the present method to
prove the above point. Actually hurry!

- ''This would create waste :-the very thing we are
trying to eliminate."
- "Absolutely not one worker should be speeded-up
in any application of the Job Methods plan!"
- "Improved job methods give good work-because
production is increased by eliminating unnecessary parts of the job-and making the necessary
parts easier and safer to do."
''The principles used in the demonstration apply to all
jobs that include material handling, machine work,
or hand work"

- "This demonstration job is only a sample job."
- "Hundreds of other jobs in the same plant were
improved in the same way.''

- "Let's see how the Job Methods plan was used by
this foreman in making this improvement."
- "Also let's see how this plan will help us make
many improvements on our jobs."

- "The details of this plan are printed on this pocketsized instruction card."
HAND OUT INSTRUCTION CARDS-I
member
50 min.
to here

- N OTE.-Clean up the table.

to each

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE
Allow
2min.

8. PRESENT THE JOB METHODS PLAN
Present the 4-step plan from the instruction card
- Read the purpose.
- Read only the 4 main steps.
- NOTE.-Keep the card in your hand from noW:on.
- "These 4 steps are all that were used by the
foreman in improving this sample job."

- "Let's apply the 4 steps to the sample job to see
how the foreman used this plan.''
- "Also to find out how we can apply the plan to
our jobs."
V

62 min.
to here
Allow

- N OTE.-Erase blackboard.
9. STEP I: BREAK DOWN THE JOB

8 min .

Read entire STEP I
BLACKBOARD
STEP 1.-BREAK DOWN The Job
List ALL Details

"A job break-down is the starting point for all job
methods improvements''
- "Listing all details gives a complete record and
accurate picture of how the job is done."
- "It indicates the NEED for improvements."

- "It brings out many details about the job we never
realized were there.''

13
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TIME

- "A detailed break-down gives us the facts."

TABLE
- Cite personal examples of familiar details difficult
to remember: Buttons-pockets-steps
on
porches-windows in rooms-etc.

- ''The more detailed and accurate the breakdown,
the more complete the improvements will be."
- "Let's define a detail-'Every
single thing that is
done, every inspection, every delay.' "
- Develop the first five details of the demonstration
job on the blackboard quickly and accurately.
Blackboard

1. Walk to box of Copper Sheets
2. Pick up 15 to 20 Copper Sheets
3. Walk to bench
4. Inspect and lay out 12 sheets
5. Walk to box and replace extra sheets

- Point out how easily and quickly these five details
were listed.
- "Here is a copy of the complete break-down for this
job as made by the foreman."
HAND OUT THE PRESENT METHOD BREAKDOWN
- Compare first five details on break-down with those
on blackboard.
- Discuss the details.

- "The little time you spend listing details often
uncovers BIG improvements."
- Explain items at top of break-down sheet.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE

- Explain use of notes column as a reminder of
Distances, Tolerances, Waste, Safety, etc.
- Explain the difference between the break-downs
for Job Instruction and those for Job Methods.
- ''In Job Instruction, only the important steps are
listed. A step may include several details."

- "Because, when instructing, many steps are obvious and need not be listed."
- "In Job Methods, on the other hand, ALL details
must be listed."

- ''Because nothing can be omitted when studying
the method of production."
"A break-down is an easy, common-sense way to get
all the facts about any job method quickly and
accurately''
- "The best place to make a break-down is on the
job; not from memory."
- "Let the operators know what you are doing and
why you are doing it."

- _ "Show him the break-down; let him help you make
it; tell him about these me_etings; show him the
card; do whatever is appropriate; be frank and
open."
- "We have seen how easy it was to make a breakdown for the demonstration job."
- "How many of us can make a break-down of a job
in our own department by listing all details the
way Bill Brown did?"
- Ask for a show of hands.
·- "Now we will find out how a job break-down is
used in applying STEP II."
T

60 min.

to here

- NoTE.-Erase the 5 details ONLY.

15

16

TIME
TABLE
Allow
15 min.

TRAINING

WITHIN

INDUSTRY
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10. STEP II: QUESTION EVERY DETAIL
Read Item 1 of STEP II

- "The success of any improvement depends on our
ability to develop a questioning attitude."
- "We must question everything that is done;
every single detail of the job."
- "These six very important questions taught us
practically all we know."
- "Young people ask questions to get knowledge. Many of us stop questioning
things too soon."

- "We must deliberately question all the details
of the job we want to improve."
"The answers to these questions will give the
information we need to make improvements.''
- Ask Group members to read you the questions.
Add on blackboard

STEP II
QUESTION
Why?
What?
Where?
When?
Who?
How?

- ''These questions are asked in definite order.''
(some discussion)
- "Asking 'How' before 'Why' and 'What'
would waste time if the detail was found
unnecessary."

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE

- "ALL questions should be asked of each detail
before proceeding to the next detail."
- uLet's examine each of the six questions."
''First.-WHY

is it necessary? ''

- "We ask this question first for each detail."
- "We want to distingui sh necessary details from
those that are unnecessary or doubtful. "
- "This is a most important question."
- "It provides th e information t.hat leads to big
improvements if we find many unnecessary
details.''
- "It is often the hardest to get answ~red properly."

- "Therefore we have a check question to make sure
we get sound and reasonable answers."
''Second.-WHAT

is its purpose?"

- "We want to find out if the detail has a useful
purpose or adds quality to the product."
- "If not, we will reconsider its necessity."

- " 'What is its purpose?' is a check question on
'Why is it necessary?'"
''Beware of taking action on flash ideas for improvements''
- "As we get definite answers to these questions,
flash ideas for improvements will come to our
minds rapidly.''
- ''Hold these ideas, but note the answers on the
Break-down Sheet."

17
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TIME
TABLE

- "Don't decide on anything yet. Keep on questioning. A better and more complete idea
usually develops.''
- "If

the detail is necessary-Continue
other four questions."

with the

"Third.-WHERE should it be done?"
- "We ask this question to find the best PLACE to
do each detail."
- "In which department? In which section?
which machine, bench, or equipment?"

On

''Fourth.-WHEN should it be done?"
- ''We ask this question to find the best TIME to do
each detail."
- "Should the detail be done first or last? In what
order? Must it be done before or after some
other details?"
- "When will the necessary men, machines, materials, equipment, or tools be available?"
''Fifth.-WHO is best qualified to do it?"
- "We ask this question to find the best PERSON
to do each detail."
- "Who is best for the job from the standpoint of
skill? Experience? Physical strength?"
''Sixth.-HOW is 'the best way' to do it?"
- "We ask this of every necessary detail only after
we have asked Where? When? and '\Vl10?"
- "We want to find out if there is a BETTER WAY
to do each detail."

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE
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- "Usually there is a better way, but to find it we
must first question the 'how?' of the necessary
details.''
Read Item 2 of STEP II and comment as follows:

- "These are very important factors in any job."
- "Each item should be questioned the same as the
details in the Job Break-down."
- Cite an example, if appropriate, as you discuss any
of the following:
- "Materials, machines, equipment, and tools are
often scarce and hard to get."
- "A small change in design may make possible a
big Job Methods improvement."

- "An improvement in the layout of the area or the
work-place may save floor or bench space."
- "Poor safety and poor housekeeping can cause
waste of lives, time, and space."
"Now, let's see how Bill Brown used these questions
on tbe details of his job"

- Ask the Group to follow the present method breakdown.
- "Bill Brown got these answers to his questions."
- "Whenever he got a good 'clue,' he wrote it down
in the notes column."
- DETAIL No. 1.-W ALKING.

[ Ans~ers

j

- Why? --} Not necessary if sheets can bemoved nearer to bench.
What? ___
(Write innotes column: "No, if
sheets nearer bench.")

20
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- Why?

________
Necessary
shield.

to

assemble

the

What? ________
Necessary
shield .

to

assemble

the

Where? ________
Close to riveter.
(Write: "Close to Riveter")
When? ___
_____
Any time before assembly .
Who? ________
Riveting operator.
How?

Must be a better way.
________
(Write: "Better way")

- DETAIL No. 3.-WALK

TO BENCH.

- Why? ________
Unnecessary to walk over;
unnecessary to walk back.
(Write: "Same as #1")
- DETAIL No. 4.-INSPECT
COPPER SHEETS .

AND LAY OUT

INSPECTION (4a)
- Why? ____
____
Ne cess ary to maintain quality.
What? ________
Necess ary to maintain quality.

At the riveting bencb.
Where? ________
When? ________
Just before assembly.
(Write : "Ju st before assembly " )
Who? ________
Riveting operator.
How?

________
Look for a better way.
(Write : "Bette r way")

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
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LAYOUT (4b)
- ,vhy?

________
Not necessary, adds no quality
to the product if the sheets
are moved close to bench.
(Write: "No, if sheets nearer
l ench")

- DETAIL No. 5.-V'1 ALK TO BOX AND
REPLACE EXTRA SHEETS.
- Why? _____
___ If no need to walk to box to get
sheets, no need to walk to replace.
(Writ e: " Same as #1")
- DETAIL No. 6.-WALK TO BOX OF BRASS
SHEETS.
- Why? ______
_ If no need to walk for copper
sheet s, why walk for brass
sheets?
(Write: "Same as #1")
- DETAIL No. 7-PICK UP BRASS SHEETS.
- Why? ______
__ Same as with Copper sheets .
(Write: "Same as #2")
-- DETAIL No. 8.-WALK TO BENCH.
- Why? _____
___ More walking.
(Write: "Same as #1")
- DETAIL No. 9.-INSPECT AND LAY OUT.
- Why? ________
Same as ,vith Copper sheets.
(Write: "Same as #4")
- DETAIL No. 10.-WALK
TO BOX AND
REPLACE EXTRA SHEETS.
- Why? ________
More walking to replace sheets.
(ViTrite: "Same as #1")
- DETAIL No. 11.-WALK TO BENCH.
- Why? ________
More walking.
(Write: "Same as #1")

21
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- DETAIL No. 12.-STACK 12 SETS.
CROSS)

(CRISS

- Why? ________
Not necessary if layout is not
necessary.
(Write: "No, if no layout")

DETAILSNo. 13 to No. 20 Inclusive.-RIVETING.
- "Bill questioned Details 13 to 20 in exactly the
same way. He questioned each detail
separately."
- "To conserve time in this meeting, let's just
look at the information he noted."
- "On each detail, Bill felt there must be a "better
way." (Write: "Better Way" after each)

- DETAIT..No. 21-STAMPING.
- Why?

________ Specification calls for it.

What? _______
Doubtful-Could find no good
reason for this detail. Let's
find out ·why?
(Write: "Find out")
- DETAILS No. 22 to No. 30 inclusive.-Were
questioned by Bill Brown in the same way.
- "He QUESTIONED the necessity of CARRYING
AND WEIGHING the tote boxes."
- "And he found that COUNTING and PACKING
could be done ANYTI1"1Eand ANYWHERE
AFTER riveting."

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME

TABLE

!

1 hr.
15 min.

to here
Allow
15 min.

- "While he was questioning and getting definite
answers he did not make any changes."
- "When all details on the break-down have been
thoroughly questioned-then
we are ready to
use STEP ID."
11. STEP III: DEVELOP THE NEW METHOD
Read TITLES of Items 1, 2, 3, 4 of STEP ill
Blackboard-Add

STEP II
QUESTION

STEP III
DEVELOP

Why?
What?
Where?
When?
Who?
How?

- "Answers to the questions asked in STEP II lead
to developing a New Method in STEP III."
- ''We can increase production only when details
are eliminated, combined, rearranged, or simplified."

- "Notice the order of the first four items-To
'eliminate' after 'simplifying' would waste time."
"Item 1.-ELIMINATE unnecessary details.''

- ''The answers to Why? and What? lead us to
eliminate unnecessary details."
- ''We eliminate details to avoid unnecessary use
of :Manpower, Machines, and Materials."

23
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Blackboard-Add

STEP II
QUESTION

STEP III

DEVELOP

Why?
What? }-------

ii,,

Eliminate!

Where?
When?
Who?
How?

"Let's see how Bill Brown eliminated unnecessary
details''
- Have group check or cross off each detail on the
Present Method Breakdown as it is eliminated.

- "From his notes, Bill decided that details No.1, 3, 5,
6, 8, 10, 11 (Walking) would be unnecessary if
the sheets could be delivered nearer the bench .' '
- "Bill found room on the bench for the supply
boxes. He found it was no extra work for the
handler. So he eliminated all of these details."
- "The details No. 4b, 9b and 12 (Laying out and
Stacking) added no quality if sheets were moved
to bench-so he eliminated them."
- "Detail No. 21 was found to be unnecessary, therefore it was eliminate d."- EXPLAIN STAMPING STORY.
- "Details No. 23 and 24 (Carrying and Weighing)
served no useful purpose since Shields were sold
by count. So these details were eliminated."
"Item 2.-Combine

details when practical."

- "The necessary details should be combined whenever it is practical and possible."

Seep.

76
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- '' The answers to Where? When? and Who? are
leads for combining necessary details.''
Blackboard-Add

STE P II
QUESTION
Why? [___
What? f
Where?)
'When? ,------Who?
How?

STEP III
DEVELOP
___

_.

Eliminate!

- .,. Combine!

- "Possibilities for combining details are often discovered by finding the best place, best time,
and best person to do each detail."
- "Details are combined to reduce inspections and
handlings between operations."
"Let's see how Bill Brown combined some of the
necessary details on the demonstration job"

- "He had asked of details Nos. 22, 26, 27 Where? and
When? should the shields be packed and by
Whom?.''
- "He decided to bring the cases to the bench and
pack them there. Therefore the three details
were combined.''
"Item 3.- REARRANGE details for better sequence."
- "If

necessary details can't be combined, they
may be rearranged for better sequence or
order."

- "We rearrange details to reduce handlings and
back-tracking."
- "The answers to Where? When'..'and ·who? also
give leads for rearranging necessary details."

25
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Blackboard-Add
STEP II
QUESTION

Why?
What?

I

Where?l
When?
Who?
How?

STEP III
DEVELOP

• Eliminate!
Combine!
Rearrange!

- "Rearranging the order of details often saves
unnecessary moving of parts and avoids unnecessary picking up and putting down details.''
"Let's see how Bill Brown rearranged some of the
necessary details on the demonstration job''
- "Because he had changed the location of the
supply boxes, he had to rearrange the details of
picking up the Copper and Brass sheets."
(Nos. 2 and 7)
- "Since he no longer laid out the sheets, he had to
rearrange the inspection details." (Nos. 4a and
9a)
- "It was not necessary to carry boxes to the scale,
and the cases were packed at the bench. So he
rearranged the delivery of cases to the Packing
Department." (No. 25)

''Item 4.-SIMPLIFY all necessary details.''
- "We 'simplify' to make the necessary details safer
and easier to do."
- "The answers to How? give us leads for simplifying
necessary details."

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
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Blackboard-Add

STEP II
QUESTION
Why?}
What?

l

Where?
When?
Who?
How?

STEP III
DEVELOP
"' Eliminate!
• Combine!
.. Rearrange!

Simplify!

- Read and explain the principles under Item 4.
- Pre-position-"To put into the best position for
materials,
easiest pick up, ahead of time.
tools, etc.
In racks or holders."
. Pen Desk Set.
. . . Tools in rack.
- Proper work-"Convenient reaching area."
area
. . . Varies with arm length.
- Gravity feed-"Using gravity to bring parts to the
hoppers
best place in the work area."
... Kitchen match dispenser .
. . . l\!Iagazine-feed furnace.
- Drop delivery-''Disposing
of a part or piece by
chutes
dropping it through a chute to
a container."
. Mail Chute.
Coal Chute.
- Both hands-"Letting
the two hands do useful
work."
. . . Typewriter . . . Linotype .
. . . Simultaneous hand assembly.
- Jigs-" Movable mechanical holding devices."
. . . Clamp . . . Guide . . . Template.

27
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- Fixtures-" Fixed mechanical holding devices usually used in connection with a machine."
. . . Tool Rest . . . Holder.
"Let's see how Bill Brown applied these principles to
simplify the details noted-'Better Way'."

See PP· 76
and 77

- Show how the proposed methods and work-place
were developed from the card by Bill Brown and
the operator.
- Start with the sheets on the bench-one
and cases beside the operator .

riveter,

- Demonstrate all changes as you describe them.
(From the card)
- "The sheets were pre-positioned in the proper
work area."

"Jigs were designed to hold the sheets."
- "An angle arm was added to make the work
easier."
- "Now both hands could do useful work in picking
up the sheets."
- "But it was still necessary to line up the sheets
by hand-an d to use one hand for holding."

- "A fixture was designed to position two riveters."
- "Guides were added to line up the sheets."
- "Now both hands could be used for riveting."

- "Slots were cut in the bench and scrap boxes
were placed under the bench.''
- So scrap could be discarded by drop delivery.

..

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
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- ''Thickness of the fixture was made so a pile of
20 completed shields was flush with the top."
- "Cases for finished shields were pre-positioned
within easy reach."
- "Gravity feed-only

principle not used."

- "The principles on the card were used-and
these principles.''

only

N OTE.-The group may offer ideas for further improvements

- They may suggest: Foot operated riveters . . .
4 riveters in one Fixture . . . A bar over 2
Riveters ... Possibly a woman can do the job.
- Compliment the members for doing the right kind
of thinking-you know they ,vill apply it to their
jobs.
Review how STEP II and STEP III are used in order
to insure a complete improvement.

- "The answers to Why? and What? identify unnecessary details to be eliminated."
- "The answers to Where?, When ?, and Who? give
leads for combining and rearranging."
- "The answers to How? supply leads for developing
'the one best way' today by simplifying."
''Item 5.-Work

- "'Vecan

out your idea with others"

often get VALUABLEIDEAS from the

'BOSS.'"

- "He is the one who knows what changes will
take place and where more production is
necessary.''
- "He can give us practical leads. "
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(some discussion)
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- "Our operators can help us. Working out an
idea with an operator is especially important."
(some discussion)
- "Remember how Bill Brown 'worked with' one of
his operators."

- "Operators have good ideas too; often just
as many as we have-sometimes morel"
- "Don't work out an idea and spring it on an
operator. None of us would like that .
Neither would the operator."
- "When he helps work out an idea he gets
real satisfaction.''

- "An interested and satisfied worker is just as
important as the idea itself."
- "Usually everyone is glad to help if we ask him."
"Item 6.-Write up your proposed new method"
- "Many ideas 'die' before they are put into effect
or are written down."
- "Write up exactly what your new method will do
and how it can be done."
- uA written proposal is a complete summary of
your proposed improvement."
"We will discuss how to write up a proposal m
detail, during Session II."

1 hr.
30 min.
to here

- "After we have made a job break-down-questioned every detail-and
developed the New
Method-we are prepared to put it to work."

FOR IMPROVING

TIME
TABLE
Allow
8 min.
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12. STEP IV: APPLY THE NEW METHOD
Read entire STEP IV
Blackboard-Add
Step IV-APPLY The New Method

- "Improvements are of no value unless put to
work."
- "Using STEP IV insures the success of improvements."
- "Lack of STEP IV, in the past, has prevented many
good improvements from being put to work.''
"Item 1.-SELL your proposal to the BOSS"
Blackboard-Add

Step IV.-APPLY The New Method
Sell-·
- "To get his approval for a trial."

- ''Give him a short, complete story-facts
in your written proposal."

only-

- "Use break-down sheets, samples, sketches."
- "Put it up to the boss at the appropriate timeWatch your timing!"
HAND OUT PROPOSED METHOD BREAK-DOWN
- Compare with present method break-down. Show
how they can le used as a selling story.
- "Also use written proposals to explain what this
improvement will do and how it can be done?"
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- "List production increases and better uses of
Manpo wer, Machines, Material, Space, Equipment-also quality and safety improvements."

WITHIN INDUSTRY PLAN

"Item 2.-SELL the new method to the OPERATORS"

- "So it will get a fair test."
- "Perhaps only one helped develop it , but seve ral
will have to use it."
- "Instruct Operators in new methods carefully.
Use the Job Instruction plan."
- ''Get the operators' cooperation and ideas on all
improvements."
(some discussion)
"Item 3.-Get FINAL APPROVAL of all concerned on
SAFETY, QUALITY, QUANTITY, COST"
Blatkboard-Add
Step IV-APPLY The New Method
Sell-Approvals-

- "Getting approvals will prevent trouble."
- "Get approval of immediate supervisor on all
factors."

- "Where necessary, get approval for:"
- ''Safety-Safety

Engineers and Operators."

- "Qua lity-Inspectors
- ''Quantity-Production
- "Cost -Cost

and Laboratory."
and Planning Depts."

Department."

- ''Follow regular organization lines.''

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
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''Item 4.-PUT the new method TO WORK-use
until a better WAY is developed''

33
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Blackboard-Add
Step IV-APPLY The New Method
Sell-Approvals-Use- "Avoid waiting, get action as quickly as possible.
Waiting 'kills' more ideas than lack of brains."
(some discussion)
- "Right now is the time when we need every practical improvement working for us."
- ''Check to be sure the operators don't slip back to
the old, more familiar method."
- "Remember there will always be a better way.
Keep searching for further improvements.''

''Item 5.-Give CREDIT where credit is due"
Blackboard-Add
Step IV.-APPLY The New Method
Sell-Approvals-Use-Credit
- ''One stolen idea will stop all others.''
- "Stopping ideas is sabotage.''
- "We want to be sure we give proper credit and
show sincere appreciation.''

- "Ask the boss to say a word of apprec!ation
to the person who made or helped with the
improvement."
1 hr.
38 min.

to here

- 'The more credit we give the more ideas we get .'r
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13. SELL THE USE OF THE JOB METHODS PLAN

Allow
7min.

Review the 4-step plan
- Read each step and the main items under each.
- "These 4 steps were all the foreman used to mak e
the impro vement on the demonstration job."
- "These principles are all we need to make thousands of valuable improvements."
- Stress importance of LEARNING Instruction
CARD.
''Would more improvements right now-today-help
you with your present production problems?"
(some discussion)
- Use the following 5 paragraphs if more "selling"
is necessary :
- "One improvement each week would make
any Supervisor's job easie r, reduce 'bottlenecks' and cut down the number of 'trouble'
jobs."
- '' One improvement today is worth ten times
as much now as it would be next year."
- "We can't afford to be 'TOO BUSY' to find
time to continually sear ch for improvements."
- "Our fighting forces need greater quantities
of quality products in less time to win this
war."
- "Improvements must be made now!"
"Will this Job Methods plan make it easier for you to
develop and apply improvements?" (some discussion)

FOR IMPROVI iG JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE
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- If any say "no," point out that the plan will help

on any production job that includes Material
Handling, Machine Work, or Hand Work.
- To break down, "Our work is different" attitude,
point out that these principles have been applied
by ot~ers to:

- Mass Production and Job Shops.
- Process, Assembly,
Foundry Work.

...
1 hr.
46 min.

to here

Allow
10 min.

Machine-tool,

and

- Airplanes, Tank s, Guns, Ships, Munitions,
Chemical and Lumber 1\1:anufacturing .
- Get all to agree th at, "It can be done."
14. ASSIGN l1VIPROVE1\1ENTDEMONSTRATIONS
FOR SESSION II
''This is the whole story-Let's

put it to work"

- ''Everyone will make Job l\fothods improvements.''
- ''Pick out a short job in your department on which
you need Greater Quantities of Quality Products in Less Time. Perhaps, one that's giving
you trouble.''
- "Don't try to find one that might show startling
improvement.''

- "Take any job -perhaps the first one that you
think of--or the first one you see as you walk
through the department."
- ''Make a Job BREAK-DOWN of the present
method.''
- "QUESTION every detail on the Break-down."
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- "DEVELOP the new method."
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- "Make a proposed method job break-down."
- "If you don't find an improvement on the

first job, tackle another one."
- "Get ready to tell us how you APPLIED or will
APPLY the new method."
- "Bring break-downs and samples, sketches, material, equipment, and tools to show both the
present and proposed methods to the Group."
- "About 20 minutes for both methods."
- Ask members to name the job they will "tackle"
for improvement.
"DO NOT BRING in any SECRET PRODUCTS
or processes. Check this with your boss.''
Assign 3 improvement demonstrations for Session II
- Get 3 volunteers for Session II.
- "Any short job in your own department."
- "All improvements must be NEW IDEAS-no
ancient history!"
- Be sure they understand exactly what to do for
Session IL
- Have them tell you what they are going to do.
HAND OUT BLANK BREAK-DOWN SHEETS
1 hr.
56 min.

to here

- 2 to each member-1 for present, 1 for proposed.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE
Allow
5min.

15. RESISTANCE AND RESENTMENTAND CLOSING
"Two human failings have stopped many improvements
from being put to work."
- ''The first of these is RESIST AN CE to new
ideas."
- "Don't be surprised if someone with whom you are
checking over an idea tells you, 'The Present
Method has been successful for twenty yearswhy change it?' That is a natural reaction."
- "Be careful of the natural resistance everyone
seems to have toward new improvements."
- ''We all tend to defend past practice, precedent,
tradition, custom, habit-and to argue against
any new ideas."
- Cite some examples of resistance to such things
as: Balloon Tires, Hydraulic Brakes, Clipper
Planes.
- "Don't let resistance interfere with rmprovements."
"The principles of the Job Methods plan are not
new. They were developed thirty years ago."
- "Job Methods is a streamlined and simplified
version of tried and proved principles."
"The second failing is RESENTMENT of criticism''
- "Perhaps someone may interpret our search for a
better method as personal criticism."
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- ''It is up to us to explain our purpose, which is a
constructi ve search for a better way to get out
the production needed for the war effort."

WITHIN INDUSTRY PLAN

- "Let's not be afraid to bring in improvements
that may infer criticism of ourselves, i. e.
'Why didn't you think of that one before?' "
- "Our discussion of each job improvement will be
only constructive, not personal criticism."

- "Let's be sure that fear of criticism doesn 't stop
any of our ideas for improvements."
Close promptly with these remarks
"Remember the job we all have to do m this
War of Production."

"Ke ep in mind that improving job methods is
part of our fighting assignment. "
- Stress how job methods improvements will help
in our drive to produce greater quantities of
quality products in less time.
- "Learn the instruction card before Session II."
- "Remember your assignments for Session II."

- "Bring in break-downs, sketches, materials, etc.for actual demonstrations."
- "Session II will be held on:

______________
______
_ from ________________
_____
to -------------------·"
(Day)

'Y

End of
2d hr.

(H our )

(Hour)

- Collect name cards for use at other Sessions.
Record attendance.

FOR IMPROVING

BEFORE

YOU

JOB METHODS

BEGIN

.

SESSION
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II

BE SURE YOU HAVE THESE MATERIALS

Extra JM Instruction Cards
Extra Blank Break-down Sheets
14 Sample Proposals

14 Proposal Sheets
3 Proposal Reports
Attendance Record

BE AT MEETING ROOM 15 MINUTES BEFORE SESSION IS DUE TO OPEN

Arrange chairs.

Look after ventilation, blackboard, chalk, eraser, etc.
REMEMBER

In Session II the emphasis is on STEP I: Break down the job.
WORK FROM THE OUTLINE-DON'T

TRUST TO MEMORY

If you are invited to visit operations in the Plant, BE ABSOLUTELY SUREYOU DON'T YIELD TO THE TEMPTATION OF GIVING AN "EXPERT(S" ··'
OPINION AS TO IMPROVEMENT OF ANY OPERATION YOU OBSERVE ./
!

'
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Allow
6min.

OUTLINEFOR SESSION II
I. OPENING THE SESSION
Opening remarks
- Keep the meeting informal.
Hand out name cards.
- Express appreciation of the group's interest in
improvement of Job Metho ds as indicated by
their coming promptly.

...
6mill.
to here

- "We have seen how the 4-step Job Methods Plan
was applied to a sample job.''
- "We will now see how these principles can be
applied to our own jobs.''

Allow
10 min.

2. REVIEW SESSI ON I
Review purpose and 4 steps of the Job Methods plan
- Emphasize the purpose.
- Have the group give you the 4 steps and the main
items under each.
Blackboard
STEP I.-BREAK DOWN The Job
List ALLDetails

STEP II

STEP III

QUESTION

DEVELOP

Why?}

What?

Where?)
When?
Who?
How?

• Eliminate!
Combine!
.,.Rearrange!
.,.Simplify!

STEP IV.-APPLY The New Method
Sell-Approvals-Use-Credit

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
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- Review the use of each step and each item as you
put them on the black board.

15 min.
to here

- Stress the relation of STEP II to STEP III.

Allow
l hour
20 min.

3. PRACTICE DEMONSTRATIONS-TWO

JOBS

''The purpose of each demonstration is to learn by
doing"
- "When we're convinced the plan can be practically applied, we can make many improvements.''
- "We are interested in both the improvements and
the application of the 4-step plan."
''To'"getmaximum benefit and to make the demonstrations clear to everyone each member will follow
this procedure"
- :_Brief the following 8 points on the blackboard:
- "Describe briefly the job you have 'tackled' and
explain samples and sketches you will use."

- "Demonstrate the present method."
- "Show present method break-down and read
details.''

- ''Explain what information and leads you obtained
from the answers to questions in STEP II."
''Explain how this information helped you to
eliminate, combine, rearrange and simplify
details while developing the new method in
STEP III.''
~-~

- - "Demonstrate the proposed method."
- "Explain how you used, onvill use, the items under
STEP IV to help you apply the new method."
- "Sum=up the improvements on your job."

See p. 77
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Ask group members to follow the demonstration with
the Job Methods instruction card before them
- ''Check to be sure each part of every step has
been considered."

- "Mak e notes for constructive comments and for
questions after demonstration is finished."
- "Ther e will be no discussion DURING demonstration-only questions on points not clear."
Call on the first volunteer
- Ask the volunteer: "Is this improvement new?
Have you made a present and a proposed breakdown?"
- If either answer is "No," call on the second
volunteer.

- Have the volunteer follow the demonstration procedure outlined above.
How to comment on each demonstration
- Compliment the volunteer on the good points that
show proper application of the Job Methods
Plan.

- Ask members if there are questions about the
demonstration they want to ask or further improvements they want to suggest.
- Discuss the application of each part of the 4 steps
and exactly how they helped the supervisor
make his improvement.
- Stress :-"Was it worked out with the operator(s)?"
-"How was credit given (or planned)?"

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE

- Be sure you don't take the attitude of an
"EXPERT." You should ONLY LEAD THE
DISCUSSION.

- On questions involving company policy, the supervisor should be referred to his own management.
- Sum up the results of the improvements in terms
of increased production and machine use, savings in materials, better quality, safety, and
housekeeping, etc. (use blackboard).
- Record each improvement on the Attendance
Record and the Proposal Report.
Stress the use of STEP I on each demonstration.

-- The correct way to make a break-down should be
clearly and completely explained before proceeding to the next demonstration.
- Show how easily a break-down can PROPERLY
be made by using the volunteer's job.
- Write out on the blackboard entire present breakdown (or a substantial part).

- Repeat the definition of a detail: "Every single
thing that is done, every Inspection, every
Delay."
- Stress advantage of plenty of notes.
- Emphasize the value of the break-down.
- "We cannot investigate all details properly before
listing them carefully."
"We must have all the facts."
- "The success of the improvement depends on
information obtained from questioning a complete breakdown."
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Call on the second volunteer (if time permits)

- Use same procedure as with first volunteer.
- Be sure to sum up carefully all improvements
in the demonstration (use blackboard).
- Record the improvement on the Attendance
Record and the Proposal Report.
- Continue to stress importance of the break-down.
- List all details on the board to further emphasize
the importance of the break-down.

- Use both present and proposed methods if necessary.

1 hr.
35 min.
to here
Allow
10 min.

-Prove that a break-down of the Present Method
listing all details and facts makes it easy to
"question" thoroughly and to ''develop" completely.
4. EXPLAIN USE OF THE PROPOSAL SHEET
Explain importance of writing up proposed new method

- "Too many proposed improvements 'die' before
they are put into practice or put down on paper."
- "The write-up is a good device for SELLING the
improvement to the boss."
- "It

is very useful in getting final approval on
Safety, Quality, Quantity, Cost, etc."

- "Practical improvements can be passed on and
used by others in the Plant."
How to write up a proposal
- HAND OUT SAMPLE PROPOSAL.
- Read the proposal and discuss it in detail.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE

- "It is important to list the improved uses of Manpower, Machines and Material at the beginning
of the proposal.''

- "Improvements in quality, design, safety, housekeeping, etc., should also be included."
- "We must tell exactly how the improvement can
be made and what will be accomplished.''
- Stress the importance of heading, signature,
samples, sketches, and job break-down sheets.
- "The names of those who should receive credit
should also be shown."
- Explain how the check list of questions on the
back of proposal sheet should be used.

- "The questions will help us check the completeness of our improvement."
- "They may give us some new ideas."
- "At least, they will stimulate our thinking
improving the job."
"Each member will write up a proposal"
- "It should be written-up similar to the sample."

HAND OUT PROPOSAL SHEETS

- "Those who put on their demonstrations are now
ready to write up proposals in final form."
- "These members will read their proposals to the
Group during Session III."
1 hr.
46 min.
to here

- "Others will wait until after the demonstrations
to write up and present their proposals."

45
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TIME
TABLE

5. ASSIGN DEMONSTRATIONS FOR SESSION III

Allow
10 min.

Ask for 4 volunteers for Session III demonstrations

- "Any short job in your department.
product or process."

Not a secret

- "Tackle the first job you come to when you walk
into your department."
- "All demonstrations must be made by applying
this Job Methods plan."

- "We don't want a review of improvements that
have been already put in effect."
- "Each Volunteer will make a job break -down of
the job he has selected-question every detaildevelop a New Method-and
work out a plan
for applying the New Method."
- "Also make a break-down of the new method."
- "If you can't improve the first job you tackle;
break down, question, and develop another one."

- Ask each Volunteer to name the job on which he
will apply the 4-Step Plan.
- Have volunteers tell you what they are going to
do to follow the 4-Step Plan.
- Check with the others in the group to be sure all
are working on a job and all are using the 4-st ep
plan.

...
1 hour
55 min.
to here

- "D emonstrations are scheduled for 20 minutes for
both present and proposed methods."
- Invite any who want help to stay after Session.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE
Allow
5 min.
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6. REVIEW AND CLOSING
Review

- Stress the value of learning the purpose, the 4
steps and the items under each step.
- Review the use of the proposal sheet and the check
list of questions.
Closing the session
- Sell the idea that "learning by doing" is the only
way to gain confidence.

- "Job Methods improvement is a regular part of
the supervisor's daily job."
- Point out the personal advantage to supervisors
who make good improvements regularly.
- Stress the value of having their proposals carefully
worked out with everybody concerned before
turning them in for final approval.
- Close promptly with the reminder that Session III

will be held on
______________________
from ______________________
to ___________________
.

...
End of
2d hr.

(Day)

- Collect name cards.

(Hou r )

Record attendance.

(Hou r)
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TRAINING

BEFORE

WITHIN INDUSTRY PLAN

YOU

BEGIN

SESSION

III

BE SURE YOU HAVE THESE MATERIALS

Extra JM Instruction Cards
Extra Proposal Sheets
Extra Blank Break-down Sheets
Proposal Reports
Attendance Record

BE AT MEETING ROOM 15 MINUTES BEFORE SESSION IS DUE TO OPEN
Arrange chairs.

Look after ventilation, blackboard, chalk, eraser, etc.

REMEMBER
The emphasis in Session III is on STEP II: Question every detail.

WORK FROM THE OUTLINE-DON'T

TIME

TABLE
Allow
5min.

TRUST TO MEMORY

OUTLINE FOR SESSION III
1. OPENING THE SESSION

Opening remarks
- Hand out name cards.

- Express your appreciation of the interest shown
by the group at the last Session.
5 min.

to here
Allow
5min.

- Compliment those who presented constructive
improvements during Session II.
2. REVIEW SESSIONS I AND II
Review the purpose, the 4 steps, and the proposal sheet
- Stress the importance of using the Job Methods
plan to make the best use of all the Manpower,
Materials, and Machines now available.
- Have the group tell you the 4 steps. Have them
put_ their cards in their pockets during the
review.
- Review the use of EACH STEP as you put it on
the board.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
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Blackboard

TABLE

STEP 1.-BREAK

DOWN The Job

List ALL details

STEP II
QUESTION

STEP III
DEVELOP

Why?}
What?

.. Eliminate!

Where?)

Combine!
11i-Rearrange!

When?
Who?
How?

.,..Simplify!

STEP IV.-APPLY The New Method
Sell-Approvals-Use-Credit
V

10 min.
to here

Allow
1 hr.
40 min.

- Review use and importance of proposal sheet.

3. PRACTICE DEMONSTRATIONS-FOUR

JOBS

Stress the value of demonstrations
- ''Leaming by doing gives us confidence.''

- "We see the practical application of these principles
to our jobs."
- ''Everyone of us has the same opportunity to
show his ability in making improvements."
Ask each volunteer to follow this procedure
- Brief the following 8 points on the blackboard:
- "Describe briefly the job you have 'tackled' and
explain samples and sketches you will use."

-· ''Demonstrate the present method.."

See p. 77
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- "Show present method break-down and read
details."

- ''Explain what informatfon and leads you obtained from the answers to the questions in
STEP II."
- "Explain how this information helped you to
eliminate, combine, rearrange and simplify
details while developing the new method in
STEP III."
- "Demonstrate the proposed method."
- "Explain how you used, or will use, the items
under STEP IV to help you apply the new
method."
- "Sum up the improvements on your job."
Ask group members to follow the demonstration with
the Job Methods instruction card before them
- ''Check to be sure each part of every step has been
considered.''

- "Make notes for constructive comments and questions to use AFTER demonstration is finished."
- "There will le no discussion during demonstration--only questions on points not clear.' '
Call on the first volunteer
- Ask the volunteer: "Is this idea new? Have you
made a present and proposed break-down?"

- If either answer is "No," call on the next
volunteer.
- Have the volunteer follow the demonstration
procedure outlined alove.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE

How to comment on each demonstration
- Compliment the volunteer on the good points that
show application of the Jol Methods Plan.

- Ask members if there are questions about the
demonstration they want to ask or further
improvements they want to suggest.
- Discuss the application of each part of the 4
steps and exactly how they helped the supervisor make his improvement.
- Stress:-"Was it worked out with the operator(s)?"
- "How was credit given (or planned)?"
- Be sure you do not assume the attitude of an
"expert."
You should ONLY LEAD the
discussion.

- On questions involving company policy, the supervisor should 1:,ereferred to the management.
- Sum up the results of the improvements in terms
of increased production and machine use-savquality, safety, and
ings in materials-better
housekeeping-etc.
(use blackboard)
- Record each improvement on the Attendance
Record and on the Proposal Report.
Stress the use of STEP II during this practice period
- Stress the importance of a questioning attitude
throughout this Session.

- Get the group to ask Why? What? Where?
When? Who? How? Questions during the
discussion after each demonstration.
- Review the relation of Step II to Step III.
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TIME
TABLE

- Stress the importance of asking each bracket of
questions for each detail.
- Emphasize the need for holding back "fl ash ide as"
and noting them on the breakdown sheets.
- "The best improvements are developed only after
careful and complete questioning. ' '
- Explain why it is essential to complete STEP II
before starting STEP III.
- Stress the importance of questioning all factors
in Item 2 of STEP II and how these may affect
the details of the job.

Demonstrations No. 2, No. 3, No. 4 (same as No. 1)
- Sum up th e improvements on each job.
blackboard)

(use

- Record each improvemen t on Attendance Record
and on Proposal Report.

,,
1 hr.
50 min.
t o here

"The four members who put on demonstrations will
write up their proposals and read them at Session

All~w
5 min .

4. PROPOSALS ON SESSION II
DEMONSTRATIONS

IV."

Ask members who put on demonstrat·ons
Session II to read their written proposals.

durin g

- Ask for comments and suggestions.

- Recommend that the proposals, break -down sheets,
sketches, samples be submitted at once for
approval and action.
V

1 hr .
55 m in .
to her e

- Record results
Report .

of improvements

on Proposal

FOR IMPROVING

TIME
TABLE
Allow
5 min.

JOB METHODS
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5. ASSIGN DEMONSTRATIONS FOR SESSION IV
-AND CLOSE
Ask for volunteers for Session IV demonstrations
- "Any short job.

Not a secret product or process."

- "Must be NEW improvements."
- "Follow the 4-step plan."

- "Make a break-down of the proposed method."
- Check the jobs with volunteers.

- Invite any who want help to stay after Session.
Closing the session

- Point out the high points of each demonstration
and compliment the group on their progress.
- Remind the group that similar improvements will
go far to help win the war.
- Emphasize the urgent need for every improvement.
- Stress the value of taking time to develop New
Methods that save time, machines and material.
- Close promptly with a reminder about Session IV

on ________________________
from ______________
_______
___to -------------·
(Day)

'If

End of
2d hr.

- Collect name cards.

(Hour)

Record attendance.

(Hour)

TRAINING
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BEFORE

WITHIN INDUSTRY PLAN

YOU

BEGIN

SESSION

IV

BE SURE YOU HAVE THESE MATERIALS

Extra JM Instruction Cards
Extra Proposal Sheets
Extra Blank Break-down Sheets
Proposal Reports
Attendance Record
BE AT MEETING ROOM 15 MINUTES BEFORE SESSION IS DUE TO OPEN

Make an appointment with the Plant Representative to see him on the day Session
V will be held and 45 minutes before it opens. The object is to review with him
the Methods Improvemimts presentP.d at Sessions II, III, and IV which you
have listed on your PROPOSAL REPORT.
Between the close of Session IV and the time of your appointment, prepare the
PROPOSAL REPORT you will discuss with the Plant Representa. ti ve.
In the Meeting Room arrange chairs, look after ventilation, blackboard, crayon,
eraser, etc.
REMEMBER
The emphasis in Session IV is on STEP III: Develop the new method with others.
WORK FROM THE OUTLINE-DON'T

TRUST TO MEMORY

OUTLINE FOR SESSION IV
TIME
TABLE
Allow
6min.

1. OPENING THE SESSION

Opening remarks

- Hand out name cards.
- Express your appreciation of the interest and
enthusiasm shown by the group.
- Compliment those who presented constructive
improvements at Session III.
- Stress the need for developing improvements and
for getting action so they will be put into effect.
- Ask if the improvements proposed during Sessions
II and III have been put into etrect.

6 min.

to here

NoTE.-This will give you something concrete to talk
over with the plant representative.

'

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE
Allow
6 min.
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2. REVIEW PREVIOUS SESSIONS
Review purpose and 4 steps of the Job Methods plan
- Ask a member to state the purpose without
looking at the instruction card.
- Ask the group to develop the 4 steps without
using the card.

Blackboard

Step I.-BREAK DOWN The Job
Step 11.-QUESTION Every Detail
Step 111.-DEVELOP The New Method
Step IV.-APPLY The New Method

10 min.

to here
Allow

1 hr.
36 min.

- Point out some outstanding applications of the
4 steps in Session III demonstrations.
3. PRACTICE DEMONSTRATIONS-FOUR

JOBS

Point out the advantage to all members of applying
the Job Methods principles to all jobs
- "The demonstrations at Sessions II and III
illustrated the importance of learning by doing.''

Ask each volunteer to follow this procedure
- Brief the following8 points on the blackboard:
- "Describe briefly the job you have 'tackled' and
explain samples and sketches you will use."
- "Demonstrate the present method."

- ''Show present method break-down and read
details."

Seep. 77
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TIME
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- "Explain what information and leads you obtained from the answers to the questions in
STEP II."
- ''Explain how this information helped you to
eliminate, combine, rearrange, and simplify
details while developing the new method in
STEP Ill."
- ''Demonstrate the proposedmethod.''
- "Explain how you used or will use the items
under STEP IV to help you apply the new
method.''
- "Sum up the improvements on your job."
Ask group members to follow the demonstration with
the Job Methods instruction card before them
- "Check to be sure that each part of every step
has been considered. 11
- "Make notes for constructive ·comments and
questions after demonstration is finished."
- "There will be no discussion DURING demonstration-only questions on points not clear."
Call on the first volunteer
- Ask the volunteer : "Is this idea new? Have you
made a present and a proposed break-down?"
- If either answer is "NO"-eall

on the next

volunteer.
- Have the volunteer follow the demonstration
procedure outlined above.
How to comment on each demonstration
- Compliment the volunteer on the good points
that show application of the Job Methods Plan.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE

- Ask members if there are questions about the
demonstration they want to ask or further improvements they want to suggest .
- Discuss the application of each part of the 4 steps
and exactly how they helped the supervisor
make his improvement.
- Stress: -"Was it worked out with the operator(s)?"
-"How was credit given (or planned)?"
- Be sure you do not assume the attitude of an
"expert." You should ONLY LEAD the discussion.
- On questions involving company policy, the supervisor should be referred to the management.
- Sum up the results of the improvements in terms
of-increase d production and machine usesavings in materials-better
quality, safety and
housekeeping-etc . (use the blackboard)
- Record each improvement on the Attendance
Record and on the Proposal Report.
Stress the use of STEP III during this practice period
- Show again the relation of STEP II to STEP III.
Blackboard

STEP II
QUESTION
Why? l
What? 1--------

-- Eliminate!

Where?
When?· ------Who?

.. Combine!
.. Rearrange!

How?

!--------

STEP III
DEVELOP

Ii>Simplify!
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TIME

- ''Eliminating all unnecessary details eliminates
waste. This will save manpower, machines,
and materials that are badly needed."

TABLE

- "Combining and rearranging details reduces handling and backtracking.''
- "Simplifying all necessary details by applying the
principles on the card makes the work easier
and safer for the operator."

- "Thus , we can produce greater quantities of
quality products in less time by making the best
. possible use of the manpower, machines, and
materials available." '
Demonstrations No. 2, No. 3, No. 4 (same as No. 1)
- "The four members who put on demonstrations
will write up their proposals and submit them at
Session V."

1 hr.
45 min.
to here
Allow
10 min.

- ''Those who put on their demonstrations at Session
V will bring in their written proposals and revise
them (if necessary) during the discussion
periods."
4. PROPOSALS ON SESSION III
DEMONSTRATIONS
Ask members who put on demonstrations at Session
III to read their written proposals to the group

- - Ask for comments and suggestions.
- Recommend that the proposals, break-down sheets,
sketches, samples, etc. be submitted at once for
approval and ACTION.
- Remind the group it is important to· give credit
where credit is due.
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FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE

l

1 hr.
65 min.
to here
Allow
6 min.

- Stress the great importance of continuing to
search for better ways.

- Record the results
Proposal Report.

of improvements

on the

5. ASSIGN DEMONSTRATIONS FOR SESSION V
-AND CLOSE
Ask for remaining volunteers for Session V demonstrations.

- "Any short job.

Not a secret product or process."

- "Must be NEW improvements."
- "Follow the 4-step plan."

- "Make a break-down of the proposed method."
- Check the types of jobs with volunteers.

- Invite any who want help to stay after Session.
Closing the session

- Review the outstanding improvements in the
demonstration jobs and compliment the group
on their progress.
- Point out the personal satisfaction and the
advantages to the supervisor who increases production by improving Job Methods.
- Close promptly with a reminder about Session V

on ___________________
from _______________
to ----------------·
(Day)

End of
2d hr.

- Collect name cards.

(Hour)

Record attendance.

(Hour)
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BEFORE

WITHIN

YOU

INDUSTRY

BEGIN

PLAN

SESSION

V
I

BE SURE YOU HAVE THESE MATERIALS

Extra JM Instruction Cards
Extra Blank Break-down Sheets
Attendance Record

Extra Proposal Sheet s
Proposal Reports
'

BE AT PLANT 45 MINUTES BEFORE SESSION IS DUE TO OPEN

See the Plant Representative and review with him the PROPOSAL REPORT
on the Demonstrations made by members of the Group during Sessions II, III,
and IV.
Tell the Plant Representative that in closing Session V you will ask each
member of the Group to PLEDGE he will BREAK DOWN and QUESTION at
least ONE JOB EVERY WEEK, and to PLEDGE he will DEVELOP and APPLY
as many IMPROVEMENTS as possible on these jobs according to the Job Methods
Plan .

In this discu ssion strive to further develop the Plant Representative's intere st
so he will see that his Company's management gives constructive and continuing
ENCOURAGEMENT to the Job Methods Plan and to the supervisors who have
participated in it.
BE AT MEETING ROOM 15 MINUTES BEFORE SESSION IS DUE TO OPEN

Arrange chairs.

Look after ventilation, blackboard, chalk, eraser, etc.

REMEMBER

The emphasis in Session V is on STEP IV: Apply the new method.

WORK FROM THE OUTLINE-DON'T

TRUST TO MEMORY

WITHIN TWO DAYS AFTER SESSION V

Make it a point to complete the ATTENDANCE RECORD and your PROPOSAL REPORT ON ALL DEMONSTRATIONS made by the group. Submit
the ORIGINAL to the Plant Representative and one copy to the TWI DISTRICT
OFFICE; keep a copy for yourself. See that the TWI DISTRICT OFFICE
receives the Attendance Record PROMPTLY.

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE
Allow
5 min.

OUTLINE FOR SESSION V
I. OPENING THE SESSION
Opening remarks

- Hand out name cards.
- Express your appreciation of the interest the
Group has shown during the four sessions.
- Compliment those who presented constructive
improvements at Session IV.

"'

6 min.

to here
Allow
5 min.

- Cite one or two recent improvements which are
the result of applying the Job Methods plan.

2. REVIEW PREVIOUS SESSIONS
Review purpose and 4 steps of the Job Methods plan
·- Ask the group to give the 4 steps and state purpose· -without looking at instructio n card.
-· Review use of steps.
Blackboard
Step 1.-BREAK DOWN The J ob
Step 11.-QUESTION Every Detail
Step 111.- DEVELOP The New Method

"'

10 min.
to here
Allow

Step IV.- APPLY The New Metho d

3. PRACTICE DEMONSTRATIONS - TWO JOBS

1 hr.

10 min .

Value of demonstrations

- "Learn to present new method before group."
- "Develop experience by observing how .:>thers
improve their job methods."
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TIME

- "Through group discussion we benefit from the
experience of others.''

TABLE

Ask each volunteer to follow this procedure
- Brief the following 8 points on the blackboard:
- "Describe briefly the job you have 'tackled' and
explain samples and sketches you will use."

- "Demonstrate the present method."
- "Show present method break-down and read
details.''

- "Explain what information and leads you
obtained from the answers to the questions
in STEP II."
- "Explain how thi s information helped you to
eliminate, combine, rearrange, and simplify
detail s while developing the new method in
STEP Ill.''
- ~_''Demonstrate the proposed method.''
- "Expl ain how you used or will use the items
under STEP IV to help you apply the new
method."
- "Sum=up the improvements on your job."
Ask group members to follow the demonstration with
the Job Methods instruction card before them

- "Check to be sure that each part of every step:has
been considered."
- "Make notes for comments and questions to use
AFTER demonstration is finished."
- "There will be no discussion DURING demonstration, only questions on points not clear."

Ses p. 77

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS

TIME
TABLE

Call on the first volunteer
- Ask the volunteer: "Is this idea new? .Have you
made a present and a proposed break-down?"

- If the answer to either is "No," call on the
next volunteer.
- Have the volunteer follow the demonstration procedure outlined above.
How to comment on each demonstration
- Compliment the volunteer on the good points that
show application of the Job Methods Plan.

- Ask members if there are questions about the
demonstration they want to ask or further improvements they want to suggest.
-:-Discuss the application of each part of the four
steps and exactly how ·they helped the supervisor
make his improvement.
- Stress:-"Was it worked out with the operator(s)?"
- "How was credit given (or planned)?"
- Be sure you do not assume the attitude of an
"expert." You should ONLY LEAD the discussion.

- On questions involving company policy, the supervisor should be referred to the management.
- Sum up the results of the improvements in terms
of increased production and machine use, savings in materials, better quality, safety and
housekeeping--etc.
(use blackboard).
- Record each improvement on the Attendance
R2cord and on the Proposal Report.
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TIME
TABLE
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Stress the use of STEP IV during this practice period
- Discuss the value of a complete, clear and concise
write-up for the "Boss."
- Also break-down sheets (Present and Proposed), sketches, samples, savings in
manpower, machines and materials.
- Talk over the various reasons why operators may
need to be sold on the new method, even though
it was worked out with one or more of them
earlier (in Step III).
- Discuss effective ways for selling new methods
to operators.
- "Securing final approval from all concerned is
necessary to assure proper authorization for
making changes in methods and to avoid
difficulties.''
- Stress the importance of quick action in putting
the New :Method to work.
- "Constant checking is necessary to make
sure the new method remains in effect."
- "Keep on searching for a better method.''
- "Give credit where credit is due."
- "Credit is a powerful incentive to producing more and better ideas."
- "Credit should be given to every person
who helped make an improvement."
- "Fa:lure to give credit may stop all other good
ideas that might come from the Department
or the Plant."
- "Proper credit is indispensable to the success of
the Job Methods plan."

FO3t IMPROVI N G JOB METHODS
TIME

TABLE

- Ask the "Boss" to give credit to those who have
helped you.
, Demonstration No. 2 (same as No. 1)
- Sum up the improvements on each job.

1 hr.
20 min .
to here
Allow
20 min.

- Record each improvement on Attendance Record
and on Proposal Report.

4. PROPOSALS ON SESSIONS IV AND V
DEMONSTRATIONS
Ask members who put on demonstrations during sessions IV and V to read their completed proposals
to the group
- Ask for comments and suggest ions.

..,

- Recommend that t he proposals, break-downs, etc.
be submitted at once for approval and ACTION.

1 hr .

40 min.

to here

- Record results of improvements on t he Proposal
Report.

Allow
10 min.

5. REVIEW THE JOB INSTRUCTION PLAN
Stress the importance of instructing operators properly
- "Failure to properly instruct operators may mean
fallure of the new method.''
- "To be sure the new method is done exactly right,
instruct the worker carefully-following the Job
Instruction P"lan."

Ask members to tell you the four get-ready points of
the Job Instruction plan
1.- "Have a time table."
2.- ''Break down the Job-List
and the key points."

the principal steps
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TIME
TABLE

3.-"Have

everything ready."

4.-"Have

the work place properly arranged."

Ask members to give the 4 basic steps of the Job
· Instruction plan (YOU review sub-heads briefly).
- ''Step I-Prepare

the worker.''

- ''Step 2-Present

the operation.''

- ''Step 3-Try

out performance.''

- ''Step 4-Follow

up.''

- " 'If the worker hasn't learned, the instructor
hasn't taught' applies to all jobs."
1 hr.
60 min.
to here

Allow
10 min.

- ''Be sure this plan is used every time an operator
is instructed in a New Method."

6. SUMMARY AND CLOSING APPEAL
Summarize the Job Methods plan
- Review the purpose.
- "Carrying out this purpose will help you
personally, and it will help win the war."
- Review the four steps completely.

- Be sure every member has an instruction card.
- Urge every member to keep the instruction
card with him and to use it every time he
begins to improve a Job Method.
- "All the principles that are needed to improve
hundreds of our jobs are on this card."

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
TIME
TABLE

The group member's responsibility

- "Now that our five meetings are over and each of
us has demonstrated, 'it can be done,' we have
a responsibility. It begins here and now."

•

- ''This plan is only as good as we make it-by applying it today, tomorro w, and every day to every
job and keeping on applying it."
- Ask the MEMBERS of the group TO PLEDGE
that they will break down and question at least
one job every week.
- And to pledge they will develop and apply
as ma ny improvements on these jobs as

th ey can .
- Assure the group of management's support, and
pledge to give propo sals prompt action.
Closing appeal

- "Our men and women on the fighting front are
risking their lives to win this war today, tomorrow, and every day of the week."
- "We all know by now that improvements in job
methods will definitely help us produce greater
quantities of quality products in less time."
_.._"I know you will put the Job Methods plan to
work every time you can so you can do even
more for the war effort.''
- "And, I know that the improvements you make
will be a credit to you and to the company.''
- "Take time to study every job. Encourage others
to take Job Methods so they can help."
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TIME
TABLE

- "It has been a real pleasure to work with you. I
wish you the best of success."

I
...

- Record the attendance .

End of
2d hr.

•

FOR IMPROVING JOB METHODS
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REFERENCE
MATERIAL

The following pages were prepared to assist you in your capacity as Trainer to
make a convincing presentation. These pointers were prepared after hundreds of
ten-hour sessions had been closely observed to find the best way to get results.
In presenting this Job Methods program an otherwise convincing demonstration
is often spoiled by a point that was improperly made because it appeared to be of
minor importance. You will avoid this if you will study the pages that follow.
Practice the demonstrations until you have mastered each step and successfully
timed your explanation with each move you make.
To help you become thoroughly competent in making the demonstrations, the
explanations accompanying each step are given in full in this Reference Material.
A clear understanding of the points to be made is absolutely necessary to a successful demonstration. These points are covered in detail on the pages which follow.
References to these explanations appear in the Sessions Outline in the right hand
margin and are printed in italics.
In addition, there are suggestions for establishing an informal atmosphere to
put the group at ease; also, suggestions for making clear where the Job Methods
program fits in as one of a supervisor's five needs.
Illustrations, stories and examples of your own that show the practical application of the items presented are very desirable and should be used whenever appropriate. However, no item in the Sessions Outline is to be omitted or changed.
This does not mean that the paragraphs in quotation marks are always to be
given to the group exactly word for word as given in the Sessions Outline. The
Trainer may use his own words so long as the exact meaning is preserved at all times.
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"ESTABLISH AN INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE"
The personal impression you make during the first 5 or 10 minutes is a big factor. If
favorable, it makes the work easier. If unfavorable, you must make considerable effort later
to overcome this impression.
The manner of your delivery and the tone of your voice should show clearly that you are
in earnest, that you feel strongly about the importance of the work, and that you fully respect
the present knowledge and experience of the group. Here are some ideas that .will help you to
open the session successfully.
1. Establish your own industrial background by briefly relating your own industrial
connection. If this is done while writing or printing your name on the blackboard,
it will set a pattern each one present -..villnaturally follow.
- Have Group members state their own connections briefly. This is done
not so much for the information they give but to put them at ease. It is
something they can do correctly and easily. Allow about 15 seconds for
each member.
- Have members print their names and departments (and company's name, if
several companies are represented) on; card which is placed before them.
- You can say that your difficulty in remembering names makes this cooperation on their part a help in conducting the sessions.
2. If plant regulations permit smoking, you may light a pipe or a cigarette and thus
encourage informality. But keep in mind that a pipe or a cigarette can be a
nuisance to you while trying to talk or write.
- When you have encouraged informality in this manner, put the pipe or
cigarette aside until later in the session when it will not interfere with
conducting the meeting.
3. Your only purpose is to help them to make better use of what they now know. They
were selected for their skill and experience. They probably know more about that
part of their job than anyone else in their Department.
4. At all times avoid the atmosphere of the classroom. The members of your group are
mature persons and they resent any suggestion of the "school teacher and school
boy" relationship. Make it a point to avoid using terms such as "class," "student," "classroom," "teacher."
Instead, use terms such as these: "group,"
"worker or learner," "get-together," "meeting," "instructor," etc. Keep before
the group the fact that TRAINING is a normal part of a supervisor's job -it
isn't something "special" or "apart."
Think and speak of a meeting devoted to
training just as you would of any other important meeting that has to do with
PRODUCTION.
5. Tell the group they will discuss shop problems, as a group of men in the shop, and there's
nothing technical.
- There will be a chance to actually try out the plan and practices discussed.
6. Tell the group that not so long ago you were "on their side of the table," when you took
this training yourself. You know it is not too difficult to "get, on to" and you
Being able to "pass it along" is a satishave tried it out in practice. Itworks.
faction to you. It's a real privilege to be associated with something that can be of
so much help to the war effort.
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THE FIVE NEEDS OF A SUPERVISOR
On the first page of the Outline for Session I, there is a paragraph which reads as follows:
"Cover the 'five needs' of every supervisor." This appears near the bottom of page 5. The
Trainer's job at this point is to explain in a few words how Skill in Improving Job Methods
is one of the supervisor's five most necessary qualifications.
Before you attempt to explain the five needs at this point, study the FIVE NEEDS
STORY on page 2. Then, consider the following brief presentation given below as one way
of telling this story clearly and in the shortest time.
Make it a point to take no more than three minutes at the outside to tell this story.
Otherwise, your time table all through Session I will be upset.
Write the five needs on the blackboard as you tell the- story.
"Let's look at a supervisor's job-and
the knowledge and skill he must have to
manage it successfully."
"First, he must have Knowledge of the Work." (Tell briefly what this covers and
write on the blackboard: 'I-Knowledge of Work')
"Second, he must have Knowledge of his Responsibilities ." (Tell briefly what this
covers and write on the blackboard: '2-Knowledge of Responsibilities')
"The se two needs vary with each company and plant, and the necessary knowledge
to fill these needs must be provided by the plant organization itself. Often knowledge
that is necessary in one plant is of no use at all in another plant."
"A third need of every supervisor is Skill in Instructing."
(Tell briefly what this
covers and write on the blackboard: '3-Skill in Instructing')
"The fourth need is Skill in Improving Methods."
(Tell briefly what this covers
and write on the blackboard: '4-Skill in Improving Methods')
"And the fifth is Skill in Leading People." (Tell briefly what this covers and write
on tho blackboard: '5-Skill in Leading')
"The Skill of Improving Methods is the part of the supervisor's job that we're going
to tackle in these Sessions. Training Within Industry gives the same kind of help on
developing Skill in Instructing and Skill in Leading People."
"Practice and experience in using these three skills helps the supervisor to recognize
and solve his daily problems. The supervisor who 'gets these three skills under his belt'
can use them anywhere. They are his for all time."

THE DEMONSTRATION JOB
"The principles of the Job Methods plan can be best demonstrated by showing how they
were applied to an actual job. The job we will use for demonstration is from another war
plant--not this plant. Watch this demonstration job in terms of any job in your own department."
"While we have tried to pick a typical job as a sample for demonstration it was impossible
to select one that would be exactly like those performed in your shop or department.
The
sample job we picked out was chosen simply to show how the Plan definitely improves Job
Methods."
"First we show you the PRESENT METHOD of doing this job and then, the PROPOSED
METHOD.
The same kinds of improvements that were made on this job can be made on
any job which includes ONE or MORE of the three basic types of work."
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JOB METHODS PLAN APPLIES TO ALL JOBS
Ask several members of the group to name the kinds of work done in their departments.
From their answers, develop the fact that ALL of the operations on ANY production job can
be classified under ONE or MORE of three basic types of work: (1) Material Handling
(2) Machine Work (3) Hand Work.
(N OTE.-Thinking,
three types of work)

Inspection,

and other "nonproductive"

operations

are parts of all

Write the three types of work on the blackboard.
"The demonstration job includes: (1) Material Handling (2) Machine Work and (3)
Hand Work. These are the features to be compared to your jobs-not this product, nor this
operation. Make it a point to watch these three basic types of work during the demonstration;
observe them in terms of any job in your own department."
Emphasize that these three types of work are included in the demonstration job and
that these three types of work are comparable to their jobs. IT IS VERY NECESSARY
TO MAKE THIS COMPARISON CLEAR. In this way you will overcome the objection
that the Plan does not apply to their jobs because "their work is different."
It reduces any
job of any kind to the common denominator of ONE or MORE of the three general types of
work.

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
"The sample Job selected for demonstration is the making and packing of Radio Shields.
(SHOW SAMPLE RADIO SHIELD) Each Shield consists of a 5-inch-by-8-inch Copper
Sheet riveted to a similar Brass sheet, at four points. Each completed Shield has the word
'TOP' stamped in the lower right-hand corner of the Brass Sheet. The two sheets are each
about fifteen one-thousandths or one sixty-fourth of an inch thick. (SHOW SAMPLE
SHEETS)
You will notice we are using cardboard in place of Copper and Brass because these
metals are scarce and substitutes serve our purpose for the demonstration."
1. "The operations performed on the sheets are Inspecting, Assembling, Riveting, Stamping, and Packing."

2. "The operations are performed by FOUR OPERATORS,
bench."
3. "On each bench there is a hand-operated
stapler. (SHOW THE STAPLER)

each working at his own

riveting machine represented by this paper

4. The substitution will serve our purpose. It is impossible to carry riveting machines
from group to group, and they are needed for war production."
5. "There is a rubber stamp and a stamp pad beside the riveting machine for the purpose of
stamping each Shield." (SHOW THE STAMP AND PAD)

THE PRESENT METHOD
"We will now demonstrate
Shields."

the PRESENT

METHOD

of making and packing

the

"There are four sets of machines and equipment, one for each of the four operators. We
will follow the job of completing the Shields as performed by one of the operators whom we
will call 'Jim Jones.' The same job was being done by the three other men. Another man, a
Material Handler, worked with these operators. He serviced other operators on the same floor
as well.''
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"The Copper and Brass sheets were delivered in Tote Boxes by the Material Handler at a
point six feet away from the work bench. He brought the Shields from the Punching and
Stamping Department.
Two scrap bins, one for Copper and one for Brass, were located at the
right of the bench. The Tote Box for Finished Shields was on the left side of the bench."
(SHOW POSITIONS OF BOXES AND BINS)
Picking-up, Laying Out and Inspecting

"From his bench Jones walked six feet to the Supply Box containing Copper Sheets. He
picked up 15 to 20 Copper Sheets although he was only going to lay out 12 on the bench. He
did not pick up the exact number of sheets because they were thin and it was hard to pick up
the right number. Also, there were usually among them sheets that had been scratched or
dented and they could not be used. With the Copper Sheets in one hand, he walked six feet
back to the bench."
"Jones then laid out 12 sheets on the bench, in three rows of four to a row. As he laid them
out, he inspected each one for scratches and dents. Only one side of the sheet had to be
inspected because a scratch or dent bad enough to spoil its quality shows through. The
sheets he rejected, he dropp ed into the Copper Scrap bin. To do this he had to take two steps
toward the bin." (SHOW ONE OR TWO DAMAGED SHEETS AND PUT THEM
IN THE BIN)
"Since a few sheets were usually left over, he walked back to the Supply Box and replaced
th e extra sheets. Then he walked t hre e feet from the Copper Supply Box to the Brass Supply
Box and picked up 15 to 20 Brass Sheets. Again, he did not pick up exactly 12 because the
sheets were thin, a,nd more than likely he would have had to scrap some of them."
"Jones then returned to the bench and inspected and laid out 12 Brass Sheets. He put
one on top of each Copper Sheet. This had to be done carefully, since they scratched easily.
Defective sheets were thrown in the Brass Scrap Bin. As before, he had to take two steps in
order to throw the defective sheets into the proper bin. (REJECT ONE OR TWO) If he
had any Brass sheets left-usually he did-he had to make another trip to the Supply Box,
six feet away, in order to return them and walk six feet back to the bench again."
"Jones then stacked the 12 sets of sheets crosswise (criss-cross) near the right side of the
riveter and he sat down in front of it."
Riveting and Completing the Shield

"He then picked up a set of sheets with his right hand, and lined them up so the holes
matched and the edges of the sheets were even. The line-up tolerance was five one-thousandths of an inch. Lining up to this close tolerance called for a good deal of experience.
When the sheets were lined up, he positioned them in the riveter, riveted the top left-hand
corner, moved the sheets, riveted the other .!£E.
corner, and removed them from the riveter.
Then he reversed the sheets and riveted the bottom corners."
"He removed the Shield, reversed it, and · placed it on the bench. He stamped the word
'TOP' on the right-hand corner of the Brass Sheet, inking the stamp on the stamp pad. Then
he set the completed Shield aside on the bench." (RIVET AND STAMP AT LEAST 3
SHIELDS)
"Having laid out 12 sets of sheets, he repeated the process described above until all 12
sets were riveted , stamped, and piled on the bench. Then he carried the 12 Shields to the Tote
Box for Finished Shields, placed them in the box and returned to the bench."
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Weighing and Packing

"He repeated this process until the Tote Box for Finished Shields was full. Then, he
picked it up and carried it to the scale and weighed it. The scale, used by the entire department, was 50 feet away from his bench. The Tote Box weighed about 75 pounds, so a strong
man was required. (PICK UP THE BASKET OR CHAIR YOU ARE USING AS A
TOTE BOX AND CARRY IT TO THE REAR OF THE 'CONFERENCE ROOM.
MAKE IT LOOK REALISTIC! USE PROPER LIFTING PROCEDURE)
Jones made
out a weight ticket and placed it in the Tote Box. After placing the box beside the sea.le, he
returned to his bench and started on another box of Shields."
"When two or three Tote Boxes of Finished Shields had accumulated near the scale, the
Material Handler took them on a two-wheel hand truck to the Packing Department, a distance
of 100 feet. In the Packing Department, the first thing the Packer did was to remove the
Shields from the Tote Box, check-inspecting them as he went along. Then the Packer counted
out 200 of them and packed them in a wooden case supplied by the Material Handler. The
· Packer nailed the cover on the case, weighed it, and stenciled the delivery address on the
outside. He marked the weight on the delivery slip and set the case aside for-shipment. The
Tote Boxes he had emptied were returned by the Material Handler to a point close by the
riveting operator's work bench."
DISTRIBUTE PRESENT METHOD LAYOUT and review the FLOW of MATERIAL from the supply boxes to the shipping platform. Point out the NUMEROUS
HANDLIN GS.
.
"Can you identify the Material Handling, the Machine Work, and the Hand Work that
were performed on this job?" (REFER TO MATERIAL HANDLING, MACHINE
WORK, AND HAND WORK ON THE BLACKBOARD AND HA VE VOLUNTEERS
IN THE GROUP IDENTIFY EACH TYPE OF WORK)

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD·
"Now, let's look at the PROPOSED METHOD for doing the same job . This improved
method was developed with the help of the operator, Jim Jones, and put to work by the Foreman
of the department by applying the principles of the Job Methods Plan. For convenience, we
will call the Foreman, Bill Brown."
"First, let's look at the improvement that was made. Then, we will discuss HOW Bill
Brown applied this Job Methods Plan and HOW each of us can use th e Plan to improve any
job in our department or company."
"Watch these improvements closely. Not only for the way in which they apply to this
sample job but how the principles which made the improvements possible may be applied to
ANY job in our department which includes Material Handling, or Machine Work, _orHand
Work."
"Here are the results: The Tote Boxes of Copper and Brass Sheets were placed directly
on the bench by the Material Handler. It mad e no difference to him whether he placed them
on the bench or six feet away. No extra work was required." (PLACE PILES OF SHEETS
ON THE TABLE)
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Riveting Machines, Fixtures and Jigs

"Two riveting machines were placed side by side on the bench. It was not necessary to
buy new machines because the second machine was taken from one of the other benches. Then,
a simple fixture was made to fit around the two riveters. The riveters were spaced very carefully-in exact locations so that rivets would go through two holes in the sheets at the same
time. In addition, the fixture was equipped with two guides that fit the sheets. When the
operator slips the sheets between the guides, the sheets are lined up automatically before riveting. This lining:-up is within the tolerance limits of five one-thousandths of an inch." (SHOW
GROUP HOW THE RIVETERS FIT INTO THE FIXTURE , AND HOW THE SHEETS
FIT BETWEEN THE GUIDES, AND ARE AUTOMATIC4"LLY LINED UP)
"Two jigs were made to hold the sheets . (SHOW JIGS TO GROUP) One of them is
• for the Copper Sheets, the other for the Brass Sheets. One jig was placed at the right side of
the fixture and the other at the left. An arm was placed on each jig at an angle of 45 degrees
so the sheets are held in position where they can be easily picked up by the operator. This
angle arm was suggested by Jim Jones."
"The Scrap Bins were placed under the work benoh and two slots were cut in the bench so
damaged sheets could be dropped into the bins. The slots are directly in front of the jigs.
Cutting the slots was also suggested by Jim Jones, the operator ."
New Arrangements for Packing and Shipping

"Shipping cases were placed beside the operator so he could put the completed shields
directly into the shipping case. The Material Handler brings in empty cases and takes away
the full ones."
"Since there were no longer any heavy Tote Boxes to be carried from one place to another
and the sheets were lined up automatically, it became possible for operators with less experience and less physical strengt h to do the work satisfactorily . The result was that four strong,
well-experienced operators were UPGRADED to more important work where this experience
and these physical qualifications could be used to better advantage. Jim Jones was pleased
that his contribution had helped improve the job."

THE PROPOSED METHOD
"Doing the job by the IMPRO~D
METHOD, the first thing the operator does is to
put a pile of Copper Sheets in the right-hand jig and a pile of Brass Sheets in the left-hand jig."
"He 'fans' them out as he puts them into the jigs so they can be picked up one at a time
very easily." (DEMONSTRATE BY FILLING THE JIGS)
"With his right hand, the operator picks up one Copper Sheet and with his left hand he
picks up one Brass Sheet. He inspects both sheets, dropping any defective ones down the
proper slot. And, he puts the good sheets together in pairs with the Brass Sheet on top. Then
he puts each pair of sheets in the fixture. It is no longer necessary to line them up so the holes
and edges will be in the same position. The guides on the fixture do this automatically."
The Simplified Riveting Process

"He rivets the two bottom corners at the same time since he has two riveting units and can
operate them with two hands at the same time. Then he removes the sheets, reverses them,
and ·places thenr in the fixture guides to rivet the two top corners. He does the bottom first,
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so the square corners will be flush against the guides on the fixture. Thus, he does not have
to watch to see that the cut-away corners meet because, when the bottom has been riveted,
the sheets are already very tightly pressed together and the cut-off corners meet exactly. As
soon as it is riveted, he places the finished Shield in front of the fixture." (RIVET AT LEAST
3 SHIELDS)
"He repeats the process 19 times until he has completed 20 Shields. He does not have to
count or weigh them because the height of the fixture had been so designed that when 20
Shields are stacked in front of it, the top of the pile is exactly flush with the top surface of the
fixture. The Shields are sold and delivered by count, not by weight."
"When he has finished 20 Shields, he places them in the shipping case at his right. As
soon as one case has been filled with 200 Shields, he sets an empty case on the one he has just
filled. When four or five cases are full, the Material Handler delivers the cases that are full
to the Packing Department.
There, the Shields are spot-check inspected by the Packer who
nails on the cover, weighs the case, puts the weight on the delivery slip, and sets the case aside
for shipment."
DISTRIBUTE PROPOSED. METHOD LAYOUT. Point out the FLOW OF MATERIALS AND COMPARE WITH PRESENT METHOD LAYOUT.

"WHY THE TOP STAMP WAS UNNECESSARY"
"The stamp and stamp pad used in the PRESENT METHOD to put the word TOP on
each completed Shield are not used under the PROPOSED METHOD. The reason is that
Bill Brown, the Foreman, was in a position to ask the Engineering and Inspection Departments
WHY this stamping was NECESSARY. He was given the following answer: 'Are you fellows
still doing that? It is not necessary to stamp the word TOP on the newly designed Shields that
have the upper left hand corner cut off. There is only one way they can be assembled NOW.
The stamp should have been left off 6 or 8 months ago when the design was changed.'"
"Someone forgot to tell the Foreman about the stamp and forgot to change the blueprint
and specifications."

HOW THE RIVETING DETAILS IN STEP ill WERE S™PLIFIED
Arrange the work place with the sheets ON the bench, packing case beside the operator,
ONE riveting machine on the bench, and the CARD in YOUR HAND. Make a careful and
logical explanation as you demonstrate ALL the significant moves and developments worked
out by the foreman.
"Let's see how Bill Brown, with some help from his operator, Jim Jones, simplified the
details noted 'better way.' He used these principles and ONLY these principles.''
This is the way Bill said he reasoned out the improvements. He used the card to get
ideas.
- He read: "PRE-POSITION the materials in the proper work area.''
- He moved the sheets near the riveting machine.
- But they were still awkward to pick up.
- Again he consulted the card: "Use JIGS and :fixtures for holding."
- This gave him an idea.. Why not make jigs to hold the sheets?
- Jim Jones suggested putting an angle arm that would fan out the sheets on
each jig, so he could always pick up one sheet with each hand.
- So Bill had the jigs made up.
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- But it was still necessary to LINE UP the sheets by hand.
- Also one hand had to be used for holding while doing the riveting.
- As Bill studied the problem an idea developed: Since there were two punchings, why not try TWO riveting machines?
- He looked at the card and read: "Use jigs and FIXTURES for holding."
- This seemed to be a good idea, so he had a fixture designed to HOLD and
EXACTLY SPACE the riveting machines.
- Once the fixture was made, he saw at a glance the need for guides to line up
the sheets.
- Now, one hand need not be used for holding. BOTH HANDS could be
used for .riveting.
As Bill and Jim tried out the improvement, they came to a defective sheet. It was
necessary to get up and go to the scrap bin to get rid of it.
- They consulted the card again: "Use drop delivery chutes."
- The operator picked up this idea and asked whether slots could not be cut in
the bench.
- This was done and the scrap boxes were placed under the slots.
- Now, it was NOT necessary to get up so as to discard scrap.
- Bill then made the job still "EASIER" by having the fixture made of just the
right thickpess so that a pile of 20 completed Shields would be flush with the top of
the "fixture.
- The empty cases for finished Shields WERE PRE-POSITIONED
within
easy reach.
- Then it was a simple matter to place the Shields directly in the packing
cases until they were filled.
"This was the REASONING Bill went through, with some help from one of his workmen,
when they worked out the proposed method . They used the principles on the card and only
these principles.

THE EIGHT STEPS OF A PRACTICE DEMONSTRATION
A great help to the Trainer and the group members is to lil:lt on the blackboard (in very
abbreviated form) the eight steps for putting on a practice demonstration.
These demonstrations take place during Sessions II, III, IV and V.
In their briefest form, without regard to conventional ab"!)reviation, tb&1eight points would
be written like this:
1. Describe the job
2. Demo present method
3. Read details-present
4. Info. from Step II
5. How info. used in Step III
6. Demo proposed method
7. How use Step IV
8. Sum up
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LIST OF TRAININGMATERIALS
USED IN THE FIVE TWO-HOUR
SESSIONS

Item

Form Number

SUGGESTED INTRODUCTION ___________________
JM-1
JM-2
PRESENT METHOD LAY-OUT___________________
JM-3
PROPOSED METHOD LAY-OUT________________
BREAK-DOWN SHEETS _____________________________
JM-4
PRESENT METHOD BREAK-DOWN __________
JM-5
____JM-6
PROPOSED METHOD BREAK-DOWN ____
JM-7
JOB METHODS INSTRUCTION CARD ________
SAMPLE PROPOSAL _____
_____________________________
JM-8
JM-9
PROPOSAL SHEET _____________________________________
JM-10
PROPOSAL REPORT __________________________________
SUPERVISOR'S CERTIFICATE_ ________
__________
JM-11
ATTEND ANCE RECORD___________________________
JM-12
------------------·-··-- JM-13
DISCUSSION GUIDE. ________
DEMONSTRATION KIT, consisting of:
1 Fixture
2 Jigs with
angle arms
2 Staplers

1
1
250
250

"Top" Stamp
Stamp Pad
Copper Cards
Brass Cards
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MEMORANDA

~OB METHODS

Operation

Inspect

, Assemble , Rivet',
Bill

Your name

Brown

List of All Details for {

BREAKDOWN

Stamp and Pa ck

Prod uct

1. Walk to box of copper

delay

sheets.

2. Pick up 15 to 20 copper

Riveting

IDEAS

Remin'ders-Tolerances-Distance--Time

Placed

6 feet

and Packing

June 14, 1944

Date

NOTES

PROPQ8i1J;)

inspection-Every

Depart ment

Radi o Shields

Jim Jones

Operator's nam e

PRESENT } Method

Every single thing that is done-Every

SHEET

U sed.-Etc .

Write them down-Don't
your memory

trust

from bench by handler.

sheets.

3. Walk to bench.
4.

Inspect

and lay out 12 sheets.

5. Walk to box and replace
6. Walk to box of brass

extra

Scratches

Scrap

in bins.

sheets.
Placed

sheets.

7. Pick up 15 to 20 brass

and dents.

3 feet

from copper

box by handler.

sheets.

8. Walk to bench.
9. Inspect

and lay out 12 brass

10. Walk to box and replace

sheets.

extra

One on top of each copper

sheet.

'

sheets.

11. Walk to bench.
12. Stack

12 sets

near

riveter.

13. Pick up one set with

right

14. Line up sheets

and position

15. Rivet

corner.

top left

hand.
in riveter.

Line-up

tolerance

(OVER)

.005".

\8-40

1'7-1

List of All Details for

{ PROPOSE±)

Ev er y single thing that is done-Every

16.

Move sheets

17.

Remove.

18.

Rivet

19.

Move sheets

and

bottom

2 0. Remove.

top

Method

right

delay

in riveter.

bottom

and place

identification

left

shield

corner.

Stamp

22.

Repeat No. 13 to No. 21-11
times.
Carry 12 shields
to tote
box and place
in box.

23.

Carry

24.

Make weight

25.

Carry

tote

26.

Take

shields

out

27.

Pack

shields

in shipping

2 8 . Close,

box to

ticket

29.

Mark weight

30.

Set

packing
of tote

and

stencil

on delivery

aside

scale

and place

box to

weigh,

case

and pile

tote

Write them down-Don
your memory

't trust

I-------------------------

for

1------------------------

on table.

21.

full

Used-Etc.

corner.

and rivet

reverse.

Reminders-Tolerances-Distance-Time

corner.

and position

right

!DEAS

NOTES

inspection-Every

rivet

reverse.

}

PRESENT

on table.

and weigh.
in box.

department.
box.
case.

200/case,

"TOP" on brass-lower

50 feet

right

from bench

Approximately

to

corner.

scale.

75 pounds-gross.

By handler-100

feet.

By packer.
Check ins p ection.
j
by handler.

Wood cases

supplied

1-------------

case.
slip.

shipment.--------

Empty tote

'.I

boxes

S, GOVERN MENT PRI NTIN G OFFI CE

returned

16-40

14 7 - 1

by handler.
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OB METHODS BREAKDOWN SHEET
Operation~pec
Your name

I

t,
Bill

Assemble,

Rivet,

Pack

Brown

Product

Radio Shields

Operator's name ___

_____

Lis t of All Details For { ~ d } Method
ropose
Eve r y single thing that is done--Every

1. Put pile

of copper

insp ectio n-Ev

sheets

Department
______

both

5. Assemble

ery delay

in right

jig

6. Rivet

sheets

shee ts and place

the 2 bottom

7. Remove, reverse,

11~ Carry
12. Close,
13. Write

full

cases

weigh,
weight

14. Set cases

in fixture

June

Remind er s-Toler

Boxes placed

14,

1944

IDEAS

anc es- Di stance--Time

on table

and Packing

u sed-Etc

.

Write them down-Don't
your memory

trust

by Handler
'

Scrat ches and dents.
Drop scrap through
slots
Fixture
lines up sheets and lo cates rivet
hol es.
Brass sh e et on top

corners

an d place

8. Rivet the 2 top
9. Place Shield in
Repeat No. 3 to
10. Put 20 Shields
200 / case

Date

NOTES

2. Put pile of brass sheets in left jig
3. Pick up 1 copper sheet in right hand and
1 brass she et in left hand
4. Inspect

_

Riveting

sheets

corners
front of fixture
No. 9 incl.-19
times
in shipping
caseCases placed
to Packing

and stencil
on delivery

asi de for

Dept.
cases

By Handler

by Handler

'

with hand truck

Check inspection

by Packer

slip

shipment
-}6-37237-2
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PRESENTMETHOD
LAYOUT

BENCH
GI:

~
Go

Lar-out of 12

~

Do ~ ~~
0

_____G]
Pile of
Finished
Shields

-DODD
DODD
DD -

rQ

L,

,!

Copper ana arass Seta

~

.,.
D

•

0

a

·C

®

OPERATOR
Suppl1
of lra11
Sheeta

Supply
of Cop-

per Sheeta

RIVETING
DEPT.
wnj/u/
II///////////11//11/1
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following is

my

Date

proposal

--~

Department

---Li._L
_____
9#_

'lf:-~----

____

~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------~lf'~-rr-c?,u/4
____
_________________
_
fol\ improving the method for doing this work:•

f

Credit

is due --------~--~------------

:_____________
fOr helping

with

this

'Note.- Tell exactly HOWyou believe this improvement can be accomplished.
sheet for additional
information or sketches if needed.
Attach Present and Proposed Break-down sheets.

improvement,

Use another

(over)
1~7-2

(PROPOSAL-REVERSE

SIDE)

Before turning
in your PROPOSAL, be SURE you have rechecked the New Method with t
Job Methods 4-STEP PLAN.
STEP I.-BREAK DOWNthe job.
1. List ALL the details
of the job EXACTLYas done by the Present
Method.
2. Be sure details
include all:
Material
Handling.
Machine Work.
Hand Work.
STEP II.-QUESTION every detail.
Use these types of questions:
1. WHYis it necessary?
4. WHENshould it be done?
2. WHATis its purpose?
5. WHOis best qualified
to do it?
3. WHEREshould it be done?
6. HOWis "the best way" to do it?
Also QUESTIONtheMATERIALS
LAYOUT
Can better,
less expensive or less scarce
Is there a minimum of back-tracking?
Are the number of handlings
and the disfilaterials
be substituted?
tances traveled
at a minimum?
Can the scrap from this job be used for
Is all available
space being used?
another product?
Are aisles
wide enough?
Have defects
and scrap been reduced to a
minimum?
WORK-PLACE
Are the material
specifications
entirely
Is everything
in the proper work area?
clear and definite?
Can gravity-feed
hoppers or drop-deliver
MACHINES
chutes be used?
Is each operating
at maximum capacity?
Are both hands doing useful work?
Is each in good operating
condition ?
Has all hand-~olding
been eliminated?
Are they serviced
regularly?
SAFETY
Is the machine best for this operation?
Is the method the SAFEST as well as the
Should a special
set-up man or the operaeasiest?
tor make all the set-ups?
Does the operator
understand
all safety
Can use be made of the machine's
or oper11
idle 11 time?
ruies and precautions?
ator's
Has proper ·safety equipment been provide
EQUIPMENTAND TOOLS
Remember, accidents
cause WASTEof manAre suitable
equipment and tools availpower, machines,
and materials!
able?
HOUSEKEEPING
Have they been supplied
to operators?
How about gauges, jigs,
and fixtures?
Are working and storage areas clean and
Have equipment,
to _ols, been properly
preorderly?
positioned
to permit effective
work?
Is "junk" taking up space that could be
used for additional
operators,
machine
PRODUCTDESIGN
benches, and operations?
Could quality
be improved by a change in
Do away with anything that is unnecessar
design or specifications?
Be sure necessary
things are in proper
Would a slight
change in design save much
places.
time or materials?
See that good Shop Housekeeping
reduces
Are tolerances
and finish
necessary?
delays,
waste, and accidents!
STEP III.-DEVELOP
the new method.
1. ELIMINATE unnecessary
details.
3. REARRANGE
for better
sequence.
2. COMBINEdetails
when practical.
4. SIMPLIFY all necessary
details.
STEP IV.-APPLY
1.
2.
3.
4.

the new method.
SELL your Proposal
Get final approval
Put the New Method
Give CREDIT where

to your Boss and Operators.
of all concerned on SAFETY, QUALITY, QUANTITY, COST.
to work.
Use it until a better way has been develope
credit
is due.
10-a 4941-2
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JOB

METHODS

TRAINER'S

GUIDE

Foreword

Since the goal of every sincere
job coq,etently
the thinking

and throughlJ",

behind

this

trainer

is to do the

guide merely otters

the manual and serTes to clarity

acme of

reasons for

this thinking.
There are three
Methods Training,

KNOW
the objectives

separate

features

in presenting

Job

KNOW
the manual, UNDERSTAND
the manual, and
to be attained

in each session.

This guide is developed to make your job convincing
and the program clear.

Think of the ten-hour
convince every memberthat

session

the principles

as a challenge

to you to

are sound and the plan

practical.
Keep before the group continuously
Training is a PRODUCTION
TOOLthat

that

may be used

not a course that merely broadens knowledge.

Job Methods

daily

for results,

-2-

S~SION ·1

!?.I~ Plant E.Dcutive

Introduction
Many

trainer~

We all like to get started

should be obvious.
executive
react

wonder why thi& is a~

pledges cooperation

ana support,

of the program.

on the right

toot,

The reasons

and if the plant

the members of the group immediately

to the importance of the program.
It lends a fl avor of cooperation

and production

interest

that helps

you, the group, and management.
FIVE MINUTES,NOMORE. And if the executive wants to lmow what to
say, refer

him to the written

irltroduction

for ideas.

!?zthe

Introduction

Remember the old adage, "First
This is your opportunity
portant

to sell

yourself

Trainer
impressions

are lasting

impressions I~

to the group, and it is a-mighty im-

sale.
We all

can be himself.

like a friendly,
Be

natural,

informal atmosphere.

We like the

be one of the group, get in the "first

man

who

name" habi~

quickly.
Tell the members without fanfare
fy that you are a practical

man with industrial

of your background, merely to justibackground and not a formal edu-

cator.
Distribute

the name cards,

each man say a few words about himself,
the ice with the skeptics.
helps SELL yourself,

it breaks the spell

of listening.

it gets them talking.

Have

Often it breaks

A few remarks to tie your background in with his

if done naturally.

Remember, reason~ are powerful so now is the best time to develop the
reasons behind the need for T.W.I. Training.
7-<&606
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-3Develop the "five needs" of every supervisor,
that

this

is sounu reasoning,

and fits

their

get their

agreement

job.

Now, what comes next?
You have sold yourself
"tools

of production",

concentrate

now, i~n•t

for ten-hours,

the man right

always has been.

it natural

to sell

for supervisory

the tool on which you will

Job Methods Improvements.

Sell the purpose,

Supervisor,

to the group and the~

the need, that

it isn't

and the Mr.

a new idea,

in the group is one of the best sources for ideas and

What you are goi~g to do is to offer a plan that has been tried

and proven, developed by men who KNOW
the problems of production,

and that you

KNIOW
the plan will work because you have worked it yourself.
Watch for the paragraph,
will

each of us

have a chance to use this plan on jobs from our own departments&"

the opportunity

to clearly

Here is

explain in a few -ords, -what will be expected of them.

Each will apply these principles
ideas

"During t he next four sessions

must be new, not already

for the remainder of Session I.

to a small job, ANYsmall job in fact,
in effect.

and the

This emphasis will sharpen attentiG>n

Don't overlook this

opportunity,

it will help

you.
To whet their

appetites

a little,

be given those who complete five sessions,
their

contribu~ion

glove.

job of selling

them that certificates

will

something to al.ways remind them of

to the war effort.

If you have handled yourself
swell

tell

yourself,

well to this point,

and the idea that

you have done a

the program fits

them like a

-4-

!:h! !!!!, g! !ill.! Demonstration i2!?

Describe

The preliminaries
and start

are completed, now it's

time to toe the rubber

pitching.
Up t o now there has been a lot of telling.

some,. so the pace changes.
any job, and use this

What could be more logical

job as a means to clarify

But Mr. Skeptic
job" have to do with

my

And telling

gets tire

than to select

a job,

the program by demonstration.

is going to say that's

fine,

but what does the"

work?

"My work is different!"
Anticipating

this

hurdle,

you make sure that

this

develop the three types of work from the group and drive home t

You patiently

in !!!al job that

has any 2!!! of these three types of work, these ·principles

To make sure the die-hards

aren't

still

skeptical,

out, and ask if anyone can think of a job in his department
at least

cannot be said.

one of these types of work.

to have at least

one of the three

This clinches

in terms of some job in their

demonstration.

that

your neck

does not hav

for .!:!!Z job can be sh

types of work.

Now the group is ready to really
are thinking

it,

stick

ap

absorb the demonstration,
own departments,

as compared to the

THIS IS REALLYAN IMPORTANT
PARTOF THE PROORAM.UNLESSYOU

IT OVERCORRECTLY
YOUMAYFIND THE GOINGROUGH.
Present
There is just
fect,

and practice

one way to make this

--··"'·,,.. ""

and simple.

Practice

makes per-

Describe the job so that

the product and the work place.

you do it will help you greatly
rected

effective.

you must.

The order is logical
group can visualize

Demonstration

in the m.cmual.

later

the

Then do the job.

in the program, so do it exactly

as di-

-5Anticipating
hand out the •Present

that

someone may still

be a little

hazy, you then

Method Lay~ut" and review the flow of material

out.

Just another means to make sure they understand

tion,

isn't

the job.

and lay

uood instruc-

it?
Then to make sure the group has graspetl the three types of work,

have them point

out the 'Material Handling, Ma.chine Work, and Hand Work.
Demonstrate ,2

Contrast
results,

Proposed Method

so now since the group is interested

is impressive,

why not show the results.

Sure, it's

a little

in

showmanahip, but it's

l!ound and impressive.
First
principles

we tell

and later

them~

they will

happened af t er t he foreman appl i ed the

see just~

it was developed.

Keep in mind that - now you are merely showing~"
this

,

happened,

-

will keep you away from the "How" it happened that comes later.

are doing is demonstrating

the results,

Again the clearest

and

All you

NOThow they were developed.

way is to describe

the changes, and then per-

form the Proposed Method.

As after
ber understands,
it.

the Present Method demonstration,

hand out the Layout Sheet of the "Proposed Method" and review

Then compare it with the Present Method.
Sell the improved method by selling

duction,

machine use and scrap.
These results

tor,

so to make absolutely

all that the operator
up.

to make sure each mem-

The contrast
the results

is convincing.
in terms of pro-

Make it impressive.

might be accomplished at the expense of the operasure no one gets this

1r0rks harder,

or in a hurry,

Act out the speed up, show how this

idea, KNOCK
OUTonce and for
or that he or ahe is speeded

always creates

waste and then emphasize
7-4800
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-6that there is NO.speed up in Job l4ethods Improvement.
creaees production

Improving methods in-

by KI,IVINATINGthe UNNECESSARY
PARTS OF THEJOB ANDMAKING

THENECESSARY
PARTSEASIERANDSAFERTO DO.

Stress that after
u was actuall7

these principles

all,

the case in the foreman'•

are applicable

to any job,

plant and that hundreds of other

jobs

were improved.
Now,re are going to see git

was done by applying the principles

and how each in the group can do ·the same thing on one of their
Hand out the cards.

This is the "textbook".

It's

jobs.
all

on both

sides of the cards.
~fhile you are distributing
will want to build up the job later
order,

so that the group will

clearly

the cards,
and this

off the table for you

is the best ti~

to get things

in

see the next buildup.

_____
_

____
........
Present the

Job Methods Plan

Just explain the four main principles
four-step

clear

on the card as a lead in~o th

plan.

The value of every step must be clearly

established

both as to

content and ease of application.
It will all fall

in line if we follow the manual and understand

the strategy.
First

present

Step I by reading it in detail.

Then as another aid to clarification,
tention

on Step I, and the fact that

use the board to !ocus at-

each must LIST ALLDETAILS. (Don't for-

get the line across the board for this will help you space the following
You have made a flat

statement,

now it must be justified.

home t11e reasons why a breakdo-wn is the foundation

of all improvements.

steps.

Drive

-7To illustrate

we know few of the facts

on the shirt,

the examples of buttons
home to the group.
tively

handle this

More contrast,
section

eyelets

on ou~ - every day activity,

in the shoe, etc.,

b~ing this

more showmanship, but it works.

follow this

To effec-

pattern,

a. State that you will diverge for a few moments to illustrate
that we seldom know the details

of thing,we do day in and day

out.
b. Select

a member of the group.

bans are on your shirt?"
other article

Ask "Do you lmow how .many but-

(or a similar

question

regarding

any

If he answers "Yes" go to another

you select).

member. If he answers "Nol" ask if he would like to guess.
c. After he has guessed right
statement,

"Nowyou~'

d. Repeat for at least

or wrong and counted them, make the
you have the facts!"

one other member on another article.

If you use other approaches,
Then comee the description

you may end up with a slightly
of a detail.

pink face.

Nothing complicated,

nothing

burdensome.
To show how EASYit is to list

details,

refer

to the Radio Shield

Present Metho~ and have the group develop with you the FIRST FIVE Details.
you can appreciate

how necessary

Now

it is to perform the Present Method correctly,

for -what you DID THENwill determine what you GETBACKNOW. Lead the group and
keep on the beam.
a de~inite

No long discourses

purpose.

the time taken to list
yourself

or discussions,

When the five details
the !ive details.

for you are doing this

a.re listed,
Not over

i

have the group volunteer
minutes if you have handled

correctly.

Nowyou hand out the breakdown.
some job? Nol
the five details

Does it look like a iong burden-

Because you have cushioned the presenting
so easily

and quickly-.

for

or it by developing

-8-

Compare the five details
Then by simple mathematics,
in a few minutes.

the whole breakdown of thirty

Drive home the fact,

on a breakdown that will
agrees.

on the board with those on the breakd

increase

details

can bed

"Did it pay to spend 15 or 20 minut

production

Anv sensible

3 times?"

person

--

Drive home the importance that NOMATT.tlliH0\1 BUSYWE ARE, IT ALWAYS
.

!:ll§. TO TAKE TIME TO SAVE TIME. The busier

we ARE the more Job Metho<:lscan

HELP US.

This can be most effective.

Practice

it,

refine

make it flow smoothly and effectively.
Just follow your manual for the balance of Step I.
their

It's

right

line of experience.

· step II is probably the most difficult
tool which starts

t he ball rollin g -to gather information.

The fi r st fe w par agraphs giv e you a splendid
your indivi duality

and impress the value of a questioning

Then t o the blackbo ar d t o li st the questions
group, and then the explanation

of the detail,

~pply them in t elligently

opportW1ity to expr
attitude.
with the help of the
You k'USTKNOY

of each of t he six questions.

and UNDEaSTAND
the use of thes e six questi ons.
that irresp ective

yet it is the

to interpret,

They must be a part of you,

the job , t he action,

or whatever it is,

Not just lip service,

This furnishes
Radio Shield sample.
If you don't,
an engineering

you

.

Then comes Ite m 2, Step II and again you must widerstand
tance of these items.

10

the explanation,

real understanding.
now comes the application

If you UNDERSTAND
the six questions,

you need a life
job of it.

preserver.

the

this

is duck soup.

Don't make it complicated,

Just handle it in an easy logical

to the

don't

way, and get the

-9groue

!2

~ ~

emphasizing that
nash

ideas

notes on their

this

breakdown sheets.

Kdep emphasizing

is the inforrnatJ.2£ gathering

in use, just

gathering

step.

every bit of useful

No changes.
information

and reNo

in the way

of notes.
Ask

your questio ns and answer them.

man, and if the group tries
Brown".

Just be Bill Brovm, the fore-

to cross you up, 1~hrowyour arras around old "Bill

He made the brea kdown, he asked the questions,

NOTYOU. Bill can be

an awfltl.ly handy person ~
This gives the groilp a pattern

on the "HON"of applying Step II.

Now you are rea dy to do something about all

t he inf ormation gat hered

in Step II.

Uee the blackboard
group visual

as indicated

as well as spoken relationship

Now let's

arrange

unnecessary,

on the job.

that

Think fo r a min-

Fir~t thdy would eliminate

then combine as many necessary

the remaining details

all details

between Step II and Step III.

look at the logic of the prese ntation.

ute how anyone might handle Step III
everythine

in the manual to agai n give th e

details

as possible,

could not be combin~d, and finally

re-

simplify

that mieht be simplified.
That's

development right

exactly

the way it's

handled except that you demonstrate

through from ELIMINATETO SIMPLIFY.

When you reach item 4, "Simplify
amplify the principles
may understand,

of simplification

and then demonstrate

the necessary

details",

you merely

by simple homely comparisons

"1!2!!"
Bill

that all

Brown used these prin ciples

as anyone in the group might use them on his own job.
It's

the

so direct

dawn, and the whole picture

and convincing.
enfolds.

By this

time the light

begin~ to

just

-10From here on tne goine gets
reasoning

smooth.

is s0W1d and then each item stands
Section

12 to

The manual ~uides you, the

out with logic md clarity.

!2!!

You may wonder about a few of the items after
For example:
state

Why go around the conference

Sup IV.

table and have each man

the job he will tackle?
Oncea man has stated

his attention
exactly

on a specific

his job, he has bought the Jrogram, it focuses
He has started

job.

·11
hat you as the trainer

want.

to think

ani question.

Just

Remember that most mm have 1 not. one,

but many jobs in mind.
Be

exactly

careful

that

the group understands

to the job they have mentioned,

more suitable.

Be informal

that

you ¥.Lil not hold t hem

it they find anoth~ that

they think

and flexible.

Caution them that

NO improvements already

The improvement must be new, their
Another question,

develoed

are acceptable.

idea.

"Vlhy bring

llp

Section

15"?

Jt3t anticipation

and

if you can beat the other fellow to the punch, you are on to as the group leader
the ranual, is it?
a tough job if you UNDERSTAND

Now it isn't
What you do in Session

I, the way you handle yourself,

develop pays dividends

in Sessions

The challenge
improve.

is yours.

and be interest

2, 3, 4, 5.
Remember, all

of us car always refine

Follow the manual but make the manual be yourself , so that

formance sparkles.
A job well

you

begun is a job well done.

and

your per-

-uOBJECTIVES
OF SESSIONII-III-IV-V
Before diacussing the handling

of each of the remaining sessions,

you should have a clear conception of the overall

objectives

during the ten houre, and what your fundamental thinking

to be accomplished

must be to reach these

objectives.
Objectiw

#1 - To make sure that each member understands
every part

Objectiw

each and

of the 4-step Job Methods Plan.

#2 - To convince every member that the principles

of Job

Methods Improvement apply to ANY job that has Mater-

ial Handling, Machine Work, or Hand Work, whether repetitive

or not.

This may sound very elimentary,
much easier

but let's

not fool ourselves.

said tha~ done.

Certainly

the improv~ments are important,

but NOTAS IMPORTANT
AS A

CLEARUNDERSTANDING
OF THEUSE OF THE PLAN, and how it applies.
always keep Objectiva Dl foremost,
be Session

It is

Then, let's

keeping in mind t hat for some members it may

V before ~hey see the light.

Remember if they fail,

Keep always before you that _your obligation

ia to!!!!.

YOUhave failed.
the plan,

so

PROGRAM
that at the conclusion of ten hours each will agree that the JOB METHODS
is a PRODUCTION
TOOL,that may be used daily on ANYjob.

-12The way you handle Session
ultimate

II determines

to a great

extent

the

success of the ten hours.
Let's

review for a minute just where you are in the aevelopment

of the program and how much the group has absorbed.
a magician,

four-step

You will be a genius,

if every member or the group has a CLEARpicture
plan.

Let's

asswne the progress

or

of the use of the

of a:ny group is as fast

as the

SLOWF..ST
MEMBER.
the best for which you may hope, is that the group has

Therefore,
absorbed

50%of what you put over

job if you approached this
start

figure.

in Session

I, and you had to do a bang-up

The best · asswnption

to take is,

"Let's

over as far as understanding".
Remember too, the group has seen only the Radio Shield Job, not a

job from their

plant

It is,

and you still
therefore,

may have skeptics.

important

to you as the trainer

to make Session

impressive.

This is the Sro'l' THATYOUCANREALLYDOA S:i::LLING
JOB.

Session III,

IV, and V really

roll.

If you don't,

you may still

II

If you do,

be fighting

a

few by the end of Session V.
Treat Session
put over in Session

II as a CLARIFICATION
SF.SSION, of what you attempt.ed t

I.

The most natural
by questioning

thing to do first

the group, and developing

pull the group together

ing questions,
questions

that

test

hesitate

ans~er to one question

of the USE OF THE PLAN(Objective

Encour&ge

have a questioning

to appear "slow to grasp" before the group.
the thinking

the answers from the group whenever possible.

of the several

1).

Ask some iead-

whyf' we perform each step.

Remember, some members will

may clarify

plan

Just a quick way to

your group for understanding.

develop the "reasons

from the group.

tude, while others

it on the board.

and focus attention

While doing this,

would be to review the 4-step

attiA clear

in the group.

USE the conference

I

technique.

Ge~

-13Now you are ready for the demonstrations
stration

#1, clearly

outline

Some trainers
list

conveniently

to be followed

in each demonstration.

use a corner of the blackboard

each point., following

place

the points

but before you be&in Demon-

the manual.

if large

Others have a prepared

enough, and

sheet which they

in the back, or ·side of the room)

in the room (preferably

which can be used as a guide.
Also ask each member to keep notes
Objective

#1) as well as questions

on the USE of the plan (Remember

to be asked after

the demonstration

is con-

cluded.
The manual calls
"Do you have a Present
one?"

If you desire

questi ons.

for two important

and Proposed Breakdown?", and
a red face and complete

We might let you learn

too much of you.

questions

Call for another

chaos,

from bitter
volunteer

before

the demonstration,

1s the Improvement a new

11

just

neglect

experience,

to ask these

but frankly

we think

IF THE DlliONSTRATOR
ANSWERS 'NO' TO

ElTf-IERQUESTION. ALLONNOEXCEPTIONS.
The first

demonstration

is all

important.

A few simple rules

to fol-

low:
1. Go to the back of the room and be one of the group.
strator

talks

to you, he will

at least

talk

If the demon-

through the group, not

away from them.
2. Keep notes inconspicuously,
the good points,

3. Interrupt
able.

but for goodness sakes KEEP NOTESon

as well as the bad.

ONLYif demonstration

is off the beam or not understand-

Ask t he group to follow your example.

4. When the demonstration

is completed,

to his place at the table,
embarrassing

and you take charge.

to the demonstrator

while Mr. Group leader

lolls

have the demonstrator

to have questions

comfortable

return

Many times it is
fired

at him

back in his chair.

DON'T

-lb-

5. Follow the procedure outline d in the manual.
Now let us review some things
every group is different

that cannot be put in th e manual for

and IT'S UP TO YuU TO HANDLE
THE SITUATION INTELLIGEN

After you have complimented the demonstrator
there£!

good points

in every demonstration,

opened up the questioning

period and discussed

(It's

on th e good points,

an4

up to you to detec t t hem)

ideas f or f urther

impr ovement

r

the group, YOUnow begin to SELL THE PLAN.
Nine times out of ten on Demonstration #1 you get steps on the bre
down and not details.
back.

It's

usually

If by a miracle you get details,
just a coincidence.

List the details
with the demonstrator
least

Take the br eakdown and go to work.

on the board correctly.

You will have to work mos

because he knows the job, but keep group participation

by agreement UNTILenough details

just what a D~"TAILis in Job Methodsl

are listed

brings out the ridiculousness

at

so that EV2RY0NE underetanda

On the average,

twenty details

This is where you SELLSTEP I and SELL you must.

sufficient.
mediately

don't pat yourself

are usua:U,

Very often it im-

of the way the job is done.

MAKE
SURE

THATEVERY
DZTAILIS LISTED.
Are you finished?
details

and question

No you're

just getting

started.

Pick out several

them with the IDEA OF THEGROUPDEVELOPING
ANIMPROVEMENT

THATTHEDEMONSTRATOR
DIDN'TFIND. THIS IS DONEBYTHEUSEOF THEPLAN,Nor FRCII
YOURBACKGROUND
OF EXPERIENCE.
Don't !2!_!!l. expert.

!i!!, dangerous 1

If you are able to develop an improvement, your whole program is
MADE. You are well on your way toward Objective #1 and Objective
demonstrated

that there

is nothing up your sleeve,

'7-4800
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kind or handling.

You have

that the plan works on any j ob,

and to prove it here is a job you never saw before from their

you can do from here in with this

#2.

plant.

-1.sl:Q!lli STEPS and then sum up the

Follow the manual for the use of~
improvements on the board.

IF THIS TAKESTHEWH
OLE 'IWO HOURS,TAKEIT.

It will

pay dividend s

in the remaining three sessions.
If you have time f6r the second demonstration,
it .

Make SUREthe first

~ ~

sta rtling

force

repeat

the procedure

of

demonstration.
It j& danflero usl

!!l e~ert.

You can see the lo gic of this
cle ar understanding

but don't

is completed cle arl y and thoroughly.

If you do put on the second demonst ra tion,
handling the first

fine,

and realization

improve ment that

t echnique .

It is far better

· of the value of each step,

to have

than to have a

confuses thinkin g of the group.

Allow ten minutes to cover the use and handing out of the proposal
sheets.

This is anuLh~r i n1portant
Then four volunteers
If you have carefully

part of t he plan .

for Session

DON'T NfilLECTIT •.

I I I, Review and Closing.

follow ed this

1. A clear understandin g of a detail

plan you should have brought out:
and how to breakdown a job.

2. The importance of Step I in relation

to the maximumimprovement .

3. The realiz ,ati on of t he members to demonstrate
try in Session II to rearran ge the plant
Drive for the small jobs to start.

SMALLJOBS.

(Many

and perform miracles.

The larger

ones may follow

later.)
After you have completed Session
just what happened.

Possibly

II,

si t down by yourse l f and anal yze

you can impro ve your handling

for subsequent

gJ·oups ,

as well as the remain in g sessions.

7 - •U OI P U
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From here on you begin to roll
group should

The

After

to put their

cards

in their

to sell

Objectives

their

cha.rt.

their

in Session

4-step

Pl.an.

interest,
II,

II.

and

ask everyone

by group participation.

of the lll8.IJ1' opportunities

to continue

list

the pro·cedure

to be fbllowed

on the board the ei&lJ:t points,
II of Trainer's

in Session

to these

eight

during

each

to prepared

or reter

guide).

points,

the following

stress

interpre-

for the demonstrator:
:..

When reading
details

2.

the details

10 - 15 will

Wb.en explaining
4 details

applying

tind

tbat

this

from the improvement.

( Believe

Follow the simple
in progress,
1.

1t or not,

rules

of notes,

outlined

o:r.J.y 3 or
on the

repitition).
picture

or whether

the breakdown waa develope

ha-ppens) •

in Session

as tollowa:
Ask if the "Improvanent

as listad

by lengthy

or whether

this

1.i detail

( This is to save time and

give you an accurate

trom the plan,

the improvement was developed

question

the questions.

trom dragging
will

and not steps.

suffice).

and then read the balance

keep the demonstration
You will

they are details,

how Step II we.a used,

breakdown atter

read only sutticient

of the breakdown,

to make sure that

(Possibly

is

the group tor

Session

#1, and #2.

While referring
tations

of the

demonstrations

J"ust another

wcyt'.

and again

(As listed

understanding

Plan on the blackboard

Follow the manua). regarding
demonstration,

handled

pockets.

the 4-step

ot "reasons

fair

of thanking

who presented

Then develop
Again plenty

have a pretty

the preliminaries

compl1.menting those

IF you have capably

is a new idea".

II while

the demonstration

-172.

Ask it the Present

the answer to 1 and 2 are NO call

( It

the blackboard

and suggest

Cl.ear

4.

Take a aeat in the back or the room.

5.

Keep notes

6.

Allow no interruptiona,

7.

Take charge

unless

and discussion

Your strategy

ot handling

It

as before.

several

shows steps,

tor practice,

and submit

details

(Another

et:t'ectively

Request

the

the demonstrator

compliment

to rewrite

the voL..:uteer;

shot at the proper
ask,

way to

ll!l

and READ
the details~.

"Did the breakdoillll HELP YOUwith this

impJ."Ovement?" or "Could you have Dide as complete
The answer will

and break down

at the next session.

are well listed,

group.

Some trainers

in asking

tor

#1)

go to the board again

from the group.

to give the

breakdown?"

some-

'l'lwn open the discussion

(ObjectiTe

details,

the

has resumed

improvements.

the breakdown

the breakdown

and have all

damonstrat i o:as from here on d1tfers

Then to the USE ot the plan.

into

necessary.

II.

and turther

steps

absolutely

ONLYwhen the demonstrator

Compliment tbe good points

a.!!:!

clariticatiou.

ot the demonstration

at the coneluaion

at the table.

It

tor

inconspicuously.

his seat

what from Session

on next volunteer)

sketches

3.

questioJlS

questions

Bree.kdCJW:naare prepared.

and Pro~a•d

be affirmative

an improvement without

providing

a

you have used judgment

question.

Ask for group reactions

on the breakdown,

directed

toward the

impor-

tance . of Step I.

Now you mu.st clarity
pattern

is.

It

Step II so bring

you want to do it

e:ffectively,

out :forcetully
11 st a few details

just

what this

on the board
7-460G
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bl

them as a pattern.

and question

( It

Again briD8 out group participation

the

points

board,

liJl1' contused

details.

on questioning

Question

ONLYthe ACTION part

ot the detail.

2.

Question

each detail

questions

proceeding

Discuss

Step III

Discuss

Step IV by group

Sum up the
A!ter

to the next

necessary

detail.

by group participation

improvements

the tirst

with all

use them).

thinking.

1.

betore

and how it was used.

participation.
on the board.
AGAIN REVIEW the use ot Step II as

demonstration,

in the manual.

directed

with as many demonstrations

Proceed
we are

aey step,

driving

will

uing to repeat

ror

Objective

be retlected

the

reasons

Allow ten minutes
in Seas ion II.
Close

behind
before

_2!E, job.

#2

always

and any tailure

group thinking.

each step.
the

as possible,

In other

end to read

keeping

ill mi

to use the p18lll, o

Correct
words,

Proposals

errors,

com.tin

CONI'INUETO S:ELL.
and demonstrations

Exlcourage group co.DID8nts.
the sass ion following

and eliminate

smooth out the

#1, and

in contused

.Again, have a 11 ttle
points

are on the

and clarity

Remember the '!WO important

that

details

strong

mental

the manual •
chat with

them from your handling
points.

You will

know.

yourself'.

Pick out the weak

of demonstrations.

:Emphasize end

Use Methods Improvement

on your

-19-

SESSION

This is handled very similar
bas been additional.

become easier,

practice

steps,

although

as in previous

to Session

and additional

III.

Since there

clarification,

your Job should

.!f. you have followed instructions.

This time,
~

li

after

the preliminaries,

the development of these

list
steps

on the board '>nlY the 4
the same

is practically

sessions.

Follow the procedures

outlined

in Session

in presenting

III

the

demonstrations.
Follow the seven rules
tion.

(Listed

in Session

In Session

eiJ>9nse of the other

IV,

II

outlined

for the trainer

during

the demonstra-

and III)

Step III

is stressed

and clarifi

.ed, but NOT at the

thr ee steps •

.Make sure that

every bit

of confusion

is clarified.

CONTINUE
TO

SELL THE PIAN'.

Allow ten minutes at tha end tor the reading

of proposals

and

closing. ·

FOLLO.W
'IJlE MA.NUAL.

Have another
the adage,

chat with yourself

"When we are through

on the resuits

obtained.

improv ine;, we ARE THROUGH."

Remember

-20-

SESSION!
This session
wrinkles

should be the

to iron out,

so make sure that

Again follow
steps

plenty

There may be a t•

on the cake.

everything

the 1'.I8nual by reviewing

wt

on the board,

icing

is clear.

the plan.

of discussion

and

4 main

Only the

"reasons

why" in developing

each.

the remaining

Finish
in Session

III

demonstrations,

Use the same techniques

and IV.

The main emphasis in Session
ingly

presented,

helps

considerably

tor

commented upon,

ot the program.

It further

PROGRAM.
from Session

spend 10 minutes

IV and V have been

old keystone,

on the

Job

Training.
Bave the group develop

STEPS ot J'ob Instruct

value

and a continuing

tor demonstrations

the Proposals

can be interest-

to emphasize the use ot Methods

standpoint

trom a practical

read and constructively
Instruction

Step IV, and this

V is

outlined

and group discussion.

it means so much to the success

Improvaman t as a Product ion Tool,

Mter

f'ollo-.~ ng the pattern

ion Training,

tor you

and then

in Dllking J'ob Methods a continuing

4 "Get Ready Pointe"

the

emphasize

production

how this

AND the

4 MAIN

program can be ot

tool.

Follow the DBilual in closing.
Have the group leave,
Job Methods Improvement
a tangible

visor

tool · that

is a .link

after

the 10 hours with a sincere

is a sound program,

will

conn.ction

and really

based on sound principles,

help each and ever.r member.

that

l!mpha.size that

evm

super-

in the chain to help win the war, by the use ot the methods princi

every day on every Job.
It possible
be expected

close

ot the group in the future,
You, Mr. Trainer,

T-4801
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the session

by having a plant
and

executive

.!!e!_management will

have an opportunity

to be ot great

outline

what wl

cooperate.
service

to t he war

-21-

ettort,

to the company who has placed these people in

~

WithiZL Industry.

Make the moat of it.
Be proud ot your performance

and contribution.

TRAINIW WUHIN INIDSTRY HAS CONP'.IDENCE
IN YOO.

hands, and to Training

IV-Job Relations
The Training Within Industry program of Job Relations
was developed in order to provide management with a tool
whereby supervisors could acquire skill of leadership.
The material in the "Job Relations Sessions Outlines"
covers the content as handled in five 2-hour meetings for a
group of ten supervisors.

10-HOURSESSIONS OUTLINE
and

REFERENCEMATERIAL

WAB MANPOWERCOf?MISSION
- BUBEA.U
.OF TRAINING
Training- Within Indus~
Waablngton.,
]). C.

Service

I
· To the

warPra4uot1on ~'
Your Job Relations•easions can bave ·£~ JOlU"plant and

the wr-- production effort

a cQDStractiye

t~

inn,1lUC8,
.peffl&PS
ne--.r ·~

e,cper1enced.. You-liave an 'UllllSual 9ortuni.!}'

of inf'luenc .~

S\\P9~

to ilpl"Oft the$.r' ever,dq relationships on the job.
'

'

GiYinJ ~ra

ttcmd.cal skill alone ia not enou.gb.
'

~o~ lq\Ult give e1tt~ ..-i ~ womanat

-.09'' ~ l4¥4eral\1R ~t

·cooperation and teamrork. · ~ can help supeniaore

~

enlJ.dtt

get . t.b19 e~

to them..
You ehould. striw

seas

w

eJ14.
,to

with all the enerp

•

diligence

lead each Job<Relationa group in tbe ·verr but

do a

betty ~!fi~

8'C)J '1\1.Q~

~·

.

"JJ)U

poa- . 11·

wa7 poasible '-,{

JOB RELATIONS
10-HOUR SESSIONS OUTLINE
and

REFERENCE MATERIAL

WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION
BUREAU OF TRAINING
Training Within Industry Servic e
Washington,

D. C.

June I. 1944

Summary of Purpose and Emphasis of Job Relations Sessions
I

To establish the fact that everyday job relationships are one of the most important parts of
the war production supervisor's job.
To present the foundations for good relation'S.
To establish a 4-step method for meeting job relations situations.

II

To develop skill in Step 1, "Get the Facts."

To give the group practice on Step 1 through emphasis on this step in a problem presented by the
Trainer, and to give members of the group practice
in looking at the 4-step method in two problems
brought in by supervisors.

III

To develop skill in Step 2, "Weig h and Decide ."

To give the group practice on Step 2 through emphasis on this step in a problem presented by the
Trainer and to give members of the group practice
in three problems brought in by supervisors.
IV To establish the importance of Steps 3 and 4,
"Take Action" and "C heck Results."
To give the group practice in Steps 3 and 4 through
emphasis on these steps in a problem presented by
the Trainer and to give members of the group practice in looking at the 4-step method in three problems
brought in by supervisors.

V

To give members of the group practice in looking at the 4-step method in two problems
brought in by supervisc>rs.

To review and summarize foundations, 4-step
method, and tips for getting opinions and feelings.
To consider the other working relationships of the
supervisor - to other operati ng departments, to staff
departments, and to his boss.

A supervisor gets results
through people. People
must be treated as individuals. Good supervision prevents many prob lems, but the supervisor
must know how to handle
those that do arise.
Complete facts must be
known or obtained. Opin ions and feelings must be
found out and considered
along with facts. It is
necessary to look at an individual because people
are not alike.
Decisions are made on
the basis of facts properly evaluated and related.

The
supervisor
must
know his responsibility.
He must watch the timing of his action and
follow-up, and watch for
effect on the objective, on
the individual, on the
group, and on produc tion.
Further
develop
the
habit of using the complete method. Po int out
application of the method to supervisor's other
relationships. A supervisor gets results through
people.
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Strategy for Job Relations
Training Within Industry looks at the training
part job. That is, the supervisor has five needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

of supervisors

as a five-

Knowledge of the work
Knowledge of responsibilities
Skill in improvin g methods
Skill in instructing
Skill in leading

Job Relations is a streamlined intensive program designed to give operating supervisors practice in developing skil'l in leading. It is not intended to provide any training in the "knowledge of responsibilities" area - the job of
training supervisors in the policies, agreements, and regulations of a particular
plant must be done by the plant - and it assumes that a supervisor has a knowledge of the work.
Job Relati ons aims to develop a skill - not to give stock answers to per sonnel questions or problems, or to provide industri a'l relations background on
such subjects as rate s of pay, safety, etc.
Since Job Relations is focused on working with people, descriptions of
what happens to people are the materials for this program. In the standard
Sessions Outlines ther e are 4 of these problems , each of which is used at the
specific point for a particular reason: The time of the members of the group
is spent mostl y on the handling of their own problems which they bring in
for group discussion .
Job Relations is limited to groups of ten supervisors. Experience has shown
that this number is desirable. A sma'1ler group does not provide enough variety
of problems and a larger group provides too much material for inclusion within
the ten hours .
In some instances observers have been admitted to the sessions with the
purpose of giving them familiarity with the contents of the program as it normally operates. These observers are requested to stay in character as observers
and are not permitted to join in the discussion. When there are observers present it should be made clear to them in advance that they are not being asked
to attend in order to assist in lining up how the program should operate-this
is
a standardized program and no deviations or changes are to be made.
4

Job Relations Strategy

5

Training Within Industry urges the use of this program for all of the plant's
first-line and second-line supervisors. Those who are new on the job of directing the work of other people need help and trainin g more than those who have
had experience on the job.
However, if management says that all Its supervisors would benefit by this
way of looking at employee relationships or that the pressure of present production conditions has brought about an increase in the problems which a
supervisor must handle, the same training program will apply to persons who
have been on hi gher level jobs for some time. The nature of the problems
brought in and the discussion may be quite different from those in a group
of new, first-line supervisors.

If in such a group their problems tend to be unanimously

well handled,
the Trainer should make a specific appeal for the bringing in of situations
which have had poor results and also for the kind which may be sized up in
advance to get good results through preventive action.
Out of the experience of preparing this program good reasons have developed for doing what is done, in the way it is don e, and at a particular time.
SE ·S ION
GOOD
Getting

I - PRESENTATION
RELATIONS
AND

OF FOUNDATIONS
FOR
THE 4-STEP METHOD

Acquainted

Ask e.:.ch
pervisory job.
of the gro1p.
they and only
tion about the

man in the group about his own background and present suThis brings quick and easy participation
from every member
The members are being asked to tell somet hin g about which
the y have the story. Also, the Trainer gains valuable informapeople with whom he will be working for the next ten hours.

The Sup errisor's

Five Needs

The five ne.eds are discussed to emphasize to supervisors that, regardless
of their industry or department, they must be well versed in two knowledges
and three ffi.ills in order to be effective supervisors. One of these needs is the
skill of le ading which is covered in the se sessions.
Chart on Supervisory Responsibility
The d~velopment of the chart with "peo ple " in the center and the arrow
linking tlhe supervisor to the people is a quick means of focusing attention on
the subject -matter of Job Relations. There also is rea1 group participation m
the deve llopment of this chart as members point out their responsibilities.

6
Foundations
There
While Job
foundations
and to put
underlying

Job Relations Strategy
for Good Relations
are certain basic points which are followed by effective supervisors .
Relations does not give a great deal of time in the ten ho urs to these
as such, nevertheless it is necessary to recognize the ir importanc
them across in a way which will gain acceptance. They form the
spirit of good relationships and promote good supervision .

Chart on the Individual
The pulling out of one person from the group of people through whom the
supervisor gets resu'lts is done because of the need of pointing out that people
must be treated as individuals since they are different in background, interests,
and tastes.
The Joe Smith Problem
This problem is told by the Trainer. It is short and the telling gives it
much more reality than reading. Also, the members of the group will be tellin
their problems later , and the Trainer should set the pattern he wishes used.
Thi _s situation was handled in a way that got poor resu'lts. Such
lem was chosen for several reasons. First, it will often be necessary
group to be critical about the results which a supervisor gets· when
not use the complete 4-step method. It is easier to start this pattern
senting a problem which does not personally concern any member of the

a probfor the
he does
by pregroup.

Second, the problem is a very simple one from which it is easy to pull out
the positive points which need to be made. Asking where the supervisor skidded
a'lmost invariably sets up the main points of Job Relations' 4-step method.
The telling of the problem is broken into two parts in order to get emphasis for the importance of starting the 4-step pattern at the beginning getting facts before attempting to make a decision and take action. The discussion begins in the pattern which will be followed throughout. That is, it is
necessary to first pull out just what the supervisor is trying to accomplish. This
pattern of discussion enables the leader to keep away from criticism of decisions
by focusing on the use of the method. The four main steps on the card are
pulled out from the Joe Smith problem. Experience has shown that the discussion is be'labored if the attempt is made to also develop the sub-points.
How Problems Arise
This material is presented in order to show supervisors that they often can
get in on situations early, that an advance size-up may prevent problems. This

7
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also will suggest to members of the group
bring into the discussion.
Problem

other problems

which

they might

Shecets

The problem sheets are used to get conviction from the group that the Job
Relations pr rngram is aimed at the kinds of problems that supervisors encounter every day. It also gives hints on the type of problems which the members
of the group will bring in for discussion.
Requests for Prob'lems
Member s of the group prefer to talk about their own problems rather than
those brough tt in by the Trainer. The four standard problems are used because
it is necessa ry to insure that certain points of the method are put across. But
once these poiints are worked in, the rest of the time is given to the problems
which the rn en themselves are living with every day. ·The problems are restricted to thi.ose which are within the supervisor's own job to handle, something he can and must do something about.
SESSION

II-IMPORTANCE

OF GETTING

THE

FACTS

The Tom P1~oblem
This prOJblem is chosen to show the necessit y of getting the facts and
the importan ,ce of remembering that opinions and feelings must be considered
the same as facts. The problem also gives some hints as to the way in which
you get personal facts.
This problem is read, as exact words are important. Since it must be well
read, which involves previous practice, it is specifi ed that the Trainer read both
parts of the dialogue.
This particular problem points to the difference between facts about the
man and facts about the machine - both are necessary in order to have the
whole story. The members of the group are also given a hint that it is sometimes necessary to probe a bit for the meaning beh ind words.
This p ro blem points out the special importance
material properly.

of handling

confidential

At a number of places the Trainer stops reading in order that the group
may discuss specific points. It is possible in this way to get recognition of a
few of the tips for getting personal opinions and feelings which will later be
developed and summarized.

8
Problems

Job Relations Strategy
Brought

in by Supervisors

In the first supervisor's problem , and all succeeding ones, the man who is
to present a problem should come to the head of the table with the Trainer.
It has been found that shifting of position in the room is welcome and there
appears to be a certain advantage in focusing on the man in this particular way.
In the handling of the supervisor's problem the objective is pulled out to open
the discussion. The Trainer must at all times be carefu l to key the comments,
to " Did he foliow the four steps "- not to "Did he make a good decision?"
The discussion must be handled so th at the supervisor who presents the problem
gets practice in using the 4 steps (see Standard Procedure , Reference Section).
Request to Consider Severa l Problems
Since occasionally a gro up member w ho is new or reluctant to talk does not
wish to bring a p roblem for discussion, and also becau se some problems are so
simple that any lengthy discussion wou ld be belabored , it is sometimes necessary
to have more th an one problem from some member s.

If a man says that he does not have any problems in his department , review
the problem sheet again and ask such questions as "Does output ever fall off ?"
"Did anyone ever ask for a raise?" "Are any changes coming?" etc. If the man
is obviously unwilling to pres 'ent a p roblem after spending some time on reconsidering kinds of problems, do not press him too far. This would be poor Job
Relations. ( He cannot , however, be cer tified if he does not present a problem.)
Personal coaching may help a man who is reluctant to present a probloem.
Request for Problems with Poor Results

If all problems are well handled , discussion is not as interesting as if a
diagnostic technique can be used to show where the supervisor skidded.
SESSION

III - BASIS

FOR

DECISIONS

The session is opened by showing that a doctor in getting the symptoms of
a pafrent goes through a process quite like the J.R . 4-step method. Comparison with the doctor is used to show that the 4-step method has universal application, that it is specifically followed in a prominent profession, and perhaps
most important of all to show that the doctor needs and gets much confidential
information which he must handle well or it will not again be available to him.
The Shipyard

Problem

This situation which en ded in poor results is used to stress Step 2, "Weigh
and Decide." It bring s out the necessity of using all the facts and weighing
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them befor e making a final decision. The poor decision was reached because
the supervisor first did not properly evaluate the facts which he had, and second, bec a use he did not have the whole story.
SESSION

IV - CHECKING

RESULTS

OF PREVENTIVE

ACTION

The probkm of the first Woman Supervisor is used as an example of good
results of preventive action. The problem involves a number of people, and
the subj,ect is one which is current in many war production plants. The members of the group are al_so given a tip to work through those people who are
recogn iz ed as natural , but informal, 'leaders.
Effect of Change
This subject is brought up to show that the problem of the first Woman
Supervisor is not a "Woman" problem, but one typifying "c hange ." Change is
usually resented, and supervisors ·need to tak e preventive action.
SESSIO:N

V- A SUPERVISOR'S

Request for Statements

OTHER

' i\TORK RELATIONSHIPS

on Use of Job Relation s

By getting th e members them selves to pull out the adva ntages to them personally of following a method which will improve the quality of decisions
and actions and which also shows the importance of checking results , the selling of Job Relation s is completed.
Chart
The supervisor 's responsibi lit y chart as used in Session I is now amplified
in order to point out to the supervisor the important position in which he is
and to give recognition to it. This chart also offers the opportu nity of again
stressing "Get the Facts." The Trainer develops the idea that getting the facts
will be useful in any relationship that the supervisor has, and that in a number
of cases he will be responsib le for giving the facts.
Closing

Statement

The members of the group must leave with the feeling that what they do
does matter, that it is very important. When the Trainer has made this point
the sessio n should be ended no matter what tim e it is. After a high point
has once been reached, the whole effect can be ruined by keeping the members training at a discussion in order to fill the hours.
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INTRODUCTION

OF JOB RELATIONS

BY MANAGEMENT

TRAINER

REPRESENTATIVE

Trainer to provide Management representative
of this page

with copy

Job Relations is:
streamlined

program

for war industry

from Training

Within

Industry

drawn from experienced supervisors in industry
The management:
has approved

this program

wants it for this plant
expects you to attend each session, and be here on time.
This is your meeting no reports are going to be made to management, except on attendance.
There will be:

5 two-hour meetings
held at----This program

111-----

room, on---

- --

1s important:

management expects you to do a good job- includes good relations with:
the people you supervise
management

knows you are going to get some real help

this method will show you how to be a more effective supervisor

This 1s Mr. ----------
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JOB RELATIONS

TRAINER'S

NO MANAGEMENT

I am--

----

INTROD U CTION

REPRESENTATIV

WHEN

E ATTENDS

- -----------

:Management:
has appro ved the J ob R elation s P rogram
wants it for this plant

Job Relations

is:

streamlined

program for war industry from Training

drawn from experienced

Within

Industry

supervisors in industry

This is our meeting no reports will be made to management,

There

except on attendance.

will be:

5 tw o-hour meetings
held at.------

lil----

room, on- -----

- -

CODE

CAPITALS
Horizontal

....... Section head s
line across page ........................Encloses section for timing

Pl ain type .

*

........Trainer

........Trainer says verbatim

Star in front of line .

~aterial

between lines

[ Bracket]

says in own words

Board work

....................
....................................
.. Instructions to trainer
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Job Relations-Session
PRESENTATION

ALLOW
S MIN.

I

OF FOUNDATIONS FOR GOOD RELATIONS
AND 4-STE P METHOD

INTRODUCTION
BY MANAG EME NT
( recommended procedure)
Gi ve management representative copy of outline (pagel
10). Best results are obtained when a manage1nent rep[ resentative opens the session.

J

[Introduction
by trainer (emergency only). Use outlinel
(page 11) when impossible to get managemen t representative to open the session.

5 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
10 MIN.

J

GETTING

ACQUAINTED

1. [Tell

something about your own background of super-]
visory experience. This is impo rtant even if you know
all members of the group.

2.

Have supervisors introduce themselves.
Use name cards.
Ask each man to tell you :
work-department-number
.
.
v1sory experience.
13

supervised-super-
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3.

If there are observers, explain:

They wish to know more about the program.
They do not enter the discussion, ask questions, or
make remarks.
4

con-J

discussed here are
· IL-Stress-our meeting-problems
fidential-no
names-give
reasons-get
agreement.

15 MIN.
TO HERE

5. Those who attend all five sessions and present a problem
will receive certificates.

ALLOW
10 MIN.

DISCUSS THE SUPERVISOR'S FIVE NEEDS.
In these meetings we are going to use the term "supervisor"
a great deal.

** supervisor
For the purpose of our discussions when we refer to the
we mean anybody in charge of people, or who
* directs the work of others.
We are all supervisors.
Good supervisors have always realized that they have five
needs.
Let's take a look at these needs. They are:

** 2.I. knowledge
of the work
knowledge of responsibilities
** 3.4. skill
in instructing
skill in improving methods
* 5. skill in leading

[ Count the five needs on your fingers as you en~merate.J
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I. Knowledge of the work refers to the kind of.information
which makes your business different from all other
businesses :
materials
machines

tools
processes

operat10ns
technical skill

Many a person has spent his lifetime in his work and is
still acquiring knowledge of it. If he moves to another
industry, a new knowledge of work has to be learned.
We are not going to attempt to meet this need in these
sess10ns.

2. Knowl edg e of responsibiliti es refers to the particular
company situation regarding:
policies
agreements
rules

regulations
safety rules
schedules

interdepartmental
relationships

These are different in every company. Hence this
knowledge of responsibilities must be supplied locally.
Every super visor to do his job must have a clear understanding of his authority and responsibilities as a part
of management.
These local responsibilities are the "ground rules" under
which every supervisor has to work-but
we are not
going to attempt to meet this need in these sessions.
3. Skill in instructing is concerned with helping supervisors
develop a well-trained work force:
have less scrap, re-work, and rejects
have fewer accidents
have less tool and equipment damage
This skill is practiced in J ob Instruction sessions.
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4. Skill in improving m ethods deals in util izing materials,
machin es, and manpower more effectively by having
super visors study each operation in order to combine ,
re-arrang e, and simplify details of the job.
This skill is practiced in Job Methods sessions.
5. Skill in leading helps the supervisor to imp rove his ability in working with people.
There ar e basic principles that, when app lied day in and
day out , will tend to keep relations smooth an d p revent
problems from arising.
By pointing o_ut the ways that problems do arise on e can
readil y see that preventive action can be taken.
Thi s app li particularly in anticipating cha nges that
may not be readily accepted and in sensing chang es in
output , attitudes, and relationships.
Howe ver, when problems do arise, there is an organized
procedure to handle such problems that helps get better
results fr om the action we take.
STRESS
[

25 MIN.
TO HERE

THE FACT THAT
SK I LLS
ACQUIRED
BY PRACTICE.

AREl

The supervisor is no t born with this skill. He must acquire
it by actual prac tice . J ust as soon as this skill is acquired by
a supervisor he becomes more effective in the doing · of his
job . In these five two-hour sessions, we will discuss this skill
in leading which we shall call J ob R elations.

Job Relations Session I
ALLOW
10 MIN.

DESCRIBE
SUPERVISOR'S
GARDS JOB RELATIONS.

PROBLEM S AS

17
RE-

1. Too few people realize that the superv isor's job is com-

plex and difficult.
Management wants output and quality .
Output and quality always require the loyalty and cooperation of people in addition to what machines can
accomplis h.
Can we do something which will improve loyalty and
cooperation? That is the pu rpose of these meetings.
When a machine is installed in a department, a handbook
comes with it-o r there may be a mechanic specially
qualified in how that particular piece of ma chinery works,
and direc tions on how to keep it in good operating condition, or what to do when it breaks down.
Supervisors get new peopl e all the time, but handbooks
don't come with them.
How are you going to keep those new persons 1n top
form? What will you do if they fail?
Employees will tend to judge the whole plant in terms of
the treatment they recei ve from their immediate boss.
Remember your first day on the job? I still remember
mine. (Illustrate)
There are thousands of people in supervisory positions
today who were operators a short tiqie ago.
As time goes on thousands more men and women will
have to assume supervisory jobs .
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Some of these people-some men, some women, have
long backgrounds as operators, some do not.
These new supervisors must quickly learn to work
through people.
They must recognize that they can get their jobs done
only through the cooperation of the people whose work
they direct.
Supervisors, new and old alike, are confronted with the
problem of obtaining the cooperation of:
people who have never worked before
people who have had steady work but of a different
nature
Newly appointed supervisors also may have the problem
of obtaining the cooperation of people who:
know more about the technical aspects of the job than
they do
have many more years of service than they have
[ Try to get agreement.

J

To meet such problems some kind of training in the
special skill of leading is necessary.
This skill of working with people has long been recognized as a mark of good supervision.
2. What do we mean by "good supervision"?

** Good
supervision means that the supervisor gets the
peopl e in his department to do
he wants done,
** becauseit shouldwantbe todone,do it.and the he wants it done,
what
way

when

they
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3.

*to run
Now, in these sessions I'm not going to tell you how
your job.
But experienced supervisors have developed a skill in
working with people.
This skill can be learned.

It saves super visors a lot of headaches.
35 MIN .
TO HERE

ALLOW
lOMIN.

Let's see what we can find out about this skill.

SH OW TH AT A SU P E RVISOR MEETS HIS RESPONSIBILITIES THROUGH
REL AT IONSHIPS WITH
PEOPLE.
1.

* super
What are the common titles for different levels of
vision in this shop ?
The se may be suggest ed:
lead man
gang boss

crew chief
supervisor

group leader
foreman

** "supervisor"
For the purpose of our discussion, when we refer to a
we mean ANYBODY WHO IS IN
* CHARGE OF PEOPLE OR WHO DIRECTS THE
* WORK OF OTHERS.
Write "Supervisor" and enclose in a]
box
near top of left third of board.
[

I Supervisor I
.

I was in a group not long ago where one supervisor said,
"I make wire ." Did that supervisor himself make wire?
No , he super vised a department in which many people
worked together to turn out the wire.
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vyrite

[ visor:

above

Super-]

A supervisor gets results
throu g h people

Let's look at what you do as a supervisor.
We will let this circle represent the supervisory job.

Draw circle
[ supervisor.

under

A super visor gets re~ults
through pe ople

I Superviso r I
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2. Let 's look at the things
for which you r boss
holds you respons ible.

** hoOfldscourusse,responsi
ou r boss
ble
* for produc tion.

A supervisor gets results
through people
Su_pervisor

Write Production
one segment.

* Besides production, for
else does your
** what
boss ho ld you respon* sible?

As members sugges t
kinds of supervisory
responsibiljties , write
the name and ou tline
the segment. Wr ite
down whatever
is
mentioned, but try to
include those on the
chart at righ t.

Qua! i t y

Any of the following suggestions may be offered :
reports
scrap
mo rale

pl ant protection
scl~edules

Leave top section of the circle unlabeled.

* We will let this section repre sent all other respo nsibiliti es
* of the superviso r.
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3.

** instead
We won't try to define the whole supervisory joblet's see if there is anything in common about
* these responsibilities.

· W ho gets out production?
Do not spend too much time getting the answer, whi ch]
is " P eople." Give it yourself if someone does not give
[ this answer.
Put small circles in]
the "Production" seg[ ment .

* These
* ple.

represent

peo-

Whom do you train?
When someone says
" People," put in other
circles in segment
marked "Training."
Con tinue until there
are small circles in
every segment includin g the blank one.
You can say:
Ho w do you get quality?
Who gets hurt?
[ U se "who" questions. ]

A supervisor gets results
through people

I Supervisor I

Job Relations Session I
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Is there any part of the supervisor's job which does not
involve people?

No.

Place circles in blank]
segment.
[
When we look at any part
of the superviso r's job, we
find people in the situat10n.

·[Enclose small circles]
in a hub.

Erase most of the
small circles and write
PEOPLE inside the
hub.

The supervisor gets results through people.

[ Point to heading.

J

A supervisor gets results
through people

I Supervisor

j
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** Inresponsibilities
order to meet these
th er e
** must
be some relati onship between the su* pervisor and each of
* his people.
** resent
Let's have this line repthat relation* ship.

A super viso r gets results
through people
Superv isor

.,
C

.o-

...
..

-,

"'

0

0

Cl)

Dr aw double-headed]
arro w and label it
[ J ob Relations.
J ob Relations are the
everyday relations between you and the peop le
you supervise.
The kind of relations you
have affects the kind of
results you get.
Relations with som:e are good, with others are poor, but
there are always relationships.
Poor relati onships cause poor results; good relationships
cause good results.
Qnustrat e by use of chart.]
45 MIN .
TO HERE

When a supervisor wants to meet any of these responsibilities
effectively, he mus t have good relations with his people.

Job Relations Session I
ALLOW
IO Ml

r_
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PRESENT FOUNDATI ONS FOR GOOD RELATIONS.
Experience shows that successful supervisors use definite
foun dations for good relations . They find that these toundations ,~eep the job relations Line strong .
Write on top
center
of
the
board
headm g.

Foundations for Good Relations

l. "ft Tfiere are some things that you and I as supervisors
can do, day in and day out, about keeping the job
relations line in good condition.
For instanc e, we can let each worker know how he is
getting along.

*
*

*
*

Write under
mg:

head -

Let each worker know how
he is getting along

Suppose a man goes home and someone says "How are you
doing on your job?" and he has to say, " I don 't know-no
one's said any thing. "
Do you think th at's good job relations if the man feels uncertain about important things lik e his job?
We know it isn't.
Do you think it is a good idea to let eac h worker know how
he is getting along?
Wouldn't you like to know how you are getting along?
I like to.
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I wonder if these people [point to board] would like to know
how they are getting along. Wouldn't that strengthen that
job relations line?
2.

** credit
Another foundation
when due."

for good job relations is "Give

Give credit when due

[ Write on board:]

If a man has been sick but stays on at work to finish an
important job, maybe you can't give him a raise, but you
can let him know it helped you.
Do you think it is good job relations to give credit when due?
Is that the kind of treatment you like?
I wonder if these people [point to board] wouldn't like it.
Would it help the job relations line if we did give people
credit when due?
3.

** inAnother
foundation for good relations is, "Tell people
advance about changes that will affect them."

[ Write on board:

J

Tell people in advance about
changes that will affect them

Suppose someone tells you tonight that beginning tomorrow
you're going to transfer to the midnight shift and start to
work at midnight instead of at 8 :00 in the morn ing?
Are you going to like it?
Are you going to think about your car pool?
You at least want a chance to have your say.

Job Relations Session I
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Would it be a good idea to tell people in advance about
changes that affect them?
Do you think that would help the job relations line?
I wonder if these people [point to board] wouldn't like to
know in advance about changes that affect them.
4.

** use
Another foundation for good relations is, "Make best
of each person's ability."

j Write on board:

J

Make best use of each
person's ability

Have you ever had a man who went sour just because he felt
he could do more skilled work than you gave him to do ?
Have you ever looked around your shop to see if you had
that job for him?
Do you think it would help the job relations line if we made
the best use of each person's ability?
I wonder if we are making the best use of the ability of these
people [point to board].
These foundations are important to everyone. Using them
will smooth job relations and assist us as supervisors to meet
our responsibilities [point to board work].
!The board will look like this:

-

l-
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A supervisor gets results
through people

Foundations for
good relations

Supervisor

Let each worker
know how he is
getting along .

..g

....
.,

DO I>

"'

Give
credit
when due.
Tell people in
advance about
changes
that
will affect them.
Make best use
of each person's
abilit y.

55 MIN.
TO HERE
ALLOW
10 MIN.

DEVELOP

TH E "INDIVIDUAL"

CHART.

** answer
Does this mean that all these people are alike? The
is no. People are different and must be treated
* as indi viduals.
write on top right third]
[ of board:

People must be treated
as individuals

All right , no two of us are alike.
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Let's pull out one of these persons and see why he is different.
Draw a dotted line extending from one of the smalll
circles to another big circle. Label it AN INDIVIDUAL. Do not erase the foundations.

I
-

-

An
Ind lv·idual

We'll let this circle represent any one of these people.

** Sohimlet'sas antakeindividual.
a look at this employee and what affects
We know that his job is a big factor.
Write His Job on. left
one-third segment of
circle.

His
Job

An
Individual
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Now what else? What other things affect him as an individual? What makes one toolmaker different from another
toolmaker?
Write in interests as
members suggest. Be
sure to include Family, Background, and
Health.
Give examples
each, such as:

His

Family_
His

His

Job

for

Health
An
Individual

His
Background

Famil yDoes it make a di ff erence if he's happily married?
Backgr ound Is there a difference
betwe en the person
who was raised on a
farm and one who
lived in a city?
Health Suppo se he's going
to have an operation?

You may also get Recreation, Wages, Love Affairs,
Education .
Write down not more than two or three of these.
Leave one segment for other factors.
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There are, of course, many additional things which affect
the individual on the job.

L

Leave one section unlabeled.]

Let's let this segment represent Other Factqrs.
[ The completed chart work will look like this:

A SUPERVISOO
<US RESU
L1S
TI-lROJGl
PEOP
LE
SUPERVISOR

FOJNDATIQ-15
FOO

1

PE<FLE
MET BETREATED
"5 INOIVIll.JALS

GXl) RELATIO'-IS

Let each worker know
how he Is getting along •

.,
C

0

....
..

Give credit

when due •

.,
"'

His
Famlly
Tell people in advance
about changes that will
affect them,

His
Job

His Health

An
Individual

His
Background

Make best use of each
person's ability.

All of these really affect the individual who comes to work
in your plant.
He doesn't leave part of himself at home when he comes
to work.
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The things noted in the circle make individuals differen t.
You need to know this person as a separate individual because he is different and that affects him on the job.
These differences are not ones that supervisors can change,
but we must recognize them as differences which affect the
worker on the job.
[ Summarize chart:

-A

J

supervisor gets results through people.

-By using the foundations we can improve our relations with people.

- A supervisor must treat his people as individuals.
1 HR.
5 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
SMIN.

These are the basis for good job relations.
But their use will not prevent all problems.
DEFIN E A "PROBLEM."
What do we mean by a problem?
is ANYTHING
** HA ASproblem
TO TAKE ACTION

THE

SUPERVISOR

ON.

Change s, interruptio ns, and failures do occur; and situations do arise. T hese cause problems.
Each supervisor needs skill in understanding individuals,
sizing up situations, and work~ng with people.
We are going to get experience in using a method for meeting problems. This method has been developed in sound
indus _tri al practice.

Job Relations Session I
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What we are going to be working on is the relation between
you and the people you supervise.
This relationship is the same whether you are working on
a quality problem or a maintenance problem or any of your
other responsibilities.
We will consider your responsibilities for production, quality, etc., only in so far as they are affected by job relations.
These relations are important.
Th ey affect the job.
Good relations give you good results.
1 HR.
10 MIN .
TO HERE

ALLOW
15 MI N .

P oor rel ationshi ps give you poor results.
Conditions change all the time- so do relations.

INTRODUCE

T.W.I. METHOD.

Tell the problem of Joe Smith.
]
Do not read. The trainer n1ust be able to tell this well,
[ changing no ideas, but using words natural to him.
1. Let us take a look at how one supervisor took action on

one of his problems-something
production plant.

that happened in a war

Joe Smith was a good worker and his earnings were high. The department was busy and was on a regular 6-day schedule. Some time ago
Joe had fallen into the habit of laying off every Monday. The rush of
work was so great that his staying away held up a lot of work. The
supervisor had spoken to Joe about it several times--but Joe just said
that he was making more money in fi_ve days than he used to make
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in two weeks. The supervisor tried to appeal to Joe's patriotism, but
saw that he did not get any place.
Then Joe got married and he started working six days regularly.
The supervisor decided that the extra money looked good to Joe and
that was why he came to work all the time. Joe kept up the good record for a few months .
Then one M onday a general increase was announced. On Tuesday
Joe failed to come to work. The supervisor decided that the extra money
had again brou ght Joe to the place where he could get along on five
days' pay. He decided that he was going to teach Joe a lesson, and that
the only way to get at Joe was to show him how it would feel to lose five
days' pay.
When Joe came in Wednesda y, the supervisor was waiting for
him on his way to the locker room and called out-"Hey,
Joe, don't
bother changin g. I'm laying you off for a week. That'll give you a
chance to think over what's in your pa y envelope. Maybe you'll decide it won't be so bad to get six days' pay next time."

[
2

Erase charts from board.

· [ Discuss.

I

J

Thi s supervisor had a problem, didn't he?
Ho w do you think he handled it?

* Just what was this supervisor trying to accomplish?
[ Get the group to say:

J

He wan ted Joe at work regularly.

Job Relations Session I
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- If the .group tends to agree with the supervisor, remind]
them that what he wanted was "Joe on the job."

-

-

But he sent him home.
Would you have taken this action?

[ Do not let this go into extensive discussion.

J

If these points do not come out in the discussion, make]
[ them yourself:
He made no attempt to find out why Joe didn 't come to
work that particular day.
The supervisor jumped to the conclusion that Joe, in spite
of his apparent change, was after all just an irresponsible
person.
That the contents of the pay envelope were all that mattered.
The disciplinary action that the supervisor took was hard
on the department.

3

· [ Tell what happened next.]

Well-the supervisor laid Joe off. A few days later at lunch another supervisor came up to him and said he'd heard he was pretty
tough on Joe Smith. Joe's father had been hurt in an accident last
Tuesday. Joe had asked the next-door neighbor to send word to the
plant that he was called out of town. The neighbor forgot. When Joe
went back to the plant Wednesday, he didn't know that his supervisor hadn't heard about what had happ ened.
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4.[D·

ISCUSS .

J

Do these additional facts throw more light?
Joe had had a good record for a while, but the supervisor
had decided that the wage increase was the reason for his
not coming to work.
The supervisor felt that he wasn't going to be able to count
on him .
Joe 's failure to come to work had been for a good reason .
He thought his supervisor had been notified.
Let's look at what the supervisor did from three angles:

Ifow would Joe feel toward his supe rvisor?
H w did the other people in the department feel about
the way he treated Joe?
What did it do to production?
It was the wrong thing to do on all three counts.

5. Is there a way to avoid mistakes like this?
Wha t could Joe's supervisor have done first?
If someone suggests "Talk to Joe" or "Give him a]
[ cha nce to explain ," ask, " Do you mean 'Get the facts'?"

[W rite on board:]

Get the Facts

It certainly is important to "B e sure you have the whole
story. "
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Then what would he do with these facts?

I Get group to say and write]

Weigh and Decide

Lon board:

Aren't we all tempted to jump at conclusions?
After deciding, what would he do next?

[ Get group to say and write on board,]

Take Action

It 's easy to pass the buck, isn't it?
After you take action, is it a good idea to see how it came out?

[ Write on board:]

Check Results

Did Joe's supervisor's action help production?
1 HR.
25 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
15 MIN.

i=Leave steps on board.]
HAND OUT CARDS, SUMMARIZE
METHOD.
Distribute cards individually-STRESS
[ PORTANCE.

4-STEP

THEIR

IM-J
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Re ad the "How to Handle a Problem" side of the card]
[ and comment as follows:

* 1. Get the Facts.
We said that Joe's supervisor did not get the facts.

* Review the record.

( source of facts )

The supervisor recalled Joe's previous bad record but evidently overlooked his recent good
record.
All records are not paper records. You include
what you know about someone.

* Find out what

rules and plant customs apply.

(source of facts )

It apparently was a custom in this plant to call
in if you were not coming to work.
Ther e are some things that are accepted as
what you do in the plant. Some are written and
they're rules. But the unwritten customs are
just as strong .

* Talk with individuals concerned . (source of facts)
Joe's superv isor did not take the time to do this.

* Get opin ions and feelings.

(source of facts )

This supe rvisor just didn't think of what Joe
felt; reme mbe r that what a person feels or
thinks, right or wrong, is a fact to him and
must be considered as such.
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* Be sure you have the whole story. (a caution )
You pointed out that the supervisor didn't have
the whole story-he did not know why Joe
didn't come to work.

* 2.

Weigh and Decide.

* Fit the facts together.
Look for gaps and contradictions. In this one
there were gaps , but the supervisor didn't try
to fill them in. Joe's father's being hurt is the
big gap in the facts.

-¼ Conside r thejr bearing on each oth er .
This sup ervisor onl y look ed at the bearing of
some facts on each other. He overlooked Joe's
current good record and decided that the wage
increase and Joe's previous record accounted
for his absence.

* W hat possible actions are there?
This supervisor thought there was only one
thing to do. There is usually more than one
possible action if we stop to weigh all the facts.

* Check practices

and policies.

The supervisor has to know the ground rules.
He has to know whether his action is within
company policies and practices.

* Consider objective and effect on individual, group,
and production.
Joe 's super visor did not consider the effect of
his action on his objecti ve, on Joe, on the other
people, or on p rod uction .
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* Don't jump at conclusions.

(a caution )

Do you think that Joe's supervisor jumped at
a conclusion?

* 3.

T ake Action.

* Are you going to handle this yourself?
It was up to Joe's supervisor to handle this
problem.

* Do you need help in handling?
Sometimes we can get help from another department-from
the plant hospital, personnel,
or the payroll department.

* Should you refer this to your

supervisor?

You have to decide whether a problem is beyond your own authority for action.

* ,vatch the timing of your action.
The timing does influence the effectiveness of
what you do.

* D on't pass the buck . (a caution)
I guess we all know what this means- and we
can say for Joe's supervisor that he didn 't pass
the buck.

* 4. Chec k Results.
It is always important to consider how you are going
to follow up.
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* How soon will you follow up?
You make your first check as soon as you can
reasonably expect results.

* How often will you need to check?
Sometimes you keep an eye on something for
quite a while just to make sure that your action
hasn't caused another problem.

* Watch

for changes in output, attitudes, and relationships.
You have to look at what your action did to
the group as well as to the individual person
concerned.

* Did your action help production?
We've seen that Joe's supervisor
straight through because

fell down

he failed to get the facts
he didn't even consider all the facts he had
his action was wrong
and he got poor results
Ask supervisors to turn the cards over. Read the
"Foundations for Good Relations," commentmg as
follows:

* Let each worker know how he is getting

along.

Do we all want to know how we are doing?

* Figure out what you expect of him. ( action point)
Is it a good idea to decide what he is supposed
to do so you can let him know how he is doing?
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* Point out ways to improve.

(action point )

Does it help much to say "You're all wrong
there"?
How about saying "Suppose we try this"?

* Give credit when due.
Don't we all respond to recognition?

* Look for extra or unusual

performance.

(action

point)
Sometimes it's the man who's unusually reliab le
who deserves some form of credit.

*

Tell him while "it's hot." (action point)
Don't get so busy that you overlook some
simple thanks right when they are due .

* Tell people in advance

about changes that will affect

them.
All of us have to get used to changes.
Te ll them why if possible. (action point)
Give reasons, not arbitrary decisions.

* Get them to accept the change.

(action poin t)

Help people to understand.

* Mak e best use of each person's ability.
Th is is particularly important in wartime.
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* Look for ability not now being used. (action point)
Are you sure you know just what skills there
are in your shop? Are you training new men
when there is a skilled man doing some other
job?

* Never stand in a man's way. (ac tion point)
Do people think you hold them back just to get
your job done?

** These
are the basic rules for good relations. They will
do a job for you if you use them. If they are used they
* will keep many problems from coming up.
Remember that you need to treat all people as individuals.
These foundations will smooth job relations but they will
not insure you against problems.
We have supervisors because there are problems to handle.
1 HR.
40 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
SMIN.

You and I are supervisors because management expects us
to handle these problems.

SUMMARIZE.

1. Good supervision includes two points:
Handling the department and worki ng with the individuals in it in a way which makes everyday relationships
smooth and prevents many problems. This is covered
by the Foundations.
Handling · problems that do anse 1s covered by the
4-step method ..
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2. The supervisory job can't be run from a set of rules any
more than you can learn to play baseball from a book.
You can read about pitching a curve but you can't get
the ball to curve until you have practiced.
3. Conditi ons do change; interruptions do occur; problems do come up. The Foundations and this 4-step method will help you to handle these problems. This is a pattern to follow.
This method applies whether there is a Wagner Act or
not, whether you are dealing with a man or a woman,
Negro or White, Republican or Democrat.
Wh y is this so? Because people are people once you get
und er their skins, regardless of race or color.
DISCUSS HOW PROBLEMS COME UP.

* Let' s look at the way PROBLEMS come up.
** I. tipped
If you' re on the watch in your department you'll be
off when you notice changes in people's work
** some
or attitudes. Suppose a man suddenly gets quarrelwith everyone around him- that's a problem,
* isn't it? Effective supervisors get in on these early.
** 2. happens.
Or, you may even have a situation to size up be/ore it
Management may announce changes in pol** icy.
Suppose you are going to bring a group of women
into a department where there have been only men .
** upYouthatmaysituation
want to do some preventive work and size
advance so that you won' t have a
* pr oblem to handlein later.
** 3 . .aSometimes
they "come to you." A man may ask for
rai se or a transfer, or he may have a pro blem or
* quest10n.
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1 HR.
45 MIN .
TO HERE

ALLO W
15 MIN .

** 4. doOthers,
you "run into." Suppose you tell someone to
something, and he won't do it. Or perhaps it's
* someone who's late.
CONSIDER
JOB.

SUPERVISOR'S

PROBLEMS

ON THE

1. [ Distribute problem sheets.]
Some of the same problems come to all supervisors.
Maybe you have all of these- or none .
~sk

group to check probl em sheets.]

[ Read five or six out loud - discuss , not at length.]
!!,et the group read all the way through.

J

In this group we are going to be working on supervisors'
problems-the things he has to do something about.
[ Comment on number of problems group has.]
2

· lDescribe practice in following sessions.
See Tips for Trainers.

Each of you will have a chance to bring in a problem during
these sessions.
We will work on these problems to develop our skill in the
use of the 4-step method.
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Lack of tearmvork in department.
'lllorker doesn't understand his part in the whole job ..
Man goes to your boss to complain.
Someone kicks about working conditions.
Pros pective change in hours is apt to make trouble.
Man wants to change jobs often.
Man ta kes chances at work.
Worker fails to coma to work every day.
Employee loses interest
in job.
Man feels he is being pushed.
Vian resents changes • .
Drop in individual
production.
Drop in overall production.
Worker irritable
and touchy.
Employee kicks when not promoted.
regulations
are going to be stifi'ened.
Plant protection
Worker wants more money.
Employee pulls boner.
Operator refuses to do certain work.
Employees are not going to get an expected bonus.
careless with materials and equipment.
Man gets discouraged ,learnin g job.
Time-clock r ules are going to be enforced.
Worker wants tra nsfer for more money.
Friction between shifts.
Pay differential
causes trouble.
Some day-work jobs are going to be put on piece-rate.
Man loafing on job.
Doesn't like responsibility.
Plant is going to start hirin g women, or Negroes.
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We are not going to criticize the supervisor or pass judgment on his action.
When you bring in your problem,

REMEMBER:

** has
Our definition of a problem is something the supervisor
to take action on. This includes recommending action.
** wise
It must involve you and the people you supervise-otherwe may not have all the facts or know the individuals
* concerned.
** You
may bring in a problem that you have handled recently. These problems are good because the facts are
* easily recalled.
** yet
You may bring in a problem on whic h you have not as
taken action. Pending problems are always good.
** You
will help all of us if you will bring some problems
that didn't turn out quite right, so we can take a look at
* why they turned out the way they did.
Please do not bring in as a problem the most involved problem that you have run into in all of your years of supervisory
experience. When problems are pretty big, or involved, most
of us usually say-"This is a pretty tough one. I'd better get
the facts and weigh them carefully ."
Supervisors tell us that they usually go a bit sour with the
smaller problems as they appear to be so insignificant that
they are prone not to get the facts, jump at conclusions, etc.
We want to ,get experience and practice here so that we will
instinctively think through small problems, so that these
small problems will be handled satisfactorily and forgotten.
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Some supervisors say that most all of their large problems
result from small problems which were poorly handled. If
there is a little blaze, we usually can put it out with a cup
of water, but if it develops into a big blaze, then we have to
call out the Fire Departments from neighboring towns.
Sometimes we overlook the little things. You give someone
work to do and he just doesn't do it. ·
You have a girl who doesn't get to work on time.
These small incidents are problems.
Because of our time limit we have to have short and relatively simple problems. This is necessary because we are
going to apply the entire method, not just the beginning of
it. We can learn the method just as well on short problems as
on long ones. If we get practice and form a habit, it will be
easier to use the method on more involved problems, and it
will make the handling of those problems shorter.
Remember that the supervisor does n1uch preventive work
by handling his problems while they are new and small
rather than waitin g until they are older and more complicated.
3. Do any of you have any problems, like these on the problem

sheet perhaps, facing you? I mean some you have to handle
yourself? Well, will you, . .... . .. . and
.................
tell us about one at the next meeting just as I told you about
Joe Smith, so we all can take a look at them together?
[ Explain procedure for handling supervisor's problems.
4. I'm going to bring in a problem too.

J
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Our purpose in all these problems is to g et practic e in the
use of the 4-step m ethod. We only acquire skill through
practice.
5. You can begin to use these foundations and the 4 steps right
away- on the job.
That 's where this plan pays dividends.
2 HR S.
TO H ERE

[ Thank group for interest and participation.]

[ Clear the board.

J
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IMPORTANCE

ALLOW
51\IIN.

REVIEW

OF GETTING

II
THE FACTS

4-STEP METHOD.

1. [ Briefly make appropriate opening comments.]
2. Let's take a look at our 4-step method of handling problems .
What are the four steps a good supervisor follows when
he takes action on a problem?

[

Draw from group and
place in upper right hand
corner of board:

]

I.
2.
3.
4.

Get the facts
Weigh and decide
Take action
Check results

3. We are setting up a pattern here. We handle these situations in slow motion, in order to get a closer look at them.
Actually, on the job, even though this method is many
times speeded up, you still go through the same steps.
5 MIN.

TO HERE

4. This may seem to take time-but if it saves time in the
long run, isn't it surely worth it?
50
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ALLOW
35 MIN.

DEVELOP ABILITY IN USING THE METHOD
senting and discussing the Tom problem.

1.

I Focus
I

attention on importance of Step 1-Get
Facts.
.

by pre-

the]

In the use of this method Step 1 is basic, because the success
of Steps?, 3, and 4, depends on getting all the facts.

[ Underline Step

1.J

I. Get the Facts

In some problems ALL THE FACTS are not obtained
until personal opinions and feelings are considered. These
personal opinions and feelings must be considered as facts.
What a worker thinks-right
or wrong - is a fact to him
and must be considered as such.
I am now going to tell you about a problem in which a supervisor talked with a man and, by getting his opinions and
feelings, obtained important facts .
The purpose in relating this particular problem is to stress
not only the importance of getting the facts, but also to give
us an opportunity to see exactly how this supervisor talked
with this man in order to get personal opinions and feelings.
This problem is one where what is said and how it is said is
very important. I'm going to read this to you, so we'll get
just what was said by both of them.
2·

j. Read

I

the problem. MAKE IT LIVE.
READ IN A MONOTONE.

DO NOT]
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A supervisor is out in the shop and notices a workman is reaching
into a machine.
Supervisor calls out: Tom, I've told you to shut off that machine when
you take off the guard.
Trainer Comment: The supervisor is mad. He's ap-J
parently warned Tom before.
Tom yells back: If you want to fire me, why don't you say so instead
of na~ging at me all the time.

[ Trainer Comment: Tom is mad, too.]
Supervisor: Keep your shirt on I It's far from firing you, Tom. I just
don't want you to fire yourself by getting your hand
mashed. The number of times that machine has to be adjusted makes me think there must be something wrong
with it.
Tom:

Well, I'm not going to take any more panning.
Trainer Comment: The supervisor is certainly facing a
problem and here is what went through his mind very
[ quickly before he took any action.

Supervisor: Now, let's see. I've known Tom a long time. He's been
one of the best men in the department. He says I've been
nagging him. He is reckless as the devil about his machine.
Yesterday I had to call him on quality. And it hasn't been
so long since I had to tell him that his line wasn't keeping
up with the rest. What's happened to Tom? I guess I have
been on his neck a lot. But it was always something that
had to be done. And I can'.t have him taki'ng chances the
way he does.
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Trainer Comment: Do you notice how this problem
came up? There had been a change in Tom, but the
supervisor didn't get into the problem then. I-le waited
until it burst in his face .

•

Supervisor: Suppose we get together this afternoon and talk this over.
I'll let you know when I can get someone to relieve you.
Trainer Comment: Why do you
didn't talk to him then? Do you
done any good to stay there right
him? He isn't going to talk in the
Tom is mad.

think the supervisor
think it would have
then and argu e with
department or whi le

That afternoon Tom comes into the supervisor's office.
Supervisor: Hello, Tom. Sit dqwn. Now, Tom, I guess you think I've
been riding you. I don't want to do anything like that.
A couple of times I felt I had to stop you because you were
doing something dangerous. And there 've been a couple
of times lately when your work hasn't been quite up to
par. I'm used to quality work and plenty of it -from you.
Every time I see you taking a chance that might cause
trouble, I've got to stop you. When your work isn't up to
standard, why then I've got to say something about that too.
Now is there something the matter with the machine? I
know you're always raising the guard and reaching into
it. If there's something wrong with that machine, I want to
get it fixed.
Trainer Comment: What is the supervisor doing here ?l
The supervisor is trying the obvious thing first-to see
[ if the trouble is connected with the machine.

-

-
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Well, if you think I'm going to run over to that switch and
pull it, and hang the "don't touch" sign on it-you're just
crazy. You're yelling now about how little I get done. If
I had to spend half of my time turning that switch off and
on, I wouldn't get anything done. And the other day you
said the parts were below standard. Well, if I didn't fix that
machine they'd all be below standard.
Trainer Comment: Tom isn't going to make it easy, is
he? The supervisor could have cut in there and told him
it wouldn't take half the time to turn off the switch. Here
again he could have argued, but he had gotten Tom in
there because he wante d to talk with him, so he wasn't
going to interrupt him.

Supervisor: Now, Tom, there's more to it than breaking a safety rule.
There's a reason behind that rule. You're apt to get you r
hand mashed.
Tom:

And that 'd cost the company money, wouldn't it?
Trainer Comment: The supervisor might think thatl
Tom was sore at the company about money-or would
[ that be jumping at a conclusion?

Supervisor: Oh, sure it would cost the company money. But have we
made you think that's all we're interested in?
Tom:

Well, that's all that counts with some people.

[ Trainer Comment: (He's bitter about something.)

J

Supervisor: It'd cost us a good man. And that's a harder thing to replace than money.
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Well, not everybody feels that way.
Trainer Comment: He seems to be thinking about the
importance of money to some people. The supervisor has
a cue here--will he follow it up? Tom has been pretty
hard to talk to. What does the supervisor have to follow
up from here?
Do not allow extended discussion. If the group does not
make the point, say that Tom seems to be thinking about
the importance of money to somebody.

Supervisor: Why are you so strong on the money angle? You're doing
all right that way , aren't you? Seems to me you told me
last spring you were going to build on that land of yours
out on the pike. When are you getting married? When you
have a wife she won't want you to take chances.
Tom:

Oh-nobody

cares if I do get a hand off.

Supervisor: Your girl would care.
Tom:

I don't have a girl any more.

Supervisor: I'm sorry, Tom. I just wanted to get you thinking of what
an injury to you might mean to somebody else.
Tom:

Well, it doesn't mean anything to anyone now. Nothing
about me would hurt her. Why, she knew I was going to
start to build, but she married someone else. So, all I have
is a half-finished house. And that's all I've got to show for it.
Nobody cares what happens to me any more. And I don't
need to try to make any more money, or save it either. It
changes a lot of things.
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Trainer Comment: This takes careful handling. The
supervisor wants to get Tom back to normal production; he wants to stay on good terms with Tom. Now
the supervisor has a chance to make a speech-he could
tell Tom he was lucky to get rid of her, but he's going
to listen to Tom , and not do all th e talking himself.

Supervisor:

A blow like that's bad, and it's no use saying it isn't. But
sometimes you just have to take it on the chin. Some things
can be fixed up, though. And I wish you'd see your way
clear to helping me figure out what's wrong with the way
that line is running.

•
I can see why you have gotten a bit careless about caking
chances. But I know you wouldn't have had to take those
chances unless something else had been wrong. Now, is
the machine worn? Does it need overhauling?
the tools?

How are

~ Trainer

Comment: There seem to be two things to lookl
st.at: (1) the man and (2 ) the machine.

Tom:

No, it isn't the machine. The parts aren't coming through
the same as they used to. There's a burr left on them; ana
after so many have gone through, well, I just have to clean
the machine out.

I-

Handle this problem according to standard procedure.

3. Just what is Tom's supervisor trying to accomplish?
Get fron1
group and
place on
board:

To make Tom a safe worker and
get production back to normal

J
-
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4. What are the facts?
Get facts
f ron1
group and put on
board briefly. See
that these are included, but not necessarily
in this
order.

Facts
Was a good worker
Quality and quantity down
Broke safety rule
Careless
Warned before
Talked back
Lost his girl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts

[ Check subheads of Step 1. USE CARD]

I

Be sure that you leave group with the realization thatl
the supervisor got three very important facts because he
_ talked with the individual to get opinions and feelings ._

S. [ Consider Step 2, according to standard procedure.1

Get possible actions from
group.
Some may beWarn about safety rules.
Give penalty layoff.
Report bad parts.
Tell him losing girl isn't
your fault.

I Test

Weigh and decide
Possible actions

possible actions against objective and probable
j effect on individual-group - production.
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6. Now let us see what did happen in this particular prob lem.

[ Continue to read the problem.]
Superviso r : I can see why that would cause you trouble. Suppose we
go down and take a look at those parts. Now, I'm sorry
about your tough luck. But I do thank you for helping me.

Trainer Comment: Throughout, the supervisor had
listened sympathetically to Tom, he had encouraged and
helped him to talk about the things that were important
to him. Now that he had reached something specific,
bad parts, he's going to check that.
Later the supervisor comes back to his office and calls
his own chief.
Supervisor: Jones, can I come up a minute? I want to talk to you
about the parts we're getting from the punch press department. They're not coming through clean. I have a
good operator on our line, and it's interfering with his
work and slowing down our output.
7. Wha t were the additional facts that Tom's superv isor
got by talking with Tom and getting his opinions and
feelin gs?

II APoint
out on boar d T HE]
D D IT IO NAL FACT S:

Lost his girl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts
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8. The supervisor looked at all the facts and he felt he
had a complete story.
He found out why Tom was off the beam.
Doesn't this indicate that sometimes an addition of one
more fact will preclude or suggest a possible action?
Do you think we would have had the same possible
actjons if these facts had been missing?
9. What action did he take?

Help group give superyjsor's action.
Write this action on the
board:--

ACTION
Told Tom he was sorry
Asked Tom's help
Checked parts
Reported faulty parts

What facts did this supervisor use in arriving at this
decision?

[ Handle Step 3 as in the standard procedure.]
Let's look at Step 3.
Are you going to handle this yourself?

It was this supervisor's problem.
He had some responsibility to take some action.
Need help?
Yes, he got Tom's help-no

outside help necessary.
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Refer to supervisor?
To get good parts-but
trouble.

didn't tell him Tom's

Timing?
Tom's supervisor didn't lose any time in acting.

10
· [ Handle Step 4 as in the standard procedure.]
How soon do you think he'll follow up? More tian
once?
What will he look for?
Do you think Tom's supervisor will accomplish his
objective?
Did this supervisor use the 4-step method up to now?

11. Conclu sion to the Tom Problem.
You remember the purpose of this problem was to st~ess
not only the importance of getting the facts, but als to
see how this supervisor handled this problem in 01der
to get personal opinions and feelings. You can see v;hat
might have happened if this supervisor had not decned
to get more facts before he took his action.
Do you think Tom's supervisor was justified in getting
him to talk about his personal affairs? This depend " on
the individual and the problem. This supervisor k ew
his individual well enough to talk with Tom.
Did you ever have a man go sour when something rappened in his family? He brought what happened out ~ide
of work into the plant with him- just as Tom did. Tmt's
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why the supervisor has to concern himself with personal
feelings.
Did you notice that when Tom's supervisor called his
boss he didn't reveal the personal information he had
about Tom? He could have said, "I have a jilted guy
down here," but he said, "I have a good worker down
here."
40 MIN.
TO HERE

AL LOW
5 MIN.

[ Clear board, except steps]

REME1\1BER
WE SAID THAT
OPINIONS AND
FEELINGS are hard to get. We all can learn and develop
this skill. Once this skill is acquired it becomes a useful tool
for a supervisor.

[

Write on ]
board:

How to get opinions and feelings

1. Just how did Tom's supervisor find out about Tom's

opinions and feelings?
His supervisor could have argued with Tom about its
taking him half his time to turn off the switch. Is anything ever satisfactorily settled by an argument? Our
first tip, then, is "Don't argue."

[Write on board:]

Don't argue

2. It took some encouragement to get Tom to talk about
what seemed important to him, didn't it? The supervisor
had to help him say what was wrong. The tip then is to,
"Encourage him to talk about what is in1portant to him."
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[Wr ite on board:

J

Encourage him to talk about
what is important to him

3. If you are telling a story and someone interrupts you ,
do you feel like continuing it? After Tom started talking
did his boss interrupt him? Our tip is "Don't interrupt."

[ Write on board:]

Don't interrupt

4. Could the boss have spoiled everything by jumping to
the conclusion that Tom was sore about money? The
tip is, "Don't jump at conclusions."

[ Writ e on board:]

Don't jump at conclusions

5. The supervisor had a chance to make a coup le of
speech es, didn't he-on safety-on how lucky he was to
get rid of the girl? You will notice he didn't do all the
talking himself. The tip is "Don't do all the talking
yourself. "

II

Write on
board :

]

Don't do all the talking yourself

6. Was Tom's boss a good listener? If you want to get
opinions and feelings you have to listen, don 't you? Our
tip is, "Listen."

[Write

on board: ]

Listen

~ring out to the group the importance of using these]
[ tips.
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Clear Board-except
45 MI N.
TO HERE

ALLOW
1 HR. ,
10 MIN.

1 HR.,
55 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
5 MIN.

Question and Steps.

Change question to "this supervisor" in place of "Tom's
.
"
su perv1sor.

SUPERVISORS'

[

PROBLEMS.

-

Handle 2 problems.
35 minutes each.
Standard Procedure._

MA KE SURE 3 PROBLEMS
WILL
[ SENTED AT NEXT SESSION.

BE PRE-]

1. I '11bring in another problem at the next session.
2. Will all of you have one ready?
Now you can bring in a problem you want to size up to
try to take some preventive action.
Or you can bring one that's on your hands right now.
Or perhaps you have just finished a problem we can
consider.
But we do set up these requirements:

* It must be something between you and the people
* you supervise.
* It must be a problem which you have to handle; not
* someone else's job.
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** emplo
You must have the necessary information about the
yee or employees involved - age, length of
*
service, experience, etc.
...................
........... and ............. . .......brought in the kind of
problems we have to live with. That's the kind we want.
3. Do all of you have a problem that you can tell us about?
To practice our 4-step method?
!If any member of group says he does not have a prob- ]
l_:em, use the problem sheet again.

2HRS.
TO H ERE

Remind the group that, to receive a certificate, each
member must bring in a problem, participate satisfactorily, and attend all sessions.

1-Clear the board.]
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BLACKBOARD

GUIDE-TOM

Just what is Tom's supervisor trying to accomplish?
To make Tom a safe worker
and get production back to
normal.

- PROBLEM

No. 2

1. Get the facts
2. Weigh and decide

3. Take action

4. Check results

Facts
Was good worker
Quality and quantity down
Broke safety rule
Careless
Warned before
Barked back
Lo t hi!igirl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts

Weigh and decide
Possible actions
Warn about safety rules
Gi ve penalty layoff
Report bad parts
Tell him losing girl isn't you r
fault
Action
Told Tom he was sorry
Asked Tom's help
Checked parts
Reported faulty parts
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STANDARD

1. Ask supervisor
tell problem.

to

2. Haw problems come up.
3. Get objective.

4. Get Facts.

5. \Veigh and Decide.

6. Balance of Case.
7. Check Step 3.
8. Check Step 4.
9. Check Objective.
10. Foundations (if applicable).
(T h ank Supervisor

PRO CE D U RE

Head of table. Does this involve you and
somebody who comes under your direction?
Have you taken action? Tell up to final
action.
Where appropriate, stress; you sensed, or
anticipated a change.
Get from supervisor:
Something to shoo t at. May be changed.
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net result do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.
Supervisor first, as he recalls them offhand .
Review subheads with supervisor - USE
CARDS.
Get addit ion al facts from group - USE
CARDS.
Fit Facts - Look for gaps and contradictions
with group.
Possible Action:
What facts used? -Fro m contributor.
Check practices and policies with supervisor.
Check objective first with group, then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual, group,
producti on, with supervisor.
Facts used (from supervisor).
Subheads - with supervisor.
Why ?- How ?-Timing?
Subheads-supervisor.
\iVhen?- How often? - What?
Supervisor.
Supervisor.

and clear board except question and steps.)

•

Job Relations-Session
WEIGHING

Before
sess10n
starts,
place
on
board:

ALL OW
5 M IN.

REVIEW

III

AND DECIDING

Just what is this
supervisor trying to accomplish?

I.
2.
3.
4.

Get the facts
Weigh and decide
Take action
Check results

4-STEP METHOD.

1. Now do we all have our cards? Suppose we take a look

at the 4-step method. In our last session the problem I
presented about Tom who lost his girl stressed the importance of getting the facts, with particular reference
to personal opinions and feelings.
We looked at the way a supervisor go t the facts in order
to make a good decision. It takes time to do this , but in
the long run it does save time, doesn't it?
2. It is interesting to notice that a similar method is used
by professional people. For instance, let us see how a
doct or handles his problem.
Step 1-Does

the doctor get the facts?

Record - personal histor y-bloo d pressure-temperature.
Rul es and customs-m edical knowledge-practiceethics.
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Talk-to

get more facts, confidential.

Opinions and feelings - very important.
Step 2- Diagnosis.
Fit facts together-assemble

facts.

Consider bearing on each other-symptoms.
Possible actions - medicine, operate.
Check practices and policies - must comply with laws.
Effect on individual-group--contagion.
Don't jump at conclusions-careful

diagnosis.

Step 3-T reatment.
Take action - prescribe, operate.
Handle yourself? - his specialty.
Help in handling - nurse, technician.
Refer to super visor-more
ist.

experienced doctor, special-

Doctor s don't lose face in doing this.
Timing - importance of timing.
Don't pass the buck.
Step 4-Check

results-X-ray.

How soon- depends on case.
How often-it

differs.

Watch for- changes in condition.
This method we have been talking about works in other
professions , doesn't it? The doctor in an emergency of
life or death still takes time for all these steps.

Job Relations Session III
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3. Now let 's turn the spotlight on Step 2 of our method,
Weigh and Decide.
Good decisions must have a good foundation.
You must have the facts.
They must be weighed.
SMIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
30 :\IIN .

[
_

]

Underline Step 2._

PRESENT

THE

SHIPYARD

2. Weigh and decide

PROBLEM.

1. Let's take a look at something that happened in a ship-

yard and particularly at the decision the supervisor made
since we are toda y stressing Step 2.
[ Tell the opening of the problem.

J

The electrical shop supervisor in a shipyard told a man to get some
tools. The man said he couldn't-he'd
left his checks at home. So the
supervisor reminded hin1 he could get them by signing for them - the
man refused, said he didn't like it in the shop anyway, and he wanted
to go back to outside work. The supervisor was pretty sore about the
man's refusal to get the tools.
This man was an oldtimer. He had always been on outside work,
but he had hurt his foot, so, as soon as he was able to fill a job in the
shop, he was transferred into the shop at the same rate so he could get
full pay instead of part-time pay under workmen's compensation. His
foot had been healed for some time, and he had asked when he was
going back to his outside job. But the shop was busy, so the supervisor
kept the man. He had been uncooperative ever since he came into the
shop; now he flatly refused to do some work. People in the department
were watching to see how it would come out.
The supervisor decided it was time to take action .
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2

3

· [Comment on how problem came up - ran into, but super-]
visor had warning-oldtimer
uncooperative in shop.
· [Get the objective from]
group and put on
board:

4.

Get the job done without
upsetting the department

Continue with standard
procedure to get these
facts, but not necessarily
in this order. Place on
board.

Facts
Oldtimer
Foot hurt
Inside for full pay
Foot healed
Asked transfer outside
Shop busy
Uncooperative inside
Refused to get tools
Department watching
Supervisor sore

[ Review the card , subheads Step
S. [ STEP 2.-FOLLOW

STANDARD PROCEDURE]

Get possible actions from
group. Some may be:
Layoff
Transfer
Fire

1.J

Weigh and decide
Possible actions
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T est possible actions against objective and probable]
[ effect on individual-group - and production.
6. Now let's finish the problem and see what actually happened.
The supervisor fired the oldtimer. The oldtimer protested to the
union and his case was taken up. The union proceeded to get additional
facts- facts which could have been obtained by the supervisor.
The oldtimer had almost twenty years of satisfactory service out in
the yard. He liked to work outside, although it meant being out in all
kinds of weather. He did not like shop work. l-Ie did not know that he
had been brought into the shop to increase his earnings over what he
would have rec eived from compen sation. The yard supervisor was not
even questioned about the man's long service outside.
Eventually the workman was reinstated in the yard on his old job
with back pay.
7.

S.

Get additional
facts
from
group and list
on board under
facts.

Facts
Lon.g O.K. service outside
Liked outside work
Not advised why inside-pay

r

Continue with standard procedure.

I

Write on the blackboard:

J

J
Action
Fired oldtimer

•
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Have group identify the facts which the oldtimer's]
supervisor used when he came to the decision of firing
[ the oldtimer.

Also have group identify the facts which were not usedl
[ by the oldtimer's supervisor in making this decision.

-

-

Does this make a reasonable case for the oldtimer?
Does this indicate to you that, if the supervisor had intelligently weighed all the facts which he had, he would not
have fired the old timer?
Stress to the group that the supervisor gave weight tol
only a very few of the facts which he had as a basis for
[ his decision.
Other supervisors, by giving more weight to the facts which
he missed, might arrive at other decisions, such as those
already listed on the blackboard under Possible actions.
9

[

Comment on Step 3 subheads-Standard
Have group follow cards.

Handle yourself?-This

Procedure.

was his problem.

Help in handling? - Didn't ask for help.
Refer to supervisor?-Didn't
Timing of action ?-Was

refer to boss.
this the time to take action?
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10.

I Comment

I Use cards.

on Step 4 subheads-Standard

Procedure.l

How soon? How often?
This supervisor did not check up on the results of his
action. He evidently thought that when he fired the oldtimer that the problem was solved.
Changes in attitudes and relationships?
This supervisor lost standing with the individual, the
group, and his management.
l I.
12.

r

Check objective.

J

Use foundation points as in standard procedure.
Hit hard on "Tell People In Advance About Changes
That Will Affect Them" and "Make Best Use of Each
Person's Ability." (Prevention )

13. It is interesting to note in this problem that even though
the supervisor did not have all the facts, nevertheless he did
not do a good job of weighing the facts which he had.

Perhaps if he had given more weight to several seemingly
unimportant facts, he would not have taken the action which
he did.
35 MIN.
TO HERE

[ Clear the blackboard except question and steps.

J
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ALLOW
1 HR.
25 MI N.
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SU P E R VIS ORS' PR O BLEMS.

Handle 3 problems
2 problems 30 min. each
1 problem 25 min.
Standard Procedure
MAKE SURE THREE PROBLEMS
SENTED AT NEXT SESSION.

2 H OU RS
TO H ERE

WILL

BE PRE-

Re-emphasize what you mean by a problem; how they
come up. Remind group that, to receive a certificate,
each supervisor must bring in a problem, participate
satisfactorily, and attend all five sessions.

[ Clear the board.

J
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BLACKBOARD

GUIDE-

OL DTIME R- P ROBL E M No . 3

Just what is this super visor tr ying
to accomplish ?
T o get the job done with out
upsetting the department

1. Get the facts

2. Weigh and decide
3. Take action

4. Ch eck results
Facts
Oldti mer
Fo ot hu rt
Inside for full pay
Foot healed
Asked transfer outside
Shop busy
Uncooperative inside
R ef used to get tools
D epartment watchjng
Supervisor sore
Long O.K. service outside
Li ked outside work
No t advised why inside-pay

Weigh and decide
Possible actio ns
Lay off
Transfer
Fire
Action
Fired oldtimer
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STANDARD

l. Ask supervisor

to

tell problem.

2. Haw problems come up.
3. Get objective.

4. Get Facts.

5. VVeigh and Decide.

6. Balance of Case.
7. Check Step 3.
8. Check Step 4.
9. Check Objective.
10. Foundations ( if applicable).
(Thank

Supervisor

PROCEDURE

Head of table. Does this involve you and
somebody who comes under your direction?
Have you taken action? Tell up to final
action.
Where appropriate, stress; you sensed, or
anticipated a change.
Get from supervisor:
Something to shoot at. May be changed.
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net result do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.
Supervisor first, as he recalls them offhand.
Review subheads with supervisor - USE
CARDS.
Get additional facts from group - USE
CARDS.
Fit Facts - Look for gaps and contradictions
with group.
Possible Action:
What facts used ?-From contributor.
Check practices and policies w th sujpe rv1sor.
Check objective first with group then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual , group,
production, with supervisor.
Facts used (from supervisor).
Subheads - with supervisor.
Why ?-How ?-Timing?
Subheads - supervisor.
When? - How often? - What?
Supervisor.
Supervisor.

and clear board except question and steps.)

Job Relations-Session
TAKING PREVENTIVE

Before
sess10n
starts,
place
on
board:
ALLOW
30 MIN.

PRACTICE
1.

ACTION

IV

AND CHECKING

Just what is this
supervisor trying to accomplish?

I.
2.
3.
4.

RES UL TS

Get the facts
Weigh and decide
Take action
Check results

ON STEPS 3 AND 4.

[Mk
.
a e appropriate

.

-,

opening comments._

2. By the use of the Tom problem jn Session II we discussed
securing the facts through getting personal opinions and
feelings.
Using the Oldtimer problem in our last session we practiced
on Step 2, "Weigh and Decide."
In this session we are going to hit hard on Steps 3 and 4,
"Take action," and "Check results."

jUnder line

1

3. Take action

(!teps 3 and 4._

4. Check results

Now I am going to present a problem which shows how a
supervisor took action which was preventive, and how he
checked the results of that action.
77
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3. Becaus e of expansion, scarcity of labor, and many other
reasons, changes are taking place in organizations
throughout the country.
There are many different types of changes such as:
change in shift
change in arrangement of benches or machines
This problem illustrates ONE KIND of change.
4

· [~ ell the opening of the problem of the woman super-]
visor.

The plant superintendent called Jim White, the General Foreman,
into his office and told him that the management had decided to use
women supervisors as well as men. The superintendent told Jirn to fill
supervisory vacancies with women on the basis of seniority and ability,
as was the rule with men.
He also told him that both men and women supervisors were to
have the same authority and the same opportunity for advancement.
Jim considered this very carefully and reviewed the following facts:
One supervisory position had to be filled, and no qualified men were
available. All men capable of supervisory responsibility had been upgraded or had been taken into the armed forces. Most of the new employees who had come to the plant in the last 18 months were women.
Jim selected the best qualified woman for the job. As she was to be
the first woman supervisor in the plant, Jim anticipated trouble. This
was a major change. Some men supervisors might resent it. Also some
men and women employees might not like having a woman in authority. More women supervisors would probably be appointed later.
This was the problem Jim faced.
Should he do anything about it?
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S. [ Discuss how this problem came up-saw

6

·

I

Obtain objective-use

Get from
group
and place
on board:

7

standard procedure.

J

J

To get woman supervisor accepted

· [ Go through Step I- Get Facts-Use

Get facts
from group
-1 i s t on
board, but
not necessarily in this
order.

it coming.

standard procedure.1

Facts
No women supervisors before
Rule-seniority-ability
Same authority and opportunity
One job open
No qualified men
Woman selected
Anticipated trouble-supervisors,
employees

[ Review the subheads Step 1- Use standard procedure.]

g-· [ Go through Step 2-use standard procedure.

J
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List possible a c t i o n s
which group suggests.
They may be:

Weigh and decide
Possible actions

mass meeting
notice on bulletin board
appoint her-say nothing
9

· [Check all possible actions against objective, and prob-]
able effect on individual, group, and production.

10· [ Tell balance of problem.

J

Jim thought the situation over pretty carefully. Then he talk ~d individually with his supervisors and also he talked individually to those
of the operators who were looked on as natural leaders. He gave them
the facts and asked for their help.
There was quite a commotion - some people said they wo:.1ldn't
stand for it. Jim gave them a chance to do their talking and blowing
off. Eventually the workers agreed.
By the time the new supervisor took over her work the ou:burst
was over and the people cooperated in accepting her. Before she went
into her department Jim talked with her. He told her that she was ~oing
to be the first woman supervisor in the plant and that she might rua into
some difficulty and that she must not be easily offended. He askt:d her
to do her best because it would not only affect her but also other oomen
supervisors who would be appointed later.
During the first day on her new job, Jim talked with the sui;:ervisors and later in the day with the natural leaders he had talke with
before. They informed him that apparently the new superviso: was
accepted and everything was O.K. Jim, to be sure that his prevmtive
action was effective, kept in close touch with the situation for somEtime.

Job Relations Session IV

11.
[G

·, ]

et su perv1sor s action from group and
list on board :

81

Action
Gave the facts in advance,
to supervisors - natural
leaders
Asked their help
Let them blow off steam
Asked cooperation of new
supervisor

What facts did Jim consider?

12
· [Discuss Step 3, TAKE ACTION-Standard
Proce-J
<lure-Use Cards. Get from group or make the following
points yourself:
Jim handled this himself--why?
Jim felt it was his job as General Foreman, and he was
best qualified to handle it.
Did Jim get help? What advantage was it?
Jim got help from supervisors and natural leaders because they were in a position to help him get acceptance
of the change.
Should Jim have referred this to his supervisor?
Jim's supervisor had referred it to him.
In what way did Jim's timing contribute to the success of
his action?
Jim allowed just the right time for them to blow off steam
and cool off before introducing the woman supervisor.
Could Jim have passed the buck? How?
Could have blamed management for the idea.
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13. [piscuss Step 4, CHECK RESULTS. Standard Proce-1
<lure. Use Cards.

-

How soon? Why was it important for Jim to check immediately?
This change affected the whole plant.
How often? Jim kept in close touch with the situation. Why?
Jim must check closely until he is certain the change is
accepted.
Did Jim check effect upon attitudes, relationships, and output? What did he look for?
· Good attitude of fellow supervisors indicates acceptance
of change.
Good relations hip with employees in her department
proves her acceptance.
Did Jim accomplish his objective? How did he know? He
used Step 4.

14. What foundation points were used in this problem?
Bring out Foundations 3 and 4:
"Tell people in advance about changes that will affect
them ."
"Make best use of each person's ability."
30 MIN.
TO HERE

[ Clear the board except question and steps.

J
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ALLOW
5 MIN.

83

DISCUSS EFFECT OF CHANGE.
Let's take a look at the importance of preparing for the
introduction of changes which affect indivi duals and -groups.
Making that change in Jim's department was something
new. Individuals had personal feelings about how this
change would affect them.
People generally get used to doing things in a particular
place or in a certain way. We are all inclined to question
whether it is necessary to change the things we have
become accustomed to.
Do workers resist changes which affect their work place
or tools or the people they will be working with or
next to?
This, then, is a place where one of our foundations for
good job relations cornes in-te ll people in advance
about changes that will affect them.
Preparing the way for a change is surely an equally
good thing to do when changes in payment plans , hours,
locations of the department, new machinery, new products, or material are about to be introduced.
The first boy put into a group of oldtimers or a woman
on machines that have always been run by men are typi- ,
cal of problems supervisors can do something about in
advance.
Preparation of this sort prevents problems from arising
later, saves time, and improves relationships.

35 MIN.
TO HERE

But even though the way has been prepared for the change,
it is still wise to check the results to find out how the individual or the members of the group accommodate themselves to the change.

84
ALLOW
1 HR ,
25 MIN.

2HRS .
TO HERE

Job Relations Session IV

SUPER VISORS' PROBLEMS.

Handle 3 problems
2 problems-30
minutes each
1 prob lem- 25 minutes
Standa rd procedure

[ Clear the board.

J
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BLACKBOARD

GUIDE-WOMAN

Just what is this supervisor trying
to accomplish?
To get woman
accepted.

supervisor

SUPERVISOR - PROBLEM

No. 4

1. Get the facts
2. Weigh and decide
3. Take action
4. Check results

Facts
No women supervisors before
Rule -seniority-ability
Same authority and opportunity
One job open
No qualified men
Woman selected
Anticipated trouble-supervisors,
employees

Weigh and decide
Possible actions
Mass meeting
Notice on bulletin board
Appoint her-say nothing
Actjon
Gave facts in advance-supervisors and natural leaders
Asked their help
Let them blow off steam
Asked cooperation of new
supervisor
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STANDARD

1. Ask supervisor to
tell problem.

2. How problems come up.
3. Get objective.

4. Get Facts.

5. Weigh and Decide.

6. Balance of Case.
7. Check Step 3.
8. Check Step 4.
9. Check Objective.
10. Foundations (if applicable).

PROCEDURE

Head of table. Does this involve you and
somebody who comes under your direction?
Have you taken action? Tell up to final
action.
Where appropriate, stress; you sensed, or
anticipated a change.
Get from supervisor:
Something to shoot at. May be changed.
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net result do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.
Supervisor first, as he recalls them offhand.
Review subheads with supervisorUSE
CARDS .
. Get additional facts from group - USE
CARDS.
Fit Facts-Look
for gaps and contradictions
with group.
Possible Action:
What facts used?-From
contributor.
Check practices and policies with supervisor.
Check objective first with group, then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual, group,
production, with supervisor.
Facts used (from supervisor).
Subheads-with
supervisor.
Why ?-How ?-Timing?
Subheads-supervisor.
When?-How
often?-What?
Supervisor.
Supervisor.

(Thank Supervisor and clear board except question and steps.)

Job Relations-Session

V

A SUPERVISOR 'S OTHER WORK RELATIONSHIPS

Before
sess10n
starts,
place
on board:

ALLOW

50 MIN.

Just what is this
supervisor trying to accom plish?

I. Get the facts
2. Weigh and 4ecide
3. Take action
4. Check results

SUPERVISORS ' PROBLEMS.
1. [ Make appropriate opening comments.]

i~'ii;RE
AL LOW
25 MIN.

2. [ Handle two problems-25

1.

min. each.

J

25 minutes is allowed here if necessary for the handling
of the tenth supervisor's problem, or an additional problen1 from the group. If this time is not needed, go right
on with session.

THANK GROUP FOR INTE REST AND ]
[ PARTICIPATION.
50MI N. OR
1 HR.
15 MI N.
TO H ERE

[ Clear board.]
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10 MIN.
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REVIEW OF JOB RELATIONS

CARD.

1. Are there any questions about the 4--stepmethod for handling

a supervisor's problem?
2

· [ Review foundations for good relations briefly.

J

All people like to be treated in accord with foundations of
good relations. We all can do something about these things.
Putting these foundations to work on the job, day by day,
will prevent many problems from developing.

[ Refer to problem sheet]
3. However, when problems do come up, we have a 4-step
method to help us handle these problems.
This method will help you get better results, only if you
USE it!

4

· [ Review 4-step method including sub-heads, briefly.1

S. [Re view tips for getting personal opinions and feelings.]
Try to get as many as possible from group.
Put on]
[ board:

How to get opinions and feelings
Don't argue
Encourage individual to talk about
what is important to him
Don't interrupt
Don't jump at conclusions
Don't do all the talking yourself
Listen

Job Relations Session V
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6. Considering the importance of people in the situation and
knowing what is important to the individual person is not a
matter of right or wrong or just or unjust. It is simply a
common-sense approach to good supervision.
This is one of the hardest parts of the supervisor's job-it
may be thought to take too much time, but day-by-day use
of this skill of dealing with people will save time in the
long run.
The supervisor who knows his people well enough to build
them into a smooth operating group is making his important
contribution to war production.
1 H R.
OR 1 HR.
25 MIN .

TO HERE

AL LOW
10 MIN.

[

Cl ear board .

J

CLINCH ACCEPTANCE
OF TH E METH OD by showing advantages to each supervisor.
1. What do you think you will gain from using this method?

How will it help you personally in your department?
Without too much insistence, bring out
through discussion
and place on board
such points as:

More confidence in ability to handle people
Better standing with those
you supervise
Better standing with your
boss
Fewer headaches
Less criticism
Organized plan to follow
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[ If necessary, use these questions:

J

Will this help you to handle some problems yourself-instead
of passing them on to the boss?

If you get the whole story before you make decisions, do you
think it will improve relationships in your department?
1 HR.
lOMIN.OR
1 HR.
35 MIN.
TO HERE

ALLOW
15 MIN.

Will it help to have a regular method to follow? How?
[ Clear the board.

J

DISCUSS SUPERVIS OR'S OTHER

RELATIONSHIPS.

Show how he is linked to fellow-supervisors, to service[ and staff departments.

1. [Qui ckly re-develop the "Supervisor's
from Session I.
-

Job" chart]

Let's go back to the chart we developed in the first session.
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[

Develop on board the
following supervisory
chart:

-

Supervisor

~

C
0

...
_,,_.,
0"

-:,<r

So far we have been looking at the supervisor's relations with people whose
work he directs.
Is this the only .kind of relationships you have?
What other peop le in the
plant do you work with?

Ask these questions if necessar y:
Who gives you your instructions?
Where do your materials come from?
Where does your production go?
What other people do you call on for help?
Do any people who don't work in your department
ever come in it?
Do you work with any union represent atives?
These union representatives work with these people
too.
If there is no un ion, do not use this question or place
"Shop Steward" on the char t.
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Add names, boxes, and Job Relations lines.
Each time a Job Relations line is placed on the board,
be sure to touch on the fact that this relationship also
goes both ways as indicated by the arrowheads.
A lso ask "Is this relationship important to the supervisor?" and "Is this relationship important to the whole
plant ?" The answer in both cases is "Yes."
Then ask "W hat can he use to assist him in maintaining
this strong relationship?" The answer, of course, is
"The found ations and 4-step method." This should be
brought out from the group.

T he complete d chart will appear like this:

I
En~i nee rs 1
PersonneI,

and other
St aff s~rvice•

>

I

BOU

I

t
Superv j sor

.,
C
0

Shop St•word
.0

0.,

-,

""

re-

Supervisors
of other .
op•r•t ing
departonenh

Army, Navy,

Inspectors
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The supervisor is in touch with all these people and departments.
2. We have said that the supervisor gets results through
people.
Everything you do as a supervisor depends on people.
How you get along with people is a measure of your standing.
Does your boss think it's an asset for a supervisor to have the
reputation of working well with people?
,vith all these people it will be a good idea to remember
first of all that they are all people and must be treated as
individuals.
And we must realize that there is a Job Relations line between
the supervisor and all these other people on the chart-and
if we are to keep good relations with them we must use these
foundation points.
Before you take any action-before you go to another supervisor-or to your boss-y ou '11want to make certain you've
got the facts.
And be sure you have the whole story.
That you "Weigh and decide" and not jump at conclusions.
That you "Take action" and not pass the buck.
And you '11always· come to this final test when you "Check
results"1 HR.
25 MIN. OR
lHR.
so
MIN.
TO HERE

Did your action help production?
[

Leave chart on board.

J
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ALLOW
10 MIN.
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CR EATE CONVICTI ON that each will use this skill.

1. Maybe sometimes you wonder whether what you do,
does help production.
2

· [ Ask each man how many people he supervises]
dire ctly.
[ Write the figures on the blackboar d, beside the chart. ]
Total them-put
the figure in center of chart]
[ ABOVE "P eople."

That many people do influence war production.
And what you do, influences those people.
3

· [ Emphasize the strategic position of the supervisor - ]
the super visor is the officer in the Army of Production.

Everyday relationships count.
4.

1 HR.
35 MIN.
OR Z HR S.
TO HERE

** production
We are all working on the same job- turning out war
for the men in the armed forces.
* We all have one customer-Uncle Sam.
* On e objecti ve- to win the war.

[ END H ERE NO MATTER HOW EARLY.

I

J
J

Clear the board as members of group are leaving.

Job Relations Session V
STANDARD

1. Ask supervisor to
tell problem.

2. How problems come up.
3. Get objective.

4. Get Facts.

5. Weigh and Decide.

6. Balance of Case.
7. Check Step 3.
8. Check Step 4.
9. Check Objective.
10. Foundations (if applicable).
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PROCEDURE

Head of table . Does this involve you and
somebody who comes under your direction?
Have you taken action? Tell up to final
action.
Where appropriate, stress; you sensed, or
anticipated a change.
Get from supervisor:
Something to shoot at. May be changed.
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net result do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.
Supervisor first, as he recalls them offhand.
Review subh eads with supervisor - - USE
CARDS.
Get additional facts from group - USE
CARDS.
Fit Facts - Look for gaps and contradictions
with group.
Pos sible Action:
What facts used ?- From contributor.
Check practices and policies with supervisor.
Check objective first with group, then last
with supervisor.
Check probable effect on individual, group,
production, with supervisor.
Facts used (from supervisor).
Subheads -wi th supervisor.
Why ?-How ?-Timing?
Subheads -s upervisor.
When? - How often?-What?
Supervisor.
Supervisor.

(Thank Supervisor and clear board except question and steps.)

NOTES
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JOB RELATIONS

IN THE

FIEL D

The following policies and procedures, which are concerned chiefly with
quality control of Job Relations, are stated for th e Job Relations Tra iner's
guidance and information.
1. Job Relations

is to be put on exactly

as outlined

in the manual.

2. During the first 10-hou r program put on by any Job Relations
will be visited by an Institute Conductor or a Quality Control
least one session and preferably two.
3. Each Tob Relations
once a month.
4.

Trainer

ma y be visited

rn sessions regularly

thereaft er

No

Job Relations Trainer shall remain on the active list unles s he puts on
a t lea st one 10-hour program in 90 days.

5. All Job Relations

Trainers are expected
request of the T. vV. I. District office.

6. Job Relations

sessions shall be limited

7. In order to be certified,
cal sequence, participate
8. For certification
solved problem
the facts, thereby
is evidence that
It is, of course,
session.

to attend coac hing sessions at the

to groups of 10 supervisors.

participants must a trend all 5 sessio ns in their logisatisfactorily, and present a problem.

purposes, we will cou nt the sup ervisor who brings an unand, as it is being handled, decides he does not have all
sh utt ing off fur th er handling of the problem , because there
thi s per son does understand the basic step of Job Relati ons.
best to have him present th e res t of the facts at a later
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TIPS
Opening

FOR TRAINERS

the Sessions

Have conference room ready and be there ahead of schedu led time-if
start on time, the group will make an extra effort to be prompt.

you

Urge some member of top management to introduce you to eac h gro up. Their
appearance and ind orsement of the program are important.
The 10-hour sessions of Job Relations are held so that supervisors will learn and
practice the 4 steps and the application of the foundations. These sessions are not
for the purp ose of entertainment or morale building. Beware of "interes ting"
sessions.

l

Start at once and continue to emp h asize that wh at we are doing is getting
practice in th e use of th e m ethod. In thi s practice we arrive at possible actions but they are not to be construed as decisions. (We, in anal yzi ng and
applying the procedur e, are not as close to the problem as the supervisor who
actually must make the decision. We can definitely obtain experie nce in the
use of the method by appl ying the method to another's problem. But, generally,
any possible actions arrived at are not as reliable as those that are obtained
through the use of the method by the supervisor who must act ually make the
decisions .)
Avoid a classroom atmosphere and above all do not be an expert. You are not
running a one-man personnel relations bureau.
Don't take too much time to give your own experience and background. Your
purpose is to set a p att ern for the members to use in introducing themselves.
Stress on Method
Remember to follow and use the card. See that the members of the group follow and use the card in all discussions.
Constantly ch_eck yourself to see that you are not la yi ng too much stress on
something which parti cularly ap peals to you at the ex pense of other point .
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Show your enthusiasm for this program. Enthusiasm is contagious. After several groups, Job Relations may become an old story to you. Remember you are
setting the standard for the group. The program can be no better than the
trainer. Continue to be thorough at all times. A sloppy job by a trainer usually
does more harm than good.
Bring out to the group the reasons for throwing the problems against the planto give them practice in using it. We a re trying to acquire a skill. Your job
during the ten hours is to sell the plan to all ten supervisors and give them
basic training in its use.
Don't just read from the Manual - Talk informally with feeling and expression.
:Make it live! Don't lecture or preach.
W ork ing with the Group
D on't direct your remarks and que tions to a favored few -- get all members
to participate.
P ractice good relations with your grou ps. Don't argue - winning an argument
ma y not convince the ot her fellow.
Don 't try to imitate the personality of your Institute Conductor. Put your
own personality into your performance, but stick to the ideas and thoughts outlined in the Manual.
Don 't put yourself on a pedestal above the group. Be one of them. You will
earn their respect if you do a good job putting on the sessions as outlined in
the Manual.
Be alert when a member gives yo u an answer even when you are doing something else. Remember it and come back to him. Be constantly on the watch
for contributions from individuals in the group. Allow them to ·express their
views and don't try to rearrange or distort their contributions to suit some
thought or idea you have in mind .
Be constantly on the lookout for background material contrib uted by the group
with reference to the foundations. If necessary, ask members if they know of
any instances where the foundations, if applied , would have prevent~d a problem from arising.
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In an office group, particularly, supervisors should be told that they 'o not
need to take notes and they should be specifically directed not to take notes
on other supervisors' problems.
Hand ling Supervisors'

Problems

Reference . 3, the "Standard Procedure for Handling a Supervisor's Problem,"
is the final authority. (For the convenience of the trainer, a condensed form
appears at the end of each session.) The steps in the procedure are to be fo llowed exactly. They are designed to give the individual supervisor more practice . Be sure to get recognition of how the problem came up and the importance
of preventive action. It is important to establish a real objective-see
that the
superv isor does not look just at the handling of the problem, but at the overall effect or results he wishes.
Avoid constant use of the same objectives repeatedly in all supervisors' problems. Vary them and make appropriate
to the problem . Help the supervisor
reason out his obj-ective but don't dominate his thinking.
Make "Fact"

statements

short and to the point.

Remember that all check -points in Step 2 are to be used. The objective, because
it is used first, is no more important than the rest of the points.
When someone suggests a broad possible action like "get him interested"
ask a "How" q:1estion in order to bring the possible action down to something
more specific. Otherwise questions and answers are ambiguous when we test against
possible actions.

If a supervisor claims he doesn't make decisions , point out that a recommendation is a decision. If a supervisor has a record of making good recommendat ions, then any that he makes are apt to be considered seriouJy by his
supenors.
Don't let the group give you just any possibl ·e action . We want real thinking
here . Use "What would you do based on the se facts if this problem were dumped
into your lap?"
Be sure the members of the group understand that they are not being led to
a dec isio n . Decisions cannot he made in a conference room. We are n ever
sure we have all the facts and we do not. know the individuals co1cerned.
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Again, th e fact that nothing is done is often a decision. When a problem arises
the supervisor sometimes decides not to take any action or that he should report the matter to his superiors. The fact that he decided to do nothing himself may be an important decision.
When a member of the group asks yo u a question pertinent to the supervisor's
problem, refer it to the supervisor instead of tr ying to answer it yourself.
Don't indicate by your words or actions which possible action you think should
be used. A trainer's function is to guide the thinking of the supervisor and
the group through our various steps. We are not making a decision for the
supervisor, but drilling on a method which each supervisor can use to arrive
at his own decision on what action he should take. The supervisor should know
the probable effect of any action on his objective, the individual, the group and
production better than the trainer or any other member of the group.
Neither you nor the group is "solving " t~e supervisor 's problem. We are de veloping our skill in using the fou nd ations and the 4-step method . This is the
tool that the supervisor can use to solve his own problems.
Don 't expert (express personal opinions) by saying, "I think." Questions tempting yo u to expert shou ld be redirected to the members of the group. A good
trainer gets the group to do most of the thinking according to the pattern set
oy the
[anual. Job Relations is designed to get sup er visors to think and reason according to a pattern as a basis for sound actions or as an aid to sound
action.
Black board " ' ork
Don't

obs truct the view of the blackboard

whrn discussing

blackboard

work.

Keep these three things in m :nd when at the board:
1. Write

h-:gibly.

2. Stand at the side of yo ur work as much as possible.
3. Talk while writing.
Do not cha nge supervisors'
own words unles s necessaly to avoid highbrow
phras i ng. However, facts should be briefed on the board. Try whenever possible
to get the sense and the meaning of the facts in from 3 to S words. Then check
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to make sure of meaning but high-brow phrasing must be avoided. If someo ne
gives AS A FACT "·emotional instability" or "social maladjustment"
make it
specific. The facts - not their interpretation-are
to be put on the board. Ask
the supervisor to tell you what instances make him say that, and put on the board
some specific thing .like "had hysterics in office."
Make all blackboard work neat and readable. Talk or ask questions while at the
blackboard in order to hold the group's attention.
D escribing Practice

In the last 15 minutes of Session I spend some time enlarging on the procedure that will be followed in handling problems; explain that each supervisor
will come to the hea,d of the table and simply state the facts of the case. The
trainer will place them on the board and the group will get experience in
using the 4-step method . Emphasize that no comments or criticism will be
made. It is important that the supervisors realize that they will not be criticized.
Emphasize at the end of Sessions II, III, and IV that to receive a certificate
each supervisor must present a problem. Now that they know what the problems actually are, the regulations about certification mean something.
If people present problems which do not involve the direct relationship with
someone supervised, the objective is apt to turn out to be of the "either or" or
"whether or not" variety. The method applies in horizontal relationships, but
for group practice we want to have a real objective to shoot at and therefore
we want direct supervisory relationships.

If supervisors say the y have no problems and if they really are supervisors,
ask them whether they have been doing some preventive work to keep problems
from arising. This is particularly useful during Session IV when the trainer's
problem has illustrated how a supervisor used both the foundations and the
4-step method to keep department condi tions smooth and prevent problems
from arising.
The Manual
A typographical

code has been used to show whether material

to be quoted
to be presented

in

trainer 's own words

to be put on the board
a di'rection

to the Trainer

1s:

Job Relations Reference 2
This code immediately
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precede s Session I (p. 12).

Follow the suggested timing for each section. Experience has shown that the
time indicated is needed to get the point over. If a particular section takes
longer or shorter time than is indicated in the manual, then the timing gives
you some idea as to how much you are ahead or behind. Start each session
on time and close on time.
After each session you conduct, go over the manual and the problem handling
to check yourself on omissions or failures to get a particular point over to the
group. Keep studying your Manual including the references. The Institute
only gave you a start. Familiarity with the content of the Manual will improve
your confidence and effectiveness as a trainer. If you are not sure of your interpretation of any section of the manual, check with the Job Relations men
in the T. W. I. Distr ict Office.
Be very careful that any remarks you make supplementing the manual pertain
to a particular paragraph in the manual. In other words, thoroughly analyze
each paragraph or sentence, being sure you know what the meaning is. It is
a common fault for trainers, in trying to supplement the manual , to be sidetracked and then have difficulty in getting back on the beam.
"Following the manual" does not mean sitting down and readi ng it. Learn itThen check yourself constantly. When there is board work to do, push your
chair under the table and stay on your feet. Lean on the back of your chair
to look at the manual but do not go back to your seat during the chart work
in Ses ions I and V or during the blackboard work on a problem.
Follo w your Manual. Omissions, overemphas is, or foreign material
you into trouble. Do not mark up the manual. Follow it exactly.

may lead
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STANDARD

PROCEDURE

A SUPERVISOR'S

FOR

H AN DLING

PROBLEM

1. Ask supervisor
handling

to come to head of table and stay there until the problem
is completed.

Ask supervisor - "Does
under your direction?"

th;s problem involve you and somebody w o comes

(Under no ci~cumstances permit supervisor to use a hypothetica l problem or one in which he was not involved as a supervisor.)
Say-"Have
you taken actio n on your problem?"
If the answer is ''Yes," have him tell h is problem
cludin g final action.

up to but not rn-

To keep h im from telling wh t [i:ial acti c n was, make a sim)le statement as to the reason for stopping. The purpose is to get betcr gro up
participation - yet to give the supervisor the full benefit of his practice
problem. Inform the supe rvi sor that he is to tell the group rbout the
incident or situation that made him realize he had a problem rn which
he had to take action, plus an.r fac t-getti ng steps he then wentthrough.
but to stop before he gives any interpretation
of the facts or men ti ons
any decisions or actions.

r"'' -

U n der no circumstances, interrupt
th e man, eve n to keep hm from
telling the final action. If he ge nerali zes, let him alone ( uiless th e
problem is very long) but when he finishes make some sucl remark
as "yo u say thi s is always happening - let's take just one instmce." In
problems involving large number s of pe ople tr y to reduce the problem
to what involve s only one pers on .

2. After h e tells hi s problem, ask the super visor in which one of the hur ways
this problem came to his atte ntion ( or comme nt on it , yo ur self ).
a. You sensed a ch ange in yo ur department.
(EXAMPLE:

Found changed relation or break in usual s:t-up.)
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b. You anticipated
(EXAMPLE:
for it.)
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a change in your department.
You know a change is coming and want to prepare

c. This one came to you.
( E 1XAMPLE:

An individual

made a request or protested.)

d. Yo u ran into this one.
(EXAMPLE:

It ju st h a ppened.)

The examples tated under a, b, c, d abo ve are to be used only as necessary. Should the supervisor question what is me ant , the purpose of br inging
out how problems arise is to make supervisor s more aware of the preventive
work that may be done particularly as reg ards a and b.
STRESS a and b at every opportunity, p ointin g out that they are in the
pre ve ntive areas. To va ry thi s proc edure after handl ing several supervisors'
problems, you might ask any one of the group for th e four ways that problem s arise.
3. Ask supervisor:

"Jus t what are you try ing to accomplish?"

(Do not erase this question when clearing th e board at the conclusion of
the first supervisor's problem. It will speed up your work if you do not
have to rewrite it.)
The objective is something to shoot at. It may be difficult to determine.
may have to be changed in the course of handling the problem.

It

1-felp the superv;sor to state his objective - but do not force him to accept
someone else's statement. Question the objective if it seems short-sighted or
mistaken.

Use of the following
What

questions will be helpful:

makes this a problem?

What do you want to have happen here?
\iVhat effect is this having on production?
Are any other people in the department

concerned?

What results do you want to get out of this?
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If the supervisor gives as his objective one that appears to be inadquate,
such as "to discipline Joe," help him to get a long-range view by ~sking
"why" in order to get him to see that the accomplishment he wants in the
end is "to have Joe on the job regularly ."
Get agreement from group that supervisor has chosen exactly what he .s trying to accomplish. The following questions may be helpful:
Do you see exactly what he is aiming at?
Do you "ge t" the objective?
Would you have the same one?
What would you have in mind?
Do not write the objective given by the group on the board unless the rnpervisor is in agreement. The purpose of asking the other supervisors to participate is to get their thinking and give the supervisor telling the problen the
benefit of their thoughts .

4. Ask supervisor for important facts and list them on the board as given by
him. Do not numb er the facts. (Your board work should be brief but accurate. Write his statements in three or four words.)
Do not let this board work DRAG. Help the supervisor recall facts he has
already mentioned. Putting down the facts is not a memory exercise. Suggest
them . However , he is the referee-do not change or interpret his facts.
USE THE

CARD

FROM

HERE

ON OUT.

Say- Let us look at our cards.
Make sure that everybody in the group is looking at his card before proceeding. Direct the que stions at supervisor.
Ask-Have
we reviewed the record and do we have those facts on the
board? Do not let this go on a "yes" or "no" answer.
Go through each sub-head in the same manner. Find out what facts
were obtained by talking with the individual to get opinions and feelings. Show them on the board. Apply the "Tips for getting opinions and
feelings" if appropriate . Ask why the worker did what he did.
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This procedure may help get additional important facts and may preclude
"talk with him" as a possible action in Step 2. Put addi tional facts, supplied
in answer to group's questions, on board. D o not separate them from the previo usly listed facts by a dotted line or space.
Ask the supervisor:

Are these all the facts needed for a decision?

If the supervisor who is presenting the problem says he does not have all the
facts and if he has not yet taken action, the steps that will be taken to get
more facts may be discussed. They will not be put on the board and there
will be no discussion of possible actions or any other part of Step 2.

If th e supervisor who is presenting the problem says he has already taken
action, and during the discussion says that he did not have all the facts 1 han dling of the problem continue s.
Ask the supervisor:

Do you want the group to pitch in now?

Ask group: Do you , ant to ask the supervisor any question
problem ?
Ask gro up : If you were in the position
want any additional facts?

of this supervisor,

about this

wou ld you

If facts that seem trivial are suggested, you may want to ask the supervisorIs that fact important

in helping us to come to a decision in this problem?

By doing this, many times supervisor will wash out irrelevant facts. At this
time you can as part of the group ask questions about the problem but do not
do this if group is working readily on these points.
All of the following information will probably not be needed in any one problem but the Trainer may need to ask the following "smoke -out questions" m
the vein of- do you need to know - , would it make any difference if -?
Employee's

job - just what he does

Time on present job and length of service with company
Work and training background
Present working environment

before coming with company
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Work record : production,

quaLty, housekeeping,

absence, etc.

W h at (if any) recent changes have been made in the working
t ions of the department which may affect the problem?
What is the worki ng relationship
the employee 's point of view?

c n di-

between employee and foreman, from

Jo b ra ting of employee - how is he getting along?
Wage rate of employee - any recent change?
What

(if any) company policies are involved?

Personal

data concerning

the employee

(a) Age
(b) Marital

status and home life

(c) Out side activities:

hobbies, social life , etc.

Personalit y, temperamen t, attitude

of employee

What persons other than employees are involved?
What intermediate action (if any) has been taken in the problem?
does not refer to a final solution.)

(This

If a member of a group says, "B ut suppose it had been this way" - remind
them that we deal only with facts. The Trainer must be particularly careful
not to say "Let's assume" or " Suppose it had been."
Then ask- Are we reasonably sure we h ave the whole story?

If any member of the gro up says that he does not think there are enough
facts, it is appropriate to ask him what part of the card brings him to that
conclusion. The trainer ma y summarize by saying, "The n, if you were in
the supervisor 's shoes, you would feel you did not have the whole story and
you would not be ready to decide on your action until yo u had more facts."
This applies whether the supervisor presenting the problem has taken action
or not.

5. Say-Let 's take a look at the second step, \iVeigh and Decide. Write on board
- Tf/EIGH AND DE CIDE. Here is where we think about these facts.
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Q uote th e cardT h e card says fit th e fac ts tog eth er.

In fitt ing th e fac ts toge the r, let us see first if there are an y contr adi ction s; second, if th ere are any ga ps th at call for additi onal fac ts. D iscuss th ese p oint s.
Co nsider th eir beari ng on eac h other. D o no t ma ke th is ei th er a statem ent or a "yes" or " no" que st ion. T hi s is par t of the m eth od.
D o th e fac ts indi ca te som e possibl e ac tions?
Af ter th is, agai n quote the cardvVhat possible actions are the re? Write on board, under lVeiglz and Dec id e- - Possi ble actions.
Explain
to:

that you are asking the gro:.1p to suggest "poss ible actions"

get practice

111

weighing

111

order

and dec ;di ng

show that there usually are several "possible actions"
You are not trying to make the decision for the supervisor,
he has already done.

or criticize

what

Select one member of the group and ask: What would you do if you had this
problem?
Ask him what facts he used. Do not let them be referred to as the "firs t
and third" - name them. These are the facts which bear on each other
and w hich produced the "possible action."
Ask the supervisor whether the action is possible w ith in his company's
policies and practices. If he says yes, write the "possi ble action" on the
board.
Repeat with two m ore superv isors

111

the gro up.

A supervisor who points out in the discussion of Step 1 th at h e believes all
the fac ts have not been obtained should not be asked for a p ossibl e actio n.
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If anyone gives as a possible action such suggestions as "get the facts" or
"find out why" it is handled by saying, "Y ou mean you would want to get
more facts before you decided on .what you would do to handle this problem.
Any supervisor must feel personally sure that he has the facts before he considers action-that
is the meat of thi s Job Relations program. But at this
point we will let the supervisors who feel there are enough facts, suggest the
actions they would consider." When such a possible action as "Talk with the
worker" is suggested, clarify the meaning. If it is "to find out," then it is not
a possible action. If it is "to persuade him," re-phrase it before writing on
the board. Get agreement to write it as "reason," "convince," or "persua ·den
and ask how he would do it to make it specific.
If additional facts are brought out at any time, write them on the board. After
there are three or four "possi ble actions" on the board, check the first one by:
Asking the group whether this will accomplish the objective ofAsking the supervisor about the objective, briefly-yes

or no

Asking the supervisor about the probable effect on:
the individual.
the group.
production.
Do not cross off possible actions even if the discussion proves them unwise.
Crossing off may indicate to some the making of a decision by vote.
Remind the group that skill in weighing and deciding can be learned
through practice . You become familiar with areas to explore, and what
to be on the lookout for (but don't jump at conclusions).

If, in the discussion, there is some such statement made as "All these
people coming from farms ( or from stores, or all women, or any other
generalization) are no good," or "All the fellows about to be called in
the draft are hard to handle," the trainer must not let it stand. Point
out that individuals are different, and that you can make a bad decision
if you jump at conclusions about what they are like.
6. Have the supervisors state balance of his problem if action has been taken.
"\Vrite it on the board. Make no comment on the action taken. Ask super-
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Ill

visor what facts he used in selecting this action. If action has not been taken,
proceed to Steps 3 and 4. Your lead-in can be, "When you take action on this
problem, are you going to handle this yourself, etc.- ."
7. Check sub-heads under Step 3 with supervisor. Ask - "\i\Thy" and "How" after
sub-heads when pertinent. Get brief group discussion on timing - the interval between reaching a decision and taking action. Ask group in every problem-"Let
us look at our cards."
New supervisors are often concerned about being "by-passed." Remind them
that they are by-passed when they fail to size up situations effectively in order
to take the right action - the action that solves a problem.
Some supervisors feel they have no responsibility in connection with people
whose work they are supervising because a staff department like employment,
medical, or safety performs certain services, or because a superior handles
complaints, grievances, or transfers, etc . But in all problems, the man closest
to the individual employee does have a relationship with that person-he
must make it good in order to get the most out of production. It will strengthen
his leadership when he does. With new supervisors, particularly , there will
be many requests for help on "What do I do when he says he won't do what
I ask him to, or else shows that he doesn't want to?" Handle this in terms
of the particular person involved. There aren't any general rules , and the
supervisor has to stop looking for them. This is a real situation, and the only
help anyone else can give him is to tell him to look at the whole situationthe persons involved, including himself , the effect on other people - try it and
see how it works.

If a supervisor asks: "What do you think of what I did?" it will be helpful
to say, "Well, let's take a look at what you were trying to accomplish. What
were the results?"
Do not lose any chances to emphasize to supervisors in your group that it is
a definite part of the supervisor's job to realize just exactly how far his own
responsibility and ability extend in the handling of job relations problems.
Remind supervisors to always ask themselves: "Is this something I should
handle myself? Do I need help? Is this something I must pass on to my boss?"
Some cases will be brought in which involve people heading toward being
:fired. And sometimes that is the answer. Look at the effect on other people.
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Is the effectiveness of the person more than the trouble he causes? In these
days, we must keep everyone we can, if he is useful, but there are still some
people who have to be fired.

8. Check sub-heads under Step 4 with supervisor.
and "what" after sub-heads when pertinent.

Use "w hen ," "how often,"

Ask how the supervisor can check results , and what he will look for.
9. Have the supervisor check whether or not objectives were accomplished or
whether they may be accomplished if problem has not reached final action.
Let him tell "why."
10. Say-" Let's look at the other side of our card." (Make sure that they are .
looking at the cards.) Use the foundations in preventive sense. Ask supervisor - "Do any of our foundations for good relations apply in this problem?" "Could the use of any foundations have prevented this problem? "
Consider: "People must be treated as individuals."

If you are convinced that nothing on the f undation side applies, omit this
step.
Thank supervisor for contributing
ment on actions or results.)

problem. (Do not comment or pa ss judg-
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A WAY OF LOOKING

AT THE

SUPERVISORY

JOB

"Ge tting out the work" seldom runs along smoothly without interruption.
About the time a group is working together smoothly changes usually occur.
Whether these changes are in the form of expanding schedules, improvements in
methods, shifts in organization, or new employees, they always create problems.
Supervisors need to know not only the operations and machines in their depart ~
ments, but the people as well.
Expert knowledge of the job as an operator is not sufficient to make a good
supervi . or. In fact, such knowledge may make it difficult to notice the other supervisory problems. The supervisor needs to give attention to the particular characteristics of each individual for no two of them have exactly the same experience,
abilities, and desires.
The supervisor will not always find it possible to apply these particular practices to his own situation, since they were used in different situations. But if he
will look for the general ideas which the othe r fellows' practices illustrate, he
will find that they can be applied to his problems too . These ideas have been derived from the experience of men in the shop.
It must be remembered that to the worker a job means more than just a pay
check every week or doing mechanical operations over and over between in-andout whistles. It means that he is part of an organization, wherein he has a particu lar place. It means that he is a human being who wonders what kind of people
his fellow-workers are, what the y are going to expect of him , how he should approach his supervisor, etc. Consequently, job training is more than just teac .hing a
shop skill. It includes helping the worker to adjust himself to his surroundings,
giving him an idea of the organization of which he is a part, and the particular
place he is to fill in it.
This is th e point of view from which we approach

these five sessions.

The supervisor facing hour by hour the difficulties of getting out the product
may easily overlook the difficulties of his workers. It is natural for him to think
113
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most of results and to spend little time on people. Yet there are condition, in each
department which hinder the employees from coming to full produ:tiveness
quickly and easily, and prevent the development of wholesome attitude i toward
associates and the plant.
New supervisors can look back and remember a few things-what
difficulties did yo_u run into? Try to look at the department situation through tr.e operator's eyes.
In getting out the product in the shop, the instructor or supervisor may fix
his attention only upon materials . Look at the men-their
minds , muse es, feelings, and attitudes. Observe them and talk with them. Notice what the 1 ·do. Attempt to analyze their actions. Listen to their comments and encourage them to
talk because the more clearly you know each operator as a person, the b~tter you
can supervise.
Hindrances

to Understanding

Men

Understanding people is not a simple process. The supervisor or instructor
who says, "I can size up a man as soon as I put him to work," is usuall y fooling
himself. It will be helpful to notice some of the habits which actually hinder us
in understanding
them .

Th e "Di e-Casting" Habit - Too often, as we obser ve individuals, we try to
sort them into types or, to put it another way, to force them into imaginary molds
which we have set up in our minds, much as the die-caster squirts metal into different kinds of molds. They may be different shapes before they go in, but they're
all alike when they come ou t!
We feel that we have comp letely cataloged Bill Jones when we say that he
is a "good mi xer," that we have defined Tom Smith when we put him down as
a " toug h customer." But we can't do that with people, if we really wish to understand them. We must study each one from all sides, not pour them into molds
or cast them into types.

The "Just Like" H abit- "He reminds me for all the world of Bill Brown,"
we say, and thereafter we notice most easily the traits wh ich are like Bill Brown
and ignore those which are different. Once we have made up our minds he is
" like Bill Brown, " we close our minds to the possibility of his having other characteristics which we may need to know. We stop studyi ng him , with the result
that we never discover many of the interests and abilities which are part of him.
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The "Go, No-Go" Habit--"! can tell whether a man will make a good
operator in this job as soon as I see how he follows directions," said a supervisor. "If he listens carefully to my directions for doing the job and does it exactly as I tell him, he will make a good man. If he doesn't get the directions the
first time, but tries to 'dope out' his own way of doing it, he seldom learns to do
good work here." This supervisor, if he really does follow the way of thinking
which he described, is classifying all employees into two classes: (I) Those who
follow directions to the letter, and ( 2) those who try to figure out methods of
their own. His gage of men is two-valued , "go" or "no-go." There are no " inbetweens." He is applying an inspection technique not an understanding one.
People are seldom "either-or." Studies of individuals show that approximately two-thirds of them have each of the commonly observed traits to a moderate degree, that is, they are close to the average in it, and that only a small
percentage have markedly large or small degrees of any trait. Not "either-orir
but "the degree to which" should be the guiding concept in studying people.
Similarly it is easy to fall into the habit of judging employees solely by how
well the y do that particular phase of the job in which the supervisor prides himself, overloo king their skill or lack of skill in other important parts of the work.
For example, in one assembly and adjusting job the supervisor had worked out a
better way of tensioning a small spring. He took pride in this. It was very easy
for him to fall into the habit of judg ing operators almost entirely by the way they
tensi oned this spring and to pass over other parts of the operation. People's reactions can not be measured fairly with any sing le gage. They are too complex.

The "Formula" Habit - Closely related to these "stereotype" ways of looking at p eo ple is the practice of dealing with each "type of person" in a certain
set mann e r. It has been said that the way to "handle" the "old timer" is to "let him
alone ," tha t the best way to get along with the "chronic kicker" is to "lay down
the law,' that the way to teach the new worker is to "show him how" to do the
job and "tell him what" the requirements are.
Of course, these methods work a good deal of the time with many of the
people with whom supervisors and instructors have to deal. Otherwise they would
not be so commonly accepted. But the y become a hindrance when they are used
as excuses for lumping people together in groups or types and avoiding the responsibil i ty of trying to understand each person as an individual.
In short, people cannot be handled. like piece parts or apparatus. Each is an
individual, different from every other. ''Stereotyping"
them, classifying them,
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standardizing them, or reducing them to formulas-habits
of thinkingthat
work
well with inanimate things -of ten prove to be actual hindrances ir handling
people.

The "Standardization" Habit - Supervisors and instructors may ecome so
accustomed to thinking in terms of standards that they look only fer common
responses of "the worker" and pay little attention to the special intex:sts, abilities, and peculiarities of individual employees. Yet it is these special characteristics that yield fruitful con tacts upon which to base effective supervisim. It is the
ways in which a person is different, and especially the ways in which e is supe rior to the "mine run" of people, which furnish the key to his specid interests,
for he tends to develop strong interests in the fields in which he posse :ses ability.
The instructor has the problem of taking each of these unique and di f erent personalities, finding out what he is like and to what he will respond, and fitting
him into a job and into a working organization.
How to Understand

the Individual

Employee

How can the supervisor understand a person who comes into his 01ganization
well enough to fit him into the department? He can talk with him, question him,
observe him, throw ou t conversational leads to draw him out, listen tJ him, and
think and listen and think, seeking ever to look behind appearances and first impressions into the ba ckground of feelings , sentiments, and other reactions-to-experience which make up the man himself.
Keeping in mind that it is not a question of "either-or" but rat~.er of "t he
degree to which, " the supervisor can use the following questions in his study of
each individual. In using each question, however, the supervisor must think con stantly, "To what extent does he do this? In what degree is this true or not true
of him? How far is this aspect important in this individual? Why does he react
the way he does?" Here are the questions:

1. Is he "doing a good job?"
2. Does ·he fail to understand

instructions?

3. Does his attention wander from the job?
4. Is he interested in his job?

5. How does he respond to recognition?
6. Does he stand on his own feet?
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7. Does he seem ill-adapted

to the job?

8. Does he get along well with the other people

in

the department?

E a::h of these questions may now be considered a little further.

1. Is he doing a good job?-Does

he miss a part of the instructions when he
is giver a start on the new job? Most likely he does. Is he therefore stupid or
caneles.? Not at all. He is merely human. The human mind has a perfect mechani sm :or avoiding overload. It simply ignores. If parts of the situation are
wh o lly unrelated to the individual's past experience or to his present interest, he
"paiys ro attention to them." If the total situation demanding his attention-for
example, the new job -is complicated, his eyes and ears first grasp only those
aspects which interest him most. If his experience with these is satisfying, he
soon explo res further and is ready for more instruction. The supervisor or instructor can help, first, by noticing the points of the job he seized upon at the
beginning, as cues to his interests, and relating the rest of the instruction to these
interest;; and second, by noticing what points of the job the worker missed and
bringing these to his attention as soon as he is ready for them. Are yo u sure that
he knows just what you expect of him? Have you over-so ld the job and is he
let down?
2. Do es he fad to understand instructions? - Does he m1s10terpret them?
Do es he fail to catch the poi nt of the explanation? Does he seem "a b it thick?"
The easy way out is to label such a person "dumb" and thus avoid all responsi bility for making an efficient operator of him. This, however, neither saves the
man nor gets the work done, and what is more it is usually unnecessary. Most
workers who have passed the employment office are high enough in mental capacity to learn readily the jobs to which they have been assigned. When they fail
to understand, it is not from "dumbness" but from narrowness of experience. They
are like the city boy who, on his first visit to a farm, tried to get a pail of water
by calmly holding up the pump handle, waiting for the water to come. Why
shouldn't he? He had seen hydrants with pull-up handles but he had never seen a
pump in a well.
The worker who learns slowly because of narrow experience can usually be
trained by patient, well-planned instruction and often makes a superior operator.
Cues to his background and his interests may be gained by encouraging him to
talk about the job, listening to him without interruptions, and giving attention as
much to what he takes for granted as to what he actually says. Gaps in his back ground can be filled by giving him actual experience in the shop.
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The worker who misinterprets instructions and thus makes mistakes is a similar problem. On account of the narrowness of his experience he fails to understand. Where others might have got meaning he draws a blank because he doesn't
know the "code." Yet he fears to reveal his ignorance. What does he do? He
bridges the gap by using his imagination and, whenever he guesses wrong, he
makes mistakes. The remedy is to make connection with his meager experience
by finding out as much about it as possible and to win his confidence to the point
where he is willing to ask questions. If often helps to have him repeat instructions in his own words: "Now just to be sure I've made it clear, tell me what it
is you're going to do."
Care in explaining shop terms will help greatly. One worker tells of his first
day in the shop thus: "The boss gave me a big pan of little gadgets and said,
'Take these piece parts over to that bench and "mike" 'em. The "max." and
"min." are six and ten.' Then off he went and I spent the next 3 hours trying to
figure out what mike, min., and max. ha·d to do with the job, and what I was
supposed to do with the pan of gadgets."
Ignorance of shop terms and shop customs is by no means confined to "new"
employees fresh from the employment office. Picture an experienced employee
newly transferred from a distant department, trying to adjust himself to a new
location and learn a wholly new kind of job. During his years on the old job be
has gone along paying little attention to other organizations, yet now on the new
job he is ashamed to reveal . his ignorance. He is grateful to the instructor who
will take the trouble to discover the limits of his experience and give him the help
he needs.
3. Does his attention wander from the job? -- Does he seem to be oversensitive to noises, changes in light and ventilation, presence of other workers or passers-by? If so, he is merely responding. naturally-acting
"like a human being."
Most individuals find it hard not to pay attention to all that is going on around
them, especially to noises and people.
The new worker, in addition to mastering his skill, has to become accustomed
to a "total situation" which is strange and fascinating. In fact, a part of any skill
is an ability to ignore everything except the ~ctivity itself-to
concentrate one's
attention on it-,_Witness the ability o~ the champion athle~e to forget his gallery
and lose himself in the game.
Complete absorption in a task and disregard of surroundings amid the distracting noise and ,activity of a ,manufactur~ng plant is _not a natµral act. It is an
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achievement-that
is, it can be learned. Fortum.tely, most workers are able to learn
it for themselves in a relatively short time. Sometimes it is possible to help the
wo:-ker who is unusually sensitive to distracti on by placing him in a less exposed
location where noises are more uniform or monotonous or by transferring him to
wo rk which requires a broader spread of attention or which includes dealing with
a l arge number of people.
4. Is he interested in his job?- Doe s he fail to put forth the effort necessary
to learn to do the job well? A boy will have an interest in a job if he feels that
it is in harmony with his own purposes, that it is "gettin g him somewhere ." If he
can identify the job with himself, see its connection with his own life, with his
cherished ambition, then he is "interested in the job" in the same sense that a
man who buys an interest in a business is "i ntere sted in" that business. When
thi s happens there is no trouble about effort.
But often the new worker cannot see any relation between his own plan for
the future and the job to which he is assigned. The instructor can explain to the
work.er how upgrading takes place and what avenues of ad ancement are open
to him if he is efficient in each job along the line. Some young workers are victims
of the "w hit e-collar" craze; their only idea of advancement is to get out of the
shop and into the office, without any clear understanding of the possibilities of
either. A supervisor or instructor can often render a real service to such young
people by giving them facts regarding the values of shop experi ence, no matter
where later promotions or transfers may lead, and helping them to think over
their plans and ambitions in the light of these facts rather than on the basis of
family or personal prejudice regarding "overalls" or the "w hite collar."
Occasionally the supervisor or instructor finds an individua l who has "hitched
h is wagon to a star" far beyond the limits of his capacity, background, and education. He may have to help such a person to get his feet on the ground. On the
other hand, some learners in the shop seem to have no definite ambition or plan of
action for their lives at all. By talking with them and becoming better acquainted
the instructor may be able to discover such an ambition and help the worker to
connect his job with it.
Under war conditions it is a powerful
and the department do for the war effort.

stimulus to show each man what he

One instructor, in training a man to turn out a bushing on a turret lathe, said,
"This part will be hardened and grou nd and put into a molding machine to guide
the mold down into place accurately each _time it is closed to mold a casting."
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Many instructors m ake it a point to tell the operator how his product will
be used: "T his goes into an airplane to show the pilot so and so- ." "This goes
into an instrument pa nel to show so and so- ."

In a highly spe ciali zed fac tory it is difficult to pro vide the interest which the
old craftsman felt in the prod uct of his hands because it was all his own, from
raw material to finish ed mas ter piece. The modern shop, where the worker can
see the whole produc t fabrica ted before his eyes, provides an opportunity to revive this kind of inter est. For th e same rea son, moving workers about from job to
job until they have be come fa mil ia r with all the operations on a particular product
adds to their intere st. Each jo b takes on mean ing and significance as its relation
to other operations an d to th e whole product is seen . The worker can "see what
he is doing" and see th at it is wo rthwhile.
Likewise a worke r ha s more interest in his machine if he understands how it
works, the principl es of its oper ation, what it can do, and just as important, what
it cannot do; i.e. , the limits of its operati on. When the worker kn ows these things,
instead of blindly following th e directions of the machine setter or the eqni pment
man, he takes an int er est in the ma chine. Beca use he feels that he unders tands it,
he comes to identif y it with himself, ju st as he does the job in which he " has an
interest." It become s hi s mac hine, and thu s a new int e rest in the job is born.
A more simple key to the wor ker' int e rest is om e activity which he enjoys
doing for its own sa ke. On e supe rvisor m akes a practice of talking with :he new
worker about his h obbi es. He discov ers wh at the worker likes to do and ofte n
is able to relate the job to these inter ests, or to help him transfer to a job he enjo ys.
Knowledge of h is own prog ress stimul ates the learner 's interest. Sup ervisors
long ago discovere d the value of operat ors' performance records as an incentive,
especially when pre sented in gra phic form. We like to beat our own re cord, to
see ourselves grow in skill , and m ost of us like to engage in rivalry with others.
Rivalry in output, how ever, is a form of stimulation which has to be handled
wisely, especially dur ing the tra ining peri od. Progress in learning does no alway!
register in daily outp ut. Wh ile learning correctness of "form" and de loping
the abili ty to reach qu ali ty stan dards , output may not show a daily incrn1se and
the worker should n ot judge his progre ss by it. The instructor can pre ~ nt discouragement and lo ss of interest by directing his attention to this fact.
Then ther e is th e matter of social approval. Any experienced superviso r
kn ows the val ue of re cognitio n as a stimul ation of interest in the job. Praise is
discussed further in a differe nt connecti on below.
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The effec tive ness of all the se ways of reaching the worker's interests and relating them to the job lies in the fact that a man reacts as a whole. We sometimes talk
of training his muscles or his brain or his hands . We can 't. His whole self is being
trained by every experience he has. We teach the man, not his hand. When he has
mastered a skill, the whole man has it, uses it, and is proud of it. The man himself has ambitions to which the job may or may not be related. The man himself
enjoys doing it, or is indifferent to it. The man himself basks in the appreciation
of his fe ll ows when th ey recognize th at he h as done the job well. Anything which
connects with his interests affects all parts of him. His eye brightens , his m ind
becomes more alert, his hand more sure. Recognition of success in one part of the
job reacts to heighten his interest in the job as a whole, and he does the whole job
better. Conversely, failure in any part of the job depresses the whole man, his
work and h is attitude toward the job- unle ss he and his supervisor reg ard the
failure as a cha llenge , analyze it, and learn h ow to overcome it.
The l argest factor with which a supervisor or instructor has to deal is his
worker's "interests." This emphasizes again the need for the supervisor to become
well acquainted wit h his workers as persons, to understand their backgrounds of
experience, their hopes and purposes for the future, their bents and special abi li ties , all in order th at he may help them to discover real and lasting connections
between them selves and thei r jobs.
5. Ho w do es he respo nd to recognition? - D oes praise stimulate him? How
does he take critic ism?

Experienced supervis ors know that a little recognition adds zest to the job
and stimulates a man's efforts. This is especiall y true of the learner, because he
feels in secure and uncertain about himself anyhow. Building his confidence is part
of the job.
Re cogni tion of good work can be given in many ways. Posting records of
progress h as been discussed above. Advancement to a harder or more important
job stimulates a learner just as it does an experienced worker. Whenever he is
ready for a more difficult step in the learning of the job, the instructor can use
this for stimulation by saying, "You've done well with that . You're ready for this
harder job now."
The most tangible form of recognition is of course the weekly pay envelope.
An i ncrease in his rate is a visible goal. But so many factors over which the supervisor h as no control enter into determination of wages that he finds other forms
of recognition also necessary as instruction incentives. Using an advanced learner
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occasionally as an instructor is a form of recognition. It adds prestige and gives a
bit of recognition to those who are competent.
Praise in the presence of the group is an effective form of recognition, so
long as it is fair. It is usually stronger than praise in private but more difficult to
give because the members of the group are always making comparisons. Both approval and correction are necessary, but criticism given before the group usually .
results in confusion or resentment.
The new worker learns more from praise than from censure. The reason is
simple. He is blundering about, seeking the right way to do each part of the job.
When he happens upon a right way, and the instructor approves it, he knows he
has got that part of the job, and seeks to repeat it. At the same time he experiences
a glow of satisfaction which spurs him on to master other parts of the job. But
suppose he tries a wrong way and is "bawled out?" What has he learned? Simply
that that one way is wrong. He still does not know a right way and may try many
other wrong ones before he finds a right one. Meanwhile he feels discouraged because of the disapproval. The alert supervisor will of course seize such a moment
to demonstrate again the "rig ht way" to do the operation, though that is beside
the point here. It is often necessary to point out mistakes but, even at its best, censure or adverse criticism helps the learner too slowly on his way to skill. Instead
it is better to catch him a often as possible doing the right thing, even by chance,
and speed him on his way with a word of appreciation.
6. Does he stand on his own feet?-Does he lean on the supervisor too much,
or go to the opposite extreme and act as if he knows it all?
Most new workers are a bit fearful and lacking in confidence, some more
and some less. They show it in curious and contradictory ways, as the above questions suggest. A little fear when facing a new situation serves to awaken most
persons to greater alertness and effort. They are able to rise to the occasion and
soon overcome their fears. They "take things in their stride." Yet there are many
individuals who lack emotional balance, who have not learned to take life as it
comes, to face reality as adults. It is important , however to remember the caution about "die-casting" people into molds, to notice "the degree to which" the
individual lacks emotional balance. Differ ences in individuals range all the way
from the person who adjusts himself to the job situation promptly, stands on his
own feet and quietly tackles everything in a matter-of-fact way, to the pe rson
who leans on others and expects favors, who covers his fears with overb0ldness,
or who seeks to "make a good impression " instead of concentrating his attention
on lea ·rning the job.
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vVhile the supervisor or instructor cannot go along indefinitely trying to help
a maladjusted person "grow up ," he can often add to the timid man's confidence
by pointing out his successes and, on the other hand, bring a bluffer back to reality
by facing him with the demands of the job. He is interested at all times in each
operator's reactions to the job and to his fellow-workers, because they are facts
which affect his doing the job, his attitude toward it, and toward the whole organizati on.
7. Do es he seem ill-adapted to the job? - In spite of the best efforts of line
supervisors and personnel organization, employees are sometimes placed on jobs
they cannot do satisfactorily. Two cautions are in order here, however.
First: Do not assume that an employee is a misfit in a job until he has been
fully and correctly instructed on that job and has shown that he cannot do it successfully. Many men have been called misfits on jobs they never had a fair chance
to iea.rn. Often a slow learner makes an excellent operator. It is a misfortune for
him if he has to begin the job under a supervisor or instructor wi thou t patience
and willingness to instruct.
Second: Do not assume that when a worker is a misfit in one job he is useless. Any supervisor of long experience could tell stories of "misfi ts" who found
ot her places where they made good. Few misfits are totally unfit.
Get acq uainted with the employee, win his confidence, discover what he can
do and likes to do, find out his difficulties on the job, and see that he either learns
it or gets a fair trial at other jobs for which he is better adapted.

8. Does he get along well with other people in the department?-Sometimes
men know how to do their jobs well, and yet they are not effective because they
do not get along well with the people with whom they work.
Consider whether any differences
people are part of the situation.

in your relationships

with the vanous

You may need to re-align the team in order to get a group to work together.

SUMMARY
Good supervision is not a skill which can be mastered over night-human
beings are complex. But it is a skill in which you improve on the job, and one
which gives returns to you, your department, your plant and the war effort.
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SUMMARYOF PURPOSEAND EMPHASIS OF UNION JOB REIATIONS SESSIONS

I To establish the fact that everyday job rela- t:if)nships are one of the most important parts
of' the war production steward's job.
To present

the foundations

for good relations.

To establish a 4-step method for meeting union
job relations
situations.

g

To develop skill

in Step 1, "Get the Facts."

To give the group practice on Step 1 through emphasis on this step in a problem presented by
the Trainer, and to give members of the group
practice in looking at the 4-step method in two
problems brought in by stewards.

,ill To develop skill

in Step 2, "Weigh and_Decide"

To give the group practice on Step 2 through emphasis on this step in a problem presented by
the Trainer and to give members of the group
practice in three problems brought in by stewards.
IV To establish the importance of Steps 3 and 4,
- "Talce action" and "Check Results."
To give the group practice in Steps 3 and 4
through emphasis on these steps in a problem
presented by the Trainer and to give members
of the group practice in looking at the 4-step
method in three problems brought in by stewards.

V To give members of the group practice in looking at the 4-step method in two problems
brought in by stewards.
To review and summarize foundations, 4-step method, and tips for getting opinions and feelings.
To consider the other working relationships
of
the steward to other union officials
and to plant
supervisors.
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Pa bu

A steward gets results
through people. People
must be treated as individuals.
Good stewardship prevents many problems, but the steward
must know how to handle
those that do arise.
Complete facts must be
known or obtained.
Opinions and feelings
must be found out ~'"ld
considered along with
facts.
It is necessary
to look at an individual because people are
not alike.
Decisions are made on
the basis of facts
properly evaluated and
related.

The stewa rd must know
his responsi bilit y . He
must watch the timing
of his action and follow up, and watc h for effect
on the objective, on the
individual,
on the group,
on production, and on
union standing.
Further develop the
habit of using the complete method. Point
out application of the
method to steward's
other relationships.
A
steward gets results
through people.
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STRATEGYFOR UNION JOB RELATIONS

part

Training Within Industry looks at the training
job. That is, the steward has five needs.

of stewards

as a five-

1. Knowledge of the work
2. Knowledge of responsibilities
3 • Skill in instructing
4. Skill of improving methods
5 • Skill in leading
Union Job Relations is a streamlined intensive program designed to
give union stewards practice in developing skill in leading.
It is not
intended to provide any training in the "knowledge of responsibilities"
area the job of training stewards in the policies,
agreements, and regulations
of
a particular
union must be done by the union.
Union Job Relations aims to develop a skill - not to give stock ansvmrs on grievances,
or to provide industrial
relations
background on such subjects as rates of pay, safety, working conditions.
Since Union Job Relations is focused on working with people, descriptions of what happens to people are the materials
for this program.
In the
standard sessions outlines there are four of these problems, each of which is
used at the specific point for a particular
reason.
The time of the members
of the group is spent mostly on the handling of their own problems which they
bring in for group discussion.
Union Job Relations is limited to groups of ten stewards.
Experience
has shown that this number is desirable.
A smaller group does not provide
enough variety of problems and a larger group provides too much material for
inclusion within the ten hours.
.th
In some instances observers have been admitted to the sessions v...:i
the purpose of giving them familiarity
with the contents of the program as it
nonnally operates.
These observers are requested to stay in character as
observers and are not permitted to join in the discussion.
When there are
observers present it should be made clear to them in advance that they are
not being asked to attend in order to assist in lining up how the program
should operate - this is a standardized
program and no deviation s or changes
are to be ma~e.
union's

Training Within Industry urges the use of this program for all of the
stewards and grievance committee members. Those who are new on the
4
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job of represen~ing
have had experience

other people need help and training
on the job.

5

more than those who

However, if the union says that all its officers would benefit by this
way of looking at union relationships
or that the pressure of present production conditions has brought about an increase in the problems which a steward
must handle, the same training program will apply to persons who have been on
higher level jobs for some time.
The nature of the problems brought in and
the discussion may be quite different
from those in a group of new shop
stewards.
If in such a group their problems tend to be unanimously well handled,
the Trainer should make a specific appeal for the bringing in of situations
which have had poor results and also for the kind which may be sized up in
advance to get good results through preventive action.
developed
time.

Out of the experience of preparing this program good reasons have
for doing what is done, in the way it is done, and at a particular

SESSION I -- PRESENTATIONOF FOUNDATIONSFOR GOODRELATION'S
AND THE 4-STEP METHOD

Getting

Acquainted

Ask each man in the group about his own background and present union
responsibilities.
This brings quick and easy participation
from every member
of the group.
The members are being asked to tell somethin g about which they
and only they have the story.
Also, the Trainer gains valuable infonnation
about the people with whom he will be working for the next ten hours.
The Steward' s Five Needs
The five needs are discussed to emphasize to stewards that, regardless
of their industry or department, they must be well versed in two lmowledges
and three skills in order to be effective
stewards.
The skill of leading is
covered in these sessions.
Chart on Steward I s Responsibility
The development of the chart with "people" in the center and the
arrow linking the steward to the people is a quick means of focusing attention
on the subject-matter
of Union Job Relations.
There also is real group participation
in the development of this chart as members point out their
responsibilities.

7-6668
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6

Foundations

for Good Relations

There are certain basic points which are followed by effective
stewards.
While Union Job Relations does not give a great deal of time in the
ten hours to these foundations as such, nevertheless
it is necessary to recognize their importance and to put them across in a way which will gain acceptof good relationships
and promote good
ance.
They form the underlying spirit
stewardship.
Chart on the Individual
The pulling out of one person from the group of people through whom
the steward gets results is done because of the need of pointing out that
people must be treated as individuals
since they are different
in background,
interests,
and tastes.
The Mike Problem
This problem is told by the Trainer.
It is short and the telling
gives it much more reality than reading.
Also, the members of the group ,vill
be telling
their problems later,
and the Trainer shoul d set the pattern he
wishes used.
Such a
This situation
was handled in a way that got poor resu~ts.
First,
it wil l often be necessary for
problem was chosen for several reasons.
the group to be critical
about the results which a steward ge ts when he does
not use the complete 4-s~p method. It is easier t o start this pattern by
presenting
a problem which does not personally
concern any member of the group ..
Second, the problem is a very simple one from which it is easy to pull
out the positive points which need to be made. Asking where the steward
skidded almost invariably sets up the main points of Job Rela tions' 4-step
method.
The telling
of the problem is broken into two parts in order to get 1
emphasis for the importance of starting
the 4 -step pattern at the beginnin g getting facts before attempting to make a decision and take action.
The di scussion begins in the pattern whi ch will be followed thro ughout.
That i s, it
is necessary to first pull out just what the steward is tryin g to accomplish.
This pattern of discussion enables the leader to keep away from criticism
of
decisions by focusing on the use of the method. The four main steps on the
card are pulled out from the Mike problem.
Experience has shown that the
discussion is belabored if the attempt is made to also develop the sub-points.
How Problems Arise
This material is presented in or der to show stewards that the y often
early, that an advance size-up may prevent problems.
can get in on situations
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This also will suggest to members of the group other problems which they
might bring into the discussion.
Problem Sheets
The problem sheets are used to get conviction fran -the group that the
Union Job Relations program is a:i.rn.edat the kinds of problems that stewards
encounter every day. It also gives hints on the type of problems which the
members of the group will bring in for discussion.
Requests for Problems
Members of the group prefer to talk about their own problems rather
than those brought in by the Trainer.
The four standard problems are used
because it is necessary to insure that certain points of the method are put
across.
But once these points are worked in, the rest of the time is given
to the problems which the men themselves are living with every day. The problems are restricted
to those which are within the steward's own job to handle,
some thing he can and must do something about.
SESSION II - - IMPORTANCEOF GETTING THEFACTS
The Tom Problem
This problem is chosen to show the necessity of getting the facts and
the importance of rememb~ring that opinions and feelings must be considered
the same as facts.
The problem also gives some hints as to the way in which
you get personal facts.
This problem is read, as exact words are :important.
Since it must
be well read, which involves previous practice,
it is specified
that the
Trainer read both parts of the dialogue.
This particular
problem poj_nts to the difference
between facts about
the man and facts about the machine - both are necessary in order to have the
whole story.
The members of the group are also given a hint that it is
sometjmes necessary to probe a bit for the meaning behind words.
tial

This problem points
material properly.

out the special

:importance of handling

confiden-

At a number of places the Trainer stops reading in order that the
group may discuss specific points.
It is possible in this way to get recognition of a few of the tips for getting personal opinions and feelings which
-will later be developed and summarized.
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Proole!11S Brought in by Stewards
In the first steward's problem, an~ all succeeding ones, the man who
is to present a problem should come to the head of the table with the Trainer.
It has been found that shifting
of position in the room is welcome and there
appears to be a certain advantage in focusing on the man in this particular
way. In the handling of the steward's problem the objective is pulled out to
open the discussion.
The Trainer must at all times be careful to key the
comments, to "Did he follow the four steps" - not to "Did he make a good
decision?"
The discussion must be handled so that the steward who presents
the problem gets practice
in using the four steps (see Standard Procedure,
Reference Section).
Request to Consider Several

Problems

Since occasionally
a group member who is new or reluctant
to talk
does not wish to bring a problem for discussion,
and also because some problems are so simple that any lengthy discussion would be belabored, it is
sometimes necessary to have more than one problem from some members.
If a man says th at he does not have any pr oblems, review the problem
sheet again and ask such quest.ions as "Does anyone ever think he I s not getting
a square deal '?" "Did anyone ever complain about not getting a raise?"
"Are
any chan ges comi ng?" _Personal coachin g may help a man who is reluctant
to
present a problem.
If the man is obviously unwilling to present a problem
after spendin g some time on reconsiderin g kinds of problems, do not press him
too far.
Thi s would be poor Job Relations.
(He cannot, however, be certified
if he does not present a problem.)
Request for Problems wi th Poor Results
If all problems are well handled, discussion
is not as interesting
if a dia gnos tic tec hniq ue can be used to show where the s t eward skidded.
SESSION III
The session is
of a patient goes throu
ison with the doctor is
application,
that it is
perhaps most important
confi dentia l information
available to him.

as

-- BASIS FOR DECI SIONS

opened by showing th at a doctor in getting the symptoms
gh a process quite like the JR 4-step method. Comparused to show that the 4-ste p method has universal
specifically
followed in a prominent profession,
and
of all to sho w t ha t the doctor needs and gets much
which he mus t han dle well or it will not again be

The Old Hand Problem
This situ a tion which ended in poor re sults is use d to stress Step 2,
''Weigh and Decide."
It brin gs out th e necessity of usin g all the facts and

UNIONJOB RELATIEJNS
STRATEGY
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This also will suggest to members of the group other problems which they
might bring into the discussion.
Problem Sheets
The problem sheets are used to get conviction frcm -the group that the
Union Job Relations program is aimed at the kinds of problems that stewards
encounter every day. It also gives hints on the type of problems which the
members of the group will bring in for discussion.
Requests

for Problems

Members of the group prefer to talk about their own problems rather
than those brought in by the Trainer.
The four standard problems are used
because it is necessary to insure that certain points of the method are put
across.
But once these points are worked in, the rest of the time is given
to the problems which the men themselves are living with every day. The probl ems are re s tricted to those which are within the steward's own job to handle,
s omething he can and must do something about.
SESSION II -- IMPORTA
NCE OF GETTING THEFACTS
The Tom Problem
This problem is chosen to show the necessity
of getting the facts and
the importance of rememb~ring that opinions and feelings must be considered
the same as facts.
The problem also gives some hints as to the way in which
you get personal facts.
This problem is read, as exact words are important.
Since it must
be well read, which involves previous practice,
it is specified
that the
Trainer read both parts of the dialogue.
This particular
problem points to the difference
between facts about
the man and facts about the machine - both a.re necessary in order to have the
whole story.
The members of the group are also given a hint that it is
sometjmes necessary to probe a bit for the meaning behind words.
tial

This problem points
material properly.

out the special

importance

of handling

confiden-

At a number of places the Trainer stops reading in order that the
group may discuss specific points.
It is possible in this way to get recognition of a few of the tips for getting personal opinions and feelings which
will later be developed and summarized.
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Problems Brought in by Stewards
In the first steward's problem, an~ all succeeding ones, the man who
is to present a problem should come to the head of the table with the Trainer.
It has been found that shifting
of position in the room is welcome and there
appears to be a certain advantage in focusing on the man in this particular
way. In the handling of the steward•s problem the objective is pulled out to
open the discussion.
The Trainer must at all times be careful to key the
connnents, to "Did he follow the four steps" - not to "Did he make a good
decision?"
The discussion must be handled so that the steward who presents
the problem gets practice
in using the four steps (see Standard Procedure,
Reference Section).
Request to Consider Several

Problems

Since occasionally
a group member who is new or reluctant
to talk
does not wish to brin g a problem for discussion,
and also because some problems are so simple that any lengthy discussion would be belabored,
it is
sometimes necessary to have more than one problem from some members.
If a man says th at he does not have any pr obl ems, review the problem
sheet again and a sk such questions as "Does anyon e ever think he I s not getting
11Did anyone ever
11Are
complain about not getting a raise?"
a square deal?"
any chan ges comi ng?" .Personal coachin g may help a man who is reluctant
to
present a p roble m. If the man is obviously unwilling to present a pro blem
after spendin g some time on reconsiderin g kinds of problems, do not press him
too far.
Thi s would be poor Job Relations.
(He cannot, however, be certified
if he does not present a problem.)
Request for Pro blems with Poor Results
If all problems are well handle d , di s cussion is not as interesting
if a dia gnos tic tec hniqu e ca n be used to show where the s t eward skidded.
SESSION III
The session is
of a patien t goes throu
ison with the doctor is
application,
that it is
perhaps most important
confi dential information
available
to him.

as

-- BASIS FOR DECISIONS

opened by showin g th a t a doctor in getting the symptoms
gh a process quite like the JR 4-step method. Comparused t.o show that the 4-ste p method has universal
specifically
followed in a prominent profession,
and
of all to show tha t the doctor needs and gets nruch
whi ch he mus t handle well or it will not again be

The Old Hand Problem
This situation
which ended in poor result s is used to stress Step 2,
"Weigh and Decide."
It bri ngs out th e necessit y of usin g all the facts and
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we 'ghing them before

making -.a final decision.
The poor decision was reached
because the steward first did not properly evaluate the facts which he had,
anc second, because he did not have the whole story.
RESUL'IS OF PREVENTIVE
· ACTION
SESSION IV -- CHECKING

The problem of the first woman supervisor is used as an example of
gocd results of preventive action.
The problem involves a number of people,
anc the subject is one which is current in many war production plants.
The
men.hers of the group are also given a tip to work through those people who
are recognized as natural, but infonnal,
leaders.
Effect

of Change

This subject is brought.up to show that the problem of the first
is not a "woman" problem, but one typifying "change. 11 Change
is usually resented,
and stewards need to take preventive action.

womansupervisor

SESSIONV -- A STEWARD'SOTHERWORKRELATIONSHIPS
Reque·st for Statement
By
personally
and actions
selling of

on use of Job Relations

getting the members themselves to pull out the advantages to them
of following a method which will improve the quality of decisions
the
and which also shovrs the importance of cheeking results,
Job Relations is completed.

Chart
The steward's
responsibility
chart as used in Session I is now amplifiei in order to point out to the steward the important position in which he
is and to give recognition
to it.
This chart also offers the opportunity of
aga in stressing
"Get the Facts • 11 The Trainer develops the idea that getting
the facts will be useful in any relationship
that the steward has, and that
for giving the facts.
in a number of cases he will be responsible
Closing Statement
The members of the group must leave with the feeling that what they
do does matter, that it is very bnportant.
When the Trainer has made this
point the session should be ended no matter what time it is.
After a high
point has once been reached, the whole effect can be ruined by keeping the
members straining
at a discussion in order to fill the hours.
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UNIONJOB RELATIONS
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
OF UNIONJOB RELATIONS
TRAINER
BYUNIONIEPiiESENTATIVE

Trainer

to provide union representative
this page

Union Job Relations

is:

streamlined program for war industry
Within Industry
developed by TWI and union leaders
parallel

with copy of

to a supervisory

from Training
from industrial

Job Relations

experience

program

The union officers:
have approved this

program

want it for this union
expect you to attend

each session,

and be here on t:iJ:ne.

This is your meeting no reports
attendance

are going to be ma.de to the union, except on

There will be :
5 two-hour meetings

held at

-----

in

-----

------

room, on

This program is important:
the union expects you to do a good job - includes
relations with the people you represent

good

the union lmovrs you are going to get some real help
this method will
This is Mr.

7-888'
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show you how to oe a more effective

------------

steward

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
INTRODUCTION

11

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
TRAINER'SINTRODUCTION
WHEN
NOUNIONREPRESENTATIVE
ATTENDS

I am

-------------------

Union Officers:
have approved the Job Relations
want it for this
Job Relations

Program

union

1s:

streamlined

prqgram for war industry

developed by TWI and union leaders
to a supervisory

parallel
This is

~

from Training
from industrial

Job Relations

Within Industry
experience

program

meeting -

no reports

will

be made to the union,

except on attendance

The re will be:
5 two-hour meetings
held at

------

in

------

room, on

------
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says verbatim
Board work

Instructions

~ackeD

for timing

says in own words

Trainer

of line

between lines

Section Heads

to trainer

Union

Job

Re 1 at

ions

-- Session

I

PRESENTATION
OF FOUNDATIONS
FORGOOD
RELATIONS
AND4-STEP METHOD
Allow
5 min.

INTRODUCTION
BYUNIONOFFICER
( recommended procedure)
Give union officer copy of outline (page 10).
Best results are obtained when a union officer
the session.

5 min.
to here

Allow

opens

Introduction
by trainer
(emergency only).
Use outline
(page 11) when impossible to get union officer to
open the session.

GETTING
ACQUAINTED

10 min.

j

1. ~ell something about your own background of union
experience.
This is important even if you know all
members of the group.

2.

Have stewards

introduce

themselves.

Use name cards.
Ask each man to tell

you:

work - depar"bnent - number under jurisdiction
union experience.

-

13
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UNIONJOB RELATIONSSESSIONI

-----------------

3.

If there

are observers,

explain:

They wish to know more about the program.
They d'o not enter the discussion,
questions,
or make remarks.

ask

4. ~tress

- our meeting - problems discussed here
onfidential
- no names - give reasons - get
greement.

5.

15 min.
to here

Allow
10 min.

Those who attend all
problem will receive

five sessions
certificates.

and present

I S FIVE NEEDS
DISCUSSTHES '!'EWARD
•

In these meetings we are going to use the tenn
great deal.

*

You are all
Good stewards

stewards.
realize

that

they have five needs.

Let 1 s take a look at these needs:

* 1.
* 2.
* J.
~~ 4.
* 5.

bu

knowledge of the work
knowledge of responsibilities
skill in instructing
skill of improving methods
skill m leading

They are:

steward. 11 a

11

* For the purpose of our discussions, when we refer
~'t steward,
we mean any member of the union elected
* appointed to represent other members.•

i- eees Pu

a

to the
or

UNIONJOBRELATIONS
SESSIONI
1.

Knowledge of the work refers to the infonnation
makes your job different
fran all other jobs.

which

A steward,

to properly represent his constituents,
should have a knowledge of their work in order to
represent them in matters concerning production,
safety,
rates, and job classification.
He needs to know:
Materials
Machines
Tools

2.

Processes
Operations

Knowledge of responsibilities
union and com:pany situations
Contract between union
and management
Workmen's compensation
Unemployment insurance
Policies and practices
of the local union
Relationships
between
depa rtm~nts and plants

refers to the particular
regarding:
National

Labor Relations

Union constitution
bylaws
Policies
Board

and

of the War Labor

Plant policies
Safety

Act

and practices

rules

Schedules
in every union and in every company.
These are different
Hence this knowledge of responsibilities
must be supplied
locally.

Every steward, to do his job, must have a clear understanding of his authority and responsibilities
as a part
of his local union.
He must also know the company's own
rules and policies.
These local responsibilities
are the "ground rules"
which every steward has to work.

under

16
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J.

Skill in
instruct
work. It
stewards

4.

Skill of improving methods helps the steward to make
specific and workable suggestions for new production
techniques which will make the job easier and safer for
his people.
This skill is also needed in order to improve methods of doing union work.

5.

Skill in leading helps the steward to improve his ability
in working with his people.

instructing
is needed so that the steward can
other union members in the ways of doing union
is important for every union to give its
help in this field.

There are basic principles
that, when applied day in and
day out, will tend to keep relations
smooth and prevent
problems from arising.
By pointing out the ways that problems do arise one can
readily see that preventive action can be taken.
This applies particularly
in anticipating
changes that
may not be readily accepted and in .sensing changes in
output, attitudes,
and relationships.
However, when problems do arise, there is an organized
procedure to handle such problems that helps get better
results from the action we take.

~TRESS THE FACT THATSKILLS ARE ACQUIREDBY PRACTIC!J

25 min.
to here

7.-66611 P16 bu

The steward is not born with this skill.
He must acquire
it by actual practice.
Ju.st as soon as this skill is acquired
by a steward he becomes more effective
in the doing of his
job. In these five 2-hour sessions, we will discuss this
skill in leading which we shall call Union Job Relations.
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Allow

DESCRIBE STEWARD'SPROBLEMSAS REGARDSJOB RELATIONS.

20 min.

1.

Too few people realize
and difficult.

that

the steward's

job is canple x

Unions want better relations
among their own members and
with management. The union wants better handling of complaints and better handling of real grievances.
This always requires the loyalty
members of the union.

and cooperation

of the

Can we do something which will improve loyalty and
cooperation?
That is the purpose of these meetings.
When a machine is installed
in a department, a handbook
comes with it - or there may be a mechanic specially
qaalified
in how that particular
piece of machinery works,
and directions
on how to keep it in good operating condition, or what to do when it breaks down.
Stewards get new people all
come with them •

the time, but handbooks don't

How are you going to make those new members goo~ union
men? What will you do if they fail?
A union member tends to judge the whole union in terms
of the treatment he receives from his own steward.
Remember when you joined the union - the first contact
you had with your steward?
I still
remember. (Illustrate)
There are thousands of people on union committee jobs
today who were only members a short time ago.
As time goes on thousands more men and women will
become stewards or assume cormnittee jobs.

have to

Some of ~hese people - some men, some women, have long
backgrounds as members, some do not.
These new stewards and committeemen must quickly
to work through people.

learn

1-eeee
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They must recognize that they can get their jobs done
only through the cooperation of the members whom they
represent.
Stewards, new and old alike, are confronted
problem of obtaining the cooperation of:

with

the

people who have never worked before.
people who have had steady work but of a
different
nature.
people who have never been members of a union •

•

people who present canplaints
which can 1 t be processed.

and grievances

Newly elected stewards also may have the problem of
obtaining the cooperation of people who:
know more about the union than they do.
have many more years of service
union than they have.

within

have served as stewards
for stewards.

in an election

[ Try

or lost

the

to get agreemeng

All stewards have to understand
union stewards and secure their

the attitudes
cooperation.

To meet such problems some kind of training
special skill of leading is necessary.

of higher

in the

This skill of working with people has long been recognized as a mark of good stewardship.
2.

What do we mean by "good stewardship"?
-:l-i~
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Good stewardship is looking
the people you represent.

after

the intere sts

of

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
SESSION I

J.* Now, in these sessions
1~

19

I 1m not going to t ell

you how

to run your job.
But eAJ)erienced stewards
working with people.
This skill

have developed

a skill

in

can be learned.

It saves stewards . a lot of headaches.
Good stewards
people.

need and develop skill

in working with

35 min.

to here
Allow
10 min.

Let•s see what we can find out about this

skill.

SHOWTH.ATA STEWARD.
MEETS HIS RESPONSIBILITIES THRO
UGH
RELATIONSHIPS
WITHPEOPLE.
1.-l, What are the common titles
-:f union officers?

for dif ferent

levels

of

These may be sug gested:
district
cormnitteeman
steward
chie f ste ward
1~
1~

*

For the purp ose of our discussion,
when we refer to a
11
steward 11 we mean ANYB
ODY7ffi0 REPRESEN'ISPEOPLEOR WHO
IS ELEC'IEDOR APPOINTEDTO A SPECIFIC UNIONJOB.
11

11

ri te Steward and en~
lose in a box near top
f left third of board.
CT

*
*
1~

international
represent at ive
president of the local
member of executive board

====== ....
==:..=_=_=
_==_=
_=
....
=======

I. Ste vmrd

j

.

================

This steward not only represents people, he gets
results through people.
The steward gets his work
done, not through authority,
but through leadership.
Someone asked what a leader was. He got this answer.
A leader is someone who has followers.
Some men have
to get -behind people and drive them. The leader sets
a course and people follow him.
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A steward not only represents
through people

· ~rite

Let's

above Stewar~

people - he gets results

A steward

gets results
through people

look at what you do as a steward.

We wil l let

this

circle

represent

the steward's

gets :results
through people

A steward

fnraw circle
~teward:
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underl

_J

job.

( Steward j

I

UNION JOB RELATIONS SESSION I

2.

Let's look at the things
for which your union
holds you responsible.

A

steward gets results
t.rirough people
[steward

*
*
~~
~~

I

Of course, our union
holds us responsible
for
handling complaints and
grievances.
r~ te compl~ints anj
rJ .evances in one
egment.

IT

* Besides complaints and
-:~ grieva."lces, for what
* else does your union
* hold you respo~sible?
As members sug gest kinds
of union responsibilities, write the name and
outline the segment.
Write down whatever is
mention ed, but try to
include those on the
chart at right.

Any of the following
morale
public rela Hons
Le?ve top section
1:-We will

*

sibilities

suggestions

may be offered:

working schedules
union welfare
of the circle

unlabeled.

let this section represent
of the steward.

all

other

respon-

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
SESSION I
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J. -ll-We won't

try to define t he whole jo b of the stewar d -,, instead
let's
see if there is anythin g in common about
-:, these responsibilities.
Whose grievance

i s th e st ewa rd han dlin g?

o no t sp en d too much time getti ng th e answer, whi ch
Pe opl e."
Give it yourself
if so meone does not give
his
answer.
~

inj

ut small c i rcles
he "Complaints
and
r-Levances II s e gr.ient.

G

,l- These r ep resent

A ste ward gets results
t h rough p eo p l e

peo p l e .

J

W'n o ar e th es e members ?

in

rfuen s aneon
e sa ys
People , 11 i)Ut
othe r
ircles
i n se gment
~ a r ked "Memb e rs hi p."
Con t i nu e until
the re
are smal l circles
in
evary segment includin g th e blan k one .
You can say:

1

//ho have to be ins t ructed?

~ se "who " que~tion ~

'J-9889
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UNION JOB RELATIONSSESSION I

,~ Is there any part
involve people?

of the steward•s

*

job which does not

No.

!Place
~lank

A steward gets results
through people·

circles
i~
segment. _J

ISteward!

When we look at any part
of the steward 1 s job, we
find people in the situation.

jEnclose small
l1:n a hub.

circle;i

_J

a

rase most of the small~
ircles
and write PEOPLE
nside the hub.

The steward gets
through people.

(Eoint

results

to headin~

7-6668
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UNION JOB RELATIONS SESSION I

* In order to meet these
-::-responsibilities
there
* must be some relationx ship between the steward
* and each of his people.

A steward gets results
through people
Steward

Let 1 3 have this line
-::-represent that relation-:~ship.

~

-:i-

jDraw double-headed arrow
~nd label it Job Relation~

0

•rl
+)

C1l

I

..0 rl
0 Q)
1--;>P::

Job Relations are the
between
everyday relations
you and the people you
represent.
The kind of relati ons you
have affects the kind of
results you get .
Relations with some are
good , with others are
poor, but there are
always relationships.
Poor rel ationships
cause good results.
IT11ustrate

45 mL'1.

to here

7-666
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cause poor res ults;

good relationships

by use of charD

When a steward wants to meet any of these responsibiliti es effectively,
he must have good relations
with
his people.

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
SESSIONI
Allow
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PRESENT
FOUNDATIONS
FORGOOD
RELATIONS.

10 min.

Experience shows that successful stewards
tion s for good relations.
They ~ tr~
keep the job relations
line strong.
!Write on top center
t...!:oard t he heading:

oil

_J

l. * There are some things

day in and day out,
{~ i n good condition.
1~

*
*

use definite
foun dathese foundations

Foundat i ons for Good Relations

that you and I as stewards can do,
about keeping the job relations
line

For ins tan ce, we can le t e ach member know his rights
respons ibilit i es.

[!ri t e under headin~

and

Let each member know his rights
and responsibilities

Suppos e a member is passed over while new men get the
breaks - all because he doesn 1 t know what the union
can do for him?
Do you think that's good union job relations
doesn 1 t even know what rights he has?

if a member

We know it isn't.
Don't you want to know your rights?
What the union is
doing for you? How your grievance is progressing?
Should a member also know his responsibilities
the union expects of him?

- what

26
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I wonder if these people (E:oint to boar~would
like to
lmow their rights and responsibilities.
Wouldn1 t that
strengthen that job relations
line?
2.* Another foundation
* when due."
(!rite

for good job relations

is "Give credit

Give credit

on boa~

when due.

If you have a member who has been assigned to sone
collillittee work that doesn't particularly
benefit him,
and he sticks to the job and carries it through, how
would it be to give him ~ome credit.
Maybe there is someone whoI s never done anything out -standing, but who1 s always paid his dues on time and never
caused any trouble.
Could you give him some credit?
Do you think it is good job relations
to give credit
due? Is that the kind of treatment you like?

when

I wonder if these people [Eoint to boar~wouldn 1 t like
it.
Would it help the job relations
line if we did give .
people credit when due?

3-* Another foundation

*

for good relations
is "Tell people
advance about changes that will affect them. 11

(!rite

Tell people in advance about
changes that will affect them.

on boar~

Suppose someone tells you at quitting time that
to be a connnittee meeting immediately.
Are you going to like

i - eeea Pae

bu

jn

it?

there is
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Are you goine to think about your car pool?
You at least

want a chance to have your say.

Would it be a good idea to tell people in advance
abou~ changes that affect them?
Do you think that would help the job relations

line?

I wonder if these people (Eoint to boarDwouldn 1 t like
to lmow in advance about changes that affect them.
4. ·l*' Another foundation for good relations
,~ of each member's ability."

(!r ite

is "Make best use

Make best use of each member's
ability.

on boar~

Have you ever !mown a member who went sour because he
f elt there was union work he could do if anyone asked
hi m?

Have you ever looked around to see whether you were
using the abilities
the members have? Do you know what
their abilities
are? Make sure you don I t play favorites •
I wonder if we always make best use of the ability
these people (Roint to boa~.

of

These foundations are important to everyone.
Using them
will smooth job relations
and assist us as stewards to
meet our responsibilities
(Eoint to boar~.
[pie board will

look like

thi~

UNION JOBRELAT
IONSSESSION I
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A steward gets r esults
throu gh peopl e

Foundation s for
good relations

Stewa rd
Let each member
know his ri ghts and
responsibilities
Give credit
due.

when

Tell people in
advance about
changes th at will
affect them.
Make best use of
each member's
ability.

55 min.
to here

Allow
10 min.

DEVELOPTHE "INDIVIDUAL" CHART.

{c

*
*

Does this mean that all the s e people are alike?
answer is no. People are different
and must he
treated as indi victuals.

jWrite on top rightl
l_!hird of boa:ro: _J

People must be treated
individuals

All right , no two of us are alike.

7-1111811 P211 bu
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Let 1 s pull
different.

out one of these

persons

29

and see why he is

raw 2 dotted line extending from one of the small
~
ircles to another big circle.
Label it AN INDIVIDUAL.
~ o not erase the foundations.

An
Individual

We1 11 let

this

circle

represent

any one of these people.

*

So let 1 s take a look at this union member and what affects
-:~him as an i1 di vi.dual.
We know that his job is a big factor.

rite His Job on lefj
ne-third
segment of
ircle.
~

His
Job

An
Individual

JO

UNION JOB RELATIONS SESSION I

Nowwhat else?
'What other things affect him as an individual?
What makes one toolmaker different
from another
toolmaker:

Write in interests
as
members suggest.
Be
sure to include Family,
Background, and Health.

His
Family
His
Job

An
Individual

Give examples for each,
such as:

His
Background

Family Does it make a difference if he 1 s
happily married?
Background Is there a difference
between the person
who was raised on a
farm and one who
lived in a city?
Health Suppose he 1 s going
to have an operation?

You may also ge~ Hecreation,
Education.

Wages, Love Affairs,

Write down not more than two or three
Leave one segment for other factors.

7-116118 P30
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His
Health

of these.
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There are, of course, many additional
the individual
on the job.
[leave
We will

this

which affect

unlabele~

one section
let

things

segment represent

(Eie completed chart work will
A steward gets results
through people

Other Factors.

look like

thi~

People must be treated
as individuals

Foundations for
good relations

Steward
Let each member
know his rights
and responsibilities.
Give credit
when due.
·rell people in
advance about
changes that
will affect - them.

An
Individual

Make best use of
each member, s
ability.

All of these really
your union.

affect

the individual

who belongs

to

•
He doesn't leave part of himself
work or to a union meeting.

at home when he comes to

32
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The things

noted in the circle

make individuals

different.

You need to know this person as a separate individual
he is different
and that affects him on the job.

because

@umrnarize the cha~
A steward gets results

through people.

By using the foundations
relations
with people.
A steward must treat
These are the basis

1 hr.
5 min.
- to here
Allow
5 min.

But their

use will

we can improve our

his people as individuals.

for good job relation s.
not prevent

all problems.

11
DEFINEA "PROBLEM.

What do we mean by a problem?

* A problem

is ANYTHING
THES 'IEWARD
HAS TO TAKEACTIONON.

This may include handling a complaint,
you have to do something about.
Changes, interruptions,
and failures
do arise.
These cause problems.

or any small incident

do occur; and situations

Each steward needs skill in understanding
up situations,
and working with people.
We are going to get experience
problems.

7 - 08118 PS I u"'

indivi duals,

sizing

in using a method for meeting

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
SESSIONI
What we are going to be working on is the relation
you and people you represent.

33
between

'Ihis relationship
is the same whether you are working on a
complaint, a grievance, getting du~s paid, or any of your
other responsibilities.

These relations

They affect

the job.

Good re la tions

Poor relati

are important.

give you good results.

ons give you poor r esults.

1 hr.
10 min.

to here

Allow
15 min.

Condi t i ons change all

INTRODUCET.W.I.

the time - so do relations.

METHOD.

Tell the problem about Mike.
Do not read.
The trainer must be able to tell this
changing no ideas, but using words natural"°tc)h:im.

1.

well,
-

Let us take a look at the action of one steward something that happened in a war production plant.

7-66611
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One day the steward
saw Mike sitting
there.
He
Mike said he was waiting for
It seemed a plant protection
asleep in the warehouse.

walked into the pay office and
asked Mike what he was doing and
his pay~off as he had been fired.
man had reported him for being

The steward asked him if he had been asleep, and Mike
said he had - for three hours.
Mike said he needed his job.
Now the steward knew that Mike had a bad record and that he 1d
been warned by the supervisor.
Only two months ago the union had told him they were
fed up and couldn't keep on interceding
for hire forever.
Other pe9ple had complained about his loafing.
He had been
found sleeping before by the plant protection
department.
The steward decided that he couldn't do anything more
for him and said 11So long, Mike - better luck next place."
(!rase

charts

frOin boa~

2. (Eiscus~

This steward

had a problem,

How do you think he handled
1~

Just what was this

@et

steward

didn

I

t he?

it?
tr;ying to accomplish?

the group to sa~

He wanted to get Mike a square deal.
[}f necessary,
What is this

7-066!1
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as§]
steward

1

s responsibility

to Mi ke?
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I

jif the group tends to agree vd th the steward, remind
l_!hem that what he wanted was 11a square deal for Mike.:.'..'.J

But he made no attempt

to do anything

Would you have taken this

[Eo not let

jif
~ake

this

about it.

acti on?

go into extensive

discussio~

these points do not come out in the disc ussio~
th em yours elf:
_J

He made no attempt

to find out why Mike was asleep.

The steward jumped to the conclusion that Mike was after
all just an irresponsible
pe rson. Mike had been around
long enough to know better .

J . [}ell what happened nexf]

The next day people in the department came up and
told the steward that Mike was sick the day before.
He decided
1 d been veri-J steady
to rest a bit and wenttosleep:-1i'e
and
reliable
since his soldier son-in-law was killed two months
ago. He needed all he could make be_cause he had his daughter's
chi ldren to support.
Mike was sick yesterday , and he was still
sick that day.

7-8888
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,
4. (Eiscus~
Do these additional

facts

throw more iight?

Mike had had a good record for a ~nile,
didn't think of that.
The steward couldn't

think of anything

but the steward
good about Mike.

Mike had gone to sleep because he was sick.
Let I s look at what the steward did fran three
How would Mike feel

angles

~

toward the steward?

How did the other people in the department
about the way he treated Mike?

feel

What did it do to union relations?
It was the wrong thing to do on all

5.

Is there

a way to avoid mistakes

three

like

counts.

this?

What could Mike's steward have done first?
!If someone sug gests "Talk with Mike" or "Give him a
~hance to explain, 11 ask, "Do ·you mean 1 Get the facts

(!rite

It certainly
whole~-"

•

'J-88811 P38 bu

Get the facts

on boa~

is import2nt

to "Be

~

you

~

the

I

I
ci
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1'hen what would he do with these facts?
jGet group to say andj
~i te on boa.rd:
_J

Aren't

we all

After deciding,

Weigh and Decide

tempted to jump at conclusions?
what would he do next?

f"aet group to say and'l
~i te on board:
_J

It's

easy to pass the buck, isn't

After you take action,
it crone out?

(!rite

Take Action

is it a good idea to see how

Allow

Check Results

on boar~

Did Mike 1 s steward 1 s action
relations?

1 hr.
25 min.
to here

it?

ITeave steps

strengthen

union job

on boar~

HANDOUTCAIIDS,SUMMARIZE
4-STEP METHOD.

15 min.
!Distribute
cards individually
~!PORTANCE.

- STRESS THE:rnl

_j

1-e&es
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UNIONJOB RELATIONSSESSION I
jRead the "How to Handle a Problem" side of the card an<ll
l.:..onnnent as follows:
_J

* Determine

objective.

We agreed

that

the steward wanted to get a square deal

for Mike.
An objective

is something to shoot at.

It's

what you want

to accomplish.

* 1.

Get the Facts.
We said that Mike's steward did not get the facts.

* Review

the record.

(source

of facts)

The steward recalled Mike's previous bad record
but evidently overlooked his recent good record.
All records are not paper records.
what you know about saneone.

*

Find out what union and )lant
(source of facts

* apply.

There were rules

rules

You include

and customs

in . both the plant

and the union.

There are some things that are accepted as what
So)Ile are written
you do in the union and plant.
and they' re rules • But the unwritten cus tams are
just as strong.
You also have to consider any
precedents which have been established.

*

Talk with individuals

concerned.

(source

of facts)

Mike's steward did not take the time to talk with
Mike or anyone else in the department.

1-eeu PU
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*

Get opinions

and feelings.

(source

39
of facts)

This steward just didn 1 t get the opinions of any
of these people and he didn't think how they might
feel.
Remember that what a person feels or thinks,
right or wrong, is a fact to him and must be considered as such.

* Be sure

you have the whole story.

(a caution)

You pe>inted out that the steward didn't have the
whole story - he did not know what had happened
in Mike I s family or that the man was ill.

*

2.

Weigh and Decide.
Did the steward do a good job on this

*

Fit the facts

step?

together.

Look for gaps and contradictions.
In this one
there were gaps, but the steward. didn 1 t try to fill
them in. Why Mike was asleep is the big ga.p in the
facts.

*

Consider

their

bearing

on each other.

Thi s steward only looked at the bearing of some
facts on each other.
He overlooked Mike's current
good record and decided that he was back in the
old rut.

* What possible

actions

are there?

This steward thought there was only one thing to
do - turn Mike down. There is usually more than
one possible action if we stop to weigh the facts.

*

Check union and management practices

and policies.

The steward has to lmow the ground rules.
He has to
la1ow whether his action is within company policies
and policies.
and practices
and within union practices

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
SESSIONI
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* Consider objective and
* union, and production.

effect

on individual,

group,

Mike I s steward did not consider the effect of his
action on his objective,
on Mike, on the other
people, on the union, or on production.

*

Don't

jump at conclusions.

Do you think
conclusion?

1~

3.

(a caution)

that Mike's steward

jumped at a

Take Action.
~~

Are you going to handle this

yourself?

It was up to Mike's steward to handle this
~r

problem.

Do you need help in handling?
Sometimes we can get help from another department
from an officer or from the distr ict office.

* Should

you refer

-

this?

You have to decide whether a problem is beyond your
own authority for action.
"h" Watch

the timing of your action.

The timing does influence the effectiveness
of vm.at
you do. Think of the effectiveness,
not just your
convenience.
-:~Don1 t pass the buck.

(a caution)

I guess -we all know what this meare- and we can say
for Mike's steward that he didn't pass the buck. H€
thought he knew enough about this to turn Mike down.

7-6668
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* 4.

Check Results.
It is always important to consider how you are going to
follow up. This steward didn I t have to check results they came right to him.

* How soon

will

you follow up?

You make your first check as soon as you can
reasonably expect results.

*

How often will

you need to check?

Sometimes you keep an eye on sanething for quite a
while just to make sure that your action hasn't
'Ihe way the steward treated
caused an"other problem.
Mike caused plenty of other problems.

* Watch for
* the union

changes in attitudes
and relationships
and toward management.

within

You have to look at what your action did to the
group as well as to the individual person conaerned.

*

Did your action

strengthen

We've seen that
through because
he
he
his
he

this

union job relations?
steward fell

failed to get the facts
didn't even consider all
action was wrong, and
got poor results

down straight

the facts

jAsk stewards to turn the cards over.
Read the
!..£or Good Relations J" commenting as follows:

* Let

each member lmow his rights
Wouldn't it prevent
understood?

he had, so

Foundationsl

11

_J

and responsibilities.

a lot of problems if every member

7-811118 PU
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-r.- Tell

him what the union

can do for him.

This is a never-ending

*

Tell

him what the union
This is important

~~

Give credit
Don't
~~

( action

job.
expects

from him.

every steward

for

( action

to remember.

respond

Look for extra

to recognition?

or unusual

performance.

( action

Sometimes it's
the man who's unusually
who deserves some form of credit.
him while

"it

I

s hot.

11

(

action

Tell

people

in advance

about

changes

reliable

that

some simple

will

affect

All of us have to ge t used to changes.
-~ Tell

them why if possible.
Give reasons,

not arbitrary

" Get them to accept
Help people

~:- Make best

1-6668
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(action

to understand.

ability.

hel p y ou do a b etter

point)

decisions.

the change.

use of each member's

Won1 t this

( action

job?

point)

point)

Don't get so busy that you overlook
thanks right when they are due.

~~

point)

when due.
we all

-:} Tell

point)

point)

them.

UNIONJOBRELATIO:r£
SESSIONI

* Look for

ability

not now being used.

43
(action

Are you sure you know just what abilities
are in your group?

*

Never stand in a man's
Has this

i}

pointJ
there

way. (action point)

ever caused trouble

for you?

These are the basic rules for good relations • They will
job for you if you use them. If they are used they
keep many problems from corning up.

* do a
* will

Remember that•you

need to treat

all people as individuals.

1hese foundations will smooth union job relations
they will not insure you against problems.
We have stewards
1 hr.
40 min.
to here

Allow
5 min.

because there

but

are problems to handle.

We are stewards because the union has designated
handle these problems.

us to

SUMMARIZE.
1.

Good stewardship

includes

two points:

Working with the individuals
you represent in a way
which makes everyday relationships
smooth and prevents
many problems.
This is covered by the Foundations.
Handling problems that do arise
4-step method.

is covered by the

7-6668
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2.

The steward's job can't be run from a set of rules any
more than you can learn to play baseball from a book.
You can read about pitching a curve but you can't get
the ball to curve until you have practiced.

3.

Conditions do change; interruptions
do occur; problems
do come up .-The Foundations and this 4-step method will
This is a pattern to
help you to handl~ these problems.
follow.
This method applies whether there is a Wagner Act or not,
-whether you are dealing with a man or a woman, Negro or
White, Republican or Democrat.
Why is this
under their

so? Because people~
people once you get
skins, regardless of race or color.

CCMEUP.
DISCUSSHOWPROBLEMS

*

Let's

look at the way PROBLEMS
cane up.

l.* If you're on the watch in your department you 1 11 be
* tipped off when you notice changes in people's work or
* attitudes.
Suppose a man suddenly gets quarrelsome with
* everyone around him - that 1 s a problem, isn't it?
* Effective stewards get in on these early.
2.~1-Or, you may even have a situation
to size~
before it
* happens. The unioti may change a policy, or suppose
* management is going to bring a group of women into a
-'.f- department
where there have been only men. You may want
* to do sane preventive work and .size up that situation
* in advance so that you won't have a problem to handle
* later.

3.* Sometimes they "come to you." A member may a:sk for a
~1- rate
increase or a transfer,
or he may have a problem
* or question.

UNIONJOB RELATIONS
SF,SSIONI
1 hr.
45 min.
to here

Allow
15 min.

45

4.* Others, you "run into. 11 Suppose you tell a member to
* abide by union policy, and he won't do it. Or perhaps
* it I s a member who refuses to pay dues.

CONSIDER
STEWARD'S
PROBLEMS
ON '!'HE JOB.
1. (!istribu

te problem sheet~

Some of the same problems come to all
Maybe you· have all
[!sk

of these - or none.

group to check probiem sheets:=;}

[!ead
!}et

stewards.

five

or six out loud - discuss,

not at lengtg

the group read all the way throug~

In this group ·we are going to be working on your own
problems - the things you have to do something about.

[£onnnent on number of problems group ha~

2. fscribe
~ee

practice

in following

Tips for Trainers.

sessionsl

J

Each of you will have a chance to bring in a problem
during these sessions.
We will work on these problems to develop our skill
in the use of the 4-step method.

UNION JOB RELATIONS0ESSION I
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Someone kicks about working conditions.
Complaint~ about slow handling of grievances.
Member wants to change jobs often.
Lack of interest
in union activities.
Worker violates union contraet.
Member feels he is being pushed.
Member unreasonable in demands.
Man goes over your head to complain.
Member takes chances at work.
Worker fails to come to work every day.
l,Iember resents changes.
1.'forker dissatisfied
with union agreement.
Worl<:erirritable
and touchy.
Operator refuses to do certain work.
Careless with materials and equipment.
Member gets discouraged learning job.
~ormer steward causing trouble.
Member wants more money.
Em~loyee kicks when not promoted.
Pay differential
causes trouble.
Plant is
Drop in
Friction
:M
embers
Defeated

.7-6668
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going to start hiring women, or Negroes.
overall production.
between shifts.
fail to attend meetings,
candidate not cooperating •
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We are not going to criticize
judgment on his action.
'Whenyou bring

the steward

or pass

in your problem,

REMEMBER:

*

Our definition
of a problem is something the steward has
,~ to take action on. This includes reconnnending action or
,~ sending a complaint or grievance on to a further step,
* or telling someone he has no basis for his complaint and
* that no action can be taken.

*

It must involve you and the people you represent
- other.,~wise we may not have all the facts or !mow the individuals
* concerned.

*
*

You may bring in a problem that
These problems are good because
,:- recalled.

-n- You may bring
.,~taken action.

you have handled recently.
the facts are easily

in a problem on which you have not as yet
Pending problems are always good.

* You will help all of us if you will bring sone pro blems
* that didn't turn out quite ri ght, so we can take a look
* at why they turned out the way they did.
* It will also be helpful if you bring in some problems of
-,, relationships
entirely within the union, which do not
* involve management or the plant. But remember, it still
,~ must be something you can do something about.
Please do not bring in the most involved problem that
you have run into in all of your years of union experience. When problems are pretty bi g, or involved, most
of us usually say - "This is a pretty tough one. I'd
better get the facts and wei gh the m carefully. 11
Stewards tell us that the y usually go a bit sour with the
snaller problans as they appear to be so insi gnificant
that
they are prone not to get the facts,
jump at conc lusions ,
etc.
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We want to get experience and practice here so that we
will instinctively
think through small problems, so
that these small problems will be handled satisfactorily
and forgotten.
Some stewards say that most all of their large problems
result from small problems which were poorly handled.
If there is a little
blaze, we usually can put it out
with a cup of water, but if it develops into a big blaze,
then we have to call out the fire departments from
neighboring towns.
Sometimes we overlook the little
one union work to do and he just
You have a member who doesn•t
These small incidents

things.
doesn•t

You give somedo it.

get to work on time.

are problems.

Because of our time limit we have to have short and
relatively
simple problems.
'Ihis is necessary because
we are going to apply the entire method, not just the
beginning of it.
We can learn the method just as well
on short problems as on long ones. If we get practice
and form a habit, it will be easier to use the method
on more involved problems, and it will make the handling
of those problems shorter.
Remember that the steward does much preventive wo::r;-k
by
handling his problems while they are new and small rather
than waiting until they are older and more complicated.

J.

Do any of you have any problems, like these · on the problem sheet perhaps, facing you? I mean sane you have to
handle yourself?
Well, will you, ••••••••••••••
and
•••.•••••.••
tell us about one at the next meeting just
as I told you about Mike, so we all can take a look at
them together?
(!xplain

4.

1-eeu
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procedure

for handling

stewards'

I'm going to bring in a problem too.

problems~
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Our purpose in all these problems is to get practice
the use of the 4-step method. We only acquire skill
through practice.
5.

You can begin to use these foundations
steps right away - on the job.
That I s where this

2 hrs.
to here

and the four

plan pays dividends •

[Ehank group for interest

[£1ear

in

and participatio~

the boar~
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Union

Job

Re 1 at

ions

-- Session

I I

IMPORTANCE
OF GETTING
'IBE FACTS

Allow

REVIEW 4-S 'IEP ME'IHOD.

5 min.
1. ~riefly

2.

make appropriate

opening conments]

Let•s take a look at our 4-step
problems.

method of handling

What are the four steps a good steward follows
he takes action on a problem?

raw from group and~
lace in upper right
~ and corner of board:

·

1.
2.

J.
4.

5 min.
to here

Get the facts.
Wei gh and decide.
Take action.
Check results.

J.

We are setting up a pattern here.
We handle these
situations
in slow motion, in order to get a closer
look at them. Actually, on the job, even though this
method is many times speeded up, you still
go throngh
the same steps.

4.

This may seem to take time - but if it saves time in
the long run, isn 1 t it surely worth it?

50
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Allow
35 min.

ABil.ITY IN USING THE METHOD
by presenting
DEVELOP
the Tan problem.

1. !focus
l!acts.

attention

on importance

and discussing

of Step 1 - Get th;-i

_J

In the use of this method Step 1 is basic, because the
success of Steps 2, 3, and 4, depends on getting all
the facts.
(!nderline

In some
personal
personal
facts.
fact to

Step []

1.

Get the Facts

problems ALL THE FAC'IS are not obtained until
opinions and feelings are considered.
These
opinions and feelings must be considered as
What a worker thinks - right or wrong - is a
him and must be considered as such.

I am now going to tell you about a problem in which a
steward talked with a man and, by getting his opinions
and feelings,
obtained important facts.
The purpose in relating
this particular
problem is to
stress not only the importance of getting the facts, but
also to give us an opportunity to see exactly how this
steward talked with this member in order to get personal
opinions and feelings.
This problem is one where what is said and how it is said
I 1m going to read this to you, so
is very important.
we'll get just what was said by both of them.

2. !Read the problem.

L!MONOTONE
.

MAKEIT LIVE.

DONOTREADI~

7-6668
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A steward is out in the shop and notices a workman is
reaching into a machine.
In this particular
plant the bargaining agreement between the union and management had created a
safety committee which made the steward jointly responsible
with the departmental foreman for the prevention of accidents
within their departments.
Steward calls out: Tom, I've told you to shut off that machine
when you take off the guard.
["Trainer comment: The steward is mad.
~pparently
warned Tom before.
Tom yells

back: If you want to report me, why don't
it instead of nagging at me all the time.
[!rainer

comment:

He I

sl

_J

you do

Tom is mad, to~

Steward:

Keep your shirt onl I
trouble.
I just don 1 t
mashed. The number of
adjusted makes me think
with it.

don't want to get you in
want you to get your hand
times th 2t machine has to be
there must be something wrong

Tom:

Well, I'm not going to take any more panning.
rainer comnent: The steward is certainly
facingj
problem and here is what went through his mind
very quickly before he took any action.

G
Steward:

7-66&8
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I've know Tom a long time.
He's
Now, let's see.
been one of the best men in the department and a
good union member. But, lately,
he's always in
trouble,
and the superintendent
is riding the union
T~m is reckless as the devil about
about accidents.
his machine. But that isn•t all.
Yesterday I had
to get after him about his dues. And he hasn't been
to a union meeting in months. What•s happened to
Tom? I guess I have been on his neck a lot.
But
it was always somethin g that had to be done. And
we can't have him taking chances the way he does.
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rainer connn.ent: Do you notice how this problem]
ame up? There had been a change in Tom, but the
teward didn I t get into the problem then.
He
aited
until
it
burst
in
his
face.
~
Steward:

Suppose we get together later and talk this over.
If there's something wrong with that machine we 1 ll
report it.
Trainer comment: 'Why do you think the
didn 1 t talk to him then? Do you think
have done any good to stay there right
argue wi. th him? He isn I t going to talk
department or while Tom is mad.

steward
it would
then and
in the

That noon the steward watched for Tom and took his
lunch over and sat dovm beside him.
Steward:

Hello,
riding
I felt
doing
couple
can I t

Tom. Now, Tom, I guess you think I've been
you. I don•t want to do anything like that.
I had to yell at you today because you were
something dangerous.
And there•ve been a
of other things lately that the union just
put up with.

Every time I see you taking a chance that might cause
trouble, I 1 ve got to·stop you. When you don•t pay
your dues, why then I've got to say something about
that too.
Now is there something the matter with the machine?
I know you•re always raising the guard and reaching
into it.
If there's something wrong with that machine,
I want to get it reported.
ainer comment: What is the steward doing here]
The steward is trying the obvious thing first o see if the trouble is connected with the
[ machine.

7-88111
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Tom:

Well, ;tf you think I 1m going to run over to that
switch and pull it, and hang. the 11don 1 t touch" sign
on it - you're just crazy.
They're yelling
nqw about
how li ,ttle
I get done.
If I had to spend half of my
time turning that switch off and on, I wouldn 1 t get
anything done.
And the other day you said there'd
parts that were
been a report tha:t I was letting
below standard go through.
Well, if I didn't
fix
that machine they 1 d all be below standard.
Trainer conment:
Tom isn't
going to make it easy,
is he? The stnard
could have cut in there and
told him it wouldn't take half the time to turn
off the switch.
Here again he could have argued,
but he had gotten Tom off to the side because he
wanted to talk with him, so he wasn 1 t going to
interru
t him.

Steward:

Now, Tom, there's
more to it than breaking
rule.
There's a reason behind that rule.
apt to get your hand mashed.

Tom:

And that'd
cost the company money, wouldn't
then they'd razz the union.

a safety
You 1 re

it?

And

ainer comment: The steward might think thaj
om was sore at the company about money - or
[ ould that be jumping ~~conclusion?

Steward:

Oh, sure it would cost the company money and they
ride us plenty about accidents • But have we made
you think that's
all we're interested
in?

Tom:

Well,

that's

(!rainer

Steward:

all

that

comnent:

counts

with some people.

He I s bitter

It 1 d cost us a good man.
to replace.

about scmethiniJ

And that's

a hard thing
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Tom:

Well, not everybody feels

that

way.

Trainer comment: He seems to be thinking ~bout
the importance of money to some people.
The steward
has a cue here - will he follow it up? Tom has been
pretty hard to talk to. What does the steward have
to follow up from here?
Do not allow extended discussion.
If the group
does not make the point, say that Tom seems to bb
thinking about the importance of money to somebody.
Stewa.l"d: Vfuy are you so strong on the money angle? YouI re
doing all right that way, aren't you? Seems to me
you told me last spring you were going to build on
that land of yours out on the pike.
When are you
getting married?
When you have a wife she won•t
want you to take chances.
Tom:

Oh - nobody cares

if I do get a hand off.

Steward:

Your girl

Tom:

I don 1 t have a girl

Steward:

I'm sorry, Tom. I just wanted _to get you thinking
of what an injury to you might mean to somebody else.

Tom:

Well, it doesn•t mean anything to anyone now. Nothing
about me would hurt her.
Why, she lmew I was going to
start to build, but she married someone else.
So, all
I have is a half-finished
house.
And that•a all I•ve
got to show for it.

would care.
any more.

Nobody cares what happens to me any more. And I don•t
need to try to make any more money, or save it either.
It changes a lot of things.

7-6668
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Trainer comment: This takes careful handling.
The steward wants to get Tom back to normal production; he wants to stay on good terms with Tom.
Now the steward has a chance to make a speech he could tell Tom he was lucky to get rid of her,
but he's going to listen to Tom, and not do~
the talking himself.
Steward:

A blow like that 1 s bad, and it 1 s no use saying it
isn 1 t. But sometimes you just have to take it on
And
the chin.
Some things can be fixed up, though.
I wish you'd see your way clear to helping me figure
out what's wrong with the way that line is running.
It's getting you in trouble, and that gets me in on
it too.
I can see why you have gotten a bit careless about
taking chances.
But I know you wouldn't have had to
take those chances unless sonething else had been
wrong. Now, is the machine worn? Does it need ,overhauling?
How are the tools?
!Trainer co!TlI!lent: There seem to be two thing;-i
(1) the man and (2) the machine.:J
~o look at:
No, it isn't
the machine.
The parts aren I t coming
through the same as they used to.
There I s a burr
left on them; and after so many have gone through,
well, I just have to clean the machine out.

Tom:

[Eandle

J.

this

problem according

Just what is the steward

fGet from group ancil
LE.lace on board:
_J

7-6668
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trying

to standard

procedu~

to accomplish?

Just what is this steward trying
to accomplish?
To make Tom a safe worker.
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What are the facts?

FACTS
Get facts from group
and put on board
briefly.
See that
these are included,
but not necessarily
in this order:

[£heck subheads of Step 1.

Was a good worker
Quality and quantity down
Broke safety rule
Careless
Warned before
Talked back
Stopped attending union meetings
Back on dues
Lost his girl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts

USE

c.AR£]

e sure that you leave group with the realization
~
hat the steward got three very important facts
to get opinions
ecause he talked with the individual
11dfeelings.

li

5. [Eonsider

Step 2, according

Get possible actions
from group.
Some may be Warn about safety
rules.
Recommendpenalty
layoff.
Report bad parts.
Tell him losing girl
isn't your fault.

to standard

procedure]

Weigh and Decide
Possible

actions

[Test possible actions against objective and probablel
l:_ffect on individual - group - union - production.
_J
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6.

Now let us see what did happen in this
problem.
ITontinue

Steward:

particular

to read the proble~

I can see why that would ca-d.se you trouble.
Now,
I 1m sorry about your tough luck.
But I do thank you
for helping me. I'm going to report the bad parts
to the supervisor.
Trainer comment: Throughout, the steward -had
listened sympathetically
to Tom, he had encouraged and helped him to talk about the things
that were important to him. Now that he had
reached something specific,
bad parts, he's going
to talk to management about it.
Later the steward goes into
office.

Steward:

?•

I want to talk to you about the parts the department
is getting from the punch press.
They're not coming
through clean.
There's a good operator on the line,
and it's making it pretty dangerous for him if he
tries to keep up production.

What were the additional
facts that the steward got by
talking with Tom and getting his opinions and feelings?

jPoint

out on board

I

LTHE
ADDITIONALFACT~

8..
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the supervisor's

The steward looked at all
had a complete story.

Lost his girl
Felt nobody cared
Burrs on parts
the facts

and he felt

he
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He found out why Tomwas off the beani.
Doesn't this indicate that sometimes an addition of one
more fact will preclude or suggest a possible action?
Do you think we would have had the same possible actions
if these facts had been missing?
9.

What action

did he take?

l CTION

elp group give ]
steward's action.
rite this action
~ on the board:

Told Tom he was sorry
Asked TomI s help
Rep orted faulty parts
""""===============

What facts
decision?

did this

[E andle Ste p Jasin

steward us e in arr i vin g at this

the standard

oroce dur~

Let 1 s look at Step J.
Are you going to handle this
It was this

yourself?

steward 1 s problem.

He had the responsibility

to take some action.

Need help?
Yes, he got Tom's help - no outside

help necessary.

Refer to someone else?
To get good parts

- but didn•t

tell

Tom1 s trouble.

7-6668
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Timing?
Tom's steward didn't
@tress

importance

lose any time in acting.

of good ti.min~

10. D!andle Step 4 as in the standard

procedur~

How soon do you think he 111 follow up?
'What will

he look for?

Do you think
Did this

11. @onclusion

More than once?

Tom's steward will

steward use the 4-step

accomplish his objective?
method up to now?

to the Tom proble~

You remember the purpose of this problem was
not only the importance of getting the facts,
to see how this steward got personal opinions
You can see what might have happened if this
not decided to get more facts before he took

to stress
but also
and feelings.
steward had
his action.

in get ting him
Do you think TomI s s tevm.rd was justified
to talk about his personal affairs?
This depends on the
individual
and the problem.
This steward lmew his individual well enough to talk with Tom.
Did you ever have a man go sour when something happened
in his family?
He brought what happened outside of work
into the plant with him - just as Tom did.
That's why
the steward has to concern himself with personal
feelings.

7-6888
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Did you notice that when Tom's steward talked to the
supervisor he didn't reveal the personal information he
had about Tom? He could have said, 11I have a jilted guy
down here," but he said, "I have a good worker down here."
40 min.
to here

Allow
5 min.

@1ear board,

except question

and step~

REMEMBER
WESAID THATOPINIONSA:NDFEELINGSare hard to get.
We all can learn and develop this skill.
Once this skill is
acquired it becomes a useful tool for a steward.

(!rite

1.

on boar~

How to get opinions

and feelings

Just how did Tom's steward find out about Tom's opinions
and feelings ?
His steward could have argued with Tom about its taking
him half his time to turn off the switch.
Is anything
ever satisfactorily
settled by an argument? Our first
tip, then, is 11DonI t argue . 11

[!rite

2.

on boar~

Don't argue

It took some encouragement to get Tom to talk about what
seemed important to him, didn't it?
The steward had to
help him say what was wro_ng. The tip then is to,
"Encourage him to talk about what is important to him. 11

r,;; .
~rite

-,
on boar~

Encourage him to talk about what
is important to hnn
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J.

If you are telling a story and someone interrupts
you, do
you feel like continuing it? After Tom started talking
did the steward interrupt
him? Our tip is, "Don't
interrupt . 11

(!rite

4.

on boaro.3

Don't jump at conclusions

The steward had a chance to make a couple of speec hes,
didn't he - on safety - on how lucky he was to get rid
of the girl?
You will notice he didn 1 t do all the talking
himself.
The tip is, "DonI t do all the talking yourself.

[!rite

6.

Don•t interrupt

Could the steward have spoiled everything by jumping at
the conclusion that Tom was sore ab out money? The tip
is, 11DonI t jump at conclusions • 11

(!rite

5.

on boarB

on boa~

Don't do all

on boa~

f'Bring out to the group the importance
l!:ips.

P82
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yourself

Was Tom's steward a good liste -ner? If you want to get
don't you?
opinions and feelin gs you have to listen,
Our tip is,
"Listen. 11

(!rite

7-6688
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Listen

of using thes;i
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45 min.
to here

Allow

@ear

and stepf]

STEWARDS'PROBLEMS.

1 hr.
10 min.

a

andle two problemsj
5 minutes each.
tandard procedure.

1 hr.
55 min.
to here

Allow
5 min.

the board - except question
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~KE

SURE3 PROBLEMS
WILL BE PRESENTED
AT NEXTSESSIOg}

1. _ I 1 11 bring

2.

Will all

in another

problem at the next session.

of you have one ready?

Now you can bring in a problem you want to size up to
try to take some preventive action.
Or you can bring one that's
Or perhaps you have just
consider.

on your hands right

finished

now.

a problem we can

But we do set up these requirements,
1~
~~

*
-i~

rt must be something between you and. the people
you ~present.
It must be a problem which you have to handle,
scmeone else's job.

not

7-6668
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* You rrrust have the necessary information about the
~~ employee or employees involved
- age, length of
* service, experience, etc •
••••••••.•
and •••••••••
brought in the kind of
That's the kind we
problems we have to live with.
want.

J.

Do all of you have a problem that you can tell
To practice our 4-step method?

us about?

!If any member of group says he does not have a probleaj
l.2::se the problem sheet again.
_J

2 hrs.

to here

emind the group that, to receive a certificate,
eacj
ember rrrust bring in a problem, participate
satisfac~ orily, and attend all sessions.

@lear
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BLACKBOARD
GUIDE- TOM- PROBLEM
NO. 2

Just what is th~s steward
trying to accomplish?
1.

Get the facts

2.

Weigh and decide

J.

Take action

4.

Check results

To make Tom a safe worker.

Facts
Was good worker
Quality and quantity down
Broke safety rule
Careless
Warned before
Talked back
Stopped attending union meetings
Back on dues
Lost his girl
Felt nobody c~red
Burrs on parts

Weigh and decide
Possible

actions

Warn about safety rules
Recommendpenalty layoff
Report bad parts
Tell him losing girl isn't
your fault

Action
Told Tom he was sorry
Asked TomI s help
Reported faulty parts

7-666 _8 P5a b;\I
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STANDA
RD PROCEDURE

1.

Ask steward to tell

problem.

Head of table.
Does this involve you and
somebody whom you represent?
Have you
taken action?
Tell up to final action.

2.

How problems come up.

Where appropriate,
stress;
anticipated
a change.

3.

Get objective.

Get from steward:

you sensed,

or

Something to shoot at.
May be changed.
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net result do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.

4.

Get facts.

Steward first,
as he recalls - them offhand.
Review subheads with steward - USE CARDS
•
Get additional
facts from group - USE
CARDS.

5.

Weigh and decide.

Fit Facts - Look for gaps and contradictions with group.
Possible Action:
What facts used? - from steward.
Check practices
and policies with
steward.
Check objective firs~ with group~ then
last with steward.
Check probable effect on individual,
group, union, production, with
steward.

6.

BalancA of problem.

Facts used (from steward).

?.

Check Step 3.

Subheads - with steward.
Why? - How? - Timing?

8.

Check Step 4.

Subheads - steward.
When? - How often?

9.
10.

Check objective.
Foundations

(if

Steward.
applicable).

(Thank steward and clear
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- What?

Steward.

board except question

and steps.)

Job

Union

Re 1 at

ions

-- Session

III

WEIGHING
ANDDECIDING

efore sessioj
tarts,
place
n
board:
~

Allow
5 min.

Jus t what is this
steward trying to
accomplish?

1. Get the facts
2. Weigh and decide
3. Take action
4. Check results

REVIEW 4-S'IEP METHOD.

1.

Nowdo we all have our cards?
Suppose we take a look at,
the 4-step method. In our last session the problem I
presented about Tom who lost his girl stressed the importance of getting the facts, with particular
reference to
personal opinions and feelings.
We looked at the way a steward got the facts in order to
make a good decision.
It takes tirne to do this, but in
the long run it does save time, doesn't it?

2.

It is interesting
to notice that a similar
used by professional
people.
For instance,
how a doctor handles his problem?
Step 1 - Does the doctor
Record - personal
temperature

method is
let us see

get the facts?

history

- blood pressure

-

Rules and customs - medical knowledge - practice
ethics.

-

67
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Talk - to get more facts,

confidential.

Opinions and feelin gs - very important.
Step 2 - Diagnosis.
Fit facts together - assemble facts.
Consider bearing on each other - symptons.
Possible actions - medicine, operate -.
Check practices
and policies
- must comply with laws.
Effect on individual
- group - contagion.
Don1 t jump at conclusions - careful diagnosis.
Step 3 - Treatment.
Take action - prescribe,
operate.
Handle yourself? - his specialty.
Help in handling - nurse, technician.
Refer - more experienced doctor, specialist.
Doctors don't lose face in doing this.
l'iming - importance of timing .
Don't pass the buck.
Step 4 - Check results

- X-ray.

How soon - depends on case.
How often - it differs.
Watch for - changes in condition.
This method we have been talking about works in other
professions,
doesn't it?
The doctor in an emergency
of life or death still
takes time for all these
steps.

J.

Now let's
turn the spotlight
Weigh and Decide.

on Step 2 of our method,

Good decisions must ha\~ a good foundation.
You must have the facts.
They must be weighed.
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~nderline

5 IllJ.Il.
to here

Allow
30 min.

Step ~

2.

Weigh and decide

PRESENTTHEPROBLEM
ABOUTTHE OLDHAND.
1.

Let's take a look at something that happened in a war
plant and particularly
at the decision the steward made
since we are today stressing
Step 2.
[!ell

the opening of the proble~

There was an old hand who was transferred
into this
depart.ment because he had been injured.
He was breaking a safety
rule when he was hurt.
But the union had taken up the problem
and got the transfer to a job he could do even if he did have a
bad foot.
That meant, of course, that he got full pay instead
of workmen's compensation.
Now the old hand never showed that he appreciated what
had been done. The steward couldn't get any cooperation from
him at all.
The supervisor canplained about h:im all the time,
too.
Everybody could see that he was loafing on the job.
His foot was healed and he kept hounding the steward about
getting transferred
back to his old job.
The steward was fed up.
One day the old hand yelled clear across the shop at
the steward.
"When are you going to get me my transfer?
What
do you think I pay dues for? Not to keep people like you in
officet"

decided

Everyone was listening.
The steward was sore.
it was time to do something about this problem.

He
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2. ITomment on how problem came up - ran into it, but
~
teward had warning - the old hand had been complaining
or some time.

J. raet the objective
~roup

4.

froil
and put on boar~

Continue with standard
procedure to get these
facts, but not necessarily in this order.
Place on board.

Eliminate

trouble

Facts
Old hand - injured
Broke rule - hurt foot
Union assisted in transfer
- full pay
Union action not appreciated
Uncooperative with steward
Loafed on job
Foot O.K. - wanted transfer
Steward .fed up
Made a scene
Steward sore
Everyone listening

[]eview the card, subheads Step ~

5. (}:'IEP 2 - FOLLOW
STANDARD
PROCEDU~
Get possible actions from
Weigh and decide
group. Some may be:
Ask that man be
transferred
Ignore
Get other union members
to help
CaJ.mhim down, then
remind him what union
has done for him
Tell him to quit if he
doesn't like it
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I

!Test possible actions against objective and probable
~ffect
on individual
- group - union - and productio!:.:J

6.

Now let 1 s finish
happened.

the problem and see what actually

Well, the steward let him have it.
He told the old
hand just exactly how lucky he was and how much the union had
already done for him and that he wasn•t going to do anything
more.
But the old'hand didn't let that end it.
He went to
his old boss and that supervisor took it up. The old hand didn't
even lmow that the transfer
had been to get him full pay. His
old boss was glad to have him back, and fixed it up.
Then the president
of the local heard about it - ana
he told that steward a few things.
This old hand was one of the
original members of the local, and he felt the younger members
owed him quite a lot.

?. uet additional
factJ
from group and list
on board under facts:

8. [£ontinue

with standard

Facts
Founder of local union
Didn't know union had helped
him get full pay.

procedur~

Action
jWrite on the black=l
l!:oard:

.J

Told him union had done all
it would for him.
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usej

ave group identify the facts which the steward
when he came to the decision that he wasn't going to
o anything for the old hand.
~

jAlso have group identify
the facts
~sed in the final decision.

Does this

make a reasonable

which were notl

_J

case for the old hand?

Does this indicate to you that, if the steward had
intelligently
weighed all the facts which he had, he
woul d not have refu se d to help him?

J

tress to the grou p that the steward gave weight to
nly a very few of the fa~ts which he had as a basi.:J
~ or his decision.

Other stewards, by giving more wei ght to the facts which
he missed, might arrive at other decisions,
such as those
already listed on the blackboard under Possible Actions.

9 . !comment on Step 3 subheads - Standard
~ave group follow cards.
Handle yourself?
Help in handling?
Refer? - Didn't
Tjming of action?
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- This was his problem.
- Didn't

ask for help.

refer.
- Was this

the time to take action?

UNIO
N JOB RELATIO
NS SESSION III
10. fcorranent on Step 4 subheads - Standard
~se cards •
How soon?

73

Procedure=l

_J

How often?

This steward did not have to check up on the results
of his action.
They were not satisfactory
to the
ol d hand and he went over the steward's head.
Chan ges in attitudes

and relationships?

This st ewar d l ost s t andi ng with
group , and hi s union.

t he i ndividua l , t he

11 . @heck obj ecti ~

12 .

Use fo unda t ion points

as i n standard

procedure.

Hit hard on "Make Bes t Use of Each Person's
Abili t y ." (Preve nt ion)

l }.

I t is in te restin g to note in this problem that even
though the steward did not have all the facts, nevert hel ess he did not do a good job of weighing the facts
which he had.
Perhaps if he had given more weight to several seemingly
unimportant facts, he would not have taken the action
which he did.

35 min .
to here.

[£1ear

the blac kboard except question

and step~
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Allow

I PROBLEMS.
STEWARDS

1 hr.

25 min.
andle 3 problems.
problems 30 minutes
problem 25 m:inutes
tandard
procedure
~

(!AKE SURE THREEPROBLEMSWILL BE PRESENTEDAT NEXTSESSIO~

2 hrs.

to here

li

e-emphasize what you mean by a problem; how they com~
p. Remind group that, to receive a certificate,
each
teward must bring in a problem, participate
satisfacorily, and attend all five sessions.

[£1ear
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BLACKBOARD
GUIDE - OLD HAND- PROBLEMNO. J

Just what is this steward
trying to accomplish

El:i.mi...l"la
te trouble
the group

1.

Get the facts

2.

Weigh and decide

J.

Take action

4.

Check results

in

Facts
Old hand - injured
Broke rule - hurt foot
Union assisted in transfer
full pay
Union action not appreciated
Uncooperative vdth steward
Loafed on job
Foot O.K. - wanted transfer
Steward fed up
Made a scene
Steward sore
Everyone listening

Weigh and decide
Possible

actions

Ask that man be transfered
Ignore
Get other union member to help
Calm him down, then remind
him what union has done for
him
Tell him to quit if he doesn't
like it

Action
Told him union had done all
it could for him
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1.

Ask steward to tell

problem.

Head of table.
Does this involve you and
somebody whomyou represent?
Have you
taken action? · Tell up to final action.

2.

Howproblems cane up.

Where appropriate,
stress;
anticipated
a change.

3.

Get objective.

Get from steward:

you sensed,

or

Something to shoot at. May be changed.
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net result do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.

4.

Steward first,
as he re calls them offhand .
·Review subheads with steward~ USE CARDS.
Get additional facts from group - USE

Get facts.

CAR.ns•

5.

Weigh and decide.

Fit Facts - Look for gaps and contradictions ~th group.
Possible Action:
What facts used? - from steward..
Check practices and policies with
steward.
Check objective first with group, then
last with steward.
Check probable effect on individual,
group, union, production, with
steward.

6.

Balance of problem.

Facts used (from steward).

'7.

Check Step 3.

Subheads - with steward.
Why? - How? - Timing?

8.

Check Step 4.

Subheads - steward.
When? - How often? - What?

9.

Check objective.

Steward.

Foundations

Steward.

10.

( if applicable).

(Thank steward and clear board except question

and steps.)

Un i o n

Job

Re 1 at

ions

I V

-- Session

TAKINGPREVENTiv'EACTIONANDCHECKING
RESULTS

Just what is this
Local Union President trying to
accomplish?

efore sessioj
tarts,
place
n
board:
~

Allow

1. Get the facts

2. Weigh and decide

J. Take action

4. Check results

PRACTICEONSTEPS 3 AND4.

JO min.
1. ~ake

2.

appropriate

opening comment~

By the use of the Tom problem in Session II we discussed
securing the facts through getting personal opinions and
feelings.
Using the problem about the old hand in our last
,ve practiced on Step 2, "Weigh and Decide."

session

In this session we are going to hit hard on Steps J and
4, "Take Action," and "Check Results."

· !Underline
and 4.

ll

3 • Take Action

Step;i

_J

4.

Check Results

Now I am going to present a problem which shows how a
local union president took action which was preventive,
and how he checked the results of that action.
·
I

77
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J.

Because of expansionJ scarcity of labor, and many other
reasons, changes are taking place in organizations
throughout the country.
There are many different
change in shift
change in arrangement
This problem illustrates

types of changes such as:
of benches or machines
ONEKINDof change.

4. [!e11 the opening of the problem of the woman supervise~

The plant superintendent
called Bob Jones, the local
union president,
into his office and told him that the management had decided to use women supervisors
as well as men. The
superintendent
told Bob tha .t he was going to fill supervisory
vacancies with women on the basis of seniority
and ability,
as
was the rule with men.
He also told him that both men and women supervisors
were to have the same authority and the same opportunity for
advancement.
Bob considered this very carefully and reviewed
the following facts.
One supervisory position had to be fi l led, and . no
qualified men were available.
All men capable of supervisory
responsibility
had been upgraded or had been taken into the armed
forces.
Most of the new employees who had come to the plant in
the last 18 months were women.
Bob was informed that a well qualified woman had been
selected for the job. As she was to be the first woman supervisor in the plant, Bob anticipated
trouble.
This was a major
change. It looked probable that both men and ·women members
might not like having a woman in authority.
More women supervisors would probably be appointed later.
This was the problem Bob faced.
Should he do anything
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about it?
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5. (E:iscuss

6. ~btain

how this

objective

79

problem crone up - saw it com.in~

- use standard

I

f"Get .from group
l:nd place on boar~

procedu1!]

To get woman supervisor

7. !Go through Step 1 - Get Facts
lJ:rocedure.

accepted

- Use standarctl

_J

Facts
Get facts from
group - list on
board, but not
necessarily
in
this order<:

No women supervisors
before
Rule - seniority
- ability
Saine authority and opportunity
One job open
No qualified men
Womanselected
Anticipated
trouble

jReview the subheads Step 1 - use standar;i
rocedure •
_J

Lf

8. @o through Step 2 - use standard

procedur~
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List possible actions
which group suggests.
They may be:

Weigh and decide
Possible

actions

mass meeting
notice on bulletin
board
say nothing

9. ~heck

all possible actions against objective,
probable effect on individual,
group, union,
production.

10. [!ell

balance

anj
and

of proble~

Bob thought the situation
over pretty carefully.
Then
wi;th his fellow union officers
and also
he talked individually
to those of the members who were looked
he talked individually
on as natural leaders.
He gave them the facts and asked for
their help.
There was quite a cormnotion - some members said they
wouldn't stand for it.
Bob gave them a chance to do their t;:i.lking and blowing off.
Eventually the workers agreed.
By the time the new supervisor took over her work the
outburst was over and the members cooperated in accepting her.
Before she went into her department Bob talked with her.
He
told her that since she was going to be the f:j_rst woman supervisor - in the plant she might run into some difficulty
and that
she must not be easily offended.
He asked her to do her best
because it would not only affect her but also other women members
of the union who would be appointed as supervisors
later.
During the first day on her new job, Bob talked with
his fellow union officers and later in the day with the natural
leaders he had talked with before.
They infonned him that apparently the new supervisor was accepted and everything was O.K.
kept
Bob, to be sure that his preventive action was effective,
in close touch with the situation
for some time.
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11. [!et union president•j~
action from group and
list on board: •

Action
Gave the facts in
fello w officers
leaders
Asked their help
Let them blow off
Asked cooperation
supervisor

81

advance to
- natural
steam
of new

What fac t s did Bob consider?
12 .

~

i s cuss St ep 3 , TAKEACTION- St andar d Procedure
se cards . Get fro m gr oup or make the following
oin ts yourself.
Bob handled t his hims elf - why?
Bob felt it was hi s job as local union president,
he was bes t qualifie d to handle it.

Did Bob get help?

and

V'
/hat advantage was it?

Bob got help from fellow officers
and natural leaders
because the y were in a position to help him get
acceptance of the change.
Should Bob ho.ve referred this to his district
Bob felt he should handle it.

office?

In what way did Bob's timing contribute
to the success
of his action?
Bob allowed just the right time for them to blow off
steam and cool off before the woman supervisor took
over.
Could Bob have passed the buck?

How?

Could have blamed management for a bad idea.
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13. !Discuss Step 4, CHECKRESULTS, Standard
I_E,se cards.
How soon? Why was it important
innnediately?
This change af' fected
How often?
Why?

_j

for Bob to check

the whole plant.

Bob kept in close

Bob must che~k closely
is accepted.

touch with the situation.

until

he is certain

Did Bob check effect upon attitudes,
output? Wliat did he look for?
Good attitude
of change.

Procedur;:i

of fellow

officers

the change

relationships,
indicates

and

acceptance

Good relationship
with members in her department
proves her acce ptance.
Did Bob accomplish
used Step 4..

14. What foundation

his objective?

points

Bring out Foundations

How did he know.

were used in this

problem?

3 and 4:

"Tell people in advance about changes that
affect them."
"Make best use of each member1 s ability."

30 min.
to here
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11. aet union pre s ident ' j
action from group and
list on board: •

Act ion
Gave the facts in
fellow officers
leaders
Asked their help
Let them blow off
Asked cooperation
supervisor

advance to
- natural
steam
of new

What .facts did Bob consider?
12.

~

iscuss Step 3, TAKEACTION - Standard Procedure
se cards.
Get from group or make the following
air.ts yourse lf.
Bob handled this himself - why?
Bob felt it was his job as local union president,
he was best qualified
to handle it.

Did Bob get help?

and

What advantage was it?

Bob got help from fellow officers
and natural leaders
because they were in a p osition to help him get
acceptance of the change.
Should Dob have referred this to his district
Bob felt he should handle it.
In what way did Bob's timing contribute
of his action?

office?

to the success

Bob allowed just the right time for th em to blow off
steam and cool off before the woman supervisor took
over.
Could Bob have passed

the buck?

How?

Could have blamed management for a bad idea.
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UNIONJOB RELATIONS
SESSION IV
lJ.

!Discuss Step 4, CHECKRESULTS,Standard
~se cards.
How soon? Why was it important
immediately?
This change affected
How often?
Why?

Procedur;:i

_J

for Bob to check

the whole plant.

Bob kept in close touch with the situation.

Bob must check closely
is accepted.'

until

he is certain

Did Bob check effect upon attitudes,
output? Wliat did he look for?
Good attitude
of change.

of fellow

officers

the chan ge

relationships,
indicates

and

acceptance

Good relationship
with members in her department
proves her acceptance.
Did Bob accomplish
used Step 4.

14.

What foundation

his objective?

points

Bring out Foundations

How did he know.

were used in this problem?

3 and 4:

"Tell people in advance about changes that will
affect them."
"Make best use of each member's ability."
JO min.
to here

[£1ear

the board except question

and step~

He
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Allow
5 min.

DISCUSS EFFECT OF CHANGE
.

Let•s take a look at the importance of preparing
intro duction of changes which affect individuals

for the
and groups.

Making that change in Bob's department was something
new. Members had personal feelin gs about how this
chanee would affect them.
People generally get used
ula r place or in a certain
to questio n whether it i s
we have be come accust omed

to doing things in a particway. We are all inclined
ne cess ar y t o· change the things
t o.

Do wor kers resist changes which af f ect t.hei.r work pl ace
or tools or the people they will be wor king with or
next t o?
This, t hen , is a pl ace where one of our foundations for
good Union Job Rel at i ons comes in - tell members in
advance about changes that wi ll affect t hem.
Prepa rin g the way for a change is surely an equally
good. t hin g t o do when changes in payment plans, hours,
l ocat ion of the dep a r tment, new machinery, new products
or mate r ia l are ab out to be i ntro duce d . The same
appl i es to all changes in uni on policy or rules.
The first boy put into a group of oldtimers or a woman
on machines th at have al ways been run by men are typical
of problems st ewards can do so mething about in advance.
Preparation
of t hi s sort prevents problems from arising
later,
saves time, and improves relationships.

35 min.
to here

Bµt even though the way has been prepared for the change, it
it still
wise to check the results to find out how the individual or the members of the union accommodate themselves to
the change.
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Allow
1 hr.
25 min.

2 hrs.
to here

I PROBLEMS
STEWARDS
.

J

andle J problems.
problems - JO minutes each.
problem - 25 minutes •
tandard procedure.

U

[£1ear
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BLACKBOARD
GUIDE- WOMAN
SUPERVISOR- PROBLEM
NO. 4

Just what is this local union
president trying to accomplish?

To get woman supervisor
accepted.

Facts
No women supervisors
before
Rule - seniority
- ability
Same authority and opportunity
One job open
No qualified men
Womanselected
Anticipated trouble

1.

Get the. facts

2.

Weigh and decide

J.

Take action

4.

Check results

Weigh and decide
Possible

actions

Mass meeting
Notice on bulletin
Say nothing

board

Action
Gave facts in advance to
fellow-officers
and natural
leaders
Asked their help
Let them blow off steam
Asked cooperation of new
supervisor
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STANDARD
PROCEDURE

1.

Ask steward to tell

problem.

Head of ta'ble.
Does this involve you and
Have you
somebody whomyou represent?
taken action?
Tell up to final action.

2.

How problems come up.

Where appropriate,
stress;
anticipated
a change.

3a

Get objective.

Get from steward:

you sensed,

or

Something to shoot at. May be changed.
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net result do you want after you
have taken ac t ion?
Get group agreement.

4.

Get facts.

Steward first,
as he recalls - them offhand.
Review subheads with steward - USE CARDS.
Get additional facts from group - USE
CARnS.

5.

Weigh and decide.

Fit Facts - Look for gaps and contradictions with group.
Possible Action:
What facts used? - from steward.
Check practices and policies with
steward.
Check objective first with group, then
last with steward.
Check probable effect on individual,
group, union, production, with
steward.

6.

Balance of problem.

Facts used (from steward).

7.

Check Step J.

Subheads - with steward.
Why? - How? - Timing?

8.

Check Step 4.

Subheads - steward.
When? - How often? - What?

9.

Check objective.

Steward.

10.

Foundations

(if

applicable).

(Thank steward and clear
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Steward.

board except question

and steps.)

Union

Job

Re 1 at
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V

A STEWARD'S
OTHER
WORK
RELATIONSHIPS

Just what is this
s t eward . trying to
accomplish?

efore sessioj
tarts, place
n board:

G
Allow
50 min.

Allow
25 min.

J. Take action
4. Check results

STEWARDS
I PROBLEMS
.•

l.

50 min.
to he re

1. Get the facts
2 . Weigh and dec i de

(}Iake appropriate

opening coment~

2. [}Iandle two p r oblems - 25 minutes

eac~

1. ~5 minutes i s allowed here if necessary for theJ
handling of the tenth steward I s problem, or an
additional
problem from the group . If this time
is not need~d, go right on with session.

(2HANKGROUPFORINTEREST
ANDPARTICIPATIO~
50
or
15
to

min.

1 hr.
min.

here

@lear

the board::]

87
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Allow
10 min.

REVIEWOF JOB RELATIONS
CARD.
1.

Are there any questions about the 4-step
handling a steward 1 s problem?

2. ~eview

foundations

.for good relations

method for

briefly.]

All people like to be treated in . accord with foundations
of good relations.
We all can do something about these
things.
Putting these foundations to work on the job,
day by day, will prevent many problems from developing.
[!efer

3.

to problem shee!:J

However, when problems do cane up, we have a 4-step
method to help us handle these problems ,
This method will
you USE itl

4. ITeview 4-step

help you get better

method including

results,

subheads,

only if

briefl~

5. jReview tips for getting personal opinions and feeling;:i
to get as many as possible from group.
_J

LTry

How to get opinions
(fut

and feelings

on boar~
Don't argue.
Encourage individual
to talk
about what is important to
him.

Don't interrupt.
Don't jump at conclusions.
Don't do all the talking
yourself.
Listen.
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6.

Considering the importance of people
and knowing what is important to the
is not a matter of right or wrong or
It is simply a connnon-sense approach
This is
it may
use of
in the

10 min.

one of the hardest parts of the steward I s job be thou ght to take too much time, but day-by-day
this skill of dealing with people will save tjJTie
long run.

The steward who knows his people well enough to build
them into a smooth operating gr oup is making hi s important cont r ibution to war production.

1 hr.
or 1 hr.
25 min.
to here

Allow

in the situation
individual
person
just or unjust.
to good stewardship .

IT1 ear the boa~

CLINCHACCEPTANCE
OF THEMETH
ODby showin g advantages
each steward.
1.

What do you think you will
Howwill

gain from using this

it help you per~onally

Without too much
insistence,
bring
out through discussion and place
on board such
oints as:

to

method?

in your department?

More confidence in abili t;-,r to
handle people
Better standing with those you
represent
Better standing with superiors
Fewer headaches
Less criticism
Organized plan to follow
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(Ir

necessary,

use these questions]

Will this help you to handle some problems yourself
instead of passing them on to a staff representative?

-

If you get the whole story before you make decisions,
do you think it will improve relationships
in your
department?
1 hr.
10 min.

Will it help to have a regular

method to follow?

How?

or
1 hr.

35 min.
to here

@lear

the boar~

DISCUSS STEWARD'S 01HER RELATIONSHIPS.

AlJ.OVl

15 min3
f'show how he is linked to felloYT ste wards,
l_!o union officers,
to plant managP.ment.

1. !Quickly

l:_hart

re-develop
from Session

to committeemeii:J

the "Steward I s Responsibili
I.

Let's go back to the chart we developed
session.
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Steward

velop on board thej
allowing stewardship
~ hart:

So far we have been
looking at the steward's
relations
with people
whomhe represents.

Is thi s the only .kind of
relati onshi ps you have?

What other people in the
plant do you work with?

Ask these questions

if necessary:

Who gives you your instructions?
Where do your reports

go?

What other people do you call

on for help?

Do you work with any management representatives?
These management representatives
work with these
people too.
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UNIONJOB RELATIONSSESSIONV
Add names, boxes,

and Job Relations

lines.

Each time a Job Relations line is placed on the board,
be sure to touch on the fact that this relationship
also goes both ways as indicated by the arrowheads.
Also ask "Is this relationship
important to the steward?"
and "Is this relationship
important to the whole union?"
The answer in both cases is "Yes."
Then ask "What can he use to assist, him in maintaining
this strong relationship?"
The answer, of course, is
"The foundations and 4-step method."
This should be
brought out from the group.
The completed chart

will

appear like

this:

Union
President

Department
Su ervisors
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Other
Stewards

UNION JOB RELATIONS SESSION V

The steward is in touch with all
departments.
2.

We have said that
Everything

93

these people and

the steward gets results

through people.

you do as a steward depends on people.

How you get along with people is a measure of your
standing.
!Jo the union officers

think it•s an asset for a steward
of working well w:ith people?

to have the reputation

With all these people it will be a good idea to remember
first of all that they are all people and must be
treated as individuals.
Arrl we must realize
that there i::; a Job Relations line
between the steward and all these other people on the
chart - and if we are to keep good relations
with them
we must use these foundation
points.

Before you take any action - before you go to another
union officer or to a supervisor
- you 1 ll want to make
1
certain you ve got the facts.
And be sure you have the whole story.
That you

11

That you

11

Weigh and decide"
Take action

11

and not jump at conclusions.

and not pass the buck.

And you'll always cane to this
"Check results"
-

final

test

when you

1 hr.

25
or
50
to

min.
1 hr.
min.
here

Did you action

strengthen
ITeave chart

Union Job Relations
on boaaj
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CREATECONVICTION
that

Allow
10 min.

each will

use this

skill.

1.

Maybe sometimes you wonder whether what you do, does
-help the union and production.

2.

Ask each man how many people he represents
Write the figures

on the blackboard,

Total them - put the figure
"People."
That many people do influence
And what you do, influences

J. (!mphasize

the strategic

Everyday relationships

beside

in center

ABOVE

war production.
those people.

position

of the stewa~

count.

out war

have one customer - Uncle Sam.

-;} One objective

l i1:r.

the chart.

of chart

4. -:.-We are all work:L'1g on the same job - turning
-;,.production for the men in the armed forces.
-:.-We all

directly.

- to win the war.

35 min.
or 2 hrs.
to here

[!NDHERENO MATTERHOWEARLD

~lear
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the board as members of group are leavin~

UNIONJOB RELATIONSSESSION V
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STANDARD
PROCEDURE
1.

Ask steward to tell

problem.

Head of table.
Does this involve you and
somebody whom you represent?
Have you
taken action?
Tell up to final action.

2.

How problems come up.

Where appropriate,
stress;
anticipated
a change.

J,

Get objective.

Get from steward:

you sense d , or

Something to shoot at. May be changed
What do you want to have happen here?
Does this problem affect the group?
What net res~lt do you want after you
have taken action?
Get group agreement.

4,

Get facts.

Steward first,
as he recalls
them offhand.
•
Review subheads with steward - USE CARDS
Get additio nal facts from group - USE
CARDS.

5.

Weigh and deci .le.

Fit Facts - Look for gaps and contradictions with group.
Possible Action:
What facts used? - from steward.
Check practices
and policies with
steward.
Check objective first with group, then
last with steward.
Check probable effect on individual,
group, union, production,
with
steward.

6.

Balance of problem,

Facts used (from steward).

?.

Check Step 3.

Subheads - with steward.
Yvhy?- How? - Timing?

8.

Check Step 4.

Subheads - steward.
"When?- How often?

9.
10.

ChecK objective.

Steward.

Foundations

Steward.

(if applic able) .

(Thank steward

and clear

board except

question

- What?

and steps.)
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1

UNIOUJOB RELATIONSIN THE FIELD
The following polici es and procedures, which are concerned chiefl y
with quality control of Union Job Relat io ns, are stated for the Union Job
Relatio ns Tr aL'1er 1 3 guidance and infer. nation.
1.

Union Job Relations

is to be put on exactly

2.

During the first 10-hour pro gram put on by any Union Job Relations
Tra iner he will be visited by an Institute
Conductor or a Quality Control man for at least one session and preferably
t wo.

J . Each Uni on Job Relati ons Trainer
thereafter

as outlined

may be visited

in the manual.

in sessions

regularly

once a month .

I+.

No Union Job Relati ons Trainer sha ll remain on the active
he puts on at least one 10-hour program in 90 days.

5.

All Union Job Relations Trainers are expec ted to attend
Office.
sions at the request of the T'NI District

6 . Union Job nelations

sess ions shall

be limited

list

unless

coaching ses-

to grou ps of 10 stewards.

7.

In or der to be c ertifiP.d,
pa rticipant s must at tend all five sessi ons in
and present a
t heir logical sequence, pa rt ic i pa te satisfactorily,
problem.

8.

For certification
purp oses, we will count the steward who brings an
un solve d problem and, as it is being handled, decides he does not have
all the fa ct s, thereby shutting off further handling of the problem,
because there is evidence that this person does understand the basic
step of Job Relations.
It is, of course, best to have him present the
rest of the facts at a later session.

97
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TIPS FOR TRAINERS
Opening the Sessions
Have conference room ready and be there ahead of scheduled tL'11e - if
you start £E_ ti.me, the group will make an extra eff or t to be pr ompt.
Urge some top union officer to introduce you to each grou p .
appearance and endorsement of the program i s important.

His

The 10-hour sessions of Union Job Relations are held s o that stewar ds
will. learn and practice
the four steps and the application
of the foundaor morale
tions.
These sessions are no~ for the purpose of entertainment
building.
Beware of "interesting"
sessions.
Start at once and continue to emphasize that what -we are doing is
getting practice
in the use of the method. In this practice we arrive at
possible actions but they are not to be construed as decisions.
We, in ana lyzing and applying the procedure,
are not as close to the problem as the
steward who actually must make the decision.
We can definitely
obtain
experience in the use of the method by applying the method to another's
proba,s
lem. But, generally,
any possible actions arrived at are not as reliable
those that are obtained throu gh the use of the ~e thod by the stewar d who
must actually make the decisions .
.Avoid ·a classroom atmosphere
are not ruru 1ing a one-man personnel

and ab ove all do not be an expert.
relations
bureau.

You

Don't take too much t:i.me to gi ve your own e::--.rperienceand bac kero und .
Your purpose is to set a pattern for the members to use in introducing
themselves.
Stress

on Method

Remember to follow and use the car d . See t ha t th e members of the
group follow and use the card in all discussions.
Constantly check yourself to see that you are not laying too much
stress on something which particularly
appeals to you at the expense of
other points.
98
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Show your enthusiasm for this pro gram. Enthusiasm is contagious.
After several groups, Union Job Relations may -become an old stoI"IJ to you.
Remember you are setting the standard for the group.
The program can be no
better than the trainer.
Continue to be thorou gh at all times.
A slop py
job by a trainer usually does more harm than good.
Bring out to the group the reasons for throwing the problems agai nst
We are tr yin g to acquire a
the plan - to give them practice in using it.
skill.
Your job during the ten hours is to sell the plan to all ten stewards
and give them basic training in its use.
Don't just read from the manual - talk informally
expression.
Make it live!
Don't lecture or prea ch. ·

with feeling

and

Working with the Group
Don't direct your remarks and questions
members to participate.

to a favored

Practice good relations
with your groups .
ar gument may not convince the othe r fellow .

few - get all

Don't argue - winning an

Don't try to imitate the personality
of your Institute
Conductor .
Put your own personality
into your perf ormance, but stick to the ideas and
thoughts outlined in the manual.
Iou will
outlined

Don 't pu t yourself on a pedestal abo ve the group. Be one of the m.
earn their respect if you do a good jo b putting on the sessions as
in the manual.

Be alert when a member gives you an answer even
omething else.
Remember it and come back to h~n. Be
watch for contributions
from indivi dual s in the group .
their views and don't try to rearran ge or dist ort their
suit some thought or idea you have in mind.

when you are doing
constantly
on the
Allow them to expre ss
contr ibution s to

Be constantly
on the lookout for background material contributed
by
the group with reference to the foundations.
If necessary,
ask members if
if appli ed , would have
they lmow of any instances where the foundations,
prevented a problem from ar i sing.
s tewards should be told that the y
In an office group, particularly,
do not need to take notes and they should be specifically
directed not to
take notes on other stewards' problems.
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Handling Stewards'

Problems

Reference J, "Standard Procedure for Handling a Steward I s Problem, 11
is the final authority.
(For the convenience of the trainer,
a condensed
form appears at the end of each session.)
The steps in the procedure are
to be followed exactly.
They are designed to give the individual
steward
more practir.e . Be sure to get recognition
of how the problem came up and
the importance of preventive ·action.
It is important to establish
a real
objective - see that the steward does not look just at the handling of the
problem, but at the overall effect or results he wishes.
Avoid constant use of the same objectives
repeatedly in all stewards'
problems.
Vary them and make appropriate
to the problem.
Help the steward
reason out his objective but don't dominate his thinking.
Make "Fact" statements

short

and to the point.

Remember that all check-points
in Step 2 are to be used.
The objective, because it is used first,
is no more important than the, rest of the
points.
vVhensomeone suggests a broad possibld action like "get him interested" ask a "how" question in order to bring the possible action down to
something more specific.
Otherwise possible action.:; are ambiguous when we
test against the objective.
If a steward claims he doesn't make decisions,
point out that a
recommendation is a decision.
If a steward has a record of making _good
recorrunendations, t hen any that he makes are apt to be considered seriously
by his superiors.
Don't let the group give you just any possible action.
We want real
thinking here.
Use 111\bat would you do based on these facts if this problem
were dumped into your lap?"

.

Be sure the members of the group understand that they are not being
led to a decision.
Decisions cannot be made in a conference room. We are
never sure we have all the facts and yre do not know the i ndi viduals concerned.
Again, the fact that nothing is done is often a decision.
When a prob lem arises the ste ward sometimes decides not to take any action or that he
The fa ct that he decided to do
should report the matter to his superiors.
nothing himself may b8 an important decision.
When a member of the group asks you a question pertinent
to the
stewa.rd. 1 s problem, refer it to the steward ir.ste ai of t ryi ng to answer it
yourself.
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Don't indicate by your words or actions which possible action you
think should be used.
A trainer's
function is to guide the thinking of the
steward and the group through our various steps.
We are not making a decision for the steward, but .drilling
on a method which each steward can use
to arrive at his own decision on what action he should take.
The steward
should know the probable effect of any action on his objective,
the individual, the group, the union, and production,
better than the trainer or any
other member of the group. ·
Neither you nor the group is "solving" the steward's problem.
developing our skill i~ using the foundations and the 4-step method.
is the tool that the steward can use to solve his own problems.

We are
This

DonI t expert ( express personal opinions ) by saying, 11I think. 11 Questions tempting you to expert should be redirected
to the members of the
gro up . A good trainer gets the group to do most of the thinking according
to the pattern set by the manual.
Job Relations is designed to get stewards to think and reason according to a pattern as a basis fo'r sound actions
or as an aid to sound action.

Blackboard Work
Don't obstruct

the view of the blackboard

·l'lhen discussing

blackboard

wor k .
Keep these three
1.

2.
3•

things

in m:'..ndwhen at the board:

Vlrite legibly.
Stand at the side of your worl-: as much as possible .
Talk while writing.

Do not chan t;e steward. 1 s own ·words unless necessary to avoid highbrow
Try whenever posphrasing.
However, fact s should be briefed on the board.
sible to get the sense 2.nd the ri1eaning of the fc?.cts in from three to five
words. Then check to make sure of meanin.g, but avoid highbrow phrasing.
If
or "social maladjustment"
someone giv-es AS A FACT "emotional instability"
- are to be put on
make it specific.
The facts - not their interpretation
the board.
Ask the steward to tell you what instances make him say that,
and put on the boar c: some specific thir,g like "had hysterics
in office. 1'
Make all blackboard work neat and readable.
Talk or as k questi ons
while at the blackboard in order to hold the group's attention.
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Describing

Practice

In the last fifteen minutes of Session I spend some time enlarging on
the procedure that will be followed in handling problems; explain that each
steward will come to the head of the table and simply state the facts of the
case.
The trainer will place them on the board and the group will get experience in using the 4-step method. Emphasize that no comments or criticism
will be made. It is important that the stewards realize that they will not
be criticized.
Emphasize at the end of Sessions II, III, and IV that to receive a
certificate
each steward must present a problem.
Now that they know what
the problems actually are, the regulations
about certification
mean something.
If people present problems which do not involve the direct relationship with someone represented,
the objective is apt to turn out to be of the
"either or" or "whether or not" variety.
The method applies in horizontal
relationships,
but for group practice we want to have a real objective to
shoot at and therefore we want direct relationships.
If stewards say they have no problems and if they really are stewards,
ask them whether they have been doin g sone pre ven tive work to keep problems
from arising.
This is particularly
useful during Session IV when the
Trainer's
problem has illustrated
how a steward used both the foundations
and the 4-step method to keep depa rtment conditions smooth and prevent prob lems from arising.
The Manual
A typographical

code has been used to show whether material

to be quoted
to be presented in trainer
to be put on the board
a direction
to the Trainer
This code innnediately

I

precedes

is:

s own words

Session

I (p . 12).

Follow the sug gested timing for each section.
Experience has shown
that the time indicated is needed to get the point over.
If a particular
section takes longer or shorter time than is indicated in the manual , then
the timing gives you some idea as to how much you are ahead or behind.
Start each session on time and close on time.

UNIONJOB RELATIONSREFERENCE
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After each session you conduct, go over the manual and the problem
handling to check yourself on omissions or failures
to get a particular
point over to the group. Keep studying your manual including the references.
The Institute
only gave you a start.
Familiarity
with the content of the
manual will improve your confidence and effectiveness
as a trainer.
If you
are not sure of your i nte rpre t at ion of any se ct i on of th e manua l, che ck wi t h
the Job Relations men in the ~NI Distri ct Office.
Be very careful that any remarks you make supplementin g the ~anual
paragraph in the manual.
In other words, thorou ghly
perta ·in to a particular
analyze each paragraph or sentence, being sure you know what the meanin g is.
It is a common fault for trainers,
in tryin g to supplement the manual, to be
sidetracked
and then have difficulty
in getting back on the beam.
learn
push
your
chart

"Followin g t he
it - th en check
your chair under
chair to lo ok at
work in Sessions

rnanual 11 does not mean sittin g down and r ead i ng it.
your s elf. constantl y . When the re is boa r d work to do ,
the table and stay on your feet.
Lean on the back of
t he manual but do not go ba ck t o you r s eat dur ing th e
I and V or dur ing t he blackb oard wor k on a pr oblem .

Fol l ow your manua l .

may lead you into troubl e .

Omis sio ns, over - emphasis , or fo rei gn mat er ia l
Do not mark up the manual.-Follo
w it exa ctly.
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STA:NDARDPROCEDUREFOR HANDLING
A STEWARD'S PROBLEM

Ask steward to come to head of table
handling is completed.

1.

Ask steward - "Does this
representZ"

and stay there until

the problem

problem involve you and somebody you

(Under no circumstances permit steward to use hypothetical
lem or one in which he wa.s not involved as a steward.)
Say - "Have you taken action
If the answer is "Yes,
including final action.

11

prob·

on your problem?"
have him tell

his problem up to but not

To keep him from telJ.ing what final action was, make a simple
statement as to the reason for stop pin g . The purpose is to get
better group participation
- yet to give the steward the full
benefit of his p·ractice problem.
Inform the steward th at he is
to tell the group about the incident or situation
that made him
realize he had a problem on which he had to take action, plus any
fact-getting
steps he then went through, but to stop before he
gives any interpretation
of the facts or mentions any decisions
or actions.
Under no circumstances,
interrupt
the man, even to keep him from
If he generalizes,
let him alone
telling the final action.
(unless the problem is very long) but when he finishes make some
such remark as "you say this is always happening - let's
take just
one ins ta.nee . 11 In problems involvin g large numbers of people try
to re<luce the problem to what involves only one person.
2.

After he tells his problem, ask the steward in which one of the four
ways this problem came to his attention
(or comment on it, yourself).
a.

You sensed a change in your department.

(EXAMPlE: Found chan ged relation
104
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set-up.)
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b.

You anticipate

105

a change in your department.

(EXAMPLE: You know a change is coming and want to prepare
for it.)
c.

This one came to you.
(EXAMPLE: An individual

d.

You ran into this
(EXAMPLE: It just

made a request

or protested.)

one.
happened. )

The examples stated under a, b, c, d above are to be used only as
~ecessary . Should the steward question what is meant, the purpose
of bringing out how problems arise is to make stewards more aware of
the preventive work that may be done particularly
as regards ~ and ~.
pointing out that they are in
STRESS a and b at every opportunity,
the preventive areas.
To vary this procedure after handling severaJ.
stewards' problems, you might ask any one of the group for the four
ways that problems arise.

J.

Ask steward:

"Just

what are you trying

to accomplish?"

(Do not erase this question when clearing the board at the conclusion of the first problem.
It will speed up your work if you
do not have to rewrite it.)
The objective is something to shoot at.
It may be difficult
to
determine.
It may have to be changed in the course of handling the
problem.
Help the steward to state his objective - but do not force him to
Question the objective if it seems
accept someone else 1 s statement.
short-sighted
or mistaken.
Use of the following

questions

will be helpful:

What makes this a problem?
What do you want to have happen here?
What effect is this having on production?
On the union?
Are any other people in the department concerned?
What results do you want to get out of this?
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If the steward gives as his objective
one that appears to be inadequate, such as "to get the old hand off his neck, 11 help him to get
a long-range view by asking "why" in order to get him to see that
the accomplishment he wants in the end is "to eliminate trouble in
the group • "
•
Get agreement from group that steward has chosen exactly what he is
trying to accomplish.
The following questions may be helpful:
Do you see exactly

what he· is aiming at?

Do you "get" the objective?
Would you have the same one?
What would you have in mind?
Do not write the objective given by the group on the board unless the
steward is in agreement.
The purpose of asking the other stewards
to participate
is to get their thinking and give the steward telling
the problem the benefit of their thoughts.
4.

Ask steward for important facts and list them on the board as given
by him. Do not number the facts.
(Your board work should be brief
but accurate.
Write his statements in three or four words • )
Do not let this board work DRAG. Help the steward recall facts he
has already mentioned.
Putting down the facts is not a memory exercise.
Suggest them. However, he is the referee - do not change or
interpret
his facts.

USE THECARDFHOMHEREONOUT
Say - Let us look at our cards.
Make sure that everybody in the group is looking
proceeding.
Direct the questions at steward.
Ask - Have we reviewed
the board? Do not let

at his card before

the record and do we have those facts
this go on a "yes" or "no" answer.

on

Go through each subhead in the same manner. Find out what facts
were obtained by talking with t,he individual
to get opinions and
feelings.
Show them on the board.
Apply the "Tips for gettir1g
opinions and feelings"
if appropriate.
Ask why the worker did
what he did.

UNION JOB RELATIONS REFERENCE 3
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This procedure may help get additional
important facts and
clude "talk with him" as a possible action in Step 2. Put
facts, supplied in answer to group's questions,
on board.
separ ate them from the previously listed facts by a dotted
space.
Ask the ste ward:

Are these

all

the facts

may preadditional
Do not
line or

needed for a dec i sion?

I f th e st ewar d who is presentin g the problem says he does not have
all t he fa ct s and if he has not yet taken action, the steps that will
be t ake n to get more fa cts may be discussed.
They will not be put on
t he boa rd and there will be no discussion of possible actions or any
othe r pa r t of Ste p 2.
If t he steward who i s pr es ent i ng t he pro blem says he has already
taken action, and during the dis cussion says that he did not have
all the facts, handling of the problem continues.
Ask the steward :

Do you want the group t o pitch

in now?

Ask group : Do you want t o ask the steward any ques t ion s about
this pr oble m?
Ask gr oup: If you were i n t he posi tion of thi s stewar d , would
- -you want any ad ili i orial fa ct s?
If f ac ts t hat s eem trivial
steward Is that fac t i mpor tant
t hi s pr oblem?

are sug gested,

you may want to ask t he

in help in g us to come to a dec i sion in

By doin g this, many times the steward will wash out irrelevant
facts.
At this time you can as part of the group as k questions about the
problem but do not do this if group i s workin g readily on these points.
All of the followin g i nfonaation will probabl y not be needed in any
one pr oble m but the Trainer may need t o ask the followin g "smoke-out
ques tions" in the vein of - do you need to know--, would it make any
diff er ence if-- ?
Employee's

j ob - just what he does

Time on pres ent jo b and len gth of service

with company

Wor k and t r ai nin g ba ckgroun d bef ore coming with c ompany
Prese nt work i ng envir onment
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Work record:

production,

quality,

housekeeping,

abse nce, etc.

What (if -any) recent chan ges have been made in the working conditions of the depart:nent which may affect the prob lem?
What is the working relationshi p between employee and foreman,
from the employee's point of view?
Job rating

of employee - how is he getting

along?

Wage r ate of employee - any re cent chan ge?
What (if

any) union and company policies

Per so nal data concerning
(a)
(b)
(c)

Age
Marital
Outside

the employee

status and home life
hobbies.,
activities:

Personality,

temperament,

V/hat persons

other

are involved?

attitude

social

life,

etc.

of employee

than employees are involved?

111hat intermediate

action (if any) has been taken in the problem?
(This does not refer to a final solution.)

If a member of a grou p says, "But sup pose it had been this way" remind them that we deal only with facts.
The Trainer must be particularly
careful not to say "Let I s assume" or "Suppose it had been.''
Then ask - Are we reasonably

sure we have the whole story?

If any member of the group says that he does not think there are
enough facts, it is appr opriate to ask him what part of the car d
brings him to that conclusion . The Trainer may sunnnarize by saying,
"Then, if you were in the stewa rd I s shoes, you would feel you did
not have the whole story and you would not be re ady to decide on
your action until you had more facts . " This applies whether the
steward presentin g the probl em has ta ken action or not .
5.

Say - Let 1 s take a loo k at the sec ond step, Vieigh ana .uecide . Write
on board - WEIGHANDDECI:UE
. Eere is where we think about these
facts.
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Quoto the card The card says fit

the facts

together.

In fitting
the facts together,
let us see first
if there are any
contradictions;
second, if there are any gaps that call for
additional
facts.
Discuss these points.
Consider their bearing on each other.
Do not make this
statement or a "yes" or "no" question.
This is part
method.
Do the facts
After

this,

indicate

some possible

either a
of -the

actions?

again quote the card -

V/hat possible actions are there?
and Decide - possible actions.

Write on board,

Explain that you are askin g the group to suggest
in order to:
get practice
in weighing and deciding
show that there usually are several "possible
You are not trying to make the decision
cize what he has already done.
Select one member of the group and ask:
ha d this problem?

under !eig1:

"possi.ble

actions

for the steward,

actions"

11

or criti-

1/hat would you do if you

Ask him what facts he used.
Do not let them be referred
to as
the "first
and third" - name them. These are the facts which
bear on each other and which produced the "possible action."
I

Ask the steward whether the action is possible within his union's
policies
and practices.
If he says yes, write the "possible
action" on the board.
Repeat with two more stewards

in the group.

A steward who points out in the discussion
of Step 1 that he believes
all the facts have not been obtained should not be asked for a possible
action.
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If anyone gives as a possible actlon such sug gestions as "get the
facts" or "find out why" it is handled by saying, "You mean you would
want to get more facts before you decided on what you would do tc
handle this problem.
Any steward must feel personally
sure that he
has the facts before he considers action - that is the meat of this
Job Relations program. But at this point we will let the stewards
who feel there are enough facts,
suggest the actions they would consider. 11 When such a possible action as "Talk with the worker" is
suggested, clarify the meaning.
If it is "to find out," then it is
not a possible action.
If it is "to persuade him, 11 re-phrase it before
writing on the board.
Get agreement to write it as "reason, 11 "convince," or "persuade" and ask how he would do it to make it specific.
If additional
facts are brought out at any time, write them on the
board.
After there are three or four "possible actions II on the
board, check the first one by:
Asking "vhe group whether this

will

accomplish

Asking the steward

about the objective,

Asking the steward

about the probable

the objective

briefly
effect

of -

- yes or no

on:

the individual
the group
the union
production
Do not cross off possible actions even if the discussion proves them
unwise.
Crossing off may :L.1dicate to some the making of a decision
by vote.
Remind the group that skill in weighing and deciding can be
learned through practiceo
You become familiar with areas to
explore, and what to be on the lookout for (but don't jump at
conclusions) •
If, in the discussion,
there is some such statement made as "All
these people coming from farms (or fr om stores, or all women, or
any other generalization)
are no good, 11 or "All the fellows about
to be called in the draft are hard to handle," the Trainer must
not let it stand.
Point out that individuals
are different,
and
that you can make a bad decision if you jump at conclusions about
what they are like.
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6.

Have the steward state balance of his problem if action has been
taken.
Write it on the board.
Make no comment on the action taken.
Ask steward what facts he used in selecting
this action.
If action
has not been taken, proceed to Steps J and 4. Your lead-in can be,
"When you take action on this problem, are you going to handle this
yourself,
etc.--."

7.

Check subheads under Step J with steward.
Ask - "'Why" and "How11 after
subheads, when pertinent.
Get brief group discussion
on timing - the
betw-een reaching a decision and taking action.
Ask group in
interval
every p:foblem - 11Let us look at our cards• '"
Now stewards are often concerned about being "by-passed. 11 Remind
them that they are by-passed when they fail to size up situations
effecti\~ly
in order to take the right action - the action that
solves a problem.
Some stewards feel they have no responsibility
in connection with
people whom they represent because the union headquarters
takes care
of dues and a special committee handles grievances.
But in all problems, the man closest to the individual
member does have a relationship with that person - he must make it good in order to get the most
out of production.
It will strengthen his leadership when he does.
With new stewards, particularly,
there will be many requests for help
on "What do I do when he says he won't do what I ask him to, or else
shows that he doesn't want to?" Handle this in terms of the particular person involved.
There aren't an;}r general rules, ·and the steward
has to stop looking for them. This is a real situation,
and the only
help anyone else can give him is to tell him to look at the whole
situation
- the persons involved, including himself, the effect on the
other people - try it and see how it works.
11What do you think
of what I did? 11 it will be
If a steward asks:
helpful to say, "Well, let I s take a look at what you were trying to
accomplish.
What were the results?"

Do not lose any chances to emphasize to stewards in your group that
it is a definite
part of the steward's
job to realize just exactly
how far his own responsibility
and ability
extend in the handling of
job relations
problems,
11Is this
Remind stewards to always ask themselves:
something I
should handle myself? Do I need help? Is this something I must
pass on?"
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Some cases will be brought in which involve people heading toward
being fired.
And scmeti.mes that is the answer. Look at the effect
on other people.
Is the effectiveness
of the person more than the tro uble he causes?
In these days, we must keep everyone v-1
e can, if he i s useful,
but
there are still some people who have tn be fired.
8.

Check subheads under Step 4 with steward.
and "what" after subheads when pertinent.
Ask how the steward can check results,

Use "when, 11 "how often,

and what he will

11

look for.

9.

Have the steward check w~ether or not objectives were accomplished
or whether they may be accomplished if problem has not reached final
action.
Let him tell "why. 11

10.

Say - "Let's look at the other side of our card."
(Make sure that
they are lookin g at the cards.)
Use the foundations in preventive
sense.
Ask steward - "Do any of our foundatio ns for good relations
apply in this problem?"
"Could the use ,of any foun datio~s have prevented this problem?" Consider:
"People 'must be treated as
individuals."
If you are convinced that nothing
omit this step.

on the foundation

Thank steward for contributing
problem.
judgment on actions or results.)
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1 3 JOB
A WAYOF LOOKING
AT THESTEWARD

In working with stewards it is important to remember that their chief
importance is as representatives.
Just as the supervisor represents
management, the steward represents
and acts for union members.
For the most part the line and staff organizations
of management and
and many of the personnel problems encountered by
of labor a1"6 parallel,
management representatives
are also faced by union officers
at corresponding levels.
A production department seldom runs along smoothly without interruption.
About the time a group is working together smoothly changes usually
occur.
Whether these changes are in the form of expanding schedules,
improvements in methods, shifts in organization,
or new employees, they
always create problems.
Stewards need to lmow not only the contract and the procedures of
their union, but the individual members as well.
Expert lmowledge of union
regulations
is not sufficient
to make a good steward.
The steward needs to
give attention
to the particular
characteristics
of each individual
for no
two of them have exactly the same experience,
abilities,
and desires.
The steward will not always find it possible to apply these particular practices
to his own situation,
since they were used in different
situations.
But if he will look for the general ideas which the other fellows'
practices
illustrate,
he will find that they can be applied to his problems
too.
These ideas have been deri ved from the experience of men in the shop.
It must be remembered that to the worker a job means more than just
a pay check every week or doing mechanical operations over and over between
in-and-out whistles.
It means that he is part of an organization,
wherein
he has a particular
place.
It means that he is a human being who wonders
what kind of people his fellow-workers
are, what they are going to expect
of him, how he should approach his steward, etc.
Representing a union member includes helping the worker to adjust himself to his surroundings,
giving him an idea of the union of which he is part, and the particular
place
he is to fill in it.
This is the point

of view from which we approach these five

sessions.

llJ
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The steward facing hour by hour the difficulties
of enforcing a contract may easily overlook the difficulties
of his workers.
It is natural
for him to think most of results and to spend little
time on people.
Yet
there are conditions in each department which prevent the development of
wholesome ~ttitudes
toward associates
and the union.
New stewards can look back and remember a few things - what difficulties did you run into?
Try to look at the department situation
through
the operator's
eyes.
Look at the men - their minds, muscles, feelings,
and attitudes.
Observe them and talk with them. Notice what they do. Attempt to analyze
their actions.
Listen to their comments and encourage them to talk because
the more clearly you know each operator as a person, the better you can
represent 4im.
Hindrances

to Understanding

Men

Understanding people is not a simple process.
The steward who says,
"I can size up a man as soon as I meet him," is usually fooling himself.
It will be helpful to notice some of the habits which actually hinder us
in understanding
them.
The "Die-Casting" Habit - Too often, as we observe individuals,
we
try to sort them into types or, to put it another way, to force them into
:imaginary molds which we have set up in our minds, much as the die-caster
squirts metal into different
kinds of molds. They may be different
shapes
before they go in, but they•re all ali ke when they come outl
We feel that we have completely cataloged Bill Jones when we say that
he is a "good mixer," that we have defined Tom Smith when we put him down as
a "tough customer."
But we can•t do that vd.th people, if we really wish to
understand them. We must study each one from all sides, not pour them into
molds or cast them into types.
The "Just Like" Habit - "He :!'.'emindsme for all ·the world of Bill
Brown," we say, and thereaf:t,er we notice most easily the traits which are
like Bill Brown and ignore those which are different.
Once we have made up
our minds he is "like Bill Brown, 11 we close our minds to the possibility
of
his having other characteristics
which we may need to know. We stop studying him, with the result that we never discover many of the interests
and
abilities
which are part of him.
The "Go, No--Go11 Habit - 111 can tell whether a man will make a good
union member as soon as I ask him to do one thin g for the union," said a
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steward.
"If he listens
carefully
to what we want and does it exactly as I
tell him, he will make a good man. If he tries to 1 dope out I his mm way
of doing it, he seldom makes a gQod member." This steward, if he really
does follow the way of thinking which he described,
is classifying
all
employees into two classes:
(1) those who follow directions
to the letter,
and (2) those who try to figure out methods of their own. His gage of men
is two-valued, "go" or "no-go."
There are no "in-betweens • 11 He is applying an inspection technique, not an understanding
one.
0

People are seldom 11ei ther-or. 11 Studies of indi victuals show that
approximately two-thirds of tl1em have each of the commonly observed traits
to a moderate degree, that is, they are close to the average in it, and
that only a small percentage have markedly large or small degrees of any
trait.,
Not "either-or"
but "the degree to which" shoul ci be the guiding
concept in studying people.
Simil
by how much
the stewar d
participation
be measured

ar ly it i s easy to fc::.11 into the habit of j udg in g pe opl e solely
interest
they take in the particular
phase of union work in which
i s most interested,
overlookin g their partici pation or lack of
in other important union activities.
People's reactions
cannot
f airly with any single gage. They are too complex.

The "Formula" Habit - Closely r elated to these "stereotype"
ways of
lookin g at people is the practice of dealing wit h each 11type of person" in
a certain set manne·r. It has been said that the way to "handle the old
timer" is to 11let him alc;me, 11 that the best way to get along with the
"chronic ~cker" is to "lay down the law. 11
Of course, these methods work a good deal of ~he time with many of
the people with whom stewards have to deal.
Otherwise the y woul d not be so
commonly accepted.
But they become a hindrance when they are used as excuses
for lumping people together in groups or types and avoiding the responsibility
of trying to understand each person as an individual.
In short, people cannot be handled like piece parts or apparatus.
Each is an individual,
different
from every other.
"Stereotyping"
them,
classifying
them, standardizing
them, or reducing them to formulas - habits
of thinking that work well with inanimate things - often prove to be actual
hindrances in handling people.
The "Standardization"
Habit - Stewards may become so accustomed to
thinking in tenns of standards that they look only for common responses of
"the member" and pay little
attention
to the special interests,
abilities,
and peculiarities,
of individual persons.
Yet it is these special characteristics
that yield fruitful
contacts upon which to base effective
stewardship.
It is the ways in which a person is different,
and especially
the
ways in which he is superior to the "mine run" of people, which furnish the
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key to his special
interests,
for he tends to develop strong interests
in
the fields
in which he possesses
ability.
The steward has the problem of
taking each of these unique and different
personalities,
finding
out what
he is like and to what he will respond,
and fitting
him into activities
in
which he will be most effective
in the union.
How to Understand

the

Individual

Member

How can the steward understand
a person who comes into his department
well enou gn to fit him into the union?
He can talk with him, question
him,
observe him, throw· out conversational
leads to draw him out, listen
to him,
.?.nd think and li sten and think, seeking ever to look behind appearances
and
first
impressions
into the back gro und of feelings,
sentiments,
and other
reactions
- to the experiences
which make up the man himself.
of "either-or"
but rather
Keeping in mind th cit it is not d. question
of 11tr;_e degree to which,"
the steward can use the following
questions
in
his stul y of each indi victual.
In using each question,
however, the steward
nrust thin k constantly,
"To what extent does he do this?
In what degree is
this true 01 · not true of him? How far is this aspect important
in this in di vidual?
vrny does he react the way he does?"
Here are the questions:

:,e

1.

Is

2.

Doet.-

J.

Does Us

4.

Is he i -tc rested

5.

How does he respond

6.

Does he st. :i.nd on his

7.

Does he se c1!1 ill-adapte

d to the

job?

8.

Does he ge i.. a.len t:; well

with

other

"doin g a good job"?
12

Each of these

fail

to understand

attention

wander
in his

instructions?
from the

job?

job?

to recognition?
own feet'?

the

quest i ons may now be considered

people

in the department?

a little

furth e r.

1. Is he doin g a g ood job? - Does he miss a part of th e instructions
Most likely
he does.
Is he therewhen he is give n a start
on the new job?
fore stupid
or c ar eless?
Not at all.
He is merely human.
The human mind
has a perfect
mechanism for avoidin g overload.
It simply ignores.
If parts
of the situati on are wholly unrelated
to the individual's
past experience
'lr to his p r esen t interest,
he "pays no attention
to them."
If the total
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situation
demanding his attention
- for example, the new job is complicated,
him most.
his eyes and ears first grasp only those aspects which interest
If his experience with these is satisfying,
he soon explores further and is
ready for more instruction.
The steward can call to the attention
of the
supervisor
or instructor
the points of the job he seized upon at the beginning, as cues to his interests,
then the rest of the instruction
can be
related to these interests.
Points of the job that the worker missed can
be brought to his attention
as soon as he is ready for them. Are you sure
that he knows ju.st what is expected of him? Has the job been over-sold and
is he let down?

2. Does he fail to understand instructions?
- Does he misinterpret
them? Does he fail to catch the point of the explanation?
Does he seem
"a bit thick?"
The easy way out is to label such a person "dumb" and thus
avoi d al l responsibility
for helping him to become an efficient
operator.
Thi s, however, neither s aves the man nor gets the work done, and what is
more it is usu al ly unnec ess ary. Mos t worker s who have pas sed the employment
of f i ce are hig h enough in mental capacity to learn readily the jobs to which
th ey ha ve been assi gned . When they fa i l to understand,
i t is not from
"dumbness" but from narrowness of experience.
They are like the city boy
who, on his first visit to a farm, tried to get a pail of water by calmly
hol din g up the pump handle, waiting for the water to come. Why shouldn't
he? He had seen hydrants with pull-up handles but he had never seen a pump
in a well.
The worker who learns slowly because of narrow experience can usually
be trained by patient,
well-planned
instruction
and often makes a superior
operator.
Cues to his back ground and his interests
may be gained by encouraging him to talk about the job, listening
to him without interruptions,
and
giving attention
as much to what he takes for granted as to what he actually
says.
Gaps in his backgr ound can be filled when he has actual experience
in the shop.
The worker who misinterprets
instructions
and thus makes mistakes is
a similar problem.
On account of the narrowness of his experience he fails
to understand.
Where others might have got meaning he draws a blank because
he doesn't know the "code."
Yet he fears to reveal his ignorance.
What
does he do? He bridges the gap by using his imagination and, whenever he
guesses wrong, he makes mistakes.
The remedy is to make connection with
his meager experfonce by finding out as much about it as possible and to
get him in the frame of mind where he is willing to ask questions.
If the
stewar d is irilltructing
him in how to do some work for the union, it will
help to have him repeat instructions
in his own words: "Now just to be
sure I I ve made it clear, tell me what it is you I re going to do. 11
Care in explaining shop terms will help greatly.
One worker tells
"The boss gav--eme a big pan of little
of his first day in the shop thus:
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gad~ets and said, 1 Take these piece parts over to that bench and "IJ1ike11 •em.
The "max. 11 and "min." are six and ten. 1 Then off he went and I spent the
next three hours trying to fi13ure out what mike, min., and max qad to do
with the job, and what I was supposed to do ·with the pan of gadgets."
Ignorance of shop terms and shop customs is by no means co~fined to
''new" employees fresh from the employment office.
Picture an experlertced
employee newly transferred
from a distant
department, trying to adjust himself to a new location and learn a wholly new kind of job.
During his
years on the old job he has gone along paying little
attention
to other
organizations,
yet now on the new job he is ashamed to reveal his ignorance.
He is grateful to the steward who will take the trouble to discover the
limits of his experience and give him the help he needs.

J. Does his attention wander from the job? - Does he seem to be
oversensitive
to noises, changes in light and ventilation,
presence of other
workers or passers-by?
If so, he is merely responding naturally
- acting
"like a human being. 11 Most indi victuals find it hard not to pay attention
to all that is going on around them, especially
to noises and peo ple.
The new worker, in addition to mastering his skill,
has to beco me
accustomed to a "total situation"
which is strange and fascinatin g . In
to ignore everythin g except the
fact, a part of any skill is an ability
activity
itself
- to concentrate
one's attention
on it.
Witness the ability
of the champion athlete to forget his gallery and lose himself in the game.
Complete absorption in a task and disregard of surroundings amid the
distracting
noise and activity
of a manufa0turing plant is not a natural
act.
It is an achievement - that is, it can be l earned.
Fortunately,
most
workers are able to learn it for themselves in a relatively
short time.
Sometimes it is possible to help the worker who is unusually sensitive
to
distraction
by arranging to get him placed in a less exposed location where
noises are more unifonn or monotonous or tc transfer him to work which
requires a broader spread of attention
or which includes dealing with a
large number of people.

4. Is he interested in his job? - Does he fail to put forth the
effort necessary to learn to do the job well? A boy will have an interest
in a job if he feels that it is in harmony with his own purposes, that it
is "getting him somewhere. 11 If he can identify
the job with h::..mself, see
its connection with his own life, with his cherished ambition, then he is
"interested
in the job" in the same sense that a man who buys an interest
in a business is "interested
in" that business.
When this happens there is
no trouble about effort.
But often the new member cannot see any relation between his mm plan
The steward ~an explain
for the future and the job to which he is assiened.
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~o the worker how upgrading takes place and what avenues of advancement are
open to him if he is efficient
in each job along the line.
Some young
workers are victims of the 11whi te .-collar"
craze; their only idea of advancement is to get out of the shop and into the office, without any clear understanding of the possibilities
of either.
A steward can often render a real
servlce to such young people by giving them facts regarding ·the values of
shop experience,
no matter where later promotions or transfers
may lead,
and helping them to think over their plans and ambitions in the light of
these facts rather than on the •b asis of family or p·ersonal prejudice regarding "overalls 11 or the "white collar. 11
Occasionally
the steward finds an individual
who has "hitched his
wagon to a star" far beyond the limits of his capacity, background, and
education.
He may have to help such a person to get his feet on the ground.
On the other hand, some learners in the shop seem to have no definite
ambition or plan of action for their lives at all.
By talking with them and
becoming better acquainted the steward may be able to discover such an
ambition and help the worker to connect his job mth it.
Under war conditions it is a powerful
he and the union do for the war effort.

stimulus

to show each man what

Many stewards make it a point to tell the members how their produc11This goes into
tion will be used:
an airplane to show the pilot so and
11
so--."
This goes into an instrument panel to show s o and so--."
"Our
union fabric ates parts f or --- planes a month."
In a highly specialized
factory it is difficult
est which the old craftsman felt in the produc t of his
all his ovm, from raw material to finished masterpiece.
where the worker can see the whole product fabricated
vides an opportunity
to revive this kind of interest.
what he is doing" and see that it is worthwhile.

to provide the interhands because it was
The modern shop,
before his eyes, proThe worker can "see

Likewise a worker has more interest
in his machine if he understands
how it works, the principles
of its operation,
what it can do, and just as
When the
important, what it cannot do; i.c:., the limits of its operation.
worker knows those thin gs , instead of blindly following the directions
of
the-machine-setter
or the equipment man, he takes an interest
in the
machi ne . Because he feels that he understands it, hs comes to identify it
with himself, just as he does the job in which he 11has an interest, 11 It
becomes his machine, an d thus a new interest
in the job is born.
the learner's
interest.
The
Knowledge of his ovm progress stimulates
value of operators'
performance records as an incentive,
especially when
presented in gr aphic form, was discovered long ago. We like to beat our own
record, to see ourselves grow in skill,
and most of us like to engage in
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rivalry with others.
Rivalry in output, however, is a fonn of stimulation
during the training pericxi.
which has to be handled wisely, especially
Progress in learning does not always register
in daily output.
While learning correctness
of "form 11 and developing the ability
to reach .quality standards, output may not show a daily increase and the worker should not judge
his progress by it.
The steward can prevent discouragement and loss of
to this fact.
interest
by directing
his attention
Then there is the matter of social approval.
Any experienced steward
knovro the value of recognition
as a stimulation
of interest
in the job.
Praise is discussed further in a different
connection below.
The effectiveness
of all these ways of reaching the worker 1 s interest and relating
them to the job lies in the fact that a man reacts as a
whole. We sometimes talk of training his muscles or his brain or his hands.
We can 1 t. His whole self is being trained by every experience he has.
We
the whole man
teach the man, not his hand: When he has mastered a skill,
has it, uses it, and is proud of it.
The man himself has ambitions to which
the job may or may not be related.
The man himself enj oys doing it, or is
indifferent
to it.
The man himself basks in the appreciation
of his fellows
when they reco gniz e that he has done the job well.
Anything which connects
with his interest
affects all parts of him. His eye brig htens, his mind
becomes more alert,
his hand more sure.
Recognition of success in one par t
in the job as a whole, and he
of the job reacts to heighten his interest
does the whole job better.
Conversely, failure
in any part of the jo b
depresses the whole man, his work and his attitude
towar d the job - unless
he regards the failure
as a challenge,
analyzes it, and learns how to overcome it.
The largest factor with which a steward has to deal is his worker 1 s
L,terests . 11 This emphasizes again the need for the steward to become well
acquainted with the members as persons, to understan d their backgrounds of
experience,
their hopes and purposes for the future,
their bents and special
abilities,
all in order that he may help the m to discover real and lasting
-Jonnections betw een themselves and their jobs.
11

5. How does he resEond to recognition?
How does he take cri ticism't
A little
rec ognition
efforts.
This is especially
and uncertain about himself
job.

- Does praise

st~nul ate him?

adds zest to the job and stimulates
a man 1 s
true of the learner,
because he feels insecure
anyhow. Building his confidence is part of the

is, of course, the weekly pay
The most tangible form of recognition
envelope.
An lncrease in his rate is a visible goal.
But so many factors
over which the steward has no control enter into requests for wage increases
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tl1at he finds other forms of recognition
also necessary.
1{hen a steward
notices that a new man is doing a good job, or when a supervisor tells him
so, he can help the new man by telling him he I s doing well.
Praise in tl1e presence of the group is an effective
form of recognition, so lon g as i t is fair.
It is usually stronger than praise in private but more diff i cult to give because the members of the group are always
making comparisons.
Both approval and correction
are necessary, but criticism gi ven before the group usually results in confusiDn or resentment.
The new worker learns more from praise than from censure.
The reason
is simple.
He iS blundering about: seeking the right way to do each part
of the job. When he happens upon a ri ght way, and someone approves it, he
knows he has got that part of the jo b, and seeks to repeat it.
At the same
time he experiences a gl ow of satisfaction
which spurs him on to master
other parts of the job. But suppose he tr ies a wrong way and is "bawled
out?" What has he l earned? Simply that that one way is wrong. He still
does not lmow a ri ght way and may try many other wrong ones be fo re he finds
a ri ght one. Meanwhile he feels discouraged because of the disapproval.
Such a moment can be se ize d to demonstrate again the "right way" to do the
operation,
though that is beside the poi nt here.
It is often necessary to
point out mistakes but, even at its best, censure or advers e criticism
helps
Instead it is better to catch
the learner too slovrly on his way to skill.
him as often as possible doing the ri ght th i ng, even by chance, and speed
hiJn on his way with a word of app reciation.

6. Does he stand on his own feet? - Does he lean on other people
much, or go to the opposite extreme and act as if he lmows it all?

too

Host new workers are a bit fearful and lacking in confidence, some
ways, as the
more and some less.
They show it in curious and contradictory
above questions sug gest.
A little
fear when facing a new situation
serves
to awaken most persons to greater alertness
and effort.
They are able to
rise to the occasion and soon overcome their fears.
They "take things in
t he ir stride."
Yet there are many individuals
who lack emotional balance,
who have not learned to take life as it comes, to face reality
as adults.
It is important, however, to remamber the caution about "die-casting"
people
into molds, to notice "the degree to which" the individual
lacks emotional
balance.
Differences in indivlduals
range all tho way from the person who
adjusts himself to the job situation
promptly, stands on his own feet and
quietly taekles everything in a matter-of-fact
way, to the person who leans
on others and expects favors, who covers his fears with overboldness,
or
who seeks to "make a good impression" instead of concentrating
his attention
on learning the job.
adJusted

While the steward cannot ~o along indefinitely
trying to help a malperson "grow up," he can often add to the timid man's confidence
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by pointing out his successes
to reality
by facing him with
all times in each operator's
because they are facts which
it, and toward the union.

and, on the other hand,
the demands of the job.
reactions to the job and
affect his doing the job,

bring a bluffer back
He is interested
at
to his fellow-workers,
his attitude
toward

7. Does he seem ill-adapted
to the job? - In spite of the best
efforts of line supervisors
and personnel organization,
employees are sometimes placed on jobs they cannot do satisfactorily.
Two cautions are in
order here, however.
First:
Do not assume that an employee is a misfit in.a job until he
has been fully and correctly
instructed
on that job and has shown that he
cannot do it successfully.
Many men have been called misfits on jobs they
never had a fair chance to learn.
Often a slow learner makes an excellent
operator.
It is a misfortune for him if he has to begin the job under a
supervisor or instructor
without patience and willingness
to instruct.
A
steward should not ask that a worker be trans'ferred
until he is really sure
that he is a misfit.
Second: Do not assume that when a worKer is a misfit in one job he
is useless.
Any steward of long experience could tell stories of "misfits"
-whofound other places where they made good. Few misfits are totally
unfit.
Get acquainted with the employee, win his confidence, discover what
on the job, and see
he can do and likes to do, find out his difficulties
that he either learns it or gets a fair trial at other jobs for which he is
better adarted.
8. Does he get along well with other people in the department? Sometimes men lmow how to do their jobs well, and yet they are not effective
because they do not get along well with the people with whom they work.
Consider whether any differences
ious people are part of the situation.

in your relationships

You may need to try to get the teani re-aligned
to work together.

with the var-

in order to get a group

'IRE STEWARD
AND'IHE SUPERVISOR

No one can deny the importance of good working relations
between the
union's representatives
and management's representatives.
Because the steward and the supervisor are in innnediate contact with the workers in the
shop, they control the basic foundations for industrial
peace.
Tne best
contract in the world between labor and management becomes a scrap of paper
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unless it works in the plant.
This is the job of both the steward and the
supervisor.
Due to withdrawals to the arn.ed forces there are many inexperienced stewards.
They need help and understanding.
It is well to keep in mind that the steward's
job is to represent
members, not to act as an impartial arbitrator.
By the same token, a supervisor must repres~nt management's interests
to the best of his ability.
However, if both can negotiate on a factual basis, their mutual problems
can then be settled on merits without a loss in prestige by either party.
Only through mutual understanding
and respect between steward and supervisor
can we hope to achieve industrial
harmony. Without such harmony we cannot
achieve a maximum in war production and cooperation in the reconversion
program.
'roday as never before the settlement
of grievances within a plant is
vitally
important.
Every unsettled
grievance tends to lower working efficiency and thus reduces output.
When both stewards and supervisors
acquire
the skill of working with peopl~ and handling problems that involve people,
they will settle many complaints as soon as they arise and not lean on the
slower process of the grievance machinery where decisions may be delayed for
months.
SUMMARY

Good stewardship is not a skill which can be mastered overnieht human beings are complex. But it is a skill in which you improve on the
job, and one which gives returns to you, your department, your plant, your
union, and the war effort.
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Development

Trainin g ·within Industry's Program Development Institute was provided in order to give training in analysis of
production problems and planning of training to meet plant
needs.
The training required five days and was given to groups of
ten plant representatives to whom had been assigned
functional responsibility for training.

PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT
·INSTITUTE

WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION
BUREAU OF TRAINING
TRAIN -ING WITHIN INDUSTRY SERVICE
JUNE 1945
WASHINGTON, O.C.

PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT

INSTITUTE

Howto Meet a Production Problem

ThroujhTralnlng

Issued

to

----------

By____________

_

On____________

_

WarManpowerCamnission
Bureau of Training
Training Within Industry Service
Washington., D.c., June 1945

WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION
WASHING
TON 25, D. C.

June

To the Program Development Institute

1, 1945

Conductor:

Your work in helping plant representatives
to acquire
the skill of meeting production probleru! through training can affect every person in the plants represented and presents the opportunity of helping to overcome production interferences.. -which are
in the war effort.
critical
The developing of training plans to meet the plant I s own
specific needs is an in-plant
job - no outsider can lmow the underlying causes · of production problems . Each plant should have a designer of training.
In sane plants he will have a training
title
The only important thing is that he
but lie will not in others.
have functional
responsibility
for the planning of training
to
-to (1) see
meet production problems.
It is your responsibility
that, the right man is selected for the Institute,
(2) that management · understands the object,ive of the Program Development Instito acquire this
tute, and (3) to give this man an opportunity
skill.
presents a challenge Each Program Development Institute
you as Institute
Conductor must instruct
the members, stimulate
own
them to practice,
observe their work, and put ~~their
before the Institute
closes.
Your objective
is to help the plant
man to acquire this important skill,
and to get during the Institute a start which will have results so convincing that continuing
use of the method in his plant i~ assured.
Sincerely,

~~~
c.
R. Dooley
Director
Training Within Industry

Service
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Purpose
To establish
that the Institute
is designed to give members
"
MORTI:NGpractice
in using the 4-step
method in the Institute
and in
their own plants and to illustrate
the
mefaod by application
in a problem presented by the Institute
Conductor
FIR3T
DAY

AFT-'...R- To familiarize

NOON
relation

members with use
of .work sheets through practice
on drill problems, and to show
of steps.

practice

All four steps are necessary in order
to meet a production problem through
training.
Training cannot be planned in an Institute, but understanding
of method can
be acquired through practice.

SECOND To get practice,
skill,
and
DAY
conviction through use of
MORNINGmethod by each member on a
standardized
problem.
AFTERNOON

Emphasis
Training must be designed to meet specific production problems.
This is inplant, on-the-job work. Details of a
training plan are dete:nnined by
analyzing evidence of the problem.
Stress that discussion is on method,
not on this problem.

Induction must be planned specifi cally
for each plant.

To present infonnation
about
characteristics
of successful
induction plans.
To continue
on assigned problems.

THIRD To continue

practice on
assigned problems.
To outline
MORNINGW.M.C. training
services.

Detail is needed in both evidence and
content.
Public age11cies give sane
assistance
in meeting plant needs.

To establiah
key points ·or effecti ve meetings.
To continue
practice
on ass-igned problems.
To outline members I use of method in ·
own plants.

Each member is to make complete 4-step
plan for own plant.
Meetings are detraining
pended on in in-plant
programs.

FOURTH To have J,wo plarus presented.
To give each member opportunity
DAY
MORNINGto improve own plan on basis of
group discussion
of methods.

Evidence of the production problem must
be met by the plan.
Only member presenting plan has facts about evidence
in his plant.

AFTER- To present

Training director
is concerned with
caliber of supervision.

~Y

AFTER-

NOON

NOON

T.W.I. plan for
supervisory selection.
To have
three plans presented.

FIFTH

of
To emphasize import~ce
checking results,
and to contechniques.
MORNINGsider evaluation
To have three plans presented.

Results are checked against evidence of
need - Is the production problem being
met through training?
Training plan
must include Step 4. -

To have two plans presented.
To stress importance of relation of any training plan to
other plans and programs.
To stres~
line and staff responsibility.
To get
conviction of value of 4-step method.

Program Development skill is acquired
Timing and need
through use of method.
must be considered before plan is scheduled.
Staff provides technical
"lmowhow." Use of method will help mee-J;production problems through training.

DAY

AFTERNOON

III

CODE
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Day -

First

Morning

COPENINGmE INSTI 'lU1!]

fni,s trict Repres en ta ti ve welccmes Institute
members, in troducesl
~el.f
and the Institute
Conductor - not more than 5 minutes.:J
(]nsti
1.

tute Conductor aclmowledges introductio~
Let•s get an idea of who's here.

use name cards if appropriate

.

k each man to tell his position,
to whan he repor:]ts
ize of his plant (now - before the war - what it may
be a year fran now), whether plant is mak:ing new
roduct, etc.

ill
ill

of you have responsibility
for organizing and coordinating training to meet production problems.
You are not
see that it get.s done, aoo
trainers.
You plan training,
check results.

2.* In this Institute

we are going to work on how to meet a

* produc ti.on problem through traini~.
- * '!his is not a meeting. It is a wor session; we will
* learn by doing.
* You have been assigped the responsibility for developing
* training plans in your plants.
* Your managements have sent you here. '!hey will review
* with you the plan you develop.

fwrite

Lof

J.

How to Meet a Production
'through Training

across toPl
blackboard:_j

'!his Program Development Institute

requires

five days:

the first
three, today and the next two days
the last two on _____
and _____
•
- 1 -.

Problem

2

PROORAM
DEVELOPMENT
INSTI'IU'lE - FIRST DAYMORNI:00
Between this section of the Institute
and the time when n
reconvene,
you will spend considerable
time in your own
plant,
planning to meet a current production
problem through
training.

we will talce up, indi vi.dually,
When we all re turn on _____
the training
plan each of you prepares
to meet a problem of
your own plant.

25 min.
to here
Allow
20 min.

!If Institute
time has not been cleared for all members:]
take up indi vi.dually during intermission.
_J

L

:J

{]EFINI '!'ION OF '.IERMS

Just to keep straight
- to see that we have the same meaning for
the tenns - let•s agree on sane we will be using all the time.
First,
let•s make sure we a1.1 have the same understanding
for
what we have on the board - "How to Meet a Production
Problem
'!hrough Training. n
Do not ask what production
means. Give definition.
Discuss the def'ini tions until each member of the group
understands
them all . Get acceptance.
Put on board
briefly.
Follow same procedure for each.
Tell members
they will not need to write them down, that you have
copies.

l.*

By "production"

* service.

we mean the end result

or
·

What is production
(lsk

- the product

in the organization

which sent

you here?

each membe~

For a man sent

by a plant,

it

is the end product

of the plant.

A man who represents
just a depar'tment of a plant is concerned
with the finished
work of that depar-tment - perhaps a subassembly.
In a non-manufacturing
canpany or department,
production
may
like "passenger railroad
transportation"
or
"bills -for electric
current."

be sanething

PROOR.AK
DEVELOPMENT
INSTITU'lE - FIRST DAYMORNING
By production

(!ri.te

2.* By

we mean,
What is Production? Endresult - product or service
of an organization,
plant, department, or unit.

on board]

a •production

* getting

(!ri.te

problem" we mean anything that keeps us fran
out the work for which our organization
exists.
What is a Production Problem? .inythl.ng which interferes
with production.

on boa~

Scrap is a commonproduction

problem.

We uncover sane production problems and try to correct or
improve them. Others can be anticipated
and we may prevent

them.
In your plants there are problems that interfere
w1th getting
and ___
• You are going to work on
out your work of ___
solving those problems.

3.* Training

is ! -.ay to sol~

[!ri.te on boa~

! production

problem.

What is Train~?
A way to sove
problem.

a production
-

'!'here are many ways to solve production problems •
those involving machines, and .metallurgists
and chemists work on materials.

Engineers attack

* Training
You will

deals with people.
notice

that

we say

.And that we say a production
one at a time.
Training

is

!

way - not the only way •

problem - you have to tackle

! way to solve .a problem of scrap.

-
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4.* There are different causes for scrap. Several kinds of
* training may be needed. In this Institute 118 will say that
* a traininKrfulan is a way to get at a specif ic part of a
* specific p uction problem.

5.*

A traini~

* plans

s

(!rite

0

lrogram is the organization of all the training
ng out of one production problem.

on boa~

What is a Traininfl{lan?
In organi zed me od of solving
a specific part of a production
problem.

What is a Traininf Prifram? A canbination o trning
plans
coordinated to meet the training needs c1:1.used
by a specific
production problem.
'!hat is, all of the training plans connected with a particular scrap problem are the traini ng program for that
problem.

6.* ill

of you are here because you have functional

* bility

responsi-

for training.

You have various titles in your own organiz ations.
Sane of
you have full-time responsibility
for training, sane have
other duties.

* All of you are here for a camnon purpose
* coordinating training plans and programs
* management solve its production problems
?.* What is
[!rite
45 min.
to here

'7-IIHO
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- developing and
in order to help
through people.

management?
on boa~

What is Management?Those responsible for end
results - product or service.

. PROORAM
DEVELOPMENT
INSTI'IUTE- FIRST DAYMORNING
Allow
15 min.

5

[!owTRAININGTIES IN WITHMANAGEMEN!J
No,: let's
see where the training
management picture.

1.

function

fits

into the

Erase all board work except slogan across top. Develop
chart £ran bottan to top, and line before staff, explaining
the necessary variations which are caused by size of the
business and the fact that one business is different fran
another.
Do not connect staff positions to line organization - explain that the place each ties in is different in
each plant.

Staff

Line

1 Training I

~

Top Management

~

First

IEngineering J
IAccounting I

level Mgt.

~workers

jUse the f' oil owing as ideas to discuss while you are working'l
l.2_nthe chart •
_J
Line organization is responsible for the actual acccmplishment of end results in terms of product or service.
'.Ihe
staff - engineers, chemists, purchasing agents, personnel
men, accountants, lawyers, training men - provide service
to the line organization.

6
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Talking about training as a staff service does not mean "a
training staf.f • 11 It does not always mean, in small plants
for instance,
that it even takes one man 1 s full time.

2.* Sane of you hold positions

* When you are
* responsibility,
* is yourself.

l hr.
to here
Allow
10 min.

in both the line and the staff.
planning training,
you are filling
a s ta.ff
even if theline
person you are assisting

[fROBLEM SHEE!]

Each one of your plants

is different.

Do you have any commonproblems?'
Let's take a look at some camnon ·problems in plants.
these on this sheet.
j"nistribute
problem sheets.
on other side.

L!:re

How about

Announce that definitions!

_J

Do you have any of these problems in your plant?
f"i's soon as one member indicates
LE,roblem, ask:

his plant

has

;i

_J

Were people involved?
Could this problem be met through training?
ontinue only until you have acceptance of idea that thj
common problems.
Do not count
roblem sheet represents
II or belabor
the
discussion.
most
common
problems
~
Since several have same problems., is there a possibility
just exactly the same approach can be used? No.
Training

plans must be tailor-made

for a particular

Your problems will not be exactly alike
to meet them cannot be exactly alike.

·* In this Institute
*~cannot

7-6220
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plant

- therefore.,

that

plant.
your plans

we cannot decide ldlat is needed in any plant.
training
for your plant.
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* ~ p~oduction

plans

We are going to develop skill in using a 4-step method of
meeting production problems through training.

1 hr.

10 min.
to here

s min.

training

jobs.

*~t

illarr

problems and developing

7

[!rase

board work except slogs.§:]

all

[THE
4-STEP METH@
[!resent

- do not develoB

* The first

of the four steps of the Program Development method is:

fPut on boarcr;}
~der
slog~

* Ona production
* are needed but
(Euton

* Step

problem may indicate
we can onlys

that s veral training

Tackle one ·specific
time.

board ne~

problem.

plans

need at a

2 ist

[!u t

* We have
[!ut

* Step

1. Spot a production

on boa.r[i)
a caution

on boar~

2. Develop a specific

plan.

with this steps
Watch for relation of this plan
to other current training plans
and programs •

3 is:

l}ut on board]

..

J. Get plan into action.

'7-8220
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*

It is very important
~ton

* Step

Be sure management participates.

boar~

4 is:

(Iut

[iut

4. Check results.

on boar~

* And we end

1 hr.
15 min.
to here

to:

with what really

counts:

on boar~

Is the plan helping production?

ITeave on boar~

*

This is the method we are going to use.
(!ake 10-illinute intennission

Allow
1 hr.
30 min.

here]

jDEMONSTRATE
USE OF PROORAMDEVELOPMENT
4-S'IEP METHonl
l._!HROUGH
USE OF COST RECORDSPROBLEM.
_j
1.

Training as an everyday operating
by any outsider.

tool cannot be planned

But we can get an understanding of the method by looking at
how one training director used it on a production problem
in his plant.
2.

Here is what one training director in a gear manufacturing
plant faced.
I will read this to you just as the training
director wrote it down.
Last Monday I went to the works manager's weekly meeting.
The cost accountant and I were there as well as the six
superintendents.
The works manager was all worked up
about the cost records, and got pretty tough with the
chief accountant.
He asked, "Howdoes it happen that
those 50 men at double time the Sunday after the breakdown

1-8220
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in Deparunent 2 didn't affect costs?
'!bat got me started
on going over a lot of our cost records and you can't
make me think our estimates are so good that every job
hi ts the estimate - never over, never under. 11
He went on to say, "Costs don 1 t seem to mean a thing
around this place.
Do you think I 1m going to wait for a
government auditor to find what I s wrong? And what kind
of fix are we going to be in to go after business when
the war• s over? I want to know what I s wrong, and I want
it fixed up. 11

J.

This works manager had a problem. Do you remember we said
That•s
that we tried to correct or improve sane conditions?
what this works manager, this member of top management who
was responsible for production., wanted. He ;was also trying
to anticipate something that looked even worse. Nowwhat
was his production problem?
fn'iscuss until group realizes that the production probleml
~s "Inaccurate cost record.$ • 11 Continue with problem. _J
The cost accountant said this wasn I t anything new - he, d
questioned the superintendents I weekly reports before,
and he didn't want the same old story - that they just
made them up from the foremen's Daily Operating Reports.
The superintendents
said they had never realized how their
tied in with the company•s operations al'l(i
profits.
They said they had never made much of this point
with the foremen.
weekly reports

The upshot was that the superintendents
said they would
get their foremen together so the cost accountant could
discuss this cost record problem with them. I went to
that meeting, too. Both the chief accountant and I
learned sane things there.
A foreman has an estimated
cost on each job in his depar'bnent. If he 1 s going to run
It
over more than 5%, he has to get advance approval.
isn't hard to get, but it does take a lot of paper work.
If he saves time on one job, he can take care of running
over on another.
In that way, he can avoid asking for a
change in the estimates.
The cost accountant was horrified that they juggled costs like that.

9

10
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Here I s how it boiled down. A foreman may have 20 to 50
workers.
Now each worker has a time card and even the
accountant agrees it is a very detailed and canplicated
card.
Most of the time
The time cards are a sore subject.
clocks are in out-of-the-way
positions and the average
is one clock for 200 people.

Well - nobody bothers filling
in the job numbers on time
cards. The foremen would just as soon not have them
filled
in - they mark them up after they see ldlat labor
costs they should charge, according to the estimatel
The foremen spoke up and said they had never understood
how important their Dai l y Operat::..ng Reports were.
Don1 t think they said all this without saying plenty
about new time cards, moving the time clocks, making it
easier to revise estimates.
The superintendents
and the
cost accountant answered quite a few questions.
The
The plant
cost information does have to be recorded.
cannot charge more than 5% over the estimate without
get ting the Army in on it.
As to the time clocks - we can I t get any more, but we may
be able to find better locations.
Maybe the time card can
be changed - but not overnight.
I looked at sane of the
time cards and I know I 1m really going to have to dig into
this time card angle, too. But the cost records have to
be corrected right away.

4.

This plant ~ have a problem.
The works manager realized
that the company 1 s position was questionable
both on current
goverrment contracts and for its post-war business.
Now we are not going to concern ourselves
It~
happen.
of mess should happen.

(1 hr.
45 min.
to here)

We will loo'k at what can be done to solve the problem,
the Program Development 4-step method.
5. @stribute
Let•s

7-tlaao

P1t1 bu

whether this

cards individuall!j

look at these

cards.

kind
using

PROORAM
DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUm - FIRST DAYMORNING

11

* Step
*

1 is 11Spot a Production Problem."
We agreed that
the production probl~ is "Inaccurate
cost records • 11
In this

the production problem was spotted by the
Sanetimes the training man will spot the
sane times saneone will ca l l it to his attention.

case,

works manager.

problem,

But even if it is called to his attention
as it was this
time, the works manager rarely gives the training director
enough infonnation
for him to actually plan the training
'lhe training man has to dig into it himself.
needed.

to ca~

~efer

* Get supervisors
* problems.

and workers to tell
- -

about their

current

Do we know sanething about this?
The foremen felt
they certainly
had problems - those Daily Operating
Reports were headaches.
And the workers thought they had problems too.
didn•t like the time cards and they didn 1 t like
location of the time clock.

They
the

So far the training
director hasn 1 t talked to the workers,
but if or when he does, he 1 11 probably hear a lot more.

* Uncover problems !?zreviewing
* turnover, rejects, accidents.

records

- perfonnance,

~,

This problem was uncovered when the works manager took a
look at the cost records.

* Anticipate
* production,

problems resulting
~ policies.

fran changes - organization,

The works manager in this problem was looking not only at
the plant•s current standing but at its canpetitive
situation later.

* Next

we come to "Analyze ~ evidence,

* we find
*~specific
* Let•s

"Identif~
training needed
~at~
time.''

try to analyze

this

evidence

11 so

11

that

and after that
we can "Tackle

so we can do just

that.

12
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* Remember that all we are doi ng i s looking at the 4-step
* method. Only the person who knows al l about this plant
* is going to be able to so l ve its pro duction problem.
* But we can gain familiarity with the method by looking at
* this sample problem. We can make sure that we all have a
* common understanding of the method.
We will
training

analyze the evidence
needed.

we have in order to identify

Just to help you recall the evidence
is a copy of it as read.
(!istribute
Erase

problem,

here

Cost Records p r oble~

previous

Put heading

in this

board work.

for

evidence

See blackboard

guide.

column on board.

Ask members for evidence,
to suggest action,
etc.
Do not
let this drag.
It i s not necessary to get these particular
order, but all material must be
words on the board, or this
included.
The Institute
Conductor should use leading questions.
Inquire what came out of the general superintendof the time
ent•s meeting.
Use "What about the location
clock?"
Fill evidence column first.
Then say, 11We look at the
evidence and ask 'Is any action needed? Specifically,
is any training
action needed?' ~
Fill in training
i tern of evidence.
Ask "Is any other

column headings,
action

Take each item of evidence

needed?"

and question
Fill

the first

in column heading.

separately.

Make sure that training
of foremen in how to make out D.O.R.
is specifically
mentioned.
If necessary,
say "This train11
ing director
decided ______
Do not erase

any of this

board work.

* Since we can tackle only one specific
* will take the training of foremen in
* Qperating Report.

7~220

l'U

01,

need ~ a ~,
we
how to make out the Daily

~
.._,.

What is the Production Problem?

Inaccurate Cost Records
--------------------------------------

TRAINING
ACTION
NEEDED

EVIDENCE
50 men Dept. 2 double time didn't affect cost
records
Every cost repor t agrees with est imate
Supt. makes weekly report from DOR1 s
Supts. didn't understand relation of costs to
operations
Cost accountant had canplai ned before

O'IHER
ACTION

Training for Whom?
Foreman of Dept. 2

Training in What?
Accurate cost records

Superintendents

Importance of cost
records

Advance approval t o run more than 5%over
estimate
Foremen
Estimate change procedure complicated
Cost reports juggled to match estimates
Foremen
Foremen make DOR's fran estimate, not from time II Foremen

NEEDED

to change est.
!!Simplify procedure?
Imp. of cost records
How to make out DOR
How

cards

Foreman has 20 to 50 workers
Time clock location

bad

Time cards not filled

Move clock?

in by workers

Time cards canplicated
Foreman doesn I t re quire filling
Foreman filll!

in time cards

time cards to match estimates

Foremen didn 1 t understand relation
operations

1 s to
of DOR

TACKLE
ONESPECIFIC NEEDAT A TIME"

11

Workers

Imp. of time cards

Workers

How

Foremen

Imp. of cost records

Foremen

Imp. of cost records

Foremen

Importance of DOR

to fill

time

caniJI
Simplify

card?

14
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That is the only part of this problem we can tackle right
new
now. The others depend on simplifying
procedures,
time cards, etc.
But we can get started
now.

on how to fill

out the DORright

We don 1 t lmow enough about this plant
to know how much detail~
necessary.
We do know that something
accurate
cost records~

and its

has to be done right
day.

cost procedures

away to get

(2 hrs.

5 min.
to here)

Saneth ing can be done right
Report.

6. Step 2 is "Develop
Let•s

~

away about the Daily Operating

Specific

Plan.

11

look at our cards.

What is 1...'1especific
This training
Who will

plan? - the "Daily

director

canbined

Opera ting

several

Report.

items fran

11

Step l.

be trained?

We said that
30 of them.

the foremen had to be trained.

There were

What content?
We are
do not
DORI s
points
~ ~

going to have to consider two things - the foremen
understand
the importance or the use ~f their
and they are not making them out properly.
'.Ihese
will have to be considered when we plan content.
help detennine?

The training
director
certainly
will need help in deterexecuti~ s and a staff
mining the content.
Both production
man, the chief accountant,
are in on this.
~~~be

done~?

There are two quite

and Who should~~
different

kinds of content

training?
involved.

-

(For use w.i.th Step 2 of P .D. Met..11.od
- use

I.(\

M

.......,
What is uie Specific

Plan?

Daily Qperating Report

Training for Whan?

Training for HowMany?_--"3'--'0
_________

Foremen

When?
HowLong?
½hr.each
grp.
all 3 grps • , 10
ea. next Mon.

\ Chief accountant

2 hrs. each grp.
all on Tuesday

Conference
roan

2 hrs. each grp.
Wednesday

Conference
roan

2 hrs. each grp.
'lhursday

Conference
roan

Personal appeal

1. ImEortance of D.O.R.
Government audit
Legal responsibility
Prospective orders
Post-war business
2. Analysis of D.O.R.

)

Use in making weekly report Blow-up chart of weekly report, explanation, questions

Where?
Gen. supt I s •
office

Sample sets of time cards,
D.O.R. 1 s, weekly report, job
cost report

Error~ anct effect

)

J. Filling in D.O.R.

Practice

on sample material

Time card basis
'\ Analysis of own reports
Charges to specific jobs
Delay - charges to •overhei~I
Day work - how charged
I

Job charges vs. estimates
Material

>

\ Chief accountant

I

(

charges

-

,/
What is the Relation
problem i~-E~ant right

.

(

•' •

)

of this Plan to Other Current Training Plans and Programs?
now - this takes precedence over any other training

the whole problem, but only one we can get at inmediately.

This is the most important

program.

..
cii

WhoWill Train
or Help?
General supt.

How Can It Be Done Best?

What Content?

_

This is only one part of

Cl

I

"'
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One is convincing the foremen that this is scmething
important.
Wemay need saneone 'Whocarries a lot of
weight to put this over.
Another is exactly how to fill out this report.
Saneone
who really !mows how to handle this report is going to
have to do the instructing.
When should it be done - how long

~ ~

~?

We !mow that this is something tha t has to be done right
away. Exactly how long it will take will depend on the
specific content?
Where should it be done?

--------

'Ibis depends on the plant and the facilities
it has.
Sane training by its vecy nature has to be done where
the equipment is - this is not that kind. What is required here is a place for the foremen to get together.
Step 2 ends with the warning, "Watch for relation of this
plan to other current training plans and programs." Sanetim.es a training plan just
the timing isn 1 t right, because
are not ready, because there is
training, because people can't

can 1 t get started because
facilities
and equipment
no one available to do the
take time off fran production.

Other t:iJ:nes a new plan is so important
i~ delayed or stopped if necessary.

that other training

In any case, you have to consider 'What else is going on in
the plant.
*Weare not going to be able to design this plant 1 s training
* plan, but we can see how this training director applied the
* method.
See blackboard guide.
Put in content item l; take it across work sheet,
then 3.

then 2,

Present this step - do not develop. Discuss and clarify,
but keep on the basis of what this training director did.
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Make sure group understands that.practice
is included
because foremen are learning how to do sanething.
Show how content ties back to evidence.
Stress
director designed plan but is not going to~-

(2 hrs.
25 min.
to here)

Do not erase

7.

:. training

board work.

Now we are ready for Step J - "Get Plan into

Action.

11

::;J

(!o:rlc fran card

Often, in order to get support
necessary to do sane selling.

for a training

While the training man was handed the
need to "Stress to management evidence
he is
light of the facts and figures,
the works manager on putting 195 hours
into this.

plan,

it is

problem - he will still
of need" - in the
gofngto have to sell
of the foremen's time

He has to sell the plan by which he expects to solve the
and
problem, so he will "Present the e?<J>ected results"
ltJ)iscuss plan - content ~ methods .11
Management wants sanething done about this problem.
To
answer the question about when he 1 s going to do scmething,
he will ttSubnit timetable
for plan."
Often it is necessary to "Train those who do the trainir! • 11
If saneone 1'ho doesn't lmow the Daily Operating Report s
to do the training,
he would need help, wouldn 1 t he?
And if he lmows the report,

but doesn't

lmow how to instruct,

he 111 need help.
The best

plan fails

if the instructor

is not able to instruct.

'.l'he next point on our card is "Secure understanding
acceptance £l those affected." ·

and

In this plant there is pretty strong feeling about those
Daily Operating Reports.
They are regarded as a nuisance a necessary evil to be gotten rid of with as few headaches
as possible.

18
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'!he wor~ manager is , _going to have to "Fix responsibility
!2!: continui.ng ~·" ·
•
It 1s going to take sane attention
to get the foremen to
understand why the plant needs accurate Daily Operating
Reports.

/

The superintendents
may have to do a lot
get old habits broken.

of hammering to

Step 3 ends with "Be ~ management participates
just mean "approves. 11 Managers have to operate
they do other plans dealing with production.

(2 hrs.
35 min.
to here)

8.

Step 4 on our card is "Check results.
It will
against

•"
this

We don I t
plan as

11

be very easy to check results.
They can be checked
the previous unsatisfactory
conditions.

The "results
that will
give an accura~report

be looked for" will be reports
of production cos ts.

that

How will management be infonned?
Through the same reports
which pointed out theproblem
in the first place.
You don't
have to set up elaborate new reports.
The training
director
is interested
sides results.
He has to know 11~

in something else beplan being followed?"

~

If the plan isn't
followed, and results are poor, that
If the plan is followed, and results are poor,
thing.
another.

1

s one
that•a

Some plans have to be kept in ~ - some have a specific,
short-term purpose.
This training director will help the
superintendents
to see that the foremen don•t slip back
into bad habits and that new men get off to the right start.
If the plan continues,
if there is any change in plant procedure - such as new time cards - he will need to consider
whether any changes ~ the plan are necessary.
Step 4 ends with "Is the pld helping troduction? 11 Do you
remember why this was a pro uction pro lem? In this case the
management wants the present condition corrected and serious
trouble prevented.
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It is necessary for Step 4 to be worked out when the training man makes his plans •

9.

At the end of our card is sane thing the training
man must
We put ~ there to remind you regularly.
not forget.
(!sad

it alou~

* Responsibility

for

Training

Results.

* The LINE organization has the responsibility
for making
* continuing use of the knowledge and skills acquired through
* training as a regular part of the operating job.
* The STAFF provides plans and technical "know how" and does
* sane things FOR but usually works THROUGHthe line
* organization.
@e
2 hrs.
55 min.

to here

10.

back to line

and staff

char~

We have taken a general look at the method applied
sample problem.
Are there any questions?

to a

PROGRAM
DEVEL
OPMENT
INSTITlJ'IE
First

na y - Afternoon

a

efore the session starts,
or Work Sheet 1 on board,
f other board.

Allow
20 min.

Institute
Conductor puts form
and for Work Sheet 2 on reversj

J

[IMPORTANCE
OF EVI~ENCEAND'!RAINING
ACTIONS]
1.

..

There are some tools
this 4-step method.

- some work sheets

that

we use in

This afternoon we are going to learn to use those tools.
are not interested
in the problems themselves,
or the
plans - just in the tools that make th~ method simpler.

)Ye

First
(!sk

we 1 ll

look at Step 1.
- have one read Step ~

members to look at cards

You will recall that we followed a definite
pattern
a s we
worked on the blackboard for Step 1 of the cost records
problem this morning.
Here is a simple form similar
board, and which we used this
[ass

out supply

Let 1 s look it
(!ead

2.

first

of blank Step 1 Work Sheet~

over to be certain
line

definitions

* One way of spotting
* what we are trying
* correct, or
* improve, or
* prevent.

we understand

it.

under headi~

What is the Production

(!eview

to the on.e we have on the
morning.

Problem?
of "production"

the production
to

This brings out
What is wrong - a production

- 20 -

and "production

problem~

problem is to ask ourselves

problem
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What is slow, wasteful or expensive - a production
What could happen - a production
problem
We are not trying to identify
be a production
problem.

a training

problem - it must

!Remind members of what a production
problem really
~ng
that interferes
with production.
Ask:

is

What is wrong in the plant?
What are you trying to stop?
What does the boss want?
What condition s does management want corrected
anticipated?
Ask members for exampl es i n their
problem sheet if necessary.

problem

own plants

-=I
_J

or

- tie

back to

Be certain it is a E_roduction problem, not a training prob
lem. Discuss until all are clear as to the difference.

J.

Next we have the column headed Evidence.
This means facts and figures;
underlying
causes and conditions; what has to be corrected,
improved, prevented.
In this

column list

We can detennine

ALL evidence

available.

much of it by using the first
heads under Step 1 of the 4-step method.

three

sub-

Perhaps have a member read an item, thej
fer to card.
discuss and amplify it in terms of the types of plants
represented
in the group.
~
Much of the evidence has to cane fran people in the line
The closer you are to the line, the better
organization.
job you will do on getting evidence.
The entries
under evidence should be simply stated,
but
accurate,
brief and clear.
Get evidence in figures so
you will have sanething concrete to check against when
you check results.

lilways

exhaust all three sources of evidence (first
thre;i
l_!ubheads of Step 1) before continuing
with the problem. _J
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It is only wt: ..•1 we get at underlying
causes, reasons,
and related conditions
that we really see what can be
done about the problem.
!Be certain everyone understands
what is meant by EVlDENcil
~fore
you go on to the next column.
_J
4.

Next is a 2-part

column headed 'ffi.AININGACTIONNEEDED.

That word nneeded 11 is important.
training
that could be undertaken
on that which must be done.
The two parts
Training
trained.

are Training

We are not interested
in
on a general basis - just

for Whomand Training

for Whan means the actual
Forexample:

Supervisors
Welders
Machinists

Clerks
Engineers
Department

in What.

people who will

be

heads

Training in What means the specific
knowledge or skill needed
by any particular
person, or what they need to know, or what
they will have to learn to do.
The training

is not planned

here but~

are identified.

'!his is the place where you make notes about training
action
or head off
to overcane lacks, improve present perfonnance,
future lacks.
@ite

5.

examples

The last

and have group contribute

column is Other Action

Here may be listed
training.

suggestions

additional

example~

Needed.
for sanething

other

than

problem but which
Anything 'Which bears on the production
is not accanplished
through training
- such as changing
an accounting procedure or moving equipment.
Sane times the "other action" must cane before "training
director
usually can I t take this
action. 11 The training

PROGRAM
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"other action."
importance •

But he will

call

attention

23

to its

If there is sane part
You can• t use this as an alibi.
. of the problem which can be solved through training get ~ ~ it.
Call attention
to other action.

6.

At the bottom of the work sheet is a very important
Tackle ~ specific
need ~ ~ time.
How do you decide which training

II£ members

do not suggest

need to tackle

these points,

Institute

line:

first?
Conducto;i

_J

l!::akes them:
neediest need
easiest to sell
ready
instructors
fastest results

20 min.
to here
Allow
40 min.

(!RILL

l.

good field to make showing
no delays for this plan
may not have to try others
if this works

PROBLEMS FOR WORKSHEETNO.

D

Here is a sample problem which I'd

[!en

this

problem as follows

like

to tell

you about.

=:il

A spice CO@panyhas a war contract for a powerful disinfectant.
In order to keep it at full strength until
air as possible.
it is used, it must get as little
The packaging department has only one shift.
a lot of waste because loose powder is left
end of the shift.

'!here is
open at the

The powder can be reprocessed but the result is that
80% of the production is packed the first time it•s
processed.

only

The supervisors
don 1 t seem to know how much disinfectant
to have sent in - if the operators run out of powder, it
means delay.
So most of the supervis~rs
order too much.
Everything in the plant is running very smoothly except
The only training going on at present
for this problem.
is a course out of hours.

(For use with Step l of P.D. Method - Use card)
the Production Problem?

20% reproc~~sing

must be protected

Training for Whan?
fran air

Supervisors
Operators

Only 80% of production
Disinfectant left
at end of shift
Supervisors

powder

TRAININGACTIONNEEDED

EVIDENCE
Disinfectant

of disinfectant

t!

...._,

gets packed

Supervisors

OTHERACTION

Training in What?
Properties of
disinfectant
Importance of this
product

Supervisors want to avoid delays in ge.tting
disinfectant

"TACKLEONE SPECIFIC NEEDAT A TIME"

IIClosed hoppers?

Estimating needs
Disposal of excess
Return unpacked
stock end of shift?

open approximately 16 hours
in packaging department

order too much disinfectant

NEEDED

Supervisors

Estimating

needs
Scheduled
deliveries?

PROGRAM
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Distribute
narrative account of Disinfectant
Reprocessing
problem. Ask the members to tell you how to fill in the
work sheet on the board. For "training in what" use the
smoke-out questions about knowledge or skill.
Use leading
Ask them to copy on their own
questions if necessary.
work sheets •
Keep group together.
Clarify misunderstanding.
Get acceptance.
Remember this is practice designed to get familiarity
with the work sheet - this is not solving a problem.
Follow blackboard guide for ideas, but not exact wording.
11
As necessary, use 11this training director
Let•s get one thing straight.
We are not "doing a Step 1 11
on this problem.
We are just learning to use the work sheet
you will use when you really go to work on a problem. We
cannot detennine underlying causes in a problem we know
little
about.
But we can make sure we recognize an underlying cause .
Let•s not worry about whether there is enough evidence.
In
just this much we have the full range of the evidence column.
produc- ·
We have some figures - only 80% of the disinfectant
tion goes directly
into packages.
Unpacked disinfectant
is
left open until the next day.
And it is a fact that this disinfectant
must be protected
from air so it will remain full strength.
Nowwhat are the underlying causes?
The supervisors
order
They
too much disinfectant
because they don't want delays.
don't seem to be able to figure how much they really need.
(!xplain

other columns~

What we have is not a complete Step 1 - but do we understand
the Step 1 work sheet?
ITeave Step 1 on boar~
2.

Here is another problem - you, individually,
a Step 1 work sheet just as we did together.

will

fill

out
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fnis tribute
~embers.
Planes
in the
out of
system

copies of Defee ti ve Hydraulics
Read problem aloud.

problem tol

_J

are being rejected
because of a specific
defect
hydraulic
system.
This happens in about one plane
three.
The people who are installing
the hydraulic
are highly experienced workers.

The situation
was bad enough that the
enough supervisors
and inspectors
to
men who were installing
the hydraulic
could find any faulty work. Yet one
had leaks by the time it got to final
Then they began to trace
system was installed.

superintendent
took
stay right with the
system.
Nobody
plane out of three
inspection.

what happened after

the hydraulic

About two production
stations
later,
after the hydraulic
system ha.d been covered by plates,
the radar equipment
is being installed.
The radar installers
did not know that a hydraulic system
was under the plates,
and were taking no pains to protect
the system from damage. Sometimes they drilled
right
into the hydraulic
system.
Spot the production

Write the production
List

problem here.
problem on the work sheet.

the evidence.

Decide what action,

training

and other,

is needed.

Observe each member individually.
Coach where necessary.
DO NOT talk to disturb
the others.
Make certain each
column is correctly
used by each individual.
See guide
for general outline of what should come out of this problem. Allow no more than 10 minutes for this.
Watch for
signs of finishing.
Keep things moving. When most show
evidence of being through, start the discussion.
Let•s

see what we have done with this

problem.

r,5iscuss with the group, calling
on different
members foil
ideas on the vario1,1s points.
Remember, you are _J
~eir

,....._
r:-N
.._,

(For use with Step 1 of P.D. Method - Use card)

What is

the Production

Problem? __

L_e_a_ks
__ i_n_h__,y._dr_a_u_l_i_c___,sys.__te_m
_______________________

_

....
"

..
..

II,
0

TRAININGACTION NEEDED
EVIDENCE

Training

for Whan?

Training

in What?

cq
cq
C)

OTHERACTION
NEEDED

One plane out of three rejected
at final in.spec·
tion because of leaks in hydraulic
system
Hydrauli c installers
Hydraulic
work

installat

experienced
io n checked

- no faulty

Radar equipment installed
after
system covered by plates

hydraulic

Radar install

Radar installers
system - drill

hydraulic

Radar instal lers

not protecting
into it

ers

Location of hydraulic
system
Importance of hydraulic
system

How to protect
hydraulic
system
while installing
radar

"TACKLE ONESPECIFIC NEEDAT A TIME"

Put stop

on drills?

I
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confined to the facts of the problem, but that each person
to vary his conis an individual
and as such is entitled
victions
as he sees fit.
If members lean toward the " other action" of moving one
system or the other, remind them that two-thirds of the
planes passed inspection.
Therefore,
the systems don't
have to be changed.
If one or more seem hazy about the procedure to be followed with the work sheet, you may find it advisable
to
place a portion of it on the second board.
Do not belabor
this phase.
the work

Are there any questions on this method of using
--sheet for Step 1 in this procedure?

fc1ear up re maining foggy points.
Make sure each membeil
~as substantially
the same work sheet as shown on guid:.:J

1 hr.
to here

Allow

~VELOPING

SPECIFIC PLANS--i

20 min.

1.

The work sheet for Step 2 follows the same pattern we used
when we discussed
the Cost Records problem this morning.
jPass out b l ank work sheets
~lackboard.
The first
Specific

line after
Plan?"

for Step 2 and turn

the heading

\

is labeled

second'l

_J

''What is

!:!::!::.

Here we write the name of the plan.
In Step 1 we have
considered the knowledge or skill needed by sane specific
people.
We may canbine several
of those "training
in
what" items into one plan - or we may break one down into
several plans.
You recall
"Tackle

that

our card says,

One Specific

under Step 1 -

Need at a Time. 11

What s ecific
need shown in the column headed Training
!!! Wha have you picked to work on?

1

The name you give that
first
line.

training

plan is placed

on the
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2.

The second line
who need this

Training for~
will be the employee::s
training,
as shown in Step 1.

J.

Training
trained.

4.

What content - here you will list the items of training
material
to be used in the plan - the specific
knowledge
you want them
you want these people to have, the skills
to acquire.

for how many means the number of people

This listing must be complete.
are not enough.

Go back to the evidence
list exactly the · content
jClear up any questions
L:_xamples from members.
Remember the rest
determine?

5.

o

Underlying
to do that.

on this

of that

Be specific

- generalities

causes

column.

to be

must be remedied -

Give examples

getl

item on the card - Who ~ help

How Can It Be Done Best?

This column heading

covers

Here are sane ideas

which may be helpful

a large

field

in itself.
in this

connection.

Pass out Methods and Aids material.
Point out that the Methods can be used by anyone in
any plant - the Aids will depend on what you need,
what you have or can have.
Tell members that the material
on conducting meetings
will be taken up another day.

review Job Instruction,
To the extent appropriate,
breakdowns and 4 steps.
stressing

6.

-

Who Will Train

£:: Help?

_J
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Pick individuals
who are already
or who can be coached@i ve and get examples

?.

~?

~

-

prepared

Long?
column if number to be

Check against evidence for importance
-relation
to time it takes.

too,

the evidence

for wise choice

Avoid using a meeting room just
available.
Perhaps other places
for sane kinds of training.
On
shop is noisy and a machine can
consider that.
ITe certain

Allow
40 min.

because a
would be
the other
be put in

every member understands

of place.
meeting roan is
more effective
hand, if the
an empty roan,
·

the columns:::]

The last line on our work sheet is
this plan to other current training
What priority
should be assigned
the importance of the evidence.
involved.

20 min.
to here

in

be specific.

Check against

1 hr.

of problem

Where?
Here,

9.

work

of thiB

Add the number per group in this
trained
is to be broken w,.

8.

for this

''What is the relation
plans and programs?"

of

to this plan?
Consider
Look at the strategy

(E:RILL PROBLEMSON WORKSHEET FOR S'IEP ~

Let I s see if we can use this
1.

form.

Do you all have the Step l work sheets
Defective
Hydraulics problem?
(!eview

evidence

column=:;)

you prepared

on the

----

What is the Specific

Plan?

Training for Whan?

Protection

of Hydraulic System

Radar Installers
HowCan It Be Done Best?

What Content?

Training for HowMany?
WhoWill Train
or Help?

When?
HowLong?

)

Importance of protecting
hydraulic syste m
· Test pilot

Explanation

Cost of repairing damaged
hydraulic system

Analysis of cost figures

General f"orema~

Cutaways. - explanation

General foreman

Demonstration - practice

Radar supervisor

system

Drilling holes for radar
installation
Placement of holes
Depth of drilling - l/8

What is the Relation
each operator's
system.

11

1½ hr. tomorrow
20 in group

Where?
General foremanI s office

-

½hr.each
man,
schedule immediately, canplete
in 3 days

of this Plan to Other Current Training Plans and Programs?

time, and 10 hours of radar supervisor's

''

I>

Importance of hydraulic
system to pilot and crew

Locat:i.on of hydraulic

20

On job

Will take only 2 hours 9f

time - less time than to repair

one damaged hydraulic
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This points clearly to a training plan for the radar
installers
- they have to know the importance of the
hydraulic system, where it is located, and how to
protect it.
Will you make out a Step 2 work sheet for what could be
Now you may not know
done for just 20 radar installers.
anything about hydraulics or radar.
But we are not t rying
We are just checking unde rto develop a training plan.
standing of this wo.i-k sheet because it is a tool you will
use when you go to work on a problem.
Have members work individually.
The attached Step 2 work
sheet is for your use in questioning,
but no attempt is
to be made to get individuals
to have their work shee ts
Discuss.
Ask a specific member
conform with this . sample.
what evidence led him to put in a specific
item of content.
Use Methods and Aids bulletin.
Summarize f r an gui de•
2.

Now we will run through the work sheet on the Disinfe ctant
Reprocessing problem.
This work sheet pointed to need for
training for both supervisors
and operators.

All of us will work on how the supervisors
.£!S, learn to
estimate needs. Make out a work sheet for 5 supervI' sors.
Have members work individually,
then tel l you whqt t o put
on blackboard.
.Attached sample gives possible mate rial do not attempt to force group to br i ng out this exact
wording.
(Step 1 of this problem is already on one board.)

.

Point out that, in order to sell the supervisors
on the
necessity of estimating
needs, they must have some knowledge of the product they are working on~ and the r ef ore,
all the supervisory
needs in the "training
i n what" c olumn
have been covered.· If appropriate,
tie into Job Ins truction Step 1.

2 ;ir s.

to here

(!ake
Allow
.30 min.

10-minute intermissio~

@ETTING A PLAN INTO ACTION AND CHECKINGRESUL~

1.

There are no work sheets

for Steps .3 and 4 .

.......
What is the Specific

Plan?

Training for Wham
? Supervisors
~~---

Properties

needs for disinfectant

of disinfectant

packaging
aen't.

HowCan It Be Done Best?

What Content?
Use of disinfectant
Corps

Estimating

by

Marine

of disinfectant

Estimating needs
Size of contract
Production capacity
Disinfectant power needed

Explana tion - pictures
Demonstrat i on
· Explanation
Discussior. of work standards
Discussion of schedules
B4ow-ups

packaging

Training for HowMany?
WhoWill Train
or Help?

*

5
ii
C

When?
HowLoruz?

Where?

Next Monday
15 minutes

I

Chief chemist

15 minutes

>

General foreman

l½ hours

Sale ·s Manager

Conference
roam

J

* Or a procurement officer or
a veteran

I

What is the Relation of this Plan to Other Current Training Plans and Programs?
can be worked in without interference

.

-

Training is so short -

I

"
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Local conditions
in your plant
write down in these ste ps .
You will

2.

make written

notes

will

detenn ine what you must

for these

st eps.

In connection with Step J, we have a bull etin
of some help to youe
Pass out copies of "How to Launch a Plant
and r ead main headings.

which may be

Trai ning Program"

Discuss the following ideas with the gr oup.
of concrete thinking from them.

Get evidence

Does the training
di r e ctor's
responsibili
ty end when he has
spotted a need and made a plan to meet it?
He still
has to get ac ceptance and under standing,
see that
those who do the traini ng are equipped, that the training
actually
gets started,
and, of course, chec k the results.
[stress
the fact that the card gives defini te procedure
l_!ollow in getting a plan into action.

tol

_J

The training
directo r has been working wi th the line organization - perhaps with to p management and with lower levels
of supervision.
He has been working on a production pro bl em, he has used
production
records,
talk ed with productio n people, when he
identified
the needs fo r t rainin g .
When he planned the conte nt, he probably
line organization
and staff departments.

got help from the

tim e that he has~
phasize that Step J may be the first
discussed
the whole pr oble m and his app roach with someone
high enough in the line organization
to give authority
to
[
roceed.
The evidence,
causes, and needs whic h the training
director
located as he worked through the f irs t step of the P.D.
method give him his talking poin ts fo r selling management.
In general,
top manage r s are more intere sted in production
facts and figures
than .they ar e in tra i ning techniques.
Too much detail
on methods may be c onfusing.
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'!be training director must be ready to explain the pl94 or help s aneone else - to middle management and all t hos e
who are affected.
He must be ready to arrange .for the training of those who
do the actual instruction.
The time that this takes must
be considered in making the training
timetable.
The plan is not ready to "go into action" until an agree.for making
ment has been reached as to who is responsible
continuing use until the production problem has been solved.
Finally, when the plan is started,
it must have manage1he means may di.ff er - meetings,
ment I s known backing.
announc811lents, letters
- but this participation
in the plan
as a way to improve production is essential
to getting
action t ha t pro duce s re sults 9
Be certain
of getting

that each member understands
a plan into action.

Suggest members read the whole bulletin
after the session.
and canpletely

3.

the importance
thought.fully

1he training director uses a 4-step method. His job is not
finished just because the training
is started - or even
when training sessions are concluded.
[!efer

to card:;)

He must see what the results
evidence.

were - check them against

the

Management must be informed of results.
'lbese points check the training
plan designer.

director's

results

as a

If a plan is not getting results,
he must .find out why.
Was the plan followed?
Were the instructors
ccmpetent?
Did management back it?
Did the need change? Has anything else happened to affect the situation?
Checking results is necessary because of the specific
which are involved in the particular
plan.

needs
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If one plan fails, it becomes harder for the training
director to launch his next one. It is harder to sell
management, and production people may be reluctant to spend
time on w!}at they may think is "just another kind of training."
Getting results is what the training director has virtually
guaranteed to management - and also the most important tlling
he can do to establish his own plant reputation.
The training directpr must be the most severe critic of
He will be helped if
training that there is in the plant.
management demands to be informed of r esults.
Even if the production organization is not expecting "to be
shown, 11 the training director still must find out just what
effect the use of his plan has had on the production problem.
Sometimes events in the plant mean that a plan has to be
changed - perhaps while it is in operation.
An engineer
can repair a bridge while the train runs over it.
Training can outlive its usefulness . Remember that, while
education is for the good of the individual,
training is for
the good of the plant and of production.
Individual

gains and personal

appreciation

are by-products.

If the need for the training has ended, the training
should be the first one to recognize that fact.

director

Occasionally the need for the training ceases abruptly - the
training director should be the one to see that a plan which
is not needed is chopped off.
His final

check of results,

of course,

is:

* Is the plan helping production?
At the bottom of the card is the statement on line and staff
responsibility
for training results.
Remember that:

* The LINEorganization
* continuing use of the
* through training as a

has the responsibility
for making
knowledge and skills
acquired
regular part of the operating jab ,.

But this does not relieve
for,

the training

man of responsibility,

INSTI'IUTE- FIRST DAYAFTERNOON
PROGRAM
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* The STAFFprovides technical "know-how" on techniques by
* which the line organization keeps a program in use as
* long as it is needed in order to get continuing results.
T.W.I. has prepared a ~ulletin
continuing results.
{!istribute

on how a plant

can get

copie~

Let's look at the main headings now. You can read it
thoroughly later.
fni .scuss the bulletin
l_:,ppropriate.
There are certain
results.
·
1.
2.

J.
4.

as follows,

enlarging

fundamentals for getting

where1

_J

continuing

Assign responsibili ty.
Get adequate coverage.
Provide for coaching.
Report results to management and give credit.

These items give a basic pattern for you to follow to get
continuing results fran any training plan you develop for
your plant.
The item "Provide for coaching" is illustrated
by five
steps developed by T.W.I. for coaching in the skills of
supervision.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

2 hrs.

40 min.
to here

Allow

Give reasons and advantages.
Get understanding of principles.
Select a problem and work it together.
Ask him to work out another problem alone.
Give credit.
~plify

briefl~

~RILL ONSTEPS 3 AND4 OF 4-S'IEP METHo£]

30 min.

1.

Each of you will now make notes on Steps 3 and 4 of this
Disinfectant Reprocessing problem.
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[steps 1 and 2 are on board,
L!n work sheets •

* Use• your

cards

Be specific.

to outline

and all

Steps

2, and

members have filled=-l

_J

~-

Work individually.

Discuss the various ways the different
to use Steps J a.."ld4. Make it 11li ve.

members planned
11

Emphasize that when the plan is discussed with management - it may be revised.
You may have to go back and
do more work on Step 2. You may even have to get more
evidence.
3 hrs.
10 min.
to here

Allow
20 min.

If necessary,
problem.

work Steps

3 and 4 of Defective

Hydraulics

DAU

[IssIGNMENT FOR SECOND

1.

When you go back to your own plant at the end of this section
of the Institute,
you will get to work using the 4-step ,
method on a problem in your own plant.
Before then, we want to make sure that
established
the use of the method.

we have clear!'y

* Now you know you cannot spot production problems or plan
* training in a conference. You cannot plan training in
* your office. You have to get into the plant.
* But I will ask you to check your understanding of the method
* between now and tomorrow morning by going through the four
* steps on a practice problem. ·
Suppose that, when you return to your plant, you find that
your plant has suddenly been given a release on civilian
production
or received a new war contract;
that not more
than 200 workers will be involved,
and that the change
will happen in four weeks.
What will
It will

this

mean in your plant?

mean something

different

in every plant.
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@o into detail
To a plant
or has to
ably will
knows the

as necessar~

which receives a contract for a new war product
change its manufacturing procedures, this probmean that there will be no one in the plant who
new work.

To a plant which has been converted to war work, it may
mean reconverting a part of the plant.
But reconversion is
not always simple - will your plant go back to exactly the
same design as before the war? Are there skilled workers?
How about supervisors?
If a plant
supervisor

has been built in war-time there may not baa
or worker who knows how to make the new product.

Perhaps you already are on civilian production and this expansion is the result of a lifted employment ceiling to take
care of new orders.
Or perhaps raw materials have been
scarce - now you can get more. At any rate the plant is
putting 200 workers (present or new employees) on this job.
How about supervisors?
f'Relate this
LE.ossible.

to each member1 s own plant

as far asl

_J

Apply this to your own plant - what would this change
affecting not more than 200 workers in four weeks mean
in your plant?
Use actual

conditions

Consider a change that

in your plant

is possible

right

now.

or probable.

Plan what could be done about it in four weeks.
Restrict

your plan to what affects

200 workers or less.

Work through all four steps.
There are work sheets he~e for Steps 1 and 2.
written plans for Steps 3 and 4.

Make definite

Keep it simple.
All of you are to bring a ccmplete 4-step

plan tomorrow.
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Remember that in Step 1 you often spot many training
needs.
But you can tackle only one at a time.
Take just one training need and develop the other three steps for it.
!If
~f

there are questions,
the specific
plant.

clarify

individually

in

termst
_J

2. @-llil'lffiarize on boar~

Use present

conditions

in your plant.

A change in product,

in your company's

production method,
plant or establishment

or service
.

Your plant must be ready to meet a problem which
could occur within four weeks c
Not more than 200 present or new workers will
directly
involved in the change.

3.* Remember, this

*

3 hrs.
30 min.
to here

overnight

4. @.stribute

is still
just practice
planning at hane on a real
blank work sheet~

- you won't
problem.

be

do

PROGRAM
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Second Day - Morning

Al10tr
10 min.

@VIEW
4-S '1EP ME'IHo[)
Express satisfaction
in previous session.

as to group attendance

and participation

Discuss rapidly the objectives
of each step.
Use different
individuals
for comment as you work through the 4-step method.
Make this review snappy but thorough.
we must:

First,
1.

SFot

!

Production

Problem.

We can 1 t just say:
"We need sane training."
It isn't
even enough to go as far as:
"We ought to do sanething
11
about our supervisors.
We have to have a specific

Whyfor

training.

Why do we need to train?
Who are v..e going to train?
What is our goal?
We can get at these specific
things under Step 1.
(!sk

one member to read
Get supervisors
problems.

needs if we do some of these

aloud the firs ·t subhead under Step

and workers

~

tell

about their

current

Then and only then are we. tapping one of the best
of evidence for production problems.
(!sk

9

sources

one member to read aloud the second subhead under Step~
Uncover problems
turnover,
rejects,

~

reviewing records
accidents .

- performance,

perfo:rmance as well as group records
Individual
be reviewed.
Waste, scrap, and sal:imge records are important.

- 41 -

cost,

should
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G:sk a member to read third

subhead under Step ~

Anticipate
problems resulting~
changes 2:: policies.
organization,
production,
We cannot afford to wait until
new equipment is installed
new shifts
report for work

-

We need to get in early on the training
needs that
organization,
production,
or other changes.
There are other

ways by which you learn

cane fran

of training

needs:

Customers may mention sane.
Public opinion may poin~ to sane.
Next we:
Analyze this

evidence.

In this way we can really
be taken.

see what action

needs to

This is where we begin to work on solving
duction problem through training.

the pro-

Identify

training

needed.

Tackle one specific~~~~In order
2.

Develop

~

to do a good job we work on one specific

Specific

Plan.

[}:sk member to read aloud all
We develop
them.

a training

Step 2 subhead~

plan by asking

questions

and answering

'Whowill be trained?
Whatconterit?
Who can help determine?
How can it be done best?

£o

snou!a
aot1ietra:Ining1

mien shouldit
Whereshould

need.

be done? How long ~ it
it be done?

take?

PROGRAM
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(!emind members of Methods and Aids bulleti~
Making a training plan would not be too difficult
were all we had to consider.
Anyone can find one piece of training
and plan to meet it.
Watch for relation of
plans ~ programs.

plan

~

~

if

that

that needs to be done

other current

training

One training plan cannot be adopted without thinking
the other training which is going on in the plant.

of

You may need to consider whether supervisors are already
doing so much instructing
that they have no time to
supervise.
Perhaps conference

roans are used to capacity.

Maybe the training you have planned is not needed as badly
as some other kind of training.
You are really going to
have to consider the relation of your plan to the overall
training program.

J.

Get Plan Into Action.
~ead

each subhead to grouEJ

Stress to management evidence of need - use facts and
figures.
- Present the expected results.
Discuss plan - content and methods.
Submit t!iiiet'able for plan.
Train those who do the training.
Secure understanoinf and acceptance~
those affected.
Fu responsibility
~ continuing ~.
When you take the training
may result.

plan to management, sane changes

Maybe you cannot get as much instruction
as you had planned.

time fran supervisors

You may have to change the methods you planned.
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You must end up with a plan which management will not
only approve but will support and will follow up-.
The training
director
is a staff man, and the training
plan will get its best start if he is able to:
Be

4.

~

management participates.

Check Results •
mead

subheads

under Step 4 and commeng

How can . results
be checked?
Against
Wliatresults
willbe
looked for?
management tin~
inf ormed-=-how?
Is the plb ~ ollowed?
How is it ~ept
!ii,~?
Are ~ c~es
necess~~?
Is ~planelpliig
prouction?

-rs--

This card sets
the way to~!

down the method we have been talking
training
need in your plant.

We will use it
yesterday.

over and over in this

[!ncourage
10 min.
to here

Allow
2 hrs.
50 min.

what evidence?
--

questions

Institute

about -

as we have

about meaning of Step~

When you go back into your plants or establishments
you will
use it to plan training
to meet the needs of your plants.

@SIGNED PROBLEM=:)
Ask one member to present the problem
Follow standard procedure.
session.
Allow anaverage
board, canpletely.
member has not followed the standard
has not used actual present conditions,
member. Tell him you will cane back

assigned at the last
Put Steps 1 and 2 on
of 50 minutes.
If a
instructions,
if he
go on to another
to him next day.

Have three members present plans during morning.
Do not
belabor the discussions.
Take a 10-minute intennission
halfway through the morning.

3 hrs.
to · here

Stress after each presentation
the necessity
for being on
problem through training.
the job when meeting a production
Stress that this is only PRACTICE.

PROGRAMDEVELOPMENTINSTITUTE

Second Day - Af'ternoon
AllO'ff
1 hr.

@PLY

30 min.

!Institute
Conductor presents this section - the inductionl
LE.roblem is ~ to be developed from group._
1.

4-SlEP

METHOD TO DEvµ.OPMErh OF INDUCTION PLA~

I

Now we I re going to consider

"induction. 11 Many plants have
This has to be a profound they need an induction plan.
gram of their own.
When we say "induction"

we mean:

Getting the new employee acquainted with the plant,
or the old employee with a new department.
Breaking the ice for the newcomer.
Introducing "him 11 to the canpany - maybe "her" to
industrial
work.

*
*
*
2.

"Job training"
Induction

11

11

"Instruction"

is not part of induction.

is "learning

the plant."

is "learning

the job.

11

Induction starts after the employee is hired,
employee is transferred.

or the · old

There are many things which cane before induction
they ~doubtedly affec~ the new employee.

- and

What the guard does at the gate, what happens in the
employment department - these affect the new man. But
they are ~ part of induction.
Induction.concerns

employees - not visitors

or applicants.

The impression of anyone who comes to the plant is important, and it may present a training problem. But it is
not induction.

- 45 -
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When does induction end? Maybe it never does, but we have
Let•s talk just about the
to havea camnon understanding.
Each of you will have to decide
first month in the plant.
on the appropriate time for your own plant - it may be
less than a month or more than a month •
•

J.

Can we work out an induction
Not a standard

plan here?

one for all industry.
person to~~

Induction is the introduction of!
place where he ~ going to wor\c.
Each induction plan is different
because of the people.

- because of the plant -

We are going to consider sane commonpoints
plans.

fran induction

In your own plants you may want to see whether existing
problems could be met through an induction plan.
4.

What ~ you

~

!:£ consider about your

~

plant?

(Qet discussio~
New one:

Converted:

modern
poor transportation
not in full production
makeshift
crowded

Same product as usual:

5.

Waste or safety:

materials
processes

Unusual security

precautions:

Who ~ the new employees who
Older men
Women

7-6220

P62

bu

but have to use new materials
newcomers mix with oldtimers
are scarce
introduce new hazards
Army or Navy
~

Negroes
Handicapped

coming to your plant?
Veterans
Workers from other plants

PROOIUMDEVELOPMENT
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- 11all wanen are:]
o not let this grow into "die-casting"
alike," etc.
The emphasis here should be on change in the
employee
group.
~
6.

What ~ these

~

peop;t.e like?

Not a-like.
To all of them work and work place will be:
new
strange
perhaps disturbing

When you plan induction you must have the viewpoint of the
~ person.
Short-service people often make up a nigh percentage of your turnover.
What kind of impression do you want these new people to
get? You want them to like the place, to want to stay,
to fit _in quickly.
It does matter whether they get off to ~ right start.
learn a rule by
Some things they could "pick up. r-Iryou
breaking it, you remember it the next time. But is that
the best way to learn?
Do you think the new person will become a good worker sooner
if he knows his way around? Of course - then you have to
see that he learns.
Infonnation booklets have their place - motion pictures may
help - but neither guarantees 'that the person learns and
remembers.
Induction
ing job.
?•

is not

e.xposure to infonnation.

11

11

It is a train-

Here is a production problem from which one training
spotted a need for induction.
In this plant procl.uction was
the orders were on the basis
training direct .or was at the
ing where it was discussed.

director

only 80% of capacity, and
of full capacity.
The
plant superintendent's
meetHe said he felt the trouble
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was worn-out machinery and that he 1 d noticed at least
one idle line ir~ every department he walked through on
his way to the meeting.
The chief engineer said the machinery wasn 1 t worn out,
that people were sore because they hadn't had any raises
and were just careless.
The personnel director said there was still
room for
them to make more money since most of the plant was on
piecework, and he thought the trouble was that new people
didn't know how to do the work.
Now, do you think

there•s

a production

Get group agreement that production
down to 80%.11 Put on board.

problem?

problem is "Production

Encourage group to see that there is no evidence - everyone saw the problem but each offered a different
cause.
8.

It looks as if everyone pointed to a cause that couldn't be
traced to him, doesn't it? Let ' s see what happened next.
It all ended with the superintendent's
saying he wasn't
trying to pin the blame on anyone - but why not find
out, and do sanething about it?
The training director picked up the ball fran there.
He stopped in a department and pointed to an idle line
and said to the foreman, 11How long will it take to _Aet
the punch press fixed?
Is the conveyor broken, too7"
The foreman said, 11What•s the matter with the punch
press?
It isn't down for repairs.
I don•t have enough
people here at work today."
That gave the training director a jolt.
He began to
really look for the reasons behind idle ma·chinery.
He
got the same story every place - not enough people at work.
Next he went into what was behind that
remark. This is what he found out:

not enough people"

11

[!111 in evidence column as you ta l k - see blackboard

guid~

(1\

(For use with Step 1 of P.D. Methnrl - Use card)

-..:t
..._,

,.:,
g

What is the Production

Problem?

Production down to 80%

------------------------------------OTHERACTION
NEEDED

jobs in plant
Investigation
long?

Never more than 950 filled
Never more than 900 at work any one day

Every absentee

Importance of work

Turnover 5%a month plant-wide
Turnover 20% a month, less than 3 mo. service
Turnover 30%a mo., third

shift,

under J mos.

Absenteeism 5%a month plant-wide

Every absentee

I Importance

of work

I Importance of work

Absenteeism 15%a month, under 3 months'
service, approximately same all shifts

All new people and
present short service

Averages 10 months to get up to guarantee on
piece rate

All new people and
I Work they are to do
present short service

90%of rejects

All new people and
present short service

frcm less than 6 months' service

11
"TACKLEONESPECIFIC NEEDAT A TTI.!E

..
...
..
0

TRAINING
ACTIONNEEDED
Training for Whom? Training in What?

EVIDENCE

1,000

II,

I Work they are to do

too

l
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1000 jobs in plant
Never more than 950 filled
Never more than 900 at work any day
Turnover 5%a month plant-wide
Turnover 20% a month, less than 3 months• service
Turnover 30%a month, third shift, under 3 months
Absenteeism 5%a month plant-wide
Absenteeism 15%a month, under 3 months approximately
same all shifts
Averages 10 months to get up to guarantee on piece rate
90% of rejects from less than 6 months• service
Now he got all this evidence from reviewing records.
He
decided it was time to talk to some supervisors and to
sane workers - some workers who were frequent absentees,
and to some who were sittin~ in the personnel office
waiting for their final checks. He got a lot more evidence:

(!dd to evidence column as you ta~
Quits
Provoked discharges
Transportation for third shift
Didn't like jobs
Didn 1 t like supervisors
'!bought work dangerous
Didn• t like pay
Absenteeism
Didn't think work important
Looking for better job
Tired
When he had all this evidence, there was certainly a better
basis for action than when the three staff men were shifting
blame in the superintendent• s meeting.
Let 1 s follow his analysis

of the evidence.

ontrol discussion.
Blackboard work should be similar]
o guide. As necessary, say "This training director
11
~ ecided.
Do you notice how much more action came out of "underlying
causes" than out of jus t pla i n "facts and figures"?
We need
both.

,,-...

rl

(For use with Step 1 of P.D. Method - Use card)

IJ"'I

:l

----What is the Production

~

Problem?

__1'_roduction down to 80% (continued)
TRAININGACTIONNEEDED

EVIDENCE

Training

Training fo r Whom?

in What?

OTHERACTION
NEEDED

Quits
Provoked discharges
Transportation,

third

shift

I

See bus company

I,
· Al l new people and
present shor t service

Didn't

like

jobs

Didn't

like supervisors

1,-_

p.w.portance of work

Supervisors

bow to work with
beople

Better supervisory
selection'?

Thought work dangerous

All new people and
present short service

I Safe

Check safety
ment?

Didn't

All new people and
present short service

like pay

practices

equip-

Work they are to do
How to figure pay

Absenteeism
Didn't

think work important

Looking for better

job

Tired

"TACKLEONESPECIFIC NEEDAT ,&.TIME"

All new people,
IIpresent short service

Importance of work !Hall displays of
canpleted product,
news pictures.

All new people,
present short service

Work they are to do,Investigate
Importance of work discharges?

All new people,
present short service

Work they are to dolAny better

prov oked
methods?
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* Underlying causes suggest action.

* Facts

~

figures

give us bench-marks when we

~

results.

Now this training director found much action needed. He
decided that the first step should be to get new employees
off to a good start,
and that a clean-up job on the others
should be done as rapidly as possible.
Sane of the other training needs concern supervisors,
but
his decision as to the place to start to work first is on
the new employees.
9

The training director is now ready for Step 2. He called
his plan "Induction" and it is for all new people, which
meant 50 a month to him.
He considered the need of getting across to these new people
sanu idea of the importance of their work. He realized that
they were going to have to have better instruction
in how to
do the work, but that would be a separate plan.
He decided

that,

work, sometring

while they would be taught the safe way to
should be done about their feeling they

were in danger.
There was dissatisfaction
about pay - some could be traced
to the fact that it took them so long to get to the place
where they made more than the minimum. Could anyone be
wondering about the difference between the $40 he was
guaranteed and the $30 in his pay envelope if he didn't
understand deduct io ns?

In all, these people just didn't seem to think it was a good
place to work. What could be done about that?
There were
many good thin1s about the plant - it wouldn•t hurt to point
them out.
So he planned Induction.
jDistribute
copies
~ead and discuss.

This is what he decided on.

of Induction

Remember that, in planning
we have to consider:

content

What new people need to know.

1-eaao Pea

ba

Step 2 work shaets':1

_J

of an induction

program,

-

(For use with Step 2 of P .D. Methoa - Use card)

~

'-'

What is the Specific
Training

Plan..:.?
__

for Whom?

___:I:_n_d_u
__
c__
ti:.:..o.:...:n:.___
______________________________

All new employees

What Content?
Canpany production mobile mounts for rocket
guns

One of newest weapons
decreases Infantry
casualties
Size of company orders not up to full production

Training

How Can It Be Done Best?
Show completed product
Po~nt out what employee will
ao

for HowMany? _~5~0_a_m_on_th
_______

Who Will Train
or Help?
~

When?
How_Long?

Description

How

pay is figured
guaranteed minimum
piece rate
deductions

Figure with him at his own
rate; stress advantages of
beating guarantee
Summarize deductions

Company policies
interests
of employees
"good place to work"

Mention compa.~y standing and
attitude;
tell him he will
like plant

Company rules
Badges
No smoking

Explain 2 rules, give rule
book to take home and
study; invite questions

Company facilities
Lockers - showers
Lunch
Package passes
Driving clubs
(Continued)

Take hi~ to locker
I.Arrange worke r take to lunch
!noes he need one now?
Find out how he gets to work

of job training

Supervisor

If necessary to
keep waiting,
provide some
employee magazines

30 minutes to
1 hour depending
on employee

_

Where?

Individually
as 1supervisor
soon as new em- desk
ployee is brough;
to department

Sketch on paper how daily
lag piles up

people learn jobs
safety-first
quality-second
quant:i.ty-third,
but very
important - Anny and
your pay

How

_

1

s

INDUCTION(Continued)

....,

,.---.

~

----

I

"'
N

What Content?

0

How Can It Be Done Be~t?

'<I
C>

"'.,
IS

Uses his daily time cards.
Figure with him what his pay
envelope will contain.

Detail on pay
Minimum
Piece rate
Pay period - lag
Deductions
Withholding tax
Social Security
War bonds
Union dues

Answer questions.

Detail

Go through booklet
questions.

Official

,,

Detail on facilities
Recreation, sports
Employee store
Employee magazine

Speech and rocket

- answer

news reel.

Supervisor

I Plant

supt.

tor

Explanation
Distribute
printed

plans.

Personnel
director

Supervisor's
desk

Individually,
end of first
week - 15 min.
\

JEnd of month, alJI Auditorium
new employees,
direc-J approximately
50 in group .

I

I

l½hours

'

of this

Plan to Other Current

Training Plans and Programs?

This can and should be under-

taken for all new employees as soon as they come to work; we should catch up on all
soon as possible.

Supervisor's
desk

I'

I Personnel

Explanation.

and

Where?

}

Show him how he can increase
his pay - on job every day,
increaseci production.

company welcome

What is tlle Relation

When?
How Lor1g_?
Individually,
day payroll is
turned in,
JO minutes

Supervisor

on rules

Detail on \'a.cations
pensions
Eligibility
dates
Provisions

Who Will Train
or Help?

Other plans can't

start

until

people are trained

to handle.

short

Supervisors

service

employees as

can do this

now.
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What new people ~ to know.
What plant wants them to know.
How are they going to learn these things?
It is not just a
matter of providing infonnation - instruction
is necessary.
The supervisor is closest to the new employee.
The supervisor is the one most affected when the new person falls
down. He carries most of the load in this plan.
But, induction is a team job. Each person does what he can
do best.
The general superintendent
can 1 t stop to talk to
each new person individually
- he ·can talk to them as a
group.
You will notice that this induction plan takes place at
four different
times.
Al together it takes less than J
hours.
Do you think it would be as effective
to just put
all this together on the new person's first half-day?
You don't "drench" people if you want them to learn.
You
put first things first.
But you schedule all, so nothing
will be overlooked.
This plan can be started

at once. The other training needs
that supervisors
l-e trained in
order to carry them out. But this one need not be d~layed.

we saw in Step 1 require

10.

The training director has to get this plan into action.
uses the facts and figures he collected in Step 1.
He points out expected
turnover if:

results

- drop in absenteeism

workers feel at ease, like plant,
understand just where they stand,
interest
in employees
Would it help to point
of this turnover?

out the actual

He

and

know work is important,
supervisors
show
dollar

and cents cost

The boss may have sane ideas of his own - he may want more
evidence - he may suggest a change in the training plan.
The four steps are so closely related that we sanet:i.mes have
to go back to a step, then on again.

PROGRAM
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It is very important that this particular
plan be launched
through the line organization.
It would be rather easy for
a production man to think that a staff man was criticizing
how he had inducted new people in the past.
But if top
management says "This is the way we I re going to do it, 11
that 1 s different.
The training director wants the results of this plan checked and he wants the operation of the plan checked.
11.

I have been trying

to do two things

here:

Open up the subject of induction - but it is not just
something to undertake unless it is an actual "training
action needed."
Set a better example of the detail needed in both Step 1
and Step 2 - when you work on your own real problems, you
will be doing very exhaustive work.
12.

T. W.I. has a bul l etin called "Introducing
the New Employee
to the Job." It gives examples of how two companies have
approached Induction.

The fonns they , use, the time periods covered - both differ
from what we have discussed here.
But both have the new
person in mind, and both consider induction as a training
job.

1 hr.
30 min.
to here

When you use the P.D. 4-step method, if you spot a need for
Induction - remember it is training,
and remember the new
person.
[fake 10-minute intermissio~

Allow
2 hrs.

:J

@SIGNED PROBLEMS
~andle

3 hrs.
40 min.
to here

three more problems - standard

procedu~
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Allow

~CHEDU...£ FOR THIRD

5 min.

57

DAD

Four remaining plans will be considered.
Encourage those
members to review their work sheets and notes in the light
of the plans presented so far.

W.M.C. Chief of Training will outline
public

training

Group will have opportunity
plant meetings.
3 hrs.
45 min.
to here

Distribute
Job."

available

local

services.
to discuss

copies of "Introducing

the conducting of

the New Employee to the

7-622
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Third
Allow

Day- Morning

@SIGNED PROBLEMS:]

2 hrs.

(Eandle

(!ake

Allow
45 min.

three

problems~

l<Mninute

intermissio~

(!AR MANPCJNER
CC!4MISSION'!RAININGSERVICF.S:J
.M.C. Chief

raining

of Training outlines
available
services and answers questions.

2 hrs.

55 min.
to here

~

ee detailed

outline

in reference

- 58 -
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Third Day - Afternoon
Allow
30 min.

(fIANT MEETINGS- WHA.T
CAN BE DONETO IMPROVETHEM]

One of the most useful training methods is the Elant
meeting.
Staff meetings are commonly held in many plants.
Meetings to ~cquaint employees of change in policies,
regulations,
etc., are often held.
Discussion meeting~
are held for supervisors.
These and many other meetings are occurring
over the country.
A tremendous financial
meetings.

and time investment

in plants

all

is made in

Do your meetings get results?
Probably some do and
some don't.
That's the usual experience.
Some
plant men say that meetings are a waste of time,
that they don't get any place, that they take too
long.
Let's be practical
about this matter.
Let's
meeting as a device for aiding production.

view a plant

Compare it to a machine. If a machine isn't producing up
to standard, do you just throw it out? Not until you have
asked a lot of questions about it.
First you determine if you really need the machine's output. If you do, you take the machine apart to find out
what's wrong. Then you try to correct the trouble and
get the machine back to standard production.
Why not apply this same logical approach to the meeting
question?
Think about your own plant.
1.

Is There a Need for Meetings?
Are there a number of important factors
want to keep your supervisors infonned?
production schedules
product changes
union agreements

- 59 -

on which you
Items like:

company policies
organization
procedures
rules and regulations
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If so, plant meetings can do the job economically
and effectively.
Of course, you can send out memorandumson these
subjects; but will they fill the bill?
Can a change
of policy or wage rate that required hours of discussion to formulate be clearly described in one or
two paragraphs?
If a supervisor misunderstands a detail, but acts on
the basis of his interpretation,
he may embarrass
ooth himself and the company.
Presenting such vital material at a meeting gives the
supervisors a chance to ask questions about points
which are not clear to them.
On the other hand, do you like to consult with your
foremen about licking a production problem, introducing a change, getting a new policy understood?
Meetings can also be valuable aids in these situations.
On these latter problems, individual supervisors may
help, but they will get better results if they pool
their ideas.
Ten or fifteen foremen working together
on a production problem will arrive at far better
solutions than any one of them will develop alone.
What's Wrong With Our Present Meetings?
Meetings fail

for the following

causes:

no reason for the meetings - rambling
just lectures or arguments
too much to cover
bad surroundings, poor atmosphere, or poor set-up
last too long - don't start and stop on time
careless leadership
Fundamentally, isn't careless leadership at the root
of most of these complaints?
A capable leader who
takes his responsibility
seriously will see that such
conditions do not arise.
It seems that our whole problem boils down to helping
our supervisors run better plant meetings.

PROGRA.M
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J.

How Can We Help Supervisors

- THIRD DAY AFI'ERNOON

Run Better

Meetings?

the key to running successAs in every undertaking,
ful meetings is thorough preparation.
If the leader
has prepared himself in advance a meeting is more
likely to have good results.
Much has been written on the subject of how to prepare
for and run a meeting.
For convenience, here are the
basic points to keep in mind.
[The following can be discussed as written
l.£.oard. Abbreviate if necessary.

on thel

_J

Get ready

Define clearly just what you are trying
to accomplish
List principal
poi nts to be covered
Decide what to t ake along:
samples,
models, charts, reports
Find suit.able place - quiet, adequate
light,
sufficient
room
Check before meeting to be sure everyth i ng is ready

Open the meeting

Start on time
State clearly just what you are trying
to accomplish
Find out what members of the group already
lmow about the subject - fill in gaps

Guide the discussion

Question group and individuals
(what,
how, why, etc.)
·
Find out what is interfering
with
accomplishing the objective
Use reports,
models, samples to get
across ideas
Discuss possible solutions

Close the meeting

Make sure that there is a commonunderstanding about 11Who is going to do
what, and when."
Finish on time.

fstress underlined
Ll,ig a meeting.

items as key points

in conduct~
_J

Of course, just having a 4-step plan does not insure
the success of a meeting.
One learns to run meetings
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by running meetings.
For this reason, some companies
organize practice groups to permit their supervisors
to improve their teclmique of handling meetings.
After a little
practice,
anyone who clearly knows the
objective of his meeting, and who has a definite plan
for reaching that objective,
need never worry about the
effectiveness
of his meeting.
[Jrase

30 min.
to here

Allow
40 min.

board wcrQ

(QNE
MEMBER'S
PI.A[]
(Bandle tenth member's plan.

Follow standard

procedur;)

1 hr.
10 min.
to here

Allow
45 min.

~SCRIPI'ION OF USE OF METHOD
BEFOREREMAINDER
OF INSTITUT.i]
1.

In this Institute
we have been demonstrating the use
of the 4-step method. We have gone as far as we can
in a conference.
It is up to you now.
At the opening of the Institute
we said we must locate
the places or problems in our plants which need our
attention
first.
And you'll have to go out into the
plant to do this •

.

You are going to do that in your own pla~t.
Then,
you will go on to use the 4-step method of meeting
production problems through training.
2.

Just what are you going to do when you get back to
your plants?
How are you going to spot production
problems?
Go around the group asking this question
each member. Make sure each member:

of

understands
intends to use method and to return with a
plan
work on a real plan - an important one one that can be worked on within time
limits; get help from the line organization.

PROGRAM
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Stress differences between production problem
and training problem.
Stress differences between plan and program.
Emphasize: tackle one thing at a time.
Tell Institute
members you will check with
each one in person or by phone - make schedule.
Plans will be presented in group
no criticism of what you decided
full discussion onhowmethod was used .

-

J. You will probably find several needs.

Some of them will

point to more than one kind of training.
Suppose you meet your boss and he asks you what you've
gotten out of this?
a method
consideration

You can tell
After
plant
part
final
ning
Be

of several

kinds of training

plans

him your real work will be in the plant.

you spot a specific production problem in your
and draft one training plan to meet a specific
of the problem, you will bring it back for the
two days of the Institute
and
, beginat
a.m.

sure to include all four steps in any plan you make.

You rill have to develop your own work shee.ts for
Steps 3 and 4.
Do not bring in a plan already in operation unless you
haveused the complete 4-step method and gone through
the plan on that basis.
Wewill ask each of you to discuss your own specific
training plan. In order that we can discuss it without
any loss of time, will you put all four steps on large
pieces of paper we can hang on the blackboard, or bring
6 or 7 copies so we can follow them?
If you do bring extra copies, they will be returned to
you as of course they would not work in another plant.
ss out "Management and Skilled Supervision,]'
Improving Supervisors' Knowledge of the Work,"
Keeping Supervisors Informed about Their
Responsibilities,"
and blank work sheets.

ill
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If members are not familiar
Needs," outline briefly.

P70

bu

Supervisors

11

Point out that these may be helpful
their plans.

1 hr.
55 min.
to here

7-6220

with

1

Five

in working out
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Allow

@.pENJNG
OF SESSI@

20 min.

§1come
1.

Institute

members briefl~

Each one of you will now present his production
anything which interferes
with production.

problem -

And his training plan - an organized method of salving
specific part of a production problem.

a

You will tell us how it fits into the training program a combination of training plans coordinated to meet the
training needs caused by a specific production problem.
2.

To get the most out of this 4-step method of meeting a
production problem through training,
you have to be
able to do four things:

In Step 1 you are a diagnostician.
In Step 2 you are the plan designer.
In Step 3 you have to be a salesman .
Then in Step 4 you are a "checker-upper."

J.

20 min.
to here

Allow
2 hrs.
40 min.
3 hrs.

These four steps are closely related - you cannot
design a good plan unless you really get evidence so Step 2 depends on Step 1. You cannot get a plan
into action unless you can show that your plan Step 2 - meets needs - Step 1.
Therefore, Step 3 depends on Steps 1 and 2. Step 4 is
a follow-up not of Step 3 alone - it means that you see
whether the training action planned in Step 2 really
met the problem spotted in Step 1.

(iRESENTATION
OF MEMBERS'PIAN~
Handle two members' plans - not more than one hour and ag
~a~er ?ach_- stan~ard procedure - take 10-minute intermission
in mid-morning.
~

to here
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Allow

~IBCTING SUPERVIso@

1 hr.

jThis section is to be presented and discussed,
Get agreement on points.
~veloped.
1.

n;n

_J

Training alone does not solve all production problems.
action ofte°rlmust precede training
In fact> some~
action.
Managements have often found that supervisory training
does not get results because of the caliber of the
supervisors.
Some plants have supervisory selection plans - some
have none - some pay attention
to higher level su.pervisors but forget that job-setters
may move up the
supervisory ladder.
Good supervisors are vital to management. Good means
of selecting supervisors are important to good relations
with workers, supervisors,
and the union.
Characteristics

of a good selection

plan are:

way to locate good men from the ranks
definite way to measure all against the
same standards
judgment by more than one person
Let's take a look at the supervisors
train.
Many are new.
Where are these new supervisors

whom we are going to

coming from?

Can't hire supervisors.
Promoted from the ranks.
2.

Does it make a difference
a supervisor?

who is picked out to become

Management depends on supervisors to get the work out.
other supervisors and staff men are held up in their
work if some supervisors are not doing a good job.
- 66 -
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Workers need and want good supervisors.
Unions may
criticize
both poor supervisors and poor methods of
choosing supervisors.
Is the training director concerned about who are picked
out to become supervisors?
He will be concerned in their
trainL"lg.
Much training time is lost by training wrong
people.
About everybody in the plant is interested
in the quality
of supervisory selection.
Do you now have a selection
program for supervisors in your plant?
Does it go clear down the line to job-setters,
leadmen?
Don't some of them move up the supervisory ladder become foremen, etc?
Do you need a selection · program? Deciding today that
another supervisor is needed tomorrow doesn't give much
cha.nee for good selection.
In normal times,

we

knew workers pretty

well - but now

we do not know people well enough to make spot decisions.

Will just

anybody be a good supervisor?

a good supervisor.
Best operator is not necessarily
Man with best personality will not necessarily
be a good
supervisor.
Not everybody wants to .be a supervisor.
Not everybody can be a superyisor - can't stop "doing"
and begin "directing."

3.

How does supervisory
director's
job?

selection

tie up with the training

Quality of supervisory selection affects training program.
Group judgment of supervisory prospects is better than
individual selection - training director should be one of
the selection group.
The training

director,

because of the effect on his job,
to the attention
of management the
supervisory selection.

ma3r be the one to call

need for better

When we analyze evidence in Step 1, we may spot "better
supervisory selection" as "other action needed . "

67
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4.

Before we start to work on what is going to be in a
selection plan, we know we I re going to have to have
something which will be acceptable to:
management
present supervisors
present workers
union organization
~bat will get management acceptance?
A plan that,:
picks better men
shakes good men loose from 11indispensable
operating jobs
provides objective basis for judgment
What will

supervisors

11

support?

way to get better subordinate supervisors
removal of charges of favoritism
What will the workers expect from a supervisory
selection plan?
better supervisors
a chance to be considered for promotion by a
uniform, fair basis of judgment
What will the union demand of the plan?
openly explained
judge each person according to same standards
These requirements
are not far apart.
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boil down easily

because they

5.

T. W.I. was asked to help plants to find a better way
to select supervisors.
A method, drawn from industrial experience, was developed.
It is described in
detail in a bulletin we will give you.

6.

The first

step is to get candidates.

fuite

headings on board, and first

ste~

PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTE
- FOURTH
DAYAFI'ERNOON

Steps in Plan
1.

How Can It Be Done Best?

WhoWill Handle?

Get Candidates.
Howare we going to spot the people among our present
employees who look like good people to consider for
supervisory jobs?
One way certainly

is to ask

~

present

supervisors.

Explain that it will not affect their own jobs.
Emphasize their responsibility
for developing men.
Mention advantage of having good subordinate3.
Discuss supervisory qualities.
Do some of your supervisors hold back names of their
best operators because they think they can ' t replace
them?
Bring supervisors together in a group, and ask
each one to submit the names of two or three
best supervisory possibilities.
No one will want to have it seem that his own
department has no good men.
You may want to explain your need for supervisors
everyone in the plant.

to

Let workers "nominate" themselves.
Let them nominate fellow workers.
You will need to explain the selection

plan:

Make sure they understand that only a few can be
promoted. But everyone will be considered.
Perhaps you will want to ask the union to make
nominations.
Make sure that union members understand
plan will operate:

how the

help in getting nominations is welcome.
actual decision will be made by management.
any question of qualifications
will be
discussed with anyone concerned.
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Who is going to ask for nominations
manager would be the best person.
@11

in Step

- perhaps the

g

Selection

of Supervisors

Steps in Plan

How Can It Be Done Best?

Who Will Handle?

1. Get candi-

Nominated by present
supervisors
Workers' nominations
Union suggestions

Manager asks for
nominations

dates

?.

The second step is a rough screening - the elimination
of those who do not measure up against the first reHow do we do this?
quirements.
The head of the selection committee - probably someone
from the personnel department - discusses individually
with each supervisor the following about each name he
has presented.
Man's work record
How he gets along with other workmen
Any supervisory traits
such as ability to
train new men
How he conducts himself on the job
Does he make suggestions?
What special training has he had?
Is he level-headed?
Is he willing to learn?
Is he acceptable to associates and supervisors?
Can he adapt himself to change?
When the supervisor considers these points,
withdraw some of his nominations.

he may

Similarly,
union nominations are discussed with a
union representative
and the union may upon consideration withdraw names.
A man who nominated himself may withdraw his own name
when he considers advantages, disadvantages,
and respons1bilities
of a supervisory job.
@:?ntinue with blackboard
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Discussion of each name
with person making
nomination

2. Rough

screening

8.

All the remaining candidates
EZ~ group.
Group can make better

Chairman of
selection
committee

are then considered

decision

than any individual

can.

Decisions improved.
Responsibility
is -shared.
Who should make up the group?

Who is interested?

Production department
Personnel department
Training department
One representative
from each will
selection committee.
Group reviews~

available

'

make a. good

records.

Include health and safety records as well as
production and pay reports.
Use any ratings and test scores available.

If no one in group knows a man personally,
view will be desirable.
Probably the size of the group of candidates
considerably
reduced by now.

an interwill

be

If you have had some records - such as test scores which give a concrete measure, and on the same basis
for every person, you may have enough facts now to
make a decision.
@.ontinue blackboard

J. Consideration
of all remaining candidates

worQ

Joint consideration
committee

in

Selection committee production, personnel, training
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9.

If you do not have some standard measure for each
of ability,
you n01f
person, some practical~
proceed to get this kind of information.
Using the same measuring stick for all appeals to
management:
It gives a way to back up "merit."
It decreases chances of favoritism.
A Worker likes

it:

He bas had his chance to try to make the grade.
He can be shown where he falls in a group.
Unions approve:
Favoritism is decreased.
11Merit 11 can be measured.
What kind of "practical
these requirements?

test

of ability"

satisfies

T. W.I. recommends something simple and practical
as an arithmetic test.

such

Every supervisor keeps some records.
Answers questions about computing pay.
Needs to understand simple directions.
Simple arithmetic tests are acceptable to workers and
to unions, and management gets a measure of man's
ability to read directions and do. simple figuring.
Where do you get these tests?
Many available commercially.
T.W.I. provides sample of simple fonn
Howdo you use these tests?
Explain completely to all concerned.
Best handled in a group so all get the same
story first-hand.
Give the test without a time limit, but record
the time taken.
~ntinue

with blackboard work]

______
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4. Practical

Explained and given to
all remaining candidates at once

test of
ability

10.

Manager will
explain

The selection committee is now ready to again review
the records.
The results on the arithmetic test are
just more facts.
Should a minimum score be set?
No, there is no "passing grade." This is just a
way to spot the men who are best able to understand
written directions and perfonnsi.mpie computations.
Do not let anyone make a decision solely on the basis
of a test record.
It is only one in the ser i es of
facts which must be weighed.
All the facts are now in; the selection committee is
ready to consider each man on the basis of:
Record and experience at the plant
qualities
- characteristics
and acceptability
Standing on a uniform test of ability

Own

[ontinue

5. Review of
records
11.

with blackboard worg

Includes personnel
records and test

The selection
Each

man

score

committee now makes its

must be accepted

Selection
committee

decision.

or rejected.

If the man is accepted:
He may be appointed now.
He may be put in a pre-supervisory
training program.
He may become part of a supervisory reserve or pool
(but do not put any man in the pool whomyou would
not be willing to appoint tomorrow if there were
an opening - in other words, this must not become
an alibi).
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Each person who knew he was being considered must now
be notified.
Do not hedge.

6. Decision

12.

Appoint, reject,
in supervisory

or put
pool

Selection
committee

Would this selection plan work in your plant? All
plants are different - you would have to consider
what your plant needs, what you can sell to management, and what you can operate.
Perhaps you have a standard employment test 'Which
makes a uniform measure available for any worker.
Maybe in your plant you would not think it feasible
to open supervisory nominations to the plant at large.
You will have to line up your£!!!! selection
But remember these qualities
program:

of an effective

plan.
selection

in nominations
Participation
Group judgment
Use of uniform, objective measure

And any plan will have to be followed up.
At the end of this session I will give you a bulletin
summarizing this supervisory selection plan.

PROGRAM
DEVEWPMENTmsTITUTE - FOURI'H
DAY AFTERNOON

~mpleted

board work will look like this~
HowCan It Be Done Best?

WhoWill Handle?

1. Get candidates

Nominated by present
supervisors
Workers' nominations
Union suggestions

Manager asks for
nominations

2. Rough screening

Discussion of each name
with person making
nomination

Chairman of selection committee

J. Consideration

Joint consideration
committee

Selection committee production, personnel, training

Steps in Plan

of all remaining candidates

4. Practical

in

Explained and given to
all remaining candidates at once

Manager explains

5. Review of records

Includes personnel records and test scores

Selection

committee

6. Decision

Appoint, reject,
in supervisory

Selection

committee

test

of

ability

or put
pool

1 hr.

to here
Allow

I P~
(IRESENTATION
OF MEMBERS

2 hrs.

40 min.

3 hrs.
40 min.
to here

Handle three members' plans - average 50 minutes each standard procedure - take 10-minute intermission in
mid-afternoon.
Distribute

copies of "How to Select New Supervisors."
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Allow

1 PIANI)
[fRESENTATION
OF MEMBERS

1 hr.

!Handle two plans.
~se standard procedure with special

40 min.

stress

on Step~

I

1 hr.

40 min.
to here
~e
Allow
20 min.

10-minute intermissioi;]

~HECKING RESULT~

have referred constantl y to the 4-step method. This morning we have given particular attention to Step J. Your boss
expects to hear from you - that's your lead for Step J.

We

But what about Step 4? Does anyone have any doubts about
that step? Do you !mow how to check?
Discuss.
Stress:
Use of Step 1 evidence
Use of existing records - keep simple
Use of "before" and "after" figures
Rememberyou check production results and program design.
In production results, you look for both immediate and
long-term result~.

2 hrs.

10 min.
to here
Allow
50 min.

~NEMEMBERS PIA!]
I

Standard procedure.
Give special emphasis to Step 4. Ask
whether member has considered these steps in getting con!.
tinuing results:
1.

3 hrs.
to here

2.
3.
4.

Responsibility
assign~d
Adequate coverage
Provision for coaching
Reporting of resul ts and credit.
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Allo,r
50 min.
50 min.
to here

Allow
10 min.

l",tRESENTATION
OF ONEMEMBER'S
Pr.ii]
@andard

procedure with special

emphasis on Step

D

~IATION OF PLANSANDPROGRAMS]
more emphasis on one line
Nowwe 're going to place a little
from Step 2. "Watch for relation of this plan to other
current training plans and programs."
~fer

to a speciffo

Can you start
about?

right

member's plan]

away on this

training

plan you told us

When you analyzed your evidence in Step 1, you found several
kinds of training action were needed.
Suppose we take another look at just why you chose the one
you did to develop into a training plan right away.
Which need is the most pressing?
Which is going to be the
easiest to sell to management? To the line organization?
Will this
definite?

training

plan really

accomplish something

Do you have people trained to carry on this plan?
get them trained promptly?

Can you

rect all questions first to the man, then tot~
[; roup. Keep from "lecturing."
•
Poor timing can spoil the best plan.
If the supervisors
in a department are now attending the 10-hour Job Instruction sessions, would it be a good idea to arrange for Job ·
Methods next week?
Or, even if it were a quite different
type of training
plan, should you hesitate before you suggest keeping him
off the job part of each day, continuously?
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There is another angle of timine - perhaps there is no
conflict as far as the people who are being trained are
concerned - but how about the people who are do:ing the
training?
Can you think of starting one plan without considering
the demands being made on instructors?
On the other hand, there may be no training
going on in
a particular
department.
Is it the ref ore a II good time for
some"? Not unless it meets current needs.

No training plan can get under way until the instructors
are able to do the training and until any material and
aids they need are prepared.
Likewise, physical facilities
conference space available?
at this time?

must be considered - is there
Can the training shop be used

Sometimes there is overlapping between plans.
Can they be
combined? At least we can see that the same person isn't
scheduled for both.
Occasionally there are disagreements.
If a new intensive
plan for a specific technical subject is introduced, what
does this do to the old, longer program which has a different approach - perhaps slightly different content?
If there

is II just too much training going on, " and the
new plan is designed to meet an urgent need, what other
plan or program can be eliminated or postponed?
The training director tackles one need at a time - but he
constantly watches all the training going on in the plant
for the inter-relationships.

1 hr.

to here

Training can cause much confusion if it is not organized and you might kill the whole training program - lose support
from the management and from the line organization - if you
and
do not integrate your program according to plant~
the current operating situation.
[!ake

1O-minute intermissio~

PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTE- FIFTH DAY AFTERNOON

Allow
1 hr.

~ MEMBER'S
Praj
f"Use standard procedure, stressing relation of four steps.
Use
~very item on card, including "Line and Staff Responsibilities~
You need all the evidence:
1. to be sure you have all

2 hrs.
to nere

79

the facts
2. to suggest and support content
J. to sell plan
4. to check results

Allow
~UMMARYAND CLOSIN~
only time
actually
1. Training accomplishes best results when an operating
needed
man considers it so much a part of daily operations
that he sees that it is carried on in his department.
(not more
When line supervisors have this viewpoint, one training
than 45 min.)
man is able to serve a large operating department or
section.
The training man provides the technical
operating men do the training.

"know-how" -

There are, of course, emergency situations where pressure is so great that training cannot be carried on in
a production department.

In other cases possible damage to material, or product,
or machine, or accidents to workers might make it unwise to do initial
training on the production line.
Again, there may be commontraining needs - such as
clerical,
instrument reading, use of small tools, etc., in more than one department which can be most economically
met through centralized training.
Or, extreme noise may make a separate instruction
shop
more effective than training in the actual department.

In such cases training men may do the actual training.
When this training is done in accordance with production
needs, it is effective.
Providing the tools for meeting production problems is
the training man's contribution to his plant and to the
war- effort.

I
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fE;cp1ain certification
~ operation.
2.

Thank group for their

- when a 4-step plan is actually'l

_J

participation.

Go around the group asking each for comments ABOUT
THE
METHOD
and its use in his own company - NOTABOUTTHE
lNSTITUTEor the Institute Conductor.

3.

Not more
than
2 hrs.
55 min.

Training Within Industry wants to keep in touch with each
plant, each Institute member.
T.W.I. at all times acts as a clearing-house.
Give us
your good ideas so others can benefit.
And we 1 11 be
able to make some others available to you.
Rememberthe 4-step method will help you to meet a
production problem if you USEALLFOURSTEPS.

PROCEDURES
FOR SETTINGUP A. PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTE

An Institute
ie limited to 10 members. No visitors
are admitted to
the Institute
for informational
or promotional purposes.
A certain variation in the members of any one Institute
is desirable.
This Institute
will be useful to men from small plants, large plants, new plants, and
converted plants.
When appropriate,
.2!l! T.W.I. staff member may attend.
Selecting

Institute

Members

Plants are invited to send representatives.
Individual training or
production men are not invited.
The T.W.I. representative
will call on a
member of the plant's top management and extend the invitati on to send a
representative
if there is a man who is functionally
responsible for inplant trajning. ~gement
is promised at this time that its training
man will come back with a SEecif'ic plan for his own plant - not general
information.
training director,
It is not necessary that the plant have a full-time
but the authority and responsibility
for training must have been delegated
to a speci£ic person in order for t11_eplant to be represented.
The following questions may be asked in determining the proper representative
to send:
Does he have a part in deciding what training is needed in the plant?
Will he plan ip.duction of new employees?
Is he going to plan training for instructors?
Will he be responsible for planning a Supervisory Training Program?
Is he going to have to organize an apprentice program?
Will he be the contact man dealing with outside educational agencies?
If the plant has not assigned the responsibility
for training to a
specific person, this may result in a request for assistance
in finding a
t .raining director.
One way to get a training director is to hire one.
Another and better way is to take a man from the line organization who
knows the plant, and through such means as this Institute,
' help him with
tbe technical side of his job, When an operating man has the responsibility for training as part of his job, but not a training title,
he is,
0£ course, eligible to attend the Institute.
If a T.W.I. visit results in the appointment of a training director
who comes from the outside, it will probably be best for him to get some
.f,amiliarity
with the plant before being enrolled in a P.D. Institute.
In the case of a very large plant, where responsibility
for training
i s broken down by departments, an Institute
for members of just one plant
m.ay be desirable.
Make sure that all are training designers, not just
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instructors.
The top training man is asked to attend a previous standard
Institute,
in order that he can handle the coaching between the sections
of the Institute
and later follow-up.
It should not be assumed that no training is going on in a plant this Institute
is a work session for men from plants which already have
training programs as well as for those which do not. It gives the experienced training man the opportunity to review his training program in the
light of new pressures and the aids in training now available.
It gives
any training man practice in using a skill approach to meet production
problems through training.
After management has designated the man to attend, the T.W.I. representative will, if possible, call on the training director and give him
further information about this Institute which has the backing of his
management. He should not be made to think that he has been ordered to
attend.
The objectives of the Institute
and its time schedule should be
explained.
Details of time and place should be confirmed in writing with both
the management and the company representative.
In-and-out attendance
destroys the value for all members and is generally disturbing,
so it
must be understood in advance that the Institute
is not a drop-in affair.
Scheduling the Institute
Five days are required for the Institute.
It is desirable to schedule three consecutive days at the beginning of one week and two other
consecutive days toward the end of the following week, in order to allow
approximately five full days for the man to work on a plan in his own
plant, and to permit the Institute
Conductor to coach the members.
The P.D. program head should not attempt, normally, to handle more
than one Institute
per month, since he will be responsible for individual
follow-up with Institute members.
The representative
of the Bureau of Training should be notified in
advance as to the date of the Institute
in order to insure his presence
at the needed point.
Supplies
Each district
is responsible for preparing its own blank work sheets,
and for ordering other supplies at least one month in advance.
Certification
Program Development certificates
are awarded when a 4-step plan
developed by the Institute
member actually goes into operation.
This

PROCEDURES
FORSETTING
UP A PROGRAM
DEVELOPMEN~
INSTITUTE
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should, if possible, be determined by a personal visit but, if necessary,
plant management may be questioned by letter or telephone.
After the Institute
is finished, the Program Development Institute
Conductor will schedule his follow-up visits - to both the management and
the training man. It is desirable that these calls be made no sooner than
ten days after the close of the sessions and no longer than one month.
Spreading the P.D. Method
There are frequent requests for admission of more plant representatives to a P.D. Institute.
Question whether these men really use all
four steps - or do they just instruct?
Or perhaps they are interested
only in the analytical technique of Step 3:. Spreading parts of the P.D.
technique, if it meets a plant need, is legitimate work for the plant 1 s
P.D.-trained man.
Occasionally what is needed is understanding and acceptance of the
P.D. method to the extent that the right person will be sent to the
Institute and his later use of the method furthered.
In such cases, the
P.D. Institute
Conductor should be ready to explain the P.D. approach at
a management meeting.

STRATEGY
OF THE INSTITUTE
Program Development is designed to give to the plant man who has been
given responsibility
for the training function a lmowledge o~ a 4-step
method of solving production problems through training.
He will develop
the skill of training design through use of the method. This is not a
matter of title - a production executive who has part-time responsibility
for planning training is eligible;
a man who has a training title,
but who
is an instructor
not a designer of training,
is not eligible.
The Program Development Manual
The Institute
Conductor's manual outlines the five days of the Institute.
No part of the Program Development Institute
can be omitted, and no
additional material is to be added. The Institute
is designed to present
the 4-step method in an effective,
proven way. The addition of other
ideas and techniques, though in themselves of value, is confusing and
keeps the members from getting a clear idea of the 4-step method in the
very intensive Institute
schedule.
There is a great deal of blackboard
work specified in the manual - no further work on the board is to be done.
The Institute
Always review the one-page summary of Purpose and Emphasis before the
starts - and keep it in mind throughout.

Institute

The opening of the Institute
by the District Representative is important.
It should never be omitted at the district
office headquarters.
In
other locations,
the Resident Representative will introduce the Institute
Conductor.
Members are asked to introduce themselves - they will be brief if the
Institute
Conductor has set that example. There is not much participation
in the morning of the first day, and this opportunity for each one to talk
is desirable.
The definitions
save time and misunderstanding.
They are presented,
not dev-eloped. If there are members from non-manufacturing companies,
especial pains should be taken to clarify their organization's
production.
The Cost Records problem is used to demonstrate the 4-step method.
It is deliberately
skeletonized to make the overall structure clear.
Leading questions should be used to get some participation
but Institute
members are not expected to practice at this stage.
The Institute
Conductor "dribbles" the ball - keeps it moving, but does not give it to
anyone else.
The afternoon of the first day is spent on drill designed to give the
with the detailed work of each step, and the work
members familiarity
sheets for Steps 1 and 2. This is not practice of the method - just drill
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on techniques.
It is more effective to get several answers, then explain
why a particular
one was chosen, than to argue · with a member about why
his reply was "wrong. 11
There should .be no argument about the scantiness of these drill
problems - members are not being asked to get evidence, merely to identify
it.
Since each item of evidence is analyzed separately, we look at this
as 11the part of the evidence that we have • 11 Members should not be told
to "think of their own plants 11 in Step 1 - just use what is here. However, in Step 2, if a member asks about available space, the Institute
Conductor may say, "Use what you would find in your plant."
The work on the overnight assignment is the first real use of the
method. However, emphasize that it is practice, not problem-solving.
Make sure that members understand that present conditions are to be actual
conditions, and that the anticipated
change is one which could reasonably
happen.
Induction is presented as a subject on which T.W. I . has, in its
clearing-house function, collected some useful information.
It is not
developed as a problem. Particularly
when "induction programs are offered
to industry" is it important to stress:
designing an induction plan is
an in-plant job, operation of the induction plan is a supervisory responsibility.
Plant meetings are discussed

for their

use as a training

method.

Training Services are outlined by the Chief of Training.
T.W.I. is
responsible for giving adequate advance notice and for assisting the
Chief of Training in making his section of the Manual effective.
At the end of the third day, several T.W.I. bulletins are distributed - not simply because they are available (T.W.I. has other good bulletins) but because they will provide specific information.
Remind members that, in thinking of their plant's problems when they
are away from the plant, they have been looking at a plant problem through
a telescope.
When they get back to the plant they can look at a problem
through a microscope.
The members present

their

plans to the group in order that:

1.

Their understanding

of the method can have a final

2.

They will get experience in talking about evidence of the
problem, a plan to overcome the underlying causes, the results
that can be expected, and the way the results can be checked.

J.

The group will

get convictio~

of broad application

check.

of the method.
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The plans are not considered as
Institute
members may question - and
can take from the discussion whatever
individual plant situations.
Neither
should 11expert 11 a plan.

something to be re-made by the group.
they and the man presenting the plan
is of value and suitable to thei~
the Institute
Conductor nor members

Taking copies of each others' plans should be discouraged as it contradicts the basic P.D. philosophy of training that is tailor-made for
individual specific needs.
·
Presentation of the plans is interspersed by a presentation in a
field where T.W.I., in its _clearipg-house fl.Ulction, has gathered special
information - Supervisory Selection.
P.D. Institutes

for T.W.I. Staff

Members

In putting on a P.D. Institute
for T.W.I. staff ~embers, it is appropriate to assign to them for overnight .work at the end of the first ·day a
problem of getting continuing use of one of the T.W.I. supervisory programs in a plant where they know actual conditions, instead of using the
usual problem about the "change in four weeks."
During the .Institute
interim each member should be required to work
on a genuine problem of his own, directly part of his T.W.I. job. He
must identify his production, spot a problem, get and analyze the evidence,
develop a plan, sell it to the District .Representative, ·.and check the reHe_will then, of course, be eligible 'for certification.
sults.

STANDARDPROCEDURE
FOR HANDLINGA PROBLEMAND PLAN
ACCORDINGTO PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
4-STEP METHOD

1.

Ask Institute
member to come to head of table and give the backgro\md
for the problem he is going to describe and the plan he developed:
Picture of the situation
Stage where he got in on it, or
Why he started \o dig in and spotted the problem

2.

Ask member "What is the production

As necessary:

ask "What is production?"
refer to definition ·o!, production
with production?"
ask "What is interfering
ask "What are you t rying t o cor rec t , impr ove,
or prevent?"
ask "What is bothering the boss?"
refer to definition
of production problem

I

Avoid getting:

Write production

J.

problem?"

an objective - need to state problem to get
evidence
mere statement of fact - must be an interference
training problem or his personal problem
(get: 1120%of powder has to be re-processed,"
rather than "to decrease re-processing,"
or
"to improve use of man"to save materials,"
power.")

problem on bQ.ard~

Ask group members if they have any questions

about production

Ask member "What evidence is there '_that this

is a problem?"

problem.

Sketch evidence column on board - fill . in evidenc~.
As necessary:

say, "The production problem gives us a g~neral
statement - what supporting . facts are there?"
ask, "Why is this a problem?"
ask, 11What makes you know you have a problem?"
ask, "What are the facts in the situation?"
ask, "What are the underlying causes of this fact?
What made this happen? Did it happen just once? 11
ask, "Does this apply to all the people (or in all
departments, or on all shifts)?"
ask, "Can any of this be put in figures?"
- 87 -
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STANDARD
PROCEDURE
Get people into evidence column.
Do not combine ideas in evidence - do not write "Supervisors
- make four entr1.es.

and

workers think job dangerous and dirty''

In anticipated
are important

problems, the reasons why a change is to take place
evidence needed in designing content.

In anticipated
problems it is important to include in evidence column
the schedule that has to be met, any cost standards - the factual
material that will be needed in Steps 3 and 4.

4. Ask member to take his P.D. card and tell

how he used and what he got

from:
Get supervisors and workers to tell about their current problems
Uncover problems by reviewing records - performance, cost, turnover, rejects,
accidents
Anticipate problems resulting from changes - organization,
production, or policies
Ask:

"Does this

suggest any more evidence?"

Stress as necessary:
problems.

Use all t hree means of getting

evidence on all

Supervisors present problems - workers' opinions, review records,
anticipate
effect of change
Records reveal · problems - get supervisors'
and workers' opinions,
effect of change
Anticipated problem - supervisors'
and workers' opinions,records
for similar problems or in similar plants

5. Ask group members:
Do you have any questions
If you were in this

6.

Ask member to refer

about:

way he used the method?
this evidence
underlying causes
man's shoes, would you want any more evidence?

to card ( or "What is next in our method?")

Ask "How did you analyze this evidence?"
"What necessary action did you see?"
"Training for whom? In what? other action?"
Sketch column headings.
Read fir::;t item of evidence - "Is there
would correct,
improve or prevent?"

any trainin g action which

STANDARD
PROCEDURE
Stress:
Training action needed - only working on training which
is necessary because the facts of the situation . demand it.
Say: "We have to identify the people who need training,
decide what we want them to know or learn to do."
Write the training

action

a.nd

under "for whom," "in what."

Ask "Is any other action needed? Not action by you, necessarily
but action you will suggest either along with training action,
or perhaps before training action can be taken.
But don't use
this as an alibi."
As appropriate,
indicate that action does not stem out of all items of
evidence.
We collect all possible evidence before trying to analyze
it,.
We analyze just one item of evidence at a time, but we analyze
it in terms of all the evidence available.
In the defective hydraulics problem, if we had not known that the system was all right
we might have considered trainimmediately after it was installed,
ing for the workers who installed
the hydraulic system. But the
other evidence ruled that out. That training was not needed.
Some of these facts
results in Step 4.
Illustrate
Do not say:

will

be important

bench-marks for checking

from member's own problem.
"This is just

a fact and

we

can't

do anything about it."

Repeat analysis of evidence and identification
of action with each item
of evidence.
Having the same phrase repeated under "Training in
what" has an effective impact.
Ask member: "Now that you have analyzed your evidence, are you satisfied that you have enough evidence to develop a training plan, to
stress to management the need for action, and against which you can
check results?"
As appropriate,
say: "You may have to re-work Step 1 several times organize a final work sheet."
7.

Refer to card, "Tackle one specific
Stress:

need at , a time.

There is work to do between preparing
sheet and a Step 2 work sheet.

11

a Step 1 work

This lj_ne on the card is our tie-in to Step 2.
Several Step 2 plans can come from one Step 1.

7-6220
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You identify a gr oup of people who need exactly the
same training.
This may involve several needs you
have noted under "Training in What. n
You tackle "one specific need 11 - this means a suitable
grouping, to meet a part of the production problem.
Emphasize: This does not mean that there can only be one training
plan in operation at one time - but make your plans,
one at a time.

8.

Ref er to card.
Ask member: "What is the name of your plan?"
UWhowill be trained?
Howmany?11
Sketch these headings on board.

Fill

in.

Ask: "What is the first item of content you have planned?"
"The first thing you want these people to know or learn to do? 11

Stress:

You have to re-work the Step 2 work sheet several times .
Eventually you rill put it in the order of what comes
first,
and next.

Refer to card. Ask, "Who can help determine content?
help? Do you need help?"
Sketch content heading - fill
As appropriate,
causes.

in first

point out relation

item.
of content to underlying

Refer to card - "How can it be done best?
Ask member to tell

Did you have

Sketch column headings.

11

you his plan.

As appropriate,
ask group what two things must be considered
Refer to Methods and
in planning "How" - methods and aids.
Aids bulletin.
Do~
ask group to suggest methods or aids.
As appropriate,
remind or ask member and group about principles
of good instruction
- breakdowns as an aid - 4 steps of instruction - importance of practice if someone is to learn to do
something.
Fill

in method and any aids.

Refer to card.

,-eaao •••

IHI

"Whowill

do the training?

11
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Stress:

two things to watch - has to have the necessary
lmowledge or skill - has to be ab).e to instruct may have to help him on ·one or both - that is a
separate training, plan.

Stress:

training is not just a technical job - who influences these people - gets them to do things.

As appropriate:

Point out that man who designed the plan is
not doing the instructing.

Sketch "Who" column heading and fill
Refer to card.

in.

Sketch "When" column.

Ask member: "When will this training start?"
"How long will it take?"
11If
in groups, how many in the group?"
Ask member: "In the light of your problem, is this much time
justified?
Is this enough time in view of the
evidence of lacks that must be corrected?
Is
the amount of time appropriate for the method
you have chosen? Is the number in the group suitCan the
able for the way you plan the training?
person who will do the training give this much
time? Will he be prepared to do the training on
this date?"
Fill

in "When" column.

Refer to card.

Ask member "Where will the training

take place?"

As appropriate,
remind member and group to consider importance
of evidence (good setting may be needed), the method of trainthe person
ing being used (machinP-s may be needed for practica),
who will do the training,
the length of the training ( perhaps
a regular production line cannot be tied up that long or interrupted that often).
Fill

in "Where" column.

Repeat with member for other items of content.
If length of time is great, total the hours,
ask if this ties in with evidence of need.

When plan seems too comprehensive, ask if all
much lmowledge or this degree of skill.

ask average payroll

cost,

the people need this

STANDARD
PROCEDURE
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When the Step 2 plan is the T.W.I. Job Instruction pl~n, for example,
all columns are still filled in - what is the content, how is it p~t
across, etc'l

9.

Ask member: "What entries in the 'Training in What' column in your
Step 1 did you use in designing this plan?"
How did you cover the evidence in your content?"

11

What did you do about this

11

"What led you to put this
Stress:

evidence?

11

content in? 11

Content must come from evidence, but we use principles
of good instruction
- we try to get people interested
in work before we instruct them in how to do it.
We do not plan training in Step 1 - merely spot training needs. We do desi@ training in Step 2.

As necessary, point out: When we are designing training,
to go back to Step 1 and get more evidence.
10.

we

may have

Ask group members to take cards and look at Step 2.
Say:

"We are not designing
of the method. 11
Do you understand

11

his plan - we are interested

how his content

in his use

came from the evidence?"

"What about getting help in planning the content? The manwho
helps you plan the content will help you sell your plan. 11
"Are there any questions about the methods he plans to use?
the aids? Rememberthe lacks he was trying to overcome should these methods accomplish that?"
"Do you want to know why he chose the person he did to do the
training?"
Are there any questions
place?"
11

ll.

about the time or the timing?

"What is the relation
Ask member to refer to card.
other current training plans and programs?"
Stress:

the

of this plan to

"This is the link to Step J. In view of the evidence
and your plan to solve part of the problem, are you
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ready to go to management now? Howwill this fit in
with other training?
If it does not fit, is this more
important?"
12.

Ask member to read his written
Ask one group member:
figures did he use?"
Point out:

notes

on Step 3.

How did he stress

11

evidence?

member:

11

Ask another

member:

"How did he talk about his plan?
he go into content and methods?"

Ask another

and

If you don't have evidence when you go to management,
. you may have to return to Step 1 and get it.

Ask another

Point out:

What facts

What results

did he say could be expected?"

This may mean revision

member:

How far did

of Step 2 plans.

"What about a timetable?"

(If member did _not have a timetable,

important

to schedule who will

Ask member presenting

Ask another

member:

As appropriate,

13.

"How is he going to get understanding
acceptance by those affected?"

discuss

member:

their

and

supervisors,

T.W.I. middle management philosophy.

"What was done about responsibility
ing use?"

Ask member to summarize management participation
Stress:

be

"Have you made or will you need to make
a Step 2 plan for the person who does
the training?"
(Do not review this
plan, however.)
-

This includes people being trainerl,
those who will do the training.

Stress:

Ask another

plan:

ask him whether it will
be trained,
by what date.)

in this

for continuplan.

evidence from management - Step 1
planning content - Step 2
responsibility
for continuing use - Step 3
participation
necessary in order to get results
Step 4

Get understandLng on difference
mere approval or sponsorship.

between management participation

and
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Ask member to read his written

notes on Step 4.

Ask one group member: "How is he going to check results?"
"Against what evidence?"
Stress:

"Unless we have specific evidence in Step 1, we are
not in good position to plan content, to sell our
plan to management, or to check results."

Ask another member: "What evidence of lacks can he refer
"What improvements are expected?"
Ask another member:

to?"

How is management to be informed ?11

11

Ask another member: "Do you understand how he will know whether the
plan is being followed ?11
Ask another member: "What is to be done to see that these people
use what they have learned?"
Remind member presenting

problem:

"You will keep in touch with this
t o see if any changes are necessary."

Remind member that in Step 4 he both checks results
tion of his plan.
15.

Refer to card.
means 11Has this
the difficulties

and checks opera-

Stress to member that "Is the Plan Helping Production?"
eliminated the production problem or licked some of
listed under the evidence?"

COMMENTING
ANDDISCUSSIONAREONUSE OF THEMETHOD,
NOT
ONTHE PI.AN, ITSELF. GETPARI'ICIPATION,
ACCEPTANCE,AND
AGREEMENT
- BUTDO NOT"EXPERT"THE PI.AN. USEAND( IF
CLARIFYMEMBER'S
OWN
WORDS. KEEPDISCUSSION
NECESSARY)
GOINGWHILEDOINGBLACKBOARD
WORK.
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Allow (!A.R MANPOWER
COMMISSION
TRAININGSERVICE§]
45 min.
JO-minute presentation
by Regional, State or Area Chief
of Training followed by 15 minutes' discussion - if no
W.M.C. Training Representative can at~end, the P.D. Institute Conductor is responsible for the presentation
of a correct, current picture of local training services.
1.

The primary objective of the training
to increase war production.

agencies is

There are W.M.C. training coordinators in every industrial area - their function and responsibility
is to:
provide service in accordance with local needs
coordinate various training agencies - avoid
duplication
2.

Since you. have spent these three days analyzing production problems and discussing their solution
through training,
let me take a commontype of prowhat various training
duction problem and illustrate
agencies can do to help you solve it.
Do you ever have any spoiled work - any scrap - any
rejects - any re-work?
What is the cause of the spoiled work?
There may be several

causes:

Worker does not know how to do the job.
Worker may not care about quality.
Supervisor may be poor.
Layout may be cause of poor work.
Inspectors may reject•acceptable
work.
Plant -morale low.

tin upper right
orner of board, in
~ keleton form.

hanj

Causes of Spoilage
Worker untrained
Worker not interested
Poor supervision
Poor layout
Faulty inspection
Lmv morale

- 95 -
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Any one of these may be the cause of the spoiled work or there may be a combination of causes.
You probably can do something about every one of these
causes.
You also can get help in getting

3.

at any one of these.

In this city there is a W.14.C. Area Training Council
made up of representatives
of all the federally financed
war training agencies.

I

ri;t at top
~nter
of boa~

Area Training Council

4.

You are already familiar with Training Within Industry.
The three supervisory programs are intensive and specific ,
designed to meet plant needs for giving to its supervisors skill in:
instructing
- through the Job Instruction program
improving methods - through Job Methods
working with people - through Job Relations
They do not pretend to cover any other fields
three skill needs of supervisors .

• f'idd to
~rd

1

IArea

work.J

Training Council

I

than these

Causes 2£ Spoilage
Worker untrained
Worker not interested
Poor supervision
Poor layout
Faulty inspection
Low morale

T.W.I.

-

J.I.

J.M.

J.R.
P.D.

The fourth T.W.I. program is this Program Development
Institute
you are now attending .

WARMANPOWER
C.OMMISSION
TRAININGSERVICES
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5. The Apprentice Training Service provides technical
advisory assistance, . but does
provide any standard training
gether the minds of employers
methods and techniques through
training committees.

and
not do any training or
programs. It brings toand labor on training
management labor joint

The A.T.S. representative
will work with you, in your
plant, on problems connected with apprenticeship and
with labor relations,
as they affect training.
A.T.S. works with both labor and management in developing sound programs involving work experienc~ and related
education in order to provide all-round,
skilled workers.
A special

wartime service of A. T .S. is short-term
ing for specific mechanical skills*

train-

A.T.S. representatives
will ass1st with plant training
surveys and will give counsel on such labor relations
problems as trainee or apprentice wages.

!Area Training Councill

(Add to 1
l.£oard wor.k,J

Causes of Spoilage
Worker unt rained
Worker not interested
Poor supe rvision
Poor layou t
Faulty ins pection
Low morale

I
T.W.I.

-

J.I.
J.M.
J .R.
P.D.

A.T.S.

-

Apprenticeship
Labor relations
Short-term training
Surveys

(give local example~

6.

The third of the training agencies is Vocational Training
for War Production Workers. This is a national service
available through the State Department of Education and
the local public schools.

WARMANPOWE
R COMMISSION
TRAININGSERVICES
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V.T .W.P.W. will

help to prepare people to work in your plant:

those you have placed on your payroll
those who expect jobs after they have been trained.

V.T.W.P.W.will also help to increase

the ability of your
pre sent employees through supplementary or related instruct i on.
These classes

can be put on:

in local trade
at your plant.
V. T.W.P.W. will

schools

also provide service

for plant supervisors:

in specific lmowledge fields
in the field of foremanship
in conference leading.

!Area Training Council

ti°dd to
~ard

I

I
work_J
I
T.W.I.

I
V.T.W.P.W.

J.I.
J.)!.
J.R.

Pre-employment
Pre-production
Supplementary

-

P.D.

-

Supervisory lmowledge
Foremanship
Conference leading

Causes of Spoilage
Worker untrained
Worker not intereste d
Poor supervision
Poor layout
Faulty inspection
Low morale
I

A.T.S.

-

Apprenticesh ip
Labor relations
Short-term
training
Surveys

fcli_velocal example~
7.

Engineering Science and Management War Training is the
fourth type of training service.
This operates through
uni.versiti es and colleges.
(These courses are being
withdrawn but in many localities
there will be work at
the college level.)

WARMANPOWER
COMMISSIONTRAINING SERVICES
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The training courses offered by E.S.M.W.T. are designed
by a representative
of the college working with representatives of one or more plants.
Their courses can be put on at the college

or at your plant.

E.S.M.W.T. is designed to give the plant help when your
plant needs people with:
preparatory training in technical fields
increased technical ability
managerial training - such as industrial
relations,
production control, etc.
These courses are available for people whoma plant designates and also for those who anticipate
employment or
promotion.
~d

to board worg
!Area Training Councill

I

I

I
E.S.M.W.T.

V.T.W.P.W.

T.W.I.

-

-

-

J. I.
J.M.

Technical
Managerial

Pre-employment
Pre-production
Supplementary

J.R.

-

-

P.D.

Preparatory
Supplementary

Supervisory Jmowledge
Foremanship
Conference leading

@ve
8.

Causes of Spoilage
Worker untrained
Worker not intereste
Poor supervision Poor layout
Faulty inspection
Low morale

local

d

I
A.T.S.

-

Apprenticeship
Labor relations
Short-term
training
Surveys

example~

Let us go back to our example of spoiled work and see how
these four training services might help you get at the six
causes we listed.
~t

agency initials

after

each cause as discusse[}
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We said that an untrained worker might be the cause of the
problem. Perhaps a lathe hand who is experienced in working on copper or brass is now working on aluminum.
He simply needs instruction

in how to work on the new metal.

The vocational sch9ol program - V.T.W.P.W. - can help you in the school or in your plant.
Or T.W.I. will help you to assist your supervisors
they can break in men on new work.

in how

Per~ps the ttuntrained worker" does not mean merely a change
in materials.
Maybe some skilled craftsmen or highly
skilled specialists
are needed - A.T.S. will help you.
mentioned poor supervision.
T.W.I., E.S.M.W.T., and the
vocational schools - all can give assistance in the field
o.f supervision.
That would have to be broken down further
you need.
to see just~

We

Then we come to poor layout.
If you mean this in the
engineering sense, E.S.M.W.T. can help you.
If you think of what the individual supervisor can do about
the layout of his own work, T.W.I. 1 s Job Methods program
may be what is needed.
We mentioned inspection.
Both the vocational schools and
the colleges are equipped to give courses in inspection
training at various levels.
Howabout low morale? Supervision may be at fault.
You
may want to consider the Job Relations program. Perhaps
an apprenticeship
program would give an incentive to better
work, or perhaps the labor organization in the plant does
not understand what you are trying to do through training.
The A.T.S. labor relations activity may help you on this.

9.

You will have to determine the kind of training
your plant.

needed in

We believe it will help you to know the training
available without cost.

service

This booklet describes the national W.M.C. training program, and these other pamphlets give you local information.
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"Blue Book" and list of names and addresses oj
istribute
raining officials
and other local materials.
If time
ermits,
discuss.
~
10.

basic causes
The plant training director has to spot~
of production problems in his plant and determine what
given, to whom.
training should~

If you need bolts and screws in your plant,
machine and make your own?
Not necessarily
- if there
bolts and screws.

is a good local

do you get a
supplier

And in trainj_ng, you might well see what is available
fore you start to do the whole job yourself.

of
be-

Of course ~rou wi.11 have tc;:
lay down the specifications
arrange for delivery
check to see whether specifications

are met.

It~ just like buying the bolts and screws - we offer you
a wide choice - but~
isn't any bill.
11.

Congress has provided these training
are paying for them.
Are you getting

services.

Your truces

your money's worth?

Not if you don't
Not if you don't
available.

make your needs lmown.
take advantage of what is

If you are in doubt as to which training agency can serve
you best - let me help you. The Area Training Council will
be glad to study your problem and make recommendations.
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@:gmpleted Blackboard Wor}u
:

I
T.W.I.
JI

JM

JR
PD

Area Training Council

Causes 2£ Spoilage
Worker untrained
Worker not interested
Poor supervision
Poor layout
Faulty inspection
Low morale

I

VTWPW, TWI, ATS

TWI, ESMWT,
ESMWT,TWI-.TM
.
VTWPW,ESMWT
TWI-JR, ATS

I

V.T.W.P.W.

E.S.M.W.T.

A.T.S.

Pre-employment
Pre-production
Supplementary

Technical
Managerial

Apprenticeship
Labor relations
Short-term
training
Surveys

-

Supervisory

lmowledge
Foremanship
Conference leading

12.

-

-

Prepc:.ratory
Supplementary

-

Are there any questions?
Fifteen minutes should be allowed for this discussion.
Do not waste any time. If discussion is slow to start,
give examples of training designed for sp~cific plant
needs.
Do not introduce another sample problem, but ask if any
of the members have a problem of spoiled work - what
are causes? Discuss training solutions, referring to
blackboard outline of four services.

PI.ANTCOACHING
VISITS
Basic training in the Program Development 4-step method ls given to
a group in the Institute.
If the Institute
Conductor has given effective
instruction
in the first section of the Institute,
it will not normally
be necessary on coaching visits
to give particular
assistance on Steps 1
and 2. But it will be important to stress the planning of Steps 3 and 4.
On his coaching visit,
the Institute
Conductor checks understanding
of the method, but does not attempt to pre-view the plan that will be
presented in the second ·section of the Institute.

for this coaching
Ordinarily,
one to two hours will be sufficient
visit.
These brief visits are scheduled at the close of the first section of the Institute.
This gives the Institute
Conductor time enough
to make a second visit to one or two members if necessary.
The Institute
Conductor should not use the method for the plant men.
Except in unusual circumstances - such as to get experience for himself
or possibly to sell an unconvinced member - he should not, for example,
collect evidence by talking with the supervisors.
His job is just to see
that the plant man lmows what to do and intends to do it.
The Institute
Conductor will check to see that the man is working on
one plan at a time. Occasionally he will find someone working on a plan
to (1) train operators in new work. This may mean that (2) supervisors
have to be trained in how to instruct and, therefore,
that (3) someone in
the plant has to become a Job Instruction
Trainer, and that (4) a plant
Therefore, four plans are involved.
Since all of
coach must be prepared.
this stems out of the need for operators to learn new work, that is the
Step 2 plan the training airector takes to management in Step 3, He also
must have his plans on the other three Step 2 plans because he needs those
when he discusses "Train those who do the training. 11 Normally there will
not be time for him to present all four plans to the group in the P.D.
Institute.
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EVALUATION
TECHNIQUES
(Introduce this material at any suitable time on fourth
or fifth days in connection with a member's plan.)
Checking results is essential
to successful operation of a training
plan - it places training on an operating basis.
It obtains management
realization
of training results and the effect of training on operations.
Enthusiastic
comments - superficial
expressions of opinion from training
directors,
trainers
and trainees - have often been accepted without insistence that such opinions be backed by objective or measurable results.
As management returns to a more "cost conscious" period, completion
of a training plan will be followed by the preparation
of a balance sheet.
Management will recognize training as an operating funqtion only when
translated
into production benefits.
We cannot just think that these benefits result~
we must show that a specific
plan did produce them.
We must measure results
percentages - rather than in
training in any cost figures
training plan, certain facts

in terms of evidence - facts, figures and
opinion.
Be sure to include the cost of the
you present.
In determining the cost of a
will be needed:

Trainee ·cost - hourly rate x man hours involved}
Trainer cost - hourly rate.. x man hours
involved
.

Total -manhour cost

Your management would ~ot approve this amount for a piece of machinery without wanting to khow if it ·contributed to increased production,
better quality product, or some direct benefits.
Checking results
involves:

follows the same procedure

Compiling evidence on loss factors
Compiling evidence on same factors
Comparing before · and after data •.

in every situation.

It

before training is undertaken.
after training has been given.

Evidence on loss factors before training helps you to make adequate
provision in the content of your plan to effect it.
Evidence on these same factors after training,
and comparison with
previous evidence, will help to determine · the need for continuing the
plan, the advisability
of discontinuing
it, and the need for improving
the plan for more satisfactory
results.
You will
rent factors.

have to eliminate

or gauge the influence

of other concur-

When a new condition is encountered, and there are no "before"
figures,
or none available from industry averages, it may be advisable
- 104 -
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set up a control

experiment:

Select two groups of workers as nearly
conditions :will permit.
Make these groups as nearly identical
one exception - one is to be trained
no training.
Control the conditions
like operations,
etc.

Compare these

alike

as industrial

as possible with but
and the other to receive

under which they will work, place on

Determine factors to be measured.
cal for both groups.
Keep records
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These factors

for both groups for a like

must be identi-

period.

records.

Repeat with two other matched groups until
established.

a trend

has been

